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Welcomee to my journey around the landscape of distribution of services in the
businesss to business / business to consumer hybrid employability industry. I had a
tremendoustremendous time the last past years of researching and writing this thesis and it is my
intentionn to provide the reader with the same pleasures and surprises. But I have to
warnn the reader as well....it hasn't always been a sunny trip and sometimes I had to
climbb steep mountains, you might expect the same.
Too get an idea on the theme, the contents, the target group and presentation style
off my thesis, I simply refer you to chapter one. After reading this chapter you should
havee a clear idea on what to expect from this thesis and you can decide on going
furtherr on my journey or taking another track. Dutch speakers are referred to the
summaryy in Dutch at the end of this thesis to get a first idea. At this point I limit
myselff to thanking all those people who played an important, pleasant or
challengingg role during my journey.
Theree are a view episodes in my journey I'll never forget. I started my first
intervieww with asking Guus Kok, director marketing and communications of Gak
Nederlandd about two connected lines without any further symbols on a whiteboard
inn his large and almost empty room. He spontaneously filled the room with an
exposee of about 35 minutes finishing with the question "do you have any other
questions?"" I stumbled "well actually not" and we talked for another thirty minutes.
Thankk you Norbert van der Hoek, Hans Flick and Harrie van Velthoven for enabling
mee to do the case study at Gak and thank you Roberto Lee for your support and
patiencee in tackling bureaucratic hurdles.
Partt of the case study protocol was to invite interviewees for the interview with
sendingg them a small letter in which I explained things. Remko Schermerhorn, who
preparedd the way at Unique Nederland for me and supported me in that case study,
foundd my approach of sending letters too impersonal. So he went to Hoogeveen,
Apeldoorn,, Hoofddorp and Amsterdam to shake hands, explain and personally hand
overr letters. Thanks to Remko's personal approach, we always felt welcome and had
finefine interviews. Remko, I still enjoy sharing experiences and diners; thank you for
yourr company, not only during the Unique episode of my journey but for almost the
completee journey and hopefully beyond. Hans Coffeng, thank you for providing us
withh the opportunity for conducting a nice case study and thank you for your
appreciationn for the case study report. Sole never tasted that good as the one in
Muiden!! Edgar Mulder, thank you for being our anchorman and host.
Thee PrimaVera research network has always been an inspiring network for the
lastt past years and I like to thank all network members for their encouraging
commentss and suggestions and their empathy. I will never forget Chun Wei Choo's
commentt on one of my working papers: "Economies of relationships, ....whooh...I
likee that". Special thanks go to Ard Huizing for his support in my early research
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yearss before the start of this thesis and to Wim Bouman for accentuating
methodologicall issues during that period. Our working together learned me a lot and
ass Ard and I regularly say to each other....probably we should do it again. Very
gratefull I am to Jan Truijens, who simply responded to a presentation on my
researchh design by opening doors at Interpolis. Jan, opening doors for a colleague at
yourr prime employer shows confidence, thanks! Tom Mescher, thank you for doing
thee intake and directing me on the path of Frans van der Pas. Frans and Chris
Simonss thank you for providing me with much information and a highly challenging
casee study. Jeroen Waltmans thank you for your support and the many personal talks
att railway stations and in trains.
II still see myself sitting in a too small room with Machteld Roos at Sioo, looking
forr clues in their education program documentation with Gerhard Smid walking by,
justt speaking his magic words... "You two look like a couple of accountants".
Thankk you Gerhard, I already felt quite unsure on whether I would ever get a grip on
Sioo'ss world. Sioo's field of working is so close to mine but you're approach
seemedd so far away at that moment. So, as a good accountant, I continued my hobby
readingg about philosophy and epistemology in the evenings and I dived into your
swimmingg pool of fine literature on third generation evaluation, double loop
learning,, reflective practitioners, etc. As you already understand....I became more
unsuree about the whole journey, but at least enjoyed the swimming pool and gained
somee background to understand Sioo's approach. Thanks to the willingness of
Gerhard,, Jaap Boonstra, Chretien Felser, Marguerithe de Man, Marianne
Kranenburgg and Saskia Cortlever-Keus to exchange their experience with me, to
reflectt on their experience and to listen carefully to my findings, I have been able to
presentt the Sioo case in chapter Eight. Thank you Gerhard and Jaap for opening
doorss at Sioo and providing me with the opportunity to experience your challenging
world.. I'm still confused (probably on a higher level), but at least I know that I've
neverr been an accountant. Machteld, thanks for your extraordinary accurate support.
Speciall thanks go to Rik Maes. Rik, our cooperation one way or the other always
feelss to me like a learning space in which you let me discover knowledge,
experiencee and repertoire. Be it in research settings, educational settings,
organizationall settings or administrative settings; be it on philosophical matters,
didacticall matters, technical matters or personal manners, there is always something
too learn and you provide room for it and you inspire me to do so. The most inspiring
roomss you provide for are the educational spaces we work in. The Executive Master
inn Information Management (EMIM) at first and the Bedrijfskunde and
Informatiekundee certainly not at least, provide me with many people I learn with.
Althoughh they are too numerous to mention, I like to mention Toon Abcouwer, Luc
Hoebeke,, Dick Rijken, Rene Jansen, Bas Parson, Jan Grijpink, Anna Snel, Albert
Boswijk,, Chun Wei Choo, Claudio Ciborra, Tony Briant and Joe Pine for their
inspiringg different perspectives. Special thanks goes to Hans Jagers for his personal
supportt and commitment and our fruitful cooperation within one of the EMIM
blockss over many years. I further like to thank all those (ex) students who
contributedd to my insights by doing small pieces of research for their master thesis.
Somee of them already have been mentioned, others are Henriètte Brijder, Daniël
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Chapterr One
Introductionn and Motivation

Thee central theme of this thesis is the distribution of services. This theme is studied
fromfrom an informational perspective, in which insights from the two disciplines
informationn management/information systems and service marketing and
managementt are combined. The thesis unfolds in two parts.
Inn part one, the information requirements for service specification in the front
officee in relation to the strategic question of service positioning is the central theme.
Partt one is the main part of this thesis. In this chapter, I discuss the research
questionss and propositions addressed in part one, the motivation for the study in part
one,, the problem statement of the study in part one, the combination of both
discipliness information management/information systems and service marketing and
management,, the structure of part one and the target group and presentation style of
thee thesis. In part one a theory is build and confronted with eight front offices in four
businesss units of different service companies (Unique Nederland, Gak Nederland,
Interpoliss and Sioo) through the case study method.
Partt two addresses additional work on the distribution of services to enhance our
understandingg on the distribution of services and contains a study on the case study
methodd to understand how this method generally is applied in the information
systemss discipline. Four innovative phenomena in service distribution are discussed:
thee use of multiple channels to distribute services (multi-channeling), the associated
coordinationn issues in multi-channeling, the rise of front, mid and back office
architecturess to support multi-channeling and possibilities for ICT-based knowledge
managementt in supply channels. The first three phenomena are discussed in chapter
ten.. In chapter ten insights on the informational aspects of service distribution are
expandedd from the service specification phase of the sales cycle (the focus of part
one)) into the complete sales cycle (from the attention phase to the after sales service
phase).. The phenomenon of knowledge management in supply channels is discussed
inn chapter eleven, based on a case study at IBM Nederland. In chapter eleven I
expandd some of the initial insights on knowledge management in service
networks/supplyy channels from the Interpolis and Sioo cases in part one. Chapter
twelvee contains a study on the application of the case study method in which 55 case
studiess in the information systems discipline are evaluated. I started the study to
comparee my own research design with other studies. The study supports chapter four
off part one in which the design of the study in part one is presented. All three
chapterss in part two are completely self-containing and should be read as such. The
researchh questions underlying these chapters will be presented in the chapters. I
shortlyy introduce part two at the beginning of part two.
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Thee complete thesis contains five related studies. Part one starts with a literature
studyy on service strategy and service delivery design (chapter two and three). The
restt of part one (chapter four to nine) contains four embedded case studies on the
informationn requirements of the front office and the service positioning strategy of
thee business unit, including the research design and the cross case analysis and
conclusions.. Part two contains a study on multi-channel service distribution and
front,front, mid and back office architectures, including a comparison of six front, mid
andd back office applications in the service industry (chapter ten). Chapter eleven
containss a case study on knowledge management in hybrid supply channels at IBM
Nederland.. Chapter twelve contains a study on the application of the case study
methodd in 55 case studies in the information systems discipline, the last of the five
studies. .

Partt One: Research questions and Propositions
Distributionn of services differs from the distribution of physical products, because
servicess differ from products. I follow Hill (1977) and Gallouj & Weinstein (1997)
inn their definition of a service as "a set of processing operations carried out by a
serviceservice provider on behalf of a client, in a medium held by the client, and intended
toto bring about a change in this medium". This definition shows the basic
characteristicc of services, i.e. its process nature (Grönroos, 1998). In the physical
distributionn of goods, the accessibility of products is central. The emphasis is on
bridgingg differences in time, place, amount and quality of products (Stern et al.,
1996;; Chase & Acquilano, 1995). The processes that produce products could be
hiddenn from the customer through stocks. Services cannot be stocked and service
processess tend to be visible (at least partly) to the customer because of the
production/consumptionn simultaneity in services (Shostack, 1987; Grönroos, 1990;
Normann,, 1991, Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). The customer participates to some
extentt in the service delivery process. The consequence of the unstockability, the
simultaneityy of production and consumption and the definition of services as sets of
operations,, is that service processes cannot be hidden from the customer, but rather
mustt be brought within reach of the customer so that production/consumption
simultaneityy can take place and the set of operations can be performed on the
mediumm held by the customer.
Centrall to service distribution is the accessibility of service processes through
thee replication of these processes (Normann, 1991). Traditionally, this has been a
questionn of service facility design and personnel training. Nowadays (taking self
servicee systems, front office systems, e-commerce applications and e-business
developmentss into account), replication of services has become a matter of the
applicationn of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as well. Service
processs logic could be (partly) programmed in software and service processes could
bee made accessible through this software.
Thee problem is that the academic and practitioners literature pays little attention
onn the use of information and ICT to improve customer service and few studies have
investigatedd its effects on service design (Wathen & Anderson, 1995). The definition
22
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off information requirements is probably the most neglected area in the service
industryy (Berkley & Gupta, 1995). In general there seems to be a facility bias in
servicee analysis and classification and information and ICT has been neglected
(Tinnilaa & Vepsalainen, 1995). In part one of this thesis I will make a contribution
too our thinking on the information requirements for service distribution, especially
forr service specification in the front office because service specification plays a
centrall role in service distribution.
Servicee providers have a front office and back office dichotomy in their
operationss (Stone & Woodcock, 1995; Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 1997;
Molenaar,, 1997; Grönroos, 1998). The idea of front and back office dichotomy is
basedd on the general organizational design principle of Thompson (1967) to protect
thee operations of the organization from environmental disturbances and uncertainties
stemmingg from individual customer contact, to place these operations in a low
contactt positioning and to have high contact activities to buffer the operating core.
Frontt offices are supposed to be designed with the prime objective to serve
customerss and to perform high contact activities. To allow for more complex
processingg of customer cases in the back office, in the front office processes are
requiredd to extract from customers all that is required (mainly information) to do so.
Inn the front office there is a three-way interaction between customers, employees
andd technology or a two-way interaction between customers and technology (in the
casee of self-service, like in e-commerce) (Chase and Tansik, 1983). Tasks are done
inn the back-office mainly because of scale economies or because mixing of customer
orientedd tasks and complex case handling tasks could come at the expense of the
qualityy of one or the other. In the back-office the interaction is two-way between
employeess and technology. In the back-office employees only deal with customer
surrogates,, like orders or other information, often embodied in ICT (Chase and
Tansik,, 1983). It is obvious that the front and back office dichotomy in
organizationall design introduces coordination problems between front and back
offices.. Buffers are needed for queuing cases for back office processing, information
systemss are needed to ensure rapid availability of data to the back office (Stone &
Woodcock,, 1995; Li, 1997) and the front office needs support from the back office,
introducingg needs for informational and material handling tasks (Chase & Tansik,
1983).. Coordination between front and back office will be discussed in part two of
thiss thesis.
Thee front office is where service processes are made accessible to customers
throughh the replication of processes, as is the case in traditional service facility
layout.. Front office employees intermediate between customers and technology or
customerss service themselves with the technology. Increasingly this technology is
ICTT because through this technology information on service requests could be
packedd in customer surrogates and processed by the back office and because
informationn about these service processes could be made available to front office
employeess or self serving customers. In the front office, the service encounter takes
place.. The service encounter plays a central role in the service marketing literature
(Solomonn et al., 1985). The service encounter is seen as the event at which the
customerr interacts with the service provider (Heskett, 1990). Carlzon (1987) termed
servicee encounters as 'moments of truth': "the moment of truth is the moment at
33
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whichh the service provider and service customer confront one another and service
qualityy is realized. At this moment both are very much on their own... .It is the skill,
thee motivation and the tools employed by the firm's representative and the
expectationss and behavior of the client which together will create the service
deliveryy process".
Accordingg to Normann (1991), the customer appears twice in the service
process,, as a customer specifying his requirements and as a coproducer taking part
inn the service production (Normann, 1991). Grönroos (1990), Parasuraman & Berry
(1991)) and Berkley and Gupta (1995) also differentiate between customer contacts
inn service specification and service fulfillment. Therefore I distinguish two
'momentss of truth'. The first 'moment of truth' is the coproduction of customers in
thee service specification process in which an agreement is reached between the
customerr and service provider, regarding the service to be delivered. The second
'momentt of truth' is the coproduction of customers in service production. The first
'momentt of truth' is the object of study in this thesis. Therefore I define the front
officee as the part of the organization in which customers have contact with the
servicee provider to reach an agreement regarding the service to be delivered. This
definitionn narrows front office activities down to service specification and is
stipulative. .
Servicee specification contact is the first contact between the service provider and
thee customer in which customer specific requests are matched with the abilities of
thee service provider. Service specification forms the starting point of service
deliveryy processes. In chapter three I derive seven functions of service specification
fromfrom the literature.
Customers specify their needs and the service provider informs and
advises. .
The building of customer relations.
Complete service specification reduces customer fear and improves
perceivedd service quality
Initiates service delivery processes by providing these processes with
specifications. .
The implementation set of a service network is specified.
Interaction often forms the starting point for service innovation.
Accumulation of market information.
Inn figure 1.1 service specification is positioned in a general sales cycle, which is
derivedd from the literature in chapter three. In preceding phases of the sales cycle,
thee service provider makes promises about subsequent phases. These promises need
too be kept in subsequent phases; the latter phases confirm the promises made in
earlierr phases (Grönroos, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). To make a promise
thatt can be held, one needs clear information about the subsequent phases of the
processs in the preceding phases. Reliability ('keeping promises') is seen as the
numberr one dimension of service quality (Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml, 1991;
Grönroos,, 1998). Thus, in service specification promises about subsequent phases
aree made, which need to be based on information about these phases to promise the
rightt tiling.
44
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Figuree 1.1: Service specification in the front office positioned in a general sales cycle

Thiss raises the question whether something in general could be said about
servicee delivery processes to get an idea on the information requirements during
servicee specification. This is the case because the nature of the service process has
beenn a central theme in the service marketing and information management
literature.. Traditionally the nature of the service process is described in terms of
standardizedd services and customized services (Levitt, 1976; Lovelock, 1984;
Shostack,, 1987; Sundbo, 1994; Hart, 1995). Standardized service processes are seen
ass non-varying sequential processes suited for mass production. Customized
processess are seen as processes with high degrees of freedom for adaptation and
tailoringg to the needs of individual customers.
Duringg the last decade many authors paid attention to mass customization, a
combinationn of the mass production capabilities of standardized services with the
customizationn capabilities of customized services (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993;
Hart,, 1995; Rafiq & Ahmed, 1998). Mass customization is based on standardized
moduless (Sundbo, 1994) and requires a dynamic network of autonomous operating
unitss executing a specific process or task (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993), a modular
organizationn (Wigand et al., 1997). This suggests that the nature of the service
process,, expressed in the degree of customization of the service process, need to be
reflectedd in information supporting service specification in the front office to make
thee right promise.
Thiss raises the first two research questions, which are central to part one of this
thesis. .
Q1.. How is the degree of customization of services, that needs to be specified in
thee front office, related to the information requirements in the specification process
andd can front offices be classified based on this relation?
Q2.. How is the effectiveness of the front office influenced if the required
informationn for the specification of a certain degree of customization is not
available? ?
55
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Thee nature of the service process, expressed in the degree of customization, not
onlyy seems to determine front office information requirements, but determines
servicee positioning strategies as well. As in services the process is the product,
positioningg of services on the market is a question of positioning service delivery
processess (Shostack, 1987; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Normann, 1991). The
engineeringg of processes serves strategic service positioning purposes (Shostack,
1987).. In chapter two, I derive three generic service positioning strategies and their
basicc characteristics from the literature. I label the three strategic patterns as mass
orientation,, scope orientation and partnership orientation.
Thiss raises the third research question, which is central to part one of this thesis.
Q3.. How are the types of front offices related to the business unit's service
positioningg strategy?
Inn chapter two, I further argue that service processes should be seen as
configurationss of resources and that the resource-based view on strategy is
paramountt in service strategy (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992). Taken from a
resource-basedd view, service providers try to enhance their resources by innovation
too improve their service offering and to retain customers. Therefore ideas on service
innovationn have been taken into account throughout this thesis. Service process
positioningg should also be understood in the context of positioning in service
networks.. As service providers continually try to capitalize on customer
relationships,, the bundling of services of different service providers has become the
logicc in the service industry (Normann, 1990; Vandermerwe, 1994; Gummesson,
1996).. Ideas on the resource-based view, service innovation and service network
positioningg deepen our understanding on service positioning strategies.
Too answer the three research questions, I develop three propositions, which will
bee confronted with the practice of eight front offices in four business units of Dutch
servicee providers. These propositions are briefly introduced in the next section, are
developedd from the literature review in chapter two and three and are discussed in
detaill in chapter four (the research design).
Propositionn One: Model of the Information Requirements of the Front
Office e
II propose that the degree of information, which is required in the front office to
specifyy the service, increases in accordance with the degree of customization. I
categorizee the information into information regarding the relation with the customer
(relationn information), information regarding the product (product information) and
informationn regarding the service process (process information). Although 'the
productt is missing' (Grönroos, 1998) in services, using the term 'product' has
becomee widespread in the service industry (Shaw, 1990). In this proposition, the
termm product refers to the structure of the service (activities) to be delivered. The
termm process refers to the process by which service activities are linked. Process
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nformationn provides 'logistical' information to the front office, like delivery time
normss or capacity availability.
Fivee degrees of customization are distinguished with matching degrees of
information.. The five resulting combinations of a degree of customization related to
relation,, product and process information to specify that degree of information are
thee types of front offices. The five types are labeled as 'counter', 'one-stop-shop',
'fieldd and inside service', 'control room' and 'symbiosis'. This leads to a model of
thee information requirements of the front office, which is shown in figure 1.2.
Propositionn Two: Effectiveness of the Front Office
Iff there are requirements, there must be consequences as well if requirements are not
met.. The second proposition states that the effectiveness of the front office decreases
whenn the information requirements for the specification of the corresponding
categoryy of customization are not met. Ineffectiveness is supposed to manifest itself
inn the following.
1..
2..
3..
4..

Limited proactivity.
Specification quality problems.
Longer specification lead-time.
Limited protection of the back office.

Tablee 1.1 shows the proposed relation between insufficient information and the
ineffectivenesss of the front office.

Figuree 1.2: Model of the information requirements of the front office
77
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Longer Longer Limited Limited
Limited Limited Specification Specification
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
protectionprotection of
proactivitv proactivitv
quality quality specification specification
thethe back office
problems problemslead-time lead-time
DueDue to:
XX
Insufficientt relation
information n
XX
XX
XX
XX
Insufficientt product
information n
XX
XX
XX
Insufficientt process
information n

Tablee 1.1: The relation between insufficient information and ineffectiveness
Propositionn Three: Generic Strategies and Front Office Type
Thee third proposition deals with the relationship between the service positioning
strategyy and the types of front offices categorized in the model of proposition one.
Threee generic service positioning strategies and its characteristics are derived from
thee literature in chapter two: mass orientation, scope orientation and partnership
orientationn (see table 1.2). I propose that service providers with a mass orientation
relyy on the front office types 'counter' and 'one-stop-shop'. Service companies with a
scopee orientation rely on the types, 'field and inside service' and 'control room'.
Servicee providers with a partnership orientation rely on the types 'control room' and
'symbiosis'.. Answering research question three might lead to the eight characteristic
off the generic service positioning strategies which characterizes the information
requirementss for service specification in the front office: the front office type.
MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
ServiceService positioning
orientation orientation
strategystrategy •>
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Modularr /
Add hoc structured
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
andd interconnected
componentt based
Infrastructural l
process s
withh customer
processes s
Puree service
Service/product t
Product t
Servicee type
(customized) )
(masss customized)
(standardized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and interactive
andd client
Jobbing g
Sparring g
Selling g
Interaction n
governance e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
Production-line e
Management t
perspective e
perspective e
approach h
perspective e
Relationship p
Relationship p
Marketingg approach Transaction n
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
Economies s
relationships s

Tablee 1.2: Characteristics of three generic service strategies
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Partt One: Motivation of the Study
Thee study in part one of this thesis is motivated by the PrimaVera research program
onn information management and by a central theme in the service marketing and
managementt literature: the relation between customer perceived service quality and
thee design of service delivery systems in the context of service strategy. I present
bothh motives in the next sections.

Thee PrimaVera Research Program on Information Management
Onee motivation for this research comes from the PrimaVera research program on
informationn management at the Universiteit van Amsterdam (PrimaVera, 2002).
Thiss thesis is meant to contribute to this program.
Thee discipline of information management is seen as the management of
informationn as a business resource and the management of the business - ICT
relationshipp (Maes, 1999). The management of the business - ICT relationship
shouldd not be perceived in the first place as the management of relationships
betweenn organizational departments or different professions, but as studying the
effectt of ICT on organizations and the effect of business characteristics on
applicationss of ICT. The management of the business - ICT relationship should be
seenn as the impact-alignment relation between ICT application and business
(Hendersonn & Venkatraman, 1993). Information management should be seen as a
majorr component of integral management (Maes, 1999), like marketing
management,, financial management, human resource management, etc. In the
currentt state of the discipline "the importance of technological aspects has been
overemphasizedd to the detriment of the infological aspects" (Maes, 1999). This
motivatedd me to address questions on the distribution of services from an
informationall perspective and to investigate whether business characteristics in the
servicee industry influence information patterns (which influence ICT applications).
Ass Glazer (1991) states: "The real issue is to go beyond the technology and to
considerr the output, the information itself, as an important variable for analysis".
Maess (1999) developed a generic framework for information management to
positionn research and practitioners issues in the field of information management
(seee figure 1.3). All research in the PrimaVera research program is done within the
contextt of this framework to contribute to our understanding on information
management.. Maes (1999) states that the middle row and column is key to
informationn management and research in this discipline. The middle row represents
thee structure variables, i.e. process design, information architecture and
infrastructurall aspects. The middle column represents the information and
communicationn patterns in organizations, which gives sense to the question whether
ICTT application is appropriate and which is central to understanding effects of the
applicationn of ICT on business practice.
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Business s

Informationn /
Communication n

Technologie e

Strategy y

(Infra)structure e

Operations s

Figuree 1.3: The generic framework for information management and the key issues (Maes,
1999) )
Duringg the mid-nineties, I participated in former research at the Universiteit of
Amsterdam,, on business reengineering (Bouman et al., 1995; Huizing, 2002). This
researchh could be positioned on the middle row of the framework (Maes, 1999), as it
addressess issues on business processes and information and ICT in business
processes.. This study showed some interesting developments in the field of front
offices,, business process control, empowerment and the application of ICT, which
partlyy motivated this study. The study showed that through business reengineering
projects: :
••
••
••
••
••
••

Knowledge on value adding and throughput time in business processes
increased; ;
Decentralization of responsibilities, the degree of self control and the
competencee to solve problems in the front office increased;
Customer data was integrated and made available through ICT;
ICT was applied for process control;
The back office was controlled by the front office through ICT;
Many organizations shifted from product focus to customer focus.

Thee business reengineering study indicated that ICT was applied in the front
officee to enable back office control from the front office, to strive for integral
processs control, to facilitate empowerment of front office employees and to make
customerr data available to the front office. The study indicated that ICT became the
gluee between front and back office. I asked myself the question which information
needss to be provided by the ICT in the front office to enable process control from
10 0
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thee front office and to facilitate customer focused servicing and front office
employeee empowerment.
Byy addressing the question which information is needed for service specification
inn the context of service strategy, this research contributes to our understanding on
thee effects of business characteristics of services to ICT applications. I see service
specificationn as an essential part of the service delivery process in which customer
specificc promises are made that need to be kept to contribute to customer's
perceivedd service quality (the basic criterion the customer evaluates the service
providerr on). Understanding information requirements in the context of service
strategyy contributes to our reasoning about employee - technology - job fit in the
frontt office and self service applications like e-commerce (customer - technology jobb fit). Last but not least, this research contributes to our thinking about which
informationn needs to be managed to support service specification in the context of a
certainn service positioning strategy.
Thee research presented in part one is positioned in the generic framework of
Maess (see figure 1.4) and contributes to our insights on the structure of information
patternss and the engineering of service delivery processes (the middle row). Because
processs engineering serves strategic service positioning purposes (Shostack, 1987),
thiss research contributes on our thinking on strategic issues. Understanding of
strategicc issues in the service industry is further enhanced by positioning the concept
off service process positioning strategies in the context of resource based thinking,
thee effects of innovations on resource enhancement and service positioning and
networkk positioning.
Thee middle cell of the framework in figure 1.4, on structural information
patterns,, provides a more specific motivation for my research, the development of
referencee models on information patterns to support the application of ICT. Davis &
Olsonn (1984) distinguish four general approaches for information requirements
analysis. .
Informationn /
Communication n

Technologie e

Strategy y

(Infra)structuree

1

Figuree 1.4: The study in part one positioned in the framework for information management
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Asking people on their requirements (by questionnaires, brainstorming, etc.).
Thiss strategy is supposed to work in quite structured situations with low
uncertaintyy about the user's or analyst's ability to elicit requirements.
Deriving from an existing system (such a system needs to exist).
Synthesizing from characteristics of the utilizing system (the organization or
aa part of it) by analyzing strategic objectives, critical success factors,
businesss processes or decisions. Davis & Olson (1984) suggest that the most
logicall and complete approach to elicit requirements is from analysis of the
utilizingg system, the domain of ICT application.
Discovering from experimentation with an evolving system, which is often
thee case with prototyping. This is done in situations where the domain of
applicationn is new and the uncertainty of arriving at a complete set of
requirementss is high.
Thee third above-mentioned general approach motivates research to generate
knowledgee on a domain of service delivery processes to facilitate information
requirementss analysis in that domain. The domain in this study is service
specificationn and the knowledge is represented by the theory in the three
propositions.. The model in proposition one serves as a reference work for the
applicationn of ICT in this domain. With current object oriented software technology
itt is possible to generate software patterns, which are based on information patterns
inn the business domain. If these patterns represent the core business process logic in
thee domain, software based on these patterns could be enhanced with organization
specificc objects (for instance through prototyping, the fourth above-mentioned
approach).. For this reason information models don't have to be comprehensive in
thee sense that all situations in the domain are covered, but it should represent the
coree business logic in the domain. The front office information model should be
seenn in this light, in which the core business logic is the matching of customer
requestss with the service provider's abilities. The customer request is supported by
informationn available on the customer (relation information) and the abilities of the
organizationn are expressed in the structure of the service (product information) and
thee capacity to perform the service (process information).

NordicNordic School on Service Marketing and Management
Thee motivation for this research not only lies in the information management
disciplinee but also in the service marketing and management discipline. It is
motivatedd by a central theme in this discipline: the relation between customer
perceivedd service quality and the design of service delivery systems in the context of
servicee strategy. My thinking on this theme is primarily influenced by what has
becomee known as the Nordic School in service marketing and management (Berry
andd Parasuraman, 1993).
Berryy and Parasuraman (1993) give an overview of the development of service
marketingg as an academic discipline (more specific a sub discipline of marketing)
12 2
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betweenn 1970 and 1990. Their analysis reveals that the discipline developed
academicallyy because it filled a need in marketing practice. They state that by 1990,
servicess accounted for more that 75 percent of the U.S. Gross National Product.
Galloujj (1998) states that in most developed countries, services account for more
thann seventy percent of employment.
Berryy and Parasuraman (1993) overview key contributors to the field. From a
geographicall point of view, contributions primarily came from Northern American
scholarss (like Berry, Parasuraman, Zeithaml, Shostack, Lovelock and Bateson),
Frenchh scholars (like Langeard and Eiglier) and Scandinavian scholars (like
Grönroos,, Gummesson and Normann). The Scandinavian contributions have
becomee known as the Nordic School. Berry and Parasuraman make clear that many
contributorss influenced each other in their thinking.
Itt will become clear in this thesis that my thinking has been influenced by many
off these contributions as well, but I like to make explicit that this thesis should be
seenn in the line of thinking of the Nordic School (Gummesson, 1996; Grönroos,
1998).. The following topics characterize this research tradition.
Consumptionn of a service is merely process consumption than outcome
consumptionn (Grönroos, 1998).
Ass a consequence of process consumption, the nature of service marketing is
differentt from product marketing (see figure 1.5) (Grönroos, 1998).
Thee concept of customer perceived service quality as a solution to the
problemm of the missing product, i.e. the missing of outcome consumption
(Grönroos,, 1997; Grönroos, 1998).
Servicee marketing and industrial marketing develop into the direction of
relationshipp marketing (Gummesson, 1996; Grönroos, 1997), in which the
conceptt of keeping promises is central (Grönroos, 1997).
AA network approach to relationship marketing (Gummesson, 1996) and the
recognitionn of physical, informational, financial and social exchanges in a
networkk (Grönroos, 1997).
Integratingg service marketing with other areas of (service) management,
especiallyy when it comes to providing service quality (Gummesson, 1996;
Grönroos,, 1997).
Lesss quantitative research focus than in other countries and more theory
generationn than theory testing and consequently more inductive and
abductivee than deductive research (Gummesson, 1996).
Bothh empirical, theoretical and holistic (Gummesson, 1996).

II follow the Nordic School line of thinking on services in the sense that I see
servicess as processes, not as products, I incorporate service marketing and
relationshipp marketing thinking in my thesis and I aim to make a contribution to
deliveringg service quality through service delivery system design by integration of
insightss from other service management area's, i.e. information management,
organizationall design and strategy. In my theory the concept of keeping promises
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(andd thus knowing what to promise) is central. My research aims at theory
developmentt through abductive qualitative empirical research. The network
perspectivee has also been taken into account in this study, although not from the
veryy beginning. In the initial research design I took an intra-organizational
perspective,, which means that the unit of analysis in all case studies is on the intraorganizationall level (the business unit). Throughout my study I came to the
understandingg that the intra-organizational perspective limits our understanding on
servicee positioning strategies and front office design and I added insights on network
positioningg and network organizing to my research.
Thee research is motivated by a central theme in the service marketing and
managementt literature: the relation between customer perceived service quality and
thee design of service delivery systems in the context of service strategy. The
importancee of this theme follows from the essential difference between product
orientedd marketing and service oriented marketing, which is illustrated by the two
differentt marketing triangles (Grönroos, 1998) in figure 1.5.
Thee main difference between the two perspectives is the fact that the product,
understoodd as preproduced bundles of resources and features, is missing in services
(Grönroos,, 1998) and services should be seen as a set of activities bundled in
processes.. From a customer's point of view, in process consumption the solution
providedd by the service provider is a set of resources (personnel, technology,
knowledgee and information, customer's time and the customer) that create a good
customer-perceivedd quality and value. Keeping promises is done throughout the
completee service delivery process and making sure that promises can be kept
becomess an organizational design issue. For this reason integrating service
marketingg with other service management area's is central to the Nordic School of
thinking. .
Researchh on the relation between information requirements for service
specificationn and service positioning strategies is motivated by the fact that
knowledgee and information is recognized as being one of the resources employed in
servicee processes. In chapter three I review the literature on research on this topic.
Althoughh several authors mention the importance of information to service delivery
processess (Mills & Turk, 1986; Berry and Parasuraman, 1991; Wathen & Anderson,
1995;; Tinnila & Vepsalainen, 1995; Stone & Woodcock, 1995), studying
informationn requirements is probably the most neglected area in the service industry
(Berkleyy & Gupta, 1995). Although information is regarded as a primary input to
servicee delivery, few studies have investigated its effects on service design (Wathen
&& Anderson, 1995). In general there seems to be a facility bias in service analysis
andd classification and information and ICT as the carrier of service process logic has
beenn neglected (Tinnila & Vepsalainen, 1995).
Thee concept of perceived service quality has been developed in the service
orientedd marketing perspective as a solution to the problem of the missing product
(Grönroos,, 1998). Perceived service quality is understood as a function of what the
customerr expects of the service process and what is experienced, with the experience
havingg an outcome dimension (the what of the service) and a process dimension (the
howw of the service), both being influenced by the concept of keeping promises
(Grönroos,, 1998).
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Figuree 1.5: Marketing from a product and service oriented perspective

Itt is widely recognized that service management can influence perceived service
qualityy by service delivery design (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990; Singh,
1993;; Ahmed & Parasuraman, 1994; Rafiq & Ahmed, 1998; Grönroos, 1998).
Managementt could support the interactive part of the service delivery system (in
whichh customer contact takes place) by back office support, for instance customer
databasess and information systems (Grönroos, 1998).
Thee question which information from these information systems supports which
activitiess in the front office and what effect could be expected on perceived service
qualityy remains unanswered in the literature. It is beyond the scope of this research
too provide a complete answer to that question. In this study, I confine myself to
studyingg the information requirements for service specification in the front office. I
assumee that promises on services are made in general terms in marketing
communicationss and that these general promises are transformed in customer
specificc promises on the service to be delivered in service specification. Through
thiss study further research could be done on the relationship between information
availabilityavailability and perceived service quality. To be more specific, knowledge on the
informationn requirements for service specification contributes to our understanding
onn providing role clarity and avoiding gap three (see figure 1.6), one of the five
potentiall shortfalls of service quality (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990).
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Figuree 1.6: Conceptual model of service quality (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry, 1990)
Sevenn factors contribute to gap three: role ambiguity, role conflict, poor
employeee - job fit, poor technology - job fit, inappropriate supervisory systems,
lackk of perceived control and lack of teamwork. Not all these factors seem to be
influencedd by the availability of information. Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry
(1990)) suggest employee - technology - job fit to overcome the third and fourth
factor.. Knowing what information is required for the service specification part of
frontt office jobs contributes to employee training and the quality of ICT applications
too support these jobs. Furthermore, role ambiguity and role conflict could be
explainedd by lack of information and to avoid lack of perceived control,
empowermentt is suggested (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990). In chapter three
II review several empirical studies that show that empowerment of front line
employeess is needed to provide customization and personalization and increases
employee'ss self efficacy, which all contribute to customer's perceived quality. But
empowermentt also increases role conflict and thereby role ambiguity (Hartline &
Ferell,, 1996). Role ambiguity is a major determinant of employee's self-efficacy,
jobb satisfaction and adaptability, thereby in the end resulting in negative effects on
customers'' perceived quality (Hartline & Ferell, 1996). The lack of information in
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thee context of empowerment could explain role ambiguity. This raises the question
whetherr the distribution of information to front office employees decreases role
ambiguityy and role conflict and thereby contributes to customer's perceived quality.
Butt we can't answer this question without answering the central question of this
thesiss first: what are the information requirements for service specification?

Problemm Statement
AA complete problem statement consists of the motivation of the study, the objective
off the study, the research questions and definitions (Verschuren and Doorewaard,
1998).. I already presented the research questions which are central to part one of this
thesiss and I already elaborated on the motivation of the study. Throughout the above
presentedd sections I provided definitions on services, service specification, service
distribution,, front and back office and information management and I made my view
onn service management and marketing explicit. In this section I combine the three
propositionss to make my theory explicit and I relate the theory to the assumptions
behindd the theory, to the objectives of the study in part one and the motivation of the
studyy in part one. In chapter four I present the complete research design (conceptual
andd technical design) and I elaborate on the propositions.
Combinationn of the three propositions leads to the following theory. The service
positioningg strategy of the service provider determines the organizational design
constructs:: nature of the service process (degree of customization), type of service,
value-addingg focus, interaction governance, management approach, marketing
approachh and economies. The nature of the service type or degree of customization
iss determined by the service positioning strategy and determines the information
requirementss for service specification, expressed in relation, product and process
information.. The relation between degree of customization to be specified and the
informationn requirements to do so is labeled by the labels counter, one-stop-shop,
fieldd and inside service, control room and symbiosis. For mass oriented strategies,
reliancee on the front office types counter or one-stop-shop is expected. For scope
orientedd strategies, reliance on the front office types field and inside service or
controll room is expected. For partnership oriented strategies, reliance on the front
officee types control room or symbiosis is expected. If the information requirements
forr relation information to specify a certain degree of customization are not met,
limitedd proactivity could be expected. If the information requirements for product
informationn to specify a certain degree of customization are not met, limited
proactivity,, specification quality problems, longer specification lead-times or limited
protectionn of the back office could be expected. If the information requirements for
processs information to specify a certain degree of customization are not met,
specificationn quality problems, longer specification lead-times or limited protection
off the back office could be expected.
Thiss theory is based on the following assumptions.
•• The definition of services and the main characteristics that makes services
differentt from products: the process nature of services, intangibility and
productionn / consumption simultaneity.
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••

The front and back office dichotomy in service delivery design, the idea that
servicess are distributed through replication of processes, the idea that these
processess are made accessible through front offices and that process logic (at
leastt partly) could be programmed in software and replicated through this
software,, making replication of services not only a matter of service facility
designn and personnel training but also a question of software design and
distributionn (through telecommunications networks).
•• The idea of explicitly differentiating between two types of customer contact,
onee for service specification and one in service operations, the idea that in
servicee specification the general promises made about the service delivery
aree translated into customer specific requests and matched with the abilities
off the service provider, the idea that in service specification promises need
too be made about subsequent phases of service delivery and that we have to
knoww about these phases through information and the importance of service
specificationss for marketing and service delivery, expressed in the seven
functionss of service specification.

Thee objective of the study in part one is twofold. The research contributes to the
knowledgee regarding the dynamic and complex relationship between organizational
designn and the application of ICT, through contribution to our knowledge on the
relationshipp between service strategy and the informational aspect of service
deliveryy system design, i.e. the information requirements during service
specification.. The second objective is to derive a reference model that supports ICT
applicationn in the front office and that supports distribution strategy formulation in
thee service industry. The information model of the front office is supposed to service
ass a reference work for the application of ICT in the front office. The first
considerationn to be made is to determine the highest level of customization to be
specified.. Software systems, which support this level of specification, can also
supportt the specification of lower levels of customization. Through this procedure,
onee presides over software, which supports varying front offices and distribution
channels.. The model serves as a reference work for service distribution management
ass well. Software, which supports multiple distribution channels, contributes to
easierr replication of service processes as much of today's process logic can be
programmedd and distributed by software. As a result, new distribution channels can
bee set up relatively quickly making it possible for service providers to increase their
flexibilityy and time to market.
Thee study is motivated by the PrimaVera research program on information
managementt in which the relation between business characteristics (like service
positioningg strategies and service delivery design) and information patterns (like the
frontfront office information model) is studied. Former research in the context of the
PrimaVeraa research program on business reengineering already showed some
interestingg developments in the field of front offices, business process control,
empowermentt and the application of ICT, which further motivated this study. The
middlee cell of the generic framework of information management on structural
informationn patterns provides a more specific motivation for my research, the
developmentt of reference models on information patterns to support the application
18 8
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off ICT. The model in proposition one serves as a reference work for the application
off ICT in the service specification domain. Understanding information requirements
inn the context of service strategy contributes to our reasoning about employee technologyy -job fit in the front office and selfservice applications like e-commerce
(customerr - technology - j o b fit). Furthermore, the study contributes to our thinking
aboutt which information needs to be managed to support service specification in the
contextt of a certain service positioning strategy.
Thee study is also motivated by a central theme in the service marketing and
managementt literature: the relation between customer perceived service quality and
thee design of service delivery systems in the context of service strategy. Research
andd theory on the informational aspects of service delivery design are rare and the
effectt of insufficient information on perceived service quality is unknown.
Knowledgee on the information requirements for service specification contributes to
ourr understanding on providing role clarity and avoiding gap three in the conceptual
modell of service quality (figure 1.6). To answer questions on the relationship
betweenn information availability and factors contributing to gap three, we first need
too have an idea on what information is needed during service specification to make
theerightpromise and on what happens if this information is not available.

Combiningg Two Disciplines
Ass becomes apparent from the motivation of the study, this study aims to contribute
too our knowledge in two different disciplines in the broader field of business studies:
informationn management and service marketing and management. Although
combinationss of insights from both disciplines are rare in the literature, the
combinationn doesn'tt have to come as a surprise.
Bothh disciplines share systems theory in common and thereby process-, chainandd network-thinking. The information management literature is quite explicit about
it.. Many introductionary books in the discipline start with an elaboration on systems
theoryy and its application in thinking on information systems, computer systems and
organizationall systems (Davis and Olson, 1984; Flynn, 1992; Ahituv et al., 1994). In
thee service marketing and management discipline, Gronroos (1997) states that
relationshipp marketing is systems-oriented and is becoming a major marketing
paradigmm raising from research in industrial marketing, service marketing and
customerr relationships economics, thereby taking a systems view on service
marketing.. He states: "A systems view is well suited for a general theory of
marketing,, because it makes possible to include all relevant actors, environmental
influencee and even the process nature of marketing*'. Although Gronroos'
explicitnesss about systems theory seems to be an exception in the service marketing
andd management literature, it is quite evident that idea's on service processes,
servicee delivery system design, front and back office dichotomy, the process nature
off services and customer service quality perceptions (having an outcome and process
dimension)) have systems theory as its conceptual foundation. In systems theory the
primaryy transformation process, which produces outputs based on inputs is central,
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explainingg the centrality of process thinking in service management and marketing
andd information management and explaining thinking in chains and networks when
itt comes to processes which go beyond organizational boundaries or the boundaries
off information systems or computer systems. Both disciplines view organizations as
openn systems, being highly influenced by their environment. Interestingly, the
observationn that organizations increasingly work together in networks and that
organizationall boundaries become more permeable has let to the same ideas on
organizationall development in both disciplines. In the service marketing and
managementt literature this led to the idea of 'imaginary organizations'
(Gummesson,, 1996), whereas in the information management literature 'virtually
organizing'' has become a research topic (Davidow and Malone, 1992; Mowshowitz,
1997;; Jagers et al., 1998; Klüber et al., 1999; Alt et al., 2001). Both ideas are
combinedd in chapter two and related to network organizing.
Furthermoree both disciplines address organizational design issues and
incorporatee strategic thinking in their discipline. Notable examples in the service
marketingg and management literature are idea's on the separation of customer
contactt intensive and non-intensive operations in organizational design from Chase
andd Tansik (1983) and Thompson (1967), idea's on human resource management
(Schneiderr and Bowen, 1995) and idea's on resource based thinking on strategy and
itss relation with relationship marketing (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Notable examples
inn the information management literature are Galbraith (1973) who views
organizationss as information processing devices and idea's on the application of
resourcee based strategic thinking on information management (Mata et al., 1995).
Furthermore,, idea's on network organization from the organizational design
literaturee found their way in both disciplines as becomes apparant from discussions
onn the imaginary organization and virtually organizing (see chapter two).
Randss (1992) is one of the few exceptions when it comes to explicitly
combiningg both disciplines. His research topic, however, differs considerably from
thee one in this thesis. He applies concepts of service management (like the
conceptuall model of service quality (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990)) to the
managementt of ICT. He views several information management activities, like ICT
strategyy formulation, application development, package selection, network
operationss and help desks, as service activities.
Throughoutt this thesis I combine insights from both disciplines and when
necessary,, I complement these with ideas from the organizational design and
strategyy disciplines.

Structuree of Part One
Inn part one, I present a study on the information requirements for service
specificationn in the front office. These information requirements are related to three
genericc service positioning strategies. Through this I relate the informational design
elementt of organizational design to service strategy. Part one addresses the three
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abovee mentioned research questions and unfolds in nine chapters (excluding this
chapter). .
Chapterr two has the title, service strategy: processes, resources and networks. In
thiss chapter I derive three service positioning strategies and their main
characteristicss from the literature. I place these strategies in the general context of
resourcee based thinking on strategy and resource enhancement through service
innovation.. I relate the process positioning strategies to a network perspective on
servicee strategy in which service providers bundle services to satisfy and retain
customers. .
Inn chapter three, service delivery design and the front office, I discuss the front
andd back office dichotomy in organizational design in the service industry, the effect
off customer contact and customization on organizational design, the differentiation
betweenn customer contacts for service specification and coproduction in service
operationss and the function of service specification in the front office. In this chapter
thee literature on service specification in the front office is explored to problemize
ourr limited understanding of the information requirements for service delivery
designn in general and service specification in particular.
Inn chapter four, research design, I present the complete research design. In the
conceptuall design the research objectives, questions and three propositions are
discussed.. In the technical research design I discuss the research method (case study
research),, the function of the study in the knowledge accrual process, its units of
analysis,, the site selection criteria, the data collection and data analysis techniques
andd the structure of research protocol and case study database. Parts of this chapter
havee been published in de Vries (1997) and de Vries (2001).
Inn chapter five to eight, I present four case studies on the relation between the
informationn requirements for service specification in the front office and the three
genericc service positioning strategies. In four business units of four different
companies,, eight front offices are analyzed and the service strategy of the four
businesss units is analyzed. The case studies are done at Unique Nederland, Gak
Nederland,, Interpolis and Sioo. Unique Nederland provides flexible workforce
services.. Gak Nederland was a Uitvoeringsinstelling (UVI - Social security
administrationn agency) for social insurances during the period of study and has
mergedd into the Uitvoeringsorgaan Werknemers Verzekeringen (UWV - Body
Implementingg Employee Insurance Schemes) by the first of January 2002. Interpolis
iss a general insurance company providing all kinds of insurance services. I studied
Interpolis'' employment benefits strategy and implementation. Sioo provides
professionalizationn services to individual customers and employees of companies. I
studiedd the information requirements in the specification process for open and incompanyy educational programs in the field of organizational science and
organizationall change, meant for academically educated professionals. The chapters
aree titled with the company names.
Chapterr nine, titled cross case analysis, conclusions and further research, just
containss what is in the title. In the cross case analysis the three propositions, which
aree central to the study in part one, are confronted with the four case studies. The
basicc assumptions behind the propositions are confronted with the case studies as
well.. Furthermore, the case studies are confronted with each other, to come to some
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understandingg on the industry in which all four case studies could be positioned. I
denotee this industry as the employability industry and define it as the service
industryy in which services are provided to increase the opportunities for
satisfactorilyy lifetime employment for employed citizens and the companies they
workk for, and for currently and hopefully timely unemployed citizens. This industry
iss further discussed in chapter nine.

Targett Group and Presentation Style of the Thesis
Inn the literature on information systems (IS) research there is some debate on the
topicc 'rigor versus relevance' (Robey and Markus, 1998; Benbasat and Zmud, 1999;
Davenportt and Markus, 1999). Robey and Markus (1998) state that IS research is in
aa crisis because we are not able to target the practitioners audience due to an
overemphasiss on quantitative rigor, irrelevant topics, unreadable papers and long
lead-timess for publication. Many of the topics which were of interest to the IS field,
likee business reengineering, mass customization, electronic commerce or virtual
organizationss has been tackled by practitioners in the literature. This is due to the
rapidd and continuous change associated with the application of ICT (Benbasat and
Zmud,, 1999). Robey and Markus (1998) propose four strategies for researchers to
doo more relevant research.
Produce research that practitioners will consume by doing research for them.
To apply research methods that makes sense to practitioners instead of
overemphasizingg quantitative methods and hypothesis-deductive research.
Produce consumable research reports.
Support of non-traditional publication outlets.
Itt is my intention in this thesis to target both the academic as the practitioners
audiencee because the topic of my research is relevant today in science and in
practice.. Research in which enduring organizational problems and timely business
issuess are addressed are supposed to be well received by practitioners (Benbasat and
Zmud,, 1999). My research addresses the enduring organizational problem of service
distribution,, service delivery system design (i.e.frontoffice design), service strategy
andd service innovation as well as probably more timely issues (but at least current
issues)) like multi-channeling and front, mid and back office architectures. These
researchh topics have been identified during the start of the research as well as in the
processs of the research endeavor. The choices were based on former research as well
ass on dialogues with practitioners and sense making in the field of practice. This
wayy the research is driven by the existing body of knowledge in the fields of
informationn management and service marketing and management as well as by its
relevancyy to practitioners, one of the recommendations made by Benbasat and Zmud
(1999). .
Thee best characterization of my research is as being policy research. Policy
researchh focuses on identifying and resolving policy problems by developing new
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concepts,, solving practical problems or systemizing, generalizing and clarifying
conceptss and is proposed as one of the research models for IS research to overcome
thee problem of irrelevancy to practitioners (besides the models of applied research
andd evaluation research) (Davenport and Markus, 1999).
Thee chosen research method (case research) is one of which I assume that
practitionerss are familiar with, which is flexible enough to respond to new insights
inn the field and changing circumstances in cases and between cases and produces
quantitativee statements which are recognizable to practitioners. The empirical part of
thee research has always been done in cooperation with business partners, the results
hass been presented to management and employees and were welcomed as relevant.
II have chosen a presentation style, which is current in the academic literature
andd still accessible to practitioners, thereby following the third recommendation of
Benbasatt and Zmud. Only the presentation style in the technical research design in
chapterr four and the style in the chapters nine and twelve is quite academic.
Ass the topic of my research is quite new, I used publications in my literature
researchh from traditional scientific journals as well as from managerial and
practitionerss oriented publication outlets like Harvard Business Review, Sloan
Managementt Review or Dutch journals like Tijdschrift voor Informatie en
Management.. Furthermore I tried to incorporate insights from other research
discipliness (mainly service management and marketing) to insights in my own field
off research, the IS discipline; a research strategy proposed by Benbasat and Zmud
(1999)) to enrich the relevancy of the IS discipline.
Thee practitioner target audience of this thesis are those people who have their
workingg field in the (private or public) service industry (or service intensive physical
goodss industry) in disciplines like strategy, marketing, organizational design,
informationn management, distribution, product development, product management
orr human resource management. The organizations in the case studies all provide
servicess in what I denote the employability industry. Therefore people who work in
thee flexible workforce industry, the financial industry, education, the occupational
healthh care industry, the re-integration industry or the social insurance industry
belongg to the target audience of this thesis. As this thesis contributes to our thinking
onn information management and information systems, those working for the
consultingg and ICT industry also belong to the target audience.
Thee academic target audience is those people with research interest in
informationn management, service marketing and management, relationship
marketing,, (service) strategy or organizational design. Furthermore, people who are
interestedd in the application of the research method case studies, especially in the
informationn systems discipline, are invited to read this thesis.
Myy style of writing follows ideas from pyramid thinking, i.e. the main topic of
interestt in a text section is introduced first followed by its argumentation. The main
topicc might be a theme, model, statement or conclusion. The arguments for
presentingg the theme, model, statement or conclusion will then follow. Throughout
thiss thesis I use the male style. Both male and female readers are invited to read the
wordd he as he/she or she/he. To prevent the well-known passive style of writing in
thee academic literature, I use an active style of writing, the 'I-style'. When it comes
too referring to other people's work, Ifrequentlyuse a style in which these people are
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broughtt actively into my work, like in phrases like: "Maes (1999) developed a
genericc framework for information management" or "Grönroos (1990) also
differentiatess between customer contacts in service specification and service
fulfillment".. In the case studies in chapter five to eight, I refer as much as possible to
thee research material (mainly by document references or interview quotes). In the
intervieww quotes, I deliberately let the interviewees tell their story, to bring them
activelyy into my work. My underlying idea was to let every case tell its own story
withoutt losing structure (which comes from the theory under study).
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Servicee Strategy: Processes, Resources and
Networks s

Thiss chapter addresses the question of how to understand service strategy. An
overvieww of the current body of knowledge on service strategy is provided. The
literaturee review bears on literature of different research disciplines: information
systems/informationn management, service management and marketing, strategy,
organizationall theory and innovation theory. The following questions are addressed.
•• What differentiates services from tangible goods and how can we define
services? ?
•• Which kind of service innovations could be distinguished?
•• How is strategy in services understood?
Basedd on the concept of service process positioning, three service strategy types
aree distinguished: mass orientation, scope orientation and partnership orientation. I
arguee that service processes should be seen as configurations of resources, that the
resourcess based view on strategy is paramount in service strategy and that resources
aree enhanced through service innovations. As service providers continually try to
capitalizee on customer relationships, the bundling of services of different service
providerss has become the prevailing logic in the service industry. Therefore service
processs positioning should be understood in the context of network positioning.
Thee chapter unfolds as follows. In the first section services are distinguished
fromfrom physical goods and services are defined. In the next section four types of
servicee innovation are introduced. In the third section three views on service strategy
aree presented: service process positioning, resource based view and network
positioning.. These three views are discussed in detail in the next sections.

Whatt Constitutes Services?
Theree has been considerable debate going on about what constitutes a service and
aboutt what differentiates services from physical goods in the literature on service
management,, service marketing and service innovation. Intangibility (Levitt, 1981;
Shostack,, 1987; Grönroos, 1990; Normann, 1991; de Jong & Van Bemmel, 1992)
andd production/consumption simultaneity (Shostack, 1987; Grönroos, 1990;
Normann,, 1991, Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; de Jong & Van Bemmel, 1992) are the
mostt commonly known and accepted characteristics of services. Both have
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consequencess for service delivery system design and service management. The
consequencess of intangibility are the following.
••

Services usually can only be sensorial perceived during consumption but not
beforee being sold. Therefore service quality is hard to establish for
customerss and service quality is highly perceptional (Berry & Parasuraman,
1991;; Boomsma et al., 1995; Heene, 1995; Grönroos, 1998).
•• Services cannot be stocked (Normann, 1991).
•• Services have a non-transferable ownership, are hard to resell, (Normann,
1991). .

Thee production/consumption simultaneity characteristic has the following
consequences. .
••

••

••

••
••

The client participates to some extent in the service delivery process
(Grönroos,, 1990; Normann, 1991); generally some degree of customerservicee employee contact is involved (Solomon et al., 1985; Normann,
1991). .
Service quality has a process and outcome dimension, it is affected by
processess as well as by process outcomes (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991;
Grönroos,, 1998).
Risk management. Customers experience uncertainty due to their lack of
knowledgee about coproduction procedures, the variety of interaction with
thee service provider, the intangibility of the service product and the
invisibilityy of parts of the service delivery process. The difference in
valuationn of the same service by different customers is explained by the
amountt of self confidence (knowledge, expertise and experience) that
customerss bring to the service encounter (Heskett et al., 1990).
The service cannot be exported, but the service delivery system can
(Normann,, 1991).
Perishability, the problem that capacity (for instance hotel rooms) is just
availablee for a certain period of time and get lost forever after this period
(Fitzsimmonss & Fitzsimmons, 1997). Linked to the perishability problem is
thee capacity-constraint problem (Desiraju & Shugan, 1999). In fact
perishabilityy is a result of solving constraints of capacity by investing in
moree capacity. The perishability and capacity-constraint problem are at the
heartt of the service industry. Customers buy performance in the first place,
nott a product.

Grönrooss (1998) is quite specific when it comes to the difference between
servicess and physical goods in the title of one of his papers: "Marketing services: the
casee of the missing product". The consequence of the absence of tangible products
inn services is that the consumption of a service is a matter of outcome and process
consumption.. The consumption of the service process is seen as a critical part of the
servicee experience. In order to create good perceived service quality, the firm must
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managee its service processes and all the resources put to production in these
processes. .
Manyy physical products are sold including services and services are sold (and
madee tangible) in combination with physical products (Grönroos, 1998). A product
cann be seen as an idea, a service, a good or any combination of these three (Dibb et
al.,, 1994). Kotler (1994) categorizes products into four classes: tangible goods,
tangiblee goods with supporting services, services with added goods and pure
services.. Kotler's classes can be positioned along a continuum from pure goods to
puree services as proposed by Shostack (1987) and Berry & Parasuraman (1991) (see
figuree 2.1). Positioning services and products along such a spectrum has become
wellwell accepted.
Galloujj and Weinstein (1997) provide us with a more integrative perspective.
Followingg Lancaster (1966) they define all products as a set of service
characteristicss with products on the product-end of Shostack's spectrum being
physicall and tangible in nature and having a high degree of exteriority relative to the
peoplee who produce and consume it. Thus, making these products stockable. On the
puree service end of the spectrum, they recognize services as being intangible and
havingg a lower degree of exteriority (and therefore cannot be stocked).
Theyy follow Hill (1977) in their definition of a service as "a set of processing
operationsoperations carried out by a service provider on behalf of a client, in a medium held
byby the client, and intended to bring about a change in this medium". In this thesis I
willl follow this definition. The medium mentioned in the definition might be the
clientt himself or his possessions, as shown in the service classification scheme of
Lovelockk (1983) in table 2.1.
Moree formally Gallouj & Weinstein (1997) generalize products and services in a
diagramm constituting of four abstract vectors (see figure 2.2). Vector CC represents
thee competencies of the client and his coproduction abilities. Vector PC represents
thee competencies of the service provider being explored in the service delivery
process.. Vector PT represents the technical characteristics of the service, be it
tangiblee technical characteristics (like ICT or logistical technologies) or intangible
technicall characteristics (like methods, mathematical instruments, models, etc.).

relativelyy
puree good

service intensive
good

hybrid

packagedd
foodss

private
automobile
transportation n

fast-food

JJ intangible part of product

goods-intensive
service

I

airline
transportation

|

relatively
pure service

babysitting

I

tangible part of product

Figuree 2.1: The service-goods spectrum (Shostack, 1987)
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People People
Tangible Tangible
Servicess directed at people's bodies
actions actions
(people(people processing):
•• Health care
•• Public transportation
Intangible Intangible
Servicess directed at people's minds
actions actions
(mental(mental stimulus processing):
••
Advertising
••
Education

Possessions Possessions
Servicess directed at physical
possessionss (possession processing):
••
Freight transportation
••
Retail distribution
Servicess directed at intangible assets
(information(information processing):
••
Banking
••
Insurance

Tablee 2.1: Service classification scheme (Lovelock, 1983)
Thee final service outcome is represented by vector O in figure 2.2 and is the
resultt of the coproduction capabilities of the customer (vector CC), the technology
off the provider (vector PT) and the competencies of the provider (vector PC). The
arrowss in the diagram show the interactions between the vectors.
Galloujj & Weinstein's diagram encompasses all service characteristics
mentionedd and is conceptually attractive for additional reasons. It explicitly draws
attentionn to the coproduction abilities of the customer as being a determinant of the
servicee outcome and it draws attention on two interfacing possibilities between the
customerr and the provider: by the provider's technology and by direct contact
betweenn people with certain competencies. It further draws attention on the
interfacingg between the technology of the service provider (vector PT) and its
employeess (vector PC) and on possible innovations in the service delivery system.
Forr instance, the competencies of the provider can be codified and represented in the
technologyy and can be made available by this technology to the customer, which in
itselff might ask for training on the customer side (like is often the case with frontofficee technology, selfservice systems and electronic commerce applications).

ii (PC1.PC2
;;

PCk

PCq)

provider competencies

(CC1,CC2....CCk....CCq) )
clientclient competencies

( 0 1 , 0 2 ,, ...Ok...Oq)
finalfinal outcome characteristics

ii (PT1,PT2....PTk...PTq)
providerprovider technology (tangible/intangible)

CLIENTT SIDE

PROVIDER(S) SITE

Figuree 2.2: Services as a system of characteristics and competencies (Gallouj & Weinstein,
1997) )
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Servicee Innovation
Reasoningg about service innovation was the major reason for Gallouj & Weinstein
too draw the diagram of figure 2.2. They break with the classical distinctions between
productt and process innovation and radical and incremental innovation that is central
inn innovation theory but is problematic in reasoning about service innovations.
Thee distinction between product and process innovation is problematic when it
comess to reasoning about service innovation because many services are merely an
actt or a process than a product. This means that the concept of product innovation
hass little meaning in service innovation. Therefore, the prevailing logic of
innovationn in the tangible goods industry in which the product is developed or
innovatedd first to be followed by the necessary process innovations, doesn't apply to
thee service industry. In the service industry the innovation logic starts with process
innovations.. This logic is known as the 'reverse product cycle' (Barras, 1990),
reversee in the sense that product innovations are an outcome of process innovations.
Galloujj & Weinstein's representation facilitate our thinking about this 'reverse
productt cycle' and focuses our attention on technological and non-technological
innovationss in the process and the opportunities for customer competence
innovations.. For instance, codification of competencies in the process (a
transferencee from vector PC to vector PT) might in the end lead to services, which
cann be packaged as tangible products.
Thee distinction between radical and incremental innovation is even more
problematicproblematic when it comes to services because changes in the service outcome
mightt be a result of evolution, revolution, disappearance, appearance, association
andd disassociation mechanisms in both customer competencies and the providers
competenciess and technology (Gallouj & Weinstein, 1997; Sundbo, 1997). These
changess might be intentional or emergent. The diagram in figure 2.2 draws attention
too these mechanisms. Gallouj & Weinstein differentiate between radical,
incremental,, ad hoc and recombinative (architectural) innovations (see table 2.2).
Thiss differentiation is based on their representation of the service concept in figure
2.2. .
Fromm the basic characteristics of services, the definition of services as
'processingg operations...on behalf of the client' and the basic types of service
innovationn it follows that processes are central to services. In the next paragraph, I
arguee that service strategy should be seen as positioning service delivery processes
onn the market.

Servicee Strategy
Servicee strategy is widely recognized as being a matter of:
••

Positioning the service delivery process on the market (service positioning)
(Shostack,, 1985; Shaw, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Normann,
1991). .
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Characteristics Characteristics
Innovation Innovation
type type
Radical l
••
The entire system of vectors CC, PC and PT is changed to provide a
innovation n
neww service outcome (vector 0 ) .
••
Competence destroying and reconfiguration.
Increment t ••
Improving certain characteristics of vectors CC, PC and PT, without
al l
changingg the system
innovation n ••
Competence enhancing.
••
A result of learning effects.
Add hoc
••
Interactive (social) construction of a solution to a particular problem
innovation n
posedd by a given client.
•• The outcome vector can be seen as an original solution.
••
Mainly produced at the client/provider interface.
•• A posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of new built
competencess (PC) distinguishes ad hoc innovation from the ad hoc
naturee of many service delivery systems
••
Contributes to cumulative learning and the organizational memory
(competencee enhancing).
Recombin n ••
Systematic reutilization of components of the system (out of vector
a-tivee or
CC,, PC and PT) without changing the core design concept behind
architectu-componentss but with changing the architecture (the way in which
ral l
componentss are integrated and interlinked) of the system.
innovation n •• Two basic forms: creation of a new outcome by combining the
characteristicss of a service or by splitting a service into two or more
neww ones.
•• Architectural competence destruction and reconfiguration and
componentcomponent competence preservation (Henderson & Clark, 1990).
••
Since architectural knowledge tends to become embedded in the
structuree and information processing procedures of established
organizations,, its destruction and rebuildance is difficult for these
organizationss (Henderson & Clark, 1990). Architectural knowledge
tendss to become embedded in the organizations infrastructure.
••
E-commerce, in being the introduction of a new medium (PT) to
interactt with customers without changing the underlying
competencescompetences and technical components of the provider, serves as a
contemporaryy example of recombinative innovation.

Tablee 2.2: Types of service innovation (Gallouj & Weinstein, 1997)

Determining critical resources and putting these to production in service
deliveryy processes (resource based view) (de Jong et al. 1991; de Jong &
vann Bemmel, 1992; Heene, 1995).
Positioning the service delivery process in networks of relationships
(networkpositioning)(networkpositioning) (Shaw, 1990; Normann, 1991; de Jong e
Jongg & van Bemmel, 1992; Vandermerwe, 1994; Gummesson, 1996).
Alll three views on service strategy are discussed in the next three sections.
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Strategyy in Services: Service Process Positioning
Ass in services the process is the product, positioning of services on the market is a
questionn of positioning service delivery processes (Shostack, 1987; Berry &
Parasuraman,, 1991; Normann, 1991). The engineering of processes (eventually
throughh the types of service innovation, mentioned in table 2.2) serves strategic
servicee positioning purposes (Shostack, 1987). In the literature several service
classificationn schemes have been proposed to gain strategic insight (Lovelock, 1983;
Schmenner,, 1986; Shostack, 1987; Shaw, 1990; Wemmerlov, 1990; de Jong & van
Bemmel,, 1992; de Jong et al., 1992; Silvestro et al., 1992; Tinnila & Vepsalainen,
1995).. In all these schemata the nature of the service process is seen as an important
factorr for strategic service positioning.

Thee Nature of the Service Process: Standardized and Customized
Services s
Traditionallyy the nature of the service process is described in terms of standardized
servicess and customized services (Levitt, 1976; Lovelock, 1984; Shostack, 1987;
Sundbo,, 1994). Standardized service processes are seen as non-varying sequential
processess suited for mass production. Customized processes are seen as processes
withh high degrees of freedom for adaption and tailoring to the needs of individual
customers.. In defining services, the choice has always been seen in terms of mass
productionn of inexpensive, commodity-like services on the one hand, and on the
otherr hand, premium-priced, individually tailored, highly differentiated offerings
(Pine,, Victor & Boynton, 1993; Hart, 1995).
Thee Nature of the Service Process: Mass Customization
Duringg the last decade many authors paid attention to a service strategy which
combiness the mass production capabilities of standardized services with the
customizationn capabilities of customized services, which became known as mass
customizationn (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993; Hart, 1995). Mass customization is
thee ability to serve a wide range of customers and meet changing product demands
throughh service or product variety (Boynton, Victor & Pine, 1993) against low costs,
whichh are achieved primarily through economies of scope - the application of a
singlee process to produce a greater variety of products or services more cheaply and
quicklyy (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993). Mass customization provides companies
thee ability to produce customized, affordable, high-quality goods and services, but
withh the shorter cycle times and lower costs historically associated with mass
productionn and standardization (Hart, 1995). In mass customization, services are
customizedd within a predetermined range of variety. Services are assembled out of
standardizedd modules (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993; Boynton, Victor & Pine,
1993)) that can be combined for the individual customer at the moment of truth
(Sundbo,, 1994). As services become customized, customers face serious problems
too identify the service they desire; therefore ICT enabled configuration tools are
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necessaryy at the customer interface (Pine et al. 1995). Customization of the service
duringg delivery can be used as a source of differentiation and competitive advantage
andd increases customer satisfaction (Rafiq & Ahmed, 1998). Mass customization
requiress a dynamic network of autonomous operating units executing a specific
processs or task (Pine, Victor & Boynton, 1993), a modularized organization
(WigandetaL,, 1997).
Inn the period between 1990 and 1993, Sundbo (1994) carried out several studies
onn service innovation in 19 firms in the financial industry and clearly saw a trend
towardss modularization. He mentioned application of ICT to be one of the factors
contributingg to this trend. Service innovation based on modularization could be seen
ass innovation of the recombinative type.
Hartt (1995) clearly sees mass customization as a process based service strategy.
"Fromm the underlying conception of the product or service through the design and
manufacturingg stage, all aspects of a true mass-customizing company's operations
mustt be undergirded by a mass-customization strategy.... Mass customization
requiress a deep self-knowledge regarding core capabilities, an awareness of all
area'ss of the corporate value chain that are relevant to pursuing a masscustomizationn goal...Mass customization should be customized to an organization's
particularr needs, customer base, production capabilities, competitive situation and
availablee technology".
Accordingg to Glazer (1991) the traditional choice of competitive positioning
neededd to be reevaluated because of increased information intensiveness of
competitivee environments. The choice has always been between broad market share
leadershipp (typically through high volume / low cost production) and a narrow
markett follower status (through 'differentiation' and 'focus' on a target market
segmentt or niche). Glazer views this choice as a trade-off between knowledge about
productss and production on the one hand and knowledge about markets and
customerss on the other. This strategic trade-off may be obsolete because ICTenabledd production and marketing methods enable firms to retain the benefits of
scalee and production experience without sacrificing the ability to customize
offeringss for specific target groups. ICT provides service companies with a network
structuree of modular service production processes composed of components and
integratedd by information technologies like work flow management systems and
groupwaree (Boynton et al. 1993; Wijffels, 1996; Wigand et al., 1997). Furthermore,
marketingg efficiency improves as a result of databases moving into the direction of
corporatee memories of customer relationships, making servicing niches, which
wheree too small to be served profitably in the past, a viable option (Blattberg &
Deighton,, 1991; Pine et al., 1995). "Anything that can be digitized can be
customized...suchh product may be ideally suited for one-to-one marketing as well"
(Pineetal.,, 1995).
Althoughh Glazer doesn't use the term mass customization (which became
fashionablee in the literature from 1993), his ideas seem to be the same. In mass
customizationn strategies the focus of the firm is on gaining product and market
knowledgee at the same time. Glazer points out that strategy is a matter of choice
betweenn three basic forms.
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••

Cost/volume leadership, emphasizing the need for product and production
knowledge. .
•• Mass customization, in Glazer's terms 'flexible manufacturing and
marketing',, emphasizing simultaneous development of product and market
knowledge. .
•• Differentiation, emphasizing the need for knowledge of a niche or target
market. .

Thee recognition of three basic service positioning strategies can be placed in a
longerr tradition of thinking about service strategy.
Shaww (1990) differentiates between product services, hybrid product/service
servicess and pure services (see figure 2.3). He differentiates on the basis of different
markett needs and the importance of value adding activities in the value chain to
satisfyy these needs. In product services the focus is on providing generic solutions to
routinee customer requirements by standardized delivery processes, often built on
sourcess from suppliers (for instance ICT or logistical equipment). At the other
extremee of the spectrum pure services are provided. These services are unique
solutionss to complex problems. In the value chain of pure services emphasis is
placedd on the interactive part of the value chain and on the coproduction abilities of
thee customer. The middle of the spectrum represents experienced based solutions to
moree routine problems. According to Shaw, business units often have trouble in
focusingg on more than one position in the spectrum, so a clear strategic focus is
required.. This is not to say that companies couldn't service different market
segments,, but the best way to do so is by different business units.
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Figuree 2.3: Value adding focus in three service types (Shaw, 1990)
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Schmennerr (1986) sees a combination of customer interaction and customization
off the service as a determinant of the service and combines this determinant with a
secondd one, the degree of labor intensity of the service, resulting in the service
processs matrix of figure 2.4. According to Schmenner, service companies are
movingg towards the diagonal. Service management of mass services continuously
triess to minimize labor intensity by replacing labor for (information) technology or
too move towards more customization to reach higher revenues. On the other side of
thee diagonal service shops often face the challenge to maximize on equipment
utilizationn (fixed costs), resulting in a trend to standardize customized services.
Dee Jong et al. (1992) differentiate between infrastructural services, value added
services,, pre-specified services and ad hoc services (see figure 2.5). Infrastructural
servicess are standard technology intensive services produced along standard
productionn processes. The customer has no influence on the specifications of the
service.. To provide customers with more variety without losing economies of scale,
servicee providers focus on producing customer focused, segmented services along
standardizedd processes. These are the value added services. The value added comes
fromm packaging services or from providing options for customization. Ad hoc
servicess are highly customized services produced along ad hoc processes. The
specificationn of these services is done by the customer. Pre-specified services are
services,, which are highly flexible (like ad hoc services) but produced along a more
standardizedd process. These services are more flexible than value added services
whilee the production process is less standardized. De Jong et al. put their model
forwardd before mass customization became a regular term but value added services
andd pre-specified services could be viewed as specific forms of mass customization
differingg in the range of options and components for customization. De Jong et al.
recognizedd a trend towards the middle in which standard services tend to move into
thee direction of value added services and ad hoc services become pre-specified. The
movementt towards the middle in 2.5 is consistent with the trend towards the
diagonall in Schmenner's model (see figure 2.4). The recognized trend can be viewed
ass a precursor of mass customization.
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Thee trend 'towards the middle' is explained by Sundbo (1994) as a trend toward
modularization.. He sees the modularization or mass customization as being a
resultantt of market segmentation and product differentiation in combination with the
remainingremaining ability of economies of scale in a modularized production system. The
tendencyy towards modularization is explained as being a resultant of
conceptualizationn and standardization of parts of the former ad hoc service process
(aa transference from vector PC to vector PT in figure 2.2). This is seen as a trend
towardss professionalization because many customized services are provided by
highlyy educated professionals. In Sundbo's study technology is seen as a factor that
catalyzess this development.
Thee trend away from mass services to mass customized services is recognized in
thee literature on e-commerce as well. Mass services are expected to become
commodities.. For commodity markets price competition is expected because of
lowerr buyer search cost in electronic market places (Bakos, 1998; Smith, 2000). For
thosee sellers who like to stay out off price competition, customizations and
innovationn are expected to be fruitful strategies. By using personalization and
customizationn technologies sellers will be able to differentiate offerings and to
discriminatee on price (using different prices for different customers for the same
service).. Price discrimination and product differentiation make it difficult for buyers
andd their search engines to compare offerings. The inquiry of product information
becomess more costly (Bakos, 1998). Lynch and Ariely (1998) found that consumer
tendd to focus on price when no other information is available on differentiated
offerings.. However, providing better product information softens price competition
andd increases product-customer fit (Alba et al., 1997; Lynch & Ariely, 1998)
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Threee Generic Service Positioning Strategies: Mass, Scope and
Partnershipp Orientation
Inn this chapter I follow Glazer and Shaw in differentiating three generic service
positionn strategies. I label the three strategy types as mass orientation, scope
orientationorientation and partnership orientation to emphasize the nature of the market rea
inn the strategies, instead of internal focused labels like cost/volume leadership,
standardizationn strategies or mass customization. I extend the notion of
differentiationn strategies focused on niche markets (partnership oriented strategies)
withh ideas from Treacy and Wiersema (1995). As mass customizers provide
customizedd services against low costs, providing the same level of customization to
targett markets won't provide niche players with a competitive advantage over mass
customizers.. Their high knowledge of their own narrow market and their internal
capabilitiess to provide customization will drive them naturally towards high levels
off customized solutions. These levels of customization go beyond assembling
servicess out of a predetermined range of components. New components and service
conceptss will be conceptualized and designed. It is likely that niche players will seek
too leverage on ad hoc innovations. Treacy and Wiersema call this strategy 'customer
intimacy'.. They characterize it by providing the best (total) solution to customers
andd by building close partnerships with customers.
Thee three generic service positioning strategies are not only recognizable in the
literature,, but are characterized by several authors as well. They concentrate on the
followingg relations (these are summarized in table 2.3 and discussed in the next
sections). .

ServiceService positioning
MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
strategystrategy • •
orientation orientation
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
Modularr /
Add hoc structured and
process s
Infrastructural l
componentcomponent based
interconnectedd with
customerr processes
Servicee type
Product t
Service/product t
Puree service
(standardized) )
(masss customized)
(customized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and interactive
andd client
Interaction n
Selling g
Sparring g
Jobbing g
governance e
Management t
Production-line e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
approach h
perspective e
perspective e
perspective e
Marketingg approach Transaction n
Relationship p
Relationship p
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economies s
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
relationships s

Tablee 2.3: Characteristics of three generic service strategies
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The relation of the nature of the service process, the type of service and its
valuee adding focus (Shaw, 1990);
The relation between the nature of the service process and customer contact
governancee (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992)
The relationship between the nature of the service process and the
managementt approach (Bowen & Lawler, 1995; Bowen & Youngdahl,
1998). .
The relation between the nature of the service process and the marketing
approachh (Grönroos, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991)
Economies of the service strategy types (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992).
TheThe Nature of the Service Process, the Type of Service and its Vaiue
AddingAdding Focus
Thee relation between the nature of the service process, the type of service and the
valuee adding focus of the service process has already been described (see figure 2.3).
Thee differentiation of service processes into standardized processes, modular
processess and ad hoc processes is further supported by the process management
literature.. Picot and Rohrbach (1996) for instance, differentiate between
standardizedd processes processing standard cases, regular processes processing
speciall cases and ad hoc processes processing exceptional cases. The nature of
processess in partnership oriented strategies is characterized as being ad hoc as a
consequencee of high levels of customization and as highly connected with customer
processes.. To be able to provide customized solutions the service provider needs to
havee high knowledge about the customer's processes. The customized solution
providedd in the past often became and continue to be part of the customer's
processess (Treacy & Wiersema, 1995).
TheThe Nature of the Service Process and interaction Governance
Interactionn governance or the customer contact strategy can take three basic forms:
selling,, sparring or jobbing (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992). In selling the customer
facess a 'take it or leave it' situation. The customer is unable to influence the
specificationss of the service. The service provider standardizes its service, is in total
controll over the interaction and the customer has to subject to its procedures. Higher
degreess of customization require more intensive customer contact (Schmenner,
1986),, resulting in higher degrees of customer control over the service delivery
processs (Bitran and Hoech, 1990). In a sparring relation interaction governance is
shared.. Customers can influence the specification of the service to the extent to
whichh the service company is willing to provide, as is the case in mass
customization.. The server's role is one of configuring available, standardized
componentss to meet individual customer needs (McLaughlin, 1996). Control over
thee service delivery process is negotiated. In jobbing relations the service provider
workss by order of the customer. The customer highly influences the specification of
thee service and controls the service delivery process (Shaw, 1990).
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TheThe Nature of the Service Process and the Management Approach
Forr different service process types different management approaches are supposed,
varyingg on the degree of empowerment of service employees (Mills, 1985; Berry
andd Parasuraman, 1991; Bowen and Lawler, 1995). Empowerment is based on the
insightt that decisions should be made in the organization at the most appropriate
levell to avoid time and resource consuming channels of decision making (Galbraith,
1973;; Quinn & Paquette, 1990; Wigand et al. 1997).
Forr business strategies of low cost and high volume, a transaction view on
customerr contact, routine and simple processes and standardized services, behavior
cann be controlled by mechanistic means such as rules, regulations or "script based"
approachess (Smith and Houston, 1983). This management approach is characterized
ass the production-line approach and related to mass oriented strategies (Levitt, 1976;
Pine,, Victor & Boynton, 1993; Bowen & Lawler, 1995; Fitzsimmons &
Fitzsimmons,, 1997; Bowen & Youngdahl, 1998;).
Forr business strategies of differentiation, customization, personalization, a
relationshipp approach to customer contact, non-routine, complex processes and
highlyy divergent services, a management approach of empowerment is seen as more
successfull (Mills, 1985; Pine et al., 1993; Bowen and Lawler, 1995; Treacy &
Wiersema,, 1995). For complex services, customers expect a high level of expertise
fromfrom contact employees. High levels of empowerment give customers greater
confidencee in the ability of the contact employee (and the organization) to deliver
thee service (Berry et al, 1991). Silvestro et al. (1992) explicitly relate higher degrees
off customization to higher levels of employee discretion and product versus process
focus.. With higher degrees of customization more emphasis is placed on the process
off serving customers because the product (outcome of the process) is harder to
definee and highly influenced by customer coproduction. Empowerment, in the form
off self-directed teams or case workers, is seen as one of the organizational enablers
too mass customization (Hart, 1995). Case workers are individual employees who
havee the responsibility for all tasks associated with a particular customer transaction
(Hammerr & Champy, 1993; Hart, 1995).
TheThe Nature of the Service Process and the Marketing Approach
Grönrooss (1990) introduces a continuum of marketing approaches with at one
extremee transaction marketing and at the other extreme relationship marketing. A
firmm could use different types of strategies for different types of products or market
segments. .
Transactionn marketing seems to be the most appropriate marketing approach for
standardizedd services. In transaction marketing the relationship is limited to the
productt itself and the image of the seller (Grönroos, 1990). In transaction based
strategiess relationships can be build by 'loyalty marketing', in which relations are
basedd on repeat sales (Grönroos, 1990; Schijns, 1994). Loyalty programs are
especiallyespecially useful in markets with relative little service differentiation. Bonding
loyaltyy programs is restricted to financial bonding (in which repeat sales lead to
discounts)) (Molenaar, 1997). But a series of transactions does not necessarily
constitutee a relationship.
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Parasuraman,, Berry and Zeithaml (1991) mention certain essentials for
relationship-basedd service marketing. They relate relationship building to
customization,, proactivity and accessibility of the service.
••

Service providers should have the means to efficiently customizing the
servicee to customers' specific requirements and must be willing to do so.
•• Communications should be company-initiated as well as customer-initiated
(proactivity). .
•• The service needs to be accessible, customers need to know whom to
contact. .
Grönrooss (1990) provides an example in which he connects relationship building
too customization. "If say, a financial service is fairly complicated, or if an industrial
sellerr provides its customer with a complex solution, including, for example, design,
equipment,, installation and maintenance, the buyer and seller grow together due to
thee technological ties and flows of information that have been established over time.
Suchh a situation demands in itself a relationship type of strategic approach...".
Berryy & Parasuraman (1991) suppose relationship marketing to be practiced at
threee levels. At these three levels they relate the type of bonds with the customer to
thee degree of service customization and the primary marketing mix element (see
tablee 2.4). Social bonding refers to positive interpersonal relationships between
buyerr and seller. Personal relations lead to social bonds at both levels two and three
andd services are customized at both these levels. The main difference between level
twoo and three is the degree of mutual dependency by structural bonds. Structural
bondingg happens when two parties make investments that cannot be retrieved when
thee relationship ends, thus investing in specific assets (Ciborra, 1993; Wigand et al.,
1997).. Structural bonds are created by providing services that are valuable to clients
andd not readily available from other sources. These services are intended to help
clientss to be more effective and efficient and are based on customized service
delivery,, not on the relation-building behavior of individual personnel. Structural
bondingg is essential in customer intimacy strategies (Treacy & Wiersema, 1995).
Customizationn raises opportunities for social and structural bonding as personal
contactt often is required during the specification process and both parties invest time
(andd regularly other resources as well) to arrive at satisfying specifications
(Molenaar,, 1997).
Berryy and Parasuraman (1991) relate a one-to-one marketing approach to what
theyy call efficient customization. In a one-to-one marketing approach customers are
treatedd as a market segments of one. Berry & Parasuraman don't use the term mass
customizationn although what they term efficient customization appears similar.
Fromm table 2.4 it is clear that they differentiate between different levels of
customization.. Blattberg & Deighton (1991), Glazer (1991) and Pine et al. (1995)
alsoo relate relationship marketing and one-to-one marketing to mass customization.
Theyy state that the interactivity of database marketing not only makes it possible to
buildd relationships with customers on a large scale but also enables a shift in
productionn strategy from generic products and services to tailoring products and
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servicess for particular customers. Each customer receives an individualized offering.
Peelenn (1999) relates the concept of the relationship oriented organization to
knowledgee building on individual requirements of customers, customization and
communicationn with customers on an individual level.
Stonee & Woodcock (1995) find relationship marketing particularly important for
thee selling of high involvement services, for which the customer perceives a high
riskk of making the wrong choice. High involvement services are contrasted with low
involvement,, commodity services. These are routinely purchased for functional
reasons.. Simple needs met by commodity products and services do not need deep
relationships.. As customization and mass customization involves many choices and
higherr degrees of risk, it can be assumed that these are high involvement services,
requiringg relationship marketing.
Overr the past decade, the relationship marketing approach has been publicized
andd promoted. This marketing approach sees market phenomena as relationshipbased.. Relationships should replace transactions as the meaningful focus for many
organizationss (Colgate & Stewart, 1998; Grönroos, 1997). Relationship marketing
hass been defined in various ways by many marketing scholars (Berry and
Parasuraman,, 1991). The following definitions give some insight as to the nature of
thee challenge.
••

Morgan and Hunt (1994) describe relationship marketing as "all those
markett activities directed toward establishing, developing, and maintaining
successfull relational exchanges".
•• Relationship marketing is to identify and establish, maintain and enhance
andd when necessary also to terminate relationships with customers and other
stakeholders,, at a profit, so that the objectives of all parties involved are met,
andd that this is done by a mutual exchange and fulfilment of promises
(Grönroos,, 1997).
•• A more managerial perspective is offered by Christy et al. (1996) who
definee a marketing relationship as "a managed context within which formal
transactionss between a consumer and a supplier to that customer are
supplementedd by voluntary and reciprocated actions by both parties, the
effectt of which is that the probability of future transactions between the two
partiess is increased".

DegreeDegree of service
Marketing Marketing
TypeType of bond
LevelLevel of
customization customization
orientation orientation
relationship relationship
marketing marketing
Low w
Customer r
Financial l
One e
Medium m
Financiall and social Sociall client
Two Two
Mediumm to high
Financial,, social and Client t
Three e
structural l

Tablee 2.4: Three levels of relationship marketing (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991)
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Inn relationship marketing the promise and exchange concept are equally
important.. Establishing a relationship involves making promises, maintaining a
relationshipp based on fulfilment of promises (through exchanges) and enhancing or
developingg the relationship by a new set of promises, with the fulfilment of earlier
promisess as a prerequisite (Grönroos, 1990). Relationship marketing should be seen
ass a continuous process of promising and fulfilment of promises along all the phases
off the service delivery process. In relationship marketing interactions between
partnerss are perceived in the context of previous and future interactions and the
partnerss may become interdependent over time (Holmlund & Tornroos, 1997).
Thee importance of relationship with customers in the service industry is widely
recognized.. Several authors indicate a relation between customer retention and
profitss (Reichhelt & Sasser, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Stone & Woodcock,
1995;; Lovelock & Wright, 1999). According to Reichhelt & Sasser (1990), for
example,, an increase of retention rate of five percentage points results in an increase
inn profits varying from 25% to 125%. Several factors are working to the advantage
off service providers.
Customers who remain with their service provider over a long period of
timee are more likely to buy additional services (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990;
Heskettt et al., 1990; Stone & Woodcock, 1995).
Repeat customers act as the service provider's ambassador by spreading
favorablee word-of-mouth communication (Heskett et al., 1990; Reichheld
&& Sasser, 1990; Stone & Woodcock, 1995; Peelen, 1999).
Service providers enjoy profits from a price premium (Reichheld & Sasser,
1990;; Stone & Woodcock, 1995; Peelen, 1999).
Because services are intangible and hard to communicate, customers
perceivee risk in dealing with service providers and they need to get
knowledgeablee of coproduction procedures. Repeat customers have
establishedd service level expectations and know what is expected during
coproduction,, resulting in reduced operating costs and transaction costs
(Heskettt at al., 1990; Reichheld & Sasser, 1990; Stone & Woodcock, 1995;
Grönroos,, 1997).
Continuing exchanges require lower marketing costs per customer
(Grönroos,, 1990).
An installed base of customers forms a competitive entry barrier (Heskett et
al.,, 1990; Pine et al., 1995; Shapiro & Varian, 1999).
Economies Economies
Dee Jong and van Bemmel (1992) differentiate between economies of scale and
economiess of scope. Economies of scale result form standardization of services and
servicee delivery processes. Economies of scope are associated with the delivery of a
highh variety of services through standardized processes. I complement these
economiess with the idea of economies of relationships, based on Treacy &
Wiersemaa (1995). Although they don't use the term economies of relationships,
economiess in their 'customer intimacy' strategy are very much based on close
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partnershipss with customers. Long lasting partnerships result in extremely high
levelss of knowledge about the customer's processes, employees and organizational
culture.. This knowledge, structural bonds in their relationship and the trust of the
customerr provides the service company with a special kind of economies:
recognizingg the needs of the customer at first, even sometimes before the customer
recognizedd its own needs. This early recognition enables them to design service
conceptss together with their customers, often resulting in short pay back periods of
neww service designs and a price premium. As being ad hoc innovations, recognition,
disseminationn and codification of these new service experiences might lead to
reproductionn at lower cost. As every kind of economies, economies of relationships
havee its drawbacks as well. Full exploitation of new service concepts needs a broad
markett (as in scope strategies). But serving a broad market contrasts with building
closee partnerships with customers.
Inn economies of scale the economies primarily result from process knowledge
andd mass production (Glazer, 1991; de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992). Economies of
scopee are primarily based on a combination of process knowledge and market
knowledgee resulting in service and market differentiation (Glazer, 1991; de Jong &
vann Bemmel, 1992). Relationship economies are primarily based on customer
knowledgee and two special kinds of process knowledge, knowledge about the
customer'ss processes and knowledge about how to specify highly customized
solutionss (Treacy & Wiersema, 1995).

Strategyy in Services: Resource Based View
Thee idea of service positioning through positioning service delivery processes is
congruentt with the resource-based perspective on strategy in which constellations of
resourcess are put to production in processes to deliver services. Some authors
explicitlyy state that the resource-based view on strategy formulation is paramount in
servicee marketing and management (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992), while others
practicee a more implicit resource-based reasoning (Normann & Ramirez, 1993; Hart,
1995).. The purpose of this paragraph is to position the three service strategies in the
widerr context of resource based strategic thinking to contribute to our understanding
off service strategy. The purpose is not to discuss strategy formulation at length or to
discusss the many different schools of thinking about strategy formulation. Mintzberg
&& Lampel (1999) differentiate ten schools of strategic thinking: the design,
planning,, positioning, entrepreneurial, cognitive, learning, power, cultural,
environmentall and configuration school. According to Mintzberg & Lampel, these
schoolss represent different parts of the same process. They see some of the more
recentt approaches to strategy formulation cutting across the ten schools. The
resourcee based view and the dynamic capabilities approach of Prahalad & Hamel
(1990)) being two of them. Both approaches are seen as similar (Hunt & Morgan,
1995;; Fahy & Smithee, 1999; Mintzberg & Lampel, 1999). Both approaches can be
seenn as hybrids between the design, learning and cultural schools, but differ in
orientation.. The core capabilities approach being more prescriptive and the resource
basedd view being more descriptive and research focused. The three generic service
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positioningg strategies presented in this chapter are descriptive in nature and research
focused. .
Thee Resource Based View in General
Thee resource-based view contends that sustainable competitive advantage results
fromfrom the possession of key resources, resources that have characteristics like value
too customers, barriers to duplication and appropriability. Unique assets and
resourcess of organizations are seen as important factors explaining firm
heterogeneityy and imperfect competition (Fahy & Smithee, 1999). The source of
uniquenesss is not seen as the uniqueness of the resources itself but as the uniqueness
off the services these resources render. Services yielded by resources are a function
off how resources are put to production in the organization (Morgan & Hunt, 1994).
Inn the literature there has been considerable debate about what constitutes key
resources,, core competencies or core capabilities. Fahy & Smithee (1999) reviewed
thee literature and came to the conclusion that key resources need to be of value to
customers,customers, must lead to barriers to duplication and appropriability. Resources are
off value to customers if they improve the ability of the company to meet customer
needs.. Which resources provide the most value to customers is still an open question
(Fahyy & Smithee, 1999). Barriers to duplication stem from intransparancy. A
competitorr might not be able to identify the relationship between resources; the way
resourcess are put to work in business processes and the success of the company
(Barney,, 1999). Tacitness, complexity and specifity are seen to contribute to
intransparancy.. Tacit resources are skill bases, are experience based, are based on
tacitt knowledge (Reed & DeFillipi, 1990). Complexity results from the
interconnectednesss of resources (Hunt & Morgan, 1995), social relationships within
thee firm (Barney, 1999) and co-specialized assets (assets that must be used in
connectionn with other assets). Asset specifity is the idea that resources reduce in
valuee when these are not employed for the original purpose (Wigand et al., 1997).
Accordingg to transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1975) non-specific assets are
nott very much related to specific purposes or transactions and can be bought on the
market.. Specific assets are specific to transactions and are assumed to be
incorporatedd under the administrative hierarchy of the firm. Limits in
appropriabilityappropriability stem from possibilities to legally prevent property rights
resourcess by patents, trademarks, brands, etc. (Day, 1994). Hunt & Morgan (1995)
providee us with a categorization of resources (see table 2.5).
Category Category
Example Example
Financial l
Cashh reserves, access to financial markets
Physical l
Plant,, equipment
Legal l
Trademarks,, licenses
Human n
Skillss and knowledge of individuals
Organizational l Processes,, controls, culture, policies
Informational l Knowledgee resultingfromcompetitor intelligence, marketing databases
Relationshipss with customers and suppliers
Relational l
Tablee 2.5: Categorization of resources (Hunt & Morgan, 1995)
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Resourcess are developed over time through breakthrough innovations and
incrementall innovations in processes and products and by continuously responding
too market needs (Hunt & Morgan, 1995). Heterogeneity in supply and demand is a
virtuouss cycle as firms respond to changing demands by experimenting with new
servicee concepts and customers learnfromtheir suppliers (Dickson, 1996). Firms are
aa product of their responses to changing markets, competitor behavior and changes
inn technological and human resources. Building critical resources is path dependent
andd requires learning processes and sometimes involves accidental rather that
rationall events (Hunt & Morgan, 1996; Barney, 1999). What was previously labeled
ass a resource can become a 'contra'-resource (Hunt & Morgan, 1995). Internal
resourcee configurations facilitate or limit the company's abilities on the market. The
company'ss resources of today can be viewed as strategic options on the future
(Williamson,, 1999).
Developingg the firm's resources and matching these with the success factors of
thee industry to create value to customers is seen as a major strategic task for
managementt (Fahy & Smithee, 1999). The resource based view focuses attention on
thee ability of the firm to deliver on its desired positioning strategy. Different
resourcee configurations suggest targeting different markets (Hunt & Morgan, 1995).
Thee resources needed for a mass oriented positioning strategy for instance are
supposedd to differ from those needed for other positioning strategies (Treacy &
Wiersema,, 1995; Hunt & Morgan, 1995).
Resourcee Based View on Service Strategy
Thee resource-based view on strategy formulation is paramount in service marketing
andd management (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992). The competencies of the service
providerr are fundamental in strategy formulation. This is mainly seen as a
consequencee of the intangibility and inseparability of production and consumption
off services. These two basic characteristics of services lead to a process view on
servicee organization. Not the product/market combination but the matching of
resourcess / competencies on product/market combinations through service processes
iss the basis for strategy formulation.
Routines,, processes, skills, customer and process knowledge, a culture of
customerr orientation, customer coproduction abilities, relationship networks and the
informationn technological infrastructure are seen as the assets service companies
drivee on (Shaw, 1990; Webster, 1992; de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992; Normann &
Ramirez,, 1993; Schneider & Bowen, 1995; Peelen, 1999). Market positioning for
servicee companies is not only a choice for potential customers but also a choice for
potentiall and capable coproducers and comarketers (Schneider & Bowen, 1995).
Customerss are an important resource to service companies for their coproduction
andd their efforts in service marketing. During coproduction they provide expertise
andd working time to the company and they provide new customers with signals
aboutt what kind of service provider they are going to deal with. Customers' effort in
servicee marketing consists of telling other customers about their service experience
(Berryy & Parasuraman, 1991).
Thesee service competencies can be viewed as infrastructural and knowledge
based,, enabling and limiting strategic choices (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992;
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Webster,, 1992). Service processes can be seen as configurations of resources aimed
too produce services, which are of value to customers (Grönroos, 1998).
Configurationn of competencies like relationship networks, a culture of customer
orientation,, customer knowledge and a customer coproduction workforce are
intransparent,, have tacit elements and are interconnected and thereby quite complex.
Suchh configurations are hard to duplicate.
Hartt (1995) for instance, implicitly takes a resource-based view on service
positioningg through mass customization by stating the following. "Mass
customizationn requires a deep self-knowledge regarding core capabilities, an
awarenesss of all area's of the corporate value chain that are relevant to pursuing a
mass-customizationn goal...Mass customization should be customized to an
organization'ss particular needs, customer base, production capabilities, competitive
situationn and available technology". Quinn, Doorley & Paquette (1990) argue that
thee activities or service power that undergird product positions are more important to
strategyy that the actual product positions itself. They implicitly take a resource-based
vieww as well by seeing the management of customer contacts, together with building
knowledgee bases, skill sets and managing crucial service activities as core strategic
activities.. According to them, these assets are difficult to change and to imitate and
cann only be adapted on an evolutionary basis.
Thee four service innovation types put forward by Gallouj & Weinstein (1997)
cann be seen as contributing to resource enhancement. In distinguishing these types of
innovation,, Gallouj & Weinstein implicitly take a resource-based view on service
innovation,, recognizing that most types of innovations enhance competencies and
thatt only radical innovations destroy competencies. They further recognize that the
interactionn between the service provider and the customer often is the starting point
forr service innovations, often resulting in emergent innovations. Sundbo (1997)
emphasizess the strategic nature of service innovation and views service innovation
ass a market-driven process of incremental and sometimes radical innovations
comingg from all parts of the organization and ideally formulated within the strategy
off the organization to prevent uncontrollability. This logic of service innovation
implicatess that many service innovations stem from customer contacts in which
frontfront office employees specify specific solutions to customer problems, which might
orr might not be repeated. Replication of these ad hoc service innovations is seen as a
processs in which reproducible objects are specified and standardized. Sundbo
conductedd a multiple case study in which he studied the service innovation process
off 21 cases. He recognized the service innovation logic in these cases as being a
clearr resourced based one, in which the market situation was interpreted through the
strategyy of the firm and internal resources were analyzed and defined as a part of the
strategyy process. In all these cases top management of the firm had the task of
ensuringg that innovations be kept within theframeworkof the strategy.
Heenee (1995) emphasizes the contribution of the resource-based view to our
thinkingg about diversification. According to the resource based view, diversification
shouldd be seen as the generation of new services based on existing resources and
capabilities,, which is congruent with Gallouj and Weinstein's ad hoc and
recombinative// architectural innovations. The process of growth necessitates
specialization,,
specialization
creates
unique
productive
opportunities
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(diversification)) and specialization necessitates growth to fully utilize (unused)
resourcess (Mahoney & Pandian, 1992). This way specialization induces
diversificationn and empirical studies indicate performance advantages for related
diversificationn over unrelated diversification (Mahoney & Pandian, 1992). Ad hoc
andd recombinative innovations provide opportunities to develop new specialized
competenciess or to recombine specialized competencies through which related
diversifiedd service offerings could be provided to the market.

Strategyy in Services: Network Positioning
Accordingg to Normann (1991) most of the literature on service management and
strategyy has been based on the assumption that value is created by one actor (the
producer)) and then sold to another actor (the consumer/user), as could be illustrated
byy Porter's value chain theory. This assumption might leave us astray since it misses
thee complexity of interrelationships between providers and customers. Transactions
moree and more are becoming episodes in long-term relationships (Gummesson,
1987). .
AA natural consequence of the focus on long term relationships and customer
contactt strategies is to broaden the offering to capitalize on these relationships
(Heene,, 1995). Service providers constantly bundle, un-bundle and re-bundle their
servicee package in a market-driven way to satisfy their customers. They bundle
servicess provided by networks of service providers and remain the sole or main
contactt point for their customers to retain their customers and because customers
wantt to see 'one face' (Vandermerwe, 1994). This logic of bundling services,
capitalizationn on existing relationships and providing one face to the customer has
becomee the prevailing business logic in our networked information society (Shapiro
&& Varian, 1999). Therefore, in this paragraph I'll mix insights from the more
traditionall literature on service management and network organization with the more
recentt insights on virtual organizing from the information management literature.
Gummessonn (1996) explicitly relates relationship marketing in services to the
networkk organization, in his terms 'the imaginary organization'. The imaginary
organizationn is "a system where crucial resources, processes and actors exist and are
managedd also outside of the legal boundaries, the official accounting reports, and the
organizationall descriptions". It is characterized by the following.
••

Being larger and more resourceful because customers are managed as a
coproductionn workforce and suppliers and partners are seen as crucial
resourcee contributors.
•• Being resource and process based.
•• Enabled by ICT to create totally new organizational solutions, although ICT
iss not a condition per se.

Implicitlyy Gummesson takes a resource-based view when he envisions 'the
imaginaryy organization'. Networks of organizations are explained in the resourcebasedd view by the need to combine critical resources of different organizations to
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respondd to new market needs. As the accumulation of resources is seen as time
consumingg and path dependent, organizations might become in a market position in
whichh their set of accumulated resources fall short and accumulation of new
resourcess is too time consuming or too expensive. In such a situation networking is
thee only possibility. Quélin (1995) differentiates between three kinds of network
alliances. .
1.. Alliances between companies with complementary resources which are
alreadyy available and in which the alliance focuses on existing markets.
2.. Alliances of companies with already available complementary resources,
whichh combine their resources to enter new markets.
3.. Alliances between companies, which focus on the development of new
resources. .
Inn network theory (Axelsson, 1995; Wilson, 1999) the dynamics of networks are
explainedd and an implicit resource based view on the configuration of networks over
timee is taken. Three variables which create network dynamics are distinguished: the
actorss in the network (companies and individuals), the activities performed by the
actorss in the network and the resources put to production in the network and
governedd by the actors. The relationships in the network are seen as an outcome of
actionss in the past and thus are path dependent.
Severall network typologies have been proposed to understand the structure of
networkss and to differentiate between networks. Snow & Miles (1992) differentiate
internall networks, stable networks and dynamic networks. Internal networks are
generallyy governed by one company. In stable networks assets are owned by several
companiess but are dedicated to a particular business. Often different suppliers nestle
aroundd one large core supplier. In dynamic networks a lead firm assembles assets
fromfrom different companies dynamically. The lead firm often relies on a core skill,
suchh as design, coordination or brokerage. The dynamic and quick packaging of
resourcess provides the network maximum responsiveness to the market.
Jagerss et al. (1998) distinguish between three types of network organization: the
planet-satellitee (which resembles the stable network of Snow and Miles), the
strategicc alliance and the virtual organization. The last two are seen as network
organizationss which operate under higher levels of uncertainty and which become
moree dependent on each other. They see virtual organizations as an organizational
formm with inter-company cooperation, with complementary competencies, which
poolss resources, is geographical dispersed, have changing participants, strive for
participantt equality and rely on electronic communication (Jagers et al., 1998;
Steenbakkerss et al., 1998). These ideas on virtual organization resemble
Gummesson'ss idea of the imaginary organization (1996).
Mowshowitzz (1997) sees virtual organizing more as a process than as a type of
organizationn and states that the principles of virtually organizing can be established
inn all forms of organization, social as well as technological. Virtual organizing is
seenn as being a matter of degree (Kraut et al., 1998). Virtual organizing is viewed as
aa perspective to improve business networking and thus is seen as an element of
businesss networking (Franke & Hickmann, 1999; Klüber et al. 1999). The basic
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principlee behind virtually organizing is the dynamic matching of requests for
servicess with available services (ICT or human experts) via a multifunctional access
pointt (Mowshowitz, 1997). Both the requests and services change over time. To
accommodatee the dynamic character of virtual organizing, the assignment of
servicess to requests must be dynamic, which is referred to as switching and is seen
ass the basic difference between traditional ways of organizing and the virtual
approach.. The limitation of the virtual approach lies in the effectivity and efficiency
off the interfaces of the nodes, which together provide the services to satisfy the
request.. Switching from one service provider to another is only justified if the
benefitss outweigh the cost of switching (Mowshowitz, 1999). Each transaction
betweenn nodes presupposes agreement between the parties involved. This agreement
stemss from shared protocols, shared culture, trust, relationships, etc. The feasibility
off virtually organizing increases through the availability of information and ICT
commodities,, organizational standards and a clear financial infrastructure to support
transactionss and switching.
Frankee and Hickmann (1999) elaborate on the dynamics at the supply side of
dynamicc matching. They define a virtual corporation as being a flexible, fluid and
contemporaryy collaboration between organizations to add value (to satisfy certain
requests).. Virtual corporations are thought to be derived from a virtual web of
organizations,, being an institutional organizational framework where member
companiess make their resources available to be combined with those of other
members.. This idea resembles the traditional concepts of the organization set, action
sett and implementation set of an organization from the organizational theory
literaturee (Alexander, 1995). The organization set of an organization is seen as the
arrayy of organizations that make up the relevant environment. The action set of
organizationn X is seen as a subset of the organization set of X and are the
organizationss interacting with X in pursuit of a common goal (resembling the virtual
web).. The implementation set is seen as the subset of the action set and are the
organizationss involved in a certain transaction, project or program with X
(resemblingg the virtual company). This resemblance gives further rise to the idea
thatt virtual organizing is merely a matter of degree of dynamic matching in network
organizationss than a new form of organizing and gives rise to the assumption that
thee management paradigm of virtually organizing can be applied to every network
(Frankee & Hickmann, 1999).
II follow Mowshowitz' line of thinking. In this chapter, I concentrate on the
functionall elements of service organization and distribution not on the governance
issues.. Mowshowitz (1999) refers to a management paradigm, not to ownership
schemes. .
Thee coordination of resources provided by different suppliers and packaged in
severall service processes is key to network performance. One coordination role is
thee establishment of the network. This is sometimes referred to as the architect role
(Snoww & Miles, 1992) or the broker role (Klüber et al., 1999). Another role is the
operationall management of the network, referred to as the lead operator role (Snow
&& Miles, 1992), the leader company (Gummesson, 1996) or the coordination
providerr role (Klüber et al., 1999). As network development is an ongoing concern,
thee network also needs enhancement activities to be performed, referred to as the
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caretakerr role (Snow & Miles, 1992) or the coordination knowledge provider role
(Klüberr et al., 1999). Klüber et al. (1999) distinguish a standardization role as well.
Thiss role is not recognized by Snow and Miles, probably because their focus wasn't
muchh on technological issues, merely on network organizational forms than on
virtuallyy organizing. The operational management role and the network development
rolee are recognized by Mowshowitz (1999) as well. He views both roles as part of
whatt he refers to as metamanagement. Metamanagement is the management of
virtuall organized tasks and is responsible for analyzing requests for services,
identifyingg services, switching and tracking of service providers, maintaining the
proceduree for allocating services to requests and adjusting the criteria for satisfying
allocation. .
Klüberr et al. (1999) use the above-mentioned roles to propose a business
'ecosystem'' in which complementary partners facilitate virtual organizing by an
infrastructuree in which they provide electronic services to each other. The
frameworkk they arrive at is depicted in table 2.6.
Thee four roles are characterized as follows.
••

Standard setting. By this role standards are set by agreement, by regulation
or'dee facto'.
•• Provider. The provider actually performs and delivers a function.
•• Broker. The broker provides information about providers, standards,
contractss and relationships.
•• Knowledge provider. The knowledge provider delivers knowledge to set up
andd maintain services in a business network. Consultants can perform this
role,, for instance.

Thee layers of services are characterized as follows.
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Knowledge services: knowledge provision for new services, which are
deliveredd by the complete network.
Coordination services: coordination mechanisms to coordinate the virtual
network. .
Process services: offering a business process (sales, finance, HRM) or parts
off business processes.
Information services: offering general services, like market research.
Transaction services: automated back-office transaction processing.
Data services: providing data, which is of value to the network (for instance
sociall security numbers or addresses).
Communication: content free communication.
ICT infrastructural services: hardware, databases servers or application
componentss like browsers.
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Standardd setter
Role* Role*
ServiceService content:
Knowledge e
Coordination n
Proces s
Information n
Transaction n
Data a
Communication n
ICT T

Provider r

Broker r

Knowledge e
Provider r

Tablee 2.6: The network 'ecosystem' (Klüber et al, 1999)

Businesss networks can be thought of as having three different layers: a
productionn network layer, a resource network layer and a social network layer
(Holmlundd & Tornroos, 1997). In the production network layer firms perform
productionn activities. This layer is delimited by a value chain or network (the
implementationn set) and is related to products and services and is the primary focus
off this chapter. The resource network layer provides resources that are necessary for
thee production network layer and consists of all actors providing resources (the
actionn set of the network). These actors are the producing actors in the production
networkk layer, but also consultancy firms, banks, temporary agencies, etc. and is
sometimess hard to delimit. The social network layer refers to the interconnected
humann actors. This layer usually is the focus of studies on the social-psychological
issuess of business networks and relationship marketing and is beyond the scope of
thiss chapter.
Combiningg of the framework of Klüber et al (1999) and the idea of three
businesss network layers by Holmlund and Tornroos (1997) provides the insight that
thee production network layer consists of coordination and process providers. All the
otherr roles in Klübers network are part of the resource network layer and provide
(infrastructural)) resources to the production network layer.
Ass virtually organizing is seen as an element of business networking and can be
appliedd in all organizational networks (social and technological), I assume that the
servicess mentioned in Klüber et al.'s framework not necessarily be totally electronic
andd can be viewed as general services which constitute a business network. This
assumptionn is supported by the similarities between the roles distinguished by
Klüberr et al. (1999) for virtual organizing and the roles distinguished by Snow and
Miless (1992) for network organizing in general. Empirical findings relax the idea
thatt electronic communication (which is inevitably part of overall process
coordinationn and in-process coordination) is key to virtually organizing
(Steenbakkerss et al., 1998; Kraut et al., 1998). Personal relationships and electronic
communicationn are used complementary rather than substitutable (Gummesson,
1996;; Kraut et al., 1998). Klüber et al. themselves mention in their paper several
exampless of e-services in which human activity plays a crucial role (like consultancy
andd training services in the knowledge layer).
Mowshowitz,, (1997) and Vandermerwe (1994) recognize the need for a
multifunctionalmultifunctional access point in business networks. The need for some
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accountt management system or one contact point for customers, which has the
capacityy and ability to draw together the various pieces of the network. Through
suchh a medium resources can be sourced, mobilized, coordinated and tunneled to
providee customers with added value. Account management systems, for example,
providee the vehicle for coordination. The empowerment by information systems and
thee ability to access resources in the network is seen as essential to such a system.

Conclusions s
Inn this chapter I reviewed the literature to come to an understanding on service
strategy.. Service strategy is seen as a matter of service process positioning because
servicess are different from products and are seen as activities performed for the
customerr in service delivery processes. Therefore market positioning can't be based
onn products and has to be based on service delivery processes. Three generic service
positioningg strategies are recognized which I label as mass orientation, scope
orientationn and partnership orientation. The characteristics of these strategies are
summarizedd in table 2.3.
Inn the service industry the resource based view on strategy formulation is
paramount.. Resources are built over time and service delivery processes could be
seenn as configurations of resources, which produce an outcome to the customer. As
customerss coproduce in services, the customer base of the service provider could be
seenn as one of its critical resources, contributing to the importance of relationship
marketingg in the service industry. Service innovation is understood as a process of
incrementall and sometimes radical innovations contributing to the strategic activity
off resource enhancement, destruction and reconfiguration. Interaction between the
servicee provider and the customer often is the starting point for service innovations,
anotherr reason for assuming that the customer base is a critical resource for service
companies. .
Too capitalize on their customer base, service providers continually bundle
servicess and pool resources of their own and other service providers. Therefore
strategyy becomes a continuous reconfiguration of roles and relationships in service
networks,, which in itself is path dependent. Not only the network of existing
relationshipss with coproducing customers can be seen as a critical resource to
servicee providers, but the network in total (including partners in business) is a
criticall resource. The network 'ecosystem' depicted in table 2.6 helps in
understandingg the different roles service providers play in a network and the
differentt services, which make up the network. The production layer or
implementationn set mainly consists of coordination and process providers. Leaving
alll other roles and services in table 2.6 as providers of (infrastructural) resources to
establishh and maintain the network. Crucial to capitalize on the customer base is to
focuss on customer contact strategies and to provide multifunctional access points in
thee network which pull together the resources and service delivery processes to
providee the customer with added value. The logic of bundling services,
capitalizationn on existing relationships and providing one face to the customer has
becomee the prevailing business logic in our networked information society.
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Inn chapter two I argued that strategic positioning of services should be seen as
servicee delivery process positioning in networks of service providers in which
servicee processes can be viewed as configurations of critical resources like customer
knowledge,, a culture of customer orientation, customer coproduction abilities,
relationshipp networks and IT infrastructure. I made a differentiation between three
genericc service positioning strategies, the mass, scope and partnership oriented
strategies.. Service innovation is understood as a process of incremental,
recombinative,, ad hoc and sometimes radical innovations contributing to the
strategicc activity of resource enhancement, destruction and reconfiguration within
thee scope of the strategy of the organization. Interaction between the service
providerr and the customer is seen as an important starting point for service
innovation.. Crucial to capitalize on the customer base is to focus on customer
contactt strategies and to provide multifunctional access points to the network which
pulll together the resources and service delivery processes to provide the customer
withh added value. The logic of bundling services, capitalization on existing
relationshipss and providing one face to the customer has become the prevailing
businesss logic in our networked information society.
Thee goal of this chapter is to problemize our limited knowledge on information
requirementsrequirements in service specification processes. I give an overview of the curren
bodyy of knowledge on service delivery design in general and the function of service
specificationn in the front office in particular. I start with presenting the dichotomy
betweenn front and back office in service delivery design. I differentiate between two
customerr contacts, one for service specification and one in service operations. Based
onn this insight, I provide a definition of front office in which customer contact for
servicee specification is central. Then I discuss the effect of customer contact on
servicee delivery design, leading to the conclusion that the degree of customization
(thee intervention depth of customer wishes) is a major determinant in service
deliveryy design. In the next section I give an overview of the functions of service
specification.. Service specification is positioned in the complete service delivery
processs to show that in service specification promises are made about subsequent
phasess in the service delivery process and that we need information in service
specificationn about these phases to make these promises. To gain a deeper
understandingg of service specification, I review the literature on studies on
customizationn in thefrontoffice; empowerment offrontoffice employees in relation
too perceived service quality; and on the information requirements in service delivery
processes.. This leads to the conclusion that lack of information in the context of
empowermentt could explain role ambiguity, which turns out to result in negative
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effectss on customers' perceived quality. As little attention in the literature is given to
thee use of information to improve service delivery processes, we lack insight into
whichh information needs to be distributed to front office employees to specify
services.. Nevertheless, two studies on the information requirements of service
deliveryy are found and this chapter will end with a review of these studies and the
mainn conclusions of this chapter. The research model I will present in chapter four is
drawnn upon the body of knowledge presented in this chapter.

Servicee Delivery Design: Front and Back Office Dichotomy
Servicess have a clear front office and back office dichotomy in their operations
(Stonee & Woodcock, 1995; Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 1997; Molenaar, 1997;
Grönroos,, 1998).
Frontt offices are supposed to be designed with the prime objective to serve
customers.. The focus of front-office management is on specifying and meeting
customerr requirements. Front-office design should allow for the different
requirementss and types of customers. To allow for more complex processing of
customerr cases in the back office, in thefrontoffice processes are required to extract
fromfrom customers all that is required (mainly information) to do so. In the front office
theree is a three-way interaction between customers, employees and technology or a
two-wayy interaction between customers and technology (in the case of self service,
likee e-commerce) (Chase & Tansik, 1983). The major objective of the application of
ICTT in the front office is to respond as quickly as possible to customer requirements
(Elfring,, 1995).
Taskss are done in the back office mainly because of scale economies or because
mixingg of customer oriented tasks and complex case handling tasks could come at
thee expense of the quality of one or the other. The focus of back office management
iss on efficient, timely and accurate case processing. In the back office the interaction
iss two-way between employees and technology (Chase & Tansik, 1983). In the back
officee employees only deal with customer surrogates, like orders, often embodied in
informationn technology. The main objective of the application of ICT in the back
officee is on efficiency improvement (Elfring, 1995).
Bufferss between the front and back office are needed and consist of queuing
casess for processing, escalation procedures and information systems to ensure rapid
availabilityy of data on cases to prevent back office staff from being disturbed by
customerr contact (Stone & Woodcock, 1995). The high contact units in the front
officee need to be supported by low contact units in the back office, introducing
needss for informational and material handling tasks between the front and back
officee (Chase & Tansik, 1983). ICT is supposed to form the glue, which holds
togetherr thefrontand back office (Li, 1997).
Inn thefrontoffice, the service encounter takes place. The service encounter plays
aa central role in the service marketing literature (Solomon et al., 1985). The service
encounterr is seen as the event at which the customer interacts with the service
providerr (its people, its communications, its core service and its technology)
(Heskettt et al., 1990). Carlzon (1987) termed service encounters as 'moments of
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truth':: "the moment of truth is the moment at which the service provider and service
customerr confront one another and service quality is realized. At this moment both
aree very much on their own.... It is the skill, the motivation and the tools employed
byy the firm's representative and the expectations and behavior of the client which
togetherr will create the service delivery process". The following quote states the
importancee of the service encounter (Carlzon, 1987), " To the customer, the most
importantt person in the company is very often the one at the point of contact. What
happenss is the usually brief one to three minutes of that contact will demonstrate orr destroy - for the customer all the value the company so expensively has sought to
createe through its product, quality, distribution, and advertising investments". The
servicee encounter is supposed to impact on service differentiation, quality control,
deliveryy systems, and customer satisfaction (Solomon et al., 1985).
Definitionss of the front office are quite rare. Generally, the front office is defined
broadlyy in terms of the part of the organization in which customers participate in
servicee processes (Grönroos, 1990). According to Normann (1991), the customer
appearss twice in the service process, as a customer specifying his requirements and
ass a coproducer taking part in the service production (Normann, 1991). Berkley and
Guptaa (1995), Parasuraman & Berry (1991) and Grönroos (1990) also differentiate
betweenn customer contacts in service specification and service fulfillment. Therefore
II distinguish two 'moments of truth'. The first 'moment of truth' is the coproduction
off customers in the service specification process in which an agreement is reached
betweenn the customer and service provider, regarding the service to be delivered.
Thee second 'moment of truth' is the coproduction of customers in service
production.. The first 'moment of truth' is the object of study in this thesis. Therefore
II define the front office as the part of the organization in which customers have
contactcontact with the service provider to reach an agreement regarding the service to be
delivered.delivered. This definition narrows front office activities down to service
specification.. The contact between customers and the service provider might be
directt contact (between customers and employees) or contact between customers and
servicee equipment (like in the case of ICT-enabled selfservice).

Effectss of Customer Contact and Customization on Service
Design n
Chasee & Tansik (1983) were one of the first to recognize the importance of
customerr contact intensivity to organizational design. They see the extent of
customerr contact as a major variable affecting the performance of the service system
andd thereby as a starting point for organizational design. They follow the general
organizationall design principle of Thompson (1967) to protect the operating core of
thee organization from environmental disturbances and uncertainties stemming from
individuall differences in customers' attitudes and behaviors. They state that
organizationall performance will be improved if the operating core is placed in a low
contactt positioning and is structured according to operational efficiency norms. High
contactt activities of the firm should buffer the operating core and should be managed
accordingg to effectiveness norms. Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (1997) use the
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termm back office as synonym for low contact activities and front office for high
contactt activities. High contact tasks are operated at the organization's boundary
withh workers carrying out boundary spanning roles (Thompson, 1967). High contact
unitss play a central role in coping with environmental uncertainty in that they form a
bufferr between the environment and the back office. Chase (1978) proposes a
typologyy of services according to increasing customer contact.
••
••

Quasi-manufacturing service entailing virtually no face-to-face contact.
Mixed services, involving a mix of face-to-face contact and coupled back
officee work.
•• Pure services, in which the service organizations production is carried out in
thee presence of the customer.

Itt is clear that Chase and Tansik's contribution to thinking about services has
influencedd Shaw. Shaw's (1990) typology of services (product, product/service and
puree service) as presented in chapter 2, is very similar to the one of Chase. Three
remarkss need to be made on Chase and Tansik's line of thinking.
First,, the centrality of physical presence of customers needs to be relaxed. One
off Chase's propositions states for instance: "in high contact systems, the service
facilityy must be located near the customer" (proposition 6). De Jong and van
Bemmell (1992) noticed a shift from direct contact towards interaction on a distance
(byy telecommunication) and self-service. Both ways of interaction are prevalent in
thee service industry nowadays and are predicted to grow dramatically as a
consequencee of the application of ICT. New self service and interaction on a
distancee distribution channels like internet, virtual communities (Hagel &
Armstrong,, 1997; Barnatt, 1998), multimedia call centers, cybermediairies (Sarkar et
al.,, 1995) and other electronic channels are increasingly important for the interaction
withh customers and the marketing and distribution of services (Kalakota and
Whinstonn 1996). These new ways of interaction still introduce uncertainties to the
servicee provider (as Chase stated) but don't need physical presence of customers any
more.. In this regard proposition 7 of Chase and Tansik is supposed to hold better:
"Inn high contact systems, the service facility must be laid out to accommodate the
customer'ss physical and psychological needs and expectations". This proposition
reflectss both situations of self-service and interaction on a distance as well as
situationss of direct contact. Interestingly, Chase and Tansik (1983) mention several
optionss to reduce high contact to low contact work, for instance, self service,
restructuringg service channels into standardized and customized operations and the
applicationn of ICT. They state: "the possibilities are endless in our opinion", which
seemss to be the case nowadays.
Second,, Chase and Tansik (1983) and others (Lovelock, 1983; Schmenner,
1986;; Shaw, 1990) don't make a difference between contact intensivity in service
specificationspecification and in fulfillment, although they recognize the multi-facedne
customerr contacts. According to Normann (1991), the customer appears twice in the
servicee process, as a customer specifying his requirements and as a coproducer
takingg part in service production. Although customers need to appear physically in
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thee production of many services (like in hospitals, transportation, etc), their physical
appearancee in the specification of such services is not always needed.
Ann example of a service classification scheme in which no differentiation is
madee between customer contact for service specification and customer contact
duringg service fulfillment is the classic one of Lovelock (1983) and is shown in table
3.1.. For all types of services it is possible to specify the service on a distance
withoutt physical appearance being required at all. For instance, the specification of a
bus-tripp for a group of people (people processing quadrant) doesn't mean physical
presencee of anybody during service specification. It could be done by telephone or
byy Internet. Furthermore, the fulfillment of services in the three non-people
processingg quadrants could be distributed by several delivery channels including
(ICT)) equipment (Lovelock & Wright, 1999).
Servicee classification schema like this tend to have a bias towards physical
servicee facility design, neglecting ICT as main carrier of service processes (Tinnila
&& Vepsalainen, 1995). The information elements of the service can be decoupled
fromfrom the tangible elements, a decoupling of the physical and virtual value chain
(Rayportt & Sviokla, 1995; Evans & Wurster, 1997). This can be done for all
servicess in all quadrants. The information service elements could be placed in the
mentall stimulus or information processing quadrant of the scheme, whereas the
physicall elements can be positioned in one of the upper two quadrants. At the same
timee sales activities like service specification for both physical and information
elementss could be placed in the lower two quadrants. A nice example of the
dynamicss in service delivery due to technology is provided by Walley and Amin
(1994).. They describe a typical people processing service, renal dialysis, in which
patientss service themselves by using renal dialysis self service technology
(Continuouss Ambilatory Peritoneal Dialysis). In this service the people processing
elementt is distributed by self-service technology and is complemented by training
elementss (mental stimulus processing). Physical presence in the service facility is no
longerr required.

People People
Possessions Possessions
Servicess directed at people's bodies Servicess directed at physical
Tangible Tangible
(peoplee processing):
actions actions
possessionss (possession processing):
•• Health care
•• Freight transportation
•• Public transportation
•• Retail distribution
Servicess directed at people's minds Servicess directed at intangible assets
Intangible Intangible
(mentall stimulus processing):
actions actions
(informationn processing):
•• Advertising
•• Banking
•• Education
•• Insurance
Tablee 3.1: Service classification scheme (Lovelock, 1983)
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Third,, Schmenner (1986) already criticizes the typology of Shaw on the fact that
thee duration of a customer's presence in the service process is not a determinant for
thee type of service but merely the intervention depth of customer wishes in the
process.. According to Schmenner some service providers shelter customers without
givingg them any opportunities to influence the service delivery process (like in
standardizedd services such as tourist hotels). Thus the degree of customization
merelyy is a determinant of organizational design than the intensivity of customer
contact.. Schmenner's idea resembles the idea of customer order decoupling point
(CODP)) in the literature on operations management (Browne et al., 1996). Although
CODPP is generally defined in terms of physical materials as being the point after
whichh material is dedicated to a customer order in a physical production process, it
couldd also be defined from an informational perspective. From this perspective the
CODPP could be defined as the point in organizational processes to which the
specificss of the customer order defines the operations in that process. The specifics
off the order are determined by the degree of customization.
Thiss section leads to the following conclusions.
•• Physical presence of the customer in the service facility is not required for
servicee specification per se; is always required for people processing
servicess during fulfillment and is often partly required for mental stimulus
processingg services during fulfillment (like in educational services, for
example). .
•• Service classification schema tend to have a bias towards physical service
facilityy design, neglecting ICT as carrier of service processes.
•• The degree of customization (the intervention depth of customer wishes) is a
determinantt in organizational design.

Servicee Specification
Thee specification process in the front office forms the link between service
marketingg and production. Integration of service marketing with service production
too meet or exceed customer expectations is seen as a strategic activity (Grönroos,
1990;; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Lovelock and Wright, 1999). Seven functions of
servicee specification can be recognized in the literature.
••

In the specification process customers specify their needs and the service
providerprovider informs and advises the customer. The general promises the servic
providerr made about its service quality in presales advertisement and
brandingg is transformed to concrete service delivery promises (Berry &
Parasuraman,, 1991).
•• In the specification process an important contribution is made to the
buildingbuilding of customer relations, specifically through the specification o
customizedd services (Grönroos, 1990; Stone & Woodcock, 1995).
Customizationn makes it possible to meet the needs of varying customers.
Contactt is required to specify these needs, which often results in some kind
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••

••

••

••

••

off personal relationship between service employees and customers (social
bonding).. The specification process of customized services is assumed to
takee longer because an exchange of requirements and possibilities is needed.
Thesee kinds of extended encounters are likely to develop into boundary
openn transactions in which the customer beliefs that the service provider is
interestedd in him as a person, giving a feeling of relationship rather than
merelyy a transaction. Extended encounters are likely to require service
providerss to expend emotional labor (the management of feelings) (Price,
Arnouldd & Tierney, 1995).
Providing customers with a complete service specification before service
commencess is a strategy for service firms to reduce customer fear and
improveimprove perceived service quality (Berkley & Gupta, 1995). Fear is created
byy uncertainty and lack of information. There might be uncertainty as to
exactlyy what services will be performed, how much time the service will
require,, the expected outcome and the total cost. Customers engage in
informationn exchange behaviors for the purpose of clarifying service
requirements.. They seek information about service status or clarification of
servicee parameters. Facilitating this information exchange should reduce
customers'' perceived need to intervene in the delivery of service. (Kellogg,
Youngdahll & Bowen, 1997).
The specification of services not only plays a central role in the marketing of
servicess but also is crucial to service production by initiating service
deliverydelivery processes and by providing these processes with the right
specifications.specifications. Service errors are often caused by misspecification (Berkle
&& Gupta, 1995).
Service specification is the process in which the implementation set of a
serviceservice network is specified. Through service specification the various
piecess of the service network are mobilized to provide a service or a bundle
off services. In many cases it will be the sole possibility to provide customers
withh 'one face' contact because during fulfillment of the service it might
becomee clear to the customer that the service is provided by several parties
inn the network because the customer has to coproduce with these parties.
Servicee specification provides customers with the access point to the
networkk and provides the service provider which controls this access point
withh the ability to build relationships with the customer and to coordinate
servicee delivery by the complete network (by contracts or service status
control).. The need for such an access point has been recognized by
Vandermerwee (1994) and Mowshowitz (1997), although they didn't relate it
explicitlyy to service specification.
The interaction between customer and service provider in service
specificationn forms the starting point for service innovation (Sundbo, 1997).
Specificc solutions to customer problems might be specified and can lead to
add hoc innovations in which the unique solution is codified and standardized
too make it reproducible (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997).
During service specification market information can be accumulated. The
specificationn process is one of the organizational processes in which
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informationn that is vital to the organization can be recorded at its source. In
general,, moments of truth or service encounters are important moments to
buildd customer information (Stone & Woodcock, 1995).
Thee function of service specification in the front office in the total service
deliveryy process can be further illustrated by positioning the specification process
intoo sales and buying process models (Grönroos, 1990; Moriarty & Moran, 1990;
Stonee and Woodcock, 1995; Lovelock & Wright, 1999). Table 3.2 relates sales cycle
activitiess to these models.
Grönrooss (1990) for instance introduces the relationship life cycle. A customer
iss in the initial stage of the cycle when he is unaware of the service provider. Image
andd brand building and advertising are the main activities of the service provider in
thiss phase. Because of needs felt by the customer or as a result of advertising by the
servicee provider, the customer might become aware of the service company and get
intoo the purchasing process. He evaluates the service and makes a first purchase.
Managingg the buyer-seller interaction is the main activity during the purchasing
stage.. The purchase leads the customer to the third stage, the consumption process.
Duringg this process the service provider can take care of the consuming customer
andd can provide additional (after sales) services. During this phase the consumer
coproducess and becomes a 'prosumer' (de Jong & van Bemmel, 1992). If the
customerr is satisfied, the whole cycle might repeat itself. The marketing effort
differss during the three stages (Grönroos, 1990).

MoriartyMoriarty &
Sales Sales Grönroos'Grönroos' (1990) StoneStone & LovelockLovelock & Wright's
Woodcock'sWoodcock's
(1995)
(1999)(1999) purchaseMoron'sMoron's (1990)
cycle
cycle cyclerelationshiprelationship life
process process
demand-demandbuyingbuying cycle
activities activities
generationsgenerations task

Getting g Initiall stage: create Existencee and
identificationn of
attention n interestt by
advertisingg and
needs;; problem
brandd building
recognition n
Inform m Purchasingg process: Searchh for
Advise e turnn general interest informationn and
intoo sales by getting evaluationn of
thee problem solving alternatives s
offeringg accepted by
thee customer (giving
promises) )
Transact t Consumptionn stage: Choice e
Fulfill l providingg positive Post-purchase e
experiencess to
review w
After r
createe re-sales and
sales s
service e cross-sales s
(fulfillingg promises)

Pre-purchasee stage: Lead d
awarenesss of need generation n
Qualifying g
sales s
Pre-purchasee stage: Presales s
informationn search
andd evaluation of
suppliers. .
Servicee encounter
stage:: service
request t
Servicee encounter Closee of sale
phase:: service
Post-sales s
delivery. .
service e
Post-purchase e
Account t
stage:: evaluation of management t
performancee and
futuree intentions

Tablee 3.2: Models of sales cycles and purchasing processes
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Kierzkowskii et al. (1996) propose a digital marketing framework (see figure
3.1),, which seems to be a modern variant of the model of Grönroos (1990). In their
versionn of the sales cycle they emphasize the customization, interaction /
communicationn and personalization abilities of electronic commerce.
Especiallyy the customization of the consideration set for customers is expected
too be an innovation in e-commerce (Alba et al., 1997). Customers are supposed to
usee a two-step procedure in their purchase decision-making. In the first step they
constrainn the often-overwhelming amount of options to a small consideration set.
Thee options in this set are often evaluated in more detail. In conventional sales
customerss use prior build beliefs and preferences to constrain considerations sets. In
e-commercee this can be done by matching customer requirements with customer
profiless and past purchase histories.
Inn figure 3.2 the specification process is positioned in the sales cycle. Preceding
phasess of the sales cycle have a function to subsequent phases, vise versa. In
precedingg phases the service provider educates the customer about the service
qualityy the customer might expect and the coproduction behavior the service
providerr expects from the customer. In preceding phases the service provider makes
promisess about subsequent phases. These promises need to be kept in subsequent
phases;; the latter phases confirm the promises made in earlier phases (Grönroos,
1990;; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). To make a promise that can be held one needs
clearr information about the latter phases of the process in the earlier phases.
Reliabilityy ("keeping promises") is seen as the number one dimension of service
qualityy (Parasuraman et al., 1991).

What::
How::

Customize interaction
andd value delivery
Personalized/customized
communicationss and
products/services s
Reall time interaction
Linkagess to core business

Attractt customers to the
application n
Audiencee creation
Mnemonicc branding
"Piggyback"" advertising

Generatee interest and
participation n
What:: Learn about consumers',
Creativee programming
preferences s
Interactivee
content
How:: Information capture
User-generatedd
content
Continuouss preference
Transactionn
capabilities
learningg
What: Make sure consumers come
back k
How:: Dynamic content
Digitall communities
Proprietary/uniquee content

Figuree 3.1: The digital marketing framework (Kierzkowski et al, 1996)
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Attention n
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Specification
\ p r promises
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s

Advise e

Xl l

Transact t

'N N
Fulfil l

information n

Afterr sales service

Figuree 3.2: Service specification in thefrontoffice positioned in a general sales cycle
Thiss section leads to the following conclusions.
••

In the specification process, customers specify their needs, relationships can
bee build, service delivery processes are initiated, customer fear can be
reducedd by full specifications, the implementation set of the service network
iss defined, service innovation can be initiated and market information can be
recordedd at its source.
•• In the specification process promises are made about subsequent phases in
thee service delivery process. To make a promise that can be held one needs
clearr information about these subsequent phases during service
specification.. Therefore the degree of customization in the service delivery
processs should be taken into account in service specification and thus should
bee reflected by the information available during service specification.

Studiess on Service Specification in the Front Office
Too come to a deeper understanding of service specification, I review the literature on
threee topics.
••
••

Customization in the front office.
Empowerment of front office employees in relation to customization and
perceivedd service quality.
•• The information requirements in service delivery processes.

Customizationn and the Front Office

Thee front office is supposed to afford the single greatest opportunity for a
servicee firm to customize the delivery of its service down to the level of the
individuall customer (Surprenant and Solomon, 1987; Bettencourt & Gwinner,
1996).. Customization in the front office can be thought of along two dimensions:
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interpersonall adaptive behavior and service offering adaptation (Bettencourt &
Gwinner,, 1996).
Interpersonal adaptive behavior refers to an employee altering various
interpersonall communication elements (e.g. tone of voice, vocabulary,
gestures)) to meet what they perceive to be the unique needs of individual
consumers,, also known as personalization.
Service offering adaptation refers to tailoring or creating a unique bundle of
servicee attributes or benefits based on an individual consumer's needs,
knownn as customization.
Despitee its purported importance, relatively little theory exists concerning the
servicee contact employees' ability to customize service delivery (Bettencourt &
Gwinner,, 1996). An exception is the study of Surprenant and Solomon (1987) on the
effectss of interpersonal adaptive behavior (personalization) and service offering
adaptionn (customization) on customer satisfaction with the service offer. They
differentiatee between three forms, one form of customization and two forms of
personalization. .
Option personalization (service offering adaption / customization).
Programmed personalization. Programmed interpersonal adaption like for
instancee greeting procedures or predefined interaction scripts.
Customized personalization. Which means adaption to the interaction style
off the customer.
Theyy see personalization as a trade off between personal service delivery and
conformancee to customer's role expectations. These expectations vary on the degree
off formalization, depending on the structural dimensions of the service encounter.
Too put it simply, customers don't expect to build a personal relationship with the
tickett seller at the railway station counter. Surprenant and Solomon conclude that
nott all forms of personalization result in an increase of customer satisfaction with
thee service offer.
Option personalization (customization) positively affected trust in the service
providerr and customer's satisfaction with the offering.
Service strategies based on unabashed friendliness are not attractive,
particularlyy if they violate role expectations. Role definitions within a servicesettingg dictate the amount of personalization expected. When the service is
highlyy formalized, little personalization will be anticipated. As more non-task
relatedd information was included (like being too personal, too friendly),
evaluationss of employee's competence, the service provider's trustworthiness
andd satisfaction with effectiveness decreased.
If the service provides high option personalization (customization),
programmedd personalization beyond simple courtesy resulted in lower
evaluations,, whereas customized personalization showed to be effective.
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Customized personalization had positive effects on evaluations with no
differencee between high and low option customization.

Thee study of Surprenant and Solomon (1987) suggests that customers focus on
thee outcome dimension (option personalization) of the interaction in the first place
andd on the process dimension in the second place. This is congruent with the study
off Zeithaml et al. (1990). They found five dimensions of service quality (see table
3.3).. The first service quality dimension, reliability (keeping promises) is seen as the
mostt important (a prerequisite for staying in competition) and is concerned with the
outcomee dimension of the service. The other four are concerned with the process
dimensionn of the service and are important in exceeding customer expectations of
servicee quality.
Thee prevailing marketing approach in electronic commerce is seen as one of
personalizationn and customization ('one-to-one' relationship marketing^. The
traditionaltraditional interpersonal adaptive behavior is replaced by personalization technolo
(facilitatingg personalized advertisement, consideration sets and interaction) and in
whichh service offering adaption (customization) will be necessary to confirm to the
personalizationn expectations, which rose out of personalized communication.
Developmentss in electronic commerce provide service companies with powerful
toolss to analyze the behavior of their customers and to establish a dialogue and sense
off community among customers by enabling the sharing of experiences, problems
andd solutions. (Kierzkowski et al.; 1996; Hagel & Armstrong, 1997; Bakos, 1998).
Thiss section leads to the conclusion that in mass oriented strategies, with 'take it
orr leave it', highly formalized interaction governance, little personalization is
expected.. In scope and partnership oriented strategies it seems to be attractive to add
too the positive effects of option personalization (customization) the positive effects
off customized personalization to increase customer's evaluation of the service.
Inn scope and partnership oriented strategies customization and personalization
aree pursued by empowerment of front office employees (see table 2.3 in chapter 2).
Thiss raises the question whether there is a relationship between empowerment of
frontfront office employees and perceived service quality by the customer.

QualityQuality dimension
Definition Definition
Thee ability to perform the promised service dependably and
Reliability y
accurately. .
Thee appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and
Tangibles s
communicationn materials.
Responsiveness s Thee willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.
Assurance e
Thee knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to
conveyy trust and confidence.
Empathy y
Thee caring, individual attention provided to the customer.
Tablee 3.3: Five dimensions of service quality (Zeithaml et al., 1990)
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Empowermentt of Front Office Employees in Relation to Perceived
Servicee Quality
Inn the 'Service-Profit Chain', Heskett, Jones, Loveman, Sasser & Schlesinger (1994)
relatee revenue growth and profitability to customer satisfaction stemming from
perceivedd service quality or as they define it, the value of the service provided to
customers.. This value is supposed to be created by satisfied, loyal and productive
employeess (see figure 3.3). The loyalty of employees is supposed to be a result of
thee quality of the service delivery system (including employee selection, reward
systems,, service equipment, job design and management skills). Internal service
qualityy is establishing the ability and authority of front office employees to achieve
resultss for their customers (empowerment of front office employees). This line of
reasoningg can also be found in Normann (1991). Carlzon (1987), Grönroos (1990),
Quinnn & Paquette (1990) and Vandermerwe (1994) propose the concept of inverting
thee organization and to make all systems and support staff in the company work for
thee frontline person to deliver the companies full capabilities at the moment of
customerr contact.
Severall empirical studies support parts of this line of reasoning. Previous
researchh on the employee side of the service profit chain has examined issues such as
managementt commitment to service quality (Ahmed & Parasuraman, 1994),
empowermentt (Bowen & Lawler, 1995), the effects of role ambiguity and role
conflictt on employee behavior and responses (Singh, 1993) and the relationship
amongg job-satisfaction, adaptability and employee effort (Glisson & Durick, 1988;
Spiroo & Weitz, 1990). Research on the employee-customer interface side of the
chainn has examined the relationship between customer perceptions of the service
encounterr and contact employees' attitudinal and behavioral responses (Bowen &
Schneider,, 1985; Bitner, 1990; Singh, 1993; Bitner, Booms & Moor, 1994). The
findingsfindings from this research lead to two major conclusions.
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Figuree 3.3: Service Profit Chain (Heskett, Jones, Loveman, Sasser & Schlesinger, 1994)
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1. . Managerss can influence customer-contact employees' responses so as to
enhancee service quality, for instance by eliminating role ambiguity (which
reducess job satisfaction and performance) by empowerment (Singh, 1993;
Rafiq&& Ahmed, 1998).
2. . Thee responses of customer-contact employees influence customers'
perceptionss of service quality and the service encounter. For instance
employeee role conflict, role ambiguity and dissatisfaction are contributors to
theirr inability to deliver service quality (Schneider, 1980; Shamir, 1980).
Customerss are more satisfied with the service encounter when employees
possesss the ability, willingness and competence to solve their problems
(Bitner,, 1990; Bitner, Booms & Tetreault, 1990) or to adapt to special needs
andd requests (Bitner, Booms & Tetreault, 1990). Customer-contact
employees'' friendliness, enthusiasm and attentiveness also positively affect
customers'' perceptions of service quality (Bowen & Schneider, 1985;
Rafaeli,, 1993).
Hartlinee and Ferrell (1996) used these results to further support the service profit
chainn line of thinking by examining the degree to which management commitment
too service quality, empowerment and behavior based evaluation, influenced role
conflictt and role ambiguity among customer-contact service employees. Low levels
off role conflict and role ambiguity were hypothesized to have a positive relationship
withh job satisfaction, self-efficacy and adaptability, resulting in high degrees of
customers'' perceived service quality (see figure 3.4). Their findings indicate the
following. .

Figuree 3.4: The model of Hartline and Ferrell (1996)
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••

••

••

••
••
••

Employee self efficacy (referring to an employee's belief in his or her ability
too perform job related tasks) and job satisfaction have a positive effect on
customers'' perceived quality.
Role ambiguity has a negative effect on employees self efficacy, job
satisfactionn and adaptability, thereby in the end resulting in negative effects
onn customers' perceived quality.
Role conflict does not reduce employee's self efficacy, job satisfaction and
adaptability;; but higher levels of role conflict do lead to higher levels of role
ambiguity,, thus role ambiguity mediates the effects of role conflict on self
efficacy,, job satisfaction and customer satisfaction.
Managers committed to service quality are more likely to empower their
employeess and use behavior-based evaluation.
Empowerment increases self-efficacy, thereby contributing to customers'
perceivedd quality.
Empowerment increases role conflict, thereby in the end resulting in role
ambiguityy and less satisfied customers.

Rolee ambiguity is supposed to occur when an employee lacks salient information
neededd to effectively enact his or her role (Singh, 1993). The lack of information in
thee context of empowerment could explain role ambiguity which turns out to be a
majorr determinant of employee's self efficacy, job satisfaction and adaptability,
therebyy in the end resulting in negative effects on customers' perceived quality.
Empowermentt programs are seen to fail when they focus on power without
redistributingg information and knowledge (Quinn & Paquette, 1990; Hammer &
Champy,, 1993; Bowen & Lawler, 1995). Without such a redistribution of
information,, frontline employees have the power to act in the interest of the
customerr but don't have the knowledge, skills and information to act as responsible
businesss people (Bowen & Lawler, 1995). Through information front office
employeess could perceive more control over the customer contact situation, which
enabless them to provide the customer with the right information to educate the
customerr about realistic service level expectations, coproduction behavior and
servicee process control abilities. (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991).
Ass I already argued in chapter one, understanding information requirements for
servicee specification contributes to our understanding on providing role clarity and
avoidingg gap three, one of the five potential shortfalls of service quality (Zeithaml,
Parasuramann and Berry, 1990). Several factors contributing to gap three (role
ambiguity,, role conflict, poor employee - technology - j o b fit and lack of perceived
control)) could be explained by lack of information.
Thiss section leads to the following conclusions.
••

For scope and partnership oriented strategies a management approach of
empowermentt is proposed (see table 2.3 in chapter 2). This empowerment is
neededd to provide for customization and personalization, which is positively
evaluatedd by the customer.
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••

Empowerment increases self-efficacy and thereby in the end increases
customer'ss perceived quality.
•• Empowerment increases also role conflict and thereby role ambiguity, in the
endd resulting in a decrease in customer's perceived quality.
•• The lack of information in the context of empowerment could explain role
ambiguityy which turns out to be a major determinant of employee's selfefficacy,, job satisfaction and adaptability, thereby in the end resulting in
negativee effects on customers' perceived quality.
Thiss raises the question whether the distribution of information to front office
employeess indeed decreases role ambiguity and thereby contributes to customer's
perceivedd quality. But we can't answer this question without answered another
question:: what information is needed by front office employees?
Informationn Requirements in Service Delivery
Thee definition of information requirements is probably the most neglected area of
managementt in the service industry (Berkley & Gupta, 1995). Little attention has
beenn given in the academic and practitioners literature to using information and ICT
too improve customer service. Although information is regarded as a primary input to
servicee delivery, few studies have investigated its effects on service design (Wathen
&& Anderson, 1995). In general there seems to be a facility bias in service analysis
andd classification and information as the surrogate of the customer in back office
andd ICT as carrier of service process logic, has been neglected (Tinnila &
Vepsalainen,, 1995). Jeffery (1996) states that organizations have detailed
informationn about their customer but it is scattered all over the organization. He
mentionss different sources like point-of-sale technology, branch automation, front
officee systems, transaction processing systems, accounting systems and systems
registeringg when and where products were delivered. More in general Glazer (1991)
states:: "The real issue is to go beyond the technology and to consider the output, the
informationn itself, as an important variable for analysis".
Thiss situation has slightly changed during the last decade. Quite a body of
knowledgee appeared on marketing topics like database marketing (Blattberg &
Deighton,, 1991; Stone & Woodcock, 1995; Hoekstra & Huizingh, 1995) and the
effectss of electronic channels on marketing (Kierzkowski et al. 1996; Hagel &
Armstrong,, 1997). More recently, the topic of Customer Relationship Management
recievess some attention in the literature (Chmilevsky & Koenders, 1999; Galbreath
&& Rogers, 1999; Gamble, Stone & Woodcock, 1999). Despite this development in
knowledgee little is known about the information requirements in service processes in
generall and service specification in the front office in particular, allthough many
scholarss recognize its importance (see framework 3.1).
Thee studies of Berkley & Gupta (1995) and Chase & Acquilano (1995) are the
onlyy known studies on the information requirements of service processes. Berkley &
Guptaa (1995) studied the information requirements needed to deliver quality service
inn high customer contact businesses. They differentiate between three phases in the
servicee delivery process and relate some information requirements to these phases,
whichwhich I discuss shortly.
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Accordingg to Tinnila & Vepsalainen (1995), information plays an important role in the
delivery,, co-ordination and quality assurance of services. Information is an essential input
requirementt for service delivery and service providers' process information (Mills & Turk,
1986;; Wathen & Anderson, 1995). Information is seen as the raw material of service
organizationss and its processing has a direct bearing on the organization's productivity (Mills
&& Turk, 1986).
Accordingg to Evans & Wurster (1997) every business is an information business, every value
chainn includes information flows between customers and suppliers. It contains information
aboutt relationships, brand identity, process coordination, customer loyalty, etc.
Berryy and Parasuraman (1991) relate a one-to-one marketing approach to what they call
efficientt customization and view the informational abilities to efficiently tailor services to
customers'' specific requirements and to build relationships proactively as a requisite. They
seee precise and relevant customer information as essential in one-to-one marketing. Hart
(1995)) indicates a relationship between mass customization, the availability of information
andd the building of relationships as well. Stone & Woodcock (1995) relate mass
customizationn to access to information about customer needs for marketing purposes, and the
capabilityy of the organizationn to analyze this information.
Accordingg to Perrien et al. (1995-b) effective relationships primarily mean proper knowledge
off the customer's business and environment that results in customized offerings. Evans &
Wursterr (1997) equate the value of customer relationships with the value of information the
companyy has about its customers.
Informationn about customers and their needs should be available at several points of contact
andd across various types of contact (sales enquiries, ordering, complaints taking, billing and
servicing)) (Stone & Woodcock, 1995). According to Stone & Woodcock (1995), customers
expectt their relationship with suppliers to be managed and expect the service company to
recognizee the kind of relationship they have. Customers know that suppliers have
informationn on them and they expect them to use this information to improve service
offeringss and the relationship.
Frameworkk 3.1: The importance of information to services and service specification
Servicee processes start with forecasting customer demands to plan necessary
servicee capacity. In forecasting, information is used to adjust capacity to match
fluctuatingg demand levels. When capacity falls short, the service provider may
prioritizee repeat customers. To do so, information on customer's loyalty is required.
Inn the specification process, information must be secured from the buyer to
specifyy the service. The more complete this information, the easier it will be to
performm other process functions. Service errors are often caused by misspecification.
Servicee standards should be set by stating customer service expectations in a way
thatt is meaningful to employees, so that misinterpretation of specifications is
minimized.. With a customer database, a firm can sketch a detailed profile of each
customer'ss preferences and create opportunities for more personalized service.
Customerr service histories allow frontline employees to know which customers are
first-timee clients and which are repeat customers.
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Inn the specification process, customers also need to be made aware of the
variouss services available and its costs to ensure that the needs and expectations of
thee customer are fulfilled and the organization's time and resources are not wasted in
dealingg with customers whose needs and expectations it cannot, or should not, fulfill
(Johnston,, 1989). Information systems can be used to support employees in their
knowledgee to customize services by specifying and programming the most relevant
customizingg variables in advance. Information systems improve service consistency
(Berkleyy & Gupta, 1995).
Inn the service delivery process employees and customers require information to
deliverr the service. Coproduction becomes problematic with uninformed customers.
Customerss are confused by what they have to do or employees have to repeat
instructionss to customers frequently. Moreover, customers generally try to facilitate
theirr service and the feeling of having coproduced appropriately contributes to their
satisfactionn with the service. The likelihood of customers requiring status
informationn on work-in-progress (such as estimated completion times) increases, the
longerr service delivery takes to be completed. This might result in back office
interventionss to determine information on work-in-progress.
Chasee & Acquilano (1995) view service organizations as information-processing
systems.. They consider information content requirements as a variable in designing
servicee tasks. They provide us with a matrix by which tradeoffs can be made
betweenn marketing and production considerations (see figure 3.5). Service delivery
optionss are ordered from left to right by increasing richness of information transfer.
Productionn efficiency is related to the degree of customer contact with service
operationss and sales opportunity is a measure of the probability of increasing the
revenuee that is generated from each customer, for instance by cross selling. In their
modell they relate levels of customization to levels of customer contact, production
efficiencyy and sales opportunities, indicating that specifying high levels of
customizationn involves high levels of contact, loose specifications, relatively low
productionn efficiency and good opportunities for additional sales. In their theory
theyy relate tight specifications of services to procedural worker skills, loose
specificationn to trade skills and high level customization to diagnostic skills. Along
thee continuum from low to high contact Chase and Acquilano recognize the
importancee of ICT as workflow technology to database technology to high touch
supportt systems. As the level of contact increases the focus shifts from static
capacityy management based on demand management and forecasting to dynamic
capacityy management based on customer's actual needs.
Althoughh studies on the information requirements in service processes are rare,
thee above-mentioned studies give an overall view on the information requirements
forfor service specification.
One-to-one relationship marketing is associated with mass customization
andd the informational ability to recognize customers, their needs and their
transactionn history and to specify customized solutions based on this
information.. With a customer database, a firm can sketch a detailed profile
off each customer's preferences and expectations and create opportunities for
moree personalized service.
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Figuree 3.5: The service-system design matrix (Chase & Acquilano, 1995)
••
••
••
••

••

••
••

Information must be secured from the buyer to specify services.
The more complete information on specifications, the easier it will be to
performm service delivery.
Customer service histories allow frontline employees to recognize
customers.. When capacity is short, they may prioritize repeat customers.
Customers need to be made aware of the various services available and the
costss of each alternative. Such information ensures that the needs and
expectationss of the customer are fulfilled and the organizations time and
resourcess are not wasted in dealing with customers whose needs and
expectationss it cannot, or should not, fulfill.
Information systems can be used to support employees in their knowledge to
customizee services by specifying and programming the most relevant
customizingg variables in advance. Information systems can be used to
improvee service consistency.
Customers expect service companies to have their information available at
everyy point of contact.
The likelihood that customers need information on the status of work-inprogresss increases as service delivery takes longer than expected. This might
resultt in back office interventions to determine information on work-inprogress. .
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••

Specifying high levels of customization involves high levels of contact,
loosee specifications, relatively low production efficiency and good
opportunitiess for additional sales.
•• Tight specifications of services are related to procedural worker skills, loose
specificationn to trade skills and high-level customization to diagnostic skills.
•• As the level of contact increases the focus shifts from static capacity
managementt based on demand management and forecasts to dynamic
capacityy management based on customers actual needs.

Conclusions s
Servicess have a clear front office - back office dichotomy in their operations. A
differentiationn should be made between two types of customer contact at the
'momentt of truth', those during service specification and those during service
fulfillment.. Therefore, I define the front office as the part of the organization in
whichh customers have contact with the service provider to reach an agreement
regardingg the service to be delivered.
Thee specification process in the front office forms the link between service
marketingg and production. In the specification process, customers specify their
needs,, relationships can be build, service delivery processes are initiated, customer
fearr can be reduced by full specifications, the implementation set of the service
networkk is defined, service innovation can be initiated and market information can
bee recorded at its source.
Thee degree of customization (the intervention depth of customer wishes) is a
determinantt in organizational design. In the service specification process, promises
aree made about subsequent phases in the service delivery process. To make a
promise,, which can be held, one needs clear information about subsequent phases of
thee service delivery process. The degree of customization in the service delivery
processs should be taken into account in service specification and thus should be
reflectedd by the information available during service specification. Higher degrees of
customizationn are associated with increasing richness of information transfer and
higherr degrees of customer contact.
Forr scope and partnership oriented strategies a management approach of
empowermentt is proposed. Empowerment increases role conflict and thereby role
ambiguity.. The lack of information in the context of empowerment could explain
rolee ambiguity which turns out to be a major determinant of employee's selfefficacy,, job satisfaction and adaptability, thereby in the end resulting in negative
effectss on customers' perceived quality. This raises the question whether the
distributionn of information to front office employees decreases role ambiguity and
therebyy contributes to customer's perceived quality. We can't answer this question
withoutt answering another question: what information is needed by front office
employees? ?
Althoughh little attention in the literature is given to the use of information to
improvee service delivery processes and we lack insight into the information
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requirementss for service specification, some overall insight is provided by the
literature. .
Mass customization is supposed to be related to relationship marketing and
thee informational ability to recognize customers, their needs, preferences
andd transaction history based on a customer profile.
On services information is needed on the availability of the service, its price
andd its customization variables (if these are specified and programmed in
advance,, service consistency can be improved).
To know the availability of services, the front office needs information on
thee availability of service capacity (because services are activities). This
informationn is also needed for prioritizing service delivery to repeat
customerss and to answer questions on the status of work-in-progress.
Capacityy management is supposed to shift from static (based on service
forecasting)) to dynamic planning (based on customer's actual needs) when
customizationn increases, indicating in a shift of information about capacity
inn the same direction.
Specification of higher levels of customization is related to higher levels of
contact,, looser specifications, relatively lower production efficiency and
betterr opportunities for additional sales. Low customization and thus tight
specificationss are related to procedural worker skills, loose specification
('medium'' customization) to trade skills and high-level customization to
diagnosticc skills.
Thesee insights will be used in the next chapter to develop a model of the information
requirementss of the front office.
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Researchh Design: A Model for the Information
Requirementss of the Front Office

Inn chapter two I presented three generic service positioning strategies: the mass,
scopee and partnership oriented strategies. In chapter three I argued that we lack
theoriess about the information requirements for the specification of services in the
frontfront office; I discussed the front and back office dichotomy in service delivery
design;; I defined thefrontoffice; I showed the importance of service specification in
servicee delivery system design; I showed mat the degree of customization is a
determinantt in organizational design; I proposed that we need insight into the
informationn requirements of the front office to enable customization and
empowermentt and I discussed the general insights on information requirements of
theefrontoffice that could be extracted from the literature.
Inn this chapter, I present the research design for the case studies that will be
presentedd in the chapters five to eight. Conform Verschuren & Doorewaard (1999),
thee research design is divided into a conceptual design, a technical design and an
evaluationn of the research design.
Thee conceptual research design is subdivided into sections on the research
objectivess and questions, the three propositions of the study and an elaboration on
propositionn one: the model on the information requirements of the front office.
Thee technical research design is started with the argumentation of the chosen
researchh method (case research) based on the characteristics of the research theme.
Thenn I address the function of the study in the knowledge accrual process, its units
off analysis, the site selection criteria, the data collection and data analysis techniques
andd the structure of research protocol and case study database.
Thee evaluation of the research design is based on three theoretical instruments.

Conceptuall Research
Propositions s

Design: Objectives,

Questions

and

Thee objective of this research is twofold. The research contributes to the knowledge
regardingg the dynamic and complex relationship between organizational design and
thee application of ICT, through contribution to our knowledge on the relationship
betweenn service strategy and service delivery system design. Regarding service
strategy,, the emphasis will be on the three generic service strategies presented in
chapterr two. Regarding service delivery system design, the emphasis will be on
informationn required for service specification in the front office.
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Thee second objective is to derive a reference model that supports ICT
applicationn in the front office and that supports distribution strategy formulation in
thee service industry. The model proposed in proposition one serves as such a
referencee work and will be discussed in the next section.
Thee study focuses on the following research questions.
1.. How is the degree of customization of services, that needs to be specified in
thee front office, related to the information requirements in the specification
processs and can front offices be classified based on this relation?
2.. How is the effectiveness of the front office influenced if the required
informationn for the specification of a certain degree of customization is not
available? ?
3.. How are the types of front offices related to the business unit's service
positioningg strategy?
Thee first research question follows from the front and back office dichotomy in
servicee delivery design, the importance of service specification in service delivery
systemm design and the idea that the degree of customization is a determinant in
organizationall design in general and service specification in the front office in
particular.. To achieve reliability in services, promises about subsequent phases of
thee complete service process need to be made during service specification. Therefore
informationn in the front office needs to reflect the subsequent phases of the delivery
processs and its customization options. The search for a classification scheme is
motivatedd by our current limited knowledge on the information requirements of the
frontfront office, asking for explorative and descriptive research. Knowledge accrual
oftenn starts with description and classification.
Thee second question is motivated by the simple fact that if there are
requirements,, there must be consequences as well if requirements are not met. Some
off these consequences could be drawn from the literature study presented in chapter
twoo and three and are presented in proposition two.
Thee third question arises because in question one a relation is proposed between
thee degree of customization and the information requirements for service
specificationn and in chapter two three process based service strategies were
distinguishedd based on the degree of customization. The front office (and it's
informationn requirements) is a specific part of the complete service delivery process.
Thus,, if the process based service strategy is determined by the degree of
customizationn and the information requirements of the front office as well, there
mustt be a relation between the service strategy and the type of front office.
Answeringg this question might lead to the eight characteristic of the three generic
servicee strategies, which characterizes the information needs of the front office: the
frontfront office type. Given the fact that the other characteristics say something about
thee aspects process / service type, customer-supplier interaction, value adding focus,
management,, marketing and economies; adding an informational aspect contributes
too our understanding on service strategies.
Too answer the research questions, I will confront three propositions with the
practicee of eight front offices in four business units of Dutch service providers.
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Propositionn One: Model of the Information Requirements of the Front
Office e
II propose, that the degree of information which is required in the front office to
specifyy the service, increases in accordance with the degree of customization. This is
congruentt with the idea that the degree of customization is a determinant for
organizationall design and thus for the design of the information aspect of front
officess as well.
II categorize the information into information regarding the relation with the
customerr (relation information), information regarding the 'product' (product
information)) and information regarding the service process (process information).
Althoughh 'the product is missing' (Grönroos, 1998) in services, using the term
'product'' has become widespread in the service industry (Shaw, 1990). In this
proposition,, the term product refers to the structure of the service (activities) to be
delivered.. The term process refers to the process by which service activities are
linked.. Process information provides 'logistical' knowledge to the front office, like
deliveryy time norms or capacity availability.
Fivee degrees of customization are distinguished with matching degrees of
information.. The five resulting combinations of a degree of customization related to
relation,, product and process information to specify that degree of information are
thee types of front offices. The five types are labeled as 'counter', 'one-stop-shop',
'fieldd and inside service', 'control room' and 'symbiosis'.
Thiss leads to a model for the information requirements of the front office. The
modell is shown in figure 4.1 and elaborated on in the next section.

Figuree 4.1: Model of the information requirements of the front office
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Thee model encompasses three important elements of services: the degree of
relationshipp marketing, the nature of the service process expressed in the degree of
customizationn and process control / capacity management. The model can be used to
determinee the right level of control over commercial processes (building
relationshipss and specifying services according to customization options) and over
operationall processes (by having process information available in the front office).
Thiss way the model supports the basic function of service providers: matching
customerr needs with services and the delivery of these services through reliable
processes. .

Propositionn Two: Effectiveness of the Front Office
Thee second proposition states that the effectiveness of the front office decreases
whenn the information requirements for the specification of the corresponding
categoryy of customization are not met. Table 4.1 shows the relation between
insufficientt information and the ineffectiveness of the front office. Ineffectiveness is
supposedd to manifest itself as follows.

LimitedLimited proactivity. Berry and Parasuraman (1991) see a proactive approach
off the customer as a requisite for relationship building. Customers want their
relationshipss to be managed actively (Stone and Woodcock, 1995).
Proactivityy could be seen as 'knowing whom to go to and knowing with
whichh commercial message'. If we look at proactivity this way, proactivity
iss limited when assurance about knowledge on the customer or the product
iss limited. Proactivity stems from insufficient relation information or
productt information. Assurance is seen as one of the five service quality
dimensionss (Berry and Parasuraman, 1991).
SpecificationSpecification quality problems. According to Berkley and Gupta (
completee service specification before service fulfilment commences,
decreasesdecreases customer fear and thereby improves perceived quality a
completee service specifications initiate fulfilment and decreases the
likelihoodd of errors in fulfilment. Reliability is seen as the number one
dimensionn of service quality (Parasuraman et al., 1991). Reliability is about
promisingg the right things and keeping promises. Without information on
subsequentt phases in the service delivery process (product and process
information)) it becomes hard to provide realistic promises to customers.
Withoutt high quality specifications (resulting from sufficient product and
processs information) it will be hard to keep promises during fulfilment.
LongerLonger specification lead-time. Besides providing customers with a
completee set of specifications, the front office needs to be responsive as well
(Parasuramann et al., 1991). Responsiveness is seen as one of the five service
qualityy dimensions (Berry and Parasuraman, 1991). Longer specification
lead-timess stem from insufficient product or process information because
thee front office is supposed to consult the back office to get this information.
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Limited LimitedSpecification Specification
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
Longer Longer Limited Limited
proactivitv proactivitv
protectionprotection of
quality quality specification specification
DueDue to:
thethe back office
lead-time lead-time
problems problems
Insufficientt relation
XX
information n
Insufficientt product
XX
XX
XX
XX
information n
Insufficientt process
XX
XX
XX
information n

Tablee 4.1: The relation between insufficient information and ineffectiveness

4.. Limited protection of the back office. Protecting the back office operating
coree from external disturbances (Chase and Tansik, 1983) and specialization
intoo customer contact (Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 1997) were the main
reasonss to separate front office from back office. If back office processes
needd to be disturbed for service specification activities, question could be
askedd on the specialization degree of the front office and on the efficiency of
thee back office. Information handling between front and back office will be
onn product or process information (in case that this information is
insufficientlyy available in the front office).

Propositionn two implicates a shortfall in three dimensions of service quality.
Reliabilityy will decrease if the right promises can't be made in the front office or if
thee back office isn't able to meet up to made promises. This will manifest itself as
specificationn quality problems. Assurance problems (limited knowledge on
customerss or products) will manifest itself as limited proactivity. Low
responsivenesss (in the sense of providing the service as promptly as possible) will
manifestt itself in longer specification lead-time than necessary or desirable.
Reliability,Reliability, assurance and responsiveness are defined in table 3.3 in chapter three.

Propositionn Three: Generic Strategies and Front Office Type
Thee third proposition deals with the relationship between the service positioning
strategyy and the types of front offices categorized in the model of proposition one.
Threee generic service positioning strategies are distinguished: mass orientation,
scopee orientation and partnership orientation. These three strategies were derived
fromfrom the literature and described in detail in chapter two and are summarized in
tablee 4.2.
II propose that service providers with a mass orientation rely on the front office
typess 'counter* and 'one-stop-shop'. Service companies with a scope orientation rely
onn the types, 'field and inside service' and 'control room'. Service providers with a
partnershipp orientation rely on the types 'control room' and 'symbiosis'.
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MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
ServiceService positioning
orientation orientation
strategystrategy +
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Add hoc structured and
Modularr /
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
interconnectedd with
componentt based
Infrastructural l
process s
customercustomer processes
Service/product t
Puree service
Product t
Servicee type
(customized) )
(masss customized)
(standardized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and interactive
andd client
Jobbing g
Sparring g
Interaction n
Selling g
governance e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
Production-line e
Management t
perspective e
perspective e
approach h
perspective e
Relationship p
Relationship p
Marketingg approach Transaction n
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economies s
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
relationships s

Tablee 4.2: Characteristics of three generic service strategies
Thee customization degrees 'standardization' and 'segmented standardization' are
bothh seen as being standard services and 'tailored standardization' is seen as an
advancedd opportunity for service providers. 'Tailored standardization' and the
'controll room' are seen as a to be explored area between mass customization and
puree customization, making this type of front office suitable for both scope and
partnershipp oriented strategies. This subject is further elaborated on in the next
sectionn on the model.
Propositionn One: The Model of the Information Requirements of the
Frontt Office
Inn this section I will further elaborate on the model presented in proposition one. In
propositionn one, five degrees of customization are distinguished with related degrees
off information. The relation between the degrees of customization and the
informationn requirements of the front office is outlined in the model in Figure 4.1. In
thee model five types of front offices are distinguished. These are labeled as
'counter',, 'one-stop-shop', 'field and inside service', 'control room' and
'symbiosis'.. The information that is required to specify higher degrees of
customizationn is also sufficient to specify lower degrees. Thus, the information from
thee 'field and inside service' front office type is sufficient to specify the degree of
specification,, which belongs to the 'counter1 and 'one-stop-shop' front office type. It
iss obvious that a standard service can be composed out of standard modules, for
instance. .
Att first I describe the degrees of customization. Then I discuss the relation,
productt and process information (the columns of the model) and I will relate this
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informationn to the literature study in chapter two and three. Then I will elaborate on
thee front office types (the rows of the model). I will end this section with some
generall remarks on the model.

DegreesDegrees of Customization

Followingg Lampel & Mintberg (1996), I distinguish five degrees of customization
rangingg from pure standardization to pure customization. In pure standardization,
thee same service is delivered to each customer without any customization.
SegmentedSegmented standardization offers a different standard service for different market
segments.. The service itself remains standard but the offering is focused on a certain
segment.. Customized standardization offers the possibility of assembling a
customizedd service out of standard components. This resembles mass customization.
InIn tailored customization, a service model is adapted to a customer's wishes, the
interventionn depth of customer wishes enters the production process but this
customizationn does not enter the design process. Customization is not a question of
assemblingg standard components but enters the production process in which smaller
unitss than standard components are combined to form a customized service. In pure
customization,customization, customization stretches as far as the design of the service, b
allowingg to specify new service concepts and elements. I follow Lampel and
Mintzbergg in differentiating between five degrees of customization because their
categorizationn is the most comprehensive one and very much resembles the well
knownn concept of the Customer Order Decoupling Point (CODP), thus the idea that
thee intervention depth of customer wishes determines the type of service, as
concludedd in chapter three. It should be noted that because services are unstockable
thee CODP should be seen from an informational perspective, as was suggested in
chapterr three.
Differentiatingg between five instead of three degrees of customization doesn't
seemm to be congruent with the literature review in chapter two on the nature of the
servicee process. One should see 'standardization' and 'segmented standardization'
ass being standard services. Segmented services are standard services targeted to a
specificc market segment and having the opportunity to be bundled with other
standardd services into service packages. It is for this reason that I found it attractive
too take the category of 'segmented standardization' into account.
'Tailoredd standardization' is taken into account in the model for other reasons.
ICTT is providing us with the opportunity to combine on the lowest thinkable level of
smallestt replicapable units (Quinn & Pacquette, 1990), to price discriminate on the
lowestt level (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), to analyze information on customer
relationshipss on a longitudinal basis to follow the development of the relation and to
providee us with a detailed status on the assignment of capacity on customer orders
(forr example by using workflow management technology). For these reasons it is
conceptuallyy attractive to distinguish an 'advanced level' in between mass
customizationn and pure customization to investigate whether this level makes
empiricallyy sense. The ICT opportunities just mentioned inspired me to relate the
relation,, product and process information on the 'control room' row to 'tailored
customization'.. Furthermore, I had some experience with composing services out of
smallestt replicable units before the start of this study (De Haas et al., 1994).
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Whenn the service provider offers higher degrees of customization, the
complexityy of the specification process increases. This growing complexity can be
keptt in check by the ready availability of relation, product and process information.

RelationRelation Information
Relationn information on the mass customization level in the model is needed to
recognizee customers, their needs, preferences and transaction profile and to
differentiatee between customers. This relation information is taken together in a
customerr profile. Recognizing customers is seen as a requisite for relationship
marketingg as was concluded from the literature study in chapter three. I suppose this
informationn to be sufficient to support financial and social bonding, which was
relatedd to a medium degree of customization in chapter two (Berry & Parasuraman,
1991).. Lower levels of relation information are information on characteristics of
markett segments, like socio demographic information, to target standard services to
certainn market segments (segmented standardization) or just information on the
transactionn (leaving no possibilities to target or customize). Both kinds of
informationn are enough to achieve financial bonding. Higher levels of relation
informationn are on the longitudinal development of the relation on the 'advanced'
levell of the 'control room' or on the opportunities for partnership. This last level
indicatess structural linkages between the service provider and customer on decisionmaking,, strategic, organizational, commercial or technical processes and supports
structurall bonding. This highest level of relation information is congruent with the
ideaa that in partnership oriented strategies the nature of the service process is
interconnectedd with customer processes.

ProductProduct Information
Itt is obvious that front office employees need information on the product as well,
althoughh as can bee seen in the next chapters about the cases, in practice the product
informationn is not always sufficient. Being able of some degree of customization in
servicee operations doesn't mean that information on these abilities is available in the
frontfront office. Product information brings the product related knowledge (such as
servicee descriptions, prices or combination options) to the front office. Information
onn the availability of services, its price and customization variables was also
mentionedd in the literature study in chapter three. The different levels of product
informationn in the model reflect the customization variables stemming from the
degreee of customization. Product information is needed to make the right promises
aboutt subsequent phases in the service delivery process, to inform and advice
customers,, to come to complete specifications to reduce customer fear, to initiate
fulfillmentt processes and to define the implementation set of the service network
(somee of the service specification functions presented in chapter three). Through this
informationn the organization is able to make customers aware of the services
availablee and to ensure that the needs of customers can be fulfilled.
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ProcessProcess Information
Processs information is about service capacity. It brings 'logistical' knowledge to the
frontfront office (such as delivery time norms or the availability of production capacity)
andd enables the service provider to make reliable predictions regarding delivery. The
degreess of process information in the model are congruent with the idea of Chase
andd Acquilano (1995) that capacity management shifts from static (based on service
forecasting)) to dynamic (based on customers actual needs) when customization
increases,, resulting in a shift of information about capacity in the same direction.
Forr standardized services, service forecasting is possible, the forecast is
translatedd into service delivery capacity and based on this capacity service delivery
timee norms are used in the back office to manage it and these norms are made
availablee in the front office to make customers reliable promises. This works for
individuall products and for assortments of standardized products (as long as delivery
timee norms are aligned within the package). For mass customization this doesn't
workk any longer. The assembling of components might lead to a wide range of
combinations,, so that it becomes impossible to set delivery time norms for all
combinations.. Furthermore, some components might be needed more than others,
meaningg that some service activities are needed more than others. Because the
markett decides which combinations are chosen, forecasting becomes difficult and
capacityy management becomes more dynamic. The only way to give customers a
reliablee indication of the service delivery time is to dynamically compute delivery
timee based on information about capacity availability.
Thee next level of process information is somewhat more advanced in the sense
thatt not only information on capacity availability is available but also information on
whichh capacity has been allocated for which customer (capacity assignment). This
providess the opportunity to reallocate capacity in the case of prioritizing a valuable
relation.. Whether this is done will be based on relation information (the
developmentt of the relation). On the highest level of process information,
informationn is needed about implementation and sourcing potentials because we
havee to do with the development of new service concepts (customization enters the
designn process). New service concepts lead to new service activities for which the
questionn during service specification is: can we do it ourselves or are we able to
sourcee these activities on the market?
Inn the next sections I will describe the rows of the model, the front office types.

Counter Counter
Thee 'counter' is an outlet for one or more services. 'Counters' are structured for
optimall efficiency. Therefore, services are standardized and product information is
requiredd about predefined end products. The approach of the customer is reactive.
Customerss are not differentiated. Relation information can thereby remain restricted
too the anonymous registration of transactions. Instantaneous delivery occurs or a
standardd delivery date is supplied which is reflected in the process information. Any
kindd of customer differentiation or customization is supposed to result in a
diminishmentt of 'counter1 efficiency.
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One-Stop-Shop One-Stop-Shop
Thee 'one-stop-shop' is a concept in which the selling and cross selling of standard
servicess or standard service packages are targeted to market segments against the
lowestt costs ('segmented standardization'). The fact that a certain market is targeted
makess cross selling or packaging of related products attractive. Product information
iss available about end products or assortments of end products (service packages).
Relationn information is about market segments, like for instance demographic or
geographicc information. During service specification, one must be able to determine
too which segment the customer belongs, in order to focus offering and to cross sell
services.. A travel agent, for example, offers the senior citizen a Peloponnesus round
tripp in Greece in the early summer, with air conditioned hotel accommodation, a Bclasss rental car and cancellation insurance. Another segment, the 'youngsters', will
bee presented with another service package: 'island hopping'. Process information is
comprisedd of delivery date norms for the whole package to prevent fragmented
delivery.. No differentiation is made between customers when it comes to delivery.
Inn the 'one-stop-shop', customization of services would make demands on
employee'ss time and knowledge. This would conflict with bulk (cross) selling
againstt low costs, the primary goal of the 'one-stop-shop'.
FieldField and Inside Service
Inn the front office type 'field and inside services', the customer will be given the idea
off a relationship by recognizing the customer, some social bonding and by allowing
servicess to be customized. To be able to service a wide range of customers at
relativelyy low costs, the service provider will customize its services out of standard
modules.. The 'field and inside services' front office type therefore is a mass
customizationn front office type.
Thee metaphor 'field and inside services' refers to traditional front offices in
whichwhich salespeople like account managers (the 'field service') are supported in their
saless and relationship management activities by an 'inside service' which is focused
onn administrative and secretarial services. The 'field and inside service' is structured
withh the objective to build relations with customers by the field service and to do
transactionss or to provide information as efficiently as possible by the inside service.
Nowadayss both field and inside services can be automated as well as is often the
casee in electronic commerce applications.
Inn this front office type relation information is available in the form of customer
profiles.. These are used to support a proactive customer approach and to facilitate
sociall bonding. This information has bearing on the status of the relationship
(includingg classifications such as 'suspect', 'prospect', 'lead', 'frequent customer', etc.)
andd on trial purchases, contact persons, 'decision-making units', contact histories and
transactionn histories. Product information is required about standard components
fromfrom which the service is composed. Process information in this front office type,
consistss of information which bears on the available capacity of the process steps
throughh which standard components are produced and assembled. It is not possible
too reliably indicate the date of delivery without this information. For many service
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providers,, it is simply not possible to determine reliable delivery date norms for all
off the possible component combinations.
Whenn higher levels of customization have to be specified within the 'field and
insidee service' efficiencies associated with mass customization will be lost. The
specificationn and service delivery process will become more complex because the
amountt of customization possibilities will increase. Such complexity will be hard to
implementt on a large scale, which is the goal in mass customization.

ControlControl Room
Thee 'control room' aims to build up a structural bond with commercially attractive
customerss by way of 'tailored customization' delivery. The requirements of the
customerr are matched with the available capacity of the organization or network of
servicee deliverers in conformation with the importance accorded to the relationship
withh the customer.
Relationn information in the 'control room' emphasizes the development of the
relationn because the service provider only wants to invest in commercially valuable
customerss by 'tailored customization'. The specification of this degree of
customizationn is often time consuming and expensive because it is based on the
smallestt replicapable units in the production system. The main difference between
customerr profiles in the 'one-stop-shop' and relation information on the
developmentt of the relationship is whether the information indicates rather static
(shortt term) elements of the relation or the information indicates how the
relationshipp dynamically develops over a longer time period (for instance
informationn on the monetary value, potential spend index, the degree of customer
acquisitionn or the position in the relationship life cycle). Product information is
availablee on the level of smallest replicable units from which service delivery can be
constructed.. For example, in retail, this applies to cubic centimeters of shelf space.
Inn the software industry, this applies to objects or to program routines. In the
'controll room', process information regards not only the availability of service
capacityy but also the allocation of capacity. A combination of this information and
relationn information can lead to decisions in which commercially valuable customers
aree given production priority over other customers who already had service capacity
beenn allocated to.
Thee 'control room' cannot deliver pure customization, the highest level of
customization.. The specification for the design of new service concepts often
requiress a project-oriented approach, in which people, information and knowledge
differr per project. In the 'control room' the service concept (overall design) within
whichwhich customization is specified is the basis for task assignments to employees and
thee resulting information requirements of the front office and doesn't differ per
project. .

Symbiosis Symbiosis
Customerr relations can reach an intensity in which both partners wish to co-operate
inn the design of a new service. This new service can be offered by the service
providerr to the partner or can be offered to third parties by both partners. The mutual
relationn has reached the status of 'symbiosis'. The service provider is dependent on
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thee customer for the recoupment of investments made, while the customer is
dependentt on the service provider for his unique provision of customized services by
whichh the customer achieves his objectives. Both parties are structural bonded and
havee invested in assets specific to their co-operation. The design of new services is a
uniquee process that is to be undertaken on a project basis. One can speak of a
temporaryy pool of personnel, knowledge and information from both parties.
'Symbiosis'' refers to the most far-reaching level of relationship building,
customizationn and process control.
Relationn information will be on the possibilities for co-operation within the
relation.. Particularly information regarding the importance that the partner places in
thee mutual relation (like co-operation intention and compatibility) and information
regardingg the commercial appeal of the partner's relational network. The former
givess insight into the customer's willingness for long term bonding. The latter gives
insightt into the possibilities of mutually profiting from the partner's business.
Productt information consists of conceptual knowledge regarding the design of
servicee concepts, eventually backed up by elements and experiences from former
servicee designs. Process information regards the options for implementing the new
servicee concept in one's own processes, or of contracting parts of it out to third
parties.. This information gives insight into the 'time-to-market1 of the new service
andd into the possibilities of implementation.
AA higher degree of customization than pure customization is not known, but
higherr degrees of co-operation are known. It is not unthinkable that partners learn
eachh other very well and got highly structurally bonded after one or more pure
customizationn initiatives that they decide to strategically align or merge.
Inn the next section I discuss some general remarks on the model.

GeneralGeneral Remarks on the Model
Thee model is congruent with the ideas on information requirements in service
processess as mentioned in chapter three. Some of these congruencies are already
referredd to, others are discussed below.
Thee model is in line with some of the ideas proposed by Chase and Acquilano
(1995).. It is congruent with a more procedural/script based handling process for
standardizedd services and an approach of empowerment by information and
knowledgee distribution in (mass) customized services. The model is also in line with
thee idea that specification of higher levels of customization is related to higher levels
off contact, looser specifications, relatively lower production efficiency and better
opportunitiess for additional sales. Furthermore the model is congruent with the idea
thatt low customization and thus tight specifications are related to procedural worker
skills,, loose specification ('medium' customization) to trade skills and high-level
customizationn to diagnostic skills.
Inn addition to this, the model is congruent with Surprenant and Solomon's
(1987)) ideas on interpersonal adaptive behavior and customization (service option
adaptation)) in the front office. In formal service settings (standardized script bases
servicee settings) little interpersonal adaptive behavior is expected by customers and
thereforee limited support of relation information is required. With an increase in
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customization,, customized personalization behavior is expected and therefore higher
levelss of relation information are needed to support the front office employee. This
linee of thinking resembles Chase and Acquilano's ideas in the last paragraph.
Inn addition to Chase and Tansik (1983), who proposed that low contact workers
(backk office) deal with customer surrogates packed in information (like orders for
instance),, I propose, through this model, that high contact workers (front office) deal
withh production surrogates packed in product and process information. Product
informationn provides information on the structure and sequence of service activities
andd process information provides information on the capacity to perform these
activities.. This offers the opportunity to make reliable promises about subsequent
phasess in the service delivery process during service specification and provides the
linkk between service marketing and service production, which is seen as a strategic
activityy (Grönroos, 1990; Berry & Parasuraman, 1991; Lovelock and Wright, 1999).
Inn the model I make an abstraction from the parties who fulfil the service.
Whetherr this is done by a business unit, by a network of business units or a dynamic
networkk organization, like a virtual organization, doesn't impact on the abstract
informationn requirements of the front office. In all these cases we need to know
aboutt the relationship with the customer, the customization options provided in the
servicee and the availability of service capacity to fulfil the service. Vandermerwe
(1994)) views networks as configurations of service processes. By having
informationn available on service processes, the front office is able to perform like a
multifunctionall access point in business networks (Vandermerwe, 1994;
Mowshowitz,, 1997). A medium through which resources can be sourced, mobilized
enn funneled to serve the customer (Vandermerwe, 1994).
Furthermore,, I make an abstraction from 'implementation issues'. The
informationn could be available through different media, including ICT, paper and
people.. Nevertheless, the model is composed with having the enabling potentialities
off ICT in mind. Information technology provides businesses with new opportunities
too increase the availability of information in the front office. Customer requests and
servicess can be matched more quickly and effectively when information systems
carryy information on customers, products and service capacity (Stone and
Woodcock;; 1995). Information systems provide the opportunity to improve service
consistencyy by specifying and programming customizing variables in advance
(Berkleyy & Gupta, 1995).
Relationn information becomes available through digital customer profiles
(Jeffery,, 1996). Transactions are registered electronically with the help of point-ofsalee technology, electronic order systems or the Internet. Front office employees
registerr customer interactions in customer relationship management systems.
Togetherr with data from market research and transaction data, interaction data forms
thee basis of database marketing. With database marketing purchase and interaction
patternss are analyzed to predict cross and deep selling, to target suspects and
prospectss and to draw up the customer relationship portfolio.
Productt information is made available to the front office through product
repositoriesrepositories and service selling applications. Information technology provides
opportunitiess to ascribe values to parameters in production systems. But
parameterizationn is often limited to the options that are built into the system.
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Pawson,, Bravard & Cameron (1995) describe a type of information technology
applicationn that goes beyond pre-specified options. At J.P. Morgan, the 'language'
withh which trade floor employees think and work is modeled and expressed in
software.. These employees are able to structure financial services using their own
'language'. .
Providingg process information to the front office requires a high level of process
control.. Information technology offers far-reaching possibilities in process
managementt and control. Some typical technologies are tracking & tracing, work
flowflow management, groupware and enterprise resource planning. These technologies
enablee service providers to dynamically link product options to process capacity. In
thiss way service capacity availability can be made visible during specification in the
frontfront office.
Thee model serves as a reference work for the application of ICT in the front
office.. The first consideration to be made is to determine the highest level of
customizationn to be specified. Software systems, which support this level of
specification,, can also support the specification of lower levels of customization.
Throughh this procedure, one presides over software, which supports varying front
officess and distribution channels.
Thee model serves as a reference work for service distribution management as
well.. Software, which supports multiple distribution channels, contributes to easier
replicationn of service processes as much of today's process logic can be
programmedd and distributed by software. As a result, new distribution channels can
bee set up relatively quickly making it possible for service providers to increase their
flexibilityflexibility and time to market. The replication of service processes is seen
essentiall in service distribution (Normann, 1991) and traditionally has been a
questionn of service facility design and personnel training. Nowadays (taking ecommercee and e-business developments into account) replication of services has
alsoo become a matter of writing and distributing software that includes large parts of
thee service process logic.
Inn the last two sections, I introduced the conceptual research design, focusing on
thee research questions and propositions. In the next section I discuss the technical
researchh design. In the last section of this chapter I evaluate the research design.

Technicall Research Design
Inn the technical research design, I present the methodological issues of the study. I
derivedd these issues from a comprehensive investigation of 55 case studies in the
informationn systems literature which I enclosed in part two of this thesis and which
hass been published in de Vries & Roest (1999). The following issues will be
presented. .
•• The epistemological orientation of the study.
•• The argumentation of the chosen research strategy based on the research
theme. .
•• The function of the study in the knowledge accrual process (exploration or
explanation). .
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The amount of cases, the unit of analysis, the site selection criteria and
replicationn logic.
The data collection approach: the sources of data, triangulation and the
establishmentt of a review process.
The data analysis techniques.
The research protocol and case study database.
Thee order, in which I present the methodological issues, is congruent with the
presentationn order in de Vries & Roest (1999), enclosed as chapter twelve in part
twoo of this thesis.

Epistemologicall orientation
Thee orientation of this study is a positivistic one, which becomes clear from the
topicss addressed in this technical research design (see de Vries and Roest (1999) in
partt two of this thesis for topics to be addressed for studies done from an interpretive
standpoint).. This orientation stems from my educational background in the
informationn systems / information management discipline, in which the positivistic
orientationn is the traditional one (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). This could be said
aboutt business economics and marketing as well (my secondary background).
Althoughh I became aware of the limitations of this standpoint during my studies, I
decidedd to finish the studies without reorientation (see chapter 9). The study is not
completelyy hypothetico-deductive in nature because the theory of the study is hold
againstt empirical data and revised if needed in an abductive fashion, i.e. the theory
off the study guided data collection and analysis but the method left degrees of
freedomfreedom to be able to collect and investigate data to adjust or refine the theory (in a
moree inductive way).

Researchh Theme and Research Strategy
Too confront the propositions with practice, case research is applied. Case studies are
mostt suited to studies which deal with 'how' and 'why' questions (see table 4.3)
regardingg contemporary events, over which the researcher has little or no control and
inn which the borders between the phenomenon of interest and its context are not
clearr (Yin, 1994) or to study phenomena not supported by a strong theoretical base
(Benbasat,, Goldstein & Mead, 1987).
Thesee criteria apply to this study. The central questions revolve around Tiow'
issuess and the research touches on a contemporary phenomenon on which little
theoryy has been built. The specification of services and the information requirements
inn service processes are under-researched areas (Berkley and Gupta, 1995). The
samee accounts for the use of customer databases, product repositories and
relationshipp management systems to support front office processes and the
distributionn of services. The borders between thefrontoffice and its context (the rest
off the organization) are not always completely clear.
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TypeType of research
Research Research
strategy strategy question question
How,, why?
Experiment t
Interview w Who,, what, where, how
much,, how often?
Who,, what, where, how
Archival l
much,, how often?
analysis s
How,, why?
Historical l
analysis s
How,, why?
Case-study y

FocusedFocused on
HasHas the researcher
controlcontrol over the contemporarycontemporary even
situation? situation?
Yes s
Yes s
Yes s
No o
No o

Yes/No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Tablee 4.3: Relation betweenresearchstrategy and research questions (Yin, 1994)

Functionn of the Case Study in the Knowledge Accrual Process
Thiss case study can be characterized as exploratory. The case study is an accepted
strategyy for exploration (Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead, 1987; Lee, 1989; Yin, 1994).
Thee theory of the study will be hold against empirical data and revised if needed in
ann abductive fashion (Gummeson, 1991), i.e. the theory of the study will guide data
collectionn and analysis but the method leaves degrees of freedom to be able to
collectt and investigate data to adjust or refine the theory or to come to new
theoreticall understanding in a more inductive way (see figure 4.2).

Unitt of Analysis, Site Selection Criteria and Replication Logic.
Thiss is a multiple embedded case study (Yin, 1994). I studied 8 front offices within
44 business units of 4 companies. The case study is embedded in that is differentiated
betweenn the level of the central unit of analysis (the business units and its front
office(s)),, its context (the company, its market, relevant legislation and non-front
officee departments) and its subunits of analysis (employees, managers and systems).
Onn all three levels data has been collected and analyzed.
II used the principle of reasoned sampling for site selection. In reasoned sampling
thee research objects are chosen for analytical reasons. In reasoned sampling one
couldd choose for extreme or deviant cases, typical cases, minimum or maximum
variationn in cases or critical cases (Hutjes & van Buuren, 1991). The research sites
aree selected on the criterion of maximum variation to be able to investigate whether
alll front office types made sense and to be able to investigate the relationship
betweenn the business unit's service positioning strategy and the information
requirementss of its front office(s). The choice of four business units made it possible
too study all three generic service strategies in practice. The eight front offices
offeredd me the possibility to study the specification of all degrees of customization
andd its related information requirements. The Interpolis case could be seen as a
criticall case as well. At the start of the study Interpolis was quite explicit about the
dualityy of its Employment Benefits project. On the one hand they expressed a clear
needd for packaging and simplifying their employment benefits services. On the other
handd Rabo and Interpolis wanted to move from product oriented advise to customerorientedd advice and the EB project was meant to contribute to that movement. I
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recognizedd this duality as a duality between a scale and scope or probably even
partnershipp orientation and decided to confront my theory with this case as a semicriticall one.
Inn the theory building process, I follow a replication logic, not a sampling logic,
inn which theoretical replication is pursued (Yin, 1994). The objective is to develop
propositions,, with reference to a number of cases, rather than to test the theory on
representativee samples taken at random.
Dataa Collection
II used multiple data sources for data collection: interviews, documents and artifacts,
likee information systems (specifics are described in the case studies). The use of
thesee data sources is not too time consuming, allows for triangulation and these
sourcess complement each other in their strengths and weaknesses (see table 4.4).
Thee complementary use of these data sources is quite usual in case research as
becomess clear from de Vries and Roest (1999) in part two this thesis. The interviews
tookk approximately one hour, were thematically structured, open-ended, were
mostlyy tape recorded, transcribed and in many cases reviewed by the interviewees.
Inn every case several interviews were conducted. The advantage of applying these
qualitativee approaches is the flexible and responsive interaction which is possible
betweenn interviewer and respondents which allows meanings to be probed, topics to
bee covered from a variety of angles and questions made clear to respondents (Sykes,
1990). .

••
••
••
••

Literature
review w
Problem
statement t
Definitions
Theory /
model l

MultipleMultiple case

CaseCase studies

Research Research

Problem-Problemstatement statement

Firstt case:
•• Data collection
•• Data analysis
•• Case study
reportt
;
••
••

Case selection
Case study
protocol l

Secondd case:
|
•• Data collectiqn
•• Data analysis!
••

Case study

and and
interpretation interpretation

••
••

Cross-case
analysis s
Conclusions

!

rpnnrt t
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!!

Casee 3...n

TT

r+ r+

Figuree 4.2: Research scheme for multiple case studies (Hutjes & van Buuren, 1992)
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DataData source
Strengths Strengths
Documen-••
Stable - can be reviewed
repeatedly y
tation n
••
Unobtrusive - not created as a
resultt of case study
•• Exact - contains exact
informationn of event
••
Broad coverage - long span of
time,, many events, many
settings s
Archival l
•• Same as for documentation
Records s
Precise and quantitative

••
••

Interviews s

••

••
••

Direct t
observation n

••
••

Targeted - focuses on study
object t
Insightful - provides perceived
causall inferences

Reality - covers events in real
time e
Contextual - covers context of
event t

••
••
••
••

••
••
••
••
••
••

••
Participant t
observation n

••

Physical l
artifacts s

••
••

Same as for direct observation
Insightful into interpersonal
behavior r
Insightful into cultural features
Insightful into technical
operations s

••
••
••
••

Weaknesses Weaknesses
Irretrievability
Biased selectivity - if collection
iss incomplete
Reporting bias - reflects bias of
author r
Access - may be deliberately
blocked d

Same as for documentation
Accessibility due to privacy
reasons s
Bias due to poorly constructed
questions s
Response bias
Inaccuracies due to poor recall
Reflexivity - interviewee gives
whatt interviewer wants to hear
Time-consuming
Selectivity - unless broad
coverage e
Reflexivity - event may proceed
differentlyy because it is being
observed d
Cost - hours needed for
observation n
Same as for direct observation
Bias due to investigator's
manipulationn of events
Selectivity
Availability

Tablee 4.4: Strengths and weaknesses of data sources in case studies (Yin, 1994)

Dataa Analysis
Forr data analysis, I used of the technique of pattern matching (Yin, 1994). In pattern
matchingg an empirically based pattern is compared with a proposed one. For theory
revision,, I made use of the technique explanation building. Herewith, the
explanationn is built up through a process of iteration from propositions to empirical
dataa back to propositions (Yin, 1994). Both techniques are applied in the the case
studiess and the cross case analysis.
Forr data analysis I used content analysis, a specific method of text analysis
(Lacityy and Janson, 1994) and several conceptually ordered data displays (Miles &
Huberman,Huberman, 1994) were used. Ttiangulation is pursued by using multiple
sourcess (documentation, interviews and information systems) and by having two
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investigatorss independently coding and analyzing the data, the so-called investigator
triangulationn (Yin, 1994). In every case several opportunities have been provided to
gett feedback on the data analysis by interviewees and by management. Triangulation
iss visible in the chapters on the cases. If the material gave me the opportunity, I
mixedd quotes from interviews with references to documents or information systems.
Severall conceptual ordered data displays are presented in the chapters on the cases
andd the cross case analysis chapter.
Forr data analysis on the front office information model (proposition one), I
developedd an instrument based on literature analysis, an overview of CRM
functionalitiess and some mini-cases. The instrument is elaborated on and included in
Appendixx A.

Researchh Protocol and Case Study Database
Thee case studies are conducted following a protocol containing the following.
Procedures regarding the training of research team members (doctoral
students). .
Introduction material for managers of research sites.
Procedures to start and finish a case study.
Procedures for conducting interviews.
An outline of the case study report and review procedures.
Procedures for data recording in the case study database.
Displays and tactics for data analysis.
Forr every case, a case study database is constructed with the following structure.
Reasons for selecting the case.
Introduction letter and research proposal to management.
Research contract.
List of interviews and interview designs.
List of analyzed documents.
List of analyzed information systems.
Coding procedures.
Taped, transcribed and coded interviews.
All documents and systems documentation.
Data displays.
Research notes.
Case study report.

Evaluationn of the Research Design
Thee research design is evaluated with the assistance of three instruments indicated in
thee literature (Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead, 1987; Lee, 1989; Yin, 1994). Applying
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thee three instruments to a case study design is informative. It enables us to make
comparisonss with other case studies and to evaluate whether methodological issues
aree considered.
Yinn (1994) provides four tests, which are common for all social science
methods,, including case studies. Table 4.5 contains the tests, the tactics to be used
andd the way these tactics are applied in this study.
Benbasat,, Goldstein & Mead (1987) propose the following criteria for evaluating
casee studies.
••
••

Applicability of the research theme to case research.
The degree to which the research objective (exploration or explanation) is
madee explicit
•• The unit of analysis, site selection criteria and number of sites.
•• The data collection method and its possibilities for triangulation.

Benbasat,, et al. (1987) studied several case studies. I repeated their work in de
Vriess and Roest (1999), which is presented in part two. The case study design
presentedd in this chapter complies with all criteria.
Leee (1989) proposes to evaluate case studies on its analytic rigor based on three
degreess of freedom.
••

The degrees of freedom in the number of predictions the case study
considers.. As these degrees increase, the theory's degrees of falsification,
logicall consistency and confirmation increase.

CaseCase study tactic
Tests Tests
ConstructConstruct ••
validity
Use multiple sources of
(Indicatorss for
evidence e
usedd concepts)
•• Establish chain of reasoning
•• Have key informants review
draftt case study report
InternalInternal validity
•• Do pattern-matching
(Causall relations •• Do explanation-building
ass distinguished •• Do time-series analysis
fromm spurious
ones) )
ExternalExternal validity
•• Use replication logic in
(Generalizability) )
multiplee case studies
Reliability Reliability••
(Repeatabilityy of ••
thee study)

1))

Use case study protocol
Develop case study
database e

••
••
••
••
••
••

••
••

ApplicationApplication of tactic
Interviews, documentation,
informationn systems
Made explicit in case study
protocol l
Part of the case study protocol
Applied
Applied
Not applied')
Theoretical replication logic in
multiplee case study (4 business
units;; 8 front offices)
Applied
Applied

The time window of the case studies generally was too short to allow for time series
analysis. .

Tablee 4.5: The application of case study tactics for four design tests (Yin, 1994)
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The degrees of freedom in the number of cases in which the theory is tested.
Thee more cases that are investigated, the higher the degree of confirmation.
•• The degrees of freedom in the number of rival theories against which the
theoryy is compared. An increase in these degrees increases the theory's
degreee of relative predictive power.
Leee compares eight case studies against these degrees of freedom. The number
off theory based predictions varied from zero to thirty, where thirty is exceptional.
Thee predictions in four studies have not been made explicit. The number of cases
variess from one to four. In the Benbasat, et al. (1987) study, the number of cases
variess from one to nine. In de Vries and Roest (1999) this number varies from 1 to
26.. In only 5% of all studies more than 10 cases were studied. The number of rival
theoriess varies from zero to three in the Lee (1989) study. This study considers five
predictionss (see table 4.6).
Thiss study scores quite well on the degrees of freedom in the number of cases
withh eight front offices being investigated in four business units. It is difficult to
makee a statement regarding the third degree of freedom as this study examines a
topicc about which little theory has yet been formulated. Thus, the theory in this
studyy cannot easily be compared with rival ones. The difficulty is that the third
degreee of freedom regards the degree to which a theory is more informative than
rivalrival ones. When a theory cannot be compared with other theories, this does not
necessarilyy mean that this theory is less informative. After all, one theory is more
informativee than none at all.
Propositions Propositions
Prediction Prediction
(Number(Number of predictions)
Thee degree of customization predicts the requirements for
PII (3)
relationn information, product information and process
information. .
P22 (1)
Ineffectivenesss of thefrontoffice is predicted by not meeting the
informationn requirements for the specification of a certain degree
off customization.
Thee service strategy of the business unit predicts on which front
P33 (1)
officee types the business unit relies
Tablee 4.6: Theory based predictions s
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Inn the next five chapters I present the four case studies (each chapter one) and a
chapterr on the cross case analyses, conclusions and further research (chapter nine).
Too do so I made several choices on presentation order and text structure, which I
discusss in this prelude.

Thee Case Studies and Cross Case Analysis
Thee case studies are done at Unique Nederland, Gak Nederland, Interpolis and Sioo.
Uniquee Nederland provides flexible workforce services. Gak Nederland was a
Uitvoeringsinstellingg (UVI - Social security administration agency) for social
insurancess during the period of study and has merged into the Uitvoeringsorgaan
Werknemerss Verzekeringen (UWV - Body Implementing Employee Insurance
Schemes)) by the first of January 2002. Interpolis is a general insurance company
providingg all kinds of insurance services. I studied Interpolis' employment benefits
strategyy and implementation. Sioo provides educational services for
professionalizationn in the field of organizational science and organizational change,
meantt for academically educated professionals. Unique Nederland, Gak Nederland
andd Interpolis' business unit Employment Benefits were all business units of larger
companies.. Sioo is a company with, so to say, just one business unit.
Ass mentioned in the research design, these cases has been primarily selected on
thee criterion of maximum variation to enable confrontation of all strategic service
positioningg patterns andfrontoffice types with practice. Pragmatic reasons played a
rolee because not all companies like to participate in academic research. The
Interpoliss case is selected because of having potential for being a critical case.
Eightt front offices are studied in the four case studies. This means that
propositionn one and two will be confronted with eight front offices and that the
servicee positioning strategy of four business units will be confronted with
propositionn three. At Unique I studied two front offices: the branch offices and the
relationn management. At Gak I studied specification of services in three front
offices:: Relatiebeheer & Verkoop (R&V, relation management and sales),
Polisbeheerr (policy management) and the Centra voor Werk and Inkomen (CWI,
centerss for labor and income). At Interpolis I studied the specification of
employmentt benefits services, which partly was done by Rabo Banks and partly was
donee by Interpolis' business unit Employment Benefits. At Sioo I studied two
specificationn processes, the application of individual professionals for open course
programss and the specification of in-company programs.
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Ass my own insight in this field of research progressed over the years, I decided
too present the case studies in synchronic sequence to take the reader with me on the
samee journey. This sequence has the additional advantage of starting with the most
accessiblee case, Unique Nederland.
Inn chapter five to eight the case studies will be described and analyzed. Each
chapterr will end with a section on what I learned from that particular case study in
regardd to the theory presented in chapter four and some conclusions are drawn. I like
too stress that in these chapters no comparisons over the cases are made. This is
postponedd to chapter nine, the cross case analysis. In this chapter I confront all cases
withh theory and I draw conclusions on the theory. The cross case analysis is where
alll lines of reasoning come together. In the case study chapters reasoning is
restrictedd to the particular case under study.
Thee case studies on Gak, Interpolis and Sioo tend to be quite complex because
thee businesses these companies are in are complex. Part of this complexity
(especiallyy for the Gak and Interpolis case) stems from the fact that developments in
theirr business are tightly related to specific Dutch legislation on social security.
Readerss not familiar with this legislation are advised to first read appendix B, in
whichh I provide an overview of Dutch social security legislation and organization.
Understandingg the Gak and Interpolis case (and parts of the Sioo case) will be hard
withoutt some insight into this legislation. Even the Unique case, although more
indirectly,, is in the same working field.
Partlyy coincidentally, partly intentionally all cases are in the field of human
resourcee management related services: flexible workforce services, education, social
securityy and employment benefits (packages of services like pensions, income
insurances,, health cost insurances, business savings arrangements, occupational
disabilityy insurances, WAO-shortfall insurances, etc). This provides the opportunity
too compare developments within the cases and learn something about the industry
thee cases are in. Furthermore, putting the developments in the cases in the context of
changingg social security legislation and administration (as described in appendix B)
providess some insight into effects of changing legislation on government related
institutionss and the market of social security related services (like for instance
insurancee and reintegration services). Both are done in the cross case analysis
(chapterr nine).

Thee Structure of the Case Studies
Inn this section I discuss the choices I made to describe and analyze the cases.
Analysiss of the material is mixed with the material itself. In the analysis I refer
ass much as possible to the research material (mainly by document references or
intervieww quotes). If larger parts of an interview tell its own story, I put these
intervieww episodes deliberately in the text to let the interviewee tell his own story.
Myy underlying idea was to let every case tell its own story without losing structure
(whichh comes from the theory under study). This asks from the reader the skills to
navigatee from analysis (in quite structured and theoretical language) to the basic
researchh material, vise versa. The quotes from the interviews are in spoken language
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(withh its natural limitations in structure) and are in the language of the business the
intervieweee was in. Inclusion of interview quotes and several data displays (like the
onee in appendix one) results in quite extensive case study descriptions.
Thee underlying idea to let every case tell its own story without losing structure,
lett to different text structures in the case study chapters, although these structures
havee many similarities (to not to lose structure). The main difference between the
casee study presentations is whether a discussion on the service positioning strategy
off the business unit precedes or follows a discussion on the front office type and its
effectiveness.. In the cases of Gak and Interpolis, I chose to discuss strategy before
thee front office because the developments in the front office were driven by the
developmentss in strategy. In these cases, understanding of developments in the front
officee need understanding of the business unit's strategic developments. In the cases
off Unique and Sioo the opposite sequence is used. I would not say that strategy
followedd developments in the front office, but the strategy could be better explained
byy knowing what happens in the front office.
Thee case study chapters have many similarities in text structure. Every case
studyy starts with an introduction of the chapter and of the company in question,
followedd by a short introduction of the front offices studied and the data collection
material.. The data analysis always starts with a discussion on the services, the
markett and the basic organizational structure of the business unit to get an idea of
thee business unit. From that moment on the differentiation is made in the sequence
off discussing strategy and the front offices.
Thee discussion of the strategy is always done in terms of the three generic
servicee strategies and the service innovation types of Gallouj and Weinstein, both
presentedd in chapter two. In the cases Gak and Interpolis additional information on
thee strategy is given in company specific terms to give the reader a complete
overview. .
Thee sections on the front office always follow the same structure: a discussions
onn the specifics of the specification process, the type of front office, the degree of
customization,, relation information, product information, process information and
thee effectiveness of the front office. In the case of Gak, it was necessary to discuss
thee degrees of customization in general before discussion of the front offices. This is
donee in between the section on the strategy and the sections on the three front
offices.. Every case study chapter ends with conclusions on what I learned from the
casee and a summary of company specific reference material (in all cases company
specificc documentation; in the case of Sioo complemented with academic literature
usedd in the context of Sioo).
Intervieww quotes are included in the text in italics en between quotation marks.
Sometimess it is necessary to include a comment in interview quotes to explain
somethingg to the reader. This is done between straight brackets and the comment is
precededd by the abbreviation EdV which stands for Erik de Vries, thus: [EdV: commentt -]. References to company specific documentation or systems are included
inn the text with document acronyms between brackets. In the Unique case for
examplee (YR1997) refers to their year report 1997. In every section on a front office
thee relation information table of appendix A will be presented. Information specific
too the business unit and not included in the table of Appendix A is written in italics.
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Chapterr Five
Casee Study Unique Nederland

"Unique"Unique people make the difference
(Unique'ss marketing slogan in 1998)
Inn this chapter I present the case study at Unique, which I conducted in the period of
Mayy 1998 to August 1998. The description of Unique, its markets, services, strategy
anddfrontoffices concerns that period. The chapter unfolds as follows.
•• An introduction to Unique.
•• An introduction of the main units of analysis, the front offices: branch
officess (vestigingen) and relation management.
•• Data collection: the sources of information at Unique.
•• Unique's services.
•• Unique's market.
•• Unique's basic organizational structure.
•• Front office the branch offices.
•• Front office relation management.
•• Unique's strategy.
Thee main parts of the chapter are the sections on the two front offices and the
sectionn on strategy. Within the sections on the front offices, I discuss the type of
frontfront office, the degree of customization, relation information, product information
andd process information and the effectiveness of the front office. The section on
Unique'ss strategy is divided into two parts: the characterization of Unique's strategy
basedd on the three generic strategies derived in chapter two and the oscillation
betweenn scope and partnership orientation through innovation. The chapter ends
withh the main conclusions and a discussion on what I learnedfromthe Unique case.

Uniquee Nederland
Uniquee Nederland B.V., further referred to as Unique, provides flexible work
servicess in the Dutch marketplace. In the period covered by this research, Unique
employedd approximately 400 people (YR1997). Unique was part of the Unique
Internationall Pry. Ltd. company. During the period of study, the group consisted of
122 subsidiaries operating in general and technical temporary employment, project
work,, technical secondment, teaching and education (YR1997): Avenue Louise
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Interim,, EDES SEAGULL Group, EUDORA België N.V., KONTEK, Luzac
College,, Multiplan Telematica, Polec, Short Track, Technicum, Unique Interim,
Uniquee Nederland B.V., United Consultants to Management (UCM).
Uniquee International was mainly active in the Dutch and Belgian markets. The
turnoverr of Unique International in 1997 was 285 million Euros. Its net profit in that
yearr was 18.5 million Euros (YR1997). Unique's mission statement (YR1997) was:
"Uniquee International wishes to offer all forms of high quality flexible employment
whilee maintaining price and margin policies. It also wishes to further expand
existingg customer relationships."

Unique'ss Front Offices
Unique'ss services are specified in two front offices: the branch offices and the
relationn management. Both have been studied.
Branchh offices specify and provide common services such as temporary
employment,, recruitment and selection, and payrolling. To study branch offices, I
selectedd four branch offices out of a network of 64 offices. Conform the research
designn I used the selection criterion of maximum variation. I studied one of the
branchh offices in Amsterdam, one in Apeldoorn and the one in Hoofddorp aid
Hoogeveen.. The differences between these offices will become apparant from the
sectionn on the branch office.
Relationn management oversees customer relations and is responsible for
specifyingg 'additional services' (in Unique's terminology). Relation management
consistedd of branch management, regional management, district management,
generall management, account management and additional services management.
Thee functions of both front offices will be explained in more detail in the
forthcomingg sections dedicated to each front office.

Dataa Collection
Dataa collection at Unique has been done by using the following information sources.
Documentation (see references at the end of this chapter): brochures, course
documentation,, forms and reports.
Interviews: 17 interviews were taken; eight with employees and nine with
management:: a director, a region manager, a districts manager, an account
manager,, the manager additional services and four interviews with branch
officee managers.
Systems: Unique's management information system (MIS) and Flexis
(DFL1),, a front office information system, for which implementation was
plannedd during the period of study.
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Observation and participation: one of the research team members followed the
standardd three days introduction course for intermediaries.

Unique'ss Services

Uniquee offers the following services (Vademecum; YR1997).
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••

••
••
••
••

Temporary employment.
Secondment. The placement of temporary staff, under contract to Unique
Projectt Management Inc., at a customer for a specified period of time,
limitedd either by a cut-off date or a project description.
Recruitment and selection. This encompasses the entire process of
recruitmentt and selection of employees for permanent positions at a
customer. .
Payroll services. The employment agency manages the entire salary and
payrolll for a customer.
Personnel management. The entire personnel management is carried out for
aa customer.
Pool management. The formation and management of a pool of temporary
employees. .
Project management. Fulfilling the management task in which Unique has
ann important supervisory role aside from recruitment and selection. Unique
cann also assume the responsibility for the end result (contract work). Unique
iss responsible for the activities within the framework of the project
description. .
Mobility office. This is an operational office that arranges the entire internal
andd external mobility of personnel for a customer. It arranges the intake,
throughh flow and outflow of personnel for the customer while considering a
broaderr internal placement of employees and a short outflow period for
excesss employees.
Career counseling. Advising a customer's employees as to their future
careerr path using, amongst other things, a Personal Profile Analysis (PPA).
Departure mediation. Transferring surplus staff from one customer to
another.. Placement is based on temporary employment or secondment.
In-house construction. The establishment of a Unique operational office at a
customer.. Unique recruits, supervises and co-ordinates employees for the
customerr from the internal branch office.
Broker function. Unique becomes the prime supplier of all external flexible
employeess for a customer and in this capacity also maintains contact with
otherr temporary employment agencies.
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Unique'ss Market
Uniquee Nederland has been operating in the Dutch marketplace since 1972. The
Netherlandss can be considered as a reference country in Europe with regards to
flexiblee employment. In 1997, a new record of 350 million temporary employment
hourss was set in the Netherlands. The temporary employment agencies booked a
turnoverr of approximately 4.75 billion Euros. 12% of all jobs were flexible jobs
(YR1997).. Unique's main market segment is small and medium size enterprises
(SME's).. Apart from this, activities for large 'hirers', i.e. large companies are
increasingg (YR1997).

Unique'ss Basic Organizational Structure
Att Unique the Board of Directors delegates responsibilities to region management,
regionn management to districts management and districts management to branch
officee management. The Board of Directors is assisted by account management and
thee manager additional services.

Frontt Office, the Branch Offices
Att the end of 1997, Unique had a network of 64 branch offices (YR1997).

"The"The branch office is the most important instrument for entering the
temporarytemporary employment market. 85% of the market is defined by the
temporarytemporary employment formula. The other 15% consists largely o
secondment." secondment."
Att the branch offices, temporary employment, recruitment and selection, and
payrollingg are mainly specified by intermediaries and sometimes by sales
executives.. Branch offices fulfill a signal function for the other Unique services. .

"The"The organic growth of a branch office is, at a certain stage, characterized
byby further growth to wards niche services. Small branch offices do not yet
havehave to be concerned with the more complex services. There are still
sufficientsufficient opportunities for growth. The organic growth to more comp
servicesservices for certain customers is mainly visible in the mature branch
offices." offices."
Thee branch offices differ in the services they primarily supply, the development
thatt they see in their (local) market, the characteristics of the customers they serve
andd the makeup of the branch office (see table 5.1). Each branch office has at least
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onee branch manager (line function and relation management), one or more
intermediariess (mainly specification and delivery of temporary employees,
payrollingg and recruitment, and selection) and one or more sales executives
(acquisitionn of new customers and sometimes relation management). A further
differentiationn of tasks can be seen in the matured branches (like in Amsterdam),
likee account intermediaries, who manage large customers, and secondment
intermediaries,, who play a role in supplying secondment services.
PrimaryPrimary services Market Market
Customer CustomerInterviewees Interviewees
offered offered developments developments
characteristics characteristics
Amster Amster
Temporary y
Moree demand for AA few large
Branchh manager.
customerss (many
secondmentt and
Account t
dam dam employment, ,
recruitmentt and recruitmentt and
customized d
intermediary. .
selection, ,
selection. .
solutions). .
Secondment t
secondment. .
AA number of small intermediary. .
customers. .
Apel-Apel-Temporary y
Shiftt to
"Previously"PreviouslyBranchh
broad manager.
employmentt with secondment t
customercustomer base.Saless executive.
doorn doorn
developmentt to servicess and
CurrentlyCurrently 80%
Intermediary. .
recruitmentt and recruitmentt and
turnoverturnoverfrom 20%
selection. .
selection. .
largelarge customers. We
Demandd for
achieveachieve 20%
broaderr services. turnoverturnover from new
customers." customers."
Hoofd-HoofdTemporary y
"An"An increasing Manyy large
Branchh manager.
Account t
dorp dorp employmentt with numbernumber of businessess in the
prospectt of
customerscustomers want
intermediary. .
region. .
permanent t
UniqueUnique to fulfill
AA large variety of Intermediary. .
employment t
thethe personnel
businesss types.
(90%),, with the
management management
consequencee of function." function."
lesss secondment. "Market"Market sensitive
toto customized
solutions." solutions."
"0.1"0.1 %
unemployment." unemployment."
Hooge-HoogeTemporary y
"Missionary-"MissionaryManyy new
Branchh manager.
work"work" m
customerss not
Saless executive.
veen veen employment, ,
payrollingg and
temporary y
familiarr with
Intermediary. .
sometimes s
employmentt *).
temporary y
recruitmentt and Futuree growth
employment. .
selection. .
towards s
secondment. .
*)*) "There are various temporary employment agencies in the region. It is relatively difficult
toto gain access to businesses in Hoogeveen. Which is why it is sometimes like missionarywork" work"
Tablee 5.1: The studied branch offices in their market
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"The"The field organization and the internal organization used to be strictly
separatedseparated at Unique. The sales executive and the branch manager we
responsibleresponsible for the field organization. The customers are divided bet
thethe internal staff members. The customers have an internal staff member as
permanentpermanent contact. The function of account intermediary has been crea
makemake the function more interesting and as a career path to branch manager
becausebecause you acquire somefieldexperience. "
Typee of Front Office Branch Offices: Field and Inside Service

II classify the front office branch offices as Field and inside service (see figure 5.1).
Withinn the branch offices customization primarily consists of standard components
(customizedd standardization) and sometimes of smallest replicapable units (tailored
customization).. The relation information consists of a customer profile. The product
informationn consists of standard components and the corresponding pricing and
conditions.. Also product information is available on two smallest units: data from
thee ATS method and the elements of management information. These smallest units
aree only used to detail the components 'matching' and 'management information'.
Thee adjustment of the service to the customer's wishes is mainly achieved by the
applicationn of the various components. The process information consists of insight
intoo capacity availability, although mis information is not formalized.
Somee of the intermediaries experience insufficient product information on
secondmentt services and as a result, they feel limited in their proactivity.
Secondmentt requests and offers are dealt with at head office (the back office), with a
lead-timee norm of three weeks. Working with this lead-time does not suffice in all
situations,, occasionally causing the specification lead-time to be too long or
disruptingg the processing of requests in the back office (limited protection of the
backk office). Insight into capacity availability for secondment also appears to be
necessaryy at the branch offices.
II will first discuss the degree of customization and the relation, product and
processs information that was available to the branch offices. Then I will deal with
thee limitation to the effectiveness of the front office as a result of Unique's
consciouss decision to process secondment offers at head office.
DegreeDegree of Customization in Branch Offices

Uniquee primarily specifies servicesfromstandard components in the branch offices.
Somee smallest replicapable units are used to detail these components.

"The"The activities leading up to a temporary placement are recorded on the
application.application. These are standard activities that lead to a match, like
throughthrough the card index, passing the application on to other branches,
advertising,advertising, media plan, office window ads. These are the compone
comprisingcomprising the service... You try to carry out those activities that are
beneficial,beneficial, which depend on the application. You always look throug
cardcard index first."
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Figuree 5.1: Type of front office: Unique's branch offices

"Sometimes"Sometimes you use different selection methods for different customers.
CertainCertain customers appreciate it if a proficiency test or a telebank test is
taken.taken. There are a number of tests available. Tests can also be developed.
First,First, you take stock of existing tests. Although some of the requests for
testingtesting come from the customer you also take a certain amount of own
initiative....initiative.... For larger recruitment and selection jobs, Personal Profile
AnalysisAnalysis and other psychological tests can be taken. The customer must pay
forfor these. These tests are contracted out to the head office, which in turn can
alsoalso contract them out. "
"In"In principle, recruitment and selection is the same as temporary
placement.placement. Intake is barely different, however, a recruitmentfee is charged.
SometimesSometimes extra tests, like tests for computer skills, can be taken. A Personal
ProfileProfile Analysis is done via head office. "
Thee structuring of services from standard components and smallest replicapable
unitss is illustrated by the service components tree in figure 5.2. These components
appearr in workflow diagrams for the various services in the Vademecum
(Vademecum).. Certain activities (components) reappear in various services.
Thee service in figure 5.2 is structured from standard components, like the
acceptancee of the application from the 'hirer', the intake interview with the
temporaryy employee and an analysis of the card index, etc. Other components can be
addedd to these components. Temporary employees can be tested, a Personal Profile
Analysiss (PPA) can be drawn up and advertisements can be placed. These
componentss are also applied in other services. An intake interview for example is
partt of the temporary employment service as well as of the secondment service. For
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secondmentt other components are added, such as progress and departure interviews,
andd project descriptions. Unique has a clear price policy for certain components. If a
customerr wishes to offer a temporary employee, who is already working for him, a
permanentt post, then Unique charges a recruitment and selection fee, i.e. the
recruitmentt and selection component that was already performed in the Temporary
Employmentt service (Werv&Selec). The following standard components were
recognizedd during the interviews.
Figuree 5.2 shows that a standard component can consist of smaller units. Within
Unique,, this is apparent in two ways.
Thee 'supply management information' component comprises smallest
replicapablee units like 'cost centers', 'characterizing the temporary employee', 'rate
specification'' and 'number of hours per period'. The services offered with this
standardd component can be further customized by entering the information in the
reportss differently, in a different order or on different media.

"Customers"Customers can receive management information on the services supplied
eithereither on paper or disk. This can be information about which temporary
employeesemployees have been supplied, against which rate, the number of hours per
periodperiod and the cost centers. "

Temporary y
t
empk lyment
k

Card d
Analysis s

Tests s

Intake e

Pay roll
y l

Application n

Man igement
n
t
information n

••
••

Advertise ments
e
s

••

Costt centers
Typee of
employee e
Pricee structure

••

## hours/period

Figuree 5.2: An example of how services are composed out of components and smallest
replicapablee units: the temporary employment service
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Cardd index analysis
Intakee interview
Officee window ad.
E-mail l
Intervieww by personnel
officer r
Payrolling g

Supplyy of management
information n
Approachingg schools
Internet t
Advertisement t
Testing g
Personall Profile
Analysis s
Referencee inquiries

Flyers s
Applicationn processing
Progresss interview
Projectt description
Departuree interview
Assessmentt insourcing

Inn this way Unique supplies its customers with customized information which
cann include cost centers, subsidiaries, number of temporary staff (stating name and
datee of birth), number of hours worked, rate, turnover, travel costs, sundry costs, etc.
Thiss information can be supplied per period required (monthly, quarterly, halfyearlyy or yearly) (Vademecum).
Otherr smallest replicapable units are the quality indications for temporary staff
thatt are acquired using the Activities and Tasks Selection (ATS) method. The ATS
methodd specifies in concrete terms the (rough) percentages reflecting the content of
thee function on the one hand and the job experience of the temporary employee on
thee other, based on activities and tasks analysis (Vademecum). Unique attempts to
findd the most detailed and best match possible based on these quality indicators. The
qualityy indicators are recorded on the application and on the cards in the card index.
Thesee are used when doing a card index analysis and are stated in, for example,
emaill and window ads.
"A"A number of procedures determine on the one hand which qualities are
requiredrequired of the employee by the 'hirer' and on the other hand the qualities
thatthat an employee possesses (job experience, education, etc.). A number of
thesethese procedures are implemented for many services, such as temporary
employment,employment, recruitment and selection, and secondment. These can be seen
asas the smallest units from which you work. "

RelationRelation Information
AA number of instruments are used at Unique to record information about relations h
aa formalized fashion: the card index (AanvBedrijf; AanbBedrijf; StamkrtBedrijf),
thee commercial activities report (CommActivi), the MIS, the account plans, data
entryy forms (InvoerRela), change forms (Mutarieform) for central files and the
Flexiss system (DFL1) that was introduced during the period of study. The
Vademecumm system used at head office also supplies the necessary information
aboutt the procedures that are followed at the branches (Vademecum). The same
appliess to the basic course for intermediaries (DCU5).
Thee information that is available at Unique about companies, in Unique's terms
thee customer, can be found in table 5.2. From table 5.2 can be concluded that Unique
developss a customer profile and maintains some information on the development of
thee relation. This information allows Unique to sufficiently differentiate between
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variouss customers in order to offer and specify suitable services. Based on this
information,, customized services are supplied at the customized standardization
level. .

"Information"Information on the customer: suspect and lead are not registered, prospe
oror debtor are. There is insight into frequent customers, active or passive
customers.customers. Information on customers who frequently complain is not
recorded.recorded. A customer's buying pattern is recorded. Customers also specify
thatthat they do not want to receive advertising like mailings, for example. This
isis recorded...the people who monitor the customer's budgets. This
informationinformation is important. It must be clear who you are dealing with,
decisiondecision maker or an applicant.... You try to distinguish requirement
patterns.patterns. The branch manager and the sales executive try to find this out
fromfrom the customer."
"Insight"Insight into contact persons and decision makers at customers is essential.
TheThe information supply affords this insight. Temporary employment agencies
oftenoften have no insight into how the decision-making process operates. Those
areare often complex processes. "
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographic Psychographic
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in
Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector code^
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services

Tablee 5.2: Relation information of branch offices on companies
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XX
XX
XX
XX
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Organizationall structure
Legislator/status s
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e

XX
XX
XX
XX
CustomerCustomer profile
CustomerCustomer identification

Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y

Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data
Credit-worthinessCredit-worthiness and limits to credit
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customerr (account receivable)
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (Super, Major, Submajor, Prospect, New, A, B, C)
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
PreferredPreferred employment agencies
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposalss (offers made)
Triall purchases
Runningg orders (running employments)
Typee of purchasing decision
Payments s
Scotsman-analysiss {percentage ofjob applications leading to placements)
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history
Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-listt (Commercial Activity Report and in reaction on applications)
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

Tablee 5.2: Continued
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NeedsNeeds -possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern
XX
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
Needss profile (vacancies; reasons forinsourcing HRM)
XX
Affinityy score
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
XX
Frequency y
XX
Monetaryy value (turnover contribution over the last five years)
XX
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index (insource capacity)
XX
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations
OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis
Decision-makingg processes
__,
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibility y
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 5.2: Continued

RelationRelation Information on Temporary Employees
Asidee from information on companies, information on temporary employees has
alsoo been analyzed (StamkrtUitz; Basiscursus; Flexis; AdvRespons). From table 5.3
thee conclusion can be drawn that Unique builds up a customer profile of its
temporaryy employees. This information allows Unique to sufficiently differentiate
betweenn various temporary employees to be able to offer them suitable services (i.e.
jobs).. Additionally, a number of extra items of information about the development
off the relation are recorded, however, without the specific intention of developing
thee relationship with the temporary employee any further.

"The"The average temporary employee worksfor between nine and twelve weeks
accordingaccording to the temporary placement formula. People like that are quickly
lostlostfor temporary employment. "
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoC
Geographic c
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y

XX
XX
Demographic c

Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

Psychographics Psychographics
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
XX
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
XX
Buyingg intention (motivation)
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services (driving license)
XX
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B toB
Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislator// status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e
CustomerCustomer profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
XX
Title e
XX
XX
Address s
XX
Domicile e
XX
Telephonee number
XX
Country y
Fax x
XX
E-mail l
Customerr id. (Social security number; identity papers, work license, residence permit) X X
Accountt nr.
XX
Paymentt method and data (number bank account)
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead

Tablee 5.3: Relation information of branch offices on temporary employees
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1
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer {representative, language skills, flexibility)
XX
XX
Active// passive (placeable, employed)
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
XX
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposalss (survey of offers)
XX
Triall purchases
Runningg orders (current employment)
XX
Typee of purchasing decision
Payments s
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management information
XX
Contactt persons
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
XX
Contactt history
XX
Agreementss / appointments made
XX
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer (jast employer; last employment agency)
XX
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds 1 possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern (work experience, references, ATS info and education)
XX
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
Needss profile (kind ofjob; preferred work times; preferred salary; preferred tenure)
XX
Affinityy score
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship Itfecycle
Customerr life-time value
XX
Recency y
XX
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
XX
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

Customerr

Tablee 5.3: Continued
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OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnersh ip
Actorr analysis
Decision-makingg processes
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibility y
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 5.3: Continued

ProductProduct Information
Att the branch offices product information is available about the supply of the most
currentt services, such as recruitment and selection, payrolling and temporary
employment.. This information comprises the price structure (from components),
supplyy prerequisites, legal conditions and substitutes for services (for example
secondmentt instead of temporary employment). The way in which services are
composedd out of components is also clear.
"One"One knows to what extent product components are compatible and how
theirtheir price is structured. Head office keeps us informed by means of
circularscirculars and presentations, which we really appreciate. "
"When"When an offer is made, you know to what extent the product components
areare compatible. An offer can be standardized but an individual offer can also
bebe constructed using basic components, which include a price structure. In
thatthat case it is necessary to know to what extend those elements connect with
eacheach other."
"Substitute"Substitute services may comprise the offer of secondment instead of
temporarytemporary employment."
Thee application form for secondment, for example, reflects several of the
componentss of this service. The front office employee fills in a form for the head
officee with employment and project agreements, term of notice, data about the
contractt and the most important elements of the wage structure (AanmeldDetach).
Thee transparency of the price structure of service components becomes evident
fromfrom charging for the component recruitment and selection of the temporary
employmentt service (the so-called redemption fee) when a temporary employee is
offeredd a permanent contract at the 'hirer' (Werv&Selec). For temporary
employmentt services, a differentiated pricing per type of temporary employment and
typee of customer is used (Vademecum). Price information on fixed rates, leeway to
deviatee from those and incidental agreements is available to the front office (DFL1).
Apartt from information about standard components, the front office also has
informationn available on two smallest replicapable units: the elements from which
managementt information can be aggregated and the quality indications of temporary
employeess that are defined with the ATS method. This information can be found
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bothh in the card index as well as in the Flexis system (DFL1). Both the application
cardd (AanvBedrijf; DFL1) and the temporary employee registration card (ASU6) /
stafff member card (DFL1) contain information originating from the ATS method.
Thee same type of information is registered on the job card (DFL1), on which
informationn about temporary employees who are currently working for Unique is
recorded.. In this way, an application can be matched at a detailed level with
temporaryy employees either looking for work or temporary employees currently
employedd but terminating their position in the near future.

ProcessProcess Information
Unique'ss basic process at the branches is to match temporary employees with
requestss from 'hirers'. I see process information as the insight into available capacity
forr staff members to process matching and the insight in the capacity of temporary
employeess to make the match. The quotes in framework 5.1 show that front office
employeess were aware of capacity availability for making matches and of the
capacityy of the labor market.

"We"We tie Windows NT specialists to their chair and they do not leave without a
job." job."

"That"That brings us to the dilemma of an intermediary in a growth market. There
isis an increase in applications from existing customers. The sales executive is
leechingleeching the market. The applications come in fast and furious. The pile of
applicationsapplications is placed on the intermediary's desk. The branch manager must
deliberatedeliberate between serving a regular customer or a new customer and he must
guideguide the way the intermediary and the sales executive handle it. An additional
bottleneckbottleneck is the shortage in the labor market. An example is one of our large
accounts.accounts. An application for a secretary arrives from that account. The margin
forfor this has been set to X%. Now a new application for a secretary arrives
fromfrom the sales executive, for which you can score X+Y%. If only one secretary
isis available, a decision will have to be made. A communiqué arrives from top
managementmanagement stating that it concerns an important customer, but as the salary
ofof the branch manager is dependent on gross profit, he will be inclined to
placeplace her for the higher margin. Next thing the district manager says: "You
seemseem to be doing little business with our large account. " Apparently, there are
conflictingconflicting interests. Therefore, the processes should rather be
organizationallyorganizationally separated. Or you need an instrument by which the bran
managermanager receives differentiated rewards; on the one hand for the retention of
relationsrelations and on the other hand for bringing in new business, as there is
somethingsomething to be said for both. ""You know exactly what's in the card index.
TheThe minute an application comes in you know immediately if you can fill it or
not.not. Whether it is possible to find suitable candidates through recruitment and
selectionselection is another matter. So if the customer asks how big the chance is that
youyou will have a suitable candidate the following week it's difficult to
answer...." answer...."
Frameworkk 5.1: Quotes affirming that process information in the branches is about insight
intoo capacity availability.
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BasedBased on your placement percentage you can indicate that you have x%
confidenceconfidence to deliver, but not 100%. An intermediary often knows the
percentagepercentage of placements per functional group by heart." "Even in a period
withwith relatively few temporary employees and many applications, we always
completelycompletely finalize a customer's application, in spite of the danger of having
insufficientinsufficient time left over for matching. You completely wrap up the
applicationapplication to give the customers the feeling that they are well treated. Then
wewe make arrangements about the follow-up procedure. We prepare the
customercustomer for when it gets difficult. The application then ends up in the offer
tray.tray. In this way, a differentiation is made between applications that are
difficultdifficult to fill and those that are relatively easy to fill."
Frameworkk 5.1: Continued

Inn a tight labor market, decisions must be taken on the allocation of scarce
temporaryy employees. The choices, 'if you must choose' from eight respondents are
shownn in the table 5.4. The table and the following quotes show that the deliberation
processs for the allocation of scarce capacity is consciously taken and is related to
informationn about the customer (what type of customer is it?).
"If"If a temporary employee can be placed at four different companies then
youyou deliberate on which customer the temporary employee will go to. Is it an
importantimportant customer or a large prospect or is it dependent on other
candidatescandidates that you can supply? If you have, for example, a systems
manager,manager, which is hard to find, then, as an intermediary, you choose for a
regularregular customer. Sometimes however you choose for a prospect to see what
isis possible with this prospect. If it concerns small customers that only
sporadicallysporadically place an application then you would choose to go for the
regularregular customer."
"Imagine"Imagine having one secretary and three applications, the choice you make
differs.differs. You choose for the customer that provides the most turnover, for the
applicationapplication for the longest period or for customers where the percentage of
placementsplacements needs to go up. You need to find a balance. However, you really
needneed the regular customers, which is sometimes a pity because of the
margin,margin, but if the labor market changes then you want them to still keep
coming." coming."
Insightt into the availability of capacity of branch office staff and temporary
employmentt staff is not formalized, although present, as is shown by the quotes
above.. The fact that it is not formalized is seen as a problem.
"If"If the card indexes are automated then for each function type it's possible
toto see how long it takes before a match is found. Based on this information,
youyou have an insight into the labor market and how difficult certain vacancies
areare to fill That would be interestingfor the operation. "
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Choice Choice
Respondent Respondent
Regularr Customer
11
Candidatee decides
22
Regularr Customer
33
Largee Account
44
Candidatee decides
55
Candidatee decides
66
Turnover r
77
Regularr Customer
88

Tablee 5.4: Allocation of scarce temporary employees

"Information"Information about labor supply is becoming increasingly important. Th
sortsort of information is not yet sufficiently available at Unique. This is because
wewe are emerging from a decade in which labor supply was always widely
available." available."
Thee quotes indicate that the branches had information available about their own
capacityy for matching and the capacity of temporary employees on the labor market,
evenn though this information has not been formalized. In that sense, there is no
shortagee of process information. The quality or supply time of the service
specificationn is not negatively hfluenced and the back office does not need to be
consulted.. Neither is the reliability negatively influenced because Unique clearly
informss the customer if it concerns vacancies that are difficult to fill and thereby
fulfillss its performance commitment.

Effectivenesss of the Branch Office
Theree is enough information at the branches for common services like temporary
employment,, and recruitment and selection. However, when it comes to
secondment,, intermediaries have too little product information and therefore feel
restrictedd in their proactivity (see table 5.5). Offers for secondment are drawn up at
headd office with a standard delivery norm of three weeks. Working with this type of
normm time leads to longer specification lead-times than is thought reasonable in
somee situations, and to limited back office protection as branches tend to call the
backk office to find out the status of the offer. In the following paragraph, I will
discusss this shortage of product and process information for the secondment service.
InsufficientInsufficient Product Information
AA number of respondents indicate that they cannot react sufficiently proactively to
thee secondment demands because of insufficient information on this product.
Althoughh there is sufficient information available, it is not sufficiently at hand. One
feelss inexperienced. Unique has consciously chosen to have the intermediaries at the
branchh offices primarily fulfill a signaling function for secondment.
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Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
Limited LimitedSpecification Specification
Longer Longer Limited Limited
proactivitv proactivitv
quality quality specification specification
protectionprotection of
DueDue to:
problems problems
lead-time lead-time
thethe back office
Insufficientt relation
information n
Insufficientt product
XX
information n
Insufficientt process
XX
XX
information n

Tablee 5.5: Ineffectiveness of the branch offices
"You"You must learn to be able to recognize secondment. I have heard about it...
butbut if the customer asks specific questions, you dive into the cupboard for a
booklet." booklet."
"You"You have to learn to pick up signals from the customer. The learning
processprocess can take a number of years. That is also a job for management. They
havehave to bring staff to a higher plane. They must feed them with extra
information.information. If there has been a project elsewhere, it would be useful to
receivereceive information about it. This can be treated as a sort of case, so that
cross-fertilizationcross-fertilization takes place."
"With"With more product information we would become more alert. You must be
ableable to communicate it directly."

InsufficientInsufficient Process Information
Forr reasons of control, Unique has chosen for central handling of secondment
applications. .
"One"One reason for keeping the processing of secondment applications
centralizedcentralized is that it minimizes possible mistakes in view of the complex
laborlabor laws and contracts pertaining to secondment. "
"Secondment"Secondment is sold at the branches and registered on standard forms.
ThereThere is a group of people who finalize the secondment. Here [EdV: at head
office]] it is drawn up at the secretariat and processed at the salary
administration.administration. Then it comes to me [EdV: the manager additional services]
andand is checkedfor project description, rates applied and matters pertaining
toto labor laws. The branches know which parts of a secondment contract are
standardstandard and can fill that in themselves. Permission must be asked for
specificspecific matters (pertaining to labor terms or laws). Thus, the branch signals
thethe possibility for a secondment, and it is then concluded at head office, and
thethe additional services manager's function in the trajectory is that of final
controlcontrol and advice. If customers present new needs in the area of
secondmentsecondment then you translate these to new contractformats. "
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"There"There is a standard form at head office to apply for a secondment offer
ThereThere should be a standard offer available. That could then be used by the
branches." branches."
Thee norm-time for dealing with a secondment application by head office (the
backk office) is three weeks. The degree in which the norm-time is achieved appears
too be dependent on the capacity available at head office.

"The"The documentflowto head office often gives rise to 'gray hairs'. Things
oftenoften go wrong on that trajectory. ...the secondmentforms form a bottleneck
SomeSome contracts get lost. One reason is shortage of staff... As a result,
secondedseconded employees must sometimes be phoned to come and sign the
contractcontract again. To express it in terms of time, half a day per week is lo
phoningphoning and checking."
Inn Amsterdam, where interaction between head office and the branch was a daily
fact,, it was indicated that the norm-time of three weeks is insufficient.

"These"These periods should be shorter. Companies often don't understand that
cancan take some time. We have to wait on the project description. The
employeeemployee starts on the first ofthe month. Sometimes even without a cont
ThatThat doesn 't give a very professionalfeel. You can avoid this by applying the
temporarytemporary employment formula for the first month. If the employer and
employeeemployee agree to it. You don't lose anything by it. Having often don
businessbusiness with you, an existing customer knows that in spite of this sort
startstart up problem, things do get sorted out. These sorts of problems would be
moremore of a problem with a new customer. Aside from the time factor things
sometimessometimes go wrong with the quality. The (administrative) processing
contractscontracts must be done at head office. Secondment is growingtosuch a
extentextent that more people are also continually required at head office. If
secondmentsecondment has not been included in the planning here, then it has no
includedincluded in the planning there either. "

"The"The information exchange with head office with regard to secondment run
ratherrather well. We work with standard forms. Only the processing speed
doesn'tdoesn't coincide with what we would like to offer the customers here at th
branch.branch. We have to explain it to the secondment employee and the
customer." customer."
Inn Hoofddorp, just like in Amsterdam, people weren't satisfied with the delivery
time-normm and they solved the long specification time by first applying the
temporaryy employment formula.

"The"The standard supply time for secondment contracts is three weeks.
SometimesSometimes the customer wants a secondment to commence sooner. Th
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trytry to have the employee work for a few weeks as a temporary employee.
ThatThat can be solved. The employees generally agree to it. Because of this, the
secondmentsecondment is never cancelled by the customer. "
Inn Apeldoorn, they find that the supply time depends on the period. They
activelyy prepare the back office for the application and manage the customer's
expectationss with regards to the supply time.
"Offers"Offers are drawn up at head office.... Communications with head office on
anyany matters that are unclear runs via fax or telephone. That works well. The
supplysupply time for an offer depends on the period. But you generally have them
onon time if you phone beforehand. Of course you would rather have the offer
thethe next day. You prepare your customersfor the supply time."

Thee above gives rise to the supposition, that insight at the branch offices into the
capacityy of the back office would give a more realistic understanding of the
specificationn lead-time for secondment than working with a norm-time that, in a
numberr of cases, does not suffice. The fact that 64 branches (consuming customers)
mustt appeal to 1 back office (producing server) leads to uncertainty as to the
availabilityy of sufficient capacity in the back office. Ups and downs in demand for
secondmentt in the market accumulate at the back office. Insight into the available
capacityy of the back office to supply offers gives the branch offices the opportunity
too manage the expectations of the customer, or, in consultation with the customer
andd temporary employee, agree to the solution that the temporary employment
formulaa is first applied for a month before secondment starts. Working with a normtimee does not suffice and leads to longer specification times. It also results in limited
protectionn of the back office, resulting in disruption of the secondment application
productionn process. The back office is phoned to find out when the offer can be
expectedd or to prepare it for the arrival of an application.

Frontt Office, Relation Management
Unique'ss services are implemented in three main processes.
"There"There is the 'normal' process, which takes place at the branch office as
partpart of line management. A second process involves supplying customized
solutions,solutions, like secondment, for which the additional service manager is
partlypartly responsible. A third process is the creation of new concepts based on
visionvision forming and strategic developments at customers. For this you always
trytry to pick up signals from the market. "
"Basically"Basically the branches don't need to sell complex services. However, they
havehave a signalingfunction. The processing of complex forms of services goes
toto the department of additional services that fulfills a coordinating
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function...Accountfunction...Account managers occupy themselves with specifying
services...services... The management and decision-making is, depending on the size of
thethe customer, covered by the three management levels, district manager,
regionalregional manager and directors. "
Managementt (branch, district and regional management, directors, account
managementt and the manager additional services) is responsible for managing
importantt relations, recruiting large relations and specifying customized solutions.
Thesee tasks have been grouped together in this chapter under the heading relation
management. .
Thee relation management expressed the need to expand the customer profile in
thee branches to include information on the development of the relationship and
opportunitiess for partnership. During the period of study, this information need was
partiallyy satisfied by account planning. Aside from the information that was
collectedd in the account planning, the need was expressed during the interviews for
otherr information that would give insight into the development of the relationship
andd the opportunitie s for partnership.

Typee of Front Office Relation Management: Symbiosis
II typify the front office relation management as symbiosis (see figure 5.3). Purely
customizedd solutions are specified throuht using design knowledge. Regular use is
alsoo made of existing components and smallest replicapable units.

Figuree 5.3: Type of front office: Unique's relation management
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Relationn management was aware of the type of product and process information
thatt is needed for developing pure customization. To specify pure customization
theyy brought people together with the right design knowledge, and they consciously
tookk implementation potentials into account. They deliberated on which parts of the
neww service could be done in house, which parts needed to be sourced in and on the
sufficiencyy of Unique's capacity to implement the new service. If there was not
enoughh capacity, they consciously took calculated risks to still be able to innovate.
Priorr to a detailed discussion on the degree of customization and the relation,
productt and process information in the front office relation management, I discuss a
casee (in framework 5.2) in which an account manager gives a glimpse on how
Uniquee specifies customized solutions. This case confirms the assumed relationship
betweenn pure customization and relations, product and process information in the
frontfront office type symbiosis.
"For"For some customers we go further in our services. We develop campaigns
andand concepts to approach the labor market. That is different to behaving like a
regularregular temporary employment agency. You need that to be able to solve the
customer'scustomer's problem. This applies to two out of the hundred orders I get. In
thosethose cases, the problem definition is such that you really need to develop
conceptsconcepts for the customer and to cooperate strategically.
AnAn example is a large ICT company that wants an inflow of polytechnic
graduatesgraduates and academics. The parties came together because the customer
couldncouldn 't get enough people. Last spring the company organized a playful
campaigncampaign through which they were able to attract a lot ofpeople. The original
ideaidea of he customer was to use Unique's temporary employment agency
channelschannels as well as the mass media channel to recruit extra employees. We
advisedadvised against it. Using the standard temporary employment channel offers
nono extra stimulus. You need a different sort of campaign. One that requires a
conceptualconceptual and structural approach. A campaign has been developed for them
inin which we, in this scarce labor market with many promotional activities, will
certainlycertainly stand a good chance. We use media in this campaign to try to
penetratepenetrate the polytechnic and academic circuits in a structural way, to get as
closeclose as possible to a one to one relationship with the student, the graduate.
ThisThis is a completely new service. It is a customized solution and is
conceptuallyconceptually far removed from the function of a regular temporary
employmentemployment agency. It is actually a marketing promotion concept. We have a
clearclear view of the customer's problem formulation. The customer supplies
manpower,manpower, support and facilities; finances and contributes, as a touchstone,
fromfrom their own experience to the conceptualization. It is a team of people that
interchangeinterchange concepts. Unique participates with three people [EdV: a member
off the board, a regional manager and an account manager]. They are at home
withwith the concepts behind Unique's current services and can develop something
newnew together with the customer.
Frameworkk 5.2: Case on pure customization for an ICT company confirming the relationship
betweenn the degree of customization and relations, product and process information in the
frontfront office type symbiosis
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ThreeThree people on behalf of the customer also participate in the development
phasephase (from the board of directors and directly below).
EveryoneEveryone in the team works from his or her own background and frame of
referencereference in developing the new service. We think mainly in strategies and
concepts.concepts. Creativity also plays a role. Parts of the new service, like advertising
services,services, must be insourced. You are also familiar with that part of the market
fromfrom which we need to insource. Unique's contribution to the concept consists
ofof developing the idea, implementing it and ensuring the inflow ofpeople. Part
ofof the implementation will be supported by the customer's human resource
department. department.
TheThe concept, its total composition and the translation thereof to services and
activitiesactivities is new. Naturally, you use the knowledge that you have as a matching
organization,organization, like knowledge in the area of recruitment and selection. It's
aboutabout long-term cooperation. The preparatory trajectory must enable us to be
operationaloperational by the end of this year. Unique is investing a large number of
hourshours in it. How the concept development will be financed must still be worked
out.out. You will have to penetrate rather deeply into the decision-making
processesprocesses of the customer to be able to develop such concepts together. They
hadhad the courage to choose a completely different direction. We started with the
customercustomer just under the board level and then climbed a step higher. There
shouldshould be more variation and depth in Uiique's range of products and
services,services, with more customized services. You standardize what you can, and
wherewhere there is a need for customized solutions you add them. Considering the
scarcityscarcity of labor for all functions in the coming ten years, it will be necessary
asas an organization to develop more customized solutions and to think more in
termsterms of concepts."
Frameworkk 5.2: Continued

Thiss case illustrates that a new product concept is developed in consultation with
thee customer, as a team. Unique inputs people who can offer a contribution from
theirr design knowledge and experience. These people also have an overview of all
existingg service concepts and components within Unique. The opportunities for
partnershipp are being investigated. The customer's problem is redefined and
Unique'ss actors are aware of the decision-making processes at the customer and his
intentionn to cooperate. Unique's staff know which elements of the new service they
cann provide themselves, which elements must and can be purchased, and which
elementss are already in house. In this way, Unique also specifies the implementation
sett of its service network (one of the proposed functions of service specification
mentionedd in chapter three).
DegreeDegree of Customization in Relation Management

Itt is apparent from the above case that Unique specifies pure customization in the
frontfront office relation management. This customization is primarily specified by the
relationn management in dialogue with the customer. In this section I will describe
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otherr indications of pure customization specification at Unique. An example is the
casee of De Amersfoortse, presented in framework 5.3. Together with De
Amersfoortsee a service concept has been designed for the re-integration of (semi)
occupationall disabled people. Together with the insurer the person's re-integration
degreee is determined. Suitable work is looked for via Unique's channels.
AA new service concept has been developed with a logistics company where
Uniquee and the customer jointly set up a company, which manages a pool of
employees.. To do so, services have to be insourced, like knowledge about training,
educationn and logistics. One of the new elements of the service, for example, is that
Unique,, as a pool manager, has become responsible for the planning of the
employeess in the customer's logistics process.
"There"There is no knowledge in house on this capacity planning problem. You
willwill have to look for advice. Unique has acquired someone with logistical
experience.experience. You will need to insource a certain amount of expertise in the
areaarea of training as well."
Supplyingg customized solutions by developing new instruments can also consist
off relatively simple instruments, like the development of specific tests for
recruitmentt and selection.
"You"You can also develop tests yourself, like for Rabobank. They were looking
forfor customer-advisors (by telephone). We developed the test and presented it
toto them. The reacted enthusiastically. This does create a certain bond with
thethe company. These tests are interchanged: the branches in the
neighborhoodneighborhood know that we have it. It's a pretty distinctive function. But in
itselfitself it's a unique selling point, certainly when you develop the test together
withwith the customer."
"There"There are also services for which Unique designs new procedures and
instrumentsinstruments to be able to provide the service. There is an existing arsenal of
instrumentsinstruments available to help evaluate if the temporary employee is the right
personperson (for a recruitment and selection trajectory or the pre-trajectory of a
match).match). If you want to develop new services because the customer requires
them,them, then you develop new instruments like in the case of De Amersfoortse.
TheThe initiative came from both De Amersfoortse as well as from Unique. It's
aboutabout a re-integration service. The arsenal of resources applied to determine a
person'sperson's re-integration degree is in fact all new instruments. After
implementingimplementing these, the service returns to the formal operational circuit,
temporarytemporary employment, but also secondment or recruitment and selection. The
instrumentinstrument is an analysis that has been developed in cooperation with De
Amersfoortse.Amersfoortse. De Amersfoortse has been previously involved with the person
whowho must be re-integrated. As a result, there is an exchange of information
betweenbetween Unique and De Amersfoortse."
Frameworkk 5.3: Case of De Amersfoortse: a new customized service concept to re-integrate
(semi)) occupational disabled people
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"This"This could be a unique selling point.... We developed a test for a
telemarketingtelemarketing company for which Unique is the exclusive suppli
doesdoes create a certain bond with the company. "
Whenn specifying customized solutions, Unique attempts to use existing service
elementss as much as possible.

"We"We work with a number of standard instruments. Those are not only
recruitmentrecruitment and selection, but also how you provide services, the offe
people,people, and the way we accept applications or the way we broaden the
placementplacement possibilities of an application. These are standard resources
eventuallyeventually must lead to the match. If you lay the resources side by side
havehave a relatively established system that must lead to a matchfromtwo sides
andand determine the way in which we present our product. For a standard
applicationapplication you start the process and the transaction is completed. Bu
alsoalso be a more complex request and then you need to lookfor or design new
elements.elements. This is what we are moving towards. So, if you want to provi
moremore customized solutions then you are actually going to apply a broader
arsenalarsenal of instruments, and when you reach the limit of those instrument
youyou will either insource these or design these yourself. The latter especially
isis happening morefrequently."
RelationRelation Information

Thee relation management expressed a definite need to expand the customer profile
inn the branches to include information on the development of the relationship and
opportunitiesopportunities for partnership. During the period of study this information
partiallyy satisfied by account planning. Before expanding on the need for relation
informationn at the symbiosis level and the way that account planning contributes to
this,, I will first consider the usability of the customer profile that was formed at the
branchh offices for relation management. Relation management depends primarily on
thee branch for building up relation information. Relation information is built up at
thee operational level during the course of the relationship. The information is
accumulatedd by various people (see table 5.6).
MomentsMoments in the relation life cycle for MostMost important functionary involved
informationinformation creation
Firstt meeting
Saless executive of branch
FirstFirst application
Intermediaryy at branch
Evaluationn of first delivery
Intermediaryy at branch
Sequell or repeat application
Intermediaryy at branch
Relationn management
Relationn management at branch (branch manager)
RelationRelation management and account
Relationn management (district and regional
planningg for large accounts
management,, account management and board of
directors) )

Tablee 5.6: Establishment of relation information by various functionaries
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"If"If the sales executive has visited the customer, the way the relation is
furtherfurther established is dependent on the 'inner-front'. There will be
differencesdifferences per branch as to how the field service is involved in this sort of
follow-upfollow-up actions. The field service only does the prospect part The contact
thatthat has been established by the sales executive must be taken over. That
happenshappens once the prospect has become a customer....The information
transfertransfer between the functions is structured using a weekly meeting and
throughthrough visit reports."
Evenn if the relation management is responsible for the relation, the branches
continuee to play an important role in the building and maintenance of relation
information.. The information flow between the branches and relation management is
nott always good. Quotes in framework 5.4 indicate that the information supply of
thee branches is not aligned to the information requirements of relation management.
Thee instruments at the branches to record and establish customer profiles are not
alwayss applied with the same care and consistency. Furthermore, the information
availablee at the branches is not sufficient for relation management.

"The"The information required for approaching customers varies throughout the
organization.organization. Whereas sales executives can do with: 'finding a telephone
number,number, then I'll work my way down the whole street and hope to be able to
dealdeal with the situation there and then', account managers have a clear need
forfor deeper, more detailed information: strategic developments, hreats and
opportunities,opportunities, number of temporary employees, etc."
"You"You will have to standardize the assimilation of information at the branches.
MostMost of the information is in people's heads. The information at the branch is
tootoo summary. These are the well-known visit reports. You must have an
accountaccount profile available per customer, in which the vision and goals of the
accountaccount become visible. Which services have been offered by Unique and
when,when, because the situation at the customer can change. ...You look for
informationinformation that is intended to retain and expand relations... You want to know
moremore about the strategy, whether the customer is going to score large
accounts,accounts, and what thoughts they have on what they want to make more
flexible." flexible."
"At"At the branches they don't have to work out all kinds of concepts but they
shouldshould deal with the customer's application in a more structured way to find
outout if there isn 't more going on at the customer than just the application. You
mustmust understand which information you need to be able to serve the customer
moremore and better and you will have to have the discipline to record this
information.information. If you are going to request this from the branches then head office
willwill need to facilitate it. "
Frameworkk 5.4: Quotes indicating non-alignment of information supply of the branches to
thee information requirements of relation management
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"The"The challenge for the account manager is to strategically expand customers
whilewhile the situation at Unique doesn 't completely align itself to that. This
requiresrequires vision forming and effective communication. It must be clear within
thethe organization how the routing of information is and everyone within the
routingrouting must be well informed about it. The same goes for routing to
customers.customers. There is an information routing between the directors, the 'in
betweenbetween layer', the branches and the customer. The information runs two
ways.ways. It is in fact clear how the routing runs, however, not all participants
communicatecommunicate efficiently."
"The"The branches had to supply a top-five prospects when the account
managementmanagement function started together with information about those prospects.
InIn reality the quality of that information was not up to standard. The
informationinformation consisted of name/address data, contacts and their functions,
SBU's,SBU's, which flexible labor services they subscribe to and from which
partners,partners, and some commercial market data from the customer, like number of
employees,employees, an organizational chart, which sections are 'borrowed-in', what
numbernumber and for which functions, where are the opportunities and threats, what
areare the actual trends. Based on this information account management
approachedapproached the customer. During the process you try to supplement the
informationinformation where necessary. An important part of the information from the
branchesbranches must come from the sales executives, but the branch manager also
participatesparticipates in prospecting, mainly at the large prospects. In fact the 'upperlayer'layer' of these large prospects, where the branch managers were busy, have
beenbeen shifted to the account managers. It's a current theme that we run up
against,against, there is actually very little known about such customers at the
branches.branches. Name/address-plus. We are a 'do-organization' (possibly the whole
industry),industry), not used to recording information systematically. There are forms to
recordrecord things but the culture and the understanding of the importance of
recordingrecording is missing."
"Information"Information on relations is recorded but not automated. Especially when it
concernsconcerns larger customers, like Rabobank, information on them must be
communicatedcommunicated to nearly all branches. Care must be taken that the data is
properlyproperly interpreted. You would have to create a profile centrally and
transporttransport this to the branches. This saves an enormous amount of time and
minimizesminimizes mistakes. This makes you become more independentfrom the person
atat the branch. If these processes run automatically then you can also organize
andand manage a lot of the commercial information that becomes available. "
Frameworkk 5.4: Continued

Thee lack of correspondence between the information supply from the branches
withh the information requirements of the relation management limits the degree to
whichh they can approach customers proactively.
"We"We are very reactive. We wait for an application and react to it. If the
customercustomer has a question, asking for a point of view on a problem they have,
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youyou already respond reactively. You would rather signal a tendency at the
customer,customer, offer solutions for it and supply customized solutions. "
"The"The way information runs from the top to the bottom and from the bottom
toto the top, completely misses the target.... There should be more information
onon what the company does, which personnel policy they are pursuing, what
theirtheir visions and business plans are. We ask questions like: how many
temporarytemporary employees, how much ' hiring-in' volume, with which agencies do
youyou do business? This in itself is useful commercial information, but you
mustmust have broader information about a company. I want to know their vision
forfor the future. We take a photo of the current situation with potential for the
futurefuture and what we want to have is an idea of how the customer will develop.
IfIf you want to act proactively then you must anticipate developments at the
customer.customer. This 'upgrading' is happening in the temporary employment
industry. industry.
Mainn issue in the shortage of relation information is the ability to follow the
developmentt of the relation. Within the organization the idea exists that customized
solutionss can mainly be offered if the relation with the customer has progressed
furtherr in the relation life cycle (see figure 5.4).
"The"The point at which you can offer customized solutions in the relation life
cyclecycle is when you see that the customer is not getting enough people or is
unableunable to recruit at the right level. To do so you must already have
establishedestablished an ongoing relationship with the customer and have delivered a
numbernumber of times. You can't come in cold and start talking about a nice
concept.concept. "

purchases s

fploratoryy phase

Growth phase

Saturation phase

Derlinrr Phase

Figuree 5.4: Relation life cycle and the offering of customization
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"The"The cooperation with De Amersfoortse originated from a long relationship.
InIn ninety nine percent of the cases, Unique starts from ordinary temporary
employmentemployment work. The cooperation intensifies. The average relation li
cyclecycle is three years. The temporary employment market is an 'allow-market'.
YouYou come in at a customer and if it clicks they '11 send you some applications.
InIn the second year you experience the peak. In this phase, other temporary
employmentemployment agencies enter with other propositions. "

"Often"Often there is a change of the guard at the temporary employment agency
oror at the 'hiring' company. When the personal relation disappears, the
declinedecline starts. If you evaluate this against the build up of a lengthy
relationshiprelationship that in time should yield more, then this means that wheneve
youyou recognize this cycle you continually need to supply new ' oxygen' to the
relationshiprelationship At some point in the three year cycle you can present
broaderbroader service offering."
Thee relation life cycle describes the pattern in which the relationship changes in
timee under the influence of interactions. Figure 5.4 shows the cycle in which four
phasess can be defined and the relation has been expressed in terms of purchases. The
fourr phases are the exploratory, the growth, the saturation and the decline phase
(Peelen,, 1989). At Unique the idea is that customized solutions can be best offered
att the end of the growth phase or at the beginning of the saturation phase and that
duringg the exploratory and growth phase information must be consciously built up
aboutt the relation.
"During"During the progression of the life cycle you gather a lot of information
fromfrom the customer. You build up ,a rich picture of the customer, on the basis
ofof which you can make the jump to higherforms of customized solutions and
deeperdeeper relationships....The branch should build up a deeper relationship
withwith the customer."

"To"To determine the intentions of a customer in lengthy and expensive
specificationspecification processes for customized solutions, you check if it is an existin
relationrelation and what you have to defend. You must also dare to ask the
customercustomer questions about the chances that you have and what other agencies
areare doing and charging. You also want to know if a customer is prepared to
investinvest in the specification process, to put in people. "
Sometimess an existing customer asks for an offer for a customized solution
withoutt wanting to go into detail about their needs. They assume that Unique knows
aboutt the customer.
"With"With one of our bank customers it was simply: "here's the problem so just
makemake an offer. I know absolutely nothing. I don't know the customer. I went
alongalong once, but the customer didn 't give us the opportunity to participate in
thethe problem solving process. The bank is an existing relation. "
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Thee relation information that is built up in the branch does not satisfy the
demandss made on it by the relation management. The same applies to the
managementt information system. Unique measures its success in the market mainly
onn the basis of turnover per period. The Management Information System (MIS)
showss the total turnover and the turnover per customer. The turnover per customer is
primarilyy analyzed if the turnover per period falls short. The division of the turnover
betweenn the various services is only visible in two categories: temporary
employmentt aid other services. The information needed to be able to follow a
relationn is missing.
"The"The MIS is turnover based, but I want to be able to monitor relationships."
"When"When measuring success in the market, the turnover per period is central,
butbut it would be better to also weigh up the customer's mark. An indicator
couldcould then be share of use... Cross-selling ratios and the relation duration
saysay a lot more. "
[EdV:: How long does the average customer stay with Unique?]
"Good"Good question, no idea "
"I"I don't know. It would be good to know. I could also use that as
managementmanagement information."
Thee quotes above show that the relation management had a need for relation
informationn on the development of the relationship and partnership opportunities.
Duringg the period of study the relation management at Unique had just started with
accountt planning in order to partially satisfy these information requirements and to
improvee and formalize relations with the national customers (DAP6). In the plan
'Workingg with National Customers* (DAP6) district, regional managers, and
directorss are appointed as coordinators for national customers.
"The"The coordination and decision-making is defined at three levels from
districtdistrict manager to director, depending on the size of the customer. An
accountplanaccountplan consists of a marketingplan and an operational plan. "
Relationn management is expected to collect information based on account
planning.. This information is included in table 5.7 with the symbols AP. The
informationn need mentioned in the interviews has been added to table 5.7 with the
symbolss IV. The information that is in principle available for relation management
fromm the branches is indicated by an X and is the same as in table 5.2.
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoC
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y

Tablee 5.7: Relation information of relation management on companies
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Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographics Psychographics
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics

of market segments in

Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e

BtoB
XX
XX
XX
XX
XAP P
XX

XX
XX
CustomerCustomer profile
CustomerCustomer identification

Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data
Credit-worthinessCredit-worthiness and limits to credit
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customerr (account receivable)
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (Super, Major, Submajor, Prospect, New, A, B, C)
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer

Tablee 5.7: Continued
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XAP P
XAP P
XAP P
XAP P
XAP P
XAP P
XAP P
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

XX
XAP P
XX
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'Doo not promote'
XX
PreferredPreferred employment agencies
X/AP P
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
XX
Proposalss Coffers made)
XX
Triall purchases
Runningg orders (running employments)
XX
Typee of purchasing decision
XX
Payments s
Scotsman-analysiss percentage ofjob applications leading to placements)
XX
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
XAP P
Decision-makingg unit structure (applicants for Hex workers and tenure ships, decision
XAP P
makers) makers)
AP P
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
XX
Contactt history
XX
Agreementss / appointments made
XX
To-do-listt (Commercial Activity Report and in reaction on applications)
XX
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer
XX
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds - possession information
XAP P
Installedd base / buying pattern
AP P
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services {collective labor agreement}
XAP P
Needss profile (vacancies; motivationforHRM insourcing)
Affinityy score
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
rv v
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
XX
Frequency y
XX
XAP P
Monetaryy value (turnover contribution over the lastfiveyears)
IV V
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
IV V
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use (A,B, C)
IVV AP
Sharee of spend (A, B, C) (market share of competitors and their average rates) AP P
Potentiall spend index (X: insource capacity for temporary employment) (AP: need
for:
XAP
P
recruitmentrecruitment and selection, detachment, payrolling, project management, mobility
services,services, in-house settlement; duration of placements per employment segment;
averageaverage rate per employment segment; insource capacity for temporary employment
andand projects on a yearly basis)
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commorient t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations
IV V

Tablee 5.7: Continued
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OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
IV V
Actorr analysis
AP P
Decision-makingg processes
IV V
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention (AP: stemming from SWOT analysis of account; short and longIVV AP
termterm objectives and implementation plan)
Compatibility y
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 5.7: Continued

ProductProduct Information
Fromm the above account manager case (creating customized recruitment and
selectionn solutions for an ICT company), it became apparent that the product
informationn at relation management consists of design knowledge for new service
conceptss and insight into the components and smallest replicapable units of existing
services.. The case also illustrates that the process information consists of
implementationn potentials. The case in framework 5.5, sketched by a regional
manager,, confirms this impression. In this case, Unique combines two new service
elementss (logistical capacity planning and certain types of training) with existing
elementss (recruitment & selection, pool management) to a symbiotic cooperation
betweenn various organizations.
"There"There are more complex services than the standard temporary employment
work.work. An example of this is a project where Unique responds to the needs of a
logisticslogistics company. It concerns a capacity-planning problem. We set up a flex
companycompany in the form of a joint venture, which operates independently in the
market.market. This is completely new for both the customer and Unique.
TheThe logistics company requires a certain labor capacity during a certain
period.period. However, it has no insight into the distribution of this capacity during
thethe period. The logistics company has a number of permanent employees.
UniqueUnique is responsible for planning for the remaining labor capacity required.
ThisThis can be filled with temporary employees or seconded employees. You can
alsoalso include third parties.
TheThe concept also has the objective to offer services to other companies that
'hire-in'.'hire-in'. A bonus-penalty ruling is applied based on consumption quota.
ParticipatingParticipating companies protect each other through this ruling. If one of the
partiesparties withdraws after a short period the foundation of the project
disappears.disappears. Participating companies have access to a permanent group of
logisticlogistic staff that is reserved for them. The staff is employed by the flex
companycompany andean be placed at various companies. The flex company plans the
capacitycapacity for a number of years ".
Frameworkk 5.5: Case on pool management in a joint venture with a company in logistics,
confirmingg product and process information being on the level of the front office type
symbiosis s
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"The"The flex company offers extremely good employment package terms: training,
studystudy costs, etc. This makes it possible to attract people from the labor market
YouYou offer people perspective, a permanent job and a career. The core process
ofof the company that the employee works for is in logistics; the core process of
thethe flex company is human resource management. The flex company tries to
improveimprove the employee so that he is better employable and can yield more. The
employeeemployee can follow a number of training courses at the flex company and
gaingain work experience. When he leaves the flex company, he will have improved
hishis chances in the labor market. There is no in-house knowledge on the
capacity-planningcapacity-planning problem... You will have to get advice if you want to include
thisthis sort of service offering in your company policy.... Unique has recruited
someonesomeone with experience in logistics. We needed to insource a certain amount
ofof expertise in the area of training as well.Ifyou enter even deeper into the
customer'scustomer's process then it would mean taking on work. The customer then lays
itsits entire personnel problem at Unique's doorstep, including the management.
YouYou become responsible for the whole production process. Also the logistics.
AndAnd you end up in logistics services. An example is the post room at the
MinistryMinistry of Foreign Affairs. Unique supplies nearly all the employees."
Frameworkk 5.5: Continued

Althoughh the various relation management actors appear to have insight into the
structuree of the current services and have design knowledge with regards to new
servicee concepts, a need exists within the organization for further formalization of
informationn about new services and customization trajectories so that more crossfertilizationn can take place.
"Developing"Developing customized solutions for large customers is on the one hand a
creativecreative process. On the other hand it should be done more systematically.
TheThe plans are there, but we will have to pick them up. We have to transform
itit into culture and apply it. As I said before, this industry has always been a
'do-industry'.'do-industry'. Unique is aware that is has to run its business differently and
isis busy making people and resources available. You should actually build up
aa database of cases, of similar projects, so that cross-fertilization can take
placeplace within the organization and these sorts of projects can be scaled up. In
aa number of branches initiatives are taken. lean assure you that if all good
thingsthings that have ever been done were known and would be applied to other
situationssituations we'd have a very prosperous company. "
"It's"It's important to communicate what information exists and where you can
findfind it. The district managers must be kept informed by the board of
directorsdirectors and the manager additional services about what is going on. The
districtdistrict manager's function is very operational and they often have no time
toto involve themselves with regards to content. Questions from branch
managersmanagers therefore often end up on my desk. [EdV: manager additional
services].. I then have to supply information 'ad hoc'. That's why I'm busy
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classifyingclassifying information per subject, so that you can find and supply the
informationinformation more easily. It concerns mostly standard offers, standar
proceduresprocedures and flow diagrams. There should be a library with literature,
tradetrade journals, offer models and cases. The only library I have is my filing
cabinet.cabinet. The maintenance of the library is Bianca 's responsibility, but she
doesndoesn 't have time for it. I think that is fatal for the organization. We have to
recordrecord information systematically at all levels and you have to expect more
fromfrom yourself than from the branches. We can definitely earn money with it. "

ProcessProcess Information
Ann important implementation potential to design new service concepts are the
productionn capacity of the branches and the rest of the organization. Relation
managementt explicitly considers whether there is enough capacity to implement a
conceptt and/or to insource capacity on the market. Awareness about implementation
potentialss already became apparent in the above-mentioned cases on the ICT
companyy and the creation of a new pool concept for logistics companies. The
followingg quotes confirm that relation management is aware of the implementation
potential.. It becomes also apparent that there is not always sufficient capacity
availablee to implement customized solutions and that this leads to a variety of
operationall strategies.
"For"For customized solutions to succeed you hand over the concept to the
regionalregional manager or board of directors with a request for extra capacity if
necessary.necessary. It often comes down to the fact that there is no extra capacity
availableavailable and that the branch office has to do extra work. If that happens a
numbernumber of times, you become doubtful about offering additional services.
ThereThere are no real project managers who can support the forming of concepts
andand implementation at Unique. "

"We"We don't always have the right people to implement new services. You
makemake apian on how the new service is to be communicated internally and to
thethe customer. You try to find the people to implement it, like project
intermediaries.intermediaries. Are they available internally or will you need to re
externally?externally? "

[EdV:: Imagine you are at a customer and you find something commercially
interesting.. How do you know for sure that you can realize it?]
"Sometimes"Sometimes we don't even worry about it. If you have to take that int
accountaccount you can't do anything, because there are always issues. What
UniqueUnique often chooses is to set out the lines as clearly as possible, but
acceptingaccepting that here and there things can sometimes go wrong because of the
lacklack of human resources, or something else that can go wrong. You base
yourselfyourself on a normal branch office where everything is available. But there
willwill always be branches where there is a shortage of staff. You can't think
perper branch office. Unless it's about a specific project that you intend for a
specificspecific branch office."
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"Take"Take the already mentioned bank offer. A broad, comprehensive solution
waswas requested. If you have any good ideas then you could use them there.
ThereThere were very creative, innovative things in it. But I understand very
clearlyclearly that we have a problem if it all must be implemented. We are not yet
setset up for it. That is how it also happened with another large relation."
"For"For larger organizations, you can see a development into more complex
services.services. Branch offices don't have enough experience with that. Though
theythey are the first to come into contact with this sort of large customer. The
districtdistrict manager cr account manager is then called in. And then they are
oftenoften confronted with the lack of capacity. This shortage consists of both
operationaloperational capacity as well as managers to lead the projects. To overcome
this,this, you could form a sort ofpool ofproject managers from which various
districtdistrict managers could draw to launch a project, implement it and
transformtransform it to the branch office, because things fairly often go wrong in the
trajectorytrajectory from planning to operational implementation. The work pressure
isis high at the branches and you can only deal with a limited amount of extra
things...However,things...However, extra capacity must cover its own costs. "
Thee operational strategies to deal with the capacity problem vary from fear to
offerr customized solutions to an estimated guess when it comes to implementing
customizedd solutions. One is aware of the capacity problem in the organization, but
hass the experience that solutions can be found during implementation. Like many
otherr service providers, Unique's most important resources are human resources.
Theree is only limited financial leeway to build in excess capacity of human
resourcess within these sorts of organizations. In such organizations entrepreneurship
cann not consist of pre-investment in products or production capacity, but takes place
inn the area of tension between service innovation in the market on the one hand and
thee managing of one's own production capacity on the other. The organization can
keepp innovating, as long as this area of tension remains manageable so that
customerss can be kept content and the internal organization doesn't block. As will
becomee apparent from the discussion of Unique's strategy, this is what Unique is
attemptingg to do with its customized services.

Effectivenesss of the Front Office Relation Management
Tablee 5.7 clearly shows that the need for relation information within relation
managementt is at the symbiosis level, while the relation information at the branch
officee is at the field and inside service level. By account planning important steps
weree taken in extending the customer profile to include information on the
developmentt of the relationship and opportunities for partnership. As became
alreadyy apparent from the discussion on the relation information, the shortage of
relationn information that still existed, because account planning had just started,
limitedd proactivity (see table 5.8).
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Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
Longer Longer Limited Limited
Limited LimitedSpecification Specification
proactivity proactivity
protectionprotection o
quality quality specification specification
DueDue to:
lead-time lead-time
problems problems
thethe back office
Insufficientt relation
XX
information n
Insufficientt product
information n
Insufficientt process
information n
Tablee 5.8: Ineffectiveness of thefrontoffice relation management

Unique'ss Strategy: Oscillation and Innovation
Unique'ss strategy oscillates between a scope and partnership oriented strategy (see
tablee 5.9). Unique sees itself "not so much as a supplier of individual services and
products,, but more as a partner in lengthy and business critical processes", as
"advisorr during the concept phase, followed by active support during the
implementationn phase of developed flex-models" (YR1997). Still a large proportion
off its turnover still comes from basic services like temporary employment,
recruitmentt and selection and payrolling. Unique's scope orientation still was its
basis. .
<<
•

MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
ServiceService positioning
strategystrategy •>
orientation orientation
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
Add hoc structured
Modularr /
andd interconnected
Infrastructural l
componentt based
process s
withh customer
processes s
Product t
Service/product t
Servicee type
Puree service
(standardized) )
(masss customized) (customized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and
andd client
interactive e
Selling g
Interaction n
Jobbing g
Sparring g
governance e
Empowerment t
Production-line e
Management t
Empowerment t
perspective e
approach h
perspective e
perspective e
Relationship p
Marketingg approach Transaction n
Relationship p
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
Economies s
relationships s
Tablee 5.9: Unique's oscillation between scope and partnership orientation
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Thee opinion of a number of respondents on the strategy can be found in table
5.10.. To analyze whether Unique's strategy is experienced differently throughout
thee company, I make a distinction in the table between the opinions of management
(excludingg branch management), of employees in the somewhat older branches
officess (Amsterdam and Apeldoorn) and employees in the younger branches
(Hoofddorpp and Hoogeveen). The general tenor in table 5.10 is one of scope
orientationn and a trend towards more partnership orientation. In spite of the
differencess between the branch offices there is no mentionable difference in how
strategyy is experienced in the branches (nor is there a noticeable difference between
managementt and the branches). The movement towards more partnership orientation
becamee also apparent from the appointment of customer coordinators and the
introductionn of account planning. Examples of partner oriented activities are
Unique'ss *in house' branches at Solvay Duphar, the establishment of the Zorgwerk
companyy commissioned by Stichting Thuiszorg Rotterdam where large numbers of
employeess of Thuiszorg are placed 'flexibly' (YR1997), and the customization cases
describedd above in the frameworks 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5.

••

••

••

Management t
"A trend towards customization is visible for some time. Unique becomes a broad
serviceservice provider. The added value decides if you may still do temporary employment
work.work. Three processes: regular, divergingfrom regular, new service concepts."
"A trend is visible in the direction of more customization and longer relationships.
"Development towards more complex services is visible. You must therefore try to keep
thethe back door shut (not lose customers). "
"Turning point in the market. Have to do other things to keep relations committed.
MoreMore customization because of scarcity. You standardize what you can. We are
directorsdirectors in scarcity."
Olderr branch offices
"The industry demands that you become more professional and more mature and that
thethe service becomes broader and deeper. You go from range to depth. Many of the
branchbranch offices can't deal with this due to their structure. "
"You try to build up a relation with large companies. Transactions at large relations
areare more elements in a series."
Youngerr branch offices
"You would much rather deal with your customer proactively and thereby create a
longlong term cooperation in which Unique becomes the extension of personnel &
organizationorganization processes in an organization. This is also dependent on how long you
knowknow the customer and how much faith the customer has in your organization. In this
regionregion long-term relationships do exist. Relationship management is very important.
BeingBeing that extension has not yet happened. I think that the larger 'hirers' are more
openopen to that. It has to do with the fact that there are mainly young branch offices in this
region,region, you must first make a name for yourself."
"Steady customers will want Unique to fulfill the personnel management function more
andand more. We should segment the market more. Customized services are being worked
on." on."
"The function customer intermediary is intended to deepen the relationships. "

Tablee 5.10: Opinions of respondents on Unique's strategy
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Inn the next sections I will characterize Unique's strategy based on the three
genericc service strategies derived in chapter two to show how elements of the scope
andd partnership orientation both can be recognized at Unique and I will deal with the
oscillationn between scope and partnership orientation through ad hoc and
recombinativee innovations in Unique's customization initiatives.
Characteristicss of Unique's Strategy
Unique'ss strategy shows characteristics of both scope and partnership orientation.
NatureNature of the Service Process and Service Type
Unique'ss services are mass customized or customized. The nature of the service
processs for services like temporary employees, secondment, recruitment and
selection,, payrolling and even pool management has modular characteristics.
Inn the customization cases (frameworks 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5) existing service
moduless are combined with new service elements into new service concepts. In the
customizationn cases the service processes of Unique are intertwined with the service
processess of its customers. Framework 5.6 shows another customization case, which
illustratess the intertwining of the processes of Unique and its customers. The core
processs of the customer (providing logistical services to its customers) became
completelyy dependent on the ability of Unique to provide its customer with the
humann resource capacity needed. Unique's customer even considered moving its
operationss to regions where Unique had a better chance of recruiting human
resources. .
"We"We are involved in a customizing trajectory for Banta, a computer company.
ThisThis customer requires solutions that deviate from standard solutions. For this
youyou design new instruments. A customer of Banta, an American company,
continuallycontinually asks for new things, which means that Banta's work and
consequentlyconsequently our work is continually changing.... Their customer requires a
serviceservice for which 2/3 temporary employees and 1/3 permanent employees are
necessary.necessary. They ask us to think with them on how the level of quality of both
thethe permanent employees as well as the temporary employees can be raised. In
thisthis case we are a sort of pool manager, where in f act you take over 2/3 of the
personnelpersonnel management. Werknet cannot cope with the work anymore, so
WerknetWerknet and Unique will now supply half each. That results in bottlenecks.
TheThe demand for 'flex-workers' varies strongly. One week it's 50 vacancies,
thenthen 100 and then 10. They don't only require production workers but also
qualityquality managers, shift managers and production managers. Part of the labor
logisticslogistics process is carried by Unique and Werknet...Unique's role keeps
increasing.increasing. The question is how it's going to end. It also interferes with the
otherother activities at the branch office. A customer like that demands 42 hours a
weekweek if you 're not careful. Eventually someone will be employed to manage
thisthis project and be part time at the customer. This work also ends up on the
deskdesk of other people in the officee ".
Frameworkk 5.6: Customization case at Banta, indicating intertwining processes between
Uniquee and its customer
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"Depending"Depending on the supply of temporary employees, it must be decided where
theythey go to, Banta or someone else. The branch manager needs to decide on
this.this. A problem is that this customer is continually on the move, so that the
formform of service never stabilizes. Banta has three customers on the waiting list.
TheyThey want a guarantee on how many employees we can supply. They need 400
people.people. We informed them that the limit is 60. We check how many temporary
employeesemployees are working in Apeldoorn and indicate that it is possible, in
principle.principle. But not all temporary employees go to one company. So you can't
guaranteeguarantee anything. The customer wonders if it can take on one of their
customerscustomers or not, then asks Unique if they must relocate some of their
activitiesactivities elsewhere, and if so, where, because they do need the people. They
wouldwould prefer to keep the activities in one place. The logistics are then easier
andand cheaper. The company keeps insisting: tell us Unique, because we depend
onon your reasoning."
Frameworkk 5.6: Continued

ValueValue Adding Focus and Interaction Governance
Thee value adding focus in mass customized services provided by the branch offices
liess on the following.
The customer's ability to express its human resource needs (the customer's
part). .
The interaction with Unique's front office employees to interpret the customer's
questionn (the interaction part).
The matching process (the process part).
Thee interaction governance is one of sparring. Customers can influence the
specificationn to the extent to which Unique is willing to provide (constrained by its
components).. The server's role is one of configuring components to meet individual
customerr needs.
"Which"Which services you will offer becomes apparentfrom the conversations you
havehave with the customer. Usually you explain one or two services. You try to
createcreate a desire and to discover needs. Based on that you decide which
servicesservices to offer... You specify the requirements of the customer more
clearly.clearly. You create a desire. Reformulating the desire happens quite
frequently." frequently."
Thee customization cases (frameworks 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6) show a value adding
focuss on the customer's coproduction abilities and on customer-supplier interaction.
Inn all cases the service is specified together with the customer, often in teamwork.
Thee interaction governance is merely one of sparring than one of jobbing. Although
thee customer highly influences the specification of the service, Unique has control
overr the interaction as well because of its knowledge on human resource
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managementt and about its own abilities to innovate. The following quote shows that
thee interaction governance is merely of a negotiating nature (sparring).

"We"We advised against it. Using the standard temporary unemployment
channelchannel offers no extra stimulus. You will have to conduct a different sort of
campaign...campaign... We understand the company's problem clearly... The concept
thethe total composition of it and the translation to services and activities is
new.new. Naturally, you use the knowledge that you have as a matching
organization,organization, like knowledge in the area of recruitment and selection
TheyThey had the courage to choose a completely different direction."

ManagementManagement Approach
Uniquee uses an empowerment approach with regards to its relation management.
Relationn management carry the responsibility for their customers.
"The"The managing and decision taking is defined at three levels from district
managermanager to director depending on the size of the customer. "
Thee empowerment approach is also used in the branch offices, but Unique
allowss lesser degrees of freedom for branch staff. Within the framework of planning
att the branch office the intermediaries and sales executives decide which activities
theyy undertake.

"A"A plan is drawn up for the branch office which includes the number of
placements,placements, special offers, reference enquiries, the offering of employee
andand the registration of applicants. A planning is made based on available
hours.hours. The standard for a placement, for example, is one hour. "

[EdV:: What determines what the intermediary does the next hour?]
"Partially"Partially what there is still on my desk, partially what comes in. In the
morningsmornings we distribute a number of things among each other. But a
telephonetelephone call can change that. You try to continually set priorities. The
intermediaryintermediary must be able to define the lines himself outside of the ma
line." line."

MarketingMarketing Approach
Uniquee is turnover oriented on the one hand and on the other hand is clearly
developingg towards retaining relations. Relation marketing at branch office level
expressess the importance that is attached to the building up of relations (see table
5.11). .
"Whether"Whether or not a company employs a regular temporary employment
agencyagency depends on the company's size and the products and services that
theythey offer. For certain crucial processes companies often bring in a regular
partnerpartner with a steady pool because they want to guarantee continuity.
WhereasWhereas for other sections many temporary employment agencies are
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approachedapproached because they experience a serious shortage. Erratic behavior
thenthen exists within a customer-organization. As Unique you must be able to
accuratelyaccurately determine the customer's hiring pattern and to plan your course
accordingly." accordingly."
"This"This year 80% of our turnover and profit will come from 20% of our
customers.customers. It was never like that in the past. " [EdV: statement refers to one
off the branch offices]
"Steady"Steady customers will want Unique to fulfill the personnel management
functionfunction more and more: "I let Unique do that".
Thee quotes in table 5.1, the preferential treatment of existing customers when
assigningg scarce capacity (see table 5.4), the rise of relation oriented functions
(accountt intermediary, project intermediary, account management and relation
management)) and the start of explicit account planning confirm Unique's focus on
relationn marketing.
BM1 1 "I"I steer towards preserving relations. This is certainly influenced by turnover. You
trytry to hold on to what you have."
BM2 2 "Personal"Personal relations with employers and employees are very important because
temporarytemporary employment work is an allow business. "
IM1 1 "You"You can improve the loyalty of temporary employees by spending time with them
andand paying attention to them. You see that it works. "
IM2 2 "Being"Being Unique, we supply quality and also pay attention to someone's personality,
whetherwhether an employee Jits in at a given company, etc. Personal contacts and a steady
contactcontact for customers are important."
SE1 1 "You"You try to build up a relation at the larger companies. The form the relationship
takestakes and which services are supplied depends on the customer's requests."
SE2 2 "You"You can extend the period that a temporary employee works for you by doing a lot
forfor the employee when the work period ends, so that he can be placed again. Then
theythey are also prepared to help if you are in need for a day. That is also the nice part
ofof the personal approach, if that wasn 't there it would be really cold."
AIM M"What's"What's more, it is pleasant to visit a customer, to maintain the contact and deepen
thethe relationship. A customer then personally knows who maintains the contact and
lookslooks for temporary employees for the company. The account intermediary also
knowsknows more about what is going on at the company ...if you place industrial
employeesemployees at a company you can inquire at the customer if temporary employees
couldcould be used for more functions. You get to know the departments. There can be
completelycompletely different people in two different departments, certainly at large
companies.companies. You can take that into account when you send temporary employees. You
gaingain more insight into the customer. "
Tablee 5.11: Expressions of relation marketing at branch offices (BM = Branch Manager; IM
== Intermediary; SE = Sales Executive; AIM = Account Intermediary)
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Economies Economies
Too a large extent Unique is dependent on a broad reach in the market, in which
differentt groups of customers (mainly medium and small enterprises with a
progressionn to larger hirers) are served with services that to a certain extent can be
adaptedd to the needs of the customer. Because the service only varies marginally, an
importantt part of the sales and the administrative production apparatus can be
standardized,, keeping the costs low. Unique profits from 'economies of scope'.
Uniquee is increasingly focusing its efforts on developing profound relationships
withh the customer, offering customized services through which parts of the
processess of the customer are taken over. In this case Unique's service processes
formm themselves to the nature of the customer's assignment. Unique profits in this
casee from 'economies of relationship', the advantages that go with getting to know
thee management style of the customer better, through which continually new
solutions/servicess can be offered.
Oscillationn Between Scope and Partnership Orientation through
Innovation n
Uniquee deliberately innovates thought its customized services. In table 5.12 I
characterizee Unique's innovations based on Gallouj and Weinstein's innovation
types. .
Uniquee tries to standardize elements of customized services to enable mass
customization,, although as I wrote in the paragraph on product information 6r
Unique'ss relation management, sometimes they lack capacity to do so.
Thee quote below shows a clear form of a posteriori recognition, dissemination
andd codification of newly built competencies. It deals with a customization initiative
forr a customer in cooperation with other Unique International subsidiaries. It shows,
justt like the other quotes on customization initiatives that the innovations at Unique
aree by nature ad hoc and recombinative. It also shows how Unique makes
innovationss operational in its branch offices and in those of other subsidiaries, and
howw Unique attempts to standardize the new elements from innovations and make
themm recombinant for future innovations using manuals, procedures, methods and
functionn profiles.
Unique'sUnique's innovations
Innovation Innovation
type type
Incremental l
•• New tests
Add hoc
•• The customization initiatives: the in house branch office at Solvay
Duphar;; the foundations of the organization Zorgwerk by order of the
Stichtingg Thuiszorg Rotterdam; the reintegration service together with
Dee Amersfoortse (framework 5.3); the pool for jobs in logistics
(frameworkk 5.5); the recruitment campaign for an ICT company
(frameworkk 5.2); pool management for Banta (framework 5.6).
Recombinative e •• The customization initiatives in which existing components of
orr architectural
Unique'ss services are combined with new elements
Radical l
•• No indications

Tablee 5.12: Innovation types
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"A"A new customer has been recently scored, whereby many things have been
discusseddiscussed with the customer. All other agencies have been slowly thrown ou
ThereThere is a 'hiring-in' potential of millions of Dutch guilders. A package of
servicesservices has been customized with the customer, and that was really
'playing'.'playing'. It first has to click. What you bring in must appeal to them. The
youyou commit it to paper and present it. You think together. You saw it happen,
wewe could continually anticipate matters. You penetrate deeper and deeper
intointo the customer's process and are able to finalize the project from A to Z.
YouYou enter at the customer at a certain management level and gradually rise
toto higher levels. This gives you insight into the customer's decision-making
processes.processes. Internally, I had commitment to invest in a project office. I could
definedefine the staffing in cooperation with the regional managers. The directors
ofof Unique International's subsidiaries and the customer are convinced of
ourour commitment. Unique NL supplies the employees, but can draw them
fromfrom the various subsidiaries as well. A manual for the project has been
designeddesigned for the branch offices, containing procedures, methods and
functionfunction profiles. A whole range ofnew instruments (new forms for example)
hashas been developed that are partly reusable for other projects, because the
manualmanual systematically deals with the various parts. A similar manual has
alsoalso once been written for the outplacement service. Which has by now
growngrown into a standard concept that is offered on the branches own initiative
toto customers."
Uniquee needs customization initiatives to stay in the market for large hirers and
long-termm relationships. This results in a shift in its strategy towards partner
orientation.. For customization Unique uses a series of elements from its existing
servicess and adds new ones. It also tries to standardize the new service elements to
selll them to a wider market, (being part of its scope orientation). In this way the
outplacementt service has developed into a standard concept.
II characterize the above-mentioned innovations and movements in Unique's
strategyy as an oscillating movement between two generic strategies: the scope and
partnershipp orientation. Through this oscillation Unique enhances its competencies
throughoutt the years in a path dependent way, making these competencies hard too
duplicatee and contriburive to its heterogeneity.
Uniquee faces some drawbacks from this oscillation as well, resulting in
operationall strain. The fact that Unique recognizes these limitations becomes
apparentt from the quotes below.

"If"If you want to deploy the sales organization to generate more turnover per
customercustomer this means that you must deploy them differently, because the
processprocess for a new relation is a very different process to deepening the
relationshiprelationship with an existing customer. Somewhere the processes counte
eacheach other. The choice for new relations ge& in the way ofdepth. One of the
pointspoints of policy is that Unique wants to attract more customers in the large
volumevolume sector. If you attract a customer like that, you quickly have to set
somethingsomething up for it. You can also organize the process differently by
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preparingpreparing the companyfor it. Now itfeels as if we can't make up our m
TheThe branch office should build a deeper relationship with the customer. "
"We"We are actually a "director in scarcity " and will have to be very creativ
becausebecause all the known routes have already been tried. We are moving
direction,direction, though most people don't think like that yet. The accept
proceduresprocedures in the company are not entirely in line with creatively d
withwith scarcity."
Thiss operational tension is a result of the fact that service organizations, whose
mostt important resources are human resources, can hardly build up an over-capacity
off human resources in anticipation of innovations that are necessary in the market.
Inn such organizations, entrepreneurship does not consist of pre-investment in
productss or production capacity, but takes place in the area of tension between
servicee innovation in the market on the one hand and the managing of ones own
productionn capacity on the other. The organization can keep innovating, as long as
thiss tension remains manageable so that customers can be kept content and the
internall organization doesn't block. This is what Unique attempts to do with its ad
hocc and recombinant innovation for customized services.

Conclusion:: What I Learned from Unique

Thee Unique case is supportive to the propositions presented in chapter four. The
frontfront office branch office shows the pattern of field and inside service and the fron
officee relation management shows information requirements on the symbiosis level
too specify pure customization. Insufficiency of relation information still existed,
whichh caused limited proactivity, thus supporting proposition two. Both scope and
partnershipp orientation in strategy is recognizable at Unique. The oscillation between
bothh strategic patterns contributes to innovation at Unique in which new
competenciess are built through a posteriori recognition and dissemination of ad hoc
innovationss and is expected to contribute to retention of customers. For their scope
orientation,, Unique relies on the field and inside service front office type and for
theirr partnership orientation Unique relies on the symbiosis front office type. This
supportss proposition three.
Theree is a link between the relation, product and process information for the
frontfront office type field and inside service at the branch offices. To arrive at a match,
thee branches deploy a number of components in the form of activities, such as card
indexx analysis, window ads, testing the candidates, etc., depending on the request
fromfrom the customer. The customer profile of the customer and the temporary
employeee play an important part in these activities, because they express the wishes
andd needs of both parties, because the customer profile defines the importance of
bothh parties for Unique, and because it provides an insight into the history of
relationss with both parties. An insight into capacity availability is also included in
thesee activities. There is a relation between the activities that are undertaken and the
abilityy to succeed in the labor market. If a scarce temporary employee needs to be
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assigned,, therelationinformation of both parties is included in the matching process
too decide on the assignment.
Thee relation between relation, product and process information within the front
officee type symbiosis was clearly illustrated by the case, where a new recruitment
andd selection concept was being specified in collaboration with an ICT company
(frameworkk 5.2). It is notable how clearly the relation management experienced
restrictionss in its proactivity as a result of the limitations of the customer profile at
thee branch office, and how they articulated their information requirements in the
interviewss and the account planning. These requirements are on the level of the
developmentt of the relationship and partnership opportunities. The use of the
commonn components and smallest units for customization, present at the branch
offices,, is also worth mentioning. In almost all customizing initiatives, new service
conceptss were designed, in which recruitment and selection components and the
accompanyingg instruments of the branch offices were re-used and extended with
neww procedures and specific capacity (like, for example, account or project
intermediaries).. It is clear that the relation management uses the relation, product
andd process information available at the branch offices, and had additional
informationn needs to specify pure customization, fitting with the front office type
symbiosis. .
Unique'ss strategy oscillates between a scope and partnership oriented strategy
andd the characteristics of both strategies are recognizable. Gallouj and Weinstein's
servicee innovation types provide additional analytic tools to describe and understand
Unique'ss innovation strategy and add to our understanding of oscillation between
scopee and partnership orientation. The wish to broaden the market to large hirers and
too deepen existing relationships challenges Unique to customize and generates a
rangee of innovations from which elements can be used in other service offerings as
well.. Existing service components are used in pure customization innovations and
aree enhanced by new service components. The entrepreneurship in innovative
customizationn initiatives is also notable. Unique consciously manages the risk of
(temporary)) capacity problems to be able to innovate.
Onee element of the generic strategies couldn't be recognized at Unique. The
interactionn governance in Unique's partnership orientation is more of the sparring
typee than of the jobbing type. In the kind of professional services Unique provides,
puree jobbing interaction governance, in which the service provider works by order of
thee customer and the customer highly influences the specification and controls the
servicee delivery process (Shaw, 1990), doesn't seem to apply. The fact that
professionalss with a surplus on professional knowledge and experience are
insourcedd by the customer, give them the opportunity to negotiate interaction
governancee based on their professional knowledge.

Uniquee Specific Reference Material
Referencee code
AanvBedrijf f
AanbBedrijf f

Document t
Aanvraagkaartt bedrijven
Aanbiedkaartt bedrijven
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CommActivi i
Refform m
StamkrtBedr r
StamkrtUitz z
Basiscursus s
Flexis s
Vademecum m
AdvRespons s
MIS S
AanmeldDetach h
AanvraagOfferte e
Mutatieform m
InvoerRela a
Werv&Selec c
YR1997 7
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Commercieell activiteiten rapport
Referentieformulier r
Stamkaartt bedrijven
Stamkaartt Uitzendkrachten
Basiscursuss Unique Uitzendburo (cursus voor beginnend
intercedenten) )
Flexiss handleiding; handleiding van het administratief systeem Flexis
Vademecum,, electronisch handboek; beschikbaar op hoofdkantoor
Formulierr advertentie respons
Managementt informatie systeem
Aanmeldingsformulierr detachering
Aanvraagformulierr offertes
Mutatieformulierr contactpersonen mailingbestand
Invoerdocumentt nieuwe relatie e
Documentt werving en selectie/afkoopdocument
Yearr Report 1997, Unique International n.v., Jaarverslag 1997

Chapterr Six
Casee Study Gak Nederland

"Occupational"Occupational disability is especially a non-medical matter. It is a q
mobilitymobility in thefirstplace" (FinDagl5dec99)
Inn this chapter I present the case study at Gak Nederland B.V., further referred to as
Gak.. I studied Gak during the period of April 1998 to February 1999. The chapter
unfoldss as follows.
•• An introduction to Gak Nederland B. V.
•• An introduction of the main units of analysis, the three front offices
Relatiebeheerr & Verkoop (R&V, relation management and sales),
Polisbeheerr (policy management) and the Centra voor Werk and Inkomen
(CWI,, centers for labor and income).
•• Data collection: the sources of information at Gak Nederland B.V.
•• Gak's services.
•• Gak's market.
•• Gak's basic organizational structure.
•• Gak's strategy.
•• Degrees of customization at Gak.
•• Front office R&V.
•• Front office Polisbeheer.
•• Front office CWI.
•• Conclusions and a discussion on what I learnedfromthe Gak case
Thee main parts of the chapter are the sections on Gak's strategy and the sections on
thee three front offices.

Gakk Nederland B.V.
Duringg the period of the case study, Gak Nederland was part of Gak Groep NV
(GAKJvrsg98),, a private company providing public services and private services.
Gakk Groep NV had two daughters: Gak Nederland B.V. and Gak Holding B.V.
(GAKJvrsg98).. Gak Holding B.V. provided several private services and consisted
off nine subsidiaries. These companies and its basic services are depicted in table 6.1
(GAKJvrsg98).. Gak Holding B.V. had a turnover of 178 million Euros in 1998 and
employedd an average of 1,145 people (GAKJvrsg98). During the period of study
Gakk Holding B.V. entered into a strategic alliance with the Dutch financial service
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companyy Achmea to broaden its market into private and company insurances and
employeee benefits services. On several occasions in this case study, the private
servicess of Gak Holding B.V. are referred to as services of the 'B-branch'. The
abbreviationn GAK stood for Gemeenschappelijk Administratie Kantoor (common
administrationn office).
Thiss case study is restricted to Gak Nederland B.V. Gak Nederland was the
largestt Uitvoeringsinstelling (UVI - social security administration agency) in the
Netherlands.. At the first of January 1998, Gak Nederland employed 10,813 full time
equivalentss distributed over 12.113 employees (GAKNLJvrs98). Its turnover in
19988 was about 722 million Euros (GAKJvrsg98). Gak Nederland collected 13
billionn Euros social security premiums in 1998 and paid 8,3 billion Euros social
securityy benefits during that period (GAKNLJvrs98).

Gak'ss Front Offices
Differentt departments of Gak Nederland have different kinds of contact with
customerss (sector counsels, employers and employees) (Commlnv). To study of all
thesee contacts was beyond the scope of this study. The study focused on three front
officess for which Gak's policy was to migrate into single points of contact.
•• Relatiebeheer & Verkoop (R&V, relation management and sales).
•• Polisbeheer (policy management).
•• Centra voor Werk and Inkomen (CWI, centers for labor and income).
Thee functions of these front offices will be explained in the forthcoming sections
dedicatedd to each front office.

Company Company
BasicBasic services
Automatiseringg Sociale Informationn Technology services.
Zekerheidd B.V.
Gakk Verzekeringen B.V. Privatee insurance services and collection services.
SVIANEDD B.V.
Dataa and telecommunications services.
Electronicc collection and distribution of data.
ViaPrismaa B.V.
Gakk Bedrijfszorg B.V. Occupationall healthcare services.
Consultingg services on assistance and security management.
StatorB.V. .
Psychologicall assistance to decrease absenteeism because of
LAICC B.V.
illnesss and occupational disability due to psychological
affections. .
Reall estate holding company.
Gakk Onroerend Goed
B.V. .
Gakk Sociale Zekerheid Sociall security related administration services to Dutch
municipalities. .
B.V. .

Tablee 6.1: Subsidiaries of Gak Holding
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Dataa Collection
Inn the case study at Gak the following information sources has been used.
•• Documentation (see specific references at the end of this chapter).
•• Interviews: 19 interviews with senior management, account managers, project
management,, policy management, front office employees of the CWI and two
customerss of GAK (two organizations).

Gak'ss Services
Thee services of the complete Gak Group are grouped into three categories.
•• Administration of social security acts.
•• Administrative settlement through electronic services and organizational
arrangements. .
•• Services in the field of illness and occupational disability prevention and reintegration. .
Thiss study is restricted to the public services in the first two categories. Reintegrationn services started during 1998 with the introduction of the REA act on the
firstfirst of July and haven't been taken into account in the study.
Gakk Nederland B.V. administered social security obligations for its customers
(sectors,, employers and employees). On the basis of tenure and salary registrations,
Gakk defined social security insurance premiums and collected these from employers
andd employees. In 1998, Gak administered all social security laws in the
Netherlandss for 193,000 employers and 3,782,000 tenures (GAKNLJvrs98). It
adjudicatedd social security benefits to (former) employees and allocated subsidies
forr re-integration of unemployed or occupational disabled people. Furthermore Gak
inspectedd employers and employees to prevent and to trace fraud. The laws
administeredd by Gak Nederland during 1998 are depicted in table 6.2
(GAKNUvrs98). .

Gak'ss Market
Gakk Nederland anticipated major changes in the social security business in the
periodd of study and the years before and after. As a result of the parliamentary
inquiryy of the Commission Buurmeijer and the resulting changes in Dutch
legislationn (see appendix B), the UVI's faced major changes in their environment.
Fromm 1952, on behalf of the Organisatiewet Sociale Verzekeringen (Social Security
(Organization)) Act) the Dutch industry was categorized into 26 industries, each
havingg their own industry association. The central bodies of employers and
employeess founded the Gak in 1952 to perform the social security administration of
188 industry associations. These industry associations commissioned Gak until 1997.
Upp until that year Gak didn't face any competition.
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DutchDutch social security law

AmountAmount of adjudications /
amountamount of terminations
Werkloosheidswett (WW) / Unemployment Insurance Act. 282,000/295,000 0
Wett uitbreiding loondoorbetaling door werkgever bij
442,000/nott available
ziektee (Wulbz) / Continued Payment of Wages and
Salariess (sickness) Act.
Wett Arbeids Ongeschiktheid (WAO) / Occupational
43,100/36.200 0
disablementt Benefits Act.
Wett Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering jong
6,3000 / 3,900
gehandicaptenn (Wajong) / Disablement Assistance Act for
Handicappedd Young Persons.
Wett Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering Zelfstandigen
3,5000 / 3,000
(WAZ)) / Self-employed Persons Disablement Insurance
Act. .
Toeslagenwett / Supplementary Benefits Act.
89,3000 / not available
Wett reïntegratie arbeidsgehandicapten (REA) / Disability Nott available (started on the
Re-integrationn Act.
firstt of July 1998)
Tablee 6.2: Laws administered by Gak Nederland during 1998

Fromm the first of March 1997, based on the new Organisatiewet Sociale
Verzekeringen,, the industry associations discontinued their existence and Gak
shouldd be commissioned by other parties in two phases (GAKstruc97; GAK2002;
HFDlijnen).. In the first phase Lisv would become the formal commissioner and
sectorr counsels (to be formed by the industry) would become commissioners as
regardss content. The sector counsels would become real customers with
differentiatedd demands, but the funding of UVI's to perform their social security
administrationn would come from Lisv. In the second phase, new entrants would be
allowedd to enter the UVI market and employers would be free to choose their UVI
ass supplier of social security administration services. The first phase was introduced
too facilitate existing UVI's in getting used to market forces. In the second phase new
entrantss and free choice of suppliers was allowed to create more competition.
Duringg the period of study Gak migrated into the second phase and competition
raised.. Lisv encouraged competition between the UVI's to increase the quality of
theirr service and to decrease administrative costs.
Besidess the introduction of competition, the UVI's in general and Gak in
particularr (as being the largest UVI) faced several major legislatory changes, which
affectedd their business. Legislatory changes were introduced to provide employers
andd employees with incentives to prevent employees from illness, disablement and
unemploymentt and to re-integrate ill, disabled and unemployed people in the job
markett (by conducting people to their former job or to new jobs).
AA short history of the major changes in the Dutch social security legislation
sincee the Commission Buurmeijer is provided in appendix B.
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Gak'ss Basic Organizational Structure
Gakk Nederland was divided into six directorates. The responsibilities of the
directoratess are described in table 6.3 (GAKstruc97). The directorates Distribution
andd Employers were both responsible for the 29 district offices. The district
directorss were responsible for the front offices Polisbeheer and the CWI's. R&V
felll under the responsibility of the directorate Sales and product development.

Gak'ss Strategy: Innovation from Mass to Scope Orientation
Duringg the period of research the service positioning strategy of Gak Nederland
movedd from a mass oriented strategy to a scope oriented strategy (see table 6.4).
Thee situation at the start of the study was that Gak's main business was one of mass
transactionss along standardized processes with many parties (sectors, employers and
employees)) in the market. Limited differentiation was made between these parties.
Gak'ss emphasis for the period 1996-1998 was on scale, improving the
price/performancee ratio, cost control as condition to survive and service
improvementt to employers by reduction of administrative burden (BUSIPLAN). An
externall consultancy bureau characterized the situation as efficiency oriented,
standardd products (eventually specific for sectors) and a hierarchical, functional
partitionedd organization with central decision-making (Commlnv).
Directorate Directorate
GeneralGeneral responsibilities
Distribution n •• Allocation of unemployment, disability or sickness benefits.
•• Registration of insurance policies of employers.
•• Re-integration of (partly) disabled people to new jobs or to the job
market t
Employers s
•• Collection and registration of data about employers, employees and
tenures. .
•• Determination and collection of premiums and inspection of
employers. .
Saless and
•• Sales, relation management and account management.
product t
•• Product development.
development t •• Quality management.
Financee and
•• Planning and control, financial accounting and reporting.
economics s
•• Registration of financial and human resource data.
ICT T
•• ICT systems development, architecture and systems operations.
Supportt staff
•• Organizational consultancy and change management.
•• Human resource management.
•• Legal affairs.
•• Communications.
•• Facilities management.
Tablee 6.3: Globalresponsibilitiess of Gak's directorates
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MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
ServiceService positioning
orientation orientation
strategystrategy •>
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Add hoc structured and
Modularr /
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
interconnectedd with
componentt based
Infrastructural l
process s
customerr processes
Service/product t
Puree service
Product t
Servicee type
(masss customized) (customized) )
(standardized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and interactive
andd client
Jobbing g
Sparring g
Selling g
Interaction n
governance e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
Production-line e
Management t
perspective e
perspective e
perspective e
approach h
Relationship p
Relationship p
Marketingg approach Transaction n
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
Economies s
relationships s

Tablee 6.4: Gak's move from mass to a scope orientation

Thee situation changed during the period of study. Gak's board of directors took
aa stance towards the changes in the social security business at the beginning of 1998
(VisieOl). .
••

••

••

••
••
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Large companies and groups of large companies could commission reintegrationn of unemployed or occupationally disabled people. They close a
contractt for the coherent delivery of these services by UVI's, occupational
healthh care services and temporary employment service providers.
The LISV keeps a coordinating role, among which those in the co-operation
frameworkk of Samenwerking Werk and Inkomen (SWI - cooperation work
andd income).
Public tasks are integral part of social insurance packages, which will be
suppliedd to (groups of) companies. The financial interests of UVI's will be
parallell to insurers because of shared re-integration.
Sector counsels chose the UV1 for WW-administration themselves. The
WAO-administrationn will be decided on company level.
Widening of rules to enter the market, so that new UVI's will enter the
market.. The continuity of existing UVI's will be guaranteed through the
buildingg of own capital.
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SWI will be designed as a simple system of agreements between
municipalities,, UVFs and employment stimulation agencies.
•• The administrative burden will decrease by cooperation between public and
privatee companies.
•• Identification, control and justification of public processes and budgets will
continuee unabated.

Duringg the period of study, Gak started delivering specific services to sectors
andd employers to retain customers. This shift in strategy stems from changing policy
forr the period 1998-2000, for which the business plan stated the following
(BUSIPLAN). .
••

••

••
••
••
••
••

Offering of customized solutions for customer specific wishes and
preparingg the organization, systems and processes for product
differentiation,, with saving of scale in the back office.
Adequate, service oriented, proactive front offices. Problems of
customerss need to be signaled and solved in time. Relation management
willl become important.
A certain degree of standardization of bulk processes remains
inevitable. .
More investment in human resources.
A flexible organizational design.
Sustaining focus on cost control.
Striving for competitor advantage due to ICT.

Thee change in Gak's strategy during 1998 is a change into the direction of scope
orientation,, in which different customer groups would be served with mass
customizedd services. The next quotations show how Gak's strategy was seen as
movingg from mass to scope orientation.
Thee next quotes indicate a move towards modularity, mass customization and
economiess of scope.
"The"The larger the customer the more we think in packages that are built
modular.modular. We think about the 200-plus customers, the administration offices
andand AA-accountants. These last two groups are the portals to small and
mediummedium enterprises (SME). Gak can support these intermediaries in their
adviseadvise role towards their customers with service packages and service
conceptsconcepts of Gak "
"The"The strategy that will be applied for SME's (80%) will be focused on low
costs,costs, run in procedures, ease for customers and standard products,
eventuallyeventually with some cosmetic customization. For large accounts (20%), we
willwill deliver mass customization."
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"Gak"Gak uses the BarbaPappa model: a metaphor for a flexible organization
withwith a solid back office surrounded by bulgings that might disappear. So, a
massmass customization model with a standardized back office with on top of it
customizationcustomization extensions that will be produced downstream. For the b
officeoffice applies the 80-20 rule: 80% standard, 20% complex customization."

"The"The image that emerges is one of segmentation of the market, in which
commoditiescommodities will be delivered to one group of customers, while anoth
groupgroup will receive services built from modules and a third group will be
servedserved with new service concepts and more service concepts."
Thee next quotes indicate a move towards customer retention, relationship
marketingg and a first segmentation of the market.
"The"The marketing strategy is focused on retention of customers and enlarging
thethe turnover per customer. "
"We"We offer risk prevention, risk insurance and administrative services (that's
ourour assortment definition)...The Gak brand will focus on contacts, not on
products,products, the full service concept is a relational concept. This is a strategic
choice,choice, we vision our value added not in products but in capacity, in which
itit handles about relation management and in which capacity varies based
onon the composition of products."

"In"In the future we clearly have to set goals and we have to appoint target
groups....Ifgroups....If a customer has special requirements that are hard to fit in our
organization,organization, then we don't have to satisfy these requirements. We
talkingtalking about product/market combinations. At the moment, we don't have
targettarget groups. We don't act on it. We react on the demand. This is different
fromfrom defining product/market combinations. "
"Risk"Risk prevention and to be insured risks, customer size and their role
(intermediary(intermediary or not) are the most important criteria, I would use
segmentsegment the market."

Thiss last quote indicates a move towards a sparring interaction governance and
moree focus on value adding through interactivity.

"At"At the contract level, requirements of customers will be bridged with Gak's
propositionproposition in terms of type of products and services. On the operationa
levellevel (operational communication, services, advise, etc.) specific customer
requirementsrequirements have to be satisfied with the products and service Gak has."
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Thee development in Gak's strategy from mass to scope orientation is reflected
inn the communications plan of Gak (Commlnv). The director Communications
expressedd the tenor of the communication plan as follows.
"In"In Gak's communication with the outside world, three levels are
distinguished:distinguished: public affairs, sales and commerce, [EdV: Relatiebeheer &
Verkoop]] and operations [EdV: Polisbeheer].
TheThe quality of the operational level is seen as part of the actual performance
andand is the evidence for all commercial promises. In commercial actions we
definedefine propositions and contracts that need to be proven in the operations.
TheThe appreciation of Gak largely will be defined by our actual performance
andand operational communications. The most commercial is probably simply
improvementimprovement of operational communication...
ContactsContacts on the operational level will often be with the same people as on
contractcontract level, in sector counsels and industry organizations. They feed their
imageimage about Gak from their experiences with our actual performance. The
samesame people are often in the umbrella and interagent organizations that
influenceinfluence governmental policy. This requires coherent communications.
AlthoughAlthough we won't see the same persons or departments on the three levels
ofof communications at the Gak side, opinions on Gak at the customer side do
convergeconverge and will reach decision-making unit's who close contracts. That
meansmeans that Gak needs to organize itself on the same quality level as the
customercustomer does. The contact person on the other side determines our contact
person.person. That means that operational and commercial relation management
shouldshould not be explicitly separated than is the case at the moment, in spite of
thethe fact that the two differ in tasks. The operational level is more
administrativeadministrative and the commercial level is more focused on determining the
proposition.proposition. Polisbeheer, thus, needs to be seen as part of the complete
commercialcommercial process. We need to link the account manager who speaks on
highhigh levels, the contact person with the employer on decentral level and
PolisbeheerPolisbeheer who manages the administration. This is Gak's challenge,
becausebecause at the moment these are separated.
TheThe actual situation is that on the operational level, the customer has more
oror less one-to-one relationships with the policy manager and the inspector,
whilewhile an important part of the sales activities take place in contacts with
sectorssectors and large companies. In contacts on central and decentral level, the
emphasesemphases is on administrative implementation, on the micro level of the
relation.relation. This also applies for contacts with sector counsels and large
accounts.accounts. Gak will strengthen these contacts by talking more in marketing
termsterms about customer requirements for risk minimalisation, risk
managementmanagement and administration services (the questions of customers on the
macromacro level). Customer contacts need to develop in the direction of
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requirementsrequirements determination, proposition development, price determinatio
contributioncontribution to the customer's profit and sales of packages."
Changee Program Aansluiting
Thee development of the strategy from mass orientation towards scope orientation
wass made operational through an ambitious change program, called Aansluiting
(junction)) (GAK2002). Within this program a wide variety of projects was started
too design and implement a new organization. These projects ranged from
implementingg an integral view of the customer to implementation of a flexible
insurancee administration, electronic files, innovation of the unemployment benefits
process,, knowledge management, product- and process flexibility and innovation of
thee ICT infrastructure. The program and most of the projects were ICT driven and
focusedd on organizational processes and can be characterized as typical business
reengineeringg / business process redesign endeavors (Bouman et al. 1995; Huizing
&& de Vries, 1998). With Aansluiting, Gak planned the following (AANSLPvA).
•• To map the market and to investigate the requirements of commissioners,
sectors,, employers and citizen (through database marketing and customer
relationshipp management).
•• To implement a flexible product structure by configuration of customized
productss out of standardized components and to implement flexible
processess by modular process descriptions.
•• To improve control, accountability and human resource management.
•• To improve data acquisition, processing and storage and to implement chain
integration.. Through the electronic integration of large employers and a
flexiblee insurance administration, Gak would obtain central databases on
relationss (employers, employees, etc), products and policies to provide
thesee data to its primary processes and relevant third parties.
Thee ambition of the program is reflected by its planned cost. To finish the
completee portfolio of projects within the period of 1998-2002, Aansluiting needed a
budgett of 294 million Euros (including 65 million Euros on hardware). The program
wass planned for the period Januari 1998 to Januari 2001 (AANSLPvA).
Typess of Innovation
Gak'ss strategy was to innovate from a mass oriented strategy without any real
competitionn towards a scope oriented strategy to retain existing customers (sectors
andd employers) in an environment of rising competition. In table 6.5 Gak's practice
iss characterized by the innovation types of Gallouj and Weinstein.
Manyy of the customization innovations initiated at the customer-provider
interfacee (in Gallouj's terms ad hoc innovations) were ad hoc in the general sense as
well,, meaning uncontrolled and without a clear organized a posteriori recognition,
disseminationn and codification of new built competences.
"To"To deliver customization, you have to get together the right people in a
workingworking group, who study, together with the customer, what is possible.
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AlthoughAlthough things changed the last two years, still too less time is made for
workingworking group members to engage themselves continually with development
andand conceptualization of customization applications. If Gak sees
customizationcustomization as a product, resources should be made free to analyze
patternspatterns over customization initiatives. These patterns should lead to
standardizationstandardization of customization to ease delivery. Nowadays, when we want
toto customize, we always have to search for product components. The wheel
getsgets invented all the time because internally we don't have sufficiently runinin procedures."
"At"At the moment several customization initiatives run, in the operations and
datadata supply for different sectors, for example for the temporary employment
sectorsector (Reflex). Other initiatives led to concentration of case processing, as
forfor example for the sector counsels merchant marine, Akzo Nobel, NS, etc.
ThereThere is no coordination recognizable over these different initiatives. "
Althoughh Gak moved towards a scope orientation and made use of
recombinativee and ad hoc innovations to do so, the above-mentioned quotes show
thatt the organization wasn't designed for it. The next quotes confirm this and show
thatt Gak tried to protect its standardized processes.
"Customers"Customers find it incomprehensible that the factory is protected that way.
GakGak is not very customer oriented in this regard."

Innovation Innovation
Characteristics Characteristics
Incremental l
Changes in a form of eight A4 to one A4 in one of the district offices,
innovation n
becausee employers had complaints on the form.
Add hoc
Somee of the innovations resulted from customer pressure and were
innovation n triggeredd through customer contact, as the following quote shows. "The
formerformer idea was: "Oh please let it remain standard because otherwise it
becomesbecomes so difficult and we can't count it any more..." But the settlement
structurestructure ofLISVis not the reason. It is more the culture of the
organization.organization. Large customers like KPN, who want to prove themselves to
LlSVwithLlSVwith new products, help us to challenge that. The customer serves as
aa drawbar."
Recombinativ v •• The main elements of the change program Aansluiting.
ee or
•• Supply chain integration with the data roundabout.
architectural l •• The one-processing office concept, employer teams and expert
innovation n
concentrationn in one office.
Radical l
•• No indications.
innovation n

Tablee 6.5: Innovation types at Gak
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"Head"Head of LISV sneered last year during negotiation: "What do you want
withwith all these sectors. I mean, nowadays you 're even not able to count all
thesethese standard products properly, let alone if you have 44 of each type.
YouYou 're such a factory. You 're not ready for it. "

"A"A company like Unilever is a passage house. We go there monthly to see
what'swhat's going on and what we need to do. Unfortunately, we're not able to
leapleap on its developments with our current too standardized products, so that
wewe can't deliver them extra services. Then we use makeshift measures, while
wewe wanted to arrange some customization. Unilever works with
apprenticeships,apprenticeships, people who work abroad, etc., all kinds of variants, w
areare not taken into account in Gak systems. That leads to problems with
suppliedsupplied data (tenures, wages, etc.). We sent the tapes back because Gak
can'tcan't process them. Then we solve it with Videotex, for which that is not
meant." meant."
Gakk moved from mass orientation to scope orientation. This is indicated by its
businesss plan, its communication plan, the initiation and implementation of a large
scalee change program Aansluiting and the way Gak's strategy is experienced by
interviewees.. This move in Gak's strategy gets further confirmed in the coming
sectionn on the degrees of customization.
Thee mass oriented strategy of the former years did arise an organization in
whichh implementation of customization or recombinative innovations was hard.
Theree was a certain tendency to protect the standardized factory. By Aansluiting,
Gakk obtained a breakthrough by building an organization in which components of
administrativee services would become clearly recognizable. Within the current
organizationn it was uncommon to recognize patterns over ad hoc innovations. There
wass no a posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of new built
competencies,, making these innovations ad hoc in the general sense of meaning as
well. .
Changingg Strategic Intentions
Gakk didn't have the opportunity to finish its program Aansluiting and its change in
strategy.. Due to forthcoming new legislation, the change program Aansluiting was
dismantledd at the end of 1999. In some of the projects some results were already
achieved,, other projects continued, but the change organization around the program
wass dismantled and several projects were stopped. At the beginning of the year
20000 the Dutch government decided to stop the privatization process of the UVI's.
Inn the first months of the year 2000, GAK decided to sell their commercial services,
likee for instance their ICT service company ASZ, and to stop their commercial
ventures.. During 2000 and 2001 new legislation on the organization of social
securityy passed the Dutch Parliament, the so-called SUWI law (Structuur Uitvoering
Werkk and Inkomen, Structure Administration Labor and Income). In the SUWI law,
thee complete merger of all five UVI's into one organization, the Uitvoeringsorgaan
Werknemersverzekeringenn (UWV) was arranged for by the date of January first
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2002,, leaving Gak Nederland and the other UVFs with a new ambitious change
program. .

Degreess of Customization
Inn this section I discuss the degrees of customization, which Gak provided in its
services.. Examples of the different degrees of customization are included in table
6.6.. The bulk of Gak's services were standard social security services to employees
andd segmented standardized services to employers. Customized services
(customizedd standardization, tailored customization and sometimes pure
customization)) were offered on a small scale to sectors and employers. Most
customizationn was of the type customized standardization or tailored customization.
Thee example of pure customization in table 6.6 is an exception, but is interesting to
discusss because it illustrates possibilities to customize from new and existing
smallestt replicapable units.

Puree Standardization
Sociall insurance products are standard services, as well for the employer as for the
employee.. Against certain conditions and premiums an obligatory insurance is
closed,, which covers certain risks. Against certain conditions the insurance provides
benefits. .
"Gak"Gak delivers standard products, with sometimes a tittle bit of
customization.customization. The former thought was: please let it be standard because
otherwiseotherwise it becomes so difficult and we aren 't able to count our products. "
Segmentedd Standardization
Standardd social insurance products are offered to employers in the form of umbrella
policiess in combination with standard methods for data supply, the so-called data
supplyy products. The umbrella policy is a standard social security policy for
employerss belonging to a certain sector. The standard service is targeted to a certain
segmentt (the sector). Data supply products are targeted to certain segments as well.
"We"We have target groups, based on the degree of computerization. A large
companycompany that has standardized everything will be offered GIS or even
ViaPrisma.ViaPrisma. A small company that does it all via its administration office,
willwill be offered Videotex."
Thee data supply products and its main target groups were the following.
•• MSV/digitaal and JOG/digitaal. Supply of tenure data and data for the
yearlyy reporting of wages to Gak on tape, diskette or cartridge
(ElecBerichten). .
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••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••
••
••
••
••
••

PurePure standardization
Social insurance benefits, like WW-benefits.
SegmentedSegmented standardization
Social insurances in combination with standard methods for data supply, the so-called
dataa supply products (like Videotex or EDI), targeted to specific segments,
CustomizedCustomized standardization
One-processing office (for example for Akzo Nobel, Nationale Nederlanden (Brug24)
andKLM(APKLM). .
Specific knowledge at offices concerning wage components of PTT Post and KPN for
day-wagee supply for the WW/WAO; specific knowledge for assessment of VZP and
knowledgee of the organizational structure of the client (APKPN).
Concentration of social-medical expertise concerning KPN at 12 Gak offices, in
combinationn with a discussion of re-integration plans every six weeks with employees
off KPN, like their company doctor (APKPN).
Employer teams in the social-medical sphere (APKPN).
The implementation of an expert center at Gak office Hilversum for the sector audiovisual.. This center deals with the Ovav-statement centrally, formulates policies in law
technicall matters, formulates re-integration policies and has a central telephone number
forr questions. Furthermore, a Center for Work and Income-alike construction is studied
togetherr with the Landelijk Bureau voor de Kunsten (national bureau for the arts) and
thee Landelijk Bureau voor de Film (national bureau for the cinema). Hilversum
managess the other district offices concerning matters of this sector. "In this case we
chosechose for decentral processing and central coordination, contrary to the concept o
one-processingone-processing office ".
Course 're-integration networks' for KPN and later on for KLM as well (APKPN;
SECTafspr98). .
TailoredTailored customization
ReFlex (APULB; REFLEXpva).
Data supply reorganization for ABN AMRO (StukABN).
Day wage supply KPN (including monthly supply of Melding Sociale Verzekering
(reportt social insurances) (APKPN).
The possibilities to supply data to Gak automaticallyfromthe salary package are
studiedd together with the salary administrator of the industry sector Musicians and
Artists. .
Premium payment for the temporary employment sector (APULB).
PurePure customization
Supply chain integration by Reflex (AANSLPvA).

Tablee 6.6: Customization at Gak
••

AVU/digitaal. Supply of data to Gak on tape, diskette or cartridge, designed
especiallyespecially for the temporary employment industry (AVU/digitaal).
•• EBV/Videotex. Supply of illness data, tenure data and the yearly reporting
off wages by Videotex (through modem), meant for small employers
(EBV/Videotex). .
•• GIS/digitaal. Supply of all premium and insurance data, bundled in one
periodicc message to Gak, directly from the computerized personnel and
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salaryy system, targeted towards large employers and administration offices
(GIS/digitaal). .
ViaPrisma (an independent subsidiary of the Gak Groep). A diversity of
messagess is produced 'off line' and sent to ViaPrisma by modem.
ViaPrismaa distributes this data to different parties inside and outside Gak
Groep,, like to occupational health care services and health insurers.
ViaPrismaa is meant for SME, employers with a maximum of 500 employees
andd administration and accountancy offices (ViaPrisma; ElecBerichten).
Thee importance of digital data supply to Gak should not be underestimated. On
aa yearly basis Gak received three million reports social insurances (about 50%
digitally)) in which mutation in tenures are reported. Gak received about 5.5 million
yearlyy reports of wages (WGZHerin).

Customizedd Standardization
Thee administrative processing of insurances for large employers or sectors provided
opportunitiess for customized standardization.

"Opportunities"Opportunities to deliver customization are especially in the processing at
officesoffices (like the one-processing office formula) and in the offering oflCT
productsproducts for data supply. Data could be supplied by standard forms or the
formform could be customized. What we do on the form level (playing with
components,components, could be done in automation as well. This means intelligent
interfacesinterfaces between our systems and (standardized) financial packages.
CompaniesCompanies ask for this sort of customization. It happens that a company
asksasks for a specific solution that has been provided to another company.
CompaniesCompanies ask as well for simpler and more uniform procedures, etc. We
areare learning at the moment. In the future we like to be more active in
offeringoffering customized solutions."
Gakk was moving towards segmented standardization and customized
standardization,, as becomes evident from the plans for Aansluiting. As the change
programm manager put it:
"It"It is our intention to build processes and products from standard
components.components. There will become two ways to specify products.
The customer could build a service from standard components per
orderorder (order assembly out of standard components).
We could design a new product out of standard components that will
bebe offered to certain market segments (development of new standard
productsproducts out of standard components).
InIn practice there will arise a mix of order-assembled products for large
employersemployers and for target groups standard prefab products. In the first case
qualityquality of service will prevail. In the second case the price will be
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important.important. We will differentiate segments in the market and will try to align
processprocess steps to product components."
LISVV budgets for Gak are based on the counting of process steps that needs to
bee done to process social insurance products. LISV speaks about 'reference
products'' (ProdCat), 191 reference products are differentiated. The reference
productss are the service activities for which Gak is paid by LISV. These products
consistt of decisions (WW.001, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, etc.), decrees (WV.456, WV.470,
WV.471),, registrations (WV.430, WV.434), collections (WW.014, AW.052),
paymentss (WW.019, AW.053), etc. Insurance products are in fact a combination of
thesee process steps / reference products and standard insurance products are
standardd combinations of reference products. I see these process steps / reference
productss as the standard components of the service delivery. Through
recombinationn of these components in the administrative processing standardized
customizationn is delivered. The one-processing office is such a recombination. The
samee accounts for the creation of teams for the processing of claims.

".... Products, like AG [EdV: occupational ability], claims assessment,
etc.etc. consist of obligatory components and optional components.
ComponentsComponents make it possible to vary. KPN wanted a customized produ
forfor which costs would be lower. We agreed that people from their
personnelpersonnel and organization department would talk things over once every
sixsix weeks with our company doctor; the component travel time of
companycompany doctors and labor experts could be removed from the
product...butproduct...but in stead of that we need to make agendas for the meeting
filesfiles have to be collected, etc. These are the components that need to be
added..." added..."

Tailoredd Customization
Inn process steps data was processed in (programmed) procedures by people or
informationn systems. These data and programmed procedures are the smallest
replicapablee units. These units are reproducible because data and procedures could
bee used in several process steps. The standard components thus consist of smallest
replicapablee units.
Gakk was acquainted with the opportunities of working with smallest
replicapablee units, as appears from the building of basic registrations of employees,
employerss and tenures and from the use of the method data logistics (De Haas et al.,
1994;; OplGegLog). In this method, a bill of data elements (analog to the bill of
materialss in physical logistics) is drawn up for those data that needs to be processed.
Afterr that a source analysis is done in which is analyzed which data is already
availablee (reuse of data) and which data need to be supplied by employers. In the
endd this leads to a (computerized) method to claim data from employers. The
methodd was used by Gak to customize data supply, as was done during the period of
studyy for ABN-AMRO (StukABN). Furthermore, data logistics was used to analyze
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thee structure of social insurances and to recognize common elements (the so called
'commonality').. The method is a means for product and process analyzes and the
conceptuall design of information systems. Within the method reference
products/processs steps and smaller units in these are recognized (OplGegLog).
"The"The smallest reproducible units at Gak when it comes to administration
servicesservices are the units that follow from the data logistics approach. When we
taketake a look on the bills of materials than these contain units for which
smallersmaller than that we don't have to go when it comes to administration
services.services. Claim assessment contains of several procedures, the professional
proceduresprocedures of doctors for instance, that determine what a person is able to
do.do. This results in determination of benefits. It also contains of some
knowledgeknowledge on gross / net calculation and some knowledge on legislation
andand how to translate legislation to implementable processes. In the fields of
datadata we have these smallest reproducible units of data that could be used to
reducereduce the amount of data employers have to supply. And we have the
opportunityopportunity to supply this data to other agencies."
Workingg with smallest replicapable units could be recognized in the project
Reflexx (Registration flexible workforce) as well. In this project Gak analyzed which
referencee products / process steps weren't needed or were rare for the temporary
employmentt industry (REFLEXgeg; FLEXbase). Those reference products weren't
partt of the end product and data didn't need to be supplied for it by the industry.
Thiss analysis was done to reduce administrative burden of the temporary
employmentt industry and to deliver customization in administration services. Those
dataa that needed to be supplied would be extracted as much as possible
electronicallyy from personnel and salary systems in the industry and would be
recordedd in databases.
Thee Reflex project was quite important. On a yearly basis Gak handled 2
millionn tenures, 100,000 unemployment applications and about 300,000 sickness
benefitss applications in this industry (about 20% of Gak's administration costs)
(APULB). .

Puree Customization
Gakk planned a data roundabout service concept for the second phase of the Reflex
projectt to facilitate supply chain integration. Data supplied by the temporary agency
industryy would be delivered to third parties in the market like the Dutch tax
department,, Municipal social services, the Information Beheer Group, the Central
Bureauu of Statistics and Dutch National Health Services (REFLEXpva,
REFLEXgeg,, REFLEXmm). For the data roundabout the smallest replicapable units
neededd by the third parties needed to be analyzed (REFLEXgeg).
Thee developments in the Reflex project, the data roundabout and chain
integrationn were seen as a logical consequence of Gak's competencies in the field of
administrationn services.
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"Our"Our core competencies could be enhanced to reach extra capacity
exploitation.exploitation. We think about administration processing for municipalities o
privateprivate UVI's. We see scale, administration and our customer database as
ourour core competencies, not insuring. An example of exploitation of scale
andand administration capacity is data management services in chains and
networksnetworks of companies. This is hard to duplicate and there are less
competitorscompetitors who can do that as well."
Thee plan for chain integration is a form of pure customization for the temporary
agencyy industry and third parties in the market. Existing smallest replicapable units
neededd for Gak's own services are supplemented by new smallest replicapable units
neededd by third parties.
Gakk offers
standardization, segmented standardization, customized
standardizationn and tailored customization in their administration services. Citizens
weree primarily offered standard services, as will become apparent from the
discussionn on the front office CWI. For services to employers, the emphasis is on
segmentedd standardization and customized standardization.
Segmented
standardizationn is primarily specified in the front office Polisbeheer. Customized
standardizationn and occasionally tailored customization is specified in the front
officee R&V.

Frontt office: Relatiebeheer & Verkoop
R&VV was responsible for all activities concerning relation management with Gak's
commissioners,, LISV, sectors and individual companies (Vommlnv; R&VBPL).
R&VV served as a single point of contact. It specified the service requirements of
commissionerss and translated these requirements to the rest of Gak's organization.
R&VV consisted of about seven account managers responsible for all contacts with
sectorr counsels and large employers which operated as commissioners for
themselvess or were planning to do so (large companies as KPN and Akzo Nobel for
example).. During the period of study not all industry associations had transformed
themselvess into sectors. R&V served about 19 sectors. Gak's customer base had the
potentiall of 46 sectors. R&V worked on the basis of year plans in which services
weree defined, offers were made, performance was justified, invoicing was handled
andd projects were done together with the commissioners. The study focused on the
relationshipp with sectors and individual companies because Gak was on the
thresholdd of migrating into the second phase of introduction of competition in
whichh sectors and companies would become free to choose their UVI. R&V
specifiedd the implementation of administration services for sectors in the social
insurancee field. R&V closed umbrella contracts with sector counsels for the
employerss in that sector and closed contracts with individual companies (mainly
largee ones).
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Typee of Front Office R&V: Field and Inside Service
II typify the front office R&V as a field and inside service (see figure 6.1). R&V
specifiedd customization out of standard components (customized standardization)
andd sometimes from smallest replicapable units (tailored customization). The
relationn information consisted of a customer profile. R&V felt a need to enhance
thiss profile. Product and process information showed to be insufficient.
II discuss the degree of customization and the relation information that was
availablee at R&V at first, to continue with a discussion on the ineffectiveness of the
frontt office as a consequence of insufficient relation, product and process
information. .

DegreeDegree of Customization
Alll customized services, categorized in table 6.6 under the categories customized
standardizationn and tailored customization were specified by R&V. These services
weree specified on the basis of service requirements of sectors and companies and
weree mentioned in year plans and account plans of R&V (APKPN; APABU,
APKPN). .

Figuree 6.1: R&V: Type of front office
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RelationRelation Information
R&VV recorded relation information on employers and sector counsels structurally in
sectorr profiles (ProfSect) and account plans (APKPN; APABU). Commercial
focusedd account planning was in progress during the study. Table 6.7 shows which
relationn information about employers and sectors was available for R&V's account
management.. The relation information of R&V consisted primarily of identification
data,, contact management information, business characteristics of companies and
sectorss and specific information about customers.
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographic Psychographic
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in
BusinessBusiness characteristics
Sectorr (sector code) (ISB code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees (or amount of tenures)
AmountAmount of affiliated employers
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators (social security indicators)
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e
CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s

Tablee 6.7: Relation information at R&V
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c,s s
CC

c,s s
SS

c,s s
c,s s
c.s s

c,s s
c,s s
C,S S
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c,s s

Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data

C,S S
C,S S

StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customer r

c,s s

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
CC
Typee of customer (ToplOO, Top1400)
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders
Typee of purchasing decision
Payments s
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management information
C,S S
Contactt persons
Inn progress
Decision-makingg unit structure
Inn progress
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Inn progress
Contactt history
Agreementss / appointments made (sector/company specific agreements)
c,s s
C,S S
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications (statistical reports on social security developments in Sometimes s
thethe sector)
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds - possession information
C.S S
Installedd base / buying pattern (running projects and expected administration costs per
socialsocial security obligation/act)
C.S S
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (CAO and sector arrangements)
Hardd to retrieve
Needss profile
Inn progress
Affinityy score

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value

Tablee 6.7: Continued
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Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value (contribution to turn over)
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis
Decision-makingg processes
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of thee customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibility y
Partnerss reputation

Sometimes s

Legend:: C= individual companies; S = sectors
Tablee 6.7: Continued

Effectivenesss of R&V's Front Office
R&V'ss account management showed broader relation information requirements
thann the customer profile in table 6.8. The approach of the customer was perceived
ass too reactive as a consequence of insufficiencies in relation information.
Insufficientt product and process information caused longer specification lead-time
andd limited protection of the back office (see table 6.8).

Longer Longer Limited Limited
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
Limited LimitedSpecification Specification
protectionprotection
quality quality specification specification
proactivitv proactivitv
thethe back office
problems problemslead-time lead-time
DueDue to:
XX
Insufficientt relation
information n
XX
XX
XX
Insufficientt product
information n
XX
XX
Insufficientt process
information n

Tablee 6.8: Ineffectiveness of R&V's front office
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InsufficientInsufficient Relation Information
R&VV interviewees mentioned relation information requirements that were needed to
supportt the development towards a scope oriented strategy. R&V needed the
followingg enlargement of its customer profile to approach the market proactively.
••

Information on the decision-making structure of the customer and on the
relationn matrix.
•• Information on the customer's needs profile.
•• Information on market segmentation.
•• Information on the state of commercial processes.
Decision-makingDecision-making Structure of the Customer and the Relation Matrix
Insufficiëntt information on the decision-making structure and the relation matrix
limitedd Gak's abilities to proactively influence sector counsels and society at large.
"Companies"Companies participate in industry organizations and form part of the
publicpublic support. How companies perceive Gak is important because
companiescompanies can influence decision-making in sector counsels. It is important
toto us to retain industries, in a 'win-win' situation and to produce tangible
results.results. In is important to know employers who are influential in the sector
counselscounsels and to satisfy them."
"Gak"Gak doesn 't know all different decision-making units. We recognize the
importanceimportance but especially the lower levels of the organization don't
perceiveperceive it as important. "
"The"The plan is to implement tactical contacts centrally at R&V's account
management.management. The same customer can have operational contact with
Polisbeheer.Polisbeheer. We are not accustomed to have different customer contacts.
TheThe problem is that we target too low from the idea 'then I'm in', but in the
endend we don't meet the right persons. We have to go to the right decisionmakingmaking unit the first time. Gak doesn't know the decision-making unit
structurestructure of its customers. It happens that a national account manager
phonesphones to the region office with the question "do you know someone? " That
doesn'tdoesn't look professional."
Gakk just had started with account planning to get this information. In the
accountt planning they analyzed the following.
••

The relation matrix (contact persons within Gak who have contacts on
differentt levels with the customer).
•• The customer's needs profile.
•• The decision-making unit structure, among which the influence of the
employerr and decision-making units on decision-making in the sectors.
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Thiss was a step forward in comparison with former account planning, which was
quitee reactive and focused on solving operational problems (APKPN; APABU).
Customer'sCustomer's Needs Profile
Proactivee offering of services based on needs patterns, which seemed to be
extractablee from social insurance ratios wasn't possible yet because of difficulties to
disclosee this information.

"Social"Social insurance ratios like WAO-influx, premium percentages, etc. say
somethingsomething about the financial risks of companies. Gak might offer public
servicesservices to help."

"If"If you look what data sector counsels ask for, which is delivered by our
analysts,analysts, then I think, why don 't I have that information? [EdV: the account
manager].. Then I ask myself, why don't I know the industry that good?
BecauseBecause I have to scrape that information together. I have to pay an
enormousenormous amount of money to let someone do that for me and if I want that
informationinformation structurally, things become very difficult. "
MarketMarket Segmentation
Proactivee offering of customization was limited because of clear market
segmentation. .
"We"We obtain customization for assignable groups. We have to limit ourselves
toto that. Delivery of customization to individual employers will be hard,
exceptexcept for companies like KLM. That kind of large customer is willing to
paypay for customization."
"In"In the future we have to determine objectives and target groups. If a
customercustomer has a specific request, which doesn't fit in our organization, then
wewe don't have to comply with the customer's request. "

"There"There is not a single logic behind the categorization of the Top 100. We
haven'thaven't discussed with each other to come to a nice assignment from scratch
on.on. The assignment is motivated by internal criteria, such as amount of
employeesemployees to be divided over accounts. Employees with specific knowledge
oror contacts remained in their position."
TheThe State of Commercial Processes
R&V'ss business plan states that the lack of a sales information system is a weakness
inn external relation management (R&VBPL). R&V lacked information on the state
off commercial processes.
"It"It would be the best when things would be arranged that way that if a
leadlead would be generated for another Gak Groep subsidiary, the other
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partyparty would feel obliged to keep you informed about the state of the
commercialcommercial process... This is important because the customer sees its own
accountaccount manager as his point of contact. This means that you should
knowknow which products the customer already has purchased, which
commercialcommercial contacts are running, which the product offerings of the
differentdifferent subsidiaries are and how these develop...It is unknown whether
anan integral accountplan is written on the Gak Groep level. "
InsufficientInsufficient Product Information
R&V'ss product information primarily consisted of the product catalog (ProdCat).
Thiss catalog contained information on the standard reference products of LISV and
consistedd of the following elements: product name, product code, version number,
history,, start date, end date, description and remarks (ProdCat).
Itt wasn't clear from the product catalog what the relations between the reference
productss were and which recombination of reference products was possible. The
referencee products in the product catalog (ProdCat) were described in terms of
administrativee processes (WERKPRAG), but these descriptions were focused on
operations,, on the processing of standard reference products in work instructions.
Thee descriptions didn't contain indications of combinability of components. Nor did
itt mention smallest replicapable units that were used in process steps. Relations
betweenn reference products didn't become clear from process models either. In the
processs model 'claim assessment WAO' and 'WAO-shortfall insurance' for
instance,, no explicit relations were laid to the products in the product catalog
(ProModelWAO). .
"If"If Gak sees customization as a product than it needs to allocate
resourcesresources (manpower and time) so that patterns over the customization
actionsactions can be recognized. These patterns lead to standardization of
customizationcustomization so that delivery becomes easier. Now it is the case that
everyevery time we want to deliver customization we need to search for the
productproduct components. We keep inventing the wheel time and time again
becausebecause internally we don't have run-in procedures. "
Althoughh people thought in terms of customization of administration services,
customizationn possibilities were always studied in reaction to requests from the
market.. This accounts for all in table 6.7 mentioned customization initiatives. In
projectss like Reflex and data supply customization for ABNAMRO for instance,
Gakk had to study what the smallest replicapable units were. There were no
structuredd registrations of these units.
Insufficientt product information was an element of the SWOT analysis in
R&V'ss business plan as well (R&VBPL): "little transparent product package and
inflexiblee product and pricing policies, product development is done without
involvingg customer requirements".
Thee start of the Esprit project (Esprit) within Aansluiting indicated
intransparencyy of products and processes as well. This intransparency motivated the
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startt of the project, which had as its objective to enable implementation of product
andd process changes fast and dynamically by means of making the structure of
productss transparent to be able to build products from a common set of parts and
separatingg process control from operations. In the end the project obtained mass
customizationn in which products would be build from components, products would
bee configured in a tailored fashion, service agreements would be made per target
groupp and time to market would be decreased (Esprit).
InsufficientInsufficient Process Information
Processs information is dependent on product information. If it is unclear from which
componentss or smallest replicapable units the service is composed, a clear
indicationn of delivery time can't be given.

"What"What I miss is that as soon as I understand the request of the customer and
II have formulated this request clearly, I can drop this request in the
organizationorganization to hear what the possibilities are (and not the impossibiliti
toto do it within a certain period and against certain conditions. I have
severalseveral projects running. I had to start these myself By now some project
managersmanagers are on the job, but I have to invest quite a lot in them. They have
problemsproblems with our organization as well, to get data out of it. This data is
everywhere,everywhere, but you can't extract it from the organization. "
Thee next quote shows that during specification no information was available on
thee capacity to implement customization in the form of a one-processing office. To
findd this out the account manager had to consult all involved offices himself, which
ledd to limited protection of the back office and long specification lead-times.

"R&"R& V needs to control themselves when it comes to informing customers
aboutabout the possibility to place all work for one company at one office
[EdV:: the one-processing office concept], because promises need to be
keptkept at a certain moment. R&V shouldn't anticipate the reorganization
possibilitiespossibilities within Gak Making promises will lead to logistic
problems,problems, like the moving of files. At the moment of interaction we lack
insightinsight into the consequences for the organization to take a decision. A
groupgroup of managers of the directorate Employers, which is active in
customercustomer contact and will have a role in the account management of the
toptop 1400, however is planning to offer the one-processing office to all its
customers.customers. The understanding that promises might lead to interference i
aa controlled process doesn 't exist yet at all necessary places. Reasonable
insightinsight in capacity would enable a more controlled offering of all kinds of
products.products. The account management of the large enterprises visits at first
thethe district offices to inform what can be offered, concerning for instance
humanhuman resource capacity. This is obviously a time consuming activity. "
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InsufficientInsufficient Product and Process information
Insufficientt product and process information meant that Gak had to reinvent the
wheell time and time again. Product components were unknown and customization
projectss didn't run well. This led to longer specification lead-time and consultation
off experts in the back office as the next quote shows. The interview quote concerns
thee development of customization in administration services for the temporary
agencyy industry following the enforcement of the Wet Flex en Zekerheid (act
flexibilityy and security). This new legislation would have serious consequences in
thee social security field for mis industry.
"For"For Gak it means [EdV: the enforcement of the act] a change in
processing,processing, on which we have to act proactively. Gak should have an
advisoryadvisory role. This can be used in our own organization to implement new
processingprocessing more easily. It is a question of exploiting each other when it is
possible.possible. The adviser role is new... It can be used to invite a sector counsel,
inin this case the ABU, to explain their CAO ...In such a case is the account
managermanager of the sector counsel the point of contact. He should call
internally:internally: "the sector counsel wants to tell something", at which the
organizationorganization has to react. Unfortunately that doesn 't happen. Only after a
fewfew months, we manage to get together a working group of involved people.
TakeTake the Wet Flex en Zekerheid. We were lucky that the act will be enforced
onon the first of January 1999, because at first this would be the case on the
firstfirst of April 1998, while the working group started at the first of March. We
didndidn 't react quickly on it. In such a working group are people from the
productproduct groups AG, WW, WGZ, jurists in the field of AG and WW and
sometimessometimes ICT experts are invited. This would have to lead to simple
workingworking instructions. It runs problematic. To put down something and to say
whatwhat you can do, doesn't succeed. We always have to ground on an A4. The
tasktask of the working group is to interpret the CAO in the context of the law
andand to translate it to processing in the form of clear working instructions for
WW,WW, AG, etc. (preferably in schemes). Look at the guideline. That is not a
goodgood working instruction.
ThisThis working group has been taken together by putting a complaint at the
board.board. There are discussions with ABU on board level to take care that the
customercustomer will remain in 2000. And also to take care that wishes and needs
ofof the sector are analyzed. From this point of view one has concluded to get
togethertogether more often to clear how Gak perceives things... The coming of the
WetWet Flex en Zekerheid is discussed that way. For both parties this is a
severesevere change. Gak promised to come with an advice note. This is still not
yetyet realized. Thereupon all managers has been summoned, because at Gak
oneone has to do things always hierarchically, but subsequently nothing
happened.happened. In the end this has been raised, which led to the working group.
OneOne has to question how this working group is managed. There is someone
whowho does the coordination, but that's not enough. Someone has to be
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responsible,responsible, although it is a line decision. The work of the working group
notnot organized as a project with budgets, terms, etc., but is interwoven with
existingexisting work of the members. It is perceived as a matter of the line. The
organizationorganization works with product groups. Because it is a matter of the l
productproduct groups are responsible to translate information into work
instructionsinstructions for the district offices. You can do it better. For instance, y
couldcould ask someone from ICT to make tools.

OneOne obtains customization in the operations with this working group. We
havehave the law and the collective labor agreement. Interpret these and make it
advantageous.advantageous. And if you want to make it advantageous, build it tha
thatthat other sectors could join in. One searches for a pattern in which
customizationcustomization is composed of components. If one day these compon
wouldwould be known, than we could customize as easily for the temporary
agencyagency industry as for any other industry. For this industry things definitely
couldcould look different than for other industries, but a large share could be the
same." same."
Afterr consulting her diary the above quoted account manager came to the
conclusionn that she spent about 80% of her time to internal projects and 20% to the
customer. .
"I'm"I'm fed up with it. "
Anotherr interviewee noticed that she spent 60% of her time internally and 40% with
theirr customers.
"This"This will improve when things are better organized. The 60-40% ratio can
bebe improved by improvement of the information available. One could think
aboutabout more insight into the components with which could be conjured. This
wayway I know when something new could be invented and when this isn 't
possible." possible."
Thee above-mentioned quotes show requirements on relation, product and
processs information at the level of the front office type field and inside service and
thesee requirements are related to the degree of customization that R&V needed to
specify.. The relation, product and process information was insufficient, which led to
ineffectivenesss of the front office. The front office suffered limited proactivity as a
resultt of insufficient relation information and product information (insight in the
productt structure). The front office also suffered from longer specification leadtimess and limited protection of the back office (both due to insufficient product and
processs information).
Thee ineffectiveness of the front office R&V could be explained from the fact
thatt Gak was in a commercial relationship with the sectors and large companies for
justt a few months. In the period before, R&V just had an operational relation
managementt function, not a commercial one. In this period agreements about Gak's
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servicess for industry associations were made on a high managerial level for a longtermm period and in that period all members of the industry were obliged to take
Gak'ss services. In that period members of the industry had to adjust themselves to
thee standard mode of administration of Gak.
Customizationn to retain customers played a minor role in that period. Product
information,, like for instance the product catalog and the process descriptions didn't
hadd a commercial function and was just meant to direct operations. Even relation
informationn had not a commercial function in that period. The data logistics method,
inn which working with smallest replicapable units could be recognized, was
primarilyy used as ICT method. The use of this method was at great distance from
R&V.. The common way of working was that R&V made agreements with industry
associations.. The product groups (part of the directorate Sales and Product
Developmentt as well) worked this out. The product groups translated these
agreementss into work instructions for the operations (performed at different district
offices).. If people responsible for these operations (the directorates Distribution and
Employerss and the directors of districts offices) wanted parts of the operations to be
automated,, they ordered the directorate ICT to do so (often resulting in different
systemss for the same operations at different district offices). The district offices
weree quite autonomous in this decision-making. Even within the directorate ICT the
dataa logistics method wasn't standard and it could thus happen that another method
wass used. During the period of study partss of this way of working still existed.
Searchingg for combinations of reference products to customize was recognized
byy R&V. R&V perceived themselves as a front office in which customization could
bee delivered by combining standard components. Most of the customization
initiativess were of the degree customized standardization. R&V didn't perceive
itselff as a front office in which customization could be delivered from smallest
replicapablee units. Methods to recognize these units were not part of R&V's
repertoiree of working.

Thee Front Office Polisbeheer
Polisbeheerr performed the operational relation management with individual
employerss (PBregio) by teams of policy managers and counselors in the field
servicee (Commlnv; PBregio). The counselors in the field service advised employers
andd inspected employers to see whether they complied with social security
legislation.. The polisbeheerder was the univocal point of contact for employers for
questionss and applications and worked primarily by telephone. The polisbeheerder
andd counselor treated in between 2000 and 3000 employers yearly. Polisbeheer took
caree of internal processes and initiated contact with employers. They aligned
communicationn between the employer and the internal organization. The counselor
workedd in the field and visited employers and their administration offices.
Contactt between polisbeheer and employer consisted of the specification and
maintenancee of umbrella policies and the data supply method by which the
employerr would supply its data to Gak. Contact concerned two basic services of
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Gakk Nederland: administration of social security acts and administrative settlement
throughh electronic services and organizational arrangements.
Polisbeheerr was in development during the period of study. This started in the
summerr of 1997 with the appointment (PBregio): "Organize Polisbeheer confirming
thee principle of front and back office, at which the coordination of all contacts with
employerss will be done in the region conform the principle of one point of contact".
Partt of the development was disclosure of data from different systems to support
Polisbeheerr with the Werkgevers Dialoog Systeem (WDS - employers dialogue
system).. This development is punctually described in several reports (WGZHerin;
PBregio;; WDSPvA; GEGSETPB; DefRWGZ; PvARWGZ; WDSHandl; WDS5.5).
Typee of Front Office Polisbeheer: One-stop-shop
II typify Polisbeheer as a 'One-stop-shop' (see figure 6.2). Standard products
weree offered, which were customized to target groups to a limited degree (based on
sectorss or degree of computerization of the employer). A certain degree of cross
sellingg was obtained at the moment of specification at which Polisbeheer knew what
productss to offer. The relation information was sufficient to do so, although a
certainn need for extension of the customer profile was perceived because
Polisbeheerr experienced a larger role in the commercial processes of the Gak
Groep.. The product information was sufficient except a lack of information on
premiumm determination and collection. Questions about that needed to be passed on
too the back office. Process information, i.e. delivery time norms, was insufficient.
Onlyy a delivery time norm for one of the services, the umbrella policy was
available.. Delivery norms for data supply products were unknown.

Figuree 6.2: Polisbeheer: type of front office
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II start with a discussion on the degree of customization and the relation, product
andd process information and will end with a discussion on the ineffectiveness of the
frontfront office.
DegreeDegree of Customization
Polisbeheerr primarily specifies segmented standardization in the form of social
insurancess (umbrella policies) in combination with standard methods for data
supply.. The services specified by polisbeheer are taken in table 6.6 under the
denominatorr segmented standardization. The nature of the policy was determined by
thee sector in which the employer was grouped. The data supply method was
determinedd by the size of the employer and his degree of computerization.
Thee umbrella policy was determined through the obligatory registration of the
employerr and contained the following (Commlnv; PBregio).
••
••
••
••

A decision on the sector at which the employer was grouped.
An indication of the to be paid premium.
A contract for the supply of data.
A decision on the insurance obligation and premium collection.

Inn exceptional cases the customer was offered customized standardization in the
formm of customer teams or one-processing offices. This was always decided in
consultationn with management.
"In"In fact we look for customization possibilities in the policy, which are
customizedcustomized for the industry (in umbrella agreements) and occasionally with
individualindividual employers with which we have excellent contacts. It is a question
ofof duality. On one side in most cases we could better do business with the
sector.sector. Attention of head offices is going in that direction. On the other side
wewe could offer customization to individual customers with which contact is
good.good. Customization should be sought in private services. Public services
offeroffer less opportunity for customization, other than efficient, friendly
processing.processing. We have to prevent from useless double questioning on data and
wewe have to anticipate questions quickly. We have to obtain optimal service
orientationorientation in public services to achieve that the customer is interested in
privateprivate services as well. Gak should search for customer satisfaction and
customercustomer orientation in the public domain to achieve selling of private
productsproducts and easy entrance to customers. "
RelationRelation Information
Tablee 6.9 shows the relation information, which was available to Polisbeheer after
implementationn of WDS. This information is marked with the symbol X. In the
interviewss the need was expressed to enhance the customer profile on certain topics.
Thiss information is marked with the symbol IV.
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Duringg the period of study, district office Leeuwarden run a pilot (KLANTprof)
inn which for nine companies was analyzed which information Gak had about these
companiess and which additional information would be given by these companies.
Thiss information is marked with the symbol P. To get this information, the pilot
teamm questioned 14 departments of Gak and analyzed 13 different information
systemss (out of the total of 130 registered systems in the systems guide
(SYSGIDS)).. It appeared to be very hard to extract data from these systems because
off classification problems, technical problems and the reliability of some figures.
Thee relation information in WDS contains a customer profile. The analysis in
thee pilot indicates the need for a customer profile as well. The pilot shows that Gak
hadd different systems in which information is available that broadens insight into
thee installed base, needs profile and possession or use of relevant services. The
interviewss indicate enrichment of the profile on certain topics.

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
ZipZip code
Region n
Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographic Psychographic
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in
BusinessBusiness characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure (incl. directors and shareholders)
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
WAO risk
Turnover and profit

Tablee 6.9: Relation information Polisbeheer
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Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e

XP P
CustomerCustomer profile
CustomerCustomer identification
XP P
XP P

Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y
Fax x
E-mail l
Internet Internet
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data
IndustryIndustry sector

XP P
XP P
XP P
XP P
XP P
pp
XP P
XX
XP P
StatusStatus of the relationship

Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customer r
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (classification status)
Active// passive (start and end date)
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
DateDate of bankruptcy 1 data on curator
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders
Typee of purchasing decision
Payments s
Payment behavior
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history (points of contact/media and moments)
Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of thee customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s

XP P
XX
IV V
IV V
XX

XX
pp

XP P
IV V
IV V
XX
XX
XX
IV V

Tablee 6.9: Continued
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Media/channell preferences

1
NeedsNeeds - possession information

Installedd base / buying pattern:
running social securities / umbrella policies
supply media
number of year statements
number of tenures
wage sum
premium
waste figures
WAO inflow
WW inflow
Sickness benefit act inflow
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
occupational health services
accountancy services
re-integration initiatives
WAO-gap insurances
ANW-gap insurances
Pemba insurances
Save-as-you-earn deduction arrangements
PensionsA/UT arrangements
Needss profile
Potential WAO inflow
Affinityy score
CAO CAO
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations
OpportunitiesOpportunities for
partnership
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc)
Decision-makingg processes
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural)
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 6.9: Continued
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Frequentt customer or complainer and 'do not promote' information.
"It"It is important to know whether a customer is a frequent complainer or a
frequentfrequent customer or someone who doesn't like promotions, etc... It is nice
toto know which customers take many products, because these are the
customerscustomers to approach when we introduce a new product."
"To"To give customers the feeling that Gak really is interested in them, we
shouldshould have a complaint report on the level of individual customers. Such
reportreport provides insight into repeat complaints. Repeat complaints might
meanmean that we have to explain something."
Promotionn campaigns.
"It"It happens that head office launches a campaign without informing district
offices.offices. The district office then needs to call head office about the campaign
becausebecause employers asked questions about the campaign. This was the case
withwith the introduction of the campaign 'Work on the side is taking the bread
outout of someone's mouth' ('Zwartwerken is broodroof). There are no
mechanismsmechanisms to call employers the week after they received the brochure to
hearhear whether the promotion pleased them. "
Relationn information was enhanced during the period of study by account
planning.. Account planning was partly introduced at that moment.
"District"District office Rotterdam runs ahead with the changes, which we try to
keepkeep doing. Other district offices however are catching up. District office
RotterdamRotterdam also runs ahead with accountplanning."
"The"The following pattern is used to set up an accountplan.
•• Analyzing the customer's company: describing their activities, how
manymany people they employ, gross wage sum, relations with other
companies. companies.
•• The contact persons, the relation matrix (between contact persons of
GakGak and those of the employer) and an analysis of existing contacts.
An analysis of the decision-making structure at the customer. We ask
forfor the first point of contact for Gak, often this is the head of the
personnelpersonnel department and we ask about how decisions are made on
thethe higher echelons in the company, but we don't have contact with
them.them. We try to find out who the directors are and who take
decisions." decisions."
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"A"A needs profile is developed in the context of such an account plan.
EssentialEssential in account planning is prioritizing between satisfying needs of
customers.customers. One has to be open and honest about what one can do with thes
needs.needs. Every account analysis leads to an action list with problems that
needneed immediate solving... Some needs are understood, but others need to be
postponedpostponed for the long term."
Thee importance of information on the relation matrix is emphasized by the next
quote. .

"There"There is no structure, part of the commercial function, in which the
triangletriangle between account managers, the counselor in the field service and
thethe policy managers is rather clear. All three have a role in customer
contact.contact. The director Communications thinks that a policy manager is about
eveneven important as an account manager. The link between the policy
managers,managers, managed by the directorate Employers, the account managers
managedmanaged by the directorate Sales and Product Development and the
counselors,counselors, managed by district offices is unknown. I don't see the link and
don'tdon't think there is one. "
Inn the short term, one expected a need for a commercial support system.
".... WDS contains rudimentary data to make an umbrella policy. It is not
aa commerce supporting system, but it is focused on administration."
"In"In the short term district offices will have commercial tasks. The
topi400topi400 needs to be recorded with their needs pattern ".
Onee expected Polisbeheer to have a commercial function in the sales of products
off the private subsidiaries (the B-branch) of the Gak Groep.

"At"At moments of sales, for instance the subscription of a new employer, we
trytry to cross sell proactively. The products offered come from the public as
wellwell as from the private subsidiaries. If the new employer hasn 't thought
aboutabout occupational health care services, we offer him these services and
additionaladditional insurances. Brochures are sent to the customer free o
obligations.obligations. We report the other subsidiaries, for instance our occupation
healthhealth care service provider, about who received the brochure and they do
thethe follow up. We only generate a lead, which needs to be followed up
elsewhere.elsewhere. Gak can't do any more because of its public task."
Althoughh Polisbeheer expressed a certain need to extent the current customer
profile,, relation information at Polisbeheer didn't limit proactive approach of
customers. .
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ProductProduct Information
Productt information at Polisbeheer consists of descriptions of social insurances and
dataa supply products.
ForFor electronic data supply products sufficient information is available to
provideprovide good advise. Besides brochures, we have additional information.
WeWe can even give a demonstration with the laptop. The good visual
presentationpresentation convinces some customers. For obligatory social insurances
wewe assume employers to be knowledgeable."
Forr the specification of social insurances, Polisbeheer had entrance to the
Indelingssysteemm Bedrijven (IDS - categorization system companies) through the
WDSS system (WDSHandl, WDS5.5). This is an expert system to assign a sector to
companies.. This assignment determines the social insurance duties of the company.
Premiumss are further defined on the basis of the wage sum and tenure data. This
dataa needs to be supplied continuously through Meldingen Sociale Verzekeringen
(MSVV - report social insurances) via the different data supply products to Gak's
backk office. WDS provided Polisbeheer with information on premiums, on
advancedd payments, tenures, personnel, wages and Pemba-calculations. All basic
registrationss were accessible with WDS, like the basic registrations persons,
employerss and tenures (three large basic databases). WDS offered procedures for
mutationn and finishing as well.
Forr data supply products, Polisbeheer had information on target groups,
functionality,, conditions, legislatory consequences and accompanying procedures
forr application, change and finishing. The differences and similarities of the data
supplyy products are clear and the products are related to social insurances
(ElecBerichten;; AVU/digitaal; EBV/Videotex; GIS/digitaal; ViaPrisma).

ProcessProcess information
Thee delivery time norm for the umbrella policy was the only norm that existed. The
umbrellaa policy had to be finished within a few days. There were no norms on the
assortmentt level.
"It"It is not yet possible to promise customers a term for the delivery of
productsproducts or information. We don't know these terms. The only delivery norm
wewe have is on the umbrella policy, which has to be arranged within a couple
ofof days. Such information is not available for other things. Based on my own
experience,experience, I'm able to give the customer a quite reasonable indication. "
"The"The percentage of deliveries within the delivery norm is hard to give
becausebecause we have relatively few delivery norms. But for the umbrella policy
80%80% of the cases is processed within 14 days."
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Longer Longer Limited Limited
Limited LimitedSpecification Specification
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
protectionprotection
quality quality specification specification
proactivitv proactivitv
thethe back office
problems problemslead-time lead-time
DueDue to:
Insufficientt relation
information n
Insufficientt product
information n
XX
Insufficientt process
information n

Tablee 6.10: Ineffectiveness offrontoffice Polisbeheer
Effectivenesss of Front Office Polisbeheer
Thee analysis of the information requirements of Polisbeheer shows some
ineffectivenesss of the front office (see table 6.10).
InsufficientInsufficient Process Information
Lackk of clear delivery times led to the need for Polisbeheer as internal director of
processes.. To find out the processing status of customer requests Polisbeheer had to
approachh back office departments (limited protection of the back office).
"Our"Our coordination is confined to calling back to ask for the status of a
request.request. Polisbeheer doesn 't get information from departments whether
requestsrequests are processed. There are no feedback loops."

"The"The counselor in the field service is on estimate 70% of his time occupied
withwith the customer, now that many coordination of internal Gak affairs has
beenbeen taken over by the policy managers. For policy managers this ratio is
aboutabout 60-40. Sixty percent of their time has to do with getting their own
organizationorganization on track. Ideally, Polisbeheerder should spend 80% of th
timetime on the customer. "
Too understand the last part of this quote, I have to stress that Polisbeheer not
onlyy had a function in the specification of services but in service operations as well.
Ass the name Polisbeheer already says, their primary task was to manage running
policies,, including processing mutations, answering question on premium
determinationn and fines, etc. Although this study is on specifications of services, the
Gakk case is of interest to show what consequences lack of information in the front
officee during service operations might have as well. Lack of information on wage
andd premium determination and premium collection led to many contacts between
Polisbeheerr and back office departments on employer cases. This raised the need for
internall help desks at back office departments, like Werkgeverszaken, Verkoop en
Productontwikkelingg en LPV/Incasso (Commlnv). The queues for these helpdesks
weree sometimes that long that policy managers tried to circumvent these queues by
callingg directly to employees of these departments. Some of these employees
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becamee overloaded. Some of them already had a secret telephone number at their
disposall (Commlnv). Some of this back office consultation had to do with
specifyingg the service and some concerned service operations (managing running
policies).. Gak had planned to decentralize all activities on running policies to the
districtt offices and recognized the need to make all information available to
Polisbeheer. .

Frontt Office Center for Work and Income
Duringg the period of study several Centra voor Werk en Inkomen (CWI - Centers
forr work and income) were founded in the co-operation framework of
Samenwerkingg Werk en Inkomen (SWI - cooperation work and income). First I
discusss the developments the CWI's were going through during the period of study
andd what was obtained with the CWI's. Then I typify the information requirements
off a typical CWI, the CWI Zwijndrecht. I finish with a discussion on the
developmentt of the Client Volg en Communicatie Stelsel (CVCS - client follow
andd communication system) that had to satisfy the information requirements of
futuree CWI's.
Objectivess and Phase of Development of CWI's in the Year 1998
Thee CWI is intended to be a single point of contact for citizens who need to have
contactt with UVT's like Gak, employment stimulation agencies and municipalities
ass administrators of the Algemene Bijstand Wet (ABW - National Assistance Act)
(Commlnv).. Gak used the following definition of a CWI: a regional location where
municipalities,, the employment stimulation agencies and LISV cooperate to
stimulatee participation in the labor process of those entitled to benefits, based on
activitiess as described by the cooperation decision SWI (Staatsblad / law gazette 24
Decemberr 1997) (SWIstatus4). In SWI, 5 UVI's, 572 municipal social services
(GSD)) and the employment stimulation agency, divided over 18 regions, had to
comee to cooperation (CVCSfase3). It should be noted that the governance structure
andd working of CWI's changed with the enforcement of the SUWI act on the first of
Januaryy 2002 (see appendix B).
Att the start of SWI in March 1996 four types of cooperation were differentiated:
onee file, one location, one counter (with one check-in point) and one counter (with
severall check-in points) (SWIstart). At the end of 1998 the two types of cooperation
mentionedd in table 6.11 were left (SWIstatus4).
Inn 1998 many cooperation decisions have been signed, the so-called
Samenwerkingsovereenkomstenn (SWO's), based on which preparation of the CWI
couldd be started. Table 6.12 shows in which phase 200 CWI's were that could be
recognizedd at the end of 1998 (CWISTATUS4). In the SWO's, agreements were
madee about the to be served populations. The emphasis was on three populations:
unemployedd people without a benefit, the WW population and the ABW population.
Thee population occupational disabled people, who traditionally were served by the
UVI's,, were at the end of 1998 only part of 30 out of 200 SWO's (SWIstatus4).
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OneOne counter (several check-in OneOne counter (one check in-point)
Type-> Type->
points) points)
Process^ Process^
Intake e
One visit
••
Several intakes
•• One intake
•• Easy reference
••
Linkage of work and benefit •• Linkage of work and benefit
••
Accessible
Indication/ /
••
Possible consultation on
•• Combined personal
diagnosis s
diagnosiss and indication
diagnosiss and indication
Informationn /
•• No double data collection
•• Possible double data
exchange e
collection n
•• Good control possibilities
•• Less control possibilities for
forr the purpose of benefits
diee purpose of benefits
••
Closed method for client
supervision n
Informationn on the ••
•• Exchange of sector
Exchange of sector
laborr market and
agreements,, labor market
agreements,, labor market
vacancies s
informationn and vacancies
informationn and vacancies
possible e
possible e

Tablee 6.11: Two types of CWI

Tablee 6.13 contains the original objectives of the SWI project as were defined in
Marchh 1996 and the degree to which these are realized at the end of 1998. Most of
thee operational CWI's were just business collection buildings at the end of 1998.
Neitherr process integration nor efficient allocation of people and means were
reachedd yet (SWIstatus4).
Thee determination of the suitable type of benefit (ABW, WW, etc) and the
determinationn of the distance towards the labor market is done in the administrative
intakee and the so called 'rough phasing' of the counseling. Generalists should do
thesee activities. Phase 2 and 3 customers are referred to the qualifying intake, which
wass done by the employment stimulation agencies in 1998.

"Phase"Phase one people are expected to return quickly into the labor process. We
don'tdon't do very much for them, i.e. not that intensive. They got registered and
wewe refer them when there are vacancies. "

"Phase"Phase two people could be guided to the labor market with short extra
trainingtraining and intensive mediation. Phase three people are long-lasting
unemployedunemployed people who need long-term extra training to becom
employable.employable. Phase four people have never worked or their distance to t
laborlabor market is large. Generally these people are served by the
municipalities,municipalities, got social security assistance for quite some time, can't
owingowing to circumstances, etc. The employment stimulation agencies work the
mostmost for phase two and three people because they need extra training. The
phasesphases are determined with the use of a yardstick with different factors. "
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Januaryy 1998
Junee 1998
Octoberr 1998
Decemberr 1998

Talking Talking Preparing PreparingRunning Running Unknown Unknown
21 1
19 9
37 7
32 2
15 5
37 7
42 2
26 6
00
40 0
92 2
48 8
00
48 8
119 9
33 3

Tablee 6.12: SWO's at 200 CWI's
Everyy CWI divided the activities in the above-mentioned process differently.
Tablee 6.14 shows appointments made about the division of labor in the 200 SWO's
att the end of 1998 (SWIstatus4). In October 1998 only 40 CWI were operational.
Thee analysis of the situation shows that CWI's were developing and differed and
thatt the affiliated organizations still performed many of their basic tasks themselves.
RealizationRealization (SWIstatus4)
ObjectiveObjective (SWIstart)
Mostt CWI's were just business collection buildings, which
AA better labor focused
doesn'tt lead in all cases to a better labor focused servicing.
servicingg of unemployed
peoplee entitled to a benefit.
Inn the pre-SWI situation, customers had to supply data two to
Increasingg efficiency of
administrativee processes. threee times to the different organizations (the so called
columns).. By bundling administrative intakes, data just has to
bee supplied once. Most of the CWI's weren't that far at all.
Processs integration hasn't been reached yet.
Strengtheningg effectiveness Inn the current situation, there are different front offices with
off allocation of people and peoplee and means. The amount of people doing CWI-tasks
hasn'tt decreased in comparison with the old situation. The
means. .
amountt of productive hours of employees is shattered. Costs
havee increased in comparison with the old situation. Increase
off accommodation costs is expected.
CVCSS obtains support of the processes of leading people to
Implementationn of a
thee labor market, the application of benefits, the reference to
commonn system for
informationn exchange for thee organizations that determines the benefit and the
processess of these organizations. CVCS has four parts: e-mail
thee purpose of above
mentionedd objectives; this function,, intake module, view module and EDI/event
processing.. CVCS still is in its development phase. The test
systemm has to enable
phasee of the intake module will befinishedbefore the second
integrall monitoring of
quarterr of 1999, that of the view module in thefirsthalf of
performancee of the
completee process as well. 1999.. Parties involved are not ready yet to realize
adjustmentss in their own systems to enable EDI.
Betterr alignment of demand Thee yardstick to determine the distance of unemployed
peoplee to thee labor market is developed. The cooperating
andd supply by which the
partiess didn't succeed yet in involving the demand side of the
demandd side would be
laborr market in the CWI. Adequate alignment of demand and
betterr served
supplyy is a relatively virgin territory. In 20 operational
CWI's,, one or more temporary employment agencies are
available.. They supply their vacancy data to 28 other
operationall CWI's. A complete vacancy supply hasn't been
reachedd at CWI's.
Tablee 6.13: Original objectives of SWI in 1996 and status at the end of 1998
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Activity Activity
Administrativee intake
Roughh phasing
Intakee for the benefit
Qualifyingg intake
Activatingg and control UVI
Activatingg and control GSD
Supplyy of labor strengthening

EveryoneEveryone for there
Generalist Generalist
Unknown Unknown
own own
100 0
35 5
65 5
92 2
41 1
67 7
15 5
114 4
71 1
00
128 8
72 2
11
129 9
70 0
11
107 7
92 2
00
110 0
90 0

Tablee 6.14: Appointments about the division of labor in 200 SWO's
CWII Zwijndrecht
Thee situation of CWI Zwijdrecht in 1998 is shown by the next quotes. For benefit
andd labor guidance services CWI Zwijndrecht is characterized by 'One counter
(severall check-in points)' and for the administrative intake applies 'Everyone for
theirr own'. The CWI Zwijndrecht operated under the name 'jobs center'.
"CWI"CWI Zwijndrecht could be best characterized as one counter with several
check-incheck-in points, because people start at the reception desk, which refers
peoplepeople to Gak, the municipality, the temporary employment agency, the
StichtingStichting Werkkring (for WIW, Melkert jobs, etc.), or to the employment
stimulationstimulation agencies."

"Everyone"Everyone does their own intake. One intake hasn 't been organized yet. I
thethe citizen doesn't has objections, data is exchanged between ArbVo, Gak,
GSDGSD and temporary employment agencies."
"From"From within the CWI we monitor people during the first half year. Then we
passpass on people to ArbVo...it happens that people run into certain problems
afterafter a few weeks or months. I examine what we can do in cooperation with
thethe other partners in the CWI, primarily ArbVo... They will have an intake
withwith that person because they have more possibilities to indicate exactly
whatwhat suits such a person, what they can offer him. They know exactly what
isis on the market. Gak knows this only roughly. "
Inn CWI Zwijndrecht, Gak did the intake for the benefit itself. The path for phase
twoo and three people was planned by the employment stimulation agency.

"Someone"Someone who became unemployed and checks in at the jobs center will
havehave to follow a few steps. The person has to check in at the reception and
receivesreceives the form 'registration form looking f or a job'...If the per son wants
toto check in at the employment stimulation agency, he needs to fill in another
form.form. ...After the first visit the person leaves with a certificate of
subscriptionsubscription ...People who come for a standard intake is told that they w
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bebe invited after about a month and that they have to do a few things in that
period,period, like minimally one job application a week, subscription to several
temporarytemporary employment agencies, etc...If the person comes for benefit
application,application, he has to know all data of the last six years."
"The"The forms don't have to be filled immediately... the form 'application WW
forfor employees' is for WW-application at Gak. The form 'registration form
lookinglooking for a job' is for the employment stimulation agency and for Gak.
TheThe 'question list Arbvo' is for the employment stimulation agency
...Decisions...Decisions about awarding benefits are taken at district offices...Basically,
II take the forms and sent these for assessment to the district office. "
Specificationn of Services in CWI Zwijndrecht
Thee above-mentioned quotes show that CWI Zwijndrecht had a marginal role in the
specificationn of benefits and labor guidance services. The service was limited to
signaling,, reference, monitoring of application forms and (limited) data interchange.
CWII Zwijndrecht was the portal to associated parties and hosted third parties like
temporaryy agencies. For Gak, CWI Zwijndrecht was just the distributor and
collectorr of application forms. These were sent to Gak district offices for further
processingg and specification of benefits. The Gak district office decided on the
benefit. .
"The"The district offices decide. If an unemployed has come to the CWI to apply
forfor a benefit, he will come to the CWI with complaints or questions about
decisionsdecisions on benefits...Nowadays, the letter clearly states why someone is
entitledentitled to a benefit or not. The CWI receives a copy of that letter."
CWII Zijndrecht also played a role in the service fulfilment process. Through
theirr activation and control functions they verified whether unemployed people
appliedd enough for jobs and whether their claim on benefits was still reasonable.
Forr labor guidance services, the CWI just referred customers to the UVTs, GSD's
andd ARBVO.
Typee of Front Office CWI Zwijndrecht: Counter
II typify the CWI Zwijndrecht as 'Counter' (see figure 6.3). I discuss the degree of
customization,, the relation, product en process information that was available to the
CWII and the effectiveness of the CWI.
DegreeDegree of Customization
Servicee specification in the CWI Zwijndrecht is limited to monitoring the
completionn of standard application forms. CWI Zwijndrecht just distributed,
collectedd and monitored standard application forms and referred to the affiliated
organizations. .
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Figuree 6.3: CWI: type of front office

RelationRelation Information
Thee distribution, collection and monitoring of standard application forms and
referencee to affiliated organizations could be seen as anonymous transactions in
whichh no differentiation was made between customers. No information on
applicantss for benefits was available at the CWI.
ProductProduct Information
Productt information in the CWI was limited to the standard application forms. To
monitorr completion of these forms, the CWI-employee knew about the application
form. .
Althoughh there were dependencies between benefit services and labor guidance
services,, in the 'One counter (several check in points)'-model of CWI Zwijndrecht
thesee dependencies were not taken into account in the sense that these services were
takenn together in a coherent service package or assortment.

"Within"Within the CWI a spectrum of services is provided like labor guidance
services,services, benefits, temporary employment services, etc. Sometimes these are
dependent.dependent. For labor guidance one might need some training. Then th
personperson has to provide for its income, for which he needs a benefit. At a
certaincertain moment the unemployed person needs to know whether everything is
arrangedarranged for. These processes are not synchronized in time, i.e. the parties
processprocess everything independent from each other. It is possible that a
personspersons hears this week that he is allowed to follow a training, but that he
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mightmight have to wait another two weeks before he knows about the benefit
decision." decision."
ProcessProcess Information
Thee above-mentioned quote shows that neither services nor delivery times were
aligned.. For the settlement of individual services there were sometimes delivery
norms,, like in the case of deciding on unemployment benefits.
"Gak"Gak is obliged to inform people about their allowance for benefits within
fourfour weeks after the first day of unemployment (the norm time). This
decisiondecision comes from the district office because they do the assessment. At
thethe moment the norm time is reached quite often (above the 80/90%). "
"There"There is a norm time of four weeks and within these four weeks, I can't see
thethe status."

Effectivenesss of Front Office CWI
II haven't found any indications for ineffectiveness of the front office CWI
Zwijndrechtt due to insufficient information to perform their limited function in
servicee specification.

Clientt Volg en Communicatie Stelsel (CVCS)
Withinn the frame of CWI developments, a Client Volg en Communicatie Stelsel
(CVCSS - Client Follow and Communication System) was developed to support
thee process of intake and phasing. This provided an indication of the fiiture
informationn provision of the CWI. Government saw the system as a central
developedd and managed system to follow clients and to interchange information
betweenn CWI affiliated organizations (SWIadvies). CVCS would support
processess like the joint intake and labor supply analysis.

Thee working of the system was conceived as follows (CVCSfase3).
•• CVCS Mail, elementary electronic mail facilities.
•• CVCS Inkijk (view module), the possibility to look into the standardized
datasetss (the so called 'shop-window files') of the three 'CWI-columns'
(UVI's,, Arbvo and GSD'n) via the Internet.
•• CVCS Gemeenschappelijke intake (joint intake). This module just
supportss the administrative intake (not the qualifying intake). It was the
intentionn to have all available information in the columns automatically
availablee in the intake through the shop-window files.
•• CVCS Eventverwerking (event processing), The automatic reporting of
eventsevents concerning the client to the different parties (primary through
EDI). .
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II analyzed the conceptual data model of the shop-window datasets that was
testedd in 1998 in eight CVCS pilot projects (CVCSfase3). About 230 data items are
clusteredd into six clusters: basic data, labor market qualifications, labor data, benefit
data,, labor guidance data and non-client data. This last cluster was about data on
vacanciess for which no model was made yet. This reconfirms the observation in
tablee 6.13 that the SWI objective to come to better alignment of supply and demand
onn the labor market hadn't been reached yet. The first five categories are found in
tablee 6.15. In the analysis I further used the data set for the joint intake
(CVCSintake).. In this set the same categories are distinguished. Furthermore I
analyzedd the difference between two systems, MR-SWI (from a party outside the
Gakk Groep) and Gina (from the Gak Groep subsidiary, ASZ) (CVCSginamr). Both
systemss were offered when, in 1997, a tender was put out for the intake module for
thee eight CVCS pilots. The differences between both systems and the relation to
CVCSS were under study at Gak. Both systems covered a different subset of the
CVCSS data. The CVCS contained relation and product information. No indications
off process information have been found.
CVCS:CVCS: Relation Information in Development
Thee relation information is on the level of a customer profile and is shown in table
6.15. .
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y

ST T

Demographic Demographic
ST T
Agee {Date of birth)
ST T
Gender r
ST T
Familyy size (type of household, children, partner)
Familyy life cycle
Income e
AK K
Professionn (work experience)
AK K
Educationn (education and courses)
Sociall class
AK K
RelevantRelevant specific skills
Psychographic Psychographic
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to B
BusinessBusiness characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
1

Tablee 6.15: Relation information in CVCS
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Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e
CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Countryy (nationality)
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id. (Social security number; identification)
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data
WorkWork license
ResidenceResidence permit
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customer r
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (reproachable behavior)
Active// passive (independent applying for jobs, motivation)
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
AvailabilityAvailability for work 1 labor duty
SubscriptionSubscription at Arbeidsvoorziening
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information (application for benefits)
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders
Typee of purchasing decision
Paymentss (advanced money)
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management infonnation
Contactt persons (at CWI, UVI, GSD orArbvo)
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history

ST T
ST T
ST T
ST T
ST T

ST T

ST T
ST T

AT T
AT T

AT T
AT T
UG G

UG G

UG.AT T

Tablee 6.15: Continued
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Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds - possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern
Current and former employment relations
Labor beyond industrial relations
Income
Running benefits and history last five years: social security act, amount,
measuresmeasures taken
Re-integration trajectory plan and applied re-integration instruments
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (health care insurance)
Needss profile
Desired profession
Occupational disability rate and possible workload
Willingness to move (mobility)
Willingness to accept work in other professions (flexibility)
Distance to the labor market 1 data on phase definition
Affinityy score
UnemploymentUnemployment and dismissal
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc)
Decision-makingg processes
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural)
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 6.15: Continued
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Legend:: SG = CVCS basic data; AK = CVCS labor qualification data; AG = CVCS labor
data;; UG = CVCS benefit data; AT = CVCS labor guidance data.

CVCS:CVCS: Product Information in Development
Thee CWI was planned to deliver the Bewijs van Inschrijving (BVI - proof of
subscription)) at ARBVO, the administrative intake for all parties and the rough
phasing. .
CVCSS makes the following product information available (CVCSintake).
••
••

Application for benefit (application date, start date, end date, law, sector).
Phase determination (labor market perspective, labor market qualifications,
personall qualifications, hindrance to accept work).
•• Subscription data Arbvo (BVI - proof of subscription) (date and reason).

CVCSS provides information about decisions yet taken (phase determination,
subscriptionn at Arbvo and benefit applied). It doesn't provide information to specify
products,, but merely provided an image on running cases to supply all parties with
thee same information.
CVCS:CVCS: 'Intake' versus 'Service' Paradigm
Severall papers (SWIstart; SWIadvies; SWIstatus4) sketch the ideal picture of a CWI
inn which citizens never leave the CWI without being confronted with the demand
sidee of the labor market and in which counseling is dependent on his distance to the
laborr market. In this ideal picture an assortment of services would be offered to get
thee citizen as soon as possible on the labor market and when this takes some time is
assuredd of income through benefits.
Too reach this the CWI has to develop into a front office in which citizens are
offeredd aligned benefits and labor guidance services from one location. The
organizationss in the different columns have to function as suppliers. CWTs were at
quitee a distance from that ideal picture at the end of 1998. The relation information
thatt would be delivered by CVCS would support the ideal situation. This
informationn is on the level of the front office type 'field and inside service'.
Althoughh I haven't been able to analyze the degree of customization of labor
guidancee services, it could be expected that this would be at least an assortment of
standardd services and probably even services on the customized standardization
levell (in which labor guidance services are customized to the personal situation of
thee citizen).
Whetherr the CWI indeed would develop in this direction is the question. The
CVCSS had just yet an intake, communication and client follow function. This is
shownn by the product information in CVCS as well, which doesn't concern
informationn on elements of the service or customization options or delivery
conditionss of the service, but merely is an overview of services dealt with or already
deliveredd by the several organizations. This is primarily meant to enable the
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differentt organizations to follow clients after the service already is specified. Thus
thee CVCS doesn't support the specification of services. Specification was still
thoughtt of to take place at affiliated organizations in the 'second line'.
"Based"Based on the intake, all relevant data is collected from the columns with
CVCS.CVCS. Then this data isfunneled to the different organizations (UVI, GSD,
ARBVO).ARBVO). These organizations deliver the actual products, like benefits and
laborlabor guidance."
Itt is notable that the CWI and CVCS plans depart from the 'intake '-paradigm
andd not from the 'service'-paradigm. In the 'intake'-paradigm it is assumed that
customerr contact consists of extracting data from the client to start production in the
differentt columns. Technology is used to make the customer case available to the
backk office. The organization and its production are central. The CWI has the
functionn of portal.
Inn the 'service'-paradigm the customer is central. The assumption is that the
clientt enters the CWI with a problem ('no work, no income') and an assumption
('I'mm insured') and that the client leaves with a perspective ('there are opportunities
too improve my situation and they are going to support me'). Within the service
paradigmm discretionary power would be decentralized to the CWI to enable CWI
employeess to anticipate circumstances of the client. Technology would make
servicess accessible to the CWI employee and its clients. The CWI would be
distributionn channel in this situation with the different columns as suppliers.

Conclusion,, What I Learned from Gak

Basedd on proposition three, the strategic development of Gak Nederland can be
characterizedd by a movement from a mass oriented service positioning strategy
towardstowards a scope oriented one. The changes needed to make this movement we
expressedd in the business plan and in interviews and were taken together in the
changee program Aansluiting. Aansluiting clearly focussed on a scope oriented
servicee positioning strategy with modulair service processes, a mass customized
servicee type, relationship marketing and economies of scope. The main innovations
att Gak were of the recombinative type, supporting the movement towards scope
orientation.. Some innovations were of the ad hoc type and remained ad hoc in the
generall sense of meaning because a posteriori recognition, dissemination and
codificationn of new built competencies was missing. Therefore contribution of these
add hoc innovations to the strategic movement was limited. Although Gak's intention
too move into the direction of scope orientation was clear, implementation of
customizationn or recombinative innovations was quite hard, because the
organizationn which had arosen from years of mass oriented service positioning
wasn'tt facilitating it.
Too implement a scope oriented service positioning strategy Gak had to start a
majorr change program for which overall costs were estimated at 294 million Euros
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duringg a period of four years. The most prevailing efforts were the ICT driven
businesss process redesign, investment in the ICT infrastructure and the changes in
thee marketing and sales organization. With the change program Aansluiting, Gak
anticipatedd market changes and rising competition, which resulted from the
Organisatiewett Sociale Verzekeringen (Organization act Social Security). This act
allowedd new entrants to the UVI market and allowed free choice of UVI for sector
counselss and employers. Only three years later, the Dutch government changed its
strategyy towards the organization of social security and decided to stop the
privatizationn process of the UVI's. During 2000 and 2001 the SUWI law passed the
Dutchh parliament, which arranged for the complete merger of all five UVI's into the
Uitvoeringsorgaann Werknemers Verzekeringen (UWV) by the first of January 2002.
Againn the UVI's had to anticipate major environmental changes. Gak dismantled the
changee program Aansluiting, many projects stopped without any concrete results
andd Gak sold its commercial activities.
Partt of Gak's strategy to move from mass orientation towards scope orientation
wass to create two single points of contact with employer organizations. R&V was
intendedd to be the single point of contact for the specification of customized
standardizedd services for sectors and major employers. These services would be
masss customized on customer order out of standard components and smallest
replicapablee units. Polisbeheer was intended to be the single point of contact for
employers,, which were member of sectors. These organizations were offered
segmentedd standardized services.
Thee case of R&V supports proposition one and two. R&V shows the degree of
customizationn and corresponding information requirements at the field and inside
servicee level. R&V also shows some of the ineffectiveness problems proposed in
propositionn two. R&V can be typified as a field and inside service, which is
ineffectivee due to insufficient information. R&V mostly specified customized
standardizedd services out of standardized components like the LISV reference
products.. It used a limited customer profile during the specification process. R&V
requiredd extension of this profile with insight in the decision-making structure and
relationn matrix, insight in the needs profile of customers, market segmentation and
insightt in commercial processes. Due to this insufficiency in relation information
R&VV suffered limitations in its proactivity towards customers. Product information
att R&V was insufficient. They lacked clear insight into the standardized
componentss out of which customized standardized services could be configured.
Thee use of the data logistics method to determine smallest replicapable units was no
standardd and its use remained coincidental. Due to this insufficient product
information,, specification lead-time was longer than necessary and protection of the
backk office was limited. The same inefficiencies resulted from insufficient process
information.. Because R&V lacked clear insight into its service components,
specificationn lead-time could not be estimated and frequent back office consultation
wass needed.
Thee Polisbeheer case is supportive to proposition one and two as well. I typify
Polisbeheerr as a one-stop-shop. Polisbeheer specifies segmented standardized
servicess in which the sectors are the segments to which employers are clustered.
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Thee umbrella policy is a loosely defined assortment of social security insurances
combinedd with data supply products. Polisbeheer showed a clear need for a
customerr profile, which was sufficient for specifying the segmented standardization.
Thee fact that they used a customer profile deviates from the proposed pattern in the
theory.. This could be explained from the fact that Gak planned a commercial role
forr Polisbeheer for all its products in the future. Polisbeheer had to perform a
functionn in account planning to support R&V and sometimes co-operated with R&V
too provide the customized standardized service one-processing office (although this
wass exceptional). For this support and the occasional specification of customized
standardizationn they needed a customer profile. I typified Polisbeheer as one-stopshopp based on their primary segmented standardized service, not on the occasional
customizedd standardized service. Furthermore, some information on commercial
processess was needed to support prospect generation for the B-branch, another
functionn Polisbeheer was planned to perform in the future. Another explanation for
thee customer profile comes from the fact that Polisbeheer not only performed
servicee specification but also service operations. The name Polisbeheer says it all.
Theyy had to manage social security policies in the first place, i.e. they performed
afterr sales functions like policy mutation and explaining premiums to customers.
Theyy had to change policies due to changes in the amount of personel employed by
thee employer, for instance. Therefore they needed a customer profile with
informationn on the installed base of insurances, contact management, customer
identification,, type of customer, payments and relevant services. Altogether, the
customerr profile supported the service operations function of Polisbeheer in the first
placee and some elements (like account planning and information on commercial
processes)) could be explained from their support function for R&V and the Bbranch.. Product information on the assortment of assurances and data delivery
methodss reflected segmented standardization. Polisbeheer had to consult the back
officee due to lack of process information, which resulted in limited protection of the
backk office.
Althoughh the case of CWI is supportive to proposition one, the case is somewhat
disappointing.. The CWI played a marginal role in the specification of services. It
hadd just the function of portal and a function in the completion of standard
applicationn forms. Thefrontoffice is typified as counter. The application forms that
aree distributed and collected are standard. The relation information is on anonymous
transactions.. Product information is limited to information on standard application
forms.. CWI Zwijndrecht works with standard delivery time norms for individual
servicess as process information. The general analysis of the CWI shows that during
thee period of study (fall 1998) only 40 CWI's were operational and that a pilot ran
inn 8 CWI with the CVCS. Analysis of the CVCS shows that this system primarily
wass meant to support the different organizations with information to track clients
andd to communicate some data on clients. The intake paradigm is central to the
CVCSS and phase two and three clients for which labor guidance services were
meantt in the first place, were serviced from the second line, i.e. the affiliated
organizations,, not the CWI. Taking this analysis into account, I decided not to
enlargee the study of CWI's. I had doubts on what additional results could be
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expectedd from such an enlargement. Given the intake paradigm behind CWI
Zwijndrechtt and the CVCS; the marginal function of CWTs in the specification of
services;; and the observation that the different organizations preserved much of
theirr existing operations, gave rise to the surmise that extension of the study
wouldn'tt learn me anything additionally about the propositions presented in chapter
four. .
Thee Gak case supports proposition three. Gak moved its strategy towards scope
orientationn but showed many characteristics of mass orientation during the period of
study.. The move in its strategy could be recognized by the characteristics of the
genericc service strategies in proposition three. Polisbeheer deliberately was
designedd as a single point of contact for (loosely packaged) standardized services
duringg the period before the start of the study and reflected Gak's mass orientation
duringg that period. R&V grew into its commercial role and faced the challenge to
supportt Gak's strategic change towards scope orientation. As a result of the mass
orientedd focus in the years before, R&V suffered from insufficient information, but
theyy clearly showed a need for information on the field and inside service level.

Gakk Specific Reference Material
Code Code

AANSLPvA A
APKPN N
APULB B
AVU/digitaal l
Brug24 4
BUSIPLAN N
CVCSfase3 3
CVCSintake e
CVCSginamr r
DefRWGZ Z
EBV/Videotex x
ElecBerichten n
Esprit t
FinDagl5dec99 9

FLEXbase e
GAKJvrsg98 8
GAKJvisg99 9
GAKNUvrs98 8
GAKNUvrs99 9
GAK2002 2
GAKstruc97 7

Document Document

Plann van aanpak Aansluiting
Accountt plan KPN
Accountt plan Uitleenbedrijven sector 52
AVU/digitaal:: papier overbodig, productfolder
Brug,, Bulletin voor het management van Gak Nederland B.V., jrg. 2,
nr.. 24,26 juni 1998
Businessplann - visie en strategie 1996-2000
Systeemconceptt CVCS fase 3, realisatie CVCS SV
Gegevenssett gemeenschappelijke intake CVCS
Dee relation tussen MRE, GINA, CLIM en CVCS
Definitiestudiee Raadpleegfaciliteit employerszaken
EBV/Videotex.. De zekerheid van online controle, productfolder
Overstappenn op electronisch berichtenverkeer, productfolder
Esprit:: het spoor naar product- en processflexibiliteit, projectgroep
Esprit,, januari 1998
Quotationn of Drs. Ing. Paul Staal, vice-president of the
Branchorganisatiee Arbodiensten (BAO - industry association of
occupationall health care services) in Financieel Dagblad, 15 december
1999 9
Inrichtingg Flexbase t.b.v. Gak Nederland en uitzendbureaus
GAKK groep jaarverslag 1998
GAKK groep jaarverslag 1999
Gakk Nederland B.V. jaarverslag 1998
Gakk Nederland B.V. jaarverslag 1999
Bestemming:: 2002 Het transformatieprocess van Gak Nederland bv
Beknoptee beschrijving van de organisatiestructure van Gak Nederland
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Inventarisatiee gegevensset polisbeheer / inspecteur buitensservice
GIS/digitaal:: het gemak van eenvoud
Hoofdlijnenn voor een toekomstige uitvoeringsorganisatie van de sociale
verzekeringen,, notitie aan de voorzitter van de Eerste Kamer der
Staten-Generaall van de Staatssecretaris van Sociale Zaken en
Werkgelegenheid,, mr. F.H.G.de Grave
KLANTprof f
Customerr profile, 28jauari 1999
Naarr klantgerichte communicatie & information Inventarisatie huidige
Commlnv v
situatiee Gak Nederland
Introductiee
Data logistics ASZ-L&I - Opleiding data logistics
OplGegLog g
Polisbeheerr in de regio - Het aanspreekpunt van de employer
PBregio o
ProdCat t
Productt Catalogus
ProModelWAO O Processmodell claimbeoordeling ten behoeve van business case, WAO
enn WAO-hiaat verzekering, januari 1999
ProfSect t
Profiell sectorraden, 30 October 1997
Plann van Aanpak: Raadpleegfaciliteit WGZ
PvARWGZ Z
Businessplann R&V - unit sectorraden en LISV sector opdrachtverlening
R&VBPL L
ReFlex,, Registratie Flexwerkers bij Gak Nederland bv, plan van
REFLEXpva a
aanpak k
Eindrapportagee Gegevensanalyse ten behoeve van Reflex
REFLEXgeg g
REFLEXmm m
ReFlexx Memo
Sectorr specifieke afspraken t.b.v. de jaarovereenkomst 1998 voor de
SECTafspr98 8
sectorraad: :
KPN N
Burgerluchtvaartt / KLM
NS S
StukABN N
Standardd stuklijsten ABN-AMRO, ZW, ZW-vervolg, WAO, WW
Samenwerkingg in dynamisch perspectief Advies Regiegroep SWI April
SWIadvies s
1997 7
Startdocumentt Samenwerking Werk en Inkomen 1 maart 1996
SWIstart t
SWIstatus4 4
Vierdee statusrapportage SWI-samenwerkingsovereenkomsten Gak
Nederlandd B.V., december 1998
SYSGIDS S
Gakk Systemengids, februari 1997
ViaPrisma:: gemak service de employer, productfolder
ViaPrisma a
Visiee op 2001, de relation tussen Gak Nederland, employers en
VisieOl l
verzekerdenn in het jaar 2001. Discussiestuk over de klanten, de
products,, het accountmanagement, de distributiekanalen en de IT van
Gakk Nederland na 2000. Concept 26 januari 1998.
Gebruikershandleidingg
Werkgever Dialoog Systeem WDS-versie 5.5
WDS5.5 5
januarii 1997
Handleidingg WDS Fase 2 Versie 98.10
WDShandl l
Plann van aanpak: Raadpleegfaciliteit WGZ
WDSPvA A
WERKPRAG G Instructieboekk werkprocesssen ag
Inventarisatiee gegevensset polisbeheerder / inspecteur buitenservice
WGZgeg g
Rapportt Herinrichting employerszaken
WGZHerin n
GEGSETPB B
GIS/digitaal l
HFDlijnen n
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Chapterr Seven
Casee study Interpolis

'Heavy'Heavy dog kiss' (Jvrslg98, see end of chapter)

Inn this chapter I present the case study Interpolis Nederland B.V. I studied Interpolis
duringg the period of October 1999 to May 2000. The description of Interpolis, its
markets,, services, strategy andfrontoffices concern that period. The chapter unfolds
ass follows.
An introduction to Interpolis.
An introduction to the main units of analysis: Interpolis' front office.
Data collection: the sources of information at Interpolis.
Interpolis' services.
Interpolis' market.
Interpolis' basic organizational structure.
Interpolis' strategy.
Interpolis' front office.
Thee main parts of the chapter are the section on Interpolis' strategy (focussed on
Interpolis'' Employment Benefits (EB) strategy) and the section on Interpolis' front
office.. Interpolis experienced quite extensive strategic developments which are of
interestt in regard to the theory in this thesis. Interpolis' strategic developments can
bee typified by the service positioning strategies of proposition three and Gallouj &
Weinstein'ss innovation types. Part of Interpolis' strategy was to position itself in a
networkk of suppliers, customers and distribution channels. This network positioning
willl be described through Klüber et al.'s 'network ecosystem' presented in chapter
two.. To give the reader a complete understanding of these developments, the section
onn Interpolis' strategy is quite large. The section on Interpolis' strategy is
subdividedd into six sections.
1.. Interpolis' EB strategy for its small and medium enterprise (SME) market
segment,, subdivided into:
Supporting SME's human resource management and income insurance
damagee reduction;
EB module one;
Ideas on forthcoming EB modules;
Reduction of administrative burden around HRM.
2.. Interpolis' EB strategy for the large enterprise market segment.
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3.. Strategic developments in Interpolis' EB field directly following the period
off study.
4.. Characteristics of Interpolis' strategy (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy
withh the three service positioning strategies of proposition three).
5.. Innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy
withh Gallouj & Weinstein's innovation types).
6.. Network positioning of the BU EB (confrontation of Interpolis' strategy
withh Klüber et al.'s 'network ecosystem').
Thee section on the front office is divided into an introduction of the service
deliveryy process for EB module one followed by discussions on the type of front
office,, the degree of customization, relation information, product information and
processs information and the effectiveness of the front office. The chapter ends with
thee main conclusions, a discussion on what I learned from the Interpolis case.

Interpolis s
Duringg the period of study Interpolis was a 100% subsidiary of the Rabo Groep. In
2000,, Rabo Groep consisted of several companies with different services (see table
7.1).. Rabo Nederland is a cooperation of 397 locally operating banks with 1727
branchess from which about 9 million customers are served. Rabo Nederland is so to
sayy the daughter of 397 mothers (JvrsRabolOO). N.V. Interpolis was founded in
1969.. Key figures are depicted in table 7.2. Table 7.3 shows the contribution of the
mainn activities to Interpolis' turnover and result before tax.
Thee development of Interpolis in the Dutch insurance market is notable. In the
periodd 1994-1998 Interpolis almost tripled its turnover in the life insurance business.
Turnoverr in indemnity business grew with 30%. The complete turnover doubled and
resultt before tax quadrupled (from 42 million Euro in 1994 to 168 million Euros in
19988 (Jrvslg98). Interpolis occupied a fourth position in the Dutch insurance market
(BrochCompaan). .
RabobankRabobank Groep entity
MainMain services
Servicess for Rabo Banks, Group treasury, corporate
Raboo Nederland
clients,, security services, ICT and facilities
Raboo Internationaal
Raboo Securities, corporate and investment banking
interpolis s
Insurances,, pensions and employment benefits
Dee Lage Landen (DLL)
Leasing,, tradefinance,vendor finance
Assett management, investment funds
Robeco o
Gildee Investment Management Venturee capital
Internationall Private Banking & Internationall private asset management
Trust t
Assett management, investment advise
Securitiess Bank Stroeve
Assett management, planning and advise
Schretlenn & Co
Planning,, projectfinancingand participation
Raboo Vastgoed
Tablee 7.1: Rabobank Groep, its subsidiaries and main services
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Turnover r
Resultt before tax
Resultt after tax
Insuredd capital
Employeess (full time and part time)

1999 1999
3.532 2
187 7
129 9
48.617 7
2704 4

1998 1998
3.109 9
168 8
115 5
44.836 6
2421 1

Tablee 7.2. Key figures on Interpolis in million Euros (Jvrslg99).

Interpolis'' Front Office
II studied the introduction of the first module of the Employment Benefits concept to
Raboo Banks and the SME market segment. This introduction was organized by
Interpolis'' business unit Employment Benefits (BU EB), specifically BU EB's
markett unit MKB (Midden en Klein Bedrijf- Small and Medium Enterprises). The
BUU EB was explicitly meant as a marketing, distribution and sales support
organization.. The BU EB organized the complete specification process of the first
EBB module through the program Starter (StartPlanning99). In Starter the marketing
andd sales processes for the module were rolled out through training of bank
employeess and front office ICT applications. Through this project I was able to
studyy the relationship between the degree of customization of the EB service and the
relation,, product en process information with which the service specification process
inn Rabo Banks was supported.

Dataa Collection
Inn the case study at Interpolis the following information sources were used.
•• Documentation (see references at the end of this chapter).
•• Eleven interviews with senior management and project management.
MainMain activity

Privatee indemnity
Indemnityy SME
Privatee life insurances
Collectivee pensions
Employmentt Benefits
Legall assistance
insurances s
Sterpolis s
Hagelunie e
Interpoliss Intermediair
Bedrijf f

Gross Gross ResultResult before Gross Gross ResultResult before
taxtax 1998
premiums premiums
premiums premiums tax tax
1998 1998
1999 1999
1999 1999
240 0
270 0
22 2
18 8
20 0
246 6
273 3
31 1
1572 2
117 7
1378 8
103 3
133 3
118 8
Nott mentioned
Nott mentioned
93 3
117 7
-30 0
-28 8
44
27 7
31 1
55
100 0
55 5
147 7

77
10 0
55

93 3
52 2
130 0

66
66
00

Tablee 7.3: Contribution of activities to Interpolis' turnover and result before tax in million
Euross (Jvrslg99)
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Interpolis'' Services
Interpoliss provides insurance services ranging from basic indemnity insurances for
privatee persons and businesses to life insurances, collective and individual pension
products,, income insurances, legal assistance insurances and employee benefits.
Interpoliss had good experience with packaging services. In 1996 Rabo and
Interpoliss introduced the OpMaat Hypotheek (the 'tailored mortgage'). Three years
laterr Rabo and Interpolis administered 100.000 of these mortgages (Jrvrslg99). In
19977 Interpolis introduced the 'Alles-in-één Polis' ('all-in-one policy') for private
indemnityy insurances. Two years later Interpolis realized the largest growth in
privatee indemnity insurances in its history of more than 10%. In 2000, three years
afterr its introduction, more than one million customers had an all-in-one policy with
ann average of 3 persons insured on it, i.e. about 18% of the complete Dutch
populationn (JvrslgOl). In 1998 Interpolis introduced the 'Bedrijven Compact Polis'
(BCPP - 'business compact policy') for indemnity insurances for SME's. During
19999 a large amount of SME customers migrated to the BCP.
Inn the EB field Interpolis provided two main products.
The Bedrij fsZekerPlan (BZP - Business Security Plan), an income insurance
forr employers in which they are insured for payment of salary during illness
orr occupational disablement of their employees.
The PremieDempingsVerzekering (PDV - premium attenuation insurance)
withh which employers are insured against social security premium rise for
thee WAO due to WAO influx and according to the bonus/penalty ruling in
thee Pemba act. The PDV is a private insurance against the risk of premium
raisee of another, public insurance. Specifics on the WAO and Pemba act are
presentedd in appendix B.

Interpolis'' Market
Interpoliss traditionally has a strong position in the agricultural market and the SME
markett in the Netherlands (Jrvslg98). Its main distribution channel, Rabo Banks, is
strongg in the same segments. Furthermore Interpolis benefits from Rabo's strong
customerr community of about nine million private customers (Jrvrslg99).
Inn the last view years, attention for Employee Benefits services is growing in the
Netherlands,, as well on the demand side as on the supply side (BlauwITarch99).
Duee to the privatization trend in social security (see appendix B), employers show
ann increasing need for private health insurances, Pemba insurances and private
occupationall disablement insurances (WAO-shortfall insurances), together with a
needd for support in the control of absenteeism due to health care problems and a
needd for support in administrative settlement. This trend was strengthened by
scarcityy on the labor market at the end of last century, which resulted in growing
attentionn for complete conditions of employment packages in which financial
servicess became of growing importance.
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Onn the supply side many insurance companies saw employee benefits services as
strategicc and entered into alliances with occupational health care service companies,
humann resource management suppliers (like temporary employment agencies) and
administrationn institutions for social security (the UVI's). Administration
institutionss for social security were going through a privatization process during the
periodd of study and were interested in broadening their service concept into
employeee benefits services, as is mentioned shortly in the Gak case study.
Thee Rabo Bank Group in general and Interpolis specifically realized its potential
inn the employee benefits market (BlauwITarch99). All components for employee
benefitss services were available in the Rabo Groep (insurances, pension products,
bankingg products, investment services, (company) card services, leasing and
factoring,, etc.) and the Rabo Groep had a severe market share in the SME market
segment. .
"Rabo"Rabo / Interpolis has almost all required for Employment Benefits:
competenciescompetencies in the field of banking, insurances and occupational health
carecare services. Eventually, acquisitions of occupational health care services
willwill follow. Thirty eight percent of all SME's view Rabo as their primary
bank." bank."
Inn 1998, the Rabo Bank Group/Interpolis took the fifth position in the Dutch EB
market,, measured by market share for individual products, which regularly are part
off EB-packages (BusplanGO). These market shares are summarized in table 7.4.
Insurancee companies in the Netherlands offered quite comprehensive EB
packagess during the period of study. Generally, packages contain sickness benefits
actt substitution insurances, occupational health care services, absenteeism
supervision,, health cost insurances, occupational benefits insurances, pensions,
ANW-shortfalll insurances, WAO-shortfall insurances, collective accident insurances
andd business savings arrangements. Combinations with legal assistance insurances,
privatee indemnity and savings products, Pemba insurances and training products
weree rare. Combinations with EB-statements, absenteeism control and care
intermediationn were growing. Integrated EB-propositions were already offered to the
markett but were quite immature. The total market for EB was growing
(BusplanGO). .

Product Product
Product Product MarketMarket share
6%% (Interpolis) Occupationall disability
Pensions s
insurances s
Healthh costs insurances 9%% (CZ Group)Liabilityy insurances
43%% (Rabo) WAO-shortfalll insurances
Businesss savings
arrangementss by banks
(bedrijj fssparen)
0% %
ANW-shortfalll insurances
Businesss savings
arrangementss by insurers

MarketMarket share
10%% Interpolis)
12%% Interpolis)
8%% (Interpolis)

8%% (Interpolis)

Tablee 7.4: Position of Interpolis on the EB market in 1998 (BusPlanGO)
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Interpolis'' Basic Organizational Structure
Interpolis'' organization consisted of five business units and four businesses. The
businesss units are: BU Private Indemnity, BU Businesses, BU Private Life, BU
Pensions,, BU Employment Benfits. Interpolis' businesses are Legal Assistence
Insurances,, Hagelunie, Sterpolis and Interpolis' Intermediair Bedrijf. Legal
assistancee insurances specialize in legal assistance with 170 employees in 1998
(Jrvslg98).. Hagelunie specialization in insurances for agriculture and possesses
strongg market segments: 55% in agricultural and horticultural growth and
arboriculture,, 80% in bulb growing and 90% in glass horticulture. Sterpolis is the
directt writing label of Interpolis. Interpolis Intermediair Bedrijf (Interpolis
Intermediaryy Business) develops and supports Interpolis' distribution channel of
insurancee intermediaries (Jrvslg99). The intermediary channel and the direct writing
channell Sterpolis are complementary to Interpolis' main distribution channel, the
Raboo Banks. Interpolis has a multi distribution policy (Jrvlsg98; Jvrslg99), as it
statedd in their yearly report over 1999: "We believe in a mix of channels. The
customerr chooses the moment and the medium" (Jrvrslg99).
Interpolis'' management staff consists of: legal affairs, corporate communication,
ICT,, concern control, internal accountancy and concern HRM. Its concern
businessess are: bank and business support, facilities and reinsurance.
Thee BU Employment Benefits (BU EB) started during 1998 and consisted of the
markett unit Midden en Klein Bedrijf (MKB - Small and Medium Enterprises), the
markett unit Grote Ondernemingen (GO - Large Enterprises) and the product unit
Inkomensverzekeringenn (IV - Income insurances) (BlauwITarch99). Both market
unitss targeted different market segments with the SME market as the traditionally
mostt important segment. The product unit IV provided the above-mentioned
productss BZP and PDV. The BU EB was meant to function as a node in the network
off employee benefits product suppliers and distribution channels (Jrvslg98). For the
forthcomingg years the market unit MKB had to function as a marketing, distribution
andd sales support organization. It had the responsibility to compose and market
employmentt benefits packages, to develop sales channels and to support these
channelss (BlauwITarch99).
Itt should be noted that Interpolis' largest distribution channel, Rabo Banks,
weren'tt obliged to sell Interpolis' products. For many Rabo Banks, however,
Interpoliss was seen as the logical supplier of insurances, given that Interpolis was a
100%% subsidiary of the Rabo Groep.
"The"The BU EB will sell its services by Rabo Banks in the first place. Because
everyevery Rabo Bank determines its own assortment the possibility exists that
partpart of the Rabo Banks won't participate."

Interpolis'' Strategy
Interpoliss strategic developments during the period of study were quite extensive. I
willl discuss these developments in six sections.
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••
••
••
••
••

Interpolis' Employment Benefits (EB) strategy for its SME market segment.
EB strategy for the large enterprise market segment.
Strategic developments in Interpolis' EB field directly following the period
off study.
Characteristics of Interpolis'strategy.
Innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy.
Network Positioning of the BU EB.

Interpolis'' EB Strategy for its SME Market Segment
Interpoliss had planned different phases in its EB strategy for the SME market,
knownn as module one and module two/three. Furthermore it planned investments to
reducee the administrative burden around HRM for itself and its customers. During
thee period of study Interpolis introduced its module one to the SME market, studied
onn module two/three and worked on the reduction of administrative burden around
humann resource management. I will discuss these developments in this section after
havingg started with a discussion on the basic idea behind Interpolis' EB strategy and
thee three phases of introduction.

SupportingSupporting SME's Human Resource Management and Income
InsuranceInsurance Damage Reduction
Thee Rabo Groep has a strong market position in the SME segment and supported
itss SME clients in the financial and physical aspects of their business, but not in the
humanhuman resource aspects. SME's are supported in running their business financially
throughh Rabo's financial products and physically through Interpolis' large range of
insurancess to cover risks on physical assets like buildings, production machines and
transportationn vehicles. Rabo realized that it needed to support the human resource
aspectss of SME's businesses as well (BusplanGO; ComPlanOO; MensopBalans). The
Dutchh deregulation of the social security market and the growing scarcity on the
laborr market were main reasons to do so. These developments caused severe risks
forr SME's.
"Financial"Financial resources, physical objects and human resources, that's the way
RaboRabo think about companies. "
Absenteeismm and drop out of human resources had become a serious risk for
SME's.. Absenteeism, for instance, could mean loss of production because instant
replacementt with temporary employees had become troubled due to a tight labor
market.. An employee's long-term inability to work would mean extra management
attention,, (expensive) re-integration, long-term uncertainty about replacement and in
thee end higher premiums for social security insurances like the WAO. Due to the
neww legislation in the field of social security and occupational health care (as
mentionedd in appendix B), risks of illness and disablement and its treatment had
beenn shifted towards employers. Large corporations already recognized these risks
andd took measures. SME's, on the contrary, often lack human resource management
competenciess to see trough the consequences of new legislation and to change
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humann resource policies. Human resource absenteeism and drop out had become
risksrisks for SME's with potentially serious financial consequences. Rabo Groep as
beingg one of the most important financers of SME's wanted to protect its SME
clientss from these risks to support continuation and competitive strength of SME's
(BUemplo98). .

"Employment"Employment benefits is driven by Rabo Bank, they obtain reduction
humanhuman resource related risks at their clients. "
Thee Rabo Groep had another reason to invest in its employee benefits business.
Interpoliss suffered a loss on employee benefits of 28 million Euros in 1998 and 30
millionn Euros in 1999 (Jvrslg 99). As Interpolis stated in its yearly report of 1999
(Jvrslgg 99): "There were disappointments as well, mainly with the illness
absenteeismm insurances. This is due to effects of the first years in which employers
andd insurance companies had low experience in quantifying these risks."..."To stop
thiss situation we took firm measures in the field of absenteeism control. Furthermore
premiumss are raised seriously, based on the risk profile of the company".

"The"The premium of income insurances has recently been adjusted and further
adjustmentsadjustments except from inflation correction are undesirable. The o
possibilitypossibility to reduce damage is redesign of processes, as is done in the EB
formulaformula (shorter lines, more prevention)."
Raboo Bank Groep and Interpolis deliberately chose the term employment
benefitss and not the regular term employee benefits, to emphasize their focus on
supportt of the relationship between employer and employee (ZelfstudieEB). The
termm employment covers both parties in the relationship. It is not only the employee
whoo benefits but the employer as well. "The core of Employment Benefits is the
financing,, organization, binding and rewarding of the labor factor" (Jrvslg98).
"The"The terminology employments benefits is important because we 're talking
aboutabout an integrated product that provides in the needs of employees and
employers." employers."
Interpoliss recognized a complex set of EB requirements of SME employers
(Prodbeleid99;; Jrvlg99).
1.. Support in the meeting of legal obligations and obligations stemming from
collectivee labor agreements, like occupational health care obligations,
compliancee to social security acts, fiscal and accountancy obligations and
implementationn of sector arrangements (like obligatory WAO-shortfall
insurances). .
2.. Cost control and optimization of the human resource factor (covering the
financiall risks of absenteeism and lengthy occupational disablement;
absenteeismm prevention and control; re-integration of occupational disabled
people;; substitution of ill employees; advise and education).
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3.. Reduction of the administrative burden due to social security obligations and
supplementaryy arrangements and advise in social security affairs
(transparentt service packages; single point of contact for the administration;
electronicc communication).
"To"To take away human resource troubles of employers. "
Thesee requirements largely correspond with the requirements of Interpolis'
distributionn channel Rabo Banks, which require a transparent service package and an
administrationn of products without problems.
Beforee the period of study an external strategic consultancy firm studied
Interpolis'' and Rabo's potential for the Employee Benefits market and advised three
phasess (see figure 7.1) of service development (BUemplo98; WillemIIEB99).
1.. A basic service package for loss of income and care services to the SME
markett to develop a strong starting position and to build relationships.
2. . Extendd the EB service package into the direction of additional components
likee pensions and savings products.
3. . Extendd the EB service package into human resource arrangements to support
employee'ss binding to employers and to develop a new business to
employeee distribution channel (based on workplace marketing) for private
productss of the Rabo Groep.
Needss of employer - employee

Product t

types s

Protection n
against t
losss of income

Compensation n
of f
medical l
expenses s

Pensions s
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Remainin n
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with h
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-- binding of employee
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Pensionss and savings

Figuree 7.1: Three phases to introduce EB modules (WillemIIEB99)
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Additionall turnover for the phase one and two modules was predicted at about
2700 million Euros (InrBUemploy98).
Too support employers and to reduce claims, Interpolis organized a network of
servicee suppliers. Interpolis started a joint venture, called Compaan
VerzuimbeheersingVerzuimbeheersing (Compaan absenteeism control) and closed a contr
occupationall health care services. With this contract Interpolis became the first
Dutchh insurer with 'multi-arbo' services (Jrvslgl999; OPVerzNet2000).
CompaanCompaan is a joint venture with the CZ Group (the largest care insurer in
Netherlands),, Adecco Personeelsdiensten (a top five temporary agency in the
Netherlands)) and SGG/Stigas (occupational health services). Compaan provides
interventionss to re-integrate ill or disabled employees and provides administrative
facilitiess through single point of contact services. Compaan provides an integrated
servicee for illness reporting and registration; care insurance; care intermediation;
conflictt intermediation; specialist psychological interventions; physical
rehabilitationn programs; workplace advise; business fitness plans; labor expert
advise;; education; temporary or continuous substitution of ill employees;
replacementt and labor intermediation and application for REA subsidies
(BrochCompaan;; Jvrslg98; Jvrslg98; OPVerzNet2000). Compaan bundles services
off a comprehensive network of specialist companies in the re-integration market,
likee HCN, CS Service, AMO/AGPP, AFP, RAC, Axiliation Health Support, Stigas,
Stichtingg de Voorde, Health Connect Nederland, EMN, ZVN Advies, Adecco and
Interpoliss (HandboekComp). In a pilot with 125 interventions the Compaan network
wass evaluated positively because many interventions showed to be successful
(EvaCompaan98). .
Interpolis'Interpolis' 'multi-arbo' service is to make conditions on occupational h
caree contracts between Interpolis' EB-customers and occupational health care
providers.. These conditions cover registration of absenteeism, absenteeism control
andd absenteeism supervision. Furthermore, Interpolis agreed on data interchange
betweenn the occupational health care providers and Interpolis. The contract was
closedd with ArboNed, ArboUnie, Relan Arbo, Commit Arbo and De Twaalf
Provinciën-Avioss (PDS-offl.9; VerzuimBeheersing2000). In the contracts between
thee occupational health care providers and EB customers of Interpolis referral to
Compaann Verzuimbeheersing was arranged for.

EBEB Module One
Thee market unit MKB focused its strategy from June 1998 on the first phase, EB
modulee one (BlauwITarch99; WillemIIEB99).
•• Building relationships with suppliers through simplifying and bundling of
coherentt products into packages that satisfy a large demand without getting
intoo price competition. Suppliers are defined as all those business units and
productt units within the Rabo Groep and third parties outside the Rabo
Groepp that supply components of the employment benefits package. This
meanss that the product unit income insurances of BU EB was seen as a
supplierr as well. Suppliers are responsible for the administration of
insurancess and their own portfolio.
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Building relationships with Rabo Banks, as being the primary distribution
channell of the market unit MKB, through developing assurance and selfconfidencee in the sales of employment benefits products by providing
relevant,, just in time support (by simple and reliable business processes and
ann effective service desk).
Building relationships with end customers through anchoring the
relationshipp marketing model in the employment benefits formula and by
organizingg EB events with Rabo Banks.
Inn the next two years the market unit would roll out a basic service package for
'workk and health' services (module one) to the SME market to develop a strong
startingg position and to build relationships in the market. From 2002 on, extension of
EBB services was planned.
Thee BU EB was supposed to develop three core competencies (WülemIIEB99).
1.. Marketing, distribution and sales to support the Rabo Banks.
2.. Specification and layout of modules into EB-packages that are valued by the
market. .
3.. Supply and implementation.
Thee BU EB had to position itself as the logical partner for relation concepts to Rabo
Bankss and as the critical coordinator of back offices and suppliers. The BU EB is
seenn as a content organizer, not as content provider (InrBUemploy98).
"The"The BU EB is a content organizer, contrary to the other business units who
areare content providers."
Thee positioning of BU EB is visualized in figure 7.2. The suppliers of the BU
EBB produce their services. The BU EB assembles these services into EB packages
andd supports the distribution of the package. Distribution (advise and sales) is done
byy Rabo Banks in the first place and sometimes through the direct channel of
Interpolis.. Module one is sold by Rabo Banks to SME employers. Module two was
plannedd to be sold to SME employers and employees as well. For module two, EB
servicess were planned to be sold by Rabo Banks to employees, but only after these
employeess had been attended on the services by their employer (through worksite
marketing). .
Thee starting position for the BU EB was as follows (WillemIIEB99).
Less than 5 percent of the business advisors in Rabo Banks sold EB
productss due to the complexity of existing products.
Rabo employees had to spend 3.5 hours to close contracts.
The cost to income ratio was 105%.
The basic EB product, the Bedrij fsZekerPlan (BZP - Business Security
Plan),, was no part of the marketing database, nor of sales support
applications;; offering took too long and Rabo Bank employees suffered
knowledgee on the product.
Rabo Bank employees had a gap in their knowledge of EB products in
general. .
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Figuree 7.2: Positioning of BU EB (InrBUemploy98)

"Business"Business advisors at Rabo Banks generally concentrate on credit contro
andand financial products, although there are severe differences between Rabo
Banks.Banks. The complete set of products has become too broad for relation
managers.managers. "
"In"In total Rabo has 600 to 700 products. "
"Rabo"Rabo Banks employ business advisors who will going to sell the EB
product.product. These people are originally financial advisors. Nowadays there
existexist more combinations between financial and insurance functions, at least
thatthat is the ambition. Insurances are too complex, therefore support of the BU
EBEB is welcome."

"The"The MKB-pilot in Brabant (in which Stichas, CZ, Compaan, Rabo and
Interpolis)Interpolis) sold a literally stapled version of the EB product....This proje
showedshowed that the questions belonging to the different insurances needed
alignment,alignment, many questions doubled; that explaining the complexity of th
productproduct was allmost impossible (at least in one hour) and that self service
andand to-the-point information was a critical success factor. "
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"The"The business advisors (BA) are the primary persons to act as consultants.
TheThe BA advises what he knows. The about 2200 BA 's are originally financial
advisorsadvisors and know little about insurances. The insurance advisor will have
toto help them. The problem definition of the customer is not broadened
becausebecause of the problem and product oriented advise. The question is how to
educateeducate BA's to EB-advisor. They know a lot about leasing and loaning;
littlelittle about insurances."
Thee knowledge gap on EB services at Rabo Banks and the problem of complex
productss was not only a problem with EB products but with the business oriented
indemnityy insurance package 'Business Compact Policy' as well (NaarSucBCP99).
Forr both, simplification of products and procedures and education of Rabo Bank
employeess was planned (NaarSucBCP99; CommPlanOO; WillemIIEB99).
Thee short-term targets for EB were (WillemIIEB99):
•• To have 50% of all Rabo Bank business advisors as an EB advisor;
•• To support the business advisors to close a contract within one hour;
•• To handle 99% of proposals within two weeks and 99% of all contracts
withinn 4 weeks
•• To arrive at a package price higher than or the same as the price of the single
componentss to avoid price competition.
Too reach these targets, Interpolis had to simplify its EB service, to develop
processess by which the BA could close contracts independently, to disclose EB
buyingg patterns and to process policies and claims by the BU EB itself
(WillemIIEB99).. These goals were aimed at with the Starter project. Ease was
aimedd at for the intermediary (Rabo Banks), the customer (SME's) and the
administrationn offices / accountants of the customer. Interpolis spoke about an 'ease
proposition** (InrBUemploy98; KSFgemak; RaboMade).
"Intermediaries"Intermediaries earn their money on insurances with premiums and
provisions.provisions. Their cost is composed of administration and sales processes. By
providingproviding ease in administration, sales support and packaging of products,
thethe BU EB will support intermediaries and will add value in the chain. "
"It"It is clear that the strongest side of the product needs to be ease for the
supplier,supplier, the intermediary and the customer."
"The"The challenge is to organize ease for customers, through besides other
thingsthings a single point of contact, and to organize the BU EB as 'thin' as
possible.possible. Direct customer contact with suppliers will remain because of their
specializedspecialized knowledge, for instance technical product knowledge. To arrive
atat a single point of contact we might start a call center which can connect
throughthrough customers."
Thee first EB package centered on the theme 'work and health' and was
implementedd in the service package Bedrij fs Continuïteits Plan (BCP - Business
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Continuityy Plan). The BCP consisted of the following components (BcontinuPlan;
MensopBalans;; PDS-offl.9).
••

Personnel management; four trainings on motivation, communication,
situationall leadership and time management by the training company Factor
(BesOffProc99). .
•• Absenteeism control; care and conflict intermediation, work rehabilitation,
re-integrationn and substitution workforce through the Compaan network.
•• Financial security by two insurances. The first is the Bedrijfs Zeker Plan
(BZPP - Business Security Plan) by which employers are insured for payment
off salary during illness or occupational disablement of their employees. The
secondd is the Premie Dempings Verzekering (PDV - Premium attenuation
insurance)) with which employers are insured against social security
premiumm raise for the WAO due to WAO influx and according to the
bonus/penaltyy ruling in the Pemba act.

"Module"Module 1: work and health.
ThisThis is a product focused on covering entrepreneurs' risks regarding
personnel.personnel. The complete module should result in less costs and risks for th
employeremployer and the insurer. It contains the following parts: Bedrijfs Zeker
Plan,Plan, an income insurance for ill employees; Premie Dempings Verzekering,
coveringcovering Pemba-act risks; a training for employers: how to deal with
employees,employees, implemented by a 100% external training company and includ
forfor prevention reasons; and Compaan activities. Compaan, in which Rabo
GroepGroep has a 25% share, takes care of re-integration of employees and
substitutionalsubstitutional labor via Adecco services. "
Onee of the conditions for buying the BCP is having an occupational health care
contractt of a certain quality at one of the five occupational health care service
providers,, which take part in the 'multi-arbo' service of Interpolis. These are
specificc contracts covering prevention and re-integration services (PDS-offl.9).
Paymentt of the Compaan services is hybrid (OPVerzNet2000; EvaCompaan98;
ZelfstudieEB).. Sometimes these services fall under the occupational health care
contract.. Sometimes these services are paid for through health care insurances. For
somee services additional fees need to be paid for by the customer. Some services fall
underr the contract of the 'Business Continuity Plan'.

"Compaan"Compaan is partly for free (IVpays for instance intermediation for hospit
beds)beds) and partly is paid by the employer (for instance conflict intermediation
oror social work)."
IdeasIdeas on Forthcoming EB Modules
Duringg the period of study module two ('pensions and savings') was studied.

"Module"Module two: Pensions and savings. This module isn 't operational yet and
isis focussed on rewarding employees: pensions, WAO-shortfall insurances,
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ANW-shortfallANW-shortfall insurances. The possibilities in this module can go further
thanthan that. The business unit Grote Ondernemingen (GO) thinks about it.
ModuleModule one is unrelated to module two. The sales of module two will be
initiatedinitiated via the employer. It deals with secondary labor conditions. The
employeeemployee doesn 't notice that the employer purchased module one, but he
willwill notice purchase of module two. For the actual realization, the employee
hashas to apply at the account manager of the Rabo Bank. The market approach
forfor products is multi-staged. Module two is an extension of module one.
ModuleModule two is not available to employees of employers who don't have
modulemodule one. This raises problems in the case of people who change jobs,
whichwhich we haven't solved yet. Other problems arise with module two because
ofof its interface with collective labor agreements and legislation. Module two
willwill be cafetaria-alike. We think of a token system; the employee gets a
certaincertain amount of tokens (or points) which he might use to spread over
differentdifferent options to enhance his secondary labor conditions. Examples of
suchsuch options are childcare, a lease car or additional pension. "
"The"The pilot of module two is expected in 2000. This module is in its
conceptualconceptual marketing stage at the moment. We think about:
•• The processes, particularly those in the direction of employers and
employees. employees.
•• The right approach towards new employees and methods to signal
newnew employees.
The transportability or portability of the product in cases of dismissal.
•• Group versus individual approach of employees.
TheThe second module is more complex than the first for the following reasons.
The employer - employee relationship needs to be managed.
•• The type of contract has more variation. Some contracts run via the
employer,employer, some directly with employees, some through
intermediaries. intermediaries.
•• Advice becomes more complex because varying knowledge is required
forfor the different parts. For example knowledge about legislation,
collectivecollective labor agreements, combinations with mortgages, etc.
KnowledgeKnowledge about suppliers needs to be opened up for bank
employees. employees.
The degrees of freedom are higher, in particular for the employee.
Advice becomes more important and more difficult as a result of
increasingincreasing degrees of freedom."

"The"The boundaries on options offered in module two will be narrowed down
throughthrough a funnel model.
Marketers decide what will be included in the product and which
optionsoptions will be offered.
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••

Experts, banks and intermediaries will notify which collective labor
agreementsagreements and legislation apply for a certain prospect, so that
doubtfuldoubtful choices will be made.
•• The employer decides on degrees of freedom for options. Higher costs
forfor wider options will play a role in his decision-making.
At last, the employee may decide what he wants given the left
options." options."

ReductionReduction of Administrative Burden around HRM
Reductionn of administrative burden can be seen as a prerequisite for the mass
handlingg of messages around the first two modules; as a way to make these modules
moree interesting for SME customers and their administrative offices / accountants
andd as an opportunity for cost reduction.

"Research"Research shows that the SME entrepreneur on the avarage spends 15 hour
perper week on non customer related administration, like reporting of illness,
taxes,taxes, the Central Bureau of Statistics, etc. The BU EB might remove part of
thisthis work by distributing data through a so-called data roundabout. The
roundaboutroundabout has to offer administrative ease to SME's and has to offer co
reductionsreductions to receiving parties by electronic delivery. The roundabou
receivesreceives data from salary systems electronically. Other sources and data
fromfrom possible call centers will be digitized, will be delivered electronically to
receiversreceivers and will be recorded in a database...The design of it is very
complex.complex. There need to be done more than just delivery of messages. Data
needsneeds to be encrypted and selected on destination, because not all parties
areare authorized to receive the content or the format of the message... A start
hashas been made on the conceptualization and design of the following aspects
ofof the roundabout.
The functionality of the roundabout. Initially this will be routing and
signaling.signaling. By signaling is meant that it will be reported when someone
isis ill for a long time. (Has the person already recovered?).
The possible positioning of the roundabout...
•• The rewardfor supplying data...
Who might be connected to the roundabout...?"

"Accountants"Accountants are important advisors voor the SME entrepreneur. We
havehave to attract them through offering ease, as for instance with salary
mutations....Salarymutations....Salary systems play a vital role in the offering of e
qualityquality of data that Interpolis might get from salary systems is very high and
isis a data source for insurances. Critical mass is necessary. The board of
directersdirecters indicated that this mass will be reached with 1 million salary slips,
thisthis is about 1/3 of all slips in SME's. Because 80% of salary computation
hashas been outsourced to ANP, Raet and CMG, we have to talk with these
partiesparties to reach mass...A solution for these problems is to make a salary
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systemsystem by ourselves, messages belong to Interpolis, the system will belong to
salarysalary processing parties. ...The salary data is vital for a content organizer. "
[EdV:: some months later...]
"Interpolis"Interpolis has bought Commit together with Rabo. Relan is in the planning.
ThisThis creates critical mass for the roundabout. The Group thinks about
traditionallytraditionally buying companies instead of other forms of cooperation... To
buildbuild the roundabout we search for third parties. These parties have to have
theirtheir core business in aspects like transformation, buffering, database
technology,technology, dynamic and flexible updating and a good mechanism for
settlementsettlement of payments. The roundabout will start with Commit, Van
SpaendonckSpaendonck and Interpolis. This way we have a test group with 4000/5000
employees.employees. Van Spaendonck is the buffer towards the UVI's and has its own
roundaboutroundabout with Relan, named SPALK...The roundabout does not only
communicatecommunicate between reporting points and receivers but also between
receivers." receivers."
EBB Strategy for the Large Enterprise Market Segment
Thee plans for module two and for the reduction of administrative burden should be
understoodd in the broader context of Interpolis' EB strategy. The BU EB also
developedd a strategy to introduce employment benefits to large enterprises (in their
markett unit GO together with the distribution channel Rabo NL). Many of the plans
onn module 2 and the developments around reduction of administrative burden were
linkedd to BU EB's strategy for that market segment. I will describe these links in
short. .
GOO planned to approach their market segment in two ways. Enterprises with up
too 500 employees were to be approached with a full service proposition in which
theyy were to be offered customized solution based on a full scan of their HRM
situationn (on the themes 'Absenteeism', 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility* and
'Personall Benefits'). Companies with more than 500 employees (and professional
HRM)) were to be approached with a customized focus proposition, focusing on the
themes:: 'Absenteeism', 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility' and 'Personal
Benefits'' (BusPlanGO).
Thee theme 'Mobility' was planned to be organized with De Lage Landen. The
themee "Personal Benefits' was planned to focus on the provision of additional
secondaryy labor conditions through insurance and banking products which would be
broughtt under the attention of employees through worksite marketing at the
employerss site and which would be distributed through Rabo Banks. Personal
benefitss statements offered through the employer together with personal financial
planningg by Rabo Banks and the density of Rabo's distribution network were seen
ass unique selling points. For the theme 'Provisions for the future' Interpolis planned
too offer individual and group pension products through a joint venture between
Interpoliss BU Pensions and Van Spaendonck. The theme 'Absenteeism' was
plannedd to focus on co-operation between the customer's organization, its
occupationall health care service provider, its care and absenteeism insurer, a
temporaryy agency and Interpolis to manage absenteeism in the broad sense.
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Togetherr with Compaan, Interpolis planned to develop absenteeism control services
forr large enterprises (BusPlanGO).
Thee BU GO planned three instruments to approach the market, the EB
effectivenesss scan, Rabo Human Capital System (RHCS) and the Personal Benefits
Statementt (PBS). The EB-effectiveness scan would be used to measure the effect of
thee customer's current EB strategy on its human performance. The RHCS would be
aa unique instrument in the market to measure the effect of employment benefits on
financialfinancial performance. The PBS provides an overview for the employee on
completee set of labor conditions (provided by his employer or sold privately).
Itt becomes clear that the ideas on module two/three and Interpolis' plan for
worksitee marketing had a link with the themes 'Provisions for the future', 'Mobility'
andd 'Personal Benefits'. Parts of the solutions provided in these themes were
plannedd to be packaged into modules for the SME market, like module one was
linkedd to the theme 'Absenteeism'. Furthermore, the reduction of administrative
burdenn would not only benefit SME's and the parties involved in the service
provisionn for the SME market but would benefit all those parties involved in the
largee enterprises market as well. The provision of personal benefits statements to
employeess is dependent on accurate and actual information in which the data
roundaboutt was planned to provide. Interpolis' cooperation with Compaan and
Compaan'ss partners and its 'multi-arbo' service also benefit both the SME and large
enterprisee market segment. Parts of the three instruments for the large market
segmentt would probably be beneficial to the SME segment in the near future. The
forthcomingg section on strategic developments at Interpolis directly following the
periodd of study should also be seen in the light of Interpolis EB strategy for both
markett segments.
Strategicc Developments Directly Following the Period of Study
Inn the second half of the year 2000, Interpolis planned further strategic cooperation
inn the field of Employment Benefits. The result was a merger at the start of 2001 in
whichh Interpolis, Commit, Relan and parts of Van Spaendonck were integrated. By
thiss merger Interpolis acquired an important share in the market sectors pensions and
businesss care. "Insurance, prevention and re-integration through one-stop-shopping
withh the least administration as possible. That's what is powerful about our offering
(JvrslgOl)".. It's amount of employees increased from 3898 in 2000 to 5362 in 2001
(JvrslgOl). .

"Interpolis"Interpolis has merged with Relan (pensions, income insurances and
occupationaloccupational health care services). Interpolis will be a subsidiary of Ra
Groep,Groep, Relan and Van Spaendonck. "
"Reasons"Reasons for this movement:
•• We were too small in pensions.
•• Interpolis became too small on the Dutch market. Because of mergers
wewe descended on the ladder of market share.
The withdrawing government and Rabo's strategy on covering HRM
risksrisks of its customers;
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Marketing and labeling discussions.
RelanRelan is strong in agriculture and pensions. Commit is strong in the SME
business." business."
Withh this merger the organizational structure changed in 2001. The former
businesss units changed into market organizations, which produce logical product
combinations,, aligned to the needs of customers. These market organizations are
responsiblee for their market, turnover and result. This way Interpolis tried to project
thee development from product oriented thinking to customer oriented thinking on its
organizationall structure. Table 7.5 gives an idea on the organizational structure of
Interpoliss in 2001 (JvrslgOl).
"The"The chosen model is to have units in which marketing, product
developmentdevelopment and production is taken together and which all will have multichannelchannel distribution."
Thee BU EB finished its existence and its activities have been divided over the
markett organizations People & Work Insurances (amongst others: income
insurancess of Relan and Interpolis and for instance occupational disability
insurancess for self employed people) and Large Enterprises (for instance the market
unitt Grote Ondernemingen). In the market organization People & Work Business
Care,, all occupational health care services and for instance Compaan are integrated.
Althoughh the exact service concepts were not clear at the beginning of 2001, a first
linee could be sketched.
"The"The main line of service concepts will be:
An entrepreneurs package, with private occupational disability
insurances,insurances, eventually complemented with pension components.
An enterprise package: income insurances, occupational health care
services,services, Pemba-insurances and re-integration services to insure
damagesdamages resultingfrom employee illness....
...This...This last one resembles EB module one complemented with occupational
healthhealth care services. This means that Rabo Banks from now on will sell
occupationaloccupational health care service contracts as well. What will happen with
modulemodule 2 is unclear."
CustomerCustomer groups
Private e
SMEE and Industry arrangements

MarketMarket organizations
Privatee Life
Privatee Indemnity
Businesss Indemnity
Peoplee & Work Insurances
Peoplee & Work Business Care

Largee Enterprises
Pensionn Funds

Largee Enterprises
Pensions s

Tablee 7.5: Interpolis' organizational structure in 2001
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Withinn its year report of 2001 Interpolis reports that its income insurances
contributedd positively to its results. In the market segment 'business care', Interpolis
belongss to the largest players in the Dutch market as a result of the merger
(JvrslgOl). .
Characteristicss of Interpolis' Strategy
Inn this paragraph I characterize Interpolis' strategy for approaching the SME market
withh its EB module one as a mass oriented strategy with intentions to grow into a
scopescope orientation. The characterization is visualized in table 7.6.
NatureNature of the Service Process and Service Type
Thee situation Rabo and Interpolis planned to arrive at was a service proposition to
SMEE in which the binding of human resources was supported by providing services
onn themes like 'absenteeism', 'personal benefits' or 'provisions for the future'.
Thesee services were meant to satisfy employees, to support employers and to
preventt flow of human capital. This service proposition would somehow have to be
customizedd based on collective labor agreements, requirements of the employer and
inn the end the employee's wishes.

MassMass orientationScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnersh
ServiceService positioning
strategystrategy •>
orientation orientation
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
Modularr /
Add hoc structured
process s
componentt based
andd interconnected
Infrastructural l
withh customer
^^
^^
Module one processes s
ModuleModule two / three?

Servicee type

Service/product t
(masss customized)

Product t
(standardized) )
^^

Puree service
(customized) )

ModuleModule one

Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive
andd client
Sparring g
Interaction n
Selling g
governance e
Management t
Production-line e
Empowerment t
approach h
perspective e
perspective e
Marketingg approach Transaction n
Relationship p
marketing g
marketing g
Economies s
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope

Clientt and interactive
Jobbing g
Empowerment t
perspective e
Relationship p
marketing g
Economiess of
relationships s

Tablee 7.6: Interpolis mass orientation strategy for EB module one with intentions to grow
intoo scope orientation
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Howw to arrive at this situation was under study during my case study. What the
naturee of the service process and the service type would have been after arrival at
thiss situation is hard to tell, but given the fact that a customized service offering was
lookedd for the large enterprise segment (InrBUemploy98), it can be expected that
Interpoliss would have arrived at a modular / component based process and a mass
customizedd service type.
Thee first step Interpolis took with its module one, however, is a clear
standardizationn one. It standardized services into an assortment / package of
interrelatedd services with limited possibilities to leave out package components. The
packagee didn't provide opportunities to customization. It even standardized its
formerr basic employee benefits product the BZP. The original BZP had too many
optionss (up to 83 different combinations) (WillemIIEB99). It offered different
optionss for 'excess in time', different options for the basis of declaration (in money
orr in time), different coverage percentages and several risk periods. The complexity
resultingg from all these options resulted in large data collection. Many clients who
consideredd an offer didn't sign it. The offering of the product took Rabo employees
too long. Only 5 percent of BA's sold the product (WillemIIEB99). Interpolis
standardizedd its service type into a package without options left and as will become
apparentt in the front office section, it standardized its sales and service process for
modulee one as well.

ValueValue Adding Focus and Interaction Governance
Withoutt providing any options in the module one package, Interpolis standardized
thee interaction governance at the moment of truth into a 'take it or leave it' selling
one.. But this doesn't mean that the value adding focus was on the process and
sourcee only. Interpolis deliberately characterized its module one concept as a
packagee with a 'relation, service and product component' (ZelfstudieEB). What they
meantt was that the relation component concentrated on knowledge of the SME
entrepreneurr (through the training service), that the service component concentrated
onn joint absenteeism control (through Compaan services) and that the product
componentt was about controlling the financial consequences of absenteeism
(throughh insurance services). As becomes apparent from the training of Rabo Bank
employeess (OverzLeerdoel; ZelfstudieEB) a considerable part of the value adding
focusedd on the interaction with customers to create awareness of the risks and
challengess associated with employingg personnel. One of the instruments to approach
thee market was an interaction one as well: providing seminars on employment
benefitss to SME entrepreneurs (PDS-MBena99). In terms of the Unique case
study...Raboo Banks had to do some 'missionary' work because SME entrepreneurs
onn the average weren't very much acquainted with employment benefits.
Forr module two/three, a shift towards value adding focus on the process,
interactivee and client activities and a shift in interaction governance towards sparring
couldd be expected, given the fact that the modules need to be adjusted to collective
laborr agreements and employer and employee requirements.
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MarketingMarketing Approach
Itt is Rabo's strategy to position itself as a relation oriented bank and it makes this
operationall by business advisors, financial advisors and insurance advisors in its
frontfront office. Rabo deliberately chose for a one to one, face-to-face approach of the
customerr through the business advisors of Rabo Banks (ComPlanOO). The problem
iss that these advisors have to deal with a large and complex set of products, so there
iss always the danger of product focused advice, although it should be stated again
thatt Rabo Banks differ in their organizational structure and customer focus.
Interpolis,, together with Rabo, focused its introduction of EB modules on
strengtheningg the relationship with customers and on relationship marketing. One of
thee goals of introducing EB modules was to strengthen the advice relation with
customerss through breaking with product orientation in the distribution channel; a
developmentt in relation management in which business advisors would become
contentt organizers (WillemIIEB99). Interpolis approached existing relationships in
thee SME market for the EB module. To do so, they analyzed customer databases for
prospectss through Rabo's Klant Bedienings Model (KBM - customer servicing
model)) and enriched this information with information from their customer database
OLII and soft selection criteria from Rabo Bank employees (PDS-CommProc; INSKBM99;; INS-KBMdoel99; PDS-AdvVerk99). KBM provided selection of
customerss for three kinds of advises: integral advice, personal financial advice or
insurancee advice (INS-KBM99). Furthermore, KBM provided insight into which
SME'ss to invite for Rabo's relation events like seminars.
Thee following quotes from the communication and education plan for the BCP
emphasizee the focus on relationship marketing.
"With the Business Continuity Plan, Rabo and Interpolis implement a
relationn focused (in stead of a product focused) advising and sales approach
aroundd the most important business capital: people"(ComPlanOO).
"The philosophy of EB is closely linked to that of the Rabo Bank; no
productt focused thinking but customer focused thinking" (ComPlanOO).
"The training initializes exclusively a relation focused customer service
(thuss not a product focused one)" (PvAOpleidingEB)
Researchh among customers had shown that customers appreciated relationship
marketing.. Research under SME's and their influencers (like their accountants) had
shownn that Rabo Bank is the logical bank for EB sales under the condition that Rabo
Bankss position their selves as advisors, which target continuing quality in relation
managementt (Kaderdocu99).
Thee strongest indication for relationship marketing lies in Rabo's deliberate
strategyy to strengthen their SME's business by focusing on financial assets, objects
andd human resources, the motive for extending EB services at Interpolis in the first
place. .
ManagementManagement Approach
Thee introduction of EB module one focused on empowerment initiating instruments.
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••

A training in the EB module, its sales arguments and its unique selling
pointss (OverzLeerdoel; StartPlanning99; ZelfstudieEB).
•• Processes and commercial instruments (to organize seminars, to generate
leads,, to advice and to sell) to enable Rabo employees to close contracts
independentlyy
(CommProces99;
PDS-AdvVerk99;
PDS-MBena99;
StartPlanning99). .
•• Www.eb to support Rabo Banks in selling EB services and to support
knowledgee building on employment benefits through the establishment of a
learningg community (RaboWebBCP99; HandTrainEBsie).
•• EB-support, a help desk to support Rabo employees throughout the sales
processs (PvAEBsupport99).
EBB services are complex services (even when the package has been simplified as
inn the case of module one). For these kinds of services customers expect a high level
off expertise from contact employees. Through Interpolis' focus on empowerment,
customerss will have greater confidence in the ability of the contact employee (and
thee organization) to deliver the service.
Onee of the reasons that the former BZP wasn't very popular at Rabo Banks was
becausee Rabo employees weren't empowered enough to sell the product. They
lackedd information on it, the product was too complex, the sales process took too
longg and they didn't had the opportunity to analyze the market for it (WillenllEB).
Economies Economies
Interpoliss was looking for economies of scope. Economies in Interpolis EB services
hadd to come from standardization and scale in its operations on the one hand and a
varietyy in services (a differentiated service offering) on the other hand.
Standardizationn and scale was looked for in its EB module one sales and
deliveryy process, its administrative burden reducing operations (which were
impossiblee without a certain scale) and its Compaan initiative (without a certain
scalee of ill or disabled employees a comprehensive intermediation service like
Compaann would not have had a raison d'etre; one of the reasons for Interpolis'
multi-arboo service).
"For"For the data roundabout critical mass is a prerequisite. Success will be
determineddetermined by receivers with market share, the suppliers of data may be
small.small. As an example of a company that missed critical mass counts
Compaan.Compaan. Arbonet required exclusivity at this company through which it
becamebecame uneconomic. Nowadays, it is economic because Compaan arranges
itsits services for five occupational health care service providers. Through this
itit has 80% market share. "
Thatt Interpolis looked for a variety of services to be offered to different market
segmentss is shown by the fact that parts of the EB module one are offered to certain
industryy members as well through specific industry arrangements. These services are
processedd in the same way, but premiums and commissions differ (ProdPemba99).
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Furthermore,, Interpolis differentiated its service offering to large enterprises,
providingg them with a large variety. Compaan services were part of the offering to
thee SME market, the large enterprises segment and were part of the offering of
occupationall health care service providers (Prodbeleid99) to target different market
segments.. The plans for module two/three indicate further increase of variety.
Interpoliss developed its EB services on a combination of process knowledge
(knowingg what to do to prevent, insure and re-integrate) and market knowledge
(knowingg whom to offer the service to in which way) resulting in service and market
differentiation. .
InnovationsInnovations in Interpolis' EB Strategy
Interpolis'' EB strategy shows a comprehensive set of innovations, which can be
primarilyy typified by Gallouj & Weinstein's innovation types as recombinative and
radicall innovations although some incremental and ad hoc innovations can be
recognizedd as well (table 7.7 gives a brief overview).
II characterize the first steps in Interpolis' strategy as a recombinative innovation
inn the first place. Module one and the Starter project to introduce module one; many
aspectss of the ideas on module two and three and the themes Mobility, Personal
Benefits,, Absenteeism and Provisions for the future; Compaan services and the
'multi-arbo'' service were systematic reutilizations of components of the business
systemm without changing the core design concept behind the components, but with
changingg the architecture of the system (the way in which components are integrated
andd interlinked).
Characteristics Characteristics
InnovationInnovation type
Incremental l
Some of the initiatives to support Rabo Banks to sell EB services like
innovation n
frequentt asked question lists and the learning community at www.eb.
Thesee initiatives will be mentioned in the next section on the front
office. .
Add hoc
•• Probably innovations resulting from customer interaction with large
innovation n
enterprisess in the market unit GO.
Recombinative e ••
Module one and the Starter project to introduce module one.
orr architectural ••
Many aspects of the ideas on module two/three and the themes
innovation n
'Mobility',, 'Personal Benefits', 'Absenteeism' and 'Provisions for
thee future'.
•• Compaan services.
•• The 'multi-arbo' service.
•• Through the merger: combination of competencies on, for instance,
incomee insurances, pensions and data roundabouts with other
partners. .
Radical l
••
Investment in a salary system.
innovation n
•• The data roundabout.
•• The EB effectiveness scan, RHCS and PBS.
•• Through the merger: occupational health care services; a set of new
distributionn channels to distribute HRM related services.

Tablee 7.7: Types of innovations in Interpolis' EB strategy
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Thee basic objective (to support customers in their HRM besides the management
off finance and objects) behind all these innovations appeared to be recombinative in
thee sense that it was possible to reach the goal by creation of new service outcomes
throughh combining the characteristics of already existing services. Architectural
competencess (like Interpolis' organizational and informational structure,
intermediaryy sales processes and co-operations with third parties) needed to be
reconfiguredd and component competences were preserved.
Somee radical innovations, for which new competences were needed to create
neww service outcomes, were needed as well. I characterize the investment in a salary
system;; the data roundabout and the EB effectiveness scan, RHCS and PBS as
radicall innovations for which new competencies needed to be build and for which
Interpoliss searched cooperation with several third parties.
Finally,, the goal to support customers in their HRM led to a comprehensive
merger.. In this merger Interpolis combined its competencies on, for instance, income
insurances,, pensions and data roundabouts with other partners (Van Spaendock and
Relan)) leading to competence enhancement, which I typify as a recombinative
innovation.. Two sets of new competences were acquired (radical innovations): those
onn occupational health care services and a set of new distribution channels to
distributee HRM related services.
Whetherr these innovations will contribute to an oscillation between two of the
threee generic strategies as could be recognized in other case studies, can't be
concluded.. The scope and time window of this case study turned out to be too
narroww to come to such a conclusion. The parallels between the plans to approach
thee large enterprise market and the SME market, the new distribution channels
Interpoliss acquired through its merger and its multi-channel distribution intention,
suggestt a partnership oriented strategy for its large enterprise market in combination
withh a more modular based service offering for its SME market and the 'personal
benefits'' employee market.

Networkk Positioning of the BU EB
Partt of Interpolis' EB strategy before the merger was to position itself in the network
off suppliers and distributors.
"Core"Core competence of BU EB is continuous management of the supply
chain." chain."
Thee complete EB strategy (module one, two/three and the strategy towards large
enterprises)) had a logic of bundling services in a network of suppliers to satisfy the
market,, as described in chapter two. In Quélin's (1995) terms, Interpolis allied with
companiess with complementary resources which are already available and in which
thee alliance focuses on existing markets (like for occupational health care services
andd re-integration services) and Interpolis allied with companies, which focus on the
developmentt of new resources (like in the building of the salary system and data
roundabout). .
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II analyzed Interpolis' network position through the 'network ecosystem'
frameworkk of Klüber et al. (1999), which is discussed in chapter two. The analysis is
presentedd in appendix C and contains the complete action set for EB services, which
iss transformed in a specific implementation set based on the customer's service
request. .
Thee BU EB is positioned in the broker, standard setting, coordination provider
andd coordination knowledge provider role. As broker (in terms of Miles and Snow
(1992)) the architect role) the BU EB establishes the network. As standard setter,
Interpoliss provides some standards to the complete network by agreement (like in
thee case of SLA's) and 'de facto' (as in the case of standard sales processes, the
salaryy system, the data roundabout and EB statements). As coordination provider,
thee BU EB takes responsibility for the operational management of the network. In
thee coordination knowledge provider role, the BU EB develops and maintains the
network.. The coordination provider and coordination knowledge provider role
togetherr are referred to by Miles and Snow (1992) by the term meta management:
thee responsibility for analyzing requests for services, identifying services, switching
andd tracking of service providers, maintaining the procedure for allocating services
too requests and adjusting the criteria for satisfying allocation. These overall activities
weree recognizable in the BU EB. In its network establishment and maintaining
activities,, Interpolis deliberately chose for an internal or stable network.
"The"The network will be relatively stable....Partners are preferably chosen
withinwithin the Rabo Group for binding reasons."

"Suppliers"Suppliers are sought inside out; internal partners are preferred. Fo
modulemodule one all suppliers come from RABO / Interpolis, except one. The
trainingtraining company is external, because this service wasn 't available within
thethe internal network."
Raboo Banks, Rabo NL and the BU EB together could be viewed as the access
pointpoint to the service network. The BU EB tries to control the access through its
standardization-settingg role and its coordination provision role. Through the service
specificationn process in the access points, customers (SME or large enterprises)
specifyy their service requests and the BU EB matches these requests on service
suppliers.. For the SME market this matching is stable, because it is standardized by
packagess (at least in the first module). For next modules and the large enterprise
segmentt matching will be more dynamic (based on the specific customer request). In
thiss we recognize one of the functions of service specification mentioned in chapter
two:: specification of the implementation set of the service network.
Inn chapter two, I followed Mowshowitz's (1997) line of thinking on network and
virtuallyy organizing. The limitation of the virtual approach lies in the effectiveness
andd efficiency of the interfaces of the nodes, which together provide the services to
satisfyy the request (Mowshowitz, 1997). In its coordination knowledge provider role
too maintain and enhance the network, Interpolis recognized these limitations. The
varietyy of requirements from the market units MKB and GO on the product units
showedd to be too large resulting in too much SLA's.
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"We"We learned a lot from the separation of market units and product units in
thethe BU EB and found that it doesn 't work It leads to too much requirements
fromfrom the market on the product units, certainly as these are outside the
businessbusiness unit. It leads to too much service level agreements and contracts.
ControlControl became hard.... Rabo still wants to reduce HRM risks of its
membersmembers and customers. Systematically solving this problem required taking
everythingeverything under our own management control instead of a network
structure.structure. A network structure is fine for temporary business, not for
structuralstructural business...."
Throughh the merger, many of the activities of the former network structure came
underr control of one governance structure (strengthening the move towards an
internall network). In the organizational structure after the merger, Interpolis decided
too create market units in which marketing; product development and production are
takenn together, thus leaving the idea of market and product units behind them.
Onee of the arguments for the merger was the creation of critical mass for the
dataa roundabout and thus for EB statements.
"The"The developments around the data roundabout and salary system continue.
TheThe salary system we built is ready for the market and the roundabout
becamebecame even more important because of network externalities since the
merger.merger. It is interesting for the market organization Pensions as well.... Van
SpaendockSpaendock will migrate towards the new salary system and will market it.
...I'm...I'm working on a pilot for a central reporting point for which existing
systemssystems of Van Spaendonck are coupled to Getronics' data roundabout. This
mightmight result in a coupling with eight salary systems of Getronics."
Thee merger could be understood from an analysis of the 'network ecosystem',
althoughh it should be noted that many other arguments lie behind the decision to
merge.. The large amount of different process providers was hard to coordinate in the
absencee of a mature information, data and transaction infrastructure, which often is
thee glue that holds together business processes. Mowshowitz (1997) stated that the
feasibilityy of virtually organizing increases with the availability of such an
infrastructuree (see chapter two). Interpolis had to build this infrastructure (data
roundabout,, salary system, EB statements) themselves. Standards were not
available,, so they had to set de facto standards. The infrastructure could only be
economicallyy exploited with critical mass. In a network structure with autonomous
parties,, there is always the danger of not arriving at critical mass because parties are
nott obliged to participate, or to subscribe to a standard. Through the merger
Interpoliss gained control over a large part of the process providers, which made it
easierr to arrive at critical mass and to set de facto standards in their market (they
becamee one of the largest players). Furthermore, Interpolis enlarged its own
infrastructuree by gained access to the infrastructure of its partners. The merger
solvedd at least two coordination problems, the problem of controlling to many
SLA'ss with external parties and the problem of establishing an economically
exploitablee infrastructure for EB.
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Frontt Office: Rabo Banks and BU EB
Beforee I will elaborate on the type of front office, its degree of customization, its
relation,, product and process information and its effectiveness, I will start with a
shortt description of the service delivery process for EB services.
Thee Service Delivery Process for EB Services
Thee complete service delivery process for EB services consisted of the phases
markett development: the attention phase (bringing the EB service to the market's
notice)) and the informing and advising phase; the offering and acceptation phase and
thee fulfillment phase (StartPlanning99). The parties involved in these phases are
depictedd in Table 7.8.
Thee fulfillment phase falls out of the scope of study and mainly consisted of
policy/contractt management, damage settlement, prolongation, Compaan services
andd control of service level agreements (INSBehGebrk99; INS-Slm99). Interpolis
hadd decided not to change the internal processes of the suppliers, like Compaan and
thee product unit Inkomens Verzekeringen (INSAfbaMKB99; StartPlanning99).
Thee Starter program implemented the market development and offering and
acceptationn processes for Rabo Banks as well as for the BU EB itself
(StartPlanning99).. The BU EB supported Rabo Banks through (StartPlanning99):
the composition of services (product development),
quality control,
market research and information for the business advisor,
support of sales and coaching.
Raboo Banks bring EB services to the markets notice through direct contact
betweenn the customer and the business advisor (BA) and by organizing EB seminars
(CommProcBA).. The BA provides general advice, is able to sell basic services or to
referr to specialists within the Rabo Bank. Specialists provide specific advice and sell
moree specialized services. Rabo Banks differ in the amount of BA's and the kinds of
specialistss they employ. Generally financial advisors, insurance advisors and
mortgagee advisors are distinguished as specialists.

ServiceService delivery phase
Activity Activity
Markett development
Businesss and product development
Analysiss of the local market
Bringingg EB to the market's notice
Informingg and advice (sales)
Offeringg and acceptation Offering g
Acceptationn and contracting
Policy/contractt management, damage
Fulfillment t
settlement,, prolongation, etc.

InvolvedInvolved parties
BUEB B
Raboo Banks
Raboo Banks
Raboo Banks
BUU EB and suppliers
BUU EB and suppliers
BEE EB and suppliers

Tablee 7.8: Parties involved in the service delivery process (PDS-MBena99; PDSAdvVerk99;; PDS-CommProc)
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"For"For the first module the advisor's role will mainly be for the business
advisoradvisor or the insurance advisor at Rabo Banks. For the second module
knowledgeknowledge of the financial advisor is indispensable. "
Withinn the program Starter several instruments to sell module one were developed
(Startplanning99),, which were all studied.
••
••
••
••

••

••

Business processes (CommProces99; PDS-AdvVerk99; PDS-MBena99).
Commercial instruments (to organize seminars, to generate leads, to advice
andd to sell).
A training for Rabo employees in Employment Benefits (ZelfstudieEB;
OverzLeerdoel). .
Www.eb to support Rabo Banks in selling EB services and to support
knowledgee building on employment benefits through the establishment of a
learningg community (HandTrainEBsite).
A pilot to test implementation of processes, instruments, training and
www.eb.. The pilot was held at 15 Rabo Banks at the start of 2000
(ComPlanOO). .
EB-support, a help desk to support Rabo employees throughout the sales
processs (PvAEBsupport99).

"Finally,"Finally, the roll out will be over about 400 banks with about 2500
potentialpotential salesmen."
Typee of front office: One-stop-shop
II classify the front office as 'one-stop-shop' (see figure 7.3).

Figuree 7.3: Type of front office
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Thee degree of customization of module one is segmented standardization. The
relationn information consists of a customer profile. The product information is about
ann assortment of interrelated services and the corresponding pricing and conditions.
Thee process information provides insight into delivery time norms of the assortment.
Inn the next paragraphs, I discuss the degree of customization of module one and the
relation,, product and process information required for specification of module one.

DegreeDegree of Customization
Ass already has been discussed in the paragraph on the characteristics of Interpolis'
strategyy to approach the market, the first step Interpolis took in its EB strategy with
itss module one, is one of standardization and packaging.

"The"The product that the BU EB markets is the first real combination
product...Theproduct...The EB product, up until now, consists of one application t
initiatesinitiates several back office reactions. Rabo Banks will present the product
partsparts in a bundled way during the sales process to the customer. After
signingsigning of the offer the application will be split to products all over the
organization.organization. In the sales process the product will be bundled on
computercomputer screen of the sales system, but the initiation of back office
processesprocesses will be done by several product databases....It is the intention to
createcreate one reaction from the back offices, therefore the BU EB will join back
officeoffice reactions."

"The"The application infrastructure of Rabo is not designed for combination
products.products. All combination products consist of different detached products
(contracts),(contracts), like for instance the OpMaat Hypotheek consists of f ou
contractscontracts (life, investment, savings and insurance products). These four
productsproducts are connected to a customer file. To a bank employee, the
combinationcombination products look the same as a portfolio of distinctive produc
UpUp until now dependencies are solved ad hoc. Product orientation of
systemssystems penetrates as far as the desktop of the advisor in the form of icons.
FirstFirst solution is to integrate on screen / interface level and to add additional
businessbusiness rules. But reorganizing procedures is hard. One payments
collection,collection, one print and one prolongation are yet nowhere realized within
Rabo.Rabo. All marketers, ICT people and processing are product oriented."
Interpoliss deliberately standardized the BCP and adjusted conditions of the BZP
andd PDV to create a package.

"Simplification"Simplification concentrates on the application form by reducing quest
eliminationelimination of overlaps, alignment of options (for instance gross and ne
wagewage sum) and uniformization of questioning. Furthermore, we're
negotiatingnegotiating with suppliers to standardize their part of the product The mor
thesethese are standardized, the more simple the determination of the offer will
be." be."
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Customizationn on a modular basis was not provided in module one.
"There"There are no possibilities to take parts of products, because the business
unitunit doesn 't produce these. The product requires to simplify matters and to
offeroffer an assortment."
"Component"Component based customization of the EB-product (a product compound
outout of different products) is impossible. "
Modulee one is segmented standardized because module one is targeted to a
specificc market segment (SME's). Some of the products of the module one were
soldd to other market segments as well. The PDV for instance, is sold in industry
arrangements.. These arrangements are focused on certain specific industries and fall
underr specific agreements made with industry associations. These PDV products are
processedd in the same way, but premiums and commissions differ (ProdPemba99).
Occupationall health care service providers used Compaan services as well, targeting
aa different segment (Prodbeleid99). Compaan services were also part of the offering
too the large enterprises segment. Module one is a package of already existing
services.. The PDV, BZP and Compaan services already existed before the
introductionn of module one (Prodbeleid99). A legal assistance insurance to recover
damagess on third parties was offered as a cross selling option. This insurance was
linkedd to the BZP part of module one (Prodbeleid99).

RelationRelation Information
Twoo basic instruments for relation information were used and adjusted to support
EBB module one, KBM and OLI. KBM generates prospects for module one based on
aa scorecard and target profile (INS-KBM99; INS-KBMdoel99). This information is
enrichedd with customer information from OLI (INS-KBM99) and Rabo Bank
employeess (PDS-CommProc; PDS-AdvVerk99).
"KBM"KBM is a query on the database of the Rabo Bank which leads to prospects
aboutabout which general data can be found in OLI. For detailed data one has to
searchsearch systems behind OLI, which leads to quite some work. "
"Every"Every product system has its own customer file. Theoretically OLI has a
supplysupply obligation for name/address data with corresponding product
attributes.attributes. These can be divided into customer profile attributes and
customercustomer identification attributes...For the presentation of the customer
profileprofile product attributes are needed, preferrably collected on line from
supplyingsupplying back office systems. Disadvantage is a decrease in availability of
thethe total system."
"OLI"OLI is operational at 400 to 450 banks. In this system customers are
naturalnatural persons or organizations. Every Rabo Bank is owner of its own
customercustomer data. Rabo Bank Nederland is not the owner."
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"OLI"OLI has customer-customer relations, like for instance the relation between
employeremployer and employee or husband and wife."
"Customer"Customer data and insurance application data are clearly seperated. "

"The"The customer image of OLI generally consists of name/adress-plus data,
buyingbuying pattern (split into product groups like insurances, mortgages,
investments),investments), contact data, contact persons, contact history, to do l
customercustomer unit (scheme of interrelated legal entities, for instance customer
andand his company) and for companies: contactpersons, sector code, activities
andand processes and legislatory status."
Thee relation information available in the specification process of EB module one
iss shown in table 7.9 (INS-KBM99; INS-KBMdoel99; KBMscherm; PDSAdvVerk99;; PDS-CommProc). The relation information takes the form of a
customerr profile. This customer profile is not only used for the EB module but for
manyy other bank and insurance services as well. The customer profile and market
analysiss functionalities are disclosed by the EB site (HandTrainEBsie).
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoC
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographics Psychographics
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments inBtoB
Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector, sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services

Tablee 7.9: Relation information for EB services (INS-KBM99;; BSfS-KBMdoel99;
KBMscherm;; PDS-AdvVerk99; PDS-CommProc)
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Organizationall structure
Legislator// status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e

XX
XX

CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead (Scorecard: A-, 8-, C- concept; hit rate indicator)
Customer r
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer
'doo not promote'
SoftSoft data (attitude)
RiskRisk category
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders
Typee of purchasing decision
Payments s
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history
Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

Tablee 7.9: Continued
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EventsEvents

1

NeedsNeeds - possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern (gross contribution itemized by product group; averages
onon domestic and international transactions)
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (Occupational health care provider)
Needss profile
Affinityy score (Scorecard: A-, B-, C- concept)
FinancialFinancial position: solvability and liquidity
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value (gross contribution)
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index (potential gross contribution)
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

X
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

XX

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis
Decision-makingg processes
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibility y
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 7.9: Continued

ProductProduct Information
Onee of the reasons of disappointing sales of the former EB product was a lack of
productt information and knowledge among Rabo employees. Therefore the BU EB
introducedd several instruments to make all relevant information on module one
availablee for front office employees and to learn them about EB. As was stated in
thee communication plan: "Business advisors don't feel at home with the concept
Employmentt Benefits and see the phasing of the introduction of the concept as a
firstt step to learn. Insurance advisors can be categorized into two groups. The first
groupp is acknowledged with the concept and the latest developments in the market.
Theyy find the first package to thin. The second group misses important information
andd has difficultiess with following latest developments." (ComPlanOO).
Raboo Bank employees were informed about the complete product offering
throughh a training. The training consisted of three components: a self-study package,
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aa one-day course (including material) and the EB-site. The main learning goals of
thee training are summarized in framework 7.1. The application form of module one
furtherr assisted front office employees with product information.
Self-studySelf-study Package
Thee self-study package contains Rabo Groep's vision on employment benefits and
itss communication strategy (ZelfstudieEB). Its communication strategy emphasized
itss vision on Employment Benefits through the slogan "people on the balance sheet".
Itt emphasized that EB-services complement the traditional points of attention of
SMEE management (attention for managing financial risks and risks on objects) with
servicess to manage human resource risks. The third message they wanted to sent to
thee market was about ease in administration. The communication strategy was meant
too strengthen Rabo Bank's core values: "in the middle of society" and "supporting
clientss to realize their business ambitions". (ComPlanBCPOO).
Thee self study package introduces the offering of EB module one as a service
packagee of management training, Compaan absenteeism control, BZP and PDV
insurancess and obligatory occupational health care contracts and describes its main
contentss (ZelfstudieEB):
••
••

The subjects of the management training.
The goal, target group, premium determination factors and insured risks of
thee BZP and PDV insurances.
Generall knowledge.
• • Societall developments and general knowledge about employee benefits.
• • Generall knowledge on Interpolis' Employment Benefits package and the
competition. .
• • Specificc knowledge on Interpolis' Employment Benefits package and the
competition. .
Interactionn with the customer.
• • Requirementss signaling.
• • Requirementss determination.
• • Openingg the conversation.
• • Saless argumentation.
• • Advisingg and contracting.
Onn the internall organization.
• • Preparingg EB sales action.
• • Preparingg proactive customer approach.
• • Referringg the customer to specialists.
• • Monitoringg the commercial process.
• • Administration. .
• • Monitoringg the usage process.
• • Cooperationn with other Rabo/Interpolis employees.
• • Organizationall design of the first module.
• • Determiningg market opportunities for EB.

Frameworkk 7.1: Learning goals of the EB training (OverzLeerdoel)
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••

The main services provided by Compaan (like illness reporting and
registration;; care insurance; care intermediation; conflict intermediation;
specialistt psychological interventions; physical rehabilitation programs;
workplacee advise; business fitness plans; labor expert advise; education;
temporaryy or continuous substitution of ill employees; replacement and
laborr intermediation and application for REA subsidies).
•• The obligatory occupational health care contracts provided by Interpolis'
partnerss ArboNed, ArboUnie, Relan Arbo, Commit Arbo and De Twaalf
Provinciën. .
Thee self-study package shortly mentions ideas on the forthcoming EB modules
two/three. .
One-dayOne-day Course
Thee self-study is followed by a formal course of one day (Sessie99). In this course
Raboo Bank employees were educated about the general developments in the labor
market,, human resource management and employee benefits on a macro (societal),
mesoo (implications for SME's) and micro level (implications for a specific SME).
Skillss on customer requirements determination, customer problem diagnosis and
solutionn offering were developed through a role game.
TheThe EB-site
Interpoliss planned the 'Raboweb sales application BCP' to support risk
determinationn (advising), the offering and the acceptation phase (RabowebBCP99).
Thee functionality of the 'Raboweb sales application BCP' resembles the
functionalityy of the system Arend that supported the offering and contracting phase
att EB-support (Startplanning99). This way Rabo employees were offered the same
functionalityy as employees of the BU EB. The application was complementary to
KBM,, Rabo's market analysis tool. The Raboweb had to provide product
informationn and functionality for electronically applying offers. Raboweb in general
providess four categories of functionality: news, processes, process related
informationn and personal development. The EB-site also provided these four
categoriess (HandTrainEBsie).
Thee EB site contains descriptions of the first EB module and provides
informationn on the ideas and planning of module two/three (HandTrainEBsie).
Www.ebb supports knowledge building on employment benefits through the
establishmentt of a learning community (RaboWebBCP99; HandTrainEBsie). A
journalistt was responsible for content management. Recent articles on EB related
topicss were provided by the site, experiences could be interchanged, the site
containedd a frequent asked questions list and questions to be answered by EBsupportt or other experts of the BU EB could be asked.
"Eighty"Eighty percent of all questions about EB need to be answered by Rabo
BanksBanks themselves. This is achieved through a high quality sales system with
thethe right product information and order status data and www.eb (with for
instanceinstance a frequent ashed questions list). The remaining 20% will be
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answeredanswered by the help desk EB-support in the first place and otherwise by
suppliers." suppliers."
Runningg BCP, PDV and BZP contracts are disclosed for Rabo employees
throughh the Raboweb sales application BCP (RabowebBCP99). Covering
percentages,, excesses, prolongation dates and premiums are visible for running
contracts.. Proposals and the status of proposals are visible as well.

TheThe Application Form
Thee offer application form and the offer itself further simplified matters. On the left
handd paper the main elements of the EB services were described. On the right hand
paperr all information needed to collect from the SME entrepreneur was simplified
andd clearly categorized. Linkage of the legal assistance insurance to recover
damagess on third parties to the BZP as an optional element of the BCP was clear on
thee application form (AanvrgFormBCP; PDS-offl.9).
Productt information available on EB was about the assortment (the module one
package).. The composition of the package was clearly described in brochures, the
self-training,, on the offer application form and on the EB site. The package was
positionedd to other Rabo services as a product to support the HRM aspect of SME
managementt besides the physical objects and financial aspects. The linkage with
additionall products was clear, the legal assistance insurance was clearly linked to the
BZPP part of module one and presented as a cross selling opportunity. Conditions (for
instancee on obliged reporting of running cases of absenteeism or on occupational
healthh care service contracts) were part of the product information.

ProcessProcess Information
Thee process information provides insight into delivery time norms of the assortment.
Inn the information for their intermediaries (Rabo Banks in the first place) the BU EB
wass quite explicit about its delivery norms. The offering would be processed in 5
days,, i.e. maximum 5 days after receipt of the offer application form at the BU EB,
thee offer would be send to the customer and intermediary. Additional information on
thee application would be collected within two days. The declaration in which the
customerr gives permission to collect information from its administration office /
accountantt would be processed within 5 days. Interpolis would send the customer a
tangiblee folder to file module one related documents within 5 days after acceptation.
Interpoliss would send the policy within 15 days. (InfoTussenP; PDS-AdvVerk99;
INS-offacc99). .

Effectivenesss of Front Office
Thee Starter project to introduce module one was a reaction on problems with the
formerr EB product (the BZP). I discuss the effectiveness of the front office as was
obtainedd through the Starter program and indications of ineffectiveness of the front
officee to sell the former EB product.
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EffectivenessEffectiveness of Front Office for Module One after Starter
Inn the introduction of module one, a comprehensive set of measures were taken to
supportt Rabo Banks in the specification of the EB services. I didn't find any
structurall indication in the project Starter of ineffectiveness of the front office. The
firstfirst pilot banks indicated insufficient information on occupational disability
servicess (RaboMade). As these contracts were a condition to buying the EB
package,, Rabo Banks showed the need to inform their customers about these
contracts.. During the pilot this early signal was transformed into the decision to
providee more information on occupational health care services.
EffectivenessEffectiveness of Front Office for the Former BZP before Starter
Thee comprehensive set of measures around the introduction of EB module one could
bee seen as a reaction on the problems Interpolis and Rabo experienced with the
formerr EB product, the BZP. Due to insufficient knowledge of business advisors on
insurancess in general and on EB in particular, Interpolis faced disappointing
turnoverr for its former EB product. The BZP was no part of the marketing database
norr of sales support applications and Rabo Banks suffered knowledge on the product
(WillemIIEB99).. A pilot on module one confirmed this.
"This"This project showed that the questions belonging to the different insurances
neededneeded alignment, many questions doubled; that explaining the complexity
ofof the product almost was impossible (at least in one hour) and that self
serviceservice and to-the-point information was a critical success factor. "
Thee complexity of the BZP product introduced a comprehensive information
collectionn process, which led to unpredictability of lead-times (WillemIIEB99).
"The"The BU EB will guarantee throughput times of offer processing, so the
salesmensalesmen doesn 't have to be ashamedfor its products any more. "
Thee problems with the former EB product indicate that proactivity suffered
becausee of insufficient product information and that specification lead-times were
longerr as a result of insufficient process information (no predictable delivery norms
forr the offer and product). This is expressed in table 7.10.
Longer Longer Limited Limited
Specification Specification
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
Limited Limited
protectionprotection of
proactivitv proactivitv
quality qualityspecification specification
thethe back office
lead-time lead-time
problems problems
DueDue to:
Insufficientt relation
information n
XX
Insufficientt product
information n
XX
Insufficientt process
information n

Tablee 7.10: Consequences of insufficient product information on the former EB product, the
BZP P
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Conclusion:: What I learned from Interpolis
Propositionn one is supported by this case study. The product and process
informationn relates to the degree of customization (segmented standardization). The
relationn information in the form of a customer profile relates to the specification of a
higherr degree of customization (customized standardization), but at least suffices for
segmentedd standardization. Relation information on a customer profile level could
bee explained by the fact that relation information in KBM and OLI is not only used
forr EB module one service specification but for many other services as well (for
whichh the degree of customization is not established in this study). Furthermore, this
relationn information is not only used for service specification purposes but also for
marketingg purposes (analyzing the local market).
Propositionn two is supported as well. After introduction of module one by the
projectt Starter no indications of ineffectiveness of the 'one-stop-shop' front office
typee were found. Interpolis' analysis of the situation of their former EB product,
however,, indicates that insufficient product information leads to limited proactivity
andd that insufficient process information leads to longer specification lead-times.
Basedd on proposition three, one would not expect a combination of a
standardizedd service process and service type and a selling interaction governance
onn the one hand and an empowerment management approach, relationship marketing
approachh and a searching for economies of scope on the other hand. Furthermore,
thee value adding focus (on source, process and interactivity) seems to be somewhat
inn the middle between mass and scope orientation.
Thiss pattern is interesting because theoretically it looks incongruent but in
practicee it was quite congruent. Interpolis faced the challenge to introduce quite
complexx EB services to a market, which was unaware of its HRM risks and
opportunities,, and through a distribution channel, which showed limited readiness
forr these services. They deliberately chose a migration strategy towards more
complexx services (module two/three) by first introducing a standardized package in
whichh they could emphasize their relationship marketing intention and their advise
bankk intention. This was done by creating customer awareness on EB through
relationn oriented seminars and advise by Rabo Banks and the offering of a simply to
understandd and explain service package. Part of the service package was a training
onn human resource aspects, which created further awareness amongst customers on
HRMM risks and opportunities. Furthermore, module one reduced the customer's risk
resultingg from absenteeism (by prevention, insurances and re-integration). The
thoroughh introduction of this module had to result in larger awareness in the
distributionn channel for the HRM aspects of SME management and was meant to
facilitatee relation-oriented instead of product-oriented advice. One could have
doubtss about whether this last objective could be reached by introducing a product
servicee type like module one. But at least awareness on EB was created in the
markett and distribution channel. The plans on module two and three indicate more
customizationn opportunities, indicating a migration towards a scope oriented pattern
withh more emphasis on mass customization, component based service processes, a
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moree interactive and client focused value adding process and a sparring interaction
governance. .
Inn proposition three I not only propose three generic strategic patterns, but I also
relatee these to the type of front office. This proposition is supported by the case. In
thee mass oriented strategy for the SME market, the front office type 'one-stop-shop'
iss recognized. Interestingly, in Interpolis'frontoffice for specifying EB module one
thee relation information is a customer profile, which is congruent with the
empowermentt perspective and relationship marketing approach in Interpolis
strategicc pattern. The customer profile supports the relational elements in module
onee and empowers front office employees to perform these elements.
Interpolis'' overall EB strategy shows a large range of interrelated innovations of
recombinativee and radical nature. Many of the recombinative and some of the
radicall innovations enhance earlier built competences and through the radical
innovationss new competencies are acquired or Interpolis strategically aligned itself
too third parties having the required competencies. Interpolis went through an
impressivee series of changes related to its EB strategy, supporting the premise of
resourcee based thinking that resources are developed over time through
breakthroughh innovations and incremental innovations in processes and products
andd by continuously responding to market needs (Hunt & Morgan, 1995). This
resourcee building (which is path dependent and requires learning processes)
contributess to the firm's heterogeneity. Whether these innovations will lead to an
oscillationn between two of the three generic strategies as could be recognized in
otherr case studies, can't be concluded due to the limited scope and time window of
thiss study. The parallels between the plans to approach the large enterprise market
andd the SME market, the new distribution channels Interpolis acquired through its
mergerr and its multi-channel distribution intention, suggest a partnership oriented
strategyy for its large enterprise market in combination with a more modular based
servicee offering for its SME market and the 'personal benefits' employee market.
Thee 'network ecosystem' framework of Klüber et al. (1999) showed to be
relevantt to analyze the BU EB's network positioning. Interpolis clearly took the
positionn of establishes maintainer, standard setter and operational manager in the
networkk to take maximum control over the network. Interpolis recognized the
limitationss of network organization. The variety of requirements from the market
unitss (service requests) on the product units (service providers) showed to be too
largee resulting in too much SLA's. Furthermore, Interpolis faced uncertainties on
economicc exploitation of new to build infrastructure and de facto standard setting.
Throughh the merger Interpolis gained control over a large part of the process
providers,, which made it easier to arrive at critical mass and to set de facto standards
inn the market. Furthermore, Interpolis enlarged its infrastructure by gaining access to
thee infrastructure of its partners. The front offices Rabo Banks and Rabo NL,
togetherr with the BU EB could be viewed as the access point to the service network.
Inn the activities of this access point we recognize one of the functions of service
specificationn mentioned in chapter two: specification of the implementation set of
thee service network.
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Interpoliss Specific References
ReferenceReference code
Document Document
AanvrgFormBCP P Aanvraagformulierr Bedrijfs Continuiteits Plan 1.12
BContinuPlan n
Bedrijfscontinuiteitsplan.Wantt mensen moeten het doen.
BesOffProc99 9
Besprekingsverslagg offerte/acceptatieproces, oktober 1999
BlauwITarch99 9
Blauwdrukk IT-architectuur MKB, Gemak dient de mens, juli 1999
BrochCompaan n
Brochuree Compaan Verzuimbeheersing
BusplanGO O
Businessplann marktunit Grote Ondernemingen, concept, 25 januari
2000 0
BZPpolis s
Bedrijfss Zeker Plan, polis, november 1999
CommProcBA A
Commercieell proces Employment Benefits, werkinstructie Assistent
Bedrijvenn Adviseur binnendienst
ComPlanBCPOO O Communicatieplann Bedrijfs Continuitiets Plan (concept), januari
2000 0
EvaCompaan98 8 Evaluatiee piltot Compaan Verzuimbeheersing (12-1997 t/m 8-1998)
HandboekBZP P
Handboekk Administratieve Organisatie Bedrij fsZekerPlan, november
19999 9
HandboekComp p Handboekk Compaan Verzuimbeheersing, september 1998
HandboekPDV V Handboekk Administratieve Organisatie, Premiedempingsverzekering,
novemberr 1999
HandTrainEBsite e Handss on training EB-site, EB-communicatie via internettechnologie,
pilot/0.1 1
InfoTussenP P
Informatiee voor de tussenpersoon
InrBUemploy98 8 Inrichtingg Business Unit Employment Services, presentatie aan de
Raadd van Commissarissen Interpolis, oktober 1998
INSAfbaMKB99 9 Internee notitie Starter, afbakening MKB-1.1, september 1999
INSBehGebrk99 9 Internee notitie Starter, beheer en gebruiksproces, november 1999
INS-KBM99 9
Internee notitie Starter, KBM, KlandBeeld Monitor, november 1999
INS-KBMdoel99 9 Internee notitie Starter, KBM (incl. doelgroepprofiel), november 1999
INS-offacc99 9
Internee notitie Starter, terugkoppeling reacties offerte en
acceptatieproces,, november 1999
INS-Slm99 9
Internee notitie Starter, service level management EB MKB,
novemberr 1999
IPVerzNet2000 0
Interpoliss Verzuimnetwerk, januari 2000
Jvrslg98 8
Jaarverslagg 1998, Interpolis
Jvrslg99 9
Jaarverslagg 1999, Interpolis, Een kwestie van tijd
JvrslgOl l
Jaarberichtt 2001, Interpolis, Glashelder
Jaarverslagg 2000, Rabobank Groep
JvrslgRaboOO O
Kaderdocumentt marketing, label en vormgeving Employment
Kaderdocu99 9
Benefitss (MKB), oktover 1999
KBMscherm m
Klantt Bedienings Model, schermprints
KSFgemak k
Kritiekee succesfactor van Emploment Benefits voor het MKB is
gemak,, Rabofacet
Dee mens op de balans.
MensopBalans s
NaarSucBCP99 9 Naarr een succesvol Bedrijven Compact Polis, voorstel
verbeterprogramma,, PriceEaterhouseCoopers, juli 1999
Overzichtt leerdoelen
OveizLeerdoel l
PvAEBsupport99 9 Plann van aanpak EB-support, oktober 1999
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PvAOpleidingEB B
ProcPemba a
Prodbeleid99 9
ProdPemba99 9

Plann van aanpak. Opleidingen EB, oktober 1999
Proceduress Pemba, september 1998
Produktbeleidd Employment Benefits, januari 1999
Produktbeschrijvingg Pemba-verzekeringen, Informatie over Pemba
enn Pemba-gerelateerde verzekeringen, november 1999
PDS-AdvVerk99 9 Projectt documentatie Starter: proces advies en verkoop EB-MKB1,
septemberr 1999
PDS-CommProc c Projectt documentatie Starter: Commercieel proces Employment
Benefitss / Afzet van BCP
Projectt documentatie Starter: proces Employment Benefits
PDS-MBena99 9 Projectt documentatie Starter: proces marktbenadering EB-MKB1
doorr een seminar/bijeenkomst, september 1999
PDS-offl.9 9
Projectt documentatie Starter offerte 1.9
RaboMade e
Raboo Bank Made e.o. / gemaksbewaking
RaboWeb02 2
www.rabonederland.nl,, October 2002.
RabowebBCP99 9 Rabowebb verkoopapplicatie Bedrijfs Continuitiets Plan, Interpolis
Employmentt Benefits IT & Processing, functioneel ontwerp,
decemberr 1999
Sessie99 9
Sessiee Klantorientatie, handleiding, november 1999
StartPlanning99 9 Starterr - Integrale planning, oktober 1999
VragenStarter r
Vragenlijstt Starter
WillemIIEB99 9
Dee Willem II van Employment Benefits, McKinsey, mei 1999
Zelfstudiepakkett Employment Benefits, cursistenmateriaal
ZelfstudieEB B
Opleidingenn BBO'Heavyy Dog Kiss' is a statue of Dennis Oppenheim situated in Interpolis' flexible working
spacee office in Tilburg. One department organized a petition against the piece of art.
"Disgusting!",, was the reaction (Jvrslg98). Interpolis deliberately collects and exhibits
provokingg art (Jvrslg98).
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Chapterr Eight
Casee Study Sioo

"Not"Not everything is unsayable in words
only the living truth "
(quotationn of playwright Eugene Ionesco in Mintzberg & Westley, 2001)

Inn this chapter, I present the case study at Sioo, which I conducted in the period of
Januaryy 2000 to February 2001. The description of Sioo, its markets, services,
strategyy and front offices concerns that period. The chapter unfolds as follows.
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

An introduction to Sioo.
An introduction of the main units of analysis: the specification of open and
in-companyy programs for professionalization at Sioo.
Data collection: the sources of information at Sioo.
Sioo's services.
Sioo's market.
Sioo's basic organizational structure.
Service specification in open programs.
Service specification of in-company programs.
Sioo's strategy.

Thee main parts of the chapter are the last three sections.
Thee open program section is further partitioned into: attracting and informing
customerss - service specification for open programs - the type of front office: the
degreee of customization, relation information, product information and process
informationn - the effectiveness of the front office.
Thee in-company program section is partitioned into: the story about an open
programm which evolved into an in-company program - the specification process of
in-companyy programs - the type of front office: the degree of customization, relation
information,, product information and process information - the effectiveness of the
frontfront office.
Thee section on Sioo's strategy is divided into: characteristics of Sioo's strategy
andd oscillation between scope and partnership orientation. The chapter ends with the
mainn conclusions and a discussion on what I learned from the Sioo case.
Throughoutt this chapter Sioo's company clients have been denoted by fantasy
namess like BigBank, UviX, IConsulT, BestCable, BestConsult and PsyHealth.
Thesee names refer to the sectors the companies were in.
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Sioo o
Thee Dutch Minister of Education, Arts and Science founded Sioo in 1958. The
abbreviationn Sioo originally stood for Stichting Interacademiale Opleiding
Organisatiekundee (Foundation on Interacademical Education in Organizational
Science).. Sioo's original mission was to bring science and business together by
providingg a professional training in organizational science for academically educated
economistss and engineers. In 1993 the abbreviation lost its literal meaning and
Sioo'ss name officially changed into Sioo - Interuniversitair Centrum voor
Ontwikkelingg op het terrein van Organisatie- en Veranderingkunde (Sioo Interuniversityy Center for Education on Organizational Science and Organizational
Change).. Nowadays, Sioo's mission is to provide educational programs in which the
themee 'direction of organizational and managerial processes' is central. Sioo's
programss are meant for academically educated professionals and support the
developmentt of professional competencies (Sioo40years98). Contrary to its starting
yearss in which Sioo was State-aided, nowadays Sioo is completely responsible to
generatee its own revenues on the market. Sioo's strategy is focused on continuation,
nott on profit generation.
Siooo sees itself as a meeting point for experts, practitioners, organizations and
sciencee (BMCbrOO). These people have a reflective perspective on issues of
organizationn and organizational change in common and they inspect theoretical
insightss in the professional context. At Sioo, professionals learn to approach
questionss of organization and organizational change from different perspectives
(SiooGENbrOO).. They learn to inspect their own functioning and learn how to
changee it. Sioo supports professionals in integration of new insights and methods in
theirr own repertoire of acting and to apply these effectively in their working
practice. .
Siooo has a system of master degrees in which a master degree is granted to those
peoplee who followed education on organizational science and organizational change
onn a postgraduate level with a size of 1200 hours (SiooGENbrOO). Degrees are
grantedd under supervision of an international advisory body. During the period of
studyy this board consisted of the following people (SiooGENbrOO).
••
••
••
••
••

Prof. Dr. M. Buelens, Vlerick School voor Management, Universiteit Gent,
Belgium. .
Prof. Dr. Y. Meny, Robert Schumann Center, European University Institute,
Firenze,, Italy.
Prof. Dr. C.C. Snow, Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A.
Prof. Dr.W.A. Spivey, The Michigan Business School, U.S.A.
Prof. Dr. G.R. Ungson, University of Oregon, U.S.A.

Sioo'ss turnover in 2000 was 4.2 million Euros. Twenty five percent of its
turnoverr came from in-company programs and seventy five percent came from open
programss (JaarrekOO). Sioo employed around 22 full time equivalents.
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Sioo'ss Front Office
II studied two service specification processes at Sioo: the application of individual
professionalss for open programs and the specification of in-company programs.
Thesee specification processes are bound to the different programs Sioo offers. Sioo
andd I agreed on studying the following programs.
1.. The application of individual professionals for open course programs is
studiedd through the analysis of the service specification in the
Beroepsopleidingg voor Organisatie-adviseurs (BO - Professional Education
forr Consultancy) and in the Arbeids- & Organisatiekunde voor arbodienstverleningg (A&O - Work & Organization in Occupational Health Care
Services).. Both programs will be described in some more detail in the
sectionn on Sioo's services.
2.. The specification of in-company programs is studied through the analysis of
thee specification process of the Curatieve Arbeids- & Organisatiekunde
(CA&OO - Master in Behavioral Interventions in Work and Organization)
program,, the UviX innovation project and the Education Consultancy
Professionalss (ECP) program for BestConsult. Furthermore, some
interviewss have been held to get a grip on in-company specification in
generall at Sioo. Throughout these interviews examples of in-company
programm specification for other customers were mentioned like the programs
forr IConsulT and BigBank and the requirements analysis for a service
offeringg to BestCable.
Besidess these service specification processes, I studied the development of a
neww open program (new business development) to study the similarities with service
specificationn for in-company programs and to understand Sioo's program
developmentt in general. I agreed upon analyzing the design of the open ECM
program,, which started its first run in spring 2000 (KB3-00).

Dataa Collection
Too study these programs, the following information sources have been used during
thee case study.
Documentation (see references at the end of this chapter): brochures, quarterly
newsletters,, course documentation, correspondence with customers,
examinationn files and a description of Sioo's history.
Literature: on course program design and organizational change written by
Siooo staff (Bennebroek Gravenhorst and Boonstra, 1997; Boonstra 1994;
Boonstra,, 1997; Boonstra et al., 1998; Boonstra, 2000; Smid, 1996; Smid,
2001);; literature referred to by Sioo staff (Argyris, 1996; Block, 2001; de
Caluwee & Vermaak, 1999; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Morgan, 1986; Nathans,
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1999;; Schön, 1983; Schön, 1987; Storper & Salais, 1997) and research
conductedd at Sioo (van Baaien, 1995; van Staveren, 2000).
•• Interviews: 13 interviews with staff members who were involved in the
specificationn of the above-mentioned programs.
•• Observation: a design session for the ECM program has been observed as well
ass the launching session of Sioo's research platform and one of the sessions of
Sioo'ss ICT platform.
•• Systems: Sioo's relationship database has been analyzed during an interview
withh Sioo's relationship manager.

Sioo'ss Services
Siooo provides open and in-company educational programs and several
professionalizationn services, which are described in this section. I also describe
Sioo'ss services by making an abstraction from the different programs and by
describingg Sioo's services in terms of its competencies thought Gallouj and
Weinstein'ss service system model.

Programss and Professionalization Services
Fromm the start of the institute until 1976, Sioo offered just one program: the program
Organisatiekundee (organizational science). The program Organisatiekunde changed
itss name after 31 years into Beroepsopleiding Management Consultancy (BMC professionall education management consultancy) in 1989 (KB3-00). Sioo
diversifiedd its service offering from 1979. Nowadays, Sioo provides three kinds of
services. .
•• Open programs: educational programs for which registration is open to all
individualss who conform to the eligibility requirements of the course
(SiooGENbrOO). .
•• In-company programs: programs for which registration is open to company
employeess who conform to the eligibility requirements of the course
(SiooGENbrOO). .
•• Professionalization services: professional counseling services, services for the
designn of professionalization programs, seminars, workshops, conferences,
symposiaa and research and development in the field of organizational change
(PcbrOO,, SiooGENbrOO).
Sioo'ss main open programs are the following programs.
••
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havee graduated at university, to have at least five years of working
experiencee and to have two years experience with internal or external
consultancyy (SiooGENbrOO). People who finish the BMC are granted with
thee degree Master of Change Management,
Leergangg Sturing van Veranderingen in Organisaties (SVO - Course
Directionn of Change in Organizations), targeting members of the board of
directors,, line managers, project managers, staff managers and advisors.
Thesee people need to have seven years of working experience, with the last
twoo years experience with independent steering and implementation of
organizationall change. The course requires a minimum age of 31 years and
ann educational background on an academic level (SiooGENbrOO).
Executivee Change Management (ECM), targeting members of the board of
directors,, line managers and project managers who direct complex change
processess that go beyond organizational borders. These people need to have
aa broad working experience and are required to have followed the SVO
programm or a similar program of 640 hours. Following both the SVO and
ECMM program leads to the degree Master in Change Management
(SiooGENbrOO). .
Beroepsopleidingg voor Organisatie-adviseurs (BO - Professional Education
forr Consultancy), targeting starting consultants with a background on an
academicc level and at least one year experience.
Arbeids-- & Organisatiekunde voor arbo-dienstverlening (A&O - Work &
Organizationn in Occupational Health Care Services). The A&O targets those
peoplee who occupy the position of work and organization expert at
occupationall health care service providers or those who have the ambition to
doo so. Those who finish the A&O are granted with the degree Master in
Workk & Organization in Occupational Health (SiooGENbrOO).
Procesregiee in Universiteiten (PiU - Process Direction in Universities),
targetingg directors of education, faculty directors, senior policy officials and
academicc staff members with management or change responsibilities.
Severall shorter programs, like
••

Informatie/Communicatie Technologie & Organizatieverandering
(ICT&OO - Information/Communication Technology and Organizational
Change)) of 160 hours.
•• Interim Management & Organisatieverandering (IM&O - Interim
Managementt and Organizational Change) of 160 hours.
•• Nieuwe Bestuurders in Universiteiten (NBU - New Managers in
Universities). .

Onee of Sioo's staff members (Boonstra, 2000) developed a model in which three
typicall organizational development problems are depicted with its associated change
approachess and solutions (see figure 8.1).
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Figuree 8.1: Relationship between problems, directions for solutions and change approaches
andd Sioo's programs (Boonstra, 2000)
Fourr of Sioo's main open programs on organizational development and change
(BO,, SVO, ECM and BMC) are positioned in this model (SVObrOO).

"The"The BO is first loop learning, filling the toolbox. The SVO is double loop
learning,learning, discussing ones own routines and assumptions. The SVO is about
plannedplanned change, about diagnosis, realization, barriers, interventions,
keepingkeeping direction and measuring results. The ECM is about ambiguous,
ratherrather vague problems, like for instance virtually organizing or questions on
'raison'raison d' être'. It's about strategic questions and developments and deepens
insightsinsights on ICT. Third loop learning as a start. In the BMC this is exactly the
opposite."opposite." [EdV: the ECM starts with third loop learning and is preceded by
thee SVO, which is based on double loop learning. The BMC starts with third
loopp learning and flows into double loop learning].

Servicess and Competencies
Sioo'ss services can also be described by making an abstraction from the different
programss and by describing Sioo's services in terms of its competencies through
Galloujj and Weinstein's service system model (figure 8.2).

ProvidersProviders Competencies at Sioo
Siooo staff explicitly recognized four core competencies: its relation network, its
transformationn process, its competence to offer social psychological safety and its
reputation. .
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Figuree 8.2: Services as a system of competencies (Gallouj & Weinstein, 1997)
RelationRelation Network
Siooo sees itself as a platform for networking, as a meeting point for experts,
practitioners,, organizations and science (BMCbrOO). Sioo's relation network
consistss of relationships with companies, alumni, course members, teachers,
scientists,, universities, professional associations (like the Orde van
organisatiekundigenn en -adviseurs; Ooa - Order of organizational experts and
advisors),, third parties like educational institutes (for instance NSPH, the
Netherlandss School of Public Health) and research institutes (like NIA'TNO:
Nederlandss Instituut Arbeidsomstandigheden / Nederlandse organisatie voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijkk Onderzoek - Dutch Institute Work Conditions /
Netherlandss Organization for Applied Scientific Research).
TransformationTransformation Process
Sioo'ss transformation process consists of:
•• Sioo's knowledge and experience in designing programs for
professionalization. .
•• Sioo's ability to perform these programs up to the highest standards in its
industry. .
•• Sioo's professional knowledge on course subjects.
•• Sioo's knowledge about professional practice and professional associations
andd their membership requirements.
•• Sioo's knowledge about individual learning by professionals (personal
professionall development).
"Weaving"Weaving educational programs is our core competence. In educational
programsprograms three elements should be balanced: professional knowledge, the
personalpersonal professional development of a course member and professional
practice.practice. "
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"Our"Our core competence is our transformation process: getting people with a
certaincertain level of professionalization to a higher level with our knowledge on
theirtheir pace of learning and on how to provide social psychological hygiene."
SocialSocial Psychological Safety
Sioo'ss competence to offer social psychological safety is central to its proposition to
offerr professionals opportunities for first, second and third order learning (Argyris,
1996).. In second and third order learning professionals challenge their basic
assumptionss about their organizations, their profession, their professional repertoire
andd themselves by for instance continuous reflection in actions and post mortem
reflectionn (Schön, 1983). This might lead to uncertainty for course members. Sioo
offerss the social psychological safety to support course members to navigate to their
nextt zone(s) of professional development by providing learning arrangements which
aree for instance combinations of virtual rooms for experimentation (Schön, 1987),
heterogeneouss course groups, consultation, coaching and learning management.
Reputation Reputation
Siooo has a well-known reputation on professionalization. As one of its new
clientss for in-company programs responded to the question: "Why did you come to
Sioo?" "
"Well,"Well, if you want something with professionalization in the Netherlands,
youyou come to Sioo. "
ProviderProvider Technology at Sioo
Sioo'ss provider technology mainly consist of methods and declarative knowledge
andd is quite divers. Most of the material consists of professional knowledge on the
subjectss of the courses and of techniques, cases, assignments and methods for
personall professional development. In the BO (BomatOO), for instance, course
materiall consists of literature, lectures, (role) games, cases, teaching guides,
consultationn methods (CONmethOO), descriptions of course days, assignments and
homeworkk assignments. Furthermore Sioo's technology consists of its relationship
database,, its codification of program designs, program evaluations, proposals,
documentationn on internal meetings and meetings with customers and codified
methodss for program design, like for instance Smid (2001).
ClientClient Competencies
Makingg professionalization questions explicit, being actively engaged in ones own
coursee of personal professionalization and being able to set conditions in the work
environmentt to support further professionalism, are client competencies which Sioo
anticipatess for at enrollment and during programs. During enrollment, aspirant
coursee members are challenged to explicit their own professionalization questions in
orderr to asses whether their level of professionalization is appropriate and to forecast
theirr developments. Furthermore, Sioo's customers need to show their eligibility for
thee program (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO, BObrOO, BMCbrOO, ECMbrOO, SVObrOO), for
instancee in terms of their curriculum vitae, availability of time, appropriateness of
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theirr current job or availability of organizational change projects to reflect on in
coursee settings.
OutcomeOutcome Characteristics
Sioo'ss programs have multiple outcomes.
Personal professional development of course members.
Contribution to organizational development at the professional's organization
andd in the broader organizational field.
Professional development at the side of teachers, coaches and Sioo staff.
Enhancement of Sioo's competencies, like experience with several
educationall arrangements for first, second and third order learning for
differentt target groups.
Research questions on organizational development and change.
Sioo'ss Market
Siooo focuses on a market of high-educated professionals who deal with
organizationall development and change processes. These professionals are mainly
educatedd on an academic level in different fields, ranging from business
administrationn or engineering to occupational health care services, psychology or
medicine.. They have a working experience for at least three years. Programs like BO
andd BMC are primary targeted towards the consultancy market. The SVO and ECM
programm target non-consultancy professionals which deal with organizational change
processes,, like for instance strategists, managers or project and program managers
(ECMbrOO,, SVObrOO). Another market Sioo serves (through its PiU program) are
professionalss who deal with organizational change processes in universities and
HBO's.. The A&O program is targeted towards occupational health care
professionalss who have to develop their knowledge and skills in the field of
organizationall change.
Thee most recent market extension is towards in-company programs. The markets
targetedd to are reflected by Sioo's recently adopted in-company services teams.
"We"We formed several in-company teams: government, the ICT industry, the
healthhealth care industry, consultancy and the financial industry. We approach
thesethese markets proactively."
Duringg the period of the case study, Sioo's market was restricted to the Dutch
market,, although their intention was to migrate to an international market.
Siooo operates in a business-to-employee / business-to-business hybrid market.
Siooo is in the business to employee market in the first place. Their course members
aree always the prime customers of their educational services. These are the ones who
wantt to professionalize themselves. The starting point of their services, as is
expressedd by their course intake procedures and their eligibility assessment, is
definedd in terms of this prime customer group. The same accounts for the definition
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off the outcome of their services, as is expressed in the aspiration profile for course
memberss and the end terms of courses.
Inn their in-company services there is another customer as well: the company for
whichh the professionalization program is performed. In this case Sioo operates in a
business-to-businesss market as well.
Thee complexity of their market relationships is expressed in Smid (2001). He
differentiatess between customers, sponsors, rulers and consumers (see table 8.1). In
thee case of Sioo's in-company programs, course members are consumers and their
employerss are sponsors. Employers and professional associations might play the role
off rulers. In open course settings Sioo receive course members in the role of
customerss as well as in the role of consumers (who have their employer as sponsor).

Sioo'ss Basic Organizational Structure
Thee Rector is operationally responsible and reports to the board. Sioo's program
staff,, which is under direct responsibility of the Rector, is responsible for the
differentt programs. Several Dutch and Belgian institutions participate in Sioo's
board:: Universiteit van Amsterdam; Nijenrode University; Technische Universiteit
Delft;; Technische Universiteit Eindhoven; Universiteit Twente; Universiteit Leiden;
Erasmuss Universiteit Rotterdam; Universiteit Utrecht; Landbouwuniversiteit
Wageningen;; Vlerick School voor Management and Stichting De Baak,
Managementt Center VNO-NCW (Verbond van Nederlandse Ondernemingen Nederlandss Christelijk Werkgeversverbond - Confederation of Netherlands Industry
andd Employers) (BMCbrOO).
Siooo staff performs several roles in their educational programs.
The program manager is responsible for the program and the design of the
program. .
The project manager organizes the program.
The learning manager supervises the group of course members throughout the
completee program run (at highest two years). There might be several groups
followingg the same program in different runs, resulting in several learning
managers.. The learning manager is responsible for the learning process of the
groupp and its individual members.
The program secretary, responsible for all secretarial services for a program.
Teachers and coaches, contributing to different parts of the program.

NonNon participating
Participating Participating

Paying Paying
Sponsor r
Customer r

Tablee 8.1: Roles in Sioo's market relations (Smid, 2001)
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Sioo'ss program staff performs different roles in different programs. It is not
uncommonn for a staff member to mix roles as program manager, learning manager,
teacherr or coach, nor is it uncommon to switch between programs. One of Sioo's
stafff plays an extraordinary role: the coordinator of in-company programs.
"In"In 1996 we decided that we needed a coordinator for in-company
initiatives.initiatives. I did the intakes, designed the programs and searched for people
toto run the program or I looked for a colleague to join me in the early phase
ofof customer contact and left when 1 thought that everything went well."
Sioo'ss program staff consists of employees who have a long track record on
educationn to professionals. Many of them are PhD's or occupy a professorship at
universities.. The same accounts for many of their teachers and coaches. The
majorityy of teachers and coaches are employed at other institutions or companies,
likee universities, research institutes, educational institutes or consultancy firms.
Sioo'ss network of teachers is about 150 people large.

Frontt Office for Open Programs
Attractingg and Informing Customers
Sioo'ss most important marketing instrument for open course programs is word-ofmouthh communication.
"80%"80% is at the intercession of current course members, alumni or principals.
AlumniAlumni of the BMC refer junior consultants to the BO in their role as
principal." principal."
Forr this reason Sioo maintains its network very well by providing the members
off the network with: quarterly newsletters (KB 1-99), congresses (KB3-01), state of
thee art seminars (KB 1-99), workshops (KB2-01), information sessions (KB2-01),
platformm sessions (KB 1-01), brochures and several kinds of coproduction and
codesignn opportunities, like memberships in program evaluation teams, membership
inn program developments teams, teachingships, opportunities for providing project
assignmentss within courses, consultation of principals in course evaluation and
researchh opportunities.
Besidess word-of-mouth communication, seminars and workshops, Sioo
communicatess its service offering through a varied set of brochures. Its total service
offeringg is communicated through the general brochure (SiooGENbrOO) and for
everyy program a specific brochure is available (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO, BObrOO,
BMCbrOO,, ECMbrOO, SVObrOO). To provide some additional incentives in the
market,, Sioo's service offering is communicated in catalogues on MBA's and
businesss education (Mguide2002) and by a restricted amount of advertisements in
professionall journals targeting aspirant course members and principals who are in
thee position to advise professionals to attend Sioo programs.
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"Every"Every application for information is answered with a brochure on the
requestedrequested service, the general brochure and Sioo 's last quarterly newsletter
TheThe general brochure is provided to reroute the customer's service request
toto the most appropriate service offering / course program. "
Sioo'ss system for master degrees provides an additional instrument to attract
customers.. Only two third of the complete course credits need to be scored at Sioo
(SiooGENbrOO),, making it attractive to finish a masters degree with Sioo's program
offerings.. Obviously, externally scored credits need to be accepted at Sioo.
Furthermore,, Sioo's system for master's degrees is modular in its design, making it
attractivee for professionals to spread their educational efforts over several years by
staplingg courses.
"The"The modular design of Sioo's system of master degrees binds customers to
Sioo.Sioo. Credits scored in in-company programs provided by Sioo are fully
recognizedrecognized within Sioo's system of master degrees. "
Servicee Specification for Open Programs
Forr open course programs, generally the specification process consists of three
elements:: the application form, the specification of the course member's personal
learningg path and the eligibility assessment.
ApplicationApplication Form
Applicationn forms are quite standard at Sioo and consists of the following
informationn which is entered into Sioo's relationship database.
•• Personal data (name, address, telephone numbers, titles, birth date, gender)
(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• Company data (name, address, telephone numbers, email) (A&ObrOO,
BObrOO,, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• Educational background (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• Practitioner's experience (functions and organizations) (A&ObrOO, BObrOO,
ECMbrOO,, CA&ObrOO) and in the case of A&O and CA&O a more specific
indicationn of the working field of the applicant (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• Publications (BObrOO, ECMbrOO).
•• Short description of the applicant's learning requirements / obtained results
(A&ObrOO,, CA&ObrOO).
•• An indication on how the applicant became acknowledged with the program
(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• Data for the invoice (the applicant's data or the company's data and contact
person)) (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
•• An invitation to write an essay to be used for eligibility assessment is part of
thee application. In general the applicant is invited to write about his function,
hiss organization, his assignments and his experience. The size and the exact
requirementss of the essay depend on the kind of program. On one end of the
spectrum,, for the BO, just an essay of two pages on the applicant's function,
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organization,, experience and learning requirements (BobrOO) is requested. On
thee other extreme of the spectrum is the ECM, requiring a complete
methodologicall handbook of maximum 12 pages, which is based on a former
program,, the SVO (ECMbrOO). An example of essay requirements is shown in
frameworkframework 8.1.
•• Signatures (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).
PersonalPersonal Learning Path
"Characteristic"Characteristic for Sioo programs is the centrality of individual learning
questions,questions, these questions are directive and accentuate. "
Applicantss are invited to explicate their individual learning questions in preparation
forr the eligibility assessment (as part of the application). During the assessment
thesee learning questions might evolve. Further evolvement of individual learning
questionss is highly stimulated throughout the programs through various
arrangements.. Course members are invited to bring in their own questions, practical
experiencee and projects in seminars, workshops, consultation groups, reflections,
jointt projects, learning contracts and logbooks. The centrality of individual learning
pathss is reflected in the examination requirements as well. Part of the examination
requirementss are reflections on learning questions and learning contracts and
explicationn of current learning questions / forthcoming professionalization efforts.
Thiss is shown in framework 8.2 in which fragments of the examination requirements
off the BMC program are shown. These requirements were used as a reference for the
endd terms of the ECM (because both programs graduate in the Masters of Change
Management,, but have different target groups).
EligibilityEligibility Assessment
Inn general eligibility is assessed through a conversation of about one hour with the
coursee applicant in which mutual requirements are addressed and in which is
assessedd whether enough results can be expected from the program for the applicant
(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO).

AA piece of work of maximum 5 pages, which provides information on:
•• Your work (organization, position, kinds of assignments).
•• Your projects (short description of the projects you're involved in, the
subjectss of the projects (absenteeism policy, work and organization and
occupationall health care) and your role (managerial policy making,
operational). .
•• Your experience (What were your developments in your work and
approach?? What are your personal points of learning and questions).
•• Your motivation for your application for the program (alignment of the
programm and your work, experiences and learning requirements).
•• Your questions regarding this brochure.
Frameworkk 8.1: Essayrequirementsfor A&O (A&ObrOO)
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Inn the BMC, end terms are categorized into three categories (BMCendOO):
'professionall development', 'change managers professional competencies' and
'practicee and project' (referring to the project which is done in the context of
thee program). Part of the 'professional development' category is the end term
'thee management of learning questions', which means being able to do the
following. .
•• To formulate learning questions.
•• To reflect on learning questions.
•• To complete learning questions professionally.
•• To think over new roles and behavior.
•• To recognize new learning questions as a professional.
Frameworkk 8.2: Centrality of individual learning in BMC's examination requirements
Siooo also assesses whether the aspirant course member has the potential to
contributee to the course group and thereby to the program. An important element of
Sioo'ss offering is pluralism in perspectives. This pluralism comes from the
participationn of course members and teachers with different perspectives, learning
questionss and experiences.
Typee of Front Office for Open Program Specification: Field and Inside
Service e
II typify the front office for the specification of open programs at Sioo as a 'field and
insidee service' (see table 8.2). In the next sections, I discuss the degree of
customizationn and the relation, product and process information.

Tablee 8.2: Sioo's front office type for open program specification: field and inside service
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DegreeDegree of Customization in Open Programs
Thee degree of customization in open programs is customized standardization. The
programss are customizable to the needs of individual course members from
applicationn and eligibility assessment on throughout the complete program within
thee degrees of freedom designed for in the program. These degrees of freedom vary
overr programs and are determined by the chosen educational components
(assessments,, consultation, assignments, etc). Furthermore the system of master
degreess is modular.
DegreesDegrees of Freedom for Individual Learning Paths
Centrall to the educational arrangements provided in Sioo's open programs are the
connectionss made between the work of the course members and the course themes.
Thee course member's individual learning questions and the projects they are
involvedd in are central to their navigation through the program. Course members are
motivatedd to develop their individual learning questions throughout the complete
programm and even beyond the program, starting at the application for the program.
Manyy of the didactical concepts behind the programs are meant to provide an
educationall space for working on individual learning questions, to reflect on course
memberss practice and to practice new competencies. These didactical concepts
alloww for program adjustment.
Forr this reason Sioo's open programs can't be viewed as standard programs.
Everyy program run is different because course members bring in different questions,
backgroundss and projects and Sioo's educational arrangement allows for adjustment
too individual and group needs. Many of the program elements (like reflection,
consultation,, exercises, learning contracts, field projects, assignments, assessments,
workshops,, etc.) allow for customization of the program to the professionalization
needss of individual course members. Although the programs are roughly designed in
advance,, its actual run is mass customized to the course members and by the course
members. .
"It's"It's customization within a framework. "
Customizationn starts at the application and eligibility assessment and continues
duringg the run of the program (run time customization). The degrees of freedom for
runn time customization differ over the programs. In the BO program these degrees
aree quite restricted.
"The"The opportunities to change the program on the run are restricted, the
programprogram is quite filled, the running case which is the continuous thread must
gogo on, but conversations, discussions, reflections and consultation are
demanddemand driven."
Customizationn within the BO program is more a matter of allowing course
memberss to choose modules out of a range of 14 after they finished the BO core
program.. The offering of the BO program consists of the core program including
consultationn and three modules of choice, but the BO core program and the 14
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moduless are also offered separately (BobrOO). Many of these modules run two times
aa year, are organized together with the Baak and are open for non-BO members at
well. .
Programss like BMC and ECM offer considerable degrees of freedom for
customizationn and are deliberately designed to do so. Both programs, for instance,
providee theme projects to encourage course members to work on an organizational
developmentt or change theme of their own choice and in both programs course
memberss are assigned a field project in an organization external to their own one's
too practice strategic change interventions, which are reflected on and discussed
withinn several of the program seminars. The theme project and field project are
centrall to these programs and cover quite a large part of the total coursework
(BMCbrOO,, BMCmatOO, ECMbrOO). The individual learning path in the A&O
programm is exhibited in framework 8.3.
Takenn from a program design perspective, Sioo uses educational components,
whichwhich have modular characteristics, like didactical concepts, course themes and
coursee material. These are recurrently deployed in different programs (see appendix
D). .
"We"We have design parameters for professionalization programs. "
Figuree 8.3 depicts the several didactical concepts and the way these are used in a
generall abstract picture. Almost all of the concepts mentioned in appendix D are
depictedd in the figure as well. The general picture is derived from the course design
picturess included in Appendix E. At the end presentation of the case study for Sioo
staff,, figure 8.3 was perceived as a mirror. Reflections on this mirror ranged from
questioningg Sioo's innovativeness to satisfaction on the fact that course design
repertoiree was shared by Sioo staff, thus being a shared competence. Although these
didacticall concepts are recognizable in Sioo's programs and several are codified in
Smidd (2001) as well, this doesn't mean that Sioo's program design competence is
imitable.. As one of Sioo's new staff members responded:

"I"I always say ironically: I'm still settling in on my job, although I'm already
workingworking at Sioo for two years. A program runs for two years... before I have
experiencedexperienced the complete cycle, two years passed and in the mean time tw
otherother program runs started. "
[EdV:: How does individual learning takes place within the A&O program?]
"Through"Through six individual assignments.
1.1. Intake on the basis of an essay.
2.2. An individual conversation about learning goals and learning contract
afterafter three months (based on the essay).
3.3. Reflection on learning experiences and learning goals after six months.
4.4. Construction of a new learning contract and discussion on the master
thesisthesis (is the subject of the thesis congruent with the learning goals?).
5.5. Reflections on assignments (first, second and third order reflections).
6.6. Preparation of a learners report for the examination."
Frameworkk 8.3: Individual learning in the A&O program
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Figuree 8.3: Recurrent didactical concepts (M = mentoring; A = assessment)
Itt is beyond the scope of this thesis to explain how Sioo uses the didactical
conceptss depicted in Figure 8.3. To get an idea, I refer to Smid (2001).
ModularModular System of Master Degrees
Onn a meta course level, Sioo provides customized standardization by its modular
systemm of Master degrees (SiooGENbrOO). The SVO and ECM program together
graduatee for the Master of Change Management, both programs targeting
professionalss who practice change management inside their own companies
(SVObrOO,, ECMbrOO). The same Master degree is granted to professionals who
finishh the BMC program, a program targeting consultants and thus professionals
whoo practice change management in their client's companies (BMCbrOO). For
shorterr programs, Sioo grants credit points, for instance 3 points for the BO core
programm (BobrOO) and 16 points for the SVO program (SVObrOO).
RelationRelation Information
Sioo'ss relation information is reflected by its relationship database with about
10,0000 records, which is filled from the application form. The database provides the
abilityy to store specific (textual) information in open fields. This opportunity is little
used. .
Duringg service specification learning managers and program managers have a
customerr profile available consisting of the information of the application form /
relationshipp database and the initial individual learning requirements (based on the
essay).. The relation information is shown in Table 8.3.
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n

Tablee 8.3: Sioo's relation information for open program specification
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Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class

XX
XX

XX
XX

Psychographics Psychographics
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics
Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern (of Sioo's programs)
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e
FunctionsFunctions of potential principals

of market segments in B to B
XX

XX

XX

CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Rolee / function
NameName and function of the subscriber
Paymentt method and data (bank number, credit card number, etc.)
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customer r

Tablee 8.3: Continued
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XX
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (VIP, VAR, large account, etc.)
Active// passive
XX
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
EmployedEmployed 1 non employed
XX
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
XX
Applicationn for information
XX
Proposals s
XX
Triall purchases
Runningg orders {programs attended to)
XX
Typee of purchasing decision (new task, modified rebuy, straight rebuy)
Payments s
Scotsman-analysiss {time between brochure and program application)
XX
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
XX
Decision-makingg unit structure
+/-Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history {points of contact/media and moments)
XX
Agreementss / appointments made
XX
To-do-list t
XX
Partt of campaigns
XX
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
XX
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer {recommendation by third parties)
XX
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds - possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern {finished programs and amount of credits scored)
XX
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
XX
Needss profile {interest in master degrees, educational plan, learning requirements,
eligibilityeligibility essay)
Affinityy score
Publications Publications
XX
Practitioner'sPractitioner's experience
XX
EmploymentEmployment history
XX
Projects Projects
XX
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators)
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
XX
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-ratio o
Retentionn ratio
Relationn duration
XX
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t

Tablee 8.3: Continued
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Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc)
Decision-makingg processes
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural)
Partnerss reputation

Tablee 8.3: Continued
PoductPoduct Information
Productt information like program themes, used didactical concepts, the
compatibilityy of these concepts, the modular design of programs, the degrees of
freedomm for customization and the modular design of Sioo's system for master
degreess is not formalized in an ICT driven information system. But the people who
aree central to the specification process, those who are analyzing application forms
andd essays, who are holding the eligibility meetings and who are dealing with
individuall learning questions (generally the program and learning managers) are
wellwell aware of this information and knowledge because they are the ones who design,
redesignn and adjust programs.
"I'm"I'm program manager of this program and responsible for its design,
content,content, teachers, influx and outflow."

"Program"Program managers and learning managers often have contact on program
runsruns and over program runs."
Informationn on the price structure of programs and on the programs itself is
availablee to Sioo staff.
"One"One of our knowledge management tools is the cupboard with all the
programprogram budgets and programs."
Furthermore,, the essentials of information on Sioo's open programs are
communicatedcommunicated through Sioo's brochures and application forms (the
schemess in Appendix E for example are communicated through Sioo's brochures).
ProcessProcess Information
Sioo'ss process information is on available program run capacity (open places for a
programm run). For instance, at the beginning of the period of study, Sioo's BO
programm was in an episode in which the amount of applicants exceeded the amount
off available places in the program, although the program was run already ten times a
year.. During this episode Sioo used a queuing list of applicants on which every
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applicantt temporary was assigned an option for one of the future program runs,
whichh was turned into a definitive placement after some months.
Furthermore,, Sioo plans its programs in advance. In general, all dates of
programm seminars are fixed in advance and teaching, coaching, learning
management,, project management, program management and hospitality capacity is
available;; given the normal fluctuation in availability of resources for a program
withh a run time of two years and given the fact that programs are deliberately
designedd for flexibility. Starting dates of programs, dates of congresses, state of the
artt seminars, workshops, information sessions and platform sessions are available in
advancee and are communicated on the last page of every quarterly newsletter (see
forr instance KB3-01). The seminar dates of the programs are generally fixed in
advancee although within the programs some flexibility is allowed, for instance when
itt comes to consultation meetings. Communication of start dates, end dates and
seminarr dates in brochures is somewhat differentiated. For the BMC, SVO, and
ECMM all dates are communicated (BMCbrOO, SVObrOO, ECMbrOO), for A&O en
CA&OO no dates are communicated (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO) in the brochure. The
CA&OO never started and for the A&O all dates are communicated through the
coursee material (A&Ocm98). For the BO all dates of ten core program runs are
communicatedd in the brochure, the dates for the choice modules within the BO are
communicatedd during the BO core program (BobrOO).
Effectivenesss of the Front Office
II haven't got any indications on ineffectiveness of thefrontoffice due to insufficient
information. .

Frontt Office for ln-company Programs
Thee specification of every in-company program at Sioo has its own story and at the
samee time some episodes are congruent with other stories. Before I focus on the
similarities,, I tell the story of an open program which evolved in a pure customized
in-companyy innovation program, to get an idea on the service specification of incompanyy programs at Sioo.
Fromm the Open A&O Program to an In-company Innovation Project
Inn 1994 Sioo and Nia / TNO started the A&O program, a program on work and
organizationall knowledge for occupational health care services. They based the need
forr such an educational program on a publication in the Staatsblad (law gazette) of
Decemberr 28th 1993. The program was motivated by the changing Dutch legislation
onn work conditions through which employers became responsible for the
managementt of work conditions and thereby occupational health care service
becamee an integral part of human resource management (Sioo40years98).
Basedd on the knowledge built in the A&O program and initiated by a reintegrationn company in the private health care sector, PsyHealth, Sioo started (at the
beginningg of 1999) to conceptualize a Postacademische opleiding Curatieve
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Arbeids-- & Organisatiekunde (CA&O - Master in Behavioral Interventions in Work
andd Organization) (KB 1-99). The development of this program should be seen in the
lightt of the changing Dutch legislation on the re-integration of ill and disabled
peoplee (see Appendix B). PsyHealth reintegrates ill and occupational disabled
employeess by diagnosing and treating work related psychological problems through
cognitivee behavioral therapy. Furthermore the company provides prevention and
interventionn services to improve the quality of the work situation in order to prevent
thee work system from 'producing' work related psychological illness (PsyHealthOl).
Theirr services are procured by occupational health care service companies whose
servicess are insourced by HRM departments of employers to monitor the reintegrationn of ill and disabled employees.

"PsyHealth"PsyHealth employs about a hundred young psychologists. PsyHealth
diagnosisdiagnosis was that their employees needed more knowledge and skills on
organizationalorganizational development and change to become a discussion partn
thethe management of their customers. "

Rightt from the start Sioo saw the problem as a general one. They estimated
(KBB 1-99) that a third of the applicants for occupational disability benefits in the
Netherlandss and about 25% percent of absenteeism due to illness is due to
psychologicall problems like stress, burn out, labor disputes, etc, or psycho-somatic
problemss like pain in the lower back. Sioo approached several parties in the Dutch
healthh care arena, like the UVI's, public psychological health care (Riags), reintegrationn companies and occupational health care services, to find out their
requirementss for and interest in the CA&O program. This resulted in a quite broad
sett of requirements, so they decided to develop a modular based CA&O program
togetherr with PsyHealth. Despite the modular design of the program, Sioo faced a
smalll interest from the general market for the open program at the end of 1999. This
ledd to the decision to postpone the start of the program.
Meanwhilee one of the UVI's, UviX, had shown interest in an in-company
variantvariant of the modular program to develop their commercial re-integration ventu
'UviXX Re-integration'.

"The"The next months we have to decide how to progress with the open program
andand we have to develop a program for UviX Re-integration. The spin off
mightmight be an open program for re-integration companies or modules for an
in-companyin-company program. We will see what exactly will be the spin off For Uv
Re-integrationRe-integration this professionalization program is at the core of
strategy.strategy. Professionalization and setting the standard on professionalization
isis part of their strategy. Their growth strategy is ambiguous. They want to
becomebecome a major player in the market. The program will be a UviX/Sioo
comakership.comakership. Their hiring strategy will be aligned with our eligib
assessment.assessment. Their work experience will be synchronized with their educati
duringduring a period of three years. Eventually UviX will deliver teachers for the
programprogram as well. They like to start in August 2000. Sioo doesn't have
referencereference data on the throughput time of such program design. We have to
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developdevelop aspiration profiles and a rough design of the program within 5 to 6
months.months. We have to decide on the seminars, the relation between our input,
thethe input of the course members and the consultation, the relation between
thethe building of professional knowledge, personal professionalization and
practicalpractical experience, etc. We can deploy our network of teachers of the A&O
programprogram for the CA&O program. The CA&O program will be build conform
thethe inverse T-model like the A&O program. But how the program will look
like,like, will be the outcome of the specification process of the next months. "
Att the beginning of the year 2000 the Dutch government decided to stop the
privatizationn process of the UVTs. UviX decided to stop their commercial ventures,
likee UviX Re-integration.
"The"The manager of UviX Re-integration has become director of UviX
InnovationInnovation and is still interested in an in-company program. Sioo asked
UviXUviX what they wanted. The assessment of disability benefits applications
hadhad become too reactive and too comparative. It doesn 't work anymore in
thethe vision of the Dutch government and according to the new SUWI-act.
UVI'sUVI's need to monitor and consult organizations, which produce an above
averageaverage amount of disabled employees. UviX envisioned a new structure in
whichwhich re-integration teams (couples of doctors and labor experts) advise
20002000 companies with the highest level of disability fall out. UviX already
wrotewrote a report on what the teams needed to do. The board of directors
wantedwanted to start with 9 pilot teams who should participate in a Sioo program.
OurOur reaction was that this was an exiting idea. Politics were changing in the
NetherlandsNetherlands and the doctors and labor experts seem to have a too
instrumentalinstrumental vision on their job giving the changing social security
landscape.landscape. Sioo made UviX an offer and a contract was signed. During the
summersummer of 2000 UviX would select teams. Three weeks later Sioo had 40
applicants.applicants. When we found out who their principles were, Sioo said "we
don'tdon't do it, the agreement was to start with just 18 people". Things went
wrongwrong at UviX. They had sent the letter to all their doctors and labor
experts.experts. Many of them weren 't a team, weren 't part of the pilot and the
professionalprofessional association of occupational health doctors intervened."
"In"In September we started talking again. We said: "Forget the contract
becausebecause we're in a new situation. " The aspiration profile for the program
hadhad become troubled. We offered three alternatives, out of which the action
researchresearch alternative was chosen by the board of directors of UviX. "
"The"The professionalization program was conceptualized as an action research
programprogram in which the participants had to search for 5 to 6 innovative, noninstrumentalinstrumental interventions in disability producing social systems. They had
toto look for interventions outside the UviX company. We want to prevent the
programprogram participants from getting into a consumption mode. Instead we
offeroffer them workshops to work on their problem. The central theme of the
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programprogram is: reduction of disability applicants. We no longer call it an
educationaleducational program but an innovation project. Depending on the acti
researchresearch process, Sioo will provide support. We expect many reactions
withinwithin UviX on the process and outcomes of the program. How will the
programprogram participants deal with these reactions? They have to design new
approachesapproaches to the problem. These approaches might fail. They have
documentdocument everything: how they designed their approach, which topics they
discussed,discussed, which criteria they used and which effects their implementation
had.had. Implementation of the approach is a requirement in the program."

"In"In the vision of UviX, the program was a cornerstone in their strategy to
survive.survive. The director of UviX Innovations increasingly saw the project as
strategicstrategic to UviX. UviX wanted to start the next month. This was too early
forfor Sioo. We didn 't had a good team already to start with, although we have
peoplepeople in our network who have experience with action research and one of
themthem is willing to participate as coach of the coaches. A second reason not
toto start the next month is that we have to manage the expectations of the
programprogram participants and we have to asses the eligibility of applicants to see
whetherwhether they have potential to migrate from the instrumental triangle in
Boonstra'sBoonstra's model [EdV: see figure 8.1] to dealing with non-routine o
ambiguousambiguous problems."

"I"I wouldn't have designed the program as an action research program
withoutwithout /mowing experts in Sioo's network on action research. From the
beginningbeginning it was clear to us that we had to open and redefine the disability
problem.problem. When I approached one of our teachers, he said, "Then you have
toto redefine your educational approach as well. There isn 't much to learn
them...youthem...you need to choose for an action research/action learnin
approach." approach."
"To"To control the social dynamics resulting from the program in the UviX
organization,organization, we had to define our relationship with UviX clearly. We ne
broadbroad commitment for the program in the board of directors and in the
groupgroup of region managers because not all teams fall under the responsibility
ofof one region manager and because the program participants might come up
withwith ideas and interventions, which are not under complete control of their
regionregion manager. We ashed UviX for two signatures of the invitation letter for
thethe program: one by the director of UviX Innovation and one by the director
ofof UviX Operations, who is in the end responsible for the performance of the
participants.participants. The director of UviX operations contributed fruitfully to
startstart meeting that we organized."
"We"We organized a start meeting with about 40 interested doctors and labor
experts.experts. To get them used to the idea of action research we didn't organize
anyany lectures, but asked them to the come up with questions to Sioo staff and
UviXUviX directors. In the week after this meeting we did 17 eligibility
meetings." meetings."
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"We"We started the program with 14 people. The group is coached by three
coaches,coaches, two Sioo staff and one coach out of our network. The coaches
themselvesthemselves are coached by an action research specialist out of Sioo's
networknetwork We structured the first workshop and the first day of the second
workshop...fromworkshop...from that moment on we left them on their own, waiting for them
toto come up with questions. Now the project is theirs, they know their
principalprincipal and we are on the sideline. They can consult us if anything
happenshappens beyond their expectations. We planned our third workshop last
week,week, for the first time with the participation of two program members. We
havehave generated some ideas to consult experts from outside the program out
ofof Sioo's network, but the idea is that the coaches will do the most. There are
anotheranother five workshops to come and they will finish the program with a
conferenceconference in September 2001. The theme of the program is still the same as
thethe theme of the open CA&O program. "
Thee above-mentioned story shows the specification of a pure customized
solution,, an action learning based innovation program, aligned to the client's
strategyy and designed in cooperation with the client (in the beginning of the story
PsyHealth,, at the end UviX). Opportunities for partnership are sought throughout
thee specification process (collaboration with PsyHealth; a comakership with UviXReintegration;; settlement of research conditions with UviX focused on
continuation).. The program is designed based on knowledge of the A&O and CA&O
field,, knowledge on organization and organizational change, knowledge on
professionalization,, knowledge on professional associations and knowledge on
programm design repertoire (aspiration profiles, rough designs, action research, etc).
Duringg specification, implementation and sourcing potentials are taken into account
(deploymentt of the A&O teaching network, knowing experts on action research).
Thee innovation program is deliberately designed to provide high degrees for run
timee customization (the third workshop is planned with the program participants). In
termss of the front office information model the specification process shows the
symbiosissymbiosis pattern.
Thee Specification Process of ln-company Programs
Somee of the above mentioned episodes in the story of the UviX program are
congruentt with stories on other in-company programs. On the other hand some are
quitee typical for this story. In-company service specification is a social interaction
processs between different parties during a certain period of time.
"More"More often customers know why they want a professionalization program
thanthan what they want. The what and how of a program develops in dialogue.
WeWe work with rough sketches and discuss these with the customer."
Beforee describing the front office type for in-company program specification in
moree detail, I describe some similarities in in-company specification in this section.
Inn the interviews Sioo's staff elucidated some of the 'instruments' regularly used by
Siooo during in-company service specification.
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A first meeting on customer's requirements and pre-investigation.
•• Establishing a program design team.
•• Phasing of the specification process and the closing of different contracts (like
thee program brochure).
FirstFirst Meeting and Pre-investigation
Inn most cases Sioo starts its in-company service specification with a first meeting on
whatt the customer wants and they offer a pre-investigation.

"BestConsult"BestConsult did a written request for proposal for an education program
differentdifferent institutes. We said: this is not our way of working; we want to talk
thingsthings over before we come up with a proposal. One of Sioo's staff went
therethere to talk things over and to personalize the relationship. In our first
meetingmeeting we talked about what they wanted and what there vision was on
professionalization.professionalization. I just offered a project for program developm
aa pre-investigation]. They found this interesting and asked me: what do we
get?get? I said: I can't tell you without pre-investigation. They agreed and I
drewdrew some sketches on which they started to discuss. I said: that's our way
ofof working...coproduction. They appreciated and we discussed things over
withinwithin one and a half hour."

"IConsulT"IConsulT was in a hurry, but we wanted a pre-investigation, which is i
manymany cases part of our offer. We formed a program development team with
managersmanagers and initiators and interviewed 20 consultants. "

Afterr the first meeting with BestConsult, Sioo had a clear idea on how to
proceed.. It already had an idea on the goal of the program, the characteristics of the
targett group (age, work experience and former employments), on the aspiration
profile,, on a rough design of the program, on the throughput time of the program, on
thee relation between education, assessment, coaching and work practice, on the role
off Sioo, BestConsult and Rotterdam School of Management (RSM) in the program
andd on the structure of BestConsult. They interpreted BestConsult's question in
termss of BestConsult's strategic development and the basic characteristics of the
behaviorr of BestConsult's consultants to make this strategy operational. In the next
twoo meetings Sioo tried to define the program development team, the co-operation
betweenn BestConsult, RSM and Sioo and the agenda for the development team
(ECPdn99). .

"Regularly,"Regularly, I write a substantially built document early in the propos
phase.phase. I write it to get my own thoughts on the situation clear. I experienced
thatthat writing down a sharp diagnosis that early in the process works out very
well.well. Especially internally at Sioo. Don't forget that I'm always involved in
thethe start of the project and I have to transfer my knowledge of the situation
toto other staff members. It serves as a memory."
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Duringg the pre-investigation the current profile of aspirant course members is
investigatedd and the aspiration profile is defined. The aspiration profile is defined
basedd on Sioo's general knowledge on professionalization and the client company's
strategyy towards professionalization. Based on the aspiration profile, a rough design
off the program is developed in which the relation between professional knowledge,
personall professionalization and professional practice is balanced.
"The"The essence of pre-investigation is just a few things like themes or a logo
forfor the program. These things direct the program design, the customer
contact,contact, the management of program attendant's expectations and our
contactscontacts with teachers. At IConsulT this was the insight that the program
neededneeded to be about change, not about consultancy in the first place. We
becamebecame aware that we needed a SVO-like program. Most of the seminars
hadhad a link with the SVO program."
ProgramProgram Design Team
Thee constitution of a program design team is another recurrent instrument in the
specificationn process. The team informs Sioo about the client's situation and
requirements,, but more importantly the client commits itself to the program design
andd goals. The team services as an institutional anchor within the client's
organization. .
Forr the ECP, the team started their first meeting with a document written by
Sioo,, containing ideas on the aspiration profile, a proposal for the global structure of
thee program, a proposal for the brochure, ideas on roles and assessment and a
planning.. The team consisted of two managers from BestConsult, three BestConsult
consultantss and two Sioo staff members (ECPdn99).
"The"The management of BestConsult was involved in the process of developing
anan aspiration profile for their consultants...so they were committed."
Phasing,Phasing, Contracts and Program Brochure
Anotherr instrument regularly used are the contracts offered by Sioo. These contracts
aree often based on phasing the process into small steps. The contracts cover the
programm design phase, series of interviews for requirement elicitation or the program
itself.. When it comes to the program itself, the program brochure serves as an
importantt part of the contract.
"I"I always try to get a contract as early as possible. At BestCable for
instance,instance, I just have a contract for some interviews to get an idea of what
theirtheir requirements might be and on how we can support them. I phase the
process.process. Customers like go/no go moments. That's what I want also. I like to
bebe able to get out of the process."
"I"I just say in the first or second meeting: the counter will run soon, you'll
understandunderstand that and they do. Sometimes I don't mention it. We don't know
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alwaysalways whether we want it ourselves. I first have to make a clear definition
ofof the customer's problem statement. "

"Our"Our offer always contains our philosophy and approach towards
professionalism.professionalism. The reaction on the offer determines the cus
commitmentcommitment to our approach. In the offer to IConsulT we stipulated th
question,question, our offer, a global design of the program, a plan for the preinvestigation,investigation, prices, the amount of seminar days and an instituti
structurestructure (anchorpoint)."
"The"The final contract for the program for BestConsult was based on the
programprogram brochure."
Inn the specification process of the ECM program (as a case of new business
development)) similar instruments are used, like meetings on customer requirements,
aa pre-investigation in the form of a mini conference and the program brochure as a
basicc element for contracting.

"It"It started with conversations with SVO participants and alumni. They
wantedwanted continuation and asked themselves: is there more? I wanted
somethingsomething new and linked their questions to my own development an
interests.interests. We organized a meeting with 40 to 50 (ex) participants of the SVO
andand teachers to investigate conditions, starting points and themes. The next
stepstep was to design the program within a design team of experienced
programprogram designers. We designed the basic framework for the program
ourselves,ourselves, without contributions from aspirant course members. We used ou
experiencesexperiences with the BMC to develop the ECM. "
Inn the ECM program the course members contribute to the program design
duringg the run of the program (in accordance with the degrees of freedom within the
program). .
"We"We will adjust at run time. Within the framework we will color the program
withwith the course members, experts, teachers, the focus of the contribution of
thethe course members and the alignment of the different parts of the program.
TheThe program will evolve. We will define the end terms in consultation with
thethe program participants. With the first group: codesign of the program,
withwith the second group: testing the program design; with later groups:
runningrunning the program and adjusting and redesign. "

Typee of Front Office for ln-company Program Specification: Symbiosis
II typify the front office for the specification of in-company programs at Sioo as
symbiosiss (see table 8.4). Several elements of the symbiosis front office type already
havee been recognized in the story on the CA&O program evolving into the UviX
innovationn project.
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Tablee 8.4: Sioo's front office type for in-company program specification: symbiosis

TheThe Degree of Customization in In-company Programs
Althoughh the grand theme of the UviX innovation project is the same as that for the
openn CA&O program, the project is totally customized for UviX. The participants
definee their own intervention approaches, the UviX directors approve the
interventionn ideas and Sioo supports the participants in their process in an on
demandd mode. In fact the professionalization approach is redefined into an actionlearningg program based on what Sioo learned about UviX during the specification
process. .
"We"We agreed with UviX's board that what we do is innovative and that we
don'tdon't know in which direction the project will evolve. When it evolves in the
wrongwrong direction, we're not to blame. In the role definition towards UviX we
clearlyclearly separated the role of the researchers (the project members), the
principalsprincipals (UviX's board) and our role as coaches. "
"Action"Action research and learning in which the practice of the participants is
completelycompletely directive for learning is new for us, especially in this playing
field.field. In the beginning of the project I felt uncomfortable because I come
fromfrom a strong culture of education. I thought...we have to do something. We
sentsent them, for instance, already literature before they asked for it..typically
education." education."
Onee of Sioo's staff, obliquely involved with the UviX project, reflected:
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"UviXis"UviXis open space, action learning. I feel quite oppressed by it. At least, I
likelike to work with an educational design or to deviate from such a design. "
Thesee last two reflections were from two relatively new Sioo staff members. In
additionn to these reflections the in-company coordinator reflected more subtle on the
question:: "Have you done an action learning program before?"

"Yes,"Yes, action learning is just a name. At the end of the BMC we do something
alike.alike. The program for the universities is also alike. But in the BMC and the
universitiesuniversities we use projects from outside the work environment of
programprogram members. That's more quiet. The UviXproject is within their own
fieldfield and part of their own organization. The project has a high risk of
failure.failure. We learn at UviX to try to break with our educative terminology. We
mightmight learn how to link learning in a work situation to other perspectives
withinwithin the organization."
Thee innovation program for UviX is not the only customization example in
Sioo'ss in-company program specification.

"At"At BestCable I'm talking about how to support the professionalization of
internalinternal consultants, /proposed an in-company program. The manager said:
"We"We are not going to do it. It works the best, but things are that dynamic
overover here that my people need to progress on their own ". Such reasoning
waswas completely new for me! He said: "Currently I have a team of ten people,
butbut that's probably over within a month or so". They don't have an
organizationalorganizational identity to ground on. I don't know already what I'm go
do;do; at least I'm going to talk again. I really like this project because I have
toto leave my religion and all the things that I learned so far. It doesn 't work
underunder these conditions. This is typically a case in which, in terms of your
modelmodel [EdV: referring to the front office model in chapter four], we need to
dodo something new and we need to throw away our design knowledge. In
termsterms of degrees of customization this is that much customized that we need
aa structure in which you can define requirements which are orthogonal to
whatwhat we are used to do. That's what I find paradoxical. I don't know if I
alreadyalready understand it."

"At"At IConsulTwe developed the second year of the program during the first
year.year. We don't do any seminars in the second year to prevent the
participantsparticipants from just thinking in theory. Sioo wanted to see them apply
whatwhat they learned. The participants stayed too much appliers of models."
Moree in general:
"We"We have committed ourselves to contracts for which we didn't knew if we
werewere able to deliver. We call this innovation. In terms of degrees of
customizationcustomization this is pure customization. Your scheme [EdV: referring
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frontfront office model in chapter four and an adapted version of the model for
professionalizationn programs in (Smid, 2001)] is very valuable to me. I know
allall the programs of Sioo and it's easy for me to assemble, but for instance in
thethe program for BigBank.four to five out of the seven seminars were new."

Forr the programs for UviX, IConsulT, BestCable and BigBank it was clearly
recognizedd mat part of these programs were pure customization. But even for a
programm like the ECP for BestConsult, which at first sight seems to be a
modular/customizedd standardized program, pure customization elements can be
recognized. .
"During"During the program design for BestConsult it appeared to me that what
theythey needed resembled the BO course. In fact we demounted the BO course
andand rebuilt it into the ECP. The main difference is that the ECP program is
boundbound to the BestConsult context. The aspiration profile for the ECP is
anchoredanchored in BestConsult's competence model. In both the BO and ECP
coursecourse members bring in their working experience, but in the ECP the
currentcurrent project of the consultant is taken as the vehicle for learning."

Thee ECP should be seen as a customized in-company program because its
aspirationn profile is customized to BestConsult's competence model and because the
globall design is customized to align the working practice of BestConsult's
consultantss with their professional knowledge building and personal
professionalization.. Within this global design several modules out of other programs
havee been used in a modular way as is shown in table 8.5. Some new elements are
addedd to these components, some of the components are altered and components are
usedd in a different order. Table 8.5 shows the main differences between the two
programs.. The consultant, for instance, discusses his learning goals with his
principall as well as with Sioo's learning manager. The intake is done by Sioo and
thee consultant's principal. Furthermore, several elements of professionall knowledge,
likee consultancy methods and change approaches, which are typical for BestConsult,
aree taught by BestConsult teachers.

"The"The ECP could be viewed as customized standardization, but to be able to
customizecustomize the BO to a certain customer and to decide not to deliver pure
customization,customization, we need to have the relation information which is congruent
withwith pure customization. We need to investigate what a company's strategy
isis and what that strategy means for individual consultants. To build such a
programprogram we certainly need design knowledge, although in the end we built
thethe program out of standard components...I use the heuristic that we have to
buildbuild relations with third parties from the front office type which offers the
highesthighest flexibility (taken into account the Law ofAshby). "
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Design Design
BO BO
parameter parameter
Aspiration n
General l
profile e
Coursee members work for different
Work k
employerss in different projects for
differentt customers.
Workk
assignment not coupled to
Work k
education.
.
assignment t
1-44 years experience as consultant.
Working g
experience e

ECP ECP

Basedd on BestConsult's
competencee model.
Coursee members work for the same
employerr (BestConsult) in different
projectss for different customers.
Workk assignment part of the
education. .
Experiencee outside consultancy and
1-33 years experience within
BestConsult. .
Structuree of the 22 periods:
22 periods:
program m
•• Core program
•• Core program
•• Consultation, assessment,
•• Choice modules.
moduless at RSM.
44 seminars
Coree program 33 seminars
Secondd period 33 out of 14 choice modules within Consultingg seminars: organizing;
threee categories: organizing; change changee and intervention; personal
andd intervention; personal
development. .
development. .
Consultation n Parallell on core program.
Afterr core program (in second
period),, coupled to consulting
seminars. .
Mentoring g
Mentoringg during the complete
program. .
Personal l
Coupledd with projects and
learning g
mentoring. .
contract t
Byy Sioo, somewhat open ended.
Assessment t
Byy Sioo and principal. Final
assessmentt in final week.
Managementt of Throughh brochure and 'word-ofThroughh brochure, by principal and
mouthh communication'; sometimes throughh experiences of colleagues
customer r
expectations s byy principal.
whoo participated in former program
runs. .
Partners s
PAOO and teachers.
Teachers,, RSM, BestConsult's
changee community and
BestConsult'ss teachers.
Virtuall learning
ECPP community.
Tablee 8.5: Main differences between BO and ECP
RelationRelation Information
Forr in-company program specification no formal instruments are used at Sioo,
otherr than their relationships database. The interviews and documentation indicated
thee relation information requirements as shown in Table 8.6. Sioo's relation
informationn requirements are about opportunities for partnership and is indicated by
itss information on actors, decision-making processes, strategic developments, cooperationn intention, and compatibility.
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in
Geographic Geographic

BtoC

Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y
Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class
Psychographics Psychographics
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in
Businesss characteristics
Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern (of Sioo's programs)
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e
CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Rolee / function
Paymentt method and data (bank number, credit card number, etc.)
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead

BtoB
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

Tablee 8.6: Sioo's relation information for in-company program specification
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Customerr

|
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer {VIP, VAR, large account, etc.)
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
StateState of commercial process I sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns
Applicationn for information
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders (running programs)
Typee of purchasing decision (new task, modified rebuy, straight rebuy)
Payments s
Scotsman-analysiss (time between brochure and program application)
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
Decision-makingg unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history (points of contact/media and moments)
Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
NeedsNeeds - possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern (experience with professionalization programs)
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
Needss profile
Affinityy score
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators):
PositionPosition in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-ratio o
Retentionn ratio
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators)
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

Tablee 8.6: Continued
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XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

XX
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OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc)
Decision-makingg processes
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural)
Partnerss reputation

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

Tablee 8.6: Continued
Actors Actors
Att UviX, BestCable and IConsulT the initiator of the in-company program at the
client'ss side were Sioo alumni who were enthusiastic about Sioo's
professionalizationn programs.
"An"An old course member of the BO program took a job at IConsulT and
discovereddiscovered that IConsulT didn 't have an educational program for their level
55 consultants. A colleague of him from another business unit did SVO. They
feltfelt connected with each other by sharing the Sioo experience. Our personal
contactcontact with them was very important. They arranged a start meeting, which
surprisedsurprised me. They had taken the initiative to select several managers from
threethree different business units to attend the meeting. "
Att UviX the contact person was a Sioo adept.
"He"He knew he wanted a Master program... His employees should have a Sioo
eventevent like he had."
Duringg service specification, Sioo staff tries to find out who the key players are
inn the client's organization to get them committed to the program.
"I"I pay as much attention as possible to people's roles and their attitudes
towardstowards the program (their position, their rational, for what do I need
them?)." them?)."
"Apparently"Apparently it's IConsulT's culture to take initiatives with different business
unitsunits in a rather bottom up fashion. I kept in mind that we might need top
managementmanagement commitment and I asked the program design team to arrange a
meetingmeeting with the top manager of HRM, but I didn't insist on higher-level
contact.contact. They wanted to arrange budgets for the program themselves. "
"BestConsult"BestConsult already had taken the decision for an educational program.
OurOur first contact person was responsible for the implementation of the plan
andand he worked closely with the Director of the company's business school."
Inn the case of UviX, Sioo explicitly tried to get commitment from the Director
Operationss and region managers to prevent itself from being solely dependent on the
Directorr Innovation.
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Decision-makingDecision-making Processes
"Nine"Nine months before we started at BestConsult, they had taken the decision
toto start an educational program...The documents used in the decisionmakingmaking process and their reports were open to us. They were in a hurry.
TheyThey had to communicate internally about the program. Our contact person
hadhad committed himself to get an educational program."
Att IConsulT, Sioo knew that their approach was one of decentral initiation and
centrall decision-making on budgets. Sioo knew that the management at IConsulT
wantedd to apply for budgets themselves. The decision-making process on the budget
tookk about six months and was underestimated by IConsulT's management.
"Sometimes"Sometimes Sioo could do more. "
StrategicStrategic Developments
Inn Sioo's vision professionalization is strategic, so it always tries to find out what
thee strategy of their customer is and how this strategy can be made operational
throughh a professionalization program.
"We"We discussed BestConsult's strategy in the program development team."
UviX,, for instance, saw its innovation program as key to their strategy to
influencee the development of the UWV and to gain political reputation. For
BestConsultt and IConsulT the strategic developments were twofold: getting their
consultantss operating on a higher hierarchical level with their customers and binding
consultants. .

"At"At IConsulT the professionalization program was directly coupled with
theirtheir strategy to migrate to more strategic consultancy. Because they
couldn'tcouldn't afford to hire a mass of new consultants, they had to invest in
professionalprofessional development. We had a discussion in their strategic forum
quitequite some time...we were demounting their ideas and illusions about their
strategicstrategic intent."

"At"At BigBank we worked with the HRM department. HRM had always been a
centralcentral department determining which people would be placed where. The
departmentdepartment had their representatives at the regional branches. This situati
recentlyrecently changed because of a reorganization. The HRM people in the
regionregion were placed under direct control of the region managers and the
centralcentral HRM department became a functional support center. A couple of
seniorsseniors wanted to align HRM with the business. Intuitively theyfelt they need
toto do so because otherwise the bank would have no reason to have its own
HRMHRMfunction. So the program started with a coalition of HRM seniors with
anan urge to survive."
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CooperationCooperation Intention
Siooo staff investigates the customer's commitment to future cooperation, for
instancee at BestConsult and UviX.
"We"We rapidly gained control over the program specification and we were in
controlcontrol over the partners. This control gave us trust in the partnership. They
simplysimply couldn 't do it on their own. I felt commitment immediately. Later on
thethe platform for organizational change got involved on the initiative of
BestConsult." BestConsult."
"The"The basic problem with UviX is: how much commitment do we have for this
program?program? Does the board share our problem diagnosis? Will the new
approachesapproaches developed by our program members get stuck in UviX's
bureaucracy?bureaucracy? The best would be to create a group of real decision makers
(board,(board, staff and region managers). We need to get into the strategy
formulationformulation process."
Compatibility Compatibility
Siooo tries to find out how compatible their view on professional ization,
organization,, etc. is to the customer's organization and what the conditions are under
whichh the program has to be designed and has to run. Linkages between Sioo's
servicee provision and BestConsult's processes, for instance, are indicated by on
goingg program design and evaluation together with BestConsult's change
communityy and Sioo pays BestConsult's teachers who perform a role in the
program. .
"I"I tried to find out what kind of customer's BestConsult serves, what their
consultantsconsultants do for their customers, which kind of assignments they get and in
whatwhat kind of teams they work. This was hard, because initially I had no clear
ideaidea on their land of consultancy. The program influences the BestConsult
changechange approach."
Onn the effects of the UviX project:
"First"First we want to make success. Then we will take a look at what helped and
whatwhat worked against them within the UviX context, especially when it comes
toto systems. We already know that UviX's doctors and labor experts are
evaluatedevaluated based on production figures. We have to move into the direction of
LISVandLISVand we have to help them to improve UviX's corporate image. "
Onn the plans for a program for UviX Re-integration:
"The"The program will be a UviX/Sioo comakership. Their hiring strategy will
bebe aligned to our eligibility assessment. UviX will participate in the
professionalprofessional development of these people, their work experience will be
synchronizedsynchronized with their education during a period of three years."
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ProductProduct Information
Thee specification processes for the different in-company programs vary and can be
viewedd as processes customized to the client's situation. Sioo staff members were
wellwell aware of their program design repertoire and design parameters (see figure 8.3),
theirr experience in program design and the common elements used during service
specification.. In all cases an aspiration profile was developed in line with the client's
strategicc intentions. This aspiration profile was the basis for a rough program design.
Thee rough design was worked out in cooperation with the client in a design team or
throughh a pre-investigation. The awareness of design parameters, design experience
andd experience sharing by Sioo staff was already recognized for open programs and
iss further reflected by the interview quotes summarized in table 8.7.
Probablyy the best indication of design knowledge is the ability to express the
borderss of this knowledge, like is done in the next quote.

PM1 1 "The"The art in program design is to work with rough frameworks, like in the case of
BigBankBigBank and BestConsult. I like wreck structures. The advantage is that if apiece
getsgets broken, you can replace it...these are not completely predefined learning
paths.paths. You can reposition a teacher, use another rhythm, accentuate differently,
widenwiden consultation a bit...when it's necessary, it's possible. This way you can
movemove easily with the changes surrounding your program. The way didacticians
designdesign education...completely predetermined...it doesn 't work when your program
isis linked to a changing organization."
PM1 1 "At"At a certain moment you make a program definition and based on that we close a
contract.contract. During During run time it is possible to adjust, but the program has a s
rootroot definition. This definition could be changed, but then you need to discuss it
overover with the leading people to find out why things don't work. Otherwise you 're
driftingdrifting and in the end you don't know anymore for what reasons you did things."
PMM 1 "We"We choose our team members on the basis of available capacity and affinity with
thethe customer's needs."
PM2 2 "In"In program design we reason from our own experience, that's why it is important
toto work with different Sioo staff on a program...to mix experiences. We work in
changingchanging teams on different programs, that's how we exchange our experience.
OurOur impression of the professional level of our customer's employees and their
endend profile determines who ofSioo's staff participates in the program design
process." process."
PM2 2 "We"We developed the aspiration profile for the program together with the customer.
WeWe divided the work and we developed the concept of the program together."
PM3 3 "With"With what I know about program design and in combination with the questions
customerscustomers pose, it is not hard to develop a program."
PM4 4 "We"We started with defining the aspiration profile for these people and designed a
shortshort program because the educational goal was still quite vague."
PM4 4 "We"We said: forget the contract because we 're in a new situation. The aspiration
profileprofile for the program had become troubled. "

Tablee 8.7: Quotes reflectingg program manager's (PM) design knowledge
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"I"I really like this project because I have to leave my religion and all the
thingsthings that I learned so far. It doesn't work under these conditions. This is
typicallytypically a case in which, in terms of your model [EdV: referring to the front
officee model in chapter four], we need to do something new and we need to
throwthrow away our design knowledge. In terms of degrees of customization this
isis that much customized that we need a structure in which you can define
requirementsrequirements which are orthogonal to what we are used to do. That's what I
findfind paradoxical. I don't know if I already understand it."

ProcessProcess Information
Processs information in the front office type * symbiosis' is about implementation
potentiall and is indicated by knowledge on production potential (who is able to
designn and run the program), realization throughput times and (outsourcing
potential.. Sioo staff was well aware of its implementation potential and limitations.
KnowledgeKnowledge on Production Potential
Thee third and fourth quote in table 8.7 shows that Sioo's strategy to configure
servicee specification teams is based on experience with other programs, their affinity
withh the customer professionalization needs and available capacity.
KnowledgeKnowledge on Realization Throughput Times
Siooo doesn't have a clear indication on the throughput time for realizing in-company
specifications. .
"Sioo"Sioo doesn't have reference data on the throughput time of such program
design." design."
Butt uncertainties on this throughput time were attributed to the customer's abilities.
"We"We can do it within two weeks, but the customer regularly needs more
time." time."
Thereforee it is hard to attribute uncertainty about throughput times to front office
ineffectiveness.. Sometimes Sioo seems to have clear insight into its realization
throughputt times, as was the case with UviX.
"UviXwanted"UviXwanted to start the next month. This was too early for Sioo. We didn 't
havehave a good team already to start with, although we have people in our
networknetwork who have experience with action research and one of them is
willingwilling to participate as coach of the coaches. "

KnowledgeKnowledge on (Outsourcing Potential
Forr most of its programs Sioo is dependent on its network of teachers and coaches
forr implementation and staff members know their network.
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"I"I wouldn 't have designed the program as an action research program
withoutwithout hiowing experts in Sioo 's network on action research. "
"We"We developed the second year of the IConsulTprogram together with the
teachersteachers of the first year. We developed the second year with having the
teachersteachers clearly in mind."

"I"I know all the programs of Sioo and it's easy for me to assemble, but for
instanceinstance in the program for BigBank 4 to 5 out of the seven seminars were
new.new. [EdV: Have you been searching for an implementation after you
offeredd the program?] Well, I'm an entrepreneur with knowledge. For the
ICTICT seminar in the BigBank program, for instance, I thought immediately of
BertBert Mulder as a teacher. It is always about persons. In most cases, I
associateassociate a face with a course component. I planned the marketing seminar
basedbased on a database of contacts of one of my colleagues who organized a
statestate of the art seminar on marketing."

"At"At BestConsult we first thought about the themes of the program. After we
decideddecided on the themes we thought about what teachers could implement it.
WeWe wrote a text on the themes and asked teachers who hadn't worked for
SiooSioo regularly, to interpret these texts and to work it out according to their
knowledge.knowledge. I don't like to make a program based on people I know..
doesndoesn 't lead to innovation. "
"After"After we designed the ECM we searched for teachers. The principle is: the
programprogram is leading. We searched for teachers based on the theoretical
contentcontent of the program, taking into account options for teachers. "
Butt during the same interview the program manager stated:
"The"The choice for teachers is quite pragmatic. I know Dyan very well, which
isnisn 't the case for other potential teachers. "

Sioo'ss knowledge about teachers and coaches is quite unformalized and is
mainlyy communicated during meetings.
"The"The broad network is in our heads. We ask each other very often...do you
knowknow somebody? The sharing of our first experiences with new teachers is
quitequite unformalized."

Siooo staff seems to be aware of implementation limitations as well.

"Teachers"Teachers act in too many programs with the same modules... that indicate
aa too small corps. When we add another program, we will be in problems. "
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"Limits"Limits in our growth are our own capacity and our corps of teachers,
coachescoaches and learning managers. Maintenance of our existing corps takes
enoughenough time. I'm neglecting my coaches, program counsel and teachers due
toto lack of time and I hope this will change next spring. "
"We"We have too less time for enlarging our network of teachers."
"Accretion"Accretion of teachers often can be characterized by: I might know
somebody.somebody. We just made the appointment again to scout proactively. "
Programm managers play different roles. They are specifying in-company
programs,, are responsible for open and in-company program designs and runs, have
too maintain the network around their programs and are responsible for network
enlargementt in general. This results in (temporary) time pressures.
EffectivenessEffectiveness ofSioo's Front Office for In-company Programs
Theree were no indications on ineffectiveness of the front office for in-company
programm specification. Nevertheless, it could be expected that with an increase in incompanyy programs the need for some sort of capacity monitoring function will
increasee to prevent from reliability problems. Nowadays this monitoring is
performedd by individual program managers but the borders of this organizational
designn principle become in sight. An increase in in-company programs might lead to
differentt programs (consumers) asking for the same teaching or coaching resource
(thee producer) without knowledge on the other requests, simply because one
programm manager isn't able to oversee all the requesting consumers any more.
Linkedd to the indication of a too small corps (scarcity of producers) this situation
mightt lead to conflicting requests on certain producers or might lead to over-asking
producers.. If this would become the case, specification quality would decrease as a
resultt of insufficient process information, because implementation potential of
programm parts relies on availability of teaching and coaching resources.

Sioo'ss Strategy: Oscillation and Innovation
Sioo'ss strategy to approach the market oscillates between a scope and partnership
orientedd strategy, summarized in table 8.8. Both scope and partnership
characteristicss can be recognized in Sioo's strategy. Sioo relies on the field and
insidee service front office type for its scope orientation and on the symbiosis type for
itss partnership orientation. At first I discuss the characteristics of Sioo's strategy
basedd on the three generic service positioning strategies presented in proposition
three.. Then I discuss the oscillation between Sioo's scope and partnership
orientationn through innovations within Sioo.
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ServiceService positioning
MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
strategystrategy +
orientation orientation
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
ModularModular / Add hoc structured
process s
Infrastructural l
componentt based
andd interconnected
withh customer
processes s
Servicee type
Product t
Service/product t
Puree service
(standardized) )
(masss customized) (customized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and
andd client
interactive e
Interaction n
Selling g
Jobbing g
Sparring g
governance e
Management t
Production-line e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
approach h
perspective e
perspective e
perspective e
Marketingg approach Transaction n
Relationship p
Relationship p
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economies s
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
relationships s

Tablee 8.8: Sioo's oscillation between scope and partnership orientation

Characteristicss of Sioo's Strategy
NatureNature of the Service Process and Service Type
Sioo'ss services are mass customized or customized. The nature of Sioo's service
processs for open programs and in-company programs has several modular
characteristicss (see appendix D). In-company programs are pure customized to the
needss of the customer resulting in customer specific programs. In these programs
neww elements are added to existing modules or completely new ways of education
aree experimented with. In-company programs often are interconnected with Sioo's
customerr processes.
"We"We are in the business of producing and distributing input factors for other
businessbusiness processes. At IConsulT we discussed their strategy for quite some
timetime with a group of directors and trendsetters. This discussion went on
duringduring program run. You see, we work on two different levels with our
customers." customers."
Sioo'ss programs provide professionalization services to make their customer's
strategiess operational and in every program there is a link between work and
education.. In the UviX innovation project and the ECP we saw an education process
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thatt was intertwined with the client's operations and strategy. During the run of the
IConsulTT program, IConsulT's strategy changed which had effects on the
professionall ization program.
"At"At IConsulT the Board intervened with a new strategic plan... That had its
effecteffect right across the professionalization program. "
ValueValue Adding Focus
Sioo'ss value adding focuses on facilitating the client's participation in programs, on
thee interaction with and between program members and on the process of education
(programm design, learning management, coaching and teaching). In customizing incompanyy programs extra attention has to be paid to the client's part and the
interactivee part of the service process.
InteractionInteraction Governance
Thee interaction governance is one of sparring in their open programs. In for instance
thee BO the degrees of freedom for individual learning paths are quite restricted and
framedd into certain elements of the program (mainly choice modules and
consultation).. Customers of the BO can influence the specification of the service
onlyy to the extent to which Sioo provides degrees of freedom in its program design.
Inn the case of the UviX innovation program it seems that the customer highly
influencess the specification of the service and controls the service delivery process
andd the interaction governance is more of a jobbing one. It should be stated,
however,, that Sioo has control over the interaction because of its knowledge on
educationn for professionals and because it deliberately designs the degrees of
freedomm for customers to influence programs and program designs. In the kind of
professionall services Sioo provides, pure jobbing interaction governance in which
thee service provider works by order of the customer and the customer highly
influencess the specification and controls the service delivery process doesn't seem to
apply.. As one of the program managers reflected on the codesign of one of the incompanyy programs:
"I"I got the feeling that we did the most of the design work ourselves, although
theythey say that they clearly codesigned. "
ManagementManagement Approach
Thee management approach is one of empowerment. The rector manages on a
distancee and Sioo staff is responsible for its programs, program design, management
off the network, knowledge exchange within the network, etc. Empowerment seems
too have a long history at Sioo. One of the former board members mentioned:
"Changess in programs were reported to the board but not with the intention that we
wouldd say: no, we don't like it. We said at most: We hope you'll get the course
memberss you're expecting. We didn't interfere in things we didn't knew anything
about"" (Sioo40years98).
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MarketingMarketing Approach
Sioo'ss marketing is based on relationship building and Sioo maintains its network
throughh various initiatives.
"Sioo's"Sioo's communication strategy is to communicate with individuals in the
firstfirst place,"

"Mailings"Mailings are always individually addressed and accompanied with an
individuallyindividually addressed letter."
Aboutt 80% of new attendants to open programs are at the intercession of people
whoo already had a Sioo experience. This is the case for several initiators of incompanyy programs as well. Although Sioo doesn't have an official alumni
association,, it tries to capitalize on its alumni community through the organization
off various events, like congresses (KB3-01), state of the art seminars (KB 1-99),
workshopss (KB2-01) or platform sessions (KB 1-01).
Sioo'ss programs provide good opportunities for social bonding with its
customerss because the programs are about the participants themselves in a personal
wayy (about transitions in their professionalization path, about roles they take, their
assumptions,, etc.).
"At"At IConsulTwe started with an alumni who I personally knew, with whom I
hadhad some extra meetings during the BO and who I helped with finding a
job." job."
Inn Sioo's programs there are structural bonding elements involved as well, like
thee registration at professional associations for which Sioo provides its education
andd the intertwining of customer processes and Sioo's in-company programs.
Stonee and Woodcock (1995) assume relationship marketing being the best
approachh for high involvement services. Sioo provides such services. Its programs
leavee freedom for personal professional development and are not completely
predefined;; thereby it is hard to describe the exact content of the program.
"That's"That's always the complaint of people
programs.programs..... what exactly do we get? "

participating

in

Sioo

Economies Economies
Sioo'ss economies are based on economies of scope in the first place. Their strategy
iss to broaden their market by program diversification based on their knowledge on
programm design, personal professionalization and the subjects of their programs. But
Siooo relies on economies of relationships as well. In their in-company programs,
Siooo is building knowledge on the organizational processes of its company clients
(itss strategic processes, its stance towards professionalization and its consultancy
processess for instance). This enables Sioo to get ideas on new professionalization
programs,, new program design repertoire, industry sectors and the relationship
betweenn organizational disciplines and organization change.
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"What"What Sioo learns from in-company programs?
•• Differences between in-company programs and between in-company
programsprograms and open programs.
Our policy towards in-company programs.
Dependency on the context of the customer.
How to deal with customers and to write proposals.
•• How to anchor in the customer's organization.
Building knowledge on interesting sectors / markets like finance and ICT.
•• Which customers are important to us?
•• Building knowledge on organizational change in the context of ICT (ICT
remainsremains hidden to Sioo up to the moment). "
Inn a reflection on the long-term relationship between Sioo and the occupational
healthh care services provider Arbo Unie Oost-Nederland, the in-company
coordinatorr states what he learned from this relationship. "The intensive
commitmentt to the several facets of the process of a potentially strategic or even
transformativee innovation is a fantastic chance for us...It became clear that Sioo
usedd to offer individual focused professionalization in the first place. The cooperationn drove us to the borders of our competencies at that time. We have learned
thatt we needed to develop a specific approach and methodology to support an
adequatee role of Sioo in innovation and change processes, in processes of collective
(un)learning."" (KB2-01). The relationship with Arbo Unie Oost-Nederland
contributedd to Sioo's competence building on organizational change approaches and
methodology. .
Oscillationn between Scope and Partnership Orientation through
Innovation n
Sioo'ss strategy is deliberately to innovate.
"Our"Our strategy is de-standardization. "
Sioo'ss competencies develop through the design and running of a wide range of
programs,, open and in-company. Sioo learns from its in-company programs how to
designn programs, especially programs that are more dependent on the customer's
context.. This inspires Sioo staff to innovate by developing new program design
repertoiree and by learning about the customer's industry. In table 8.9,1 characterize
thesee innovation based on Gallouj and Weinstein's innovation types.
Sioo'ss strategy oscillates between two generic strategies: the scope and
partnershipp orientation. The wish to broaden the market through in-company
programss ("to reduce overhead and to sell design capacity ") generated the need and
challengee to customize and generated a range of innovations from which Sioo is
enhancingg its competencies. Sioo learns about the market, its network and program
designn repertoire. The innovations stemming from the in-company domain are
translatedd into innovations in its open programs, vise versa.
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Innovation Innovation
Characteristics Characteristics
type type
Incremental l
"Within the ECPI use the consultants work as a vehicle for learning.
innovation n
I'mI'm going to do this within the BO as well. I wanted to do this for a long
time,time, and I'm motivated to do so by the positive experiences within the
ECP.ECP. As a result of the ECP I'm thinking about inserting the subjects
'research'research and imaging' into the BO"
••
"Based on my experience with UvUC, Hike to change the A&O
program." program."
Add hoc
••
The specification of a program for BestCable: "Iproposed an ininnovation n
companycompany program. The manager said: "We are not going to do it. It
worksworks the best, but things are that dynamic over here that my people
needneed to progress on their own ". Such reasoning was completely new for
me!..me!.. J don't know already what I'm going to do, at least I'm going to
talktalk again. I really like this project because I have to leave my religion
andand all the things that I learned so far."
••
The innovation project for UviX: "We agreed with UviX's board that
whatwhat we do is innovative and that we don't know in which direction the
projectproject will evolve... We structured the first workshop and the first day
ofof the second workshop.. .from that moment on we left them on their
own,own, waitingfor them to come up with questions... We also document the
interactioninteraction between the coach of the coaches and the coaches."
Recombi-••
The design of the ECP program out of the BO program serves as an
nativee or
example.. "In fact we demounted the BO course and rebuilt it into the
architectural l
ECP." ECP."
innovation n ••
On learning from the recombinative innovation from the difference
betweenn the BMC and ECM: "The SVO is double loop learning...."
[EdV:: on the ECM] "Third loop learning as a start. In the BMC this is
exactlyexactly the opposite. How will this model of learning work out? "
Radical l
••
I haven't had clear indications on radical innovation at Sioo, probably
innovation n
BestCablee has the potential to be one: "I really like this project because
II have to leave my religion and all the things that I learned so far. It
doesndoesn 't work under these conditions." One of the program managers
saww a need for radical innovation: "We have to step out of our educative
definitiondefinition some time. If Sioo likes to serve a mass, we have to do other
things." things."
Tablee 8.9: Innovation types at Sioo
Throughh this oscillating movement between scope and partnership orientation,
SiooSioo enhances its competencies in a path dependent way, making these
competenciess hard too duplicate and contributive to Sioo's heterogeneity. The
interconnectednesss and intransparancy of Sioo's resources that are built over time,
producedd service outcomes that are of customer value. They interconnect tacit
resourcess like their staff's design, teaching an coaching repertoire; the design,
teachingg an coaching repertoire of its network members; Sioo's platform function
forr knowledge accrual and dissemination; its relationships with professional
associations;; it reputation and its customer base providing Sioo with challenging
servicee requests. These resources sometimes render services which are specific to
customerss (for instance in the case of in-company programs) which make them even
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harderr to duplicate. The a posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of
customerr specific innovations, in for instance the innovation program for UviX,
furtherr contributes to Sioo's key resources. The following quote of one of Sioo's
stafff who joined Sioo two years ago indicates the tacitness of program design
repertoire. .
"I"I started studying at the teaching school. Then I studied Opleidingskunde
(education(education knowledge) at the university. During my work so far I learned
howhow to develop teaching materialfor professionals based on a course design
andand I designed courses for professionals. What is different at Sioo is that
theythey don't work with fixed educational goals in their programs, based on
fixedfixed educational goals for the profession in general Start levels and end
levelslevels vary over individual course members within Sioo programs. We
designdesign educational spaces. This I learned on the job at Sioo. Sioo staff
regularlyregularly discusses how they work in different programs. I have no idea how
longlong it takes to master it. "

Too build and disseminate knowledge, Sioo manages its network in several ways.
Thee techniques to manage knowledge in its network are quite varied. Several kinds
off coproduction and codesign opportunities are arranged for, like memberships in
programm evaluation teams, membership in program development teams,
teachingships,, etc (see table 8.10). At one meeting, I observed two program
managerss explicitly organizing a dinner meeting with one teacher and one aspirant
teacherr (both well known academics) with the purpose to get them acknowledged
andd to work together on some specific subject.
Tablee 8.10 shows that Sioo's platform function provides in all kinds of
opportunitiess to exchange functional, operational and contextual knowledge.
Functionall knowledge (knowledge within disciplines, specialist knowledge) like in
thee field of organizational change, organizational science, labor or occupational
healthh care services is shared. Operational knowledge (experiences with learning
processes)) is shared as well, like for instance on roles performed in the educational
process,, on interfaces between parts of the program and the transference of
experiencee with program design from Sioo to BestConsult as a result of
BestConsult'ss codesign of the in-company program. Furthermore, contextual
knowledgee (about the market environment) is shared.

"In"In open programs generally there is not one market. For the A&Oprogram
therethere is. There are teachers who maintain feeling with this market through
thethe program, think for instance about the teachers from NIA/TNO. For this
reasonreason they participate in our program. For in-company programs this is
eveneven more the case...there are teachers from consultancy who like to
participateparticipate just because they like to do something on the ICT market as
consultant." consultant."
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Context Context
DifferentDifferent arrangements for networking
BO O
"We"We have regular meetings with our teachers. Next spring I'll organize three
daysdays around BO themes ... What do you need as a Sioo teacher to master all
roles?roles? "
ECP P
Onn networking with teachers across programs: "The consultation coaches in the
ECPECP are people from the BO core program. I pool teachers, so that people get
connectedconnected and notions about program members and BestConsult develop. "
A&O O Onn networking to initiate knowledge development: "Within the programs we do
itit all the time. I organize regularly days for our teachers and coaches to discuss
theirtheir role in the program and to discuss innovations within the program. The
programsprograms are a platform to bring teachers to the market and to enable them to
buildbuild contextual knowledge."
Big-Onn networking for a hierarchically higher anchor point in the client's system:
Bank k
"After"After the first run of the program I organized a party and I invited the board.
TheThe first thing my successor did was to get in contact with these people and since
thenthen the program has a higher anchor point. "
SVO O Onn participation in program evaluation: "Our most interesting program
evaluationevaluation instrument is to ask the course member's principals what happened
coursecourse member's behavior nine months after finishing the program. "
BMC C "In"In the BMC I always run two programs, one for our course members and one
forfor our teachers...I organized meetings with teachers to create transparency
aboutabout their roles in the total process and to discuss interfaces."
General l "Our"Our teachers, consultation experts and learning managers are scarce
resources.resources. We deliberately experiment with new teachers within the A&O and
companycompany programs to enlarge our network. "

Tablee 8.10: Knowledge management in Sioo's network
"I"I try to understand BestConsult's world and the world of their customers
andand I try to transfer this knowledge to our teachers. "

"The"The programs are the platform to bring teachers to the market and to
contextualcontextual knowledge and to assist them in building contextual knowledge.
SiooSioo doesn 't play a role as director, in organizing conferences to inform
teachersteachers about the market. The platform to exchange market knowledge
doesn'tdoesn't work for the full hundred percent, but is ambiguous enough for the
timetime being. A step further, directing, suits a center as Sioo is, but doesn't
succeedsucceed given our limited resources. "
Thee oscillation between scope and partnership orientation provides Sioo the
opportunityy and challenge to continually innovate, to build and disseminate
knowledgee in its community. These innovations contribute to their strategic
positioningg because new resources are built. Through the different network
arrangements,, Sioo enhances its network and competencies in its network. Through
in-companyy programs, Sioo enhances its knowledge on the transformation process
off its program members, especially when it comes to transformation processes
whichh are dependent on the program member's context (the organization he works
forr or in). In-company programs also enhance Sioo's experience with providing
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psychologicall safety to its program members, as becomes apparent from the UviX
innovationn program in which research conditions were set to provide safety for
programm members to experiment. Altogether this contributes to Sioo's reputation of
beingg the network to join when it comes to professionalization.

Conclusion:: what I Learned from Sioo
Thee Sioo case supports the propositions presented in chapter four. The field and
insidee service and symbioses front office types in proposition one are recognized at
Sioo.. No indications of front office ineffectiveness due to insufficient information
(propositionn two) were found at Sioo because the information requirements for the
specificationn of open and in-company programs were met. Two generic service
positioningg strategies, the scope and partnership orientation, are recognized.
Conformm proposition three, Sioo relies on the field and inside service front office
typee for its scope orientation and on the symbiosis type for its partnership
orientation. .
Galloujj and Weinstein's service system model and service innovation types
providee additional analytic tools to describe and understand Sioo's strategy from a
resourcee based perspective and add to our understanding of oscillation between
scopee and partnership orientation in strategy. The wish to broaden the market
throughh in-company programs challenges Sioo to customize and generates a range of
innovations,, which are translated into open program innovations. Through this
oscillation,, Sioo enhances its competencies throughout the years in a path dependent
way,, making these competencies hard too duplicate and contributive to Sioo's
heterogeneity. .
Onee element of the generic strategies derived in chapter two, isn't recognizable
inn the Sioo case. The interaction governance in Sioo's partnership orientation is not
off the jobbing type. Sioo is quite in control over the interaction because of its
knowledgee on education for professionals. In the kind of professional services Sioo
provides,, pure jobbing interaction governance in which the service provider works
byy order of the customer and the customer highly influences the specification and
controlss the service delivery process (Shaw, 1990) doesn't seem to apply. The fact
thatt professionals with a surplus of professional knowledge and experience are
insourcedd gives them the opportunity to negotiate interaction governance based on
theirr professional knowledge. Interestingly, the professional stance in the interaction
withh customers is one of the topics educated in Sioo's professionalization programs.
Followingg Block (2001), they differentiate three roles of professionals: the expert,
assistantt and partner role. In the expert and assistant role the professional is
decoupledd from the client's system. In the partner role the professional is coupled to
thee client's system, i.e. client and professional are mutually dependent, decisionmakingg is bilateral, control is negotiated, cooperation is essential, communication is
mutual,, responsibilities are determined by mutual agreement and the aim of the
professionall is to provide a permanent solution. A more detailed explanation of the
threee roles and their differences can be found in Block (2001). The partnership role
iss seen as the preferred one for professionals. Sioo not only educates this role in its
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professionalizationn programs, but also continuously tries to perform this role in the
interactionn with its customers. Therefore the jobbing interaction type could not be
recognizedd at Sioo. Jobbing could be expected in cases where professionals take the
expertt or assistant role, not in cases in which professionals take the partner role.
Becausee the partner role is proposed to be the preferred one, I propose that in
partnershipp oriented strategies the interaction governance is not of a jobbing type,
norr of a sparring type but of a partner role type.
Alll of the service specification functions presented in chapter three can be
recognizedd at Sioo, except one. Sioo isn't able to provide customers with a complete
sett of specifications when innovative customer specific solutions need to be
designed,, like in the case of UviX and BestCable. What I learned from the Sioo case
iss that service providers increasingly need to rely on their relationship if they want to
deliverr higher levels of customization, especially in ad hoc and radical innovations.
Inn these innovations the service provider needs to build new repertoire and needs to
experiment.. Current product and process knowledge might be limited, but the
knowledgee on the relationship should be excellent. The relationship provides the
degreess of freedom for experimentation and innovation. In the relationship, both
partiess need to express their commitment to the innovation, like in the UviX case. In
thee absence of opportunities to completely specify the service, the only way to
reducee customer fear and to improve its perceived service quality is through the
relationship.. Economies of relationships in partnership oriented strategies seem to
relyy on being the first, as a service provider, to recognize a need in the customer's
processess and being able to innovate on the service repertoire in the context of good
relationships. .
Thee Sioo case raises three interesting questions.
••

Does it makes sense to differentiate service specification from service
deliverydelivery if specification goes on during service delivery, as is the case wi
runn time customization based on individual learning requirements in Sioo's
programs? ?
•• Does it make sense to separate service specification from service delivery
forr services, which intervene in personal or organizational processes and in
whichwhich service specification itself already is an intervention? This seems to
bee the case in consultancy, organizational change, professionalization
services,, medicine and psychology, for instance.
•• Does a theory on service specification based on the assumption that
specificationn precedes a contract makes sense if parts of the complete
serviceservice specification itself are subjected to contracts?
Too start with the first question, all programs at Sioo are designed to provide
certainn degrees of freedom to customize the program to the needs of individuals at
runn time. This run time customization is based on social interaction, which only
developss after contracting. Before contracting it is impossible to give customers a
clearr representation on what they get. So Sioo has to represent its service on a more
generall level, indicating modules in the service delivery process which provide
degreess of freedom for run time customization to the customers professionalization
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needss and the social interaction. What it does is providing insight to the customer in
thee process he has to go through, not in the outcome of the process, because the
outcomee is dependent on the professional development of the customer himself and
thee social interaction in the program. In service communication and service
specificationn the process dimension of the service is emphasized, not the outcome
dimension.. This might be the case as well for other people processing service
providerss (see table 3.1), like doctors, psychologists, consultants or occupational
healthhealth care providers. But the fact that service customization is based on continuous
reciprocalityy between customers and the service provider doesn't mean that
differentiationn between specification and delivery doesn't make sense. Service
specificationn even becomes more important because the service provider has to
investigatee the customer's ability to positively contribute to this reciprocality and the
customerr has to be given the opportunity to explore whether he is willing to
contributee to the process and to go through the process. This is what gets done in
Sioo'ss eligibility assessment and this is why Sioo phases service specification for incompanyy programs.
Thee answers to the last two questions are intertwined. If the service of
interveningg in a customer system starts during specification, it makes sense to
subjectt these activities to a contract because the provider already provides its service
andd might want to finish the relationship if its service doesn't succeed and because
thee customer needs to have terms to evaluate the provider on. This is what happens
duringg in-company specification at Sioo. The early contracts Sioo closes on for
examplee a series of interviews, on a pre-investigation or on working conferences to
findfind out professionalization requirements have a clear goal...investigation. This
investigationn is done to decide on another contract (on a professionalization
program).. Because this investigation intervenes in the customer system or because in
thee investigation the service provider already delivers its knowledge, it makes sense
too subject this investigation to a contract. Still this doesn't mean that the next
contractt isn't specified. In general it might be very well be the case that many
specificationn processes run in parallel or are intertwined with service delivery
processess for the same customer. So the specification of the following contract
mightt take place during service delivery, which falls under a former contract. Still
thiss doesn't mean that contracts are not preceded by specification processes (how
implicitt this process might be in practice).
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Economy,Economy, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press.
Companyy Documentation
A&ObrOO O

Postacademischee opleiding Arbeids & Organisatiekunde voor
Arbodienstverlening;; brochure, Sioo/NSPH/NIA'TNO, 2000
Postacademischee opleiding Arbeids & Organisatiekunde voor
A&Oib98 8
Arbodienstverlening;; Informatie voor deelnemers A&0-7,
Sioo/NSPH/NIA'TNO,, november 1998
A&Ocm98 8 Postacademischee opleiding Arbeids & Organisatiekunde voor
Arbodienstverlening;; consultatiemethoden A&0-7, Sioo/NSPH/NIA'TNO,
1998 8
A&Omat98 8 Postacademischee opleiding Arbeids & Organisatiekunde voor
Arbodienstverlening;; cursus materiaal A&0-7, Sioo/NSPH/NIA'TNO,
1998 8
BMCbrOO O Post-doctoralee Beroepsopleiding Management Consultancy (BMC),
brochure,, 2000
BMCendOO O Endtermss BMC, Sioo, 2000
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BMCmatOO O
ECPpb99 9
ECPdn99 9
ECPmatOO O
BObrOO O

BMC,, cursus materiaal, Sioo, 2000
ECP,, programma beschrijving, Sioo, september 1999
ECP,, ontwerp aantekeningen en verslagen van bijeenkomsten, 1999
ECP,, cursus materiaal, Sioo, 2000
Basisopleidingg voor Organisatie-adviseurs, brochure:
programmadocumentatie,, Sioo, 2000
BOmatOO O
Basisopleidingg voor Organisatie-adviseurs, cursus materiaal, Sioo, 2000
CA&ObiOO O Postacademischee opleiding Curatieve Arbeids- & Organisatiekunde;
brochure,, Sioo, 2000
CONmethOO O Consultatiemethodieken,, een bundel voor consultatiegroepen; algemene
versie,, Sioo, april, 2000
ECMbiOO O Executivee Change Management (ECM); brochure, Sioo, 2000
PsyHealthOl l WebsitePsyy Health, December 6th 2001
Jaarrekeningg 2000
JaarrekOO O
ICT&Obr989 9 ICT&OO Informatie-/communicatietechnologie & Organisatieverandering /
99
ICTT & Organisational change, brochure, Sioo, 1998-1999
Mguide2000 0 Thee official MasterGuide, an overview of leading business schools and
programss in the Netherlands (2000-2001), opleidingen en carrière reeks,
Millian/P&O,Millian/P&O, Den Haag
PcbrOO O
Professionaliserings-counselingg Ooa/Sioo; brochure, Sioo, 2000
PDDic99 9
Programm design documentation for an in-company program, Sioo, 1999
RELAsysOO O Relationshipp system, 2000
SiooGENbrOO OSioo:: Interuniversitair Centrum voor Ontwikkeling op het terrein van
Organisatie-- en Veranderkunde; brochure, Sioo, 2000
Sioo40years9 9 Siooo 40 jaar, lustrumuitgave 1998
88
SVObiOO O
Leergangg Sturen van Veranderingen in Organisaties (SVO); brochure, Sioo,
2000 0
KBB 1-99
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 1, mei, 1999
KB2-99 9
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 2, October, 1999
KB3/4-99 9
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 3-4, december, 1999
KBB 1-00
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 1, april, 2000
KB3-00 0
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 3, oktober 2000
KB1-01 1
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 1, maart 2001
KB2-01 1
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 2, juni 2001
KB3-01 1
Kwartaalbrief,, Sioo, nr. 3, oktober 2001
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Chapterr Nine
Crosss Case Analysis, Conclusions and Further
Research h

Inn this chapter I do pattern matching between the propositions presented in chapter
fourr and the patterns recognized in the four case studies. I will explain deviations
fromfrom proposed patterns to enhance our thinking on service strategy and front office
informationn requirements. This leads to confirmations and revisions of the theory
proposedd in chapter four. Several of the case studies show a strategic pattern in
whichh strategy oscillates between two generic strategies in the same business unit.
Thiss pattern deviates from general thinking about service strategy in which is
proposedd that different strategies to approach the market would be organized the
bestt in different business units. The pattern in the case studies is explained by using
insightss from Gallouj and Weinstein on service innovation and types of innovation.
Thee explanation leads to a revision of Gallouj and Weinstein's service innovation
diagramm and innovation types.
II do not only confront the case studies with the propositions presented in chapter
four,, but I also confront the cases with some basic assumptions behind the
propositions.. These assumptions have been presented in chapter one and have been
elaboratedd on in chapter two and three.
Besidess confronting the cases with theory, confrontation of the four cases
betweenn themselves leads to some interesting observations. The four cases show
quitee an overlap in their field of working. The cases have a theme in common. The
fourr companies in the case studies and many of the service providers around these
companiess are in what I propose to denote the employability industry. Why I
proposee this new term for an already existing industry is discussed in this chapter.
Thee cases show several initiatives in the employability industry in reaction on
changingg legislation, which is discussed as well in this chapter. I discuss the cross
casee analyses in five sections.
••
••
••
••
••

Confrontation
Confrontation
Confrontation
Confrontation
Confrontation

of proposition one with the cases.
of proposition two with the cases.
of proposition three with the cases
of the basic assumptions with the cases.
of the four cases: the employability industry.

Besidess a cross case analysis, I present the conclusions on the research questions
presentedd in chapter four as well in this chapter. In the conclusions I relate the three
genericc service positioning strategies to the front office information model, to the
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revisedd service innovation diagram and to the business ecosystem. Furthermore I
draww some conclusions on the research design and I will discuss the limitations of
thee study. This chapter ends with an overview on further research.
Beforee starting pattern matching and explanation building, I like to reflect on a
termm which is often used in the service marketing and management literature, but
whichh is quite confusing: the term ad hoc. The term ad hoc is used in the sense of ad
hocc innovations, like in Gallouj & Weinstein (1997); is used in the sense of ad hoc
structuredd processes (de Jong et al., 1992) and in the general sense of meaning, i.e.
somewhatt unorganized arrangements for a certain case or affair. Although ad hoc
innovationss and ad hoc processes are arrangements for certain cases, the connotation
off unstructuredness doesn't apply. Ad hoc innovations with a clear process of a
posteriorii recognition, dissemination and codification of new built competencies
doesn'tt have to be unstructured at all. I introduce a new term to denote these kinds
off innovations: customer specific innovations. This is precisely what these
innovationss are about. Usage of the term specific complies with the sense of
meaningg of the word in the resource based view on strategy (specific assets reduce
inn value if these are not employed for the original purpose). Furthermore ad hoc
processess don't have to be unstructured as well. What seems to be unstructured for
thee outsider might be quite structured for the insider (the professional performing
thesee kinds of processes). To denote these processes, the term professional
knowledgee based processes seems more appropriate to me. Ad hoc processes are
oftenn associated with professional services. In the cases of Sioo, Interpolis and
Uniquee professionals performed these kinds of processes in an often structured or
quasi-structuredd way based on their professional knowledge and experience. By
introducingg these two terms, I leave the general connotation of unstructuredness to
thee term ad hoc. In this chapter I use the new introduced terms.

Crosss Case Analysis
Confrontationn of Proposition One with the Cases
Propositionn one address the first research question.
Ql.. How is the degree of customization of services, that needs to be specified in
thee front office, related to the information requirements in the specification process
andd canfrontoffices be classified based on this relation?
II start with a discussion of the proposed pattern in proposition one versus the
analyzedd pattern in the cases. I finish this section with a short discussion on the
relationn between loose specifications and reliance on relationships as becomes
apparentt from some of the cases.
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TheThe Proposed Pattern Versus the Analyzed Pattern in the Cases
Alll cases support proposition one. The front office types found in the cases and its
informationn patterns are summarized in table 9.1. The Sioo, Unique and CWI
Zwijndrechtt cases don't show any deviations from the proposed pattern in the
informationn model. Gak R&V showed requirements at the field and inside service
level,, but hadn't arrived at that situation yet. Gak Polisbeheer and Interpolis show
deviations,, which are explainable and don't lead to rejection of proposition one.
Explanationss of the situation of Gak R&V, Gak Polisbeheer and Interpolis will be
givenn in the next sections. CWI played a limited role in the specification of services,
whichh I discuss after the discussion on Gak R&V, Gak Polisbeheer and Interpolis.
Gakk R&V shows requirements on the field and inside service level, thus
supportss proposition one. R&V hadn't arrived at such information yet (account
planningg can be seen as a first step). The limited time period R&V operated
commerciallyy explains this situation. In the past, relation information was built to
supportt contacts with branches that were bound to Gak as a supplier for a long time
period.. Product and process information hadn't been built for commercial reasons at
all.. This information was production oriented.
InformationInformation pattern
FrontFront office type
Case Case
Informationn
available
on the FIS level (except
Fieldd and inside
Unique e
processs information on secondment).
branchh offices (Uq- servicee (FIS)
BO) )
Clearr need for customer profile extension
Uniquee Relation
Symbiosis s
towardss the symbiosis level (stemming from
management t
accountt plan and interviews); product and
(Uq-RM) )
processs information available on the symbiosis
level. .
Showedd a need for customer profile
Gak k
Fieldd and inside
servicee (FIS)
improvementt and for product and process
R&V V
(G-R&V) )
informationn on the FIS level. Product and
processs information was hardly available at all.
Relationn information was on the FIS level;
Gak k
Onee stop shop
productt information on the OSS level and
Polisbeheer r
(OSS) )
processs information on the counter level (no
(G-PB) )
deliveryy norms for assortments).
Counter r
Informationn available on the counter level.
Gak k
CWII Zwijndrecht
(G-CWI) )
Relationn information on the FIS level; product
Interpolis'' BU EB Onee stop shop
andd process information on the OSS level.
(IP-EB) )
(OSS) )
Informationn available on the FIS level.
Fieldd and inside
Sioo o
openn programs (Si- servicee (FIS)
OP) )
Informationn available on the symbiosis level.
Symbiosis s
Sioo o
in-company y
programss (Si-ICP)

Tablee 9.1: Front office type found in thefrontoffice cases and its information pattern
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Polisbeheerr shows a deviation from the proposed pattern in two directions. Both
aree explainable. Their building of a customer profile is explained in the conclusions
onn the Gak case as a need to support the service operations function of Polisbeheer
inn the first place and some elements (like account planning and information on
commerciall processes) could be explained from their support function for R&V and
thee B-branch. The other deviation from the proposed pattern is insufficiency in
processs information. Lack of clear delivery time norms led to the need for
Polisbeheerr to approach back office departments (limited protection of the back
office).. Polisbeheer showed some need for clearer delivery norms for all products in
itss assortment, but didn't show a clear need for delivery time norms for packages.
Thiss can be explained by the fact that the packages were loosely defined. The
combinationn of social security insurances with data supply products was merely a
crosss selling opportunity that a clear package, like in the case of EB module one of
Interpolis.. The fact that Polisbeheer showed a need for delivery time norms for its
crosss sellers and that the lack of process information led to ineffectiveness indicates
informationn requirements on the one-stop-shop level and supports proposition two.
Thee Interpolis case shows a deviation in relation information. The relation
informationn in the form of a customer profile relates to the specification of
customizedd standardization and at least suffices for segmented standardization.
Relationn information on a customer profile level could be explained by the fact that
thee customer profile is not only used for EB module one specification but for many
otherr services as well (for which the degree of customization is not established in
thiss study). Furthermore, this relation information is not only used for service
specificationn purposes but also for marketing purposes (analyzing the local market).
Last,, it could be expected that relation information will support forthcoming EB
moduless for which a more modularized service offering could be expected.
Thee case of CWI is somewhat disappointing. The CWI played a marginal role in
thee specification of services. It had just the function of portal and a function in the
completionn of standard application forms. Thefrontoffice can be typified as counter
andd is supportive for proposition one, although it is not of strong support because of
itss limited function in the specification of services. Remarkable is the 'intake'
paradigmm in CWI Zwijndrecht and the CVCS. Phase 2 and 3 clients were served in
thee second line (by the affiliated organizations) and not by the first line (the CWI).
Forr this reason I decided not to enlarge the study on CWI's. The period didn't seem
suitablee and I had doubts on whether more research results could be expected.

RelationRelation between Loose Specifications and Reliance on Relat
Inn Sioo open program specification and Unique's relation management the highest
levell of customization is specified, often leading to more loosely defined service
specifications.. As the services are innovative and the customer situation might
change,, degrees of freedom for service adjustments during run time (at Sioo) or
duringg implementation (at Unique) are built in the service specification. To a lesser
extentt this seems to be the case for Sioo's open programs and Unique's branch
officess as well. This is congruent with the proposed relationship between the degrees
off customization and tight versus loose specifications, proposed by Chase and
Acquilanoo (1995). The observation made on both case studies suggests that with
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higherr degrees of customization, the reliance on the relationship with the customer
increases.. In the absence of opportunities to completely specify the service, the only
wayy to reduce customer fear and to improve its perceived service quality is through
thee relationship. This reasoning means increasing reliance on relation information to
reducee customer fear and to increase perceived service quality, instead of reliance on
fulll service specification (through the availability of product and process
information),, when the degree of customization increases.

Confrontationn of Proposition Two with the Cases
Propositionn two states that the effectiveness of the front office decreases when the
informationn requirements for the specification of the corresponding category of
customizationn are not met. Ineffectiveness is supposed to manifest itself as limited
proactivity;; specification quality problems; longer specification lead-time or limited
protectionn of the back office. Proposition two addresses the second research
question. .
Q2.. How is the effectiveness of the front office influenced if the required
informationn for the specification of a certain degree of customization is not
available? ?
II start with a discussion on the confrontation of proposition two with five front
officee cases, which showed ineffectiveness. I end with a short discussion on the idea
thatt front office workers deal with production surrogates packed in product and
processs information, as I already suggested in chapter four.

FiveFive Front Offices Showing ineffectiveness
Fivee of the eight front offices showed ineffectiveness due to insufficient
information,, thus supporting proposition two (see table 9.2). The other three cases
didn'tt show insufficient information in the front office and therefore didn't show the
ineffectiveness.. The case studies support the idea in proposition two that
ineffectivenesss manifests itself in limited proactivity, longer specification lead-time
orr limited protection of the back office The idea that ineffectiveness manifests itself
inn specification quality problems is not supported by any of the cases.
IP-IPUq-Uq- G-G- G-PB G-PB
DueDue to insufficient:Uq-BO Uq-BO
Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness:
RM RM R&V R&V
EB*) EB*)
XX
XX
Relationn information
Limitedd proactivity
XX
XX
XX
Productt information
Specificationn quality Productt information
problems s
Processs information
XX
Longerr specification Productt information
lead-time e
XX
XX
XX
Processs information
XX
Limitedd protection of Productt information
thee back office.
XX
XX
Processs information
XX

Tablee 9.2: Cross case pattern of ineffectiveness due to insufficient information infivefront
officess *) Concerning the former EB product
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Itt becomes clear from table 9.2 that insufficient relation information limits
proactivity,, as does insufficient product information. As proactivity is seen as a
requisitee for relationship building (Berry and Parasuraman (1991), insufficient
relationn and product information limit relationship building. I proposed to view
proactivityy as 'knowing whom to go to and knowing with which commercial
message'. .
Thee Unique relation management case shows sufficient information on the
commerciall offer, but lacked relation information to know 'whom to go to'. The
Uniquee branch office case showed the opposite. Relation information sufficed, but
theyy lacked product information on secondment to be proactive. The R&V case
showedd both effects. Beside the fact that limited proactivity as a result of insufficient
information,, limited relationship building (which was the object of Unique's branch
officess and relation management and Gak's R&V), it also limits employee's
assurancee on products and the relationship. This suggests that insufficient
informationn in the front office results in a decrease on one of the dimensions of
servicee quality.
Longerr specification lead-times might result from insufficient product
informationn as in the case of Gak's R&V, but insufficiënt process information
availabilityy seems to be more frequently the cause of longer specification lead-times.
Inn proposition two, I proposed that longer specification lead-time is a manifestation
off lack of responsiveness, suggesting that insufficiënt information in the front office
resultss in a decrease on yet another dimensions of service quality.
Limitedd protection of the back office is a result of insufficient product and
processs information in the front office. Two cases show an interesting pattern (UqBOO and G-R&V). In these cases limited protection of the back office goes hand in
handd with longer specification lead-times due to insufficient product or process
information.. To come to complete specifications, in these cases, the front office
consultedd the back office for its needed product and/or process information.
Nonee of the cases showed specification quality problems although product or
processs information was missing in four of them. As becomes clear from the former
paragraph,, in two cases (Uq-BO, G-R&V) specification quality was guaranteed
throughh back office consultation. In the case of Unique's branch offices and
Interpolis'' former EB, insufficient product information led to limited proactivity, i.e.
nott offering the product. Back office consultation or limited proactivity could be
expectedd in general to circumvent the problem of low quality specifications.
Nevertheless,, it is still thinkable that specification quality problems might result
fromfrom insufficient product or process information. It could be expected that this will
bee in situations where front office employees do offer the service and don't consult
thee back office. In such situations front office employees are acting on insufficient
information,, probably without knowing that the information is insufficient.
Althoughh the cases don't support this part of the proposition, I think it's too early to
leavee this part out of the proposition.
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ProductionProduction Surrogates through Process and Product Information
Inn the general remarks on the model of the information requirements in the front
officee (see chapter four), I propose that high contact workers (the front office) deal
withh production surrogates packed in product and process information. Product
informationn provides information on the structure and sequence of service activities
andd process information provides information on the capacity to perform these
activities.. It becomes clear from the cross case analysis on proposition one that front
officee employees need this kind of information to specify services. From the cross
casee analysis on proposition two, it becomes clear that effectiveness problems arise
whenn production surrogates are not part of the information in the front office.
Confrontationn of Proposition Three with the Cases
Propositionn three addresses the third research question.
Q3.. How are the types of front offices related to the business unit's service
positioningg strategy?
Att first I discuss the cross case analysis on the three generic strategic patterns
presentedd in proposition three. Then I discuss the relation between these patterns and
thee front office type to answer research question three. Then I address the question
whetherr it makes sense to distinguish five degrees of customization in the front
officee information model. In the section on service positioning strategies: oscillation
andd innovation I discuss the interesting pattern in some of the cases in which two
genericc strategic patterns could be recognized in the same business unit. In this
sectionn Gallouj & Weinstein's service innovation diagram is used to explain the
phenomenonn of oscillation between two strategic patterns in the same business unit.
Thee service innovation diagram is revised in the next section based on the
innovationss shown by the cases and a discussion on the suitability of Gallouj &
Weinstein'ss diagram to understand innovations in e-commerce and e-business in
general.. The last part of this section is devoted to service strategy and network
positioningg and relies solely on observations made in the Interpolis case.
TheThe Three Generic Service Positioning Strategies in the Cases
Thee three generic service positioning strategies derived from the literature in chapter
twoo and being part of proposition three can be recognized in three case studies.
Uniquee and Sioo showed a combination of scope and partner orientation. Gak
plannedd to move from a clear mass orientation towards a scope orientation through
itss change program Aansluiting. Their strategic plans showed this movement.
Interpoliss showed a pattern in between mass and scope orientation. Interpolis
deliberatelyy chose a migration strategy towards more complex services (module
two/three)) by first introducing a standardized package in which they could
emphasizee their relationship marketing and advice bank intention and by which they
couldd create awareness in the market and readiness in the distribution channel. The
combinationn of mass and scope characteristics in its service positioning strategy
couldd be recognized and explained by the proposed generic strategy patterns in
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propositionn three. The plans on module two/three indicate more customization
opportunities,, indicating a migration towards scope orientation with more emphasis
onn mass customization, component based service processes, a more interactive and
clientt focused value adding process and a sparring interaction governance. Whether
thee migration path indeed brought them to scope orientation couldn't be determined
duringg the period of study. Furthermore, the scope of the Interpolis study was rather
limited.. Only the EB strategy has been studied. The characterization of the EB
strategyy as a migration towards scope orientation doesn't mean a characterization of
thee overall service positioning strategy for allfinancialproducts at Rabo. To come to
thiss conclusion the scope of the study was too limited.
Thee Sioo and Unique cases show a deviation from the proposed interaction
governancee characteristic. The interaction governance in partnership orientation in
bothh cases is not of the proposed jobbing type. In the kind of professional services
Siooo and Unique provide, pure jobbing interaction governance (in which the service
providerr works by order of the customer and the customer highly influences the
specificationn and controls the service delivery process) doesn't seem to apply. The
factt that professionals with a surplus on professional knowledge and experience are
insourced,, give them the opportunity to negotiate interaction governance based on
theirr professional knowledge. In the conclusions on the Sioo case, I proposed that in
partnershipp oriented strategies the interaction governance is not of a jobbing type,
norr of a sparring type but of a partner role type. This conclusion was based on
literaturee used in Sioo's professionalization programs (Block, 2001). I combine the
insightss on the partner role with Chase and Acquilano's (1995) idea of the
relationshipp between high level customization and diagnostic skills of employees.
Diagnosingg the customer's problem and situation is described as one of the early
taskss of professionals in the partner role in Block (2001). Based on this combination
off insights, I propose that the interaction governance type in partnership oriented
strategiess is not of a jobbing type but of a partnering and diagnosing type. In this
type,, interaction governance is negotiated with the customer based on the service
professional'ss diagnostic skills and his strive for a partner role. In the partner role
thee professional is coupled to the client's system, i.e. client and professional are
mutuallyy dependent, decision making is bilateral, control is negotiated, cooperation
iss essential, communication is mutual, responsibilities are determined by mutual
agreementt and the aim of the professional is to provide a permanent solution. In the
Siooo case, the partner role stance is deliberately taken and diagnostic skills can be
recognized.. In the Unique case, the partner role as described by Block (2001) is
implicitlyy taken and diagnostic skills can be recognized. Unique, for instance,
advisedd against customer's perceived solutions for their problems, refrained and
redefinedd customer's problems and cooperates intensively with customers,
indicatingg a partner role stance.

TheThe Relation between the Generic Service Positioning Strategies
thethe Front Office Type
Inn proposition three I proposed that service providers focusing on mass oriented
1
strategiess rely on the front office types
and 'one-stop-shop'. Service
companiess with a scope oriented strategy rely on the 'field and inside service' and
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'controll room'. Service providers with a partnership orientation rely on the 'control
room'' and 'symbiosis'. All cases support this proposition. Unique's and Sioo's
strategyy showed to be a mix of scope and partnership orientation. The field and
insidee service front office type was used for specification of mass customized
servicess and the symbiosis type was used for specification of pure customization.
Gakk moved its strategy towards scope orientation but showed many
characteristicss of mass orientation during the period of study. Polisbeheer
deliberatelyy was designed as a single point of contact for (loosely packaged)
standardizedd services. Polisbeheer was introduced during the period before the start
off the study and reflected Gak's mass orientation during that period. During the
periodd of study R&V grew into its commercial role and faced the challenge of
customizingg services out of modules to implement Gak's strategic change towards
scopee orientation. As a result of the mass oriented focus in the years before, R&V
sufferedd from insufficient information, but they clearly showed a need for
informationn on the field and inside service level.
Thee Interpolis case supports proposition three as well. In the mass oriented
strategyy for the SME market, the front office type 'one-stop-shop' is recognized.
Interestingly,, in Interpolis' front office for specifying EB module one the relation
informationn is a customer profile, which is congruent with its empowerment
perspectivee and relationship marketing approach in its strategic pattern. The
customerr profile supports the relational elements in the module one service offering
andd empowers front office employees to perform these elements.
Propositionn three proposes a change in front office information requirements as a
resultt strategic change. In the Unique and Gak cases such a change in strategy was
goingg on, showing changing front office information requirements (see table 9.3).
ChangingChanging front office information requirements
Strategic Strategic
developments developments
Unique e Thee third process:
••
Awareness of product and process information on the
creationn of
symbiosiss level.
customizedd new
•• Need to expand customer profile towards symbiosis
conceptss based on
level. .
visionn forming and •• Need to formalize information on relations and
strategic c
customizationn cases.
developmentss at
••
More structural information exchange between BO
clients. .
andRM. .
Development t
Gak k
••
Increase in relation information towards the field and
towardss mass
insidee service level at R&V.
customizationn and
••
Shift in orientation in product and process
commercial l
informationn from operational to commercial.
relationshipss with
••
Increase in product information to the field and
customers. .
insidee service level at R&V (modularization).
••
More structural relation information exchange
betweenn PB and R&V (i.e. by account plans).
Case Case

Tablee 9.3: Strategic developments in the Unique and Gak case and changing front office
informationn requirements
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Inn chapter four, I stated that answering research question three (how are the
typess of front offices related to the business unit's service positioning strategy?)
mightt lead to the eight characteristic of the three generic service strategies in table
9.44 which characterizes the information needs of the front office: the front office
type.. Together with the theory revision on the interaction governance in partnership
orientationn and the new terms introduced to replace the term ad hoc, I conclude that
thee three generic service positioning strategies can be characterized by eight
characteristicss (see table 9.4).
ThreeThree versus Five Degrees of Customization

Differentiatingg between five instead of three degrees of customization in the front
officee information model takes a more detailed perspective on customization than is
donee in the traditional literature on which the three generic strategy patterns of
propositionn three are built. The question rises whether this contributes to our
thinking. .
Inn proposition one I suggest that 'standardization' and 'segmented
standardization'' should be seen as being standard services both. The category
segmentedd services draws attention on the opportunity to targeted standard services
too a specific market segment through the possibility of bundling standard services
intoo a service package or to couple standard services to cross sell related standard
servicess (related in the sense of targeted to the same segment).

ServiceService positioning
MassMass orientation ScopeScope orientation Partnership Partnership
strategystrategy -^
orientation orientation
Organizational Organizational
design design
characteristics: characteristics:
Professional l
Modularr /
Naturee of the service Standardizedd /
knowledgee based and
componentcomponent based
process s
Infrastructural l
interconnectedd with
customercustomer processes
Puree service
Service/product t
Servicee type
Product t
(customized) )
(masss customized)
(standardized) )
Valuee adding focus Processs and source Process,, interactive Clientt and interactive
andd client
Partneringg and
Sparring g
Interaction n
Selling g
diagnosing g
governance e
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
Management t
Production-line e
perspective e
approach h
perspective e
perspective e
Relationship p
Relationship p
Marketingg approach Transaction n
marketing g
marketing g
marketing g
Economiess of scale Economiess of scope Economiess of
Economies s
relationships s
Symbiosiss or control
Frontt office
Counterr or one-stop- Fieldd and inside
room m
servicee or control
information n
shop p
room m
requirements s

Tablee 9.4: The three generic service positioning strategies adapted
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Thee Interpolis case (EB module one as a package with a specific legal assistance
insurancee as cross selling opportunity) and Gak Polisbeheer (standardized umbrella
policiess with cross selling opportunities of data supply products) showed that both in
theoryy as in practice it is attractive to take the category of segmented standardization
intoo account, although it is just a standard service and thus belongs to the mass
orientedd service positioning pattern.
'Tailoredd standardization' is taken into account in the model for other reasons.
ICTT provides us with the opportunity to combine on the lowest thinkable level of
smallestt replicapable units (Quinn & Pacquette, 1990), to price discriminate on that
levell (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), to analyze information on customer relationships on
aa longitudinal basis to follow the development of the relation and to provide us with
aa detailed status on the assignment of capacity on customer orders (for example by
usingg workflow management technology). "Anything that can be digitized can be
customized"" (Pine et al., 1995) and as digitization is possible on the lowest level,
customizationn could be done on that level as well. For these reasons it is
theoreticallyy attractive to distinguish an 'advanced level' in between mass
customizationn and pure customization to investigate whether this level makes
empiricallyy sense.
Thee case studies in this thesis don't show a clear control room pattern. But the
Uniquee and Gak study show service elements and combination procedures that can
bee recognized as smallest replicapable units and indeed were digitized on that level
ass well. At Unique the management information to customers on temporary
employmentt services was digitized on the lowest level of numbers of hours per
period,, etc. and the ATS method consisted of smallest units to make the best match
andd could be digitized on that level as well. At Gak the smallest replicapable units
weree the data in the bill of data elements of the data logistics method. In both cases
servicess were specified on a lower degree of customization in the first place but the
organizationss had the opportunity to specify services on the level of smallest
replicapablee units. The opportunity to specify on that level seems to be relevant for
alll kinds of administration services because these services have a high level of
digitizeablilty.. Because this study does show some customization practice on the
levell of smallest replicapable units, I do think it still makes sense to distinguish the
advancedd level of the control room in the model of proposition one. This advanced
levell draws attention on customization opportunities due to advanced ICT
applicationn and its proposed consequences for relation, product and process
information.. 'Tailored standardization' and the 'control room' should be seen as a to
bee explored area between mass customization and pure customization, making this
typee of front office suitable for both scope and partnership oriented strategies.

ServiceService Positioning Strategies: Oscillation and Innovation
Somee cases show the interesting pattern that two generic service positioning
strategiess are followed in the same business unit. This is contrary to Shaw's line of
thinkingg and more in general contrary to Porterian thinking on strategy. According
too Shaw (1990), business units often have trouble in focusing on more than one
positionn in the spectrum of table 9.4. This is not to say that companies couldn't serve
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differentt market segments, but the best way to do so would be by different business
units. .
II explain the pattern of following two generic strategy patterns within the same
businesss unit by the resource based view on service strategy and the need to extent
resourcess to react on market heterogeneity through innovation. Through especially
customerr specific and recombinative innovations specialized resources are
developedd or recombined to offer a diversified set of related services to the market.
II followed Gallouj & Weinstein's (1997) definition of a service as "a set of
processingprocessing operations carried out by a service provider on behalf of a clien
mediummedium held by the client, and intended to bring about a change in this medium"
followedd many other scholars in their assumption that service strategy could be
understoodd from a resource based perspective and that Gallouj & Weinstein
implicitlyy took that perspective in their definition of services and their categorization
off innovation types. Gallouj & Weinstein (1997) generalize products and services in
aa diagram constituting of the four abstract competence vectors CC, PC, PT and O.
Basedd on these vectors they distinguish radical, incremental, customer specific (ad
hoc)) and recombinative innovations. These innovations differ in their effect on
competenciess on the range of competence destruction to competence enhancement,
withh competence destruction being more an exception than the rule. It follows from
thee definition of services as being a set of processing operations that the innovation
logicc in services doesn't start with product innovation but with process innovation, a
logicc known as the 'reverse product cycle' (Barras, 1990).
Galloujj & Weinstein's innovation types and the reverse product cycle are
recognizedd in the cases. The main examples of innovations in the cases are
summarizedd in table 9.5.
Ass most of the innovations are of the recombinative, customer specific and
incrementall type, these innovations contribute to the service provider's
competenciess in an enhancing, reconfiguring and component competence preserving
way.. These innovations contribute to organizational learning and render unique
servicee outcomes. I like to emphasize that the innovations at Unique and Sioo
renderedd new service outcomes without radical innovations. Changes in the service
outcomee resulted of evolution, disappearance, appearance, association and
disassociationn mechanisms in both customer competencies and the provider's
competenciess and technology. This supports Gallouj & Weinstein's observation that
aa distinction between radical and incremental innovations in services is problematic,
ass was mentioned in chapter two.
Takenn from a resource based view, many of these innovations contributed to key
resourcess and firm heterogeneity. The innovations were of customer value.
Especiallyy the customer specific and recombinative innovations at Unique, Sioo and
Interpoliss contribute to barriers of duplication due to intransparancy. These are tacit
(skill/experiencee based), complex (by their interconnectedness of resources and
assets)) and specific (reducing in value if the innovation is not employed for the
originall purpose, like in the case of customer specific innovations). By the
innovations,, resources are developed over time in reaction on heterogeneity in
demand,, thus the innovations are path dependent. In the Sioo, Unique and Interpolis
cases,, the innovations let to a diversified set of related services.
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IncrementalIncremental innovations
Case Case
Neww tests.
Unique e
Changess in forms.
Gak k
Interpolis s Frequentt asked question lists, the learning community at www.eb.
Transferencee of learning instruments from the ECP to the BO; changes in the
Sioo o
A&OO program based on experiences in the UviX innovation project.
CustomerCustomer specific innovations
Thee customization initiatives mentioned in the frameworks 5.2; 5.3; 5.5 and
Unique e
5.6. .
Somee of the innovations resulted from customer pressure and were triggered
Gak k
throughh customer contact, as for large customers like KPN.
Interpolis s Innovationss resulting from customer interaction with large enterprises in the
markett unit GO.
Thee innovation project for Gak; the specification of a program for BestCable.
Sioo o
RecombinativeRecombinative innovations
Thee above-mentioned customization initiatives in which existing building
Unique e
blockss of Unique's services are combined with new elements.
Thee one-dealing office concept, employer teams and expert concentration in
Gak k
onee office; the main elements of Aansluiting; supply chain integration with the
dataa roundabout.
Interpolis s Modulee one and the Starter project; ideas on module two/three and the themes
'Mobility',, 'Personal Benefits', 'Absenteeism' and 'Provisions for the future';
Compaann services; the 'multi-arbo' service; combination of competencies on
incomee insurances, pensions and data roundabouts with other partners through
thee merger.
Thee design of the ECP program out of the BO program; learning from the
Sioo o
differencee in learning strategies between the BMC and ECM; use of action
learninglearning experience in the BMC for the UviX innovation program; part of the
programm for BigBank.
RadicalRadical innovations
Noo indications.
Unique e
Noo indications.
Gak k
Interpolis s Investmentt in a salary system; the data roundabout; the EB effectivity scan,
RHCSS and PBS; through the merger: occupational health care services and a
sett of new distribution channels.
Noo indications.
Sioo o
Tablee 9.5: Main examples of innovation types in the cases
SiooSioo Case
Inn the Sioo case, the interconnectedness and intransparancy of Sioo's resources that
aree built over time, produced service outcomes that are of customer value. They
interconnectt tacit resources like their staffs design, teaching an coaching repertoire;
thee design, teaching an coaching repertoire of its network members; Sioo's platform
functionn for knowledge accrual and dissemination; its relationships with
professionall associations; it reputation and its customer base providing Sioo with
challengingg service requests. These resources sometimes render services, which are
specificc to customers (for instance in the case of in-company programs) which make
themm even harder to duplicate. The a posteriori recognition, dissemination and
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codificationn of customer specific innovations, in for instance the innovation program
forr UviX, further contributes to Sioo's key resources; i.e. Sioo's relation network; its
transformationn process, its competence to offer social psychological safety and its
reputation.. The innovations stemming from the in-company domain are translated
intoo innovations in its open programs, vise versa. Through this oscillating movement
betweenn scope and partnership orientation, Sioo enhances its competencies in a path
dependentt way, making these competencies hard too duplicate and contributive to
Sioo'ss heterogeneity.
UniqueUnique Case
Uniquee sees itself not so much as a supplier of individual services and products, but
moree as a partner in lengthy and business critical processes, as advisor during the
conceptt phase, followed by active support during the implementation phase of
developedd flex-models. To make this strategy operational, Unique deliberately
innovatess through customized services. Most of these innovations are customer
specificc and recombinative. Unique attempts to standardize the new elements from
innovationss and make them recombinant for future offerings using manuals,
procedures,, methods and function profiles. A clear form of a posteriori recognition,
disseminationn and codification of newly built competencies, although they often
lackedd capacity to do so. For customization Unique uses a series of elements from
itss existing services and adds new ones. It tries to standardize the new service
elementss to sell them to a wider market.
II characterize the above-mentioned innovations as an oscillating movement
betweenn two generic strategies: the scope and partnership orientation. Through this
oscillationn Unique enhances its competencies throughout the years in a path
dependentt way. The tacitness of their innovations contributes to duplication barriers.
Thee campaign development for an ICT company is based on tacit knowledge about
promotionn campaigns in the labor market. The joint venture with the logistics
companyy was based on tacit knowledge on HRM and pool management. The
customizationn cases in the Unique case also show interesting patterns of
interrelatednesss of resources and intertwining of processes. In the case of Banta the
logisticall service process of the customer had become dependent on Unique's ability
too provide the right people. In the case of De Amersfoortse, Unique and De
Amersfoortsee aligned their processes to provide re-integration services. In the case
off the joint venture with the logistics company, Unique acted on the logistical
planningg process of its customer. In the case of the campaign for the ICT company,
Uniquee worked closely together with the HRM department of its customer. These
casess show interrelatedness with customer processes in a customer specific way
(thesee were all customer specific innovations), contributing to barriers of
duplication.. Many of Unique's innovations started with conceptualization by
relationn management, but were rolled out to the branch offices to implement the new
service,, yet another example of (semi) complex interrelatedness.
InterpolisInterpolis Case
Interpoliss combined hard to duplicate competencies as well, in order to arrive at
theirr current position in the market. The case study shows some episodes in their
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pathh dependent building of key resources. Interpolis combined their fruitful
experiencee with services packaging; Rabo's / Interpolis' strong position in the SME
markett with the fact that all components for employment benefits services were
availablee in the Rabo group (insurances, pension products, banking products,
investmentt services, (company) card services, leasing and factoring, etc.). By
combiningg these services and by enhancing their experience with Compaan and with
thee occupational health care service Relan, they realized EB module one and the
multi-arboo service and they were able to generate ideas on module two/three and the
fourr EB themes for their large enterprise market. Experimentation with a thin
businesss unit EB to organize content and to facilitate marketing and distribution
taughtt them the limitations of this organizational model. This lesson combined with
longg term partnerships with Relan and Van Spaendock over the last past years
broughtt them to a merger in which existing competencies of several partners were
combined,, new distribution channels became available and the scope of the market
enlargedd such that innovations like the data roundabout and the new salary system
couldd profit from network externalities.
II characterize the first steps in Interpolis' EB strategy (module one, Compaan,
thee multi-arbo service, module two/three and the themes Mobility, Personal
Benefits,, Absenteeism and Provisions for the future) as recombinative innovations,
i.e.. systematic reutilization of components of the business system without changing
thee core design concept behind many of the components, but with changing the
architecturee of the system. The BU EB itself for instance, was such an architectural
change.. Architectural competencies (like Interpolis' organizational and
informationall structure, intermediary sales processes and co-operations with third
parties)) needed to be reconfigured and component competencies were preserved.
Somee of the later steps were radical innovations, for which new competencies
weree needed to create new service outcomes. I characterize the investment in a
salaryy system and the data roundabout to provide reduction of administrative burden
servicess and to provide EB statements; and the EB effectivity scan, RHCS and PBS
ass radical innovations for which new competencies needed to be build and for which
Interpoliss searched co-operation with several third parties. Van Spaendonck for
instance,, already had experience with data roundabouts. The merger led to
competencee enhancement and reconfiguration.
Interpoliss built a set of competencies, which are hard to duplicate. It is a
complexx set of interrelated resources (a combination of their market position; EB
saless tools; a wide range of distribution channels; combinations of reintegration,
prevention,, absenteeism control and financial services; EB statements; the data
roundabout,, etc.). Many of these resources are tacit (like reintegration services and
occupationall health care services) and some of these resources are only
economicallyy feasible due to network externalities, making them altogether hard to
duplicate.. Some of the resources are specific as well, like specific pension products
andd EB services in the large enterprise market.
Thiss path of innovation supports the premise of resource based thinking that
resourcess are developed over time through breakthrough innovations and
incrementall innovations in processes and by continuously responding to market
needss (Hunt & Morgan, 1995), which could be recognized at Interpolis. This path
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dependentt resource building contributes to the firm's heterogeneity. Whether the
innovationss will lead to an oscillation between two of the three generic strategies as
couldd be recognized in the Unique and Sioo case studies, can't be concluded due to
thee limited scope and time window of the case study. The parallels between the
planss to approach the large enterprise market and the SME market, the new
distributionn channels Interpolis acquired through its merger and its multi-channel
distributionn intention, suggest a partnership oriented strategy for its large enterprise
markett in combination with a more modular based service offering for its SME
markett and the 'personal benefits' employee market.
GakGak Case
Thee Gak case merely tells a story of 'contra' resources (resources that limit the
company'ss abilities on the market). Gak's strategy was to innovate from a mass
orientedd strategy without any real competition towards a scope oriented strategy to
retainn existing customers in an environment of rising competition. The mass oriented
strategyy of the past years and the lack of competition generated an operations
orientedd organization. Protection of the standardized operations ('the factory') made
recombinativee innovations and customization hard to realize and marketing and
saless were underdeveloped (as can be seen in the R&V and Polisbeheer front
offices).. Although customer specific innovations can be recognized, a posteriori
recognitionn of new built competencies wasn't done. Leaving these customer specific
innovationss ad hoc in the general sense of meaning, i.e. unstructured / uncontrolled.
Thee tremendous change program Aansluiting had to bring the major organizational,
informationall and technical changes needed to move from a mass oriented strategy
too a scope oriented strategy. Large parts of the operations of the organization needed
too change and a complete new marketing and sales organization had to be built. Such
majorr effort shows that many of Gak's existing resources had become contra
resources.. After Gak would have arrived at a situation in which mass customization
wouldd be possible, they aimed at a strategy of mass customization for sectors and
largee customers and packages of standardized services for SME's. This could be
characterizedd as scope orientation for large customers combined with mass
orientationn for SME's.
Thee Unique and Sioo case explicitly show a pattern of oscillation between scope
andd partnership orientation, in which the scope orientation is strengthened by the
partnershipp orientation, vise versa. Working with modules in their organization
madee it possible to combine existing modules with new ones to create unique
servicee outcomes on the one hand and created opportunities to enhance their base of
moduless through a posteriori recognition and dissemination of new built
competenciess on the other hand. This way of working not only strengthens pure
customizationn and mass customization but strengthens relationship marketing as
well.. Having good relations with customers might result in service requests beyond
thee scope of current customization options, driving the supplier towards customized
solutionss to retain the customer. Oscillation couldn't be recognized in the Interpolis
casee due to the limited scope and time window of the study. But their overall EB
strategyy for the large enterprise and SME market suggest a combination of
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partnershipp orientation and scope orientation. The Gak case shows another
combination:: mass and scope orientation. Although Gak hadn't arrived at this
situationn yet, this combination seems to make sense. With a modular organization, it
iss not hard to standardize certain service combinations into packages to service
particularr market segments as in Gak's case the SME market (a typical case of the
'reversee product cycle').
II conclude that combinations of scope orientation and partnership orientation in
onee business unit make sense in the following three situations.
1.. The business unit wants to continuously enhance its existing base of
modules.. Experimenting with new service elements in customer specific
innovationss and a posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of
neww built competencies is an alternative for traditional service enhancement
throughh process/product innovation. In this alternative the cost of the
innovationn effort is (partly) paid for by the customer who receives the first
uniquee service outcome.
2.. The business unit's emphasis is on partnership orientation and pure
customization,, but sees a market opportunity to standardize part of its
servicee into standardized modules to serve a larger market without giving
signalss to the market that services aren't customized (the fact that a service
iss customized out of standard modules doesn't have to be visible in the
market). .
3.. The business unit has (large) customers, which need to be retained, and
whichh now and then have service requests beyond the scope of current
customizationn options, thus driving the supplier towards customized
solutions. .
II like to emphasize that, as with many management decisions a trade off needs to
bee made between the advantages and disadvantages of combining the two generic
strategies. .
1.. The danger of the first above-mentioned situation is that customers who
coproducee in customer specific innovations might become to view
themselvess as guinea pigs after it became clear to them that service
innovationss at their supplier, for which they paid a price, are used to serve a
largerr market. This will especially be painful if the customer perceived the
relationshipp with the supplier to be a good one (a prerequisite to innovate
together)) or if the customer paid a premium price for the unique service
outcomee (which some time later turns out to be not as unique as thought).
Clearr agreements between both parties seem advisable.
2.. In the second situation the danger obviously is that it becomes visible to the
markett that the solutions provided are merely standardized instead of
customizedd and that the price paid is too high. In this situation the service
provider'ss reputation of premium priced customized solution provider is
damagedd and prices are expected to decrease. To circumvent this danger, the
servicee provider might start service specification always in the partnership
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modee (having both mass customized and customized solutions available).
Whenn it becomes clear that the customer's request could be served with a
masss customized solution, the service provider might lower its price,
becausee costs are lower.
3.. The danger of the third situation is 'drifting strategy'. Too many requests for
puree customized solutions from a set of valuable customers or an everenlargingg set of perceived valuable customers might erode the business logic
off the business unit. Premium pricing of customized solutions and clear
criteriaa of valuation of customers are needed in this situation.
AA combination of scale and scope orientation seems plausible if higher prices
andd a certain amount of volume for mass customized solutions outweigh the costs of
buildingg a modular organization and low priced standard services are needed in
certainn market segments (for competition reasons for example). If volume and price
off mass customized solutions doesn't outweigh the costs of modular organizing,
theree might still be a reason to build a modular organization: shortening the time to
markett for standardized solutions in combination with (low volume) opportunities to
masss customize. The trade off in combining these two strategies is the trade off
betweenn the cost of modularization and the amount of volume in standardized
businesss on the one hand and volumes and prices of mass customized solutions and
thee business opportunities arising from shorter time to market on the other hand. If
thee second doesn't outweigh the first, a strategy of mass orientation seems advisable.
Inn general, business units need to make the trade off between the volumes of
theirr business made in two different generic strategies (a trade off in proportion of
businesss made under both strategies). If the volume made under one strategy
increasess to the expense of the volume made in the other strategy, the moment has
comee to clearly differentiate the market and serve market segments from one of both
strategies.. This might result in different business units or might result in different
distributionn channels, i.e. in differentiation of front office activities and service
offeringss to market segments, leaving back office activities to one and the same
productionn unit (see part two, chapter ten).
RevisingRevising Gailouj & Weinstein's Service Diagram
Thee Interpolis and Gak case show several innovations in which the provider's
technologyy is connected with technology on the customer's side and in which
changess have to be made in the customer's technology. In the data roundabout
initiativee of both Interpolis and Gak the technology of the service provider is
connectedd to the personnel and salary systems used by customers or their
administrationn offices / accountants. The same accounts for Gak's data supply
products,, Gak's Reflex project and Interpolis' combination of personal benefits
statementss and worksite marketing. In this last initiative Interpolis envisioned to
providee information on its employment benefits services to employees through the
companyy portal of the employee's employer, through which personal benefits
statementt could be provided as well.
Thesee innovations could not be modeled through the service innovation diagram
off Gailouj & Weinstein and ask for a revision of the model. Gailouj & Weinstein
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assumee that customers interact with the provider's technology, which isn't the case
inn the above mentioned service innovations. In these innovations customers interact
withh their own technology and the innovation is on the interface between the
customer'ss technology and the provider's technology, sometimes even requiring
changess in the customer's technology.
II propose a revision of the service innovation diagram in which customer's
technologyy is explicitly taken into account, which shows the interaction possibilities
betweenn the customer and it's own technology and the provider's technology and
whichh shows the interfacing between customer's technology and the technology of
thee provider. The revised diagram is depicted in figure 9.1.
Thee above-mentioned innovations by Gak and Interpolis could be categorized as
e-commercee / e-business innovations. In e-commerce, the sales cycle business logic
iss programmed in software. In e-business, networks and chains of service processes
performedd by several parties is supported by ICT infrastructure and applications
(Deisee et al., 2000; Alt et al. 2001). The network ecosystem of Kluber et al. could be
seenn as an e-business model. Through the revised service innovation diagram we are
ablee to understand e-commerce and e-business innovations in general. E-commerce
shouldd be seen as replication of service processes in the most literal meaning. The
processs logic is interpreted by the customer's personal computer, i.e. the process is
replicatedd on the customer's machine and the service process is literally positioned
inn the customer's home. In traditional service facility layout the process was
positionedd on the market by physical facility layout and process logic could only be
replicatedd that far as the front door of the service facility. Nowadays with telephone
technologyy and e-commerce applications (including mobile commerce applications),
servicee providers have the ability to reach with their service process positioning and
replicationn that far as the customer's technology in his home or his pocket. The
customerr interacts with his own technology which is interfaced with the provider's
technology,, as was already the case with traditional telephony.
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Figuree 9.1: Revised service innovation diagram
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TheThe Revised Service Innovation Diagram and E-commerce
Thee revised service innovation diagram draws attention to several topics, which are
centrall in e-commerce and e-business.
Thee revised diagram draws attention to the complexity of coproduction in ecommerce.. The diagram shows that in e-commerce applications the customer needs
too be knowledgeable about coproduction on four levels.
••

He needs the skill to use his own technology in general (which isn't that
obviouss as it looks like, because to many people ICT is a quite complex
technology). .
•• He needs to know how to use the service provider's specific software in
whichh the service process is replicated and distributed and which is run by
thee customer's browser (which is not obvious because e-commerce
applicationss vary in interface design, procedures, disclaimers, mercantile
models,, etc. A mercantile model is the model of interactions between
customerss and providers in a selling situation. (Kalakota & Whinston,
1996)). .
•• He needs to be knowledgeable enough about the service to understand the
servicee and its customization options, to be able to specify the service
(whichh is not obvious for complex services like pension plans for instance).
•• He needs to know how to coproduce with the service provider through the
softwaree to produce the service.
Iff we look at e-commerce from this perspective, coproduction in e-commerce is
significantlyy more complex than in traditional service distribution and production. It
iss certainly more complex than just filling in application forms, eventually supported
byy personal contact over the telephone. Whether customer's willingness to acquire
alll these skills to coproduce determines the success of e-commerce applications and
howw companies could provide customers with incentives to acquire and use these
skillss is still an under researched area. Viewed from this coproduction perspective,
e-commercee applications could be seen as applications with e-learning elements (an
insightt that is quite rare in current literature).
Thee revised service diagram further draws attention on customer technology providerr technology interfacing and the need for standards on several levels (based
onn the network ecosystem).
••
••
••

The IT and communication level (technology standards).
The transaction level (like payment standards).
The process level, like for instance by standard mercantile profiles.
Standardizationn of mercantile models is supposed to contribute to ecommercee acceptation (Kalakota & Whinston, 1996).

Thee extended service diagram places the definition of services into another
perspective.. In this thesis I followed the definition of services as a set of processing
operationss carried out by a service provider on behalf of a client, in a medium held
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byy the client, and intended to bring about a change in this medium. In e-commerce
applications,, there is always a secondary medium involved, the customer's
technologyy (vector CT), for which the service provider has to provide a set of
processingg operations to enable the customer to use its technology (like for instance
technologicall usage support). Furthermore, the provider might provide changes in
thee customer's medium (his technology / vector CT) to enable the customer to
coproduce.. Both are for instance the case in e-banking in which the customer has to
installl software on his PC (a change in his medium) and the bank needs to provide
technicall support to support the customer in the usage of the software (set off
processingg operations). Furthermore the provider needs to maintain the software
(againn providing operations to change the medium held by the customer).
Inn addition to this, the revised service diagram draws attention on the fact that ecommercee applications are always layered service offerings in which a complex
networkk of service providers provide the service. According to the layers in the
networkk ecosystem, the process and coordination providers (as being the primary
servicee providers that actually want to distribute their services through electronic
channels),, become dependent on infrastructure providers like IT and telecom
providers.. The performance of the underlying layers determines the performance of
thee e-commerce application, i.e. the policies on the perishability / capacity constraint
problemm (see chapter two) of the service providers in the underlying layers
determiness the performance and capacity constraint problems of the service
providerss in the upper layers of the network ecosystem. To give an example, if
telecommunicationss capacity falls short during peak time and the
telecommunicationss company's perishability policy is to provide its customers with
financiall incentives to use their services during the evenings, a shift in the use of ecommercee applications of the upper layer service providers to evenings might be
expected.. This results in new capacity constraint problems for these service
providerss (for instance, e-commerce system operators need to work at night time).
Too make things even a bit more complex, the price structure of the complete service
iss not only determined by the prices of upper layer service providers, but also by
pricee structures of the under layer providers, meaning that the customer often needs
too pay for its coproduction in electronic channels (even when the end product is not
sold),, simply because he has to pay for telecommunications or new browser
versions.. Last but not least, perceived service quality of the end service might be
influencedd by the performance of the under layer service providers (in terms of
reliabilityy and responsiveness in the first place). Perceived service quality of the
customerr even becomes dependent on his own technology (vector CT) and his
competenciess to use this technology (vector CC). It should be stated that the
dependencyy on underlying layers in the network ecosystem applies to both the
customerr side of the diagram (underlying vector CT) as the provider's side
(underlyingg vector PT) and thus applies to the interfaces between both sides.
TheThe Revised Service Innovation Diagram and E-business
Thee revised diagram facilitates thinking about e-business applications as well.
Galloujj and Weinstein's original diagram took chains or networks of businesses into
accountt by denoting a providers side in the diagram. But in their discussion on the
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diagramm they are quite implicit about this. I recommend to make the network
perspectivee more explicit by stating that the diagram should be read and used
recursively,recursively, i.e. that in a network or chain the C and T vectors of downs
providerss could be viewed as client C and T vectors by upstream providers. This
wayy the revised diagram is in line with current thinking about e-business in which
thee T-vectors of different parties are connected to support each other's C vectors.
Furthermoree in e-business the idea is to connect the CC vector of the end customer
byy his CT vector to a full range of service providers. In this way, e-commerce
applicationss that connect end customers to a network of service providers throught
theirr technology serves as a multifunctional access point to the network (as was
proposedd in the literature review of chapter two).

TheThe Revised Service Innovation Diagram and Service Innovation Cycles
Thee revised model further draws attention on a specific cycle of innovation in
scope/partnershipp orientation hybrid strategies in which e-commerce is applied. The
innovationn cycle runs as follows.
1.. Customer specific innovation at the customer - provider (human) interface,
leadingg to an outcome vector which is a customer specific solution and new
builtt competencies in vector PC.
2.. A posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of new built
competenciess (PC).
3.. Codification of new built competencies to that level of detail that
digitizationn becomes possible and the competencies become part of the
vectorr PT.
4.. Replication of process logic in PT thought electronic channels over the
vectorr CT.
5.. Training the customer in new coproduction skills (competence
enhancementt in vector CC).
Thiss cycle could be viewed as an extended reverse product cycle (extending
Barras'' cycle). The traditional cycle is extended by the idea that service innovation
startss in the interaction with the customer (often during service specification) and
thatt it ends with distribution channel choice and innovation (replication of new
servicee processes over physical service facilities and/or electronic self service
facilities). .

TheThe Revised Service Innovation Diagram and the Definition of Innovation Types
Basedd on the revised service innovation diagram and the critique on the usage of the
termm ad hoc at the beginning of this chapter, the definition of innovation types
providedd by Gallouj & Weinstein needs some adaptation as well (see table 9.6). It
shouldd be noted that the concept of recursiveness applies to the innovation types as
well. .
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Innovation Innovation
Characteristics Characteristics
type type
Radical l
•• The entire system of vectors CC, CT, PC and PT is changed to provide a
innovation n
neww service outcome (vector 0).
•• Competence destroying and reconfiguration.
Incremental l •• Improving certain characteristics of vectors CC, CT, PC and PT, without
innovation n
changingg the system.
•• Competence enhancing.
Customer r •• Interactive (social) construction of a solution to a particular problem
specific c
posedd by a given client.
innovation n •• The outcome vector can be seen as an original solution.
•• Mainly produced at the client/provider interface.
•• A posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of new built
competenciess (PC).
•• Competence enhancing.
•• Customer specific innovations apply also to vectors CT and PT and their
interface,, as is the case for proprietary systems in business-to-business
electronicc interaction for instance.
Recombina-- •• Systematic reutilization of components of the system (out of vector CC,
tivee or
CT,, PC and PT) without changing the core design concept behind
architectu-componentss but with changing the architecture of the system (the way in
ral l
whichh components are integrated and interlinked).
innovation n •• Two basic forms: creation of a new outcome by combining the
characteristicss of a service or by splitting a service into two or more new
ones. .
•• Architectural competence destruction and reconfiguration and
componentt competence preservation. Implementing information
architecturess to support E-commerce/E-business serves as a
contemporaryy example of this innovation type.
Tablee 9.6: Types of service innovation, adapted

ServiceService Strategy and Network Positioning
Ass stated in chapter one, the interorganizational / network perspective on service
strategyy hasn't been part of the initial research design but became part of my
thinkingg during the study. For this reason the 'network ecosystem' framework of
Klüberr et al. (1999) has only been used as an analytical instrument to model roles
andd services provided in a network of service providers in one case, the Interpolis
case.. This means that a cross case analysis on this part of the study can't be done
andd that further confrontation of this framework with practice is left for further
research.. Nevertheless on the basis of the Interpolis case some remarks could be
madee on the framework and on the thinking on service strategy as presented in
chapterr two.
Thee complete EB strategy (module one, two/three and the strategy towards large
enterprises)) of Interpolis indeed had a logic of bundling services in a network of
supplierss to broaden offerings to satisfy the market and to protect the existing
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customerr base, as described in chapter two. In Quélin's (1995) terms, Interpolis
alliedd with companies with complementary resources which are already available
andd in which the alliance focuses on existing markets (like for occupational health
caree services and re-integration services) and Interpolis allied with companies,
whichh focus on the development of new resources (like in the building of the salary
systemm and data roundabout).
Thee 'network ecosystem' framework of Klüber et al. (1999) showed to be
relevantt to analyze the BU EB's network positioning and to explain some of
Interpolis'' strategic developments. Interpolis clearly took the position of establisher,
maintainer,, standard setter and operational manager in the network to take maximum
controll over the network. In this position, Interpolis recognized the limitations of
networkk organization. The variety of requirements from the market units (service
requests)) on the product units (service providers) showed to be too large resulting in
tooo much SLA's. I argued that the large amount of different process providers was
hardd to coordinate in the absence of a mature information, data and transaction
infrastructure,, which often is the glue that holds together business processes.
Mowshowitzz (1997) already stated that the feasibility of virtually organizing
increasess with the availability of such an infrastructure (see chapter two). Interpolis
hadd to build this infrastructure (data roundabout, salary system, EB statements)
themselves.. Standards were not available, so they had to set de facto standards. The
infrastructuree could only be economically exploited with critical mass. In a network
structuree with autonomous parties, there is always the danger of not arriving at
criticall mass because parties are not obliged to participate, or to subscribe to a
standard.. Through the merger Interpolis gained control over a large part of the
processs providers, which made it easier to arrive at critical mass and to set de facto
standardss in the market. Furthermore, Interpolis enlarged its infrastructure by
gainingg access to the infrastructure of its partners. The front offices Rabo banks and
Raboo NL, together with the BU EB could be viewed as the access point to the
servicee network. In the activities of this access point we recognize one of the
functionss of service specification mentioned in chapter two: specification of the
implementationn set of the service network.

Confrontationn of the Basic Assumptions with the Cases
Thee propositions are based on several assumptions taken from the literature review
inn chapter two and three. In this section I confront the main assumptions with the
casess to see whether the assumptions hold. The propositions are based on the
followingg assumptions.
The definition of services and the basic characteristics of services.
The front and back office dichotomy in service delivery design and
Normann'ss differentiation between two customer contact types: one for
servicee specification and one for coproduction in service operations.
Seven functions of service specification derived from the literature in
chapterr three.
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ServiceService Definition and Service Characteristics
II followed Hill (1977) and Gallouj and Weinstein (1997) in their definition of a
servicee as "a set of processing operations carried out by a service provider on
behalfbehalf of a client, in a medium held by the client, and intended to bring about a
changechange in this medium". All services in the case studies meet this definition (see
tablee 9.7). All these services are intangible and especially professionalization,
temporaryy agency and re-integration services have a high degree of
production/consumptionn simultaneity, thus meeting with the two basic
characteristicss of services. Furthermore, all services in the cases are on the pure
servicee end of Shostack's service-goods spectrum.

FrontFront and Back Office Dichotomy and Differentiation Between Service
SpecificationSpecification and Operations
AA second important assumption in this study is the front and back office dichotomy
inn service delivery design and Normann's observation that the customer appears
twicee in the service system, to specify requirements and to take part in service
production. .

ExamplesExamples
of changes
held by
the
of
ServiceService in case studyExamplesExamples MediumMedium
inin that medium
client client
processing processing
operations operations
Workk experience,
Peoplee and mental
Temporaryy agency Recruitment, ,
servicess (Unique and selection,, matching, stimuluss processing. skillss and knowledge
building. .
training,, pool
too some extent
management. .
Compaann in the
Interpoliss case).
Changess in the
Informing,, advising, Information n
Insurancee and
policyy due to tenure
processingg on
contractt / policy
administration n
orr wage mutations.
management,, claims policiess / contracts
servicess (Gak,
processing,, benefits whichh contain
Interpolis). .
determination. .
customer'ss rights.
Changess in people's
Peoplee and mental
Settlementt of reRe-integration n
stimuluss processing bodiess or minds and
plan,
servicesservices (as partintegrationn
of
inn non-physical
thee Unique, Gak and advisingg employees andd some
information
n
assetss
as their
andd employers,
Interpoliss case).
processingg (on
income. .
psychologicall or
claimss and benefits).
medical l
interventions. .
Mentall stimulus
Changess in
Professionalization n Assessment, ,
professional l
teaching,, coaching, processing. .
servicess (Sioo).
motivation, ,
consultation. .
repertoire, ,
knowledgee and
skills. .

Tablee 9.7: All services in the case studies meet the definition of services
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Figuree 9.2: Customer contact types along the sales cycle
II start with Normann's observation. Based on the research material in this study,
II come to the conclusion that there are at least four different kinds of service
encounterss or moments of truth and thus customer contact functions (see figure 9.2).
1.. Promotional customer contact, like in the case of EB events for SME
employerss by Interpolis / Rabo. In these contacts services or problems for
whichh a service might be the solution are brought to the attention of the
markett in a general (non-customer specific) mode.
2.. Service specification in which general promises made through advertising or
promotionall contacts are confirmed by matching customer specific
requirementss on service offerings.
3.. Operational contacts, in which the customer coproduces.
4.. Supportive contacts, like Gak's usage support for data supply media.
Inn reality these different kinds of contacts could be mixed and could take place
inn the same organizational unit (which often will be denoted by front office), as was
forr instance the case at Polisbeheer in which service specification and operational
contactss (for policy management) were mixed. For theoretical/analytical reasons
thesee contacts need to be differentiated because contact types might require different
employeee skills, knowledge and information. For this reason, I provided a stipulative
definitionn of the front office as being the part of the organization in which customers
havee contact with the service provider to reach an agreement regarding the service to
bee delivered. This definition restricts the general meaning of the word front office to
servicee specification activities in this thesis.
Unique'ss branch offices, Gak's R&V and Polisbeheer, the CWI's and the Rabo
bankss in the Interpolis case are all clear front offices in the general sense of meaning
(beingg a (often physical) part of the organization where the organization has
customerr contact) and were designed as single points of contact. Interpolis BU EB,
Sioo'ss program management and Unique's relation management are more abstract,
lesss physically defined as in the general sense. All people working in these front
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officess recognized their customer contacts, recognized their service specification
activitiess and saw some differences between front office and back office. But all
thesee front offices had broader functions that just service specification. In many
casess they performed service operations activities as well (like program management
att Sioo for instance and the mixture of service specification and service management
taskss for managers at Unique). For analytical reasons the scope of the study was on
servicee specification and not on the complete activities of front line employees in
frontfront offices in the general meaning. It should be noted that the findings of the study
aree limited to this scope and that front offices which have a broader task than service
specification,, will have broader information requirements than those that can be
derivedd from this study.
Thee difference between service specification and service operations is a gray
areaa in some services as became apparent from the Sioo case study. In Sioo's
programs,, specification of services continues at run time according to the degrees of
freedomfreedom designed in the program. Specification activities for in-company program
designn might already be subjected to contracts. Furthermore, service specification of
in-companyy programs might already be an intervention in the customer's
organizationn and thus has service operations characteristics. For analysis and
synthesiss it is important to note that this layerdness of service specification might
existt and that service specification might be in itself a form of service delivery as
well.. It doesn't mean that theoretically differentiating between service specification
andd service delivery doesn't make sense, as has been discussed in the conclusions on
thee Sioo case.

SevenSeven Functions of Service Specification
Inn chapter three, based on the literature study, I assumed that the specification
processs in the front office forms the link between service marketing and production
andd that service specification has seven functions. I reviewed the cases to see
whetherr these functions could be recognized in the cases. As shown in table 9.8,
manyy cases show these service specification functions.
UniqueUnique Case
Thee branch offices of Unique inform and advise customers on the kind of service
theyy provide (temporary employment, secondment, recruitment and selection, etc)
andd the abilities to make a match. The application of the employer is always
processedd completely to enable him to specify his needs, thereby a complete service
specificationn is drawn to initiate service delivery (the matching process). Even if a
matchh is expected not to take place, the application is still processed, explicitly
meantt to support relation building (and is done through personal contact for the
samee reason). Customer fear is reduced through a complete set of specifications and
aa warning if matching will be hard to achieve. The implementation set of the
networkk (the amount of branch offices looking for a proper candidate in combination
withh advertising media) is set during specification. Information on the market is
accumulatedd during specification on a local basis ('in the heads of intermediaries'),
butt was not formalized. The branch office has just a signaling (minimal) function for
servicee innovation through customized solutions.
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ServiceService specification function
Uq-- Uq-- G-BO BORM M R& &
VV
Customerss specify their needs and X X X X X X
thee service provider informs and
advises. .
Thee building of customer
XX XX XX
relations. .
Completee service specification
X X X -reducess customer fear and
improvess perceived service
quality. .
Initiatess service delivery processes X X X X
byy providing these processes with
specifications. .
Thee implementation set of a
XX XX
servicee network is specified.
Interactionn often forms the starting X -XX XX
pointt for service innovation.
Accumulationn of market
XX XX XX
information. .

IP-- Si-- Si-G-G-PB B CWI I EB B OP P ICP P
XX

XX

XX

XX

X --

XX

XX

XX

X --

X X X --

X X X --

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

X --

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

X --

XX

X --

XX = indicates this specification function; X - = indicates this specification function partly
Tablee 9.8: Service specification functions in the cases
Relationn management informs the customer about customization possibilities
andd sometime even advises negative on proposed solutions by the customer and
reframee their problem to help them specify their needs and to build relations. They
tryy to come to complete specifications, although they know that customization
specificationss sometimes are loosely defined and that these need to be refined
throughoutt implementation. Therefore they seem to rely somewhat more on the
relationship,, than on complete specification to reduce customer fear. The
implementationn of customization is initiated by the specification process and is done
inn a network of branch offices, third parties, the customer and by hiring new
functionaries.. This network becomes clear during specification. It is clear that the
interactionn between customer and relation management is the source of innovation.
Relationn management accumulates information on the market through account
planning. .
GakGak Case
R&VR&V clearly faced the challenge to contribute to Gak's scope oriented strategy by
specifyingg mass customized services, but lacked relation, product and process
informationn to do so. Furthermore, in the quite bureaucratic organization of Gak,
theyy lacked the empowerment to do so. Therefore they weren't able to come to
completee specifications, to initiate service delivery processes by complete
specificationss or to specify the implementation set of the network. Information
accumulationn on the market had just started through account planning and
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Aansluitingg needed to provide tools for it. The interaction with customers let to
somee innovations, although a posteriori recognition and codification of these
innovationss couldn't be recognized.
Polisbeheerr proactively cross sells data supply products with obliged social
insurancess and informs and advises the customer on both service types and services
fromfrom the B-branch. Especially for large enterprises Polisbeheer faced the same
challengee as R&V when it comes to building relations between Gak and their main
customers,, although for the large bulk of small customers the specification
interactionn had merely the goal to handle mass transactions. Through WDS,
Polisbeheerr could come to semi-complete service specifications for the umbrella
policy.. Premiums still had to be computed in the back office. Specification of data
supplyy products was almost complete as well, although they lacked standard
deliveryy norms to completely reduce customer fear. Delivery processes in the back
officee were trickered by the specification of the umbrella policy. These back office
processess were the same as the implementation set of the internal service network. I
haven'tt had any indications on innovations starting from interaction between
customerss and Polisbeheer and the accumulation of market information was
restrictedd to the just started account planning to support R&V in focusing on the
largerr accounts.
Thee CWI's played a limited role in service specification. Just two specification
functionss could be recognized at CWI's. The implementation set of the network
(UVTs,, GSD's, ARBVO) was set at the CWI through their reference function and
thee initiation of service delivery processes was partly initiated by CWI by providing
thesee service processes with the right and completely filled in application forms.
InterpolisInterpolis Case
EBB module one had the goal to inform and advise customers on their HRM risks and
opportunitiess and to strengthen relationship with SME's. In this process, customers
couldd specify their needs (if they were aware of it). Through the simplified package,
customerr fear is reduced by full service specification and these specifications initiate
servicee processes in the back office of the several suppliers in the network. The
interactionn with customers on EB module one didn't show to be the starting point of
innovations,, but the interaction with large enterprises on EB at the market unit GO
couldd be expected to show customer specific innovations. One of the information
itemss OLI provided was a profile of customers who already took EB offerings to
providee Rabo banks with insight into prospects (SME's who resembled this profile).
Thiss market information was built throughout the specification process.
SiooSioo Case
Forr open programs as well as for in-company programs customers specify their
needss in dialogue with Sioo staff who informs and advises (for instance through
refrainingg the customer's question en redefining his problem statement). Sioo tries to
buildd relationships with its customers throughout service specification. The
specificationn process provides information for program run and run time
customizationn (this process continues during the program, as has been discussed in
thee conclusions of chapter eight). The specifications for in-company programs often
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weree quite loosely defined and even for many open programs the specification is
looselyy defined to allow run time customization, thus not indicating a strive for
completee specifications. The Sioo case indicates that uncertainty rising from semicompletee specifications needs to be compensated by good relations. The
implementationn set (teaching and consultation staff) is set through the program
specificationn on a global level. Depending on the course run adjustments can be
made.. Interaction on in-company programs is the starting point of many innovations
att Sioo, and eligibility assessment and other interaction with (prospective) course
memberss contributes to innovations as well. During specification their marketing
databasee is built and market knowledge on the different in-company segments is
builtt as well (although not in a formalized way).

Confrontationn of the Four Cases: the Em ploy ability Industry
Thee four case studies in this thesis have a theme in common; the companies all
providee services in the field of employability. The four companies in the cases and
manyy of the service providers around these companies are in what I propose to
denotee the employability industry. Why it is of importance to denote a new industry
iss addressed in the first part of this section. In the second part, I discuss several of
thee initiatives deployed in the employability industry by the companies in the case
studiess in reaction on changing legislation.

TheThe Employability Industry
II define the employability industry as the service industry in which services are
providedd to increase the opportunities for satisfactorily life time employment for
employedd citizens and the companies they work for, and for currently and hopefully
timelyy unemployed citizens. A comprehensive range of services is provided in this
industry. .
•• Employee/employment benefits services and many of the underlying
financiall services.
•• Occupational health care services.
•• Re-integration services (in the broad sense, i.e. including health care
services). .
•• Flexible workforce services like temporary employment, secondment,
recruitmentt and selection, pool management, etc.
•• Educational services for life long education (ranging from initial education
inn the public domain to business education and professionalization
programs).. It should be noted that many re-integration services are
educationall in nature as well.
•• Social insurances.
•• Labor guidance services, like those of the CWTs and the former
employmentt stimulation agencies or assessment centers.
II have several reasons to suggest putting all these services under the umbrella of
thee new industry term employability.
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••
••

••
••
••

••

••
••

It draws attention to a common goal: employability.
It draws attention to relationships between services which otherwise
wouldn'tt be laid. For instance, it might raise the question whether
professionalizationn education prevents from illness (given the fact that
professionalss might grow into jobs for which their initial education (partly)
fallss short, this could be the case).
It draws attention to networks of service providers, providing a
comprehensivee set of services to support employability.
It enables us to make comparisons with other countries on costs and maturity
off this industry.
It draws attention to the public/private hybridity of the industry and
opportunitiess for public-private partnerships (for instance in education,
sociall insurances/income insurances or reintegration services).
It draws attention to a typical characteristic of the industry. It is a hybrid of
business-to-business,, business-to-employee, government-to-citizen industry,
whichh has consequences for marketing and distribution of the services (for
instance:: workplace marketing).
It draws attention on effects of deregulation (or Governmental withdrawal)
onn the complete industry.
It draws away our attention from the unilateral resource connotation of
humann resource management and redirects our attention to a bilateral
connotationn of resourcefulness in which resourceful organizations enable
peoplee to be resourceful, vise versa.

InitiativesInitiatives in the Employability Market in Reaction on Changing S
SecuritySecurity Legislation
Inn appendix B, I describe the developments in the general legislatory context in
whichh the case studies at Gak, Interpolis, Sioo and Unique have been done. I
characterizee this general context as one of a withdrawing Government regarding
sociall security, changing legislation on the social security organization and
increasingg HRM related risks for employers and employees.
Throughh legislation like TAV (1992), the Wulbz (1996), the Pemba act (1998)
andd the Working Conditions Legislations (1994 and 1998), the Dutch Government
laidd the responsibility to prevent employees from illness and occupational disability
att the employer. Reintegration initiatives by organizations were stimulated by the
Dutchh Government through the TAV (1992) and the Rea act (1998). This let to a
widee range of private and public services in the field of prevention, insurance, reintegrationn and reduction of HRM-related administrative burden. Examples of these
servicess become apparent from the case studies.
Siooo took initiatives to support occupational health care professionals, medical
examiners,, labor experts and re-integration professionals in their prevention and reintegrationn role. Through the A&O, CA&O and innovation project/action learning
programm for UviX, Sioo obtained to provide these professionals with knowledge and
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skillss to intervene in illness producing systems (like organizations) in addition to
interventionn in the 'patient's system' (the patient himself and his family for
instance). .
Interpoliss (and many other insurers) provides insurances for those risks from
whichh Government withdrew, like income insurances, Pemba insurances (an
insurancee against premium rise of another (public) insurance) and WAO-shortfall
insurances.. Interpolis linked its income insurances and Pemba insurances to
preventionn by occupational health care providers by setting standards on
occupationall health care contracts of their customers by the multi-arbo service and
throughh a merger by which they became one of the largest players in the business
caree market. Through their EB-module one they created awareness on HRM-related
riskss and opportunities in the SME market and they planned to develop a range of
instrumentss to asses HRM-related risks and opportunities for large enterprises.
Furthermore,, Interpolis linked financial risks due to illness and disability of their
customerss and damage reduction on income insurances and Pemba insurances to reintegrationn services, notably the complete range of services provided by Compaan
(includingg support for the application of Rea-subsidies). Usage of Compaan's
servicess was arranged for in the multi-arbo service. The Compaan network with
Adeccoo as one of the participants and the cooperation between Unique and the
Amersfoortsee shed some light on the role of temporary employment agencies in reintegrationn service networks.
Gakk and Interpolis both took initiatives to reduce administrative burden during
thee period of study. Gak launched the initiative of ViaPrisma, worked on the Reflex
projectt for the temporary employment agency industry and served many customers
withh their range of data supply products. Interpolis worked on the data roundabout
forr which they gained critical mass through the merger.
Interpoliss not only reacted on the withdrawal of Government, but also perceived
theirr ability to provide services in the employer - employee relationship as a
businesss opportunity. In their concept of employment benefits, they conceptualized a
comprehensivee service offering taken together in four themes: 'Absenteeism',
'Provisionss for the future', 'Mobility' and 'Personal Benefits'. This offering would
bee supported by the data roundabout, personal benefits statements and worksite
marketingg in a business-to-business / business-to-employee hybrid mode.
Gak,, the other four UVI's, 572 Gemeentelijke Sociale Diensten and the
Arbeidsvoorziening,, divided over 18 regions started cooperation in the SWI context
too come to about two hundred CWI's. The primary goal of the CWI's was to have a
singlee point of contact in which citizens without work would immediately be
confrontedd with the demand site of the labor market and would be stimulated to find
workk as quickly as possible. Reality two years later was that only 48 out of 200
SWO'ss were implemented, that occupational disability was only part of 30 of the
2000 SWO's, that the demand side of the labor market was not included in the CWI,
thatt non of the CWI's provided a complete overview of vacancies, that process
integrationn hadn't been reached yet, that most of the operational CWI's were just
officess shared by several organizations, that the CVCS was planned to be
operationall at the end of 1999 and that the CVCS pilot didn't had a model of
vacancyy data. On the first of January 2002 the SUWI act became into force,
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providingg in a legislatory framework to enforce cooperation in the CWI's between
UWV,, UWI and GSD in which all UVI's merged into the UWV and the
Arbeidsvoorzieningg was merged into the LIWÏ.
Basedd on the two acts on the organization of social security, the OSV (1995 and
1997)) and the SUWI act (2002), Gak, as being the largest UVI, launched major
initiativess to reorganize and revitalize their business. The Gak case shows that a
majorr change program had to be launched to anticipated market changes and rising
competition,, which resulted from the OSV. The changes were taken together in the
changee program Aansluiting for which overall costs was budgeted at 294 million
Euross during a period of four years. Only three years later, the Dutch government
changedd its strategy towards the organization of social security and decided to stop
thee privatization process of the UVI's. During 2000 and 2001 the SUWI law passed
thee Dutch parliament, which arranged for the complete merger of all five UVI's into
thee UWV by the first of January 2002. Again the UVI's had to anticipate major
environmentall changes.
Overviewingg all these initiatives, it could at least be concluded that there passes
aa severe time of several years between the enforcement of legislation and the effects
off legislation in such a complex market / society. I will use the term incubation
periodd to denote this time. To support this statement, the above-mentioned initiatives
aree related to legislation, which gave rise to the initiatives and a rough estimate of its
incubationn time in table 9.9.
Thee incubation period suggests that profound research on effects of legislation on
societyy (taking into account the complete process from initiative taking to
maturationn of services to effects on illness prevention and re-integration), increasing
attentionn of politics for organizational and implementation issues, combined with
somee patience (not inertia) could be an alternative for politics in which new
legislationn passes every two years (the Dutch politics of the last ten years).
Itt becomes clearfromthe Gak case study that the organizational efforts Gak had
too make to adjust itself to the changing circumstances during the period 1997-1999
weree profound, as are the current and forthcoming organizational changes due to the
SUWII law. It seems to me that it would be of societal and political interest to study
howw much money the changing strategy towards the organization of social security
duringg two successive periods of 'purple' government have cost (the OSV and
SUWII acts). I recommend that part of this study should be to express the managerial
timee spend on reorganization instead of re-integration in financial terms. This raises
thee interesting question to what extend changes in the organization of social security
havee its intended effects on re-integration of unemployed or disabled people, how
muchh time and effort it takes to arrive at these effects and to what extend alternative
allocationss of investments would have more effects on re-integration.
Sincee the period of the parliamentary inquiry of the commission Buurmeyer,
Dutchh Government has shifted responsibilities for prevention and re-integration and
costss for absenteeism to employers. In the former period all costs were paid from
sociall security funds to which employers and employees contributed. Nowadays, we
livee in a hybrid situation. Employers and employees still contribute to social security
funds. .
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Legislation Legislation

Workingg Conditions
Legislationss (1994).

InitiativeInitiative in the market /society

Roughly Roughly
estimated estimate
incubation incubati
time time
3-many y
years s

Startt of Sioo's A&O program to support
occupationall health care professionals in their
knowledgee and skills on interventions in illness
producingg systems. It is obvious that it took Sioo
severall years to educate a large amount of these
professionalss (the program still runs) and that it took
thesee professionals some time to master their skills
inn practice as well. At least it took them two years to
finishh the program.
InIn 1999 Sioo started the initiative for an open
4-?? years
CA&OO program. The program never ran.

REA-actt (1998) and
Workingg Conditions
Legislationss (1994 and
1998). .
TBA(1993)/Wulbz z Itt took Interpolis (and other insurance companies) a 1-33 years
(1996). .
couplee of years to quantify risks of illness
absenteeismm insurances (as Interpolis mentioned in
theirr year report 1999).
TBA(1993)/Wulbz z Interpolis'' initiative for EB-module one (including 2-44 years
(1996)/Working g
Compaann and the multi-arbo service) and the roll l
Conditions s
outt of this service to all Rabo banks and the SME
Legislationss (1994 and markett would be finished at the end of 2001.
1998)/REA-act t
(1998)/Pemba a
(1998). .
Startt Samenwerking
Twoo years later (at the end of 1998) results were
4-88 years
Werkk en Inkomen
disappointing.. Six years later cooperation between
(1996). .
threee new organizations was enforced by the SUWI
act.. Reorganizations are still running.
REA-actt (1998) and
Thee Interpolis case shows that in the beginning of 3-?? years
thee decision in the
20011 600 reintegration businesses were operating in
SUWII act (2000-2002) thee reintegration market, indicating an immature
too leave reintegration markett with many SME's. One could have doubts
servicess to the private aboutt the marketing and distribution abilities of
market. .
somee of these companies. It could be expected that
occupationall health care services and UWV would
facee severe coordination problems in such a market.
OSV(1995) )
Gakk envisioned the future in its business plan (1996) 4-66 years
andd started Aansluiting in 1998 (which was planned
too run up until 2001). Aansluiting was dismantled at
thee end of 1999. Gak sold its commercial ventures
inn 2000 and prepared the merge into UWV from that
yearr on.
SUWII (2000-2002)
Reorganizationn due to the merger is still running.
2-44 years

Tablee 9.9: Legislation, initiatives in the market / society and the estimated incubation time.
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Besidess employer's and employee's contribution to social funds, nowadays they
havee to pay occupational health care contracts, WAO-shortfall insurances, reintegrationn services, Pemba premiums (conform the bonus-penalty ruling in the act),
premiumss for Pemba insurances, employee's wages during the first year of illness
(conformm the Wulbz) and they have to deal with more suppliers contributing to their
administrativee burden. It is an open question to me whether society at large is better
offf nowadays. Are employers and employees paying more or less than before the
withdrawall of Government? What has been the effect on the total costs of employing
peoplee (which is generally viewed as a major factor influencing the competitors
positioningg of the Dutch industry on the world market)?

Conclusions s
Thee conclusions are divided into three sections, one on the theory, one on the
researchh design and one on the limitations of this study.

Theory y
Throughh the exploratory research presented in this thesis, I came to a more
comprehensivee understanding of services positioning strategies, the alignment of
organizationall design to service strategy, the contribution of service innovation to
servicee strategy and the information requirements for the specification of services.
Confrontationn of proposition three with the cases and redefinition of the term ad
hocc leads to the idea of three generic service positioning strategies in which
resourcess are combined in service processes and positioned in the market to perform
setss of processing operations carried out by service providers on behalf of a client, in
aa medium held by the client, and intended to bring about a change in this medium.
Forr these three service positioning strategies, the relation between strategy and
organizationall design is depicted in table 9.4. The relations are based on literature
revieww and are recognized in the four case studies.
Knowledgee on the relationship between service strategy and organizational
designn in the service industry has been expanded in this research on the following
topics. .
Taking together insights from the literature on the relation between three
genericc service positioning strategies and organizational design principles
intoo table 9.4. Although many of the relations in table 9.4 have been derived
fromfrom the literature, these relations haven't been taken together before in the
literaturee to characterize the three strategic patterns. Denomination of the
threee strategic patterns in external oriented terms, merely than in internal
orientedd terms (like cost leadership), directs our thinking on the external
orientationn of service positioning.
The relationship between three service strategy patterns and the information
requirementss for service specification in the front office expressed in the
fivefive front office types of proposition one. This provides an answer to
researchh question three.
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The understanding that the nature of service processes in partnership
orientedd strategies is based on professional knowledge and that these
processess often show interconnection with customer processes.
The understanding that the interaction governance in partnership oriented
strategiess is not of the jobbing kind but shows a partner role and diagnostic
skillss pattern.
Somee of the cases quite explicitly showed a pattern in which the strategic
orientationn of the same business unit oscillates between two generic strategy
patterns.. I explain this pattern by the resource based view on service strategy and the
needd to extent resources to react on market heterogeneity through innovation.
Combiningg scope and partnership orientation could strengthen both strategies
becausee working with standard modules makes it possible to combine existing
moduless with new ones to create unique service outcomes on the one hand and
createss opportunities to enhance the base of modules and competencies through a
posteriorii recognition and dissemination of new built competencies on the other
hand.. Combinations of scope and partnership orientation make sense if the business
unitt wants to continuously enhance its existing base of modules, when the business
unitt emphasizes partnership orientation but sees a market opportunity to standardize
partt of its service into standardized modules or when the business unit has customers
whichh need to be retained and which occasionally have service requests beyond the
scopee of current customization options. Combinations of scale and scope orientation
aree a trade off between the cost of modularization and the amount of volume in
standardizedd business on the one hand and volumes and prices of mass customized
solutionss and the business opportunities arising from shorter time to market on the
otherr hand. In general, business units need to make the trade off between the
volumess of their business made in two different generic strategies. If the volume
underr one strategy comes to the expense of another, the two strategies need to be
conductedd in two different organizational units.
Myy explanation for oscillation between two generic strategy patterns in one
businesss unit deviates from the prevailing idea that different strategies should be
conductedd by different business units. Combinations of two strategies within one
businesss unit could make sense from an innovation standpoint as long as the
resultingg operational strain is manageable. This seems to be the case in organizations
inn which service modules are explicitly recognizable. Standardizing services from
moduless is easy and adding new modules to customize offerings is possible as long
ass enough specialism to conceptualize customization is available. Up until a decade
agoo the dichotomy between standardizes or customized services dominated our
thinking.. Now that we're able to study modularization and mass customization,
we'ree not only able to recognize a new strategic pattern (scope orientation) but we
aree even able to recognize opportunities for oscillation between scope and
partnershipp or between scope and mass orientation.
Thee service innovation diagram of Gallouj and Weinstein not only provides an
analyticall instrument to understand oscillation between two generic service
strategies,, but also provides an analytic tool to understand innovation in general and
thuss also innovation within strategic patterns. Based on some of the innovations in
thee Gak and Interpolis case and based on insights in e-commerce and e-business in
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general,, the diagram is revised, as is shown in figure 9.1. With this diagram, the
servicee innovation types and recursive use of the diagram, we can reason about
innovations,, which have become common in the e-commerce and e-business field
andd the network perspective becomes more explicit in our thinking. The service
innovationn diagram explicitly shows human and technological competencies, which
aree exploited in service processes, which are positioned on the market.
Ass the four case studies show and as is recognized in the literature, today's
businesss logic in the service industry is one of bundling services in networks of
providerss to satisfy customer requests. In the Interpolis case this network view has
beenn taken into account. The network ecosystem showed to be relevant to analyze
thee BU EB's network positioning and to explain some of Interpolis' strategic
developments.. Interpolis had the position of meta manager in the network. The
Interpoliss case indicates that the meta manager of the network doesn't have to
providee all services itself (reintegration services for instance were insourced from
otherr process providers) and doesn't have to perform access point (front office)
processess itself either (which was done by their Rabo distribution channel as being a
saless process provider). The case shows that the metamanager has to provide for the
gluee between the processes, i.e. the design of specification processes in which
servicee requests were matched with production capacity (which was the focus of the
Starterr project) and the implementation of an infrastructure to facilitate different
processs providers to work together. In the absence of such an infrastructure,
Interpoliss had to merge to facilitate their metamanagement function and to arrive at a
criticall mass to exploit such an infrastructure and to set de facto standards. The use
off the business ecosystem in the Interpolis case indicates that this model is not only
usefull for analyzing roles and services in virtual organizations (its original purpose)
butt in network organizations in general, as I proposed in chapter two.
Combiningg insights from the service innovation diagram with insights on the
processs nature of services and insights from the business ecosystem draws attention
onn the layeredness of service offerings in e-commerce/e-business. Upper service
providerss in the ecosystem become dependent on lower level infrastructure
providers.. The policies on the perishability / capacity constraint problem of the
servicee providers in the underlying layers determines the performance and capacity
constraintt problems of the service providers in the upper layers of the network
ecosystemm and the price structure of the complete service in the upper layer is not
onlyy determined by the prices of upper layer service providers, but also by price
structuress of the under layer providers. Perceived service quality of the end service
iss influenced by the performance of the under layer service providers, the customer's
ownn technology and his competencies to use this technology.
Frontt offices (and e-commerce applications as being self service front offices as
well)) could be viewed as access points to service networks. When it comes to the
specificationn of services in these access points, seven functions of service
specificationn are derived from the literature and confronted with the cases (see
frameworkframework 9.1). Taking these functions together in a confrontation with the four
casess adds to our understanding of the function of service specification. In addition
too this, the literature only recognizes two types of customer - provider interaction,
onee in service specifications and one in service production. Based on the four cases,
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II differentiate four contact types: promotional, specification, operational and
supportivee customer contacts. In this thesis I focused on customer contact for
specificationn of services.
Thee information model in proposition one and the confrontation of the model
withh eight front offices adds to our insight into the information requirements for
servicee specification, a basic activity in service delivery. The model relates three
typess of information (relation, product and process information) to the degree of
customizationn to be specified. All front office types could be recognized in the cases
exceptt the control room pattern. The Unique and Gak study however do show
servicee elements and combination procedures that can be recognized as smallest
replicapablee units and indeed were digitized on that level as well. Because this study
doess show some customization practice on the level of smallest replicapable units, I
doo think it still makes sense to distinguish the advanced level of control room in the
modell of proposition one. Tailored standardization and the control room should be
seenn as a to be explored area between mass customization and pure customization,
makingg this type of front office suitable for both scope and partnership oriented
strategies. .
Thee confrontation of proposition two with the cases shows ineffectiveness of the
frontfront office when information requirements for service specification are not met.
Insufficientt relation information limits proactivity, as does insufficient product
information.. Longer specification lead-times might result from insufficient product
informationn but insufficient process information appears to be more frequently the
causee of longer specification lead-times. Limited protection of the back office is a
resultt of insufficient product and process information and sometimes goes hand in
handd with longer specification lead-times because the necessary information needs
too be extracted from the back office. None of the cases showed specification quality
problemss although product or process information was missing in four of them.
Specificationn quality was guaranteed through back office consultation or by not
offeringg the service (limited proactivity). Back office consultation or limited
proactivityy could be expected in general to circumvent the problem of low quality
specifications.. Nevertheless, it is still thinkable that specification quality problems
mightt result from insufficient product or process information. Therefore I think it's
tooo early to leave this part out of proposition two.
Sevenn functions of service specification.
• • Customerss specify their needs and the service provider informs and d
advises. .
• • Thee building of customer relations.
• • Completee service specification reduces customer fear and dimproves s
perceivedd service quality
• • Initiatess service delivery processes by providing these processes swith h
specifications. .
• • Thee implementation set of a service network is specified.
• • Interactionn often forms the starting point for service innovation.
• • Accumulationn of market information.
Frameworkk 9.1: Seven functions of service specification
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Thee findings on proposition two suggest that insufficient information in the front
officee results in a decrease in service quality. Limited proactivity limits employee's
assurancee on products and relationships. Longer specification lead-time is a
manifestationn of lack of responsiveness. Low quality specification might indicate
reliabilityy problems. Furthermore, the cases in which insufficient information was
availablee indicate poor employee - technology - job fit, one of the reasons for one
off the five potential shortfalls of service quality (i.e. gap three).
Theefrontoffice information model serves as a reference work for the application
off ICT in the front office and takes into account the basic logic of service
specification:: matching customer requests with service capacity. In the general
remarkss on the model in chapter four, I state that Ihefirstconsideration to be made is
too determine the highest level of customization to be specified. Software systems,
whichh support this level of specification, can also support the specification of lower
levelss of customization. From the Sioo and Unique cases, it becomes clear that the
relation,, product and process information that is available in the field and inside
servicee front office type is available in the symbiosis type as well and that this
informationn is supplemented with information on the symbiosis level. Although not
ass clear as in the other cases, this can be recognized at Gak as well. R&V and
Polisbeheerr needed to exchange relation information (for instance account plans)
andd in both front office types product information on standard social insurances and
dataa supply products was available. R&V clearly showed a need for a larger set of
relationn information and deeper product information (on the components level) to be
ablee to specify customized standardization. This suggests that with information on
thee highest customization level / front office type, lower levels of customization
specificationn could be done and the required information exchange between front
officee types (like for instance the relation information exchange between the branch
officess and relation management at Unique and Gak's R&V and Polisbeheer) could
bee facilitated. Thus, through designing software that provides that level of
information,, one presides over software which supports specification of lower levels
off customization as well. This software would support varying front offices.
Thee information model serves as a reference work for service distribution
managementt as well. Designing software that provides information on the highest
levell of customization /frontoffice type, contains service specification process logic
throughh which it is easier to replicate processes. As a result, new distribution
channelss can be set up relatively quickly making it possible for service providers to
increasee their flexibility and time to market. Usage of the model leads to software
withh the service specification logic of thefrontoffice type with the highest degree of
customizationn and all the types with lower levels of customization. Through this
softwaree companies can support service specification in different distribution
channelss (like call centers, traditional front offices, self service machines, ecommercee applications, etc.) which are of the front office type with the highest
degreee of customization and all the types with lower levels of customization. Usage
off the model in managerial decision making not only draws attention on the required
degreee of customization, required front office information and software design, but
alsoo draws attention to the training to be provided to people who need to use the
software/processs logic. This accounts not only tofrontoffice employees who specify
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servicess but also to customers in the case of self service specification (like is for
instancee the case with e-commerce applications). If the level of required training for
employeess or customers for a certain distribution channel appears to be too high, a
lowerr level of customization for that distribution channel needs to be chosen or
anotherr channel (with higher educated people) needs to be chosen. Furthermore, the
modell supports one of the basic functions of service providers: matching customer
requestss (which become apparent in service specification) with service capacity.
Servicee capacity is reflected in the model by product information (the structure of
servicee activities to be performed) and process information (the actual availability of
capacityy to perform service activities). The model draws managerial attention on the
availabilityy of this kind of information in the organization and thus to the level of
servicee process control in the organization.
Too understand resource based service positioning strategies in service networks
andd the informational design of service specification in access points to these
networks,, I used four analytical instruments that reinforce each other and facilitates
ourr thinking on the subject: the three service positioning strategies, the service
innovationn diagram, the front office information model and the business ecosystem.
Thee three strategic patterns facilitate thinking on the relations between
organizationall design and service positioning. In the patterns the nature of the
servicee process is related to the marketing and management approach, obtained
economies,, the nature of the interaction governance, the value adding focus in the
processs and the information requirements for service specification. These strategic
patternss are configurations of resources to provide services to the market. Whether
thesee configurations are unique in the sense that unique resources are bundled,
dependss on its value to customers, its duplication barriers (due to tacitness,
complexityy and specifity) and its appropriability. It should be noted that the patterns
inn itself are complex configurations of (company specific) information; managerial,
employeee and customer coproduction skills and knowledge; and tangible and
intangiblee competencies. The complexity and tacitness of these configurations limit
duplication. .
Thee service innovation diagram and innovation types facilitate our thinking on
innovationss within strategic patterns and on innovations stemming from oscillation
betweenn strategic patterns (which might strengthen both patterns). It further draws
ourr attention to the dynamic relationship between human and technological
competenciess at both the provider(s) side and customer side, which sheds another
lightt on e-commerce and e-business. Innovations of the customer specific,
recombinativee and incremental type enhance competencies and thus contribute to
heterogeneityy of organizations. For customer specific innovations, service
specificationn is the starting point. For mass customization, recombinative
innovationss are a requisite and recombinative skills and information on
recombinationn options are required during service specification.
Thee information model for service specification provides an informational
designn perspective on the design of access points to service networks in which
informationn on relations is coupled to production surrogates in the form of product
andd process information to facilitate thinking on matching of customer requests to
servicee capacity. It further draws our attention to the relationship between
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informationn and employee/customer skills for service specification. The combination
off information on customers, information on production surrogates, the required
levell of process control to provide for production surrogates and the specification
skillss of employees/customers in itself could be seen as a complex and company
specificc configuration which could be a unique resource of customer value.
Thee business ecosystem facilitates our thinking on bundling service processes of
differentt process providers in complex multi-layered networks and the coordination
off these networks. It draws our attention on the dependency of upper layers of
processs providers on lower layers of business network infrastructure providers and
thee role of metamanagement in these networks. The metamanagement role
concentratess on the ability to facilitate matching of service requests on service
capacityy in the network through the design of an organizational and informational
infrastructuree that forms the glue between customers and the different parties in the
network.. The specification of services initiates contact between the customer and the
networkk and defines the implementation set of the network. Service specification is
onee of the basic functions of access points to service networks. The front office
informationn model thus gives more detail to our thinking on the metamanagement
role.. The production surrogates line of thinking in the model, together with the idea
too build relation information to recognize customers (and their value to the
company/network),, the abstraction from implementation issues and the idea that
frontfront office information that supports the highest degree of customization in the
company/network,, also supports lower degrees of customization; provides
metamanagementt with a model to conceptualize software that might run in different
frontfront offices/access points. As was the case with Interpolis, these access points don't
havee to be performed by the metamanager itself, but the design of it is an inevitable
partt of its role to facilitate matching of requests on capacity. The information model
providess more insight into facilitation of that matching. Through the design of
multiplee access points to networks, the metamanager replicates service processes
overr different front offices to access different market segments. The information
modell facilitates our thinking on this replication, as I already discussed in these
conclusions.. Companies that perform metamanagement roles could be expected to
bee the most powerful in service networks. They design multiple access points to
networkss (and thus define distribution strategies); they match requests on available
capacity;; they accumulate market information through access points; they have a
brokerr role in the determination of action sets and they facilitate the determination of
implementationn sets in service specification in multiple access points. Through these
activitiess they accumulate knowledge on the market and on the performance and
attractivenesss to the market of the action set, unique resources on which strategies
couldd be build.

Researchh Method
Inn de Vries and Roest (1999) in section two, I discuss six criteria to evaluate case
research. .
•• Explication of the epistemological orientation of the study.
•• The argumentation of the chosen research strategy based on the research
theme. .
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••
••
••
••
••

The function of the study in the knowledge accrual process (exploration or
explanation). .
The amount of cases, the unit of analysis, the site selection criteria and
replicationn logic.
The data collection approach: the sources of data, triangulation and the
establishmentt of a review process.
The dataa analysis techniques.
The research protocol and case study database.

Thesee criteria have been used to design the study. In this section I will reflect on the
researchh design in the order of these criteria.
Inn chapter four I explained the epistemological orientation in this study (a
positivisticc one). My positivistic orientation stems from my educational background
inn the information systems / information management discipline, in which the
positivisticc orientation is the traditional one (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). This
couldd be said about business economics and marketing as well (in which I have
somee background as well). Throughout my research however, I became aware of the
drawbackss of the positivist standpoint (it's hard to hold on to the idea of one reality,
whichh could be discovered objectively), but a complete redesign of the study
couldn'tt be done anymore. An epistemological discussion and re-orientation fell
beyondd the scope of this study due to time limitations. I chose to proceed with the
initiall research design. Nevertheless this study is not completely hypotheticodeductivee in nature, because the theory of the study is hold against empirical data
andd revised if needed in an abductive fashion, i.e. the theory of the study guided data
collectionn and analysis but the method left degrees of freedom to be able to collect
andd investigate data to adjust or refine the theory (in a more inductive way). In the
presentationn of the cases, I tried to let the people in the case studies tell their own
story,, but the presentation of the material is in the order of my theory.
Inn chapter four I stated that case research is an appropriate research strategy for
studyingg the research theme service strategy in relation to front office information
requirements.. As becomes clear from chapter three, little research has been done on
thiss research theme and the theme doesn't have a strong theoretical base. The
objectivee of the study was to generate theory by exploratory case research.
Thee amount of cases, four business units and eight front offices, seems to be
quitee high compared with the study on 55 case studies in de Vries and Roest (1999).
Onlyy 13% (7 out of 55) of all studies had more than eight cases. Taken from a front
officee perspective (the perspective which is central to the three propositions) eight
frontfront office cases are studied. The case studies were embedded and I differentiated
betweenn the central unit of analysis (the business unit and its front office(s)), the
contextt and the subunits of analysis. The sites are selected on the criterion of
maximumm variation to be able to investigate all front office types. The Interpolis
casee showed to be a critical case as well and was selected for this reason. Although
thesee selection criteria worked out quite well, it should be noted that it is quite hard
too determine the type of front office from the outside before starting the study.
Thereforee I didn't succeed infindingafrontoffice which looked promisingfromthe
outsidee to investigate the front office type control room. In the theory building
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processs in the case studies and the cross case analysis I used replication logic, not a
samplingg logic, in which I used pattern matching between the proposed pattern and
thee empirically based pattern and I used explanation building to explain deviations
fromm proposed patterns and to revise propositions.
Thee case studies are primarily based on three sources of data: interviews,
documentationn and information systems, which made triangulation possible.
Furthermoree investigator triangulation has been applied. In the Unique and Gak case
aa review procedure has been applied. In the other two cases I haven't offered the
intervieweess the opportunity to review transcribed interviews. In the first two cases
nonee of the interviewees reacted on it and I didn't expect the interviewees in the
Interpoliss and Sioo case to do so. In all cases the results of the study have been
presentedd to management and have been discussed with management. For all case
studiess a case study database is built and a protocol is followed. Content analysis of
documentationn and transcribed interviews has been used as the main data analysis
techniquee and the tables presented in the case studies and the cross case analysis
functionn as conceptually ordered data displays to present and analyze data.
Thee overall research design worked out quite well. The conceptual research
designn focused attention on the topics to be researched in the cases. The technical
researchh design focused attention to side selection criteria, the units of analysis, the
dataa sources and techniques to analyze data. The protocol and case study database
weree helpful in keeping order into the mass of data, which inevitably is part of
qualitativee research. The complete research design provided enough degrees of
freedomm to make sense of * surprising' patterns in an abductive fashion, like for
instancee the pattern of two generic service positioning strategies in one business unit
whichh could be explained by using Gallouj and Weinstein's service innovation
diagram,, or to explore interesting topics that came upfront in individual cases, like
Interpolis'' network positioning.

Limitationss of the Study
Everyy research has its limitations, as is the case with the research presented in part
onee of this thesis. I discuss limitations on generalization, limitations due to
perspectivess taken in the initial research design and limitations due to the scope of
thee study.

LimitationsLimitations on Generalization
Thee advantage of case research is the level of detail that could be reached, the
degreess of freedom it provides to make sense of surprising patterns and its suitability
too develop propositions. Its disadvantage is that generalization is restricted to
analyticc generalization (Yin, 1994). Statistical generalization wasn't the goal of this
research.. For statistical replication, the propositions need to be made operational.
Thee instrument in appendix A is a starting point to do so but needs addition.
Analysiss of contracts (the result of service specification), smallest replicapable units
inn different services and applications of work flow management in which service
activitiess are linked, might result in additions of the instrument on product and
processs information. The instrument on relation information contains enough detail
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too make proposition one operational for statistical analysis. To make the relations in
thee three generic service strategies operational, instruments to measure constructs
likee management and marketing approach, economies, empowerment, etc. need to
bee developed. Given the state of research in fields like organizational design or
marketingg one could expect to find some questionnaires on empowerment or
relationshipp marketing to buildd on.
Thee focus of this study was on the information requirements of service
specificationn and its relationship to service positioning strategies. The information
modell in proposition one has been made as operational as possible in the instrument
inn appendix A, given the limited state of knowledge on information requirements in
services.. Detailed instrumentalization of the relationships in the service positioning
strategiess fell beyond the scope of this study, due to time limitations.

LimitationsLimitations Due to Perspectives Taken in the Initiai Resear
Inn the initial research design, presented in chapter four, I make an abstraction from
thee parties involved in the service delivery process and I remained to do so
throughoutt the discussion of the case studies and the cross case analysis. I limited
myy study to the functional issues of the production and distribution of services, i.e.
thee activities and processes to be performed to deliver the service. I explicitly didn't
takee governance issues into account. It should be stated however, that in practice
governancee issues do play a role and that in applying insights from this study to
practicall situations, governance issues have to be taken into account. In service
networks,, for instance, independent operating organizations might not be willing to
sharee information because this information is strategic to them and thus several
organizationss may strive for the metamanagement role. Furthermore, multiple access
pointss of a service network, governed by multiple organizations, might result in
channell conflicts in which the same service offering of the network is distributed to
thee same market segment by two different access points / front offices governed by
differentt organizations.
Inn the initial research design, I didn't take a network perspective on service
strategyy and front office design. I took an intra-organizational perspective, which is
thee traditional perspective in much research on information management and service
marketingg and management. This means that the unit of analysis in all cases has
beenn on the intra-organizational level (the business unit) and that the site selection
wass based on that perspective as well. Taking networks of service organizations as
thee unit of analysis would have been beneficial to the network positioning issues in
thiss study, which now has only been studied in the Interpolis case and only has been
studiedd in that case from the perspective of one of the parties in the complete
network:: Interpolis. I came to the understanding that the intra-organizational
perspectivee limits our understanding on service positioning strategies and front
officee design halfway during my studies. The Interpolis case, the literature review in
chapterr two and this chapter provided the only opportunities to discuss this
perspective.. I'm aware of the limitations of this discussion and the reader has to be
awaree of it as well, nevertheless I found the combination of the insights in the initial
researchh design with the network perspective of the business ecosystem too
interestingg to withhold from the reader.
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LimitationsLimitations Due to the Scope of the Study
Thee scope of this study has been restricted to service specification and the service
positioningg strategy of the business unit in whichfrontoffices were studied.
Inn reality the four kinds of customer contact (promotional, specification,
operationall and supportive) could be mixed and could take place in the same front
office.. For theoretical/analytical reasons these contacts need to be differentiated
becausee contact types might require different employee skills, knowledge and
information.. For this reason, I provided a stipulative definition of the front office,
whichh restricted the meaning of the word front office in this thesis to service
specification.. This means that the information model and the ideas of ineffectiveness
off thefrontoffice only apply to service specification. In practice afrontoffice might
havee broader information requirements due to the fact that other activities than just
servicee specification are done in that front office. To analyze these broader
informationn requirements of front offices the information model of proposition one
thuss is only partly suitable (only for service specification activities).
Propositionn three only deals with service positioning strategies and discussions
inn this thesis on service strategy only apply to that. Service strategy is broader than
that,, i.e. incorporating for instance issues stemming from marketing and competitor
analysis,, governance issues, human resource policies, branding issues, financial
issues,, etc. Service positioning strategy is thus not synonym for service strategy, but
onlyy deals with an aspect of service strategy.

Furtherr Research
Throughoutt part one and especially this chapter, I gave several indications for
furtherr research. In this section I give an overview of topics for further research
stemmingg from part one.

Towardss Statistical Generalization
Furtherr research on all propositions could bring us to statistical generalization. To
doo so all three propositions need to be made operational. I recommend to start with
additionall case research to find out whether the control room pattern needs to be
takenn into account because the case studies in this thesis don't show a clear control
roomm pattern although some cases showed service elements and combination
proceduress that can be recognized as smallest replicapable units.

Towardss ICT Implementation of the Front Office Model
Thee PrimaVera research program, former research in business reengineering and
Daviss and Olson's preferred approach for information requirements analysis
(synthesizingg from characteristics from the utilizing system), motivated me to study
whetherr business characteristics in the service industry influence information
patternss and I asked myself the question which information needs to be provided by
thee ICT in the front office to enable process control from the front office and to
facilitatee customer focused servicing and front office employee empowerment. I
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concludee that the information pattern in service specification (as being an important
partt of the service delivery process) is influenced by a main characteristic of
services,, matching customer requests on service capacity and by the service
positioningg strategy of the service provider. A logical next step to be taken based on
thee insights presented in part one is to express the front office information model in
aa modeling language suited for software engineering. First steps have been taken and
havee been published in a PrimaVera working paper (Dedene et al.,, 1998). This paper
providess an object model based on the modeling technique of object-oriented
businesss modeling by contract. The model allows examining the degree of
complexityy of front office information. I recommend verifying the model based on
thee insights from this thesis and to experiment with an implementation of the
businesss model. In chapter ten of part two I introduce the concept of front, mid and
backk office architectures in which front office generic functionality is implemented
inn the mid office layer of these architectures to support different front offices with
thee same informational services. These mid offices couple front and back offices.
Thiss implicates that the relation, product and process information of the front office
modell should be implemented in mid offices.
Thee Relationship between Service Quality and Information Availability
Inn chapter one I motivated my research by a central theme in the service marketing
andd management literature: the relation between customer perceived service quality
andd the design of service delivery systems in the context of service strategy.
Keepingg promises throughout the complete service delivery process is an
organizationall design issue and it is widely recognized that service management can
influencee perceived service quality by service delivery design. Now that I build
insightt in the information requirements for service specification in the front office,
furtherr research could be done on the relationship between information availability
andd perceived service quality. The findings on proposition two suggest that
insufficientt information in the front office results in a decrease in service quality.
Limitedd proactivity limits employee's assurance on products and relationships.
Longerr specification lead-time is a manifestation of lack of responsiveness and low
specificationn quality might indicate reliability problems. More specifically, I
recommendd further research on avoiding gap three, one of the five potential
shortfallss of service quality (see figure 1.6). Knowing what information is required
forr service specification contributes to employee training and the quality of ICT
applicationss and thus to employee - job fit and technology - job fit. Furthermore,
rolee ambiguity and role conflict could be explained by lack of information. This
raisess the question whether the distribution of information to front office employees
decreasess role ambiguity and role conflict and thereby in the end contributes to
customer'ss perceived quality.
Towardss Understanding of Multi Channel Service Distribution
Inn this thesis I explained the distribution of services as being a matter of making
servicee processes accessible through the replication of processes and I shed some
lightt on the replication of the informational aspects of service processes (assuming
thee increasing importance of ICT as carrier of service process logic and
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communicationn tool between the customer and service provider). The study in part
onee focussed on service specification, just one phase of the sales cycle. I recommend
furtherr research on the replication of the informational aspect of the complete sales
cyclee / service delivery process (from the attention phase to the after sales service
phase).. In chapter ten in part two I take a first step into this research endeavor by
providingg a theoretical framework for multi channel service distribution in which I
takee the complete sales cycle into account and in which I take into account that
servicee providers increasingly try to serve their customers through different channels
throughoutt the sales cycle. In this chapter I also introduce the informational concept
off front, mid and back office architectures that support replication of service
processess over different distribution channels. Based on new insights provided in
chapterr ten, I finish this chapter with an outlook on challenging research questions in
thee field of multi-channeling.

Fourr Kinds of Customer Contact
Inn this chapter I came to the conclusion that there are four different kinds of service
encounterss or moments of truth (promotional, specification, operational and
supportive)) instead of two (specification and operational). I recommend research on
whetherr employee skills, knowledge and information differ over these customer
contactss and how these differ to support service management in service delivery
designn to achieve service quality.

Towardss Understanding of Service Network Positioning Strategies
Ass stated in chapter one, the interorganizational / network perspective on service
strategyy hasn't been part of the initial research design but became part of my
thinkingg during the study. For this reason the 'network ecosystem' framework of
Klüberr et al. (1999) has only been used as an analytical instrument in one case. I
recommendd further confrontation of this framework with practice. The network
ecosystemm showed to be relevant to analyze Interpolis' BU EB's network
positioningg and to explain some of Interpolis' strategic developments. The use of the
businesss ecosystem in the Interpolis case indicates that this model is not only useful
forr analyzing roles and services in virtual organizations (its original purpose) but in
networkk organizations in general. Furthermore I recommend research on which
uniquee resources metamanagers could build strategies on. In this chapter I argued
thatt companies that perform metamanagement roles could be expected to be the
mostt powerful in service networks. They design multiple access points to networks
(andd thus define distribution strategies); they match requests on available capacity;
theyy accumulate market information through access points; they have a broker role
inn the determination of action sets and they facilitate the determination of
implementationn sets in service specification in multiple access points. The question
iss whether these resources are unique. Based on the insights on front, mid and back
officee architecture build in chapter ten in part two, I will expand this idea for further
researchh on the strategic question of network positioning.
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Understandingg the Complexity of Coproduction in E-commerce
Thee revised service innovation diagram of Gallouj and Weinstein draws attention to
thee complexity of customer coproduction in e-commerce. The diagram shows that in
e-commercee applications the customer needs to be knowledgeable about
coproductionn on four levels: skills to use his own technology, skills on how to use
thee service provider's specific software, understanding of the service and its
customizationn options and knowledge on coproduction procedures of the service
provider.. I recommend further research on the relationship between customer's
willingnesss to acquire all these skills and the success of e-commerce applications, on
howw customers could be provided with incentives to acquire and use these skills and
onn the applicability of insights from e-learning to e-commerce applications.

Servicee Quality in E-Business
Thee revised service diagram of Gallouj and Weinstein and the 'network ecosystem'
drawss attention on the fact that E-business applications are always layered service
offeringss in which a complex network of service providers provide the service. The
performancee of the underlying layers in the network, i.e. the policies on the
perishabilityy / capacity constraint problem of these service providers determines the
performancee and capacity constraint problems of the service providers in the upper
layerss of the network ecosystem. Furthermore, the price structure of the complete
servicee is not only determined by the prices of upper layer service providers, but also
byy price structures of the under layer providers. Perceived service quality of the end
servicee might be influenced by the performance of the under layer service providers
andd by the performance of customer's own technology and his competencies to use
thiss technology. I recommend research on the relationship between customer's
perceivedd service quality and customer's knowledge of his own technology,
performancee of the underlying layers of the ecosystem and the performance of the
upperr layers in E-business.

Knowledgee Management in Service Networks

Thee case studies at Interpolis and Sioo showed some aspects of knowledge
managementt in service networks or supply channels. Interpolis had to offer a
thoroughh training program and informational support through its EB-site to all Rabo
bankss to support the introduction of its EB service. Sioo's networking arrangements
andd platform function provides different kinds of opportunities to exchange
functional,, operational and contextual knowledge in its network with customers,
teachers,, etc. In the study period I had the opportunity to study IBM's initiatives for
knowledgee management in its supply channel as well (together with Henriette
Brijder).. This study is presented in chapter twelve in part two. Based on insights
fromfrom this study and the initiatives of both Interpolis and Sioo, I recommend furthe
researchh on knowledge management to support exchange and building of functional,
operationall and contextual knowledge in supply channels. The Interpolis, Sioo and
IBMM cases suggest to do this research from a combined informational, social
exchangee and employee training perspective.
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Effectss of Legislation on Society
Thee incubation period between new legislation and maturity of services in society
suggestss that profound research on effects of legislation on society is needed (taken
intoo account the complete process from initiative taking to maturation of services to
effectss on illness prevention and re-integration). It becomes clear from the Gak case
studyy that the organizational efforts Gak had to make to adjust itself to the changing
circumstancess during the period 1997-1999 were profound. It seems to me that it
wouldd be of societal and political interest to study how much money the changing
strategyy towards the organization of social security during two successive periods of
'purple'' government have cost and whether these changes had their intended effects
onn re-integration of unemployed or disabled people. Furthermore it is of interest
whetherr society at large is better off in the hybrid situation of today in which
employerss and employees make costs on private as well as on public insurances in
comparisonn with the period before the commission Buurmeyer. Such research could
learnn us more about effects of legislation on society and might unfold alternatives
forr politics in which legislation is changed every two years.
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Appendixx A
Instrumentt for Front Office Information
Indicationn and CRM Functionalities

Relationn Information
Althoughh a general formula stating which data should be included in a customer
databasee is missing (Stone and Woodcock, 1995), the literature on database
marketing,, relationship marketing, industrial / organizational marketing, service
marketingg and customer relationship management (CRM) provides us with a wide
rangee of data items. These items have been logically arranged over four categories
off relation information: characteristics of market segments, customer profiles,
developmentt of the relationship and opportunities for partnership. The main
differencee between information items categorized as characteristics of market
segmentss and information items categorized as customer profiles is the
attributabilityy of the information to individuals or individual companies. The main
differencee between customer profiles and the development of the relationship is
whetherr the information indicates rather static (short term) elements of the relation
orr the information indicates how the relationship dynamically develops over a longer
timee period. Information items in the 'opportunities for partnership' indicate
structurall linkages between the service provider and customer on decision making,
strategic,, organizational, commercial or technical processes.
Thee instrument has been deduced through literature analysis and analysis of
eightt relationship management systems and has been refined inductively based on
severall mini-cases. I confronted the instrument with three mini cases of commercial
frontfront offices in a call center facility, described by an account manager of this call
centerr facility (van Velthoven, 1997). Her descriptions are based on interviews,
documentationn and front office application analysis. The information indicated in
thesee call center cases is included in the tables with the symbols A, B and C. A is an
internationall mail order publisher which outsourced its commercial call center
activitiess in the Netherlands to the call center facilitator. Its turnover during the
periodd of study was about 65 million Euros. Its call center occupied 15 people on
average.. A is in the business to consumer market. B is a middle large office
equipmentt supplier selling its goods and services to small and medium enterprises
throughh a call center, which was outsourced to the call center facilitator. They
startedd this new distribution channel only a year before. Their turnover in the call
centerr already was about half million Euro during the period of study. C is the
accountt management of the call center facility itself, specifying and selling call
centerr facility services to other businesses. They ran four large call center facilities
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duringg the period of study and had a turnover of 14 million Euros. B and C are both
inn the business-to-business market. Furthermore, the instrument has been explored in
threee front offices in the financial services industry (Huisman, 1997; Lam, 1997).
Thee information indicated at these service providers is included in the tables with the
symbolss X, Y and Z.
Duringg the years of my research sales information systems, marketing
informationn systems, call center technology, Internet technology and database
marketingg tools further developed, became quite popular and merged under the
conceptt of Customer Relationship Management (CRM). Galbreath and Rogers
(1999)) define CRM as the activities that an organization performs to identify,
qualify,, win, retain and develop loyal and profitable customers by delivering the
rightright product or service, via the right channel, at the right time and at the right price.
CRMM is the combination of relationship marketing with tactical process design to
integratee marketing, sales and service support processes with the use of related
softwaree systems providing marketing and sales functionalities. This appendix
includess table A. 7 with the main functionalities of CRM tools, adapted from Lutz
(2000).. The relation information instrument includes all the information
functionalitiess in the CRM table which are categorized as 'total view of customer',
'customerr value determination', 'loyalty management' and 'registering of contact
details'' mentioned under the category 'contact management'. The relationship
managementt systems used to build the instrument would nowadays be marketed as
CRMM systems.
Thee characteristics of business to consumer and business-to-business market
segmentss in table A.l are derived from Bult (1993), Hoekstra and Huizingh (1995),
Stonee and Woodcock (1995) and Wilson (1999).
CharacteristicsCharacteristics
of market segments in B to C
Geographic Geographic
Zipp code
Region n
Climate e
Density y

AXY Y

Demographic Demographic
Age e
Gender r
Familyy size
Familyy life cycle
Income e
Profession n
Education n
Sociall class

Y)Z) Y)Z)
AX X
ABX X
XX
YY
XX
AA
AA

Psychographic Psychographic
Habits s
Attitudes s
Interests s
Hobby's s
Mediaa behavior
Buyingg intention
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services

Tablee A.1: Indicators of characteristics of market segments
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to B
BusinessBusiness characteristics
BCXYZ Z
XYZ Z
BXYZ Z

Sectorr (sector code)
Establishments s
Amountt of employees
Buyingg pattern
Activitiess and processes
Productss and services
Organizationall structure
Legislatoryy status
Financiall indicators
Endd markets
Usagee rate
Size e

CXYZ Z
CXYZ Z
BXYZ Z
XYZ Z
CXYZ Z

Tablee A. 1: Continued
Legenda:: Y) Z): Y and Z indicated the use of geographic, demographic and psychografic
informationn to segment their market, but they didn't indicate which information exactly was
used. .
Thee indicators of customer profiles in table A.2 are derived from Blattberg and
Deighton,, (1991), Jeffery (1996), Kotler (1994), Penien et al. (1995-a), Reichheld
(1993),, Stone and Woodcock (1995), Vavra (1993) and an analysis of eight
relationshipp management systems.
CustomerCustomer
profile
CustomerCustomer identification
Companyy name
Name e
Title e
Address s
Domicile e
Telephonee number
Country y
Fax x
E-mail l
Customerr id.
Accountt nr.
Paymentt method and data (bank number, credit card number, etc.)
StatusStatus of the relationship
Suspect t
Prospect t
Lead d
Qualifiedd lead
Customer r
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship
Typee of customer (VIP, VAR, large account, etc.)
Active// passive
Frequentt complainer
'Doo not promote'
StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle
Reactionn on campaigns

BCXYZ Z
ABCXYZ Z
BB
ABCXYZ Z
ABCXYZ Z
ABCXYZ Z
ABCXYZ Z
BXYZ Z
BXZ Z
XYZ Z
AXYZ Z
AB B

CC

CC
BCYZ Z
AA
AB B
1

A

Tablee A.2: Indicators of customer profiles
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Applicationn for information
Proposals s
Triall purchases
Runningg orders
Typee of purchasing decision (new task, modified rebuy, straight rebuy)
Payments s
Scotsman-analysis s
ContactContact management information
Contactt persons
Decisionn making unit structure
Relationn matrix
Structuree of purchasing process
Contactt history (points of contact/media and moments)
Agreementss / appointments made
To-do-list t
Partt of campaigns
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received
Afterr sales service-applications
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties)
Complaints s
Media/channell preferences
Needs-possessionNeeds-possession information
Installedd base / buying pattern
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services
Needss profile (organizational, departmental, personal)
Affinityy score *)

YZ Z
XYZ Z
AA
AXYZ Z
BB
BCXYZ Z
BCXZ Z

BC C
BC C
BC C
AB B
BB
CX X
XYZ Z

ABYZ Z
XX

Tablee A.2: Continued
*)*) Affinity score: likelihood of purchasing other products or services (Vavra, 1993).
Thee indicators in table A.3 have been used to indicate front office information
onn relational development and are explained in the following list.
DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship
CommercialCommercial value
Positionn in the relationship lifecycle
Customerr life-time value
Recency y
Frequency y
Monetaryy value
Cross-selling-rate e
Retentionn rate
Relationn duration
Degreee of customer acquisition
Sharee of use
Sharee of spend
Potentiall spend index
RelationshipRelationship experience
Switchingg cost
Trust t
Commitment t
Satisfaction n
Attractivity y
Longg term expectations

Tablee A.3: Indicators of development of the relationship
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RelationshipRelationship life cycle (Dwyer et al., 1987; Peelen, 1989; Perrien et al., 1995-a).
CustomerCustomer lifetime value: the net present value of the potential profit contribution
off a customer over the average period of the relationship (Schijns and Nelissen,
1997). .
Recency:Recency: the passing date of the last transaction. (Vavra, 1993; Schijns and
Nelissen,, 1997).
Frequency:Frequency: how often buys a customer? (Vavra, 1993; Schijns et al., 1997).
MonetaryMonetary value: turnover or revenue contribution of the customer (Vavra, 1993;
Albertss and Buitendijk, 1995; Schijns and Nelissen, 1997).
Cross-sellingCross-selling rate: the amount of different products or services purchased by a
customerr over a certain period (Perrien et al., 1995-b).
RetentionRetention rate: the amount of repeat purchases by a customer over a certain
periodd (Perrien et al., 1995-a; Schijns and Nelissen, 1997).
RelationRelation duration: the period over which someone is customer (Kumar et al.,
1995). .
DegreeDegree of customer acquisition: the amount of new customers acquired through
thee relationship (Reichheld, 1993; Grant et al., 1995; Pine et al., 1995; Stone and
Woodcock,1995). .
ShareShare of use: the part of the total budget a customer is willing to spend on the
servicee provider (Reichheld, 1993; Grant et al., 1995; Pine et al., 1995).
ShareShare of spend: the part of the total budget a customer spends on the service
providerr (Stone and Woodcock, 1995).
PotentialPotential spend index: the amount of money the customer potentially might
spendd at the service provider (Stone and Woodcock, 1995).
SwitchingSwitching costs: costs involved in switching to another service provider (as a
resultt of perceived risk) (Jackson, 1995).
Trust:Trust: trust in the saleperson (Crosby et al., 1990; Schijns & Nelissen, 1997).
Commitment:Commitment: perceived continuity of growth of the relationship (Anderson et
al.,, 1994;
Satisfaction:Satisfaction: satisfaction with the salesperson (Crosby et al., 1990; Schijns &
Nelissen,, 1997).
Am'activityAm'activity (Morgan and Hunt, 1994).
LongLong term expectations (Morgan and Hunt, 1994).
Thee indicators for partnership opportunities are mainly derived from Perrien et
al.. (1995-a) and Wilson (1999) and are shown in table A.4.
OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc)
Decisionn making processes
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers
Cooperationn intention
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural)
Partnerss reputation

XX
CXY Y

CC

Tablee A.4: Indicators of opportunities for partnership
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Product Product
Indicators Indicators
information information
Endd products •• Description of functionality (service outcome description)
•• Terms: prices, warranties, periods for change, legal terms
•• Procedures for the start, change and ending of contracts
Assortment t
•• Composition: position within assortment, linkage to other
products/productt groups
•• Substitutes
•• Cross-sellers
•• Conditions: package deals / reductions
Standard d
•• Composition: compatibility of components
components s •• Terms: transparency in pricing structure based on modules; pricing
models s
Smallest t
•• Description of the service outcome in terms of service concepts and
replicapable e
degreess of freedom
unit t
•• Repeating micro-units within product designs
Design n
•• Procedural design knowledge
knowledge e
•• Design experience
•• Design parameters
Tablee A.5: Indicatorss of product information

Productt information
Inn contrast to relation information, the literature doesn't provide us with many clues
onn detailing the concepts of product or process information. It seems to me that the
varietyy of products, assortments, components and resources deployed in service
processess is too large to be described in general on a detailed level. The instrument
too indicate different levels of product information is shown in table A.5 and has been
builtt by:
•• Literature analysis (Quinn and Pacquette, 1990; Davenport and Beers, 1995;
Jeffery,, 1996; Meyer and Zack, 1996; Quinn, Baruch and Zien, 1996; van
denn Berg and Custers, 1997).
•• A scan of product brochures (30 mortgage products; 30 investment products;
300 telecommunication services).
•• Explorative studies in three banks (Huisman, 1997; Lam, 1997) and three
casess in a call center facility (van Velthoven, 1997).
•• Comparison with the table on CRM functionalities adapted from Lutz
(2000). .

Processs Information
Thee instrument to indicate different levels of process information is shown in table
A.66 and has been built by:
•• Literature analysis (Witte, 1994; Haas et al., 1994; Witte and Noordam,
1995;; Chase and Acquilano, 1995; Davenport and Beers, 1995; Stone and
Woodcock,, 1995; Jeffery, 1996; Meyer and Zack, 1996; Picot and
Rohrbach,, 1996; Platiers, 1996; van den Berg and Custers, 1997; Wilson,
1999). .
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Indicators Indicators
Process Process
information information
Normss for
•• Norms for delivery time of end products (eventually including scoring
deliveryy time
percentages) )
•• Norms for delivery times for composing and combined delivery of
Normss for
deliveryy time of
assortments/packagess (eventually including scoring percentages)
assortments s
Capacity y
••
Capacity sources and their degrees of occupation (eventually
availability y
includingg shortest path calculations) (transparency in production
planning) )
Capacity y
••
Capacity sources, its degrees of occupation and its assignment
assignment t
(eventuallyy including shortest path calculations and priority)
(transparency(transparency in production assignment)
Implementation n •• Knowledge on production potentials
potentials s
•• Knowledge on realization throughput times
•• Knowledge on (out)sourcing potentials
Tablee A.6:: Indicators of process information
Explorative studies in three banks (Huisman, 1997; Lam, 1997) and three
casess in a call center facility (van Velthoven, 1997).
Comparison with the table on CRM functionalities adapted from Lutz
(2000). .

CRMM functionalities
Tablee A.7 shows the functionalities of CRM tools. The relation information
instrumentt includes all the information functionalities in the CRM table which are
categorizedd as 'total view of customer', 'customer value determination', 'loyalty
management'' and 'registering of contact details' mentioned under the category
'contactt management'.
IntegralIntegral client image
Customerr data
••
Basic customer data (name, address, residence)
••
Customer characteristics (social security number, bank account number, etc.)
••
Socio-demographic data
••
Customer scores (life time value, cross-sell ratio, propensitytoo buy)
••
Purchased products/services
••
Terms and conditions agreed on (contract data)
••
Channel preferences
MarketingMarketing automation
analysis analysis
<
MarketingMarketing
Collectionn of information out of operational systems
Dataa analysis
Customerr scoring (calculation of scores and recording)
Tablee A.7: CRM functionalities (Adapted from Lutz (2000))
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CampaignCampaign manage
Campaignn planning (objectives, targets, budgets, channels used, campaign description)
Campaignn definition
••
Verifying effectiveness segmentation criteria
••
Supporting multiple, simultaneous campaigns
••
Priority setting among campaigns
••
Automatic scheduling
••
Recording selection rules for target customers
Campaignn execution
••
Support of real-time execution
••
Dynamic scripting based on customer characteristics
ContentContent manageme
Enterprisee internal content management
••
Filter, format, store, share, version data elements
••
Web content management
Sharedd content
••
Management and joint access of shared information assets
••
Altering of information presentation for specialized devices or localized markets
SalesSales automation
Opportunityy management (lead tracking, activity reporting, forecasted sales, follow up
information) )
Quotee and proposal generation
Saless contract generation
ContactContact management
Recordingg of contact details (type, status, responsibility, moment, medium used)
Determinationn of desired contact frequency and moment
Selectionn of best suitable content
Selectionn of best channel
ChannelChannel management
Forecastingg resource utilization per channel
Identifyingg cost centers and cost data per channel
ProcessProcess integration
Orderr processing and management
Internall process integration
Externall process integration
ProductProduct generation
••
Product/Price configuration
Tablee A.7: Continued

Appendixx B
Ann Overview of Social Security Legislation and
Organizationn in the Netherlands

Inn this appendix I give a brief overview of changes in the social security legislation
inn the Netherlands and the developments in the organizational structure of social
security.. Changes in legislation and organizational structure are described for the
periodd 1992-2002, starting with the period of the Parliamentary inquiry of the
Commissionn Buurmeyer and finishing with the most recent large change in
organizationall structure, the enforcement of the SUWI act at the first of January
2002.. By taking the period 1992-2002,1 describe the social security legislation that
wass effective during the period of study (1998-2001) and that had its effects on
sociall security administration agencies like Gak Nederland. This legislation was the
contextt in which Interpolis marketed its employment benefits services, was the
contextt of the re-integration business in which Interpolis and Unique partly operated
andd was the context in which many of the professionals educated by Sioo operated
andd in which Sioo designed its programs to educate them. Changes made in the
periodd between 1992 and 2002 should be seen in the light of the recommendations
off the Commission Buurmeyer stemming from the parliamentary inquiry finished in
1993.. The report issued by the committee of inquiry identified four criteria for a
modernn and sustainable social security system: activation (prevention and reintegration),, regional implementation, minimal influence of employers and
employeess into individual cases and independent inspections.
Changess in social security and the organizational structure of social security are
enforcedd through various acts between 1992 and 2002.1 categorize the acts into four
groupss and will treat the acts in the sequence of the four groups.
Acts primary dealing with unemployment.
Acts primary dealing with sickness benefits.
Legislation primary dealing with occupational disability.
Legislation covering the organizational structure of the social security
systemm in the Netherlands.
Volksverzekeringenn (national insurance schemes) and other social benefits (such as
Algemenee Bijstands Wet (ABW - National Social Security Assistance Act)) are not
considered. .
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Unemploymentt Legislation
Inn the Netherlands the Werkloosheids Wet (WW - Unemployment Insurance Act)
providess for unemployment benefits. The act has been in force since 1952.
Werkloosheidss Wet (WW - Unemployment Insurance Act)
Too qualify for state unemployment benefit a person must have worked a statutory
numberr of 26 weeks and must have been employed for four out of five years. As
unemployedd are classed all those who have lost at least five working hours, are no
longerr entitled to a wage for those lost working hours and are additionally available
forr work for those hours. The amount of benefit an employee is entitled to, is
dependentt on a number of factors, including cause of unemployment, years of
servicee and wage. A person cannot be classed as unemployed if he is on sick leave,
onn holiday leave, is being detained, is entitled to full WAO benefit, is posted abroad
orr if he has reached the maximum duration of the benefit (Minszw, Lisv and VSV).
Thee benefit amounts to 70% of the last earned wage. After the expiry of the
wage-relatedd benefit, the benefits claimant qualifies for a follow-up benefit. This
lastss for two years and amounts to 70% of the minimum wage. After someone has
reachedd the maximum duration period of WW benefits, the person is entitled to
applyy for the Algemene Bijstandswet (ABW - National Social Security Assistance
Act).. The ABW provides a basic income to all residents of the Netherlands
(Minszw,, Lisv and VSV).
Personss in receipt of WW benefit must do everything in their power to find
employment.. This means that the benefits claimants must (Minszw, Lisv and VSV):
•• Accept suitable employment.
•• Apply for work on a regular basis.
•• Make no demands that make it harder to find work.
Anyonee who is ill or partially incapacitated for work and partially unemployed is
entitledd to both WW benefit and WAO benefit in proportion to the level of
unemploymentt and/or occupational disability (Minszw, Lisv and VSV).

Sicknesss benefits legislation
Inn the period between 1992 and 2002 the most important changes made concerning
sicknesss benefits are made in the Ziekte Wet (ZW - Sickness Benefits Act) through
thee introduction of the Wet uitbreiding loondoorbetaling door werkgever bij ziekte
(Wulbzz - Continued Payment of Wages and Saleries (sickness) Act). The Sickness
Benefitss Act came into force in 1930, and was aimed at protecting employees
againstt loss of earnings in the event of illness. Since its introduction, the act has
undergonee drastic changes. With the introduction in 1996 of the Wulbz sickness
benefitss are largely privatized.
Wett uitbreiding loondoorbetaling door werkgever bij ziekte (Wulbz Continuedd Payment of Wages and Saleries (sickness) Act) (1996)
Thee most important implication of this act is that the employer, in the event of
illness,, is obliged to pay at least 70% of the ill employee's wage for 52 weeks. The
employerr is responsible for carrying out inspections and absenteeism supervision,
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andd for re-integration, i.e. ensuring that the employee returns to work as quickly as
possible.. The ill employee is required to carry out suitable work if he is able to do
so.. If the employee refuses to accept suitable work, the employer is entitled to
discontinuee payment of wages, and the employee may even be obliged to accept
workk from a different employer (following the approval from the social security
administrationn agency). In the event of a dispute (the employer considers the
employeee to be fit to return to work; the employee disagrees), the employer is
entitledd to suspend his obligation to continue payment of wages. The employee can
requestt a second opinion from the social security administration agency, which will
determinee whether or not the employee is ill. It is also possible to request a second
opinionn to assess whether the type of work that the employer wishes the employee to
carryy out is suitable or not (Lisv, Minszw, VSV).

Ziektewett (ZW - Sickness Benefits Act)
Followingg the introduction of Wulbz, employees are still insured under the
Ziektewet,, but the act only allocates benefits in a limited number of cases.
Employeess who due to illness or following an accident are incapable of carrying out
theirr own work and who are not eligible for continued payment of their wages, are
entitledd to sick pay. Employees also qualify for sick pay in the event of pregnancy,
compulsoryy liquidation of the company, organ donations, if they are returning to
workk as an occupationally disabled employee (for the first five years of
employment)) or if the employment contract is terminated while the employee is still
onn sick leave. The employee qualifies for sick pay equal to 70% of the so-called
dailyy wage. Sick pay is paid out for a maximum of 52 weeks. (Ctsv, Minszw).

Occupationall Benefits Legislation
Thee Wet Arbeidsongeschiktheid (WAO- Occupational Disability Insurance Act) is
thee basic legislation covering occupational benefits in the Netherlands. In 1901 the
Ongevallenwett (Accident Act) came into force, followed in 1919 by the Disability
Actt (Invalditeitswet) and in 1922 by the Land-en Tuinbouwongevallenwet
(Agriculturall and Horticultural Accident Act). These acts were replaced in 1967 by
thee WAO. An additional act, the Algemene Arbeidsongeschiktheidswet (AAW Generall Invalidity Benefits Act) was introduced in 1976.
Inn 1992 and 1993 important changes were made to the WAO by the Wet
Terugdringingg Arbeidsongeschiktheidsvolume (1992) and Wet Terugdringing
Beroepp op de Arbeidsongeschiktheidsregeling (1993). These changes were meant to
reducee the amount of new people claiming an occupational disability benefit (the
saww called WAO influx) and to increase the amount of occupational benefit
claimantss having a full or part time job (the so called re-integration of (former)
WAOO claimants into the labor market). To further reduce the WAO influx the Wet
Premiedifferentiatiee En Marktwerking Bij Arbeidsongeschiktheid (PEMBA Premiumm differentiation and market working for occupational disability) was
introducedd in 1998. Furthermore, the Wet op de REïntegratie Arbeidsgehandicapten
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(REAA - Disability Re-integration Act) and the Arbeidsomstandighedenwet (Arbowet
-- Working Conditions Legislation) were changed in 1998. The REA act was meant
too increase re-integration of (former) WAO claimants into the labor market. The
Arboo act was meant to prevent illness and occupational disability.
Afterr the introduction of these acts the WAO influx remained high. Therefore
thee second Kok Cabinet introduced a WAO Plan of Action in 1999 (Minszw, Lisv
andd VSV), which will be discussed in this section. After this Plan of Action WAO
influxx still remained high and the second Kok Cabinet prepared new legislation on
thee social security organization, the SUWI act, to get a better grip on the
implementationn of acts. The SUWI act came into force on 1 January 2002 and will
bee discussed in the section of this appendix treating legislation covering social
securityy organization. In 2002 the Dutch government prepared further arrangements
too decrease WAO influx together with employer and employee organizations in the
Commissionn Dormer. The recommendations of the commission Dormer and WAO
relatedd regulations taken after the Commission Donner fall beyond the context in
whichh the case studies has been done and will not be described in this appendix. In
thiss section I treat the above-mentioned WAO related legislation, which became into
forcee during the period 1992-2002 chronologically.
Wett Terugdringing Arbeidsongeschiktheidsvolume (TAV - Disability
Volumee Reduction Act) (1992)
Thee TAV act was introduced in 1992, and incorporates numerous measures aimed at
stimulatingg employees and employers alike to reduce the volume of absenteeism due
too illness and occupational disability. The main points of the act are as follows.
••

Bonus/penalty scheme. Employers who take on an occupationally disabled
personn for at least one year qualify for a bonus from the Algemeen
Arbeidsongeschiktheidsfondss (General Occupational Disability Fund).
Employerss have to pay a financial contribution (penalty) if one of his
employeess becomes (more) occupationally disabled.
•• Wage costs and supervision subsidy; employers who take on occupationally
disabledd employees are eligible for subsidy.
•• Employer's obligation to register the number of occupationally disabled
peoplee in their company and early notification of all cases of illness
(Minszw). .

Wett Terugdringing Beroep op de Arbeidsongeschiktheidsregeling (TBA
-- Act on Reduction in Recourse to Disability Benefits) (1993)
TBAA came into force on 1 August 1993. The most important elements of the act are
ass follows.
••
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Change in occupational disability criteria; when determining the level of
occupationall disability and the amount of benefit, the emphasis is now on
whatt type of work a person is able to carry out.
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Adjusting benefit to age; people qualifying for benefit under the WAO after
244 January 1994 are entitled to WAO benefit for a maximum of 6 years
dependingg on the age at which they first became entitled to the benefit,
equall to 70% of their last-earned wage. After 6 years, they are entitled to
follow-upp benefit, which is also dependent on the age at which the person
becamee occupationally disabled.
Temporary nature of the benefit and regular assessment of the right to
WAO. .
Reassessment of the WAO claim within 1 year after the start of the WAO
benefitt (Minszw).

Wett Arbeidsongeschiktheid (WAO- Occupational Disability Insurance
Act)) after TAV and TBA
Thee WAO covers employees who are still at least 15% occupationally disabled
followingg a period of 52 weeks illness under the Sickness benefits Act. The
employeee is required to apply for WAO benefit if he has been occupationally
disabledd for eight months. The application must be made no later than nine months
afterr the start of occupational disability. The UVI must in principle inform the
employeee within 13 weeks whether he qualifies for WAO benefit. Employees
remainn entitled to WAO benefit as long as they are occupationally disabled. The
WAOO benefit is awarded for five years, after which the UVI will reassess whether
thee employee is still incapacitated and if so, to what extent. WAO benefit is
discontinuedd if the employee fails to reapply, if he is incapacitated for less than
15%,, in the event of death, and asfromhis 65th birthday (Minszw).
Itt should be noted that being occupationally disabled under the WAO is not the
samee as being incapacitated under the Sickness benefits Act. The WAO states that a
personn is occupationally disabled if he is partially or completely unable to carry out
workk in general. Under the Sickness benefits Act, a person is occupationally
disabledd if he is unable to carry out his own job due to illness or as a result of an
accidentt (Minszw).
Sincee the TBA, the social security administration agencies (UVI) determine the
degreee of occupational disability on the basis of the employee's earning capacity
whenn carrying out work of a generally acceptable nature, i.e. generally accepted
workk that he is still able to carry out in view of medical restrictions. The amount of
WAOO benefit a person is entitled to depend on the degree of occupational disability
andd wage, and the age at which he started receiving benefit under the WAO. The
WAOO is divided into two separate benefits.
Compensation for loss of earnings; this compensation is a proportion of the
dailyy wage, depending on the degree of occupational disability. After the
expiryy of this benefit, the employee - if still occupationally disabled - will
receivee a follow-up benefit.
Follow-up benefit; this is a proportion of the follow-up daily wage. Provided
thatt he keeps re-applying, the employee is entitled to follow-up benefit up
untill his 65th birthday (Minszw).
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Thee difference between the compensation for loss of earnings and the follow-up
benefitt is known as the WAO shortfall. In view of the fact that the way in which
WAOO is calculated has changed since 1994, the WAO benefit is age-related (the
youngerr the employee, the less WAO benefit he is entitled to) and wage-related (the
higherr the salary, the greater the drop in income). For many employees, the WAO
shortfalll is topped up through for instance a pension fund or private insurance. In
mostt cases, the employer contributes towards topping up the shortfall (Minszw, Lisv
andVSV). .
Wett Premiedifferentiatie En Marktwerking Bij Arbeidsongeschiktheid
(PEMBAA - Premium Differentiation and Market Working for
Occupationall Disability) (1998)
Sincee 1 January 1998 the Pemba act governs differentiation in contributions and
markett forces in occupational disability insurances. The main points of the
legislationn are as follows.
••

The WAO contribution has become an employer contribution, and varies per
company.. The contribution consists of two parts: a basic premium and a
differentiatedd contribution. The basic premium is the same for everyone; the
differentiatedd contribution depends on the number of employees in the
companyy claiming WAO benefit.
•• The Pemba legislation allows employers to carry the WAO risk themselves.
Inn this case, the employer takes over the WAO benefit for five years from
thee social security administration agencies. Companies can choose to meet
thee costs themselves or to take out private insurance. By taking out
employer'ss own risk, the companies are no longer obliged to pay
differentiatedd contribution.
•• The Algemene Arbeidsongeschiktheidswet (AAW - General Invalidity
Benefitss Act) has been scrapped, making way for two new acts: the Wet
Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekeringg Zelfstandigen (WAZ - Invalidity
Insurancee
(Self-employed
Persons)
Act)
and
the
Wet
arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekeringg jong gehandicapten
(Wajong Disablementt Assistance Act for Handicapped Young Persons). Through the
WAZZ self-employed people are entitled to a minimum benefit in the event
off long-term incapacity for work (the person must be at least 25%
occupationallyy disabled). The Wajong provides incapacitated young people
withh a minimum benefit (the person must be at least 25% occupationally
disabled)) (Minszw, Lisv and VSV).

Wett op de REÏntegratie Arbeidsgehandicapten (REA - Disability Reintegrationn Act) (1998)
Employerss are often hesitant to employ occupationally disabled people, as they are
worriedd about the potential risks involved. In order to remove this barrier the Wet op
dee REÏntegratie Arbeidsgehandicapten came into force on 1 July 1998 (Minszw,
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Lisvv and VSV). Re-integration instruments have been extended, improved and
simplified,, like in the case of the placement and transfer budget. The placement
budgett is a fixed sum paid out to the employer for employing an occupationally
disabledd person. The transfer budget applies if the occupationally disabled employee
iss transferred to a different position within the same company (Minszw, Lisv and
VSV). .

Arbeidsomstandighedenwett (Arbowet - Working Conditions
Legislation)) (1998)
Thee Arbeidsomstandighedenwet of 1998, which came into force on 1 November
1999,, is based on the premise, that employers and employees are jointly responsible
forr a sound working condition policy. Each employer is required to map out working
conditionss risks within the company by a so-called Risk Inventory and Assessment
(RI&A)) and to draw up a plan of action based on this RI&A. In the plan of action,
thee employer is obliged to describe how working conditions risks are to be tackled
withinn a specified time scale. The employer has to report at least once a year on the
implementationn of the plan of action (Minszw and Lisv).
Ann important extension of the Working Conditions Act of 1998 concerns the
administrativee penalty, enabling the Arbeidsinspectie (Health and Safety
Inspectorate)) to impose an immediate fine in case of a violation of the Arbowet,
Arbobesluitt (Working Conditions Decree) or Arboregeling (Working Conditions
Regulations).. The Arbeidsinspectie can take a number of measures, ranging from
issuingg a warning, setting requirements, issuing a fine or official report, stopping
workk or a combination of these. (Minszw, Lisv).

WAOO Plan of Action (1999)
Thee second Kok Cabinet submitted a WAO Plan of Action to the Dutch Parliament
inn January 1999, aimed at reducing the influx into the WAO and stimulating
outflow,, which still remained too low. The main points of the plan of action,
coveringg three separate areas, are as follows.
1.. Improving medical and labor expert examinations using the following
measures. .
Abolishing pro forma examinations (these examinations were based on
administrativee criteria if the medical examination could not be
completedd in time; pro forma examinations almost always resulted in
fulll WAO benefit).
Where advisable, re-examine occupationally disabled employees on a
moree regular basis.
Pay greater attention to the efforts made by the occupationally disabled
employeee to find work and impose stiffer fines if they are not putting
enoughh effort into finding work.
2.. Faster return to the labor process of ill or partially occupationally disabled
employees.. The rules and procedures concerning the first year of illness
appearedd to be flawed. Employers had to submit a provisional re-integration
plann to the social security administration agency after 13 weeks. In practice,
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thiss was too generous a deadline, and often involved a lot of red tape rather
thann resulting in punishing those employers who are genuinely negligent.
Thee Secretary of State therefore proposed to bring forward the notification
datee to 6 weeks, and to abolish the employer's obligation to submit a reintegrationn plan.
3.. Improving working conditions on the work floor using Arbo agreements.
Thee Kok cabinet wished to conclude at least 20 Arbo agreements in their
cabinett period with those industry sectors most at risk from occupational
disability.. In these agreements, employers, employees and the government
makee agreements per sector for minimizing the risk to health and safety. The
mainn focus of attention will be on reducing psychological problems (work
pressure)) and joint, back, arm and leg pain (Minszw).

Legislationn Covering Social Security Organization
Duringg the two Kok Cabinet periods, the Dutch government profoundly changed the
sociall security organization two times.
Inn 1997 the Organisatiewet Sociale Verzekeringen (OSV - Social Security
(Organization)) Act) provided for a structure in which five social security
administrationn agencies (UVI's) would compete for social security administration
businesss on a market where new entrants were allowed. The UVI's were to become
privatee organizations with strictly separated public and private businesses. Their
publicc business would be controlled by an independent governmental organization,
thee Landelijk Instituut Sociale Verzekeringen (Lisv - National Institute for Social
Insurances).. This model was chosen in the privatization of other public services in
thatt period as well, like in the cases of the Nederlandse Spoorwegen (Dutch
Railways)) and KPN Telecom (Dutch telecommunications) in which their network
operationss (public services) were separated from their private services and in which
publicc services were controlled by an independent governmental organization.
Inn the SUWI act (into force since 1 January 2002) the Dutch government took
thee opposite direction, providing for a structure in which all five UVFs merged with
thee Lisv into one organization governed by public law, the Uitvoeringsorgaan
Werknemerss Verzekeringen (UWV - Body Implementing Employee Insurance
Schemes). .
Organisatiewett Sociale Verzekeringen ( O S V - Social Security
(Organization)) Act) (1995 and 1997)
Inn 1995 and 1997, important changes were introduced to the OSV, changing the
structuree of the organization of social security administration.
Thee Landelijk Instituut Sociale Verzekeringen (Lisv - National Institute for
Sociall Insurances) was introduced to take over the duties of the industry
associations.. From 1952 the Dutch industry was categorized into 26 industries, each
havingg their own industry association responsible for the administration of social
securityy insurances for the employers and employees of their industry. In the period
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afterr 1952, the industry associations founded administration agencies to implement
thee administration of social security insurances. This way Gak, Cadans, GUO and
SFBB were founded. From the first of March 1997, Gak, Cadans, USZO, GUO and
SFBB became social security administration agencies (UVI's) and were to be
commissionedd by Lisv. The implementation of social insurance schemes was to be
supervisedd by the College van Toezicht Sociale Verzekeringen (Ctsv - Social
Securityy Supervisory Board) (Minszw).
Lisvv was a public institute under direct responsibility of the Dutch Ministry of
Sociall Affairs and Employment, more specifically under the direct responsibility of
thee Parliamentary Under-Secretary of Social Affairs and Employment. Lisv's
responsibilitiess included the execution of the Occupational Disablement Benefits
Acts,, the Unemployment Benefits Acts and the Sickness Benefit Acts in the
Netherlands.. Lisv commissioned the social security administration agencies to carry
outt the actual allocation of these benefits, the collection of premiums and inspection
too prevent fraud. The social security administration agencies operated on a
contractuall basis. The contract specified which tasks they had to carry out and at
whatt costs. Concerning these contracts the Lisv consulted a number of 'sector
councils',, set up by employers and employee organizations. Each sector council had
thee right to advise the Lisv in matters specific to the industrial sector it represented.
Thee OSV of 1997 aimed at more competition in the field of social security
administration.. The introduction of competition was introduced in two phases. In the
firstt phase Lisv became the formal commissioner and sector counsels became
commissionerss as regards content. This way the sector counsels would become real
customerss with differentiated demands, but the funding of UVI's to perform their
sociall security administration came from Lisv. In the second phase, new entrants
weree allowed to enter the UVI market and employers were free to choose their UVI
ass supplier of administrative social security services. The first phase was introduced
too facilitate existing UVI's in getting used to market forces and in the second phase
neww entrants and free choice of suppliers was allowed to create more competition.

Structuurr Uitvoering Werk en Inkomen (SUWI - Implementation
Structuree of Labor and Income) (1999)
Inn March 1999, the second Kok Cabinet revealed its standpoint on the
implementationn structure of labor and income. The SUWI act came into force on 1
Januaryy 2002. The basic idea behind the SUWI law is to have one organization
governedd by public law, the Uitvoeringsorgaan Werknemers Verzekeringen (UWV
-- Body Implementing Employee Insurance Schemes) to implement employee
insurancee schemes (Minszw). The UWV is a merger of the former 5 UVI's (Gak,
Cadans,, USZO, GUO, SFB) and LISV. UWV is responsible for the following.
••

Collecting employee insurance schemes premiums (like for the WAO, WW,
Wajong,, WAZ).
•• Claims assessment and benefits payment for employee insurance schemes.
•• Allocating subsidy funds under the act REA.
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••
••
••
••

Acting as a contract partner for concluding agreements with re-integration
companiess insofar as no other commissioning authority has been appointed
(likee employers or their occupational health care service provider). The
UWVV allocates re-integration funds for re-integration projects performed by
privatee re-integration companies.
Managing employee insurance schemes social funds.
Categorizing employers into sectors for redundancy pay equalization.
Providing information on employee insurance schemes.
Advising on implementation issues of proposed regulations and legislation.

Thee Algemene BijstandsWet (ABW - National Social Security Assistance Act)
remainss under the responsibility of Gemeentelijke Sociale Diensten (GSD Municipall social services) and the GSD's are responsible for the reintegrating of all
ABWW benefits claimants. The actual implementation of re-integration projects is
outsourcedd to private re-integration companies.
Thee re-integration of unemployed and occupationally disabled people is to be
carriedd out by private re-integration companies commissioned by employers or their
occupationall health care service provider, UWV or GSD. Re-integration is largely
privatized. .
Thee Landelijk Instituut Werk en Inkomen (LIWI - National Institute for Work
andd Income) is responsible for all public employment services issues. LIWI makes
thiss responsibility operational through a network of Centra Werk en Inkomen (CWI
-- Centers for Work and Income) where client contact takes place on a local level.
CWI'ss are primarily responsible for offering public services to link up supply and
demandd in the job market, i.e. through the national vacancy bank and national
applicantss bank, intermediation and information and advice. It is also responsible,
partiallyy on the basis of clear agreements with the UWV and GSD's, for the
administrativee intake (collecting information for WW or ABW application) and the
determinationn of the distance of the client to the job market.

References s
Severall websites concerning social security have acted as sources for this appendix
duringg the period January - April 2001.
•• www.lisv.nl: Landelijk Instituut Sociale Verzekeringen (Lisv - National
Institutee for Social Insurance).
•• www.minszw.nl: Ministerie van Sociale Zekerheid en Werkgelegenheid
(Minszww - Ministry of Social Security and Employment).
•• www.cbs.nl: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS - Central Bureau of
Statistics). .
•• www.vsv.nl: Voorlichtingscentrum voor de Sociale Verzekeringen (VSV Informationn Center for Social Insurance).
•• www.ctsv.nl: College van Toezicht Sociale Verzekeringen (Ctsv - Social
Securityy Supervisory Board).
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Appendixx E
Programm Design Pictures Sioo

ECMM Program

Periodd one: Research and analysis of multiple realities
Dynamicc systems analysis, multiple perspectives and
cnowledgee development t
Gettingg acquainted Dynamicc systems Researchh methods
theory y
Actingg problems Problemm analysis Knowledge e
development t
In-depth:: ICT
Multiple e
perspectives s
Analysiss of diffuse problems and redefinition of problems
Researchh methods
Diffusee problems Actionn research
Actionn research
Linkagee to theme
Assumptions s
In-depth:: cultural
Assumptions s
diversity y
Intervention,, conflict control and individual acting
Conflictt control
Researchh in
Methodological l
intervention n
business s
Managingg diversity Linkagee to theme
Methodological l
intervention n
In-depth:: strategic
Methodological l
intervention n
acting g
September:: assessment
Periodd two: Development of strategic innovation and initiating change
Resultss themes andorganizationall field projects
Problemss around Resultss themes
Presentation n
thee intake
problems s
Preparationn of
Resultss themes
Presentation n
intake e
problems s
Creationn of advise Resultss themes
teams s
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Projectt definition,
Multiple e
perspectives s
Problemm analysis
Actionn research

assignment definition and approach
Definitionn of
Resultt themes
assignment t
Changee methods Resultt themes
Changee methods

January y
Coach-Methods s Coach-ing g
ing g
Coach-Methods s Coach-ing g
ing g
Coach-Coach-ing g
ing g

March h
May y
Methods s Coach-Methods s
ing g
Methods s Coach-Methods s
ing g
Coach-^^
^^
ing g

July:: Forum and assessment
Customerr evaluations
Professionall assessment
Customerr evaluations
Professionall assessment
Teamm evaluations
Graduation n

h, ,

ww

M

Figuree Dl: Program design picture of the ECM program (ECMbrOO)

BOO Program

CC

) C

Consultation
Organizing g
JJ U Change and intervention
Personall devebprnent

Figuree D2: Program design picture of the BO Program (BObrOO)
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A&OO Program
3monthss
Selection n

6months
Roles s
changee expert
diagnosing g
designer r
interventionist t

Roles s
II customer relations
director r
interventionist t

Seminarss and
workshops s

Seminarss and
workshops s

Learningg contract

3months s

6monlhs

Roles s
inaction n
professional l
examination n

Helpdesks, ,
endd seminar,
professionall discussion

Consultationn in small groups (9 day parts)

Fromm externally controlled study and work assignments to self control in change project

Work k
Markingg while you learn

Figuree D3: Program design picture of the A&O program (A&ObrOO)
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CA&OO Program

Thirdd round

Secondd round

Firstt round

II I

III I

II I

III I

1 1 II I III I 1 1

11

III I

III I

Supervision n

Integrative e

| ||

Contextt focussed

Individual focussed

Figuree D4: Program design picture of the CA&O program (CA&ObrOO)

ln-companyy Program
155 month

88 month

00 month

Workingg experience in projects

u u\ \
VV

00

oo

ii jgr

J J JJ
{/]{/]

day part assesment or end presentation

"2"2 day part core program or consulting workshops
II

day part business studies

w.m w.m

IIIJ
AA

AA
H

^

AA

day part consultation

CJ

start

non

supervized day part

// \ mentoring

Figuree D5: Program design picture of an in-company program (ECPmatOO)
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Partt Two
Additionall Work

Thiss part contains three additional studies done during the period of study of part
one.. Four innovative phenomena in service distribution are discussed: the use of
multiplee channels to distribute services (multi-channeling), the associated
coordinationn issues in multi-channeling, the rise of front, mid and back office
architecturess to support multi-channeling and possibilities for ICT-based knowledge
managementt in supply chains. The first three phenomena are discussed in chapter
tenn en the last phenomenon is discussed in chapter eleven based on a study at IBM
Nederland.. Chapter twelve contains a study on the application of the case study
methodd in which 55 case studies in the information systems discipline are evaluated.
Alll three chapters in part two are self-containing and should be read as such.
Inn chapter ten insights on the informational aspects of service process replication
(servicee distribution) are expanded from the service specification phase (the focus of
partt one) into the complete sales cycle / service delivery process. I provide a
theoreticall framework for multi-channel service distribution and I introduce the
informationall concept of front, mid and back office architectures that support
replicationn of service processes over different distribution channels. Parts of chapter
tenn are based on the following publication.
Vries, E.J. de and Stegen, F. (2000), Multi-channeling in de dienstverlening,
hett (PMC)2-raamwerk voor kanaalcoördinatie, Tijdschrift Management en
Informatie,Informatie, Vol. 8, No. 1:4-15.
Inn chapter eleven I expand some of the initial insights on knowledge
managementt in service networks or supply channels from the Interpolis and Sioo
case.. I had the opportunity to study IBM's knowledge management in its supply
channel.. The study has been published in:
Vries, E J. de and Brijder, H.G. (2000), Knowledge management in hybrid
supplyy channels: a case study, International Journal of Technology
Management,Management, Vol. 20, No. 5/6/7/8: 569-587.
Inn chapter twelve I present a study on the application of the case study method in
555 case studies in the information systems discipline. I started the study together
withh Daniël Roest to compare my own research design with other studies. The study
greww into a publication:
Vries, E.J. de and Roest, D. (1999), Case research in IS: state of affairs,
ProceedingsProceedings of the seventh European Conference on Information Systems,
Vol.. 2, Copenhagen, June: 704-718.
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Chapterr Ten
Multi-channelingg and
Front,, Mid and Back Office Architectures

Servicee providers are changing their distribution strategy into multi-channel
strategiess in which they try to reach their customers through different channels like
branchh offices, call centers, mobile telephony, Internet and/or intermediaries. This
chapterr serves as a first step on theory development on multi-channeling, a relatively
neww phenomenon in service distribution management, which is of large interest to
practitionerss in the industry. I address three related questions concerning multichanneling.. The first question is on what multi-channel distribution of services is
aboutabout and what differentiates it from distribution from physical goods. The answer
too this question is that multi-channel distribution is a coordination issue in which
servicee processes are made accessible through multiple channels to different market
segments.. The second question is on which issues need to be coordinated. I
introducee a conceptual framework for multi-channel coordination in which the
contentt of services processes (in terms of general company communication and the
productt itself) needs to be made accessible to different market segments in different
phasess of the service delivery process through different media. The framework is a
firstfirst step into theory development about multi-channeling in services and three
coordinationn issues are discussed based on the framework: the management of
customerr expectations and communication on service delivery performance, the
replicationn of service processes over different media/channels and media reach. The
thirdd question addressed in this chapter is on how multi-channel coordination is
facilitatedfacilitated through ICT. I will discuss front, mid and back office architectures and
howw these support multi-channel coordination. I finish this chapter with an outlook
onn challenging research questions in the field of multi-channeling.
Inn this chapter, I limit myself to the functional issues of service distribution.
Governancee issues are not discussed. Functional issues revolve around the question,
whichh functions are to be performed in distribution. The central question in the
governancee issue is which parties govern which part of the value chain. I focus on
thee non-physical aspects of distribution. The physical elements of the service
provisionn can be distributed conform theories regarding physical distribution.

Multi-channelingg in the Service Industry
Multi-channell service distribution is about making service processes accessible to
customerss and is about market mediation (acquiring information on customer
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behavior).. Multi-channeling comprises three developments: multiple channeling,
compositee channeling and adaptive channeling.
Thee first and central issue in service distribution is making service processes
accessiblee through the replication of these processes (Normann, 1991). The
distributionn of services is fundamentally different from the distribution of goods. In
thee physical distribution of goods, the accessibility of products is central. The
emphasiss is on bridging differences in time, place, amount and quality of products
(Sternn et al., 1996; Chase & Acquilano, 1995). The processes that produce products
couldd be hidden from the customer through stocks. Services cannot be stocked and
servicee processes tend to be visible (at least partly) to the customer because of the
production/consumptionn simultaneity in services (Shostack, 1987; Grönroos, 1990;
Normann,, 1991, Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). The customer participates to some
extentt in the service delivery process. The consequence of the unstockability,
simultaneityy of production and consumption and the definition of services as sets of
operations,, is that service processes cannot be hidden from the customer, but rather,
mustt be brought within reach of the customer so that production/consumption
simultaneityy can take place and the set of operations can be performed on the
mediumm held by the customer.
Thee issue of making service processes accessible through replication is in
essencee a coordination issue. The coproduction of customers needs to be coordinated
withh the production by the service company throughout the different phases of the
servicee delivery process. To coordinate, communication with customers throughout
thee service delivery process is needed. In multi-channel service distribution this
communicationn is done through different channels/media.
Traditionally,, service distribution has been a question of service facility design
andd personnel training. Business processes were replicated across branches,
penetratingg the market as much as possible. Physical service facility layout,
personnell training and coproduction-design were the important issues (Lovelock &
Wright,, 1999; Grönroos, 1990). Another important issue was the governance of the
distributionn channel (own branches versus franchising or independent
intermediaries).. Distribution could additionally take place via media like paper and
telephony. .
Nowadays,, service distribution has become an issue of the application of ICT as
well.. The business logic of processes can, to a high degree, be supported and
distributedd with the help of ICT. This is evident in electronic channels (like
Internet),, but also comes into play in non-electronic channels (for example, consider
thee systems insurance companies and travel organizations install at their agencies
andd intermediaries). Table 10.1 contains a non-exhaustive treatment of distribution
channelss used in the service industry and a short description of less familiar
channels. .
Distribution,, aside from making service processes accessible, has a second basic
function,, the market mediation function (Fisher, 1997). The objective of market
mediationn is to ascertain that the variety of services which reach the market conform
too market demands. This therefore concerns the building up of market related
knowledgee and the translation of this into service delivery concepts required by the
markett on the short and long term. Communication with customers and registration
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off interactions and buying patterns play a primary role in building up market
knowledge.. ICT, like Customer Relationship Management systems, is an important
tooll to do so. In multi-channel service distribution, the accumulation of market
informationn is done through different channels.
Multi-channelingg comprises three developments in the distribution (Anderson,
Dayy & Rangan, 1997; De Vries & Brijder, 2000).

Service providers have a need to service different market segments from
differentt channels (multiple channeling).
Service providers seek different channels to fulfil different distribution
functionss within the same market segment (composite channeling).
Service providers require flexibility in their distribution (adaptive
channeling)) to enable them to respond to market dynamics. In an unstable
market,, one should be able to add and use channels experimentally. Then,
whenn the market stabilizes, the most effective and efficient channels can be
selectedd (Moriarty & Moran, 1990).

Description Description
RelativelyRelatively new
channels channels
Multimediaa call AA hybrid form of telephony and internet. The call center employee and
clientt communicate synchronically via the telephone and internet.
center r
AA virtual shopping center in which the tendering of different services and
Internet t
shoppingg mall goodss has been brought together, perhaps thematically, via links or
animation. .
Ann intranet or compilation of intranets made accessible to a limited
Extranet t
domainn of external parties. An intranet is an internet application
accessiblee solely to the own organization. The accessibility of extranets is
generallyy limited to the transaction and collaboration domain of the
organizationn (Tiggelaar, 1999).
AA group of people (community members) who share a common interest
Virtual l
community y
andd communicate about it via internet. In a virtual community, interests,
transactionss (the exchange of funds for goods/services), ideas and
relationss are exchanged (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997; Barnatt, 1998).
Thee internet site that generally appears first on the screen and which
Portal l
affordss access to internet via search machines and links. The portal serves
too aggregate the content of other sites and forms the access to an
individualizedd domain. One example of such a domain could be a
collectionn of financial services (the •financial portal').
FamiliarFamiliar channels: counter, shop-concept, telephony, internet sites, call center, forms,
vending-machines,, sales agents, account managers, account-teams, intermediaries, retail,
interorganizationall information systems (electronic order systems).
Tablee 10.1: Distribution channels for services
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AA Conceptual Framework for Multi-channel Coordination

II consider multi-channeling to be an issue of coordination of multiple
media/channelsmedia/channels in which the content of the service delivery process (in
generall company communication and the product) is made accessible to different
marketmarket segments (see figure 10.1). The framework is a reinterpretation of Moriart
andd Moran's (1990) hybrid marketing channel matrix and has been worked out to a
threee dimensional framework to enable the expression of current multi-channel
issues.. Moriarty and Moran (1990) only took the media and process dimension into
account.. They didn't make any differentiation between market segments and they
didn'tt specifically focus on service distribution or on technological channels.
Thee central issue in service distribution is making processes accessible, which
meanss making the different phases of the sales cycle accessible. The sales process
cann be divided into: gaining attention - informing - advising - transaction fulfillmentt - post-sales service, as I suggested in part one of this thesis. The precise
phasingg differs over industries. For example, in business-to-business services, a
supplierr evaluation phase will have to be added and in financial services an
acceptationn phase is generally prior to the transaction.

Market t

Accountt manager
Intermediary y

Mediumm / Counter r
channel l Calll center
Internet t
Directt mail

Productt and
communication n

RTV V

Process s
Figuree 10.1: The multi-channel framework
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Inn multi-channeling, the different process phases are made accessible through
replicationn over multiple media. Attention might be gained by radio, TV or direct
mail.. Informing could be done by brochures, internet or CD-ROM. Advice could be
givenn by branch offices, call centers or intermediaries. Transactions might be closed
overr the telephone with call centers or at the branch office. Post-sales service might
bee carried out from a service desk or customer care center. It could occur however,
thatt all phases of the sales process are transacted through the same medium.
Multiplee combinations between process phases and media are possible. Service
providerss might have preferences for certain media, as well as customers will have
preferencess and habits.
Thee process phases can be made accessible via multiple media to different
markett segments. The segmentation depth of the market hereby determines the
targetedd range of the medium. One can segment the market into approximate target
groups,, into refined segments or into market segments of one (one-to-one
marketing). .
Thee content to be distributed via media in the different process phases consists
off general company communication and the product itself. Communication should
bee seen as general marketing communication in which customer's attention is drawn
too the service provider in general and its services in particular. Although 'the
productt is missing' (Grönroos, 1998) in services, using the term 'product' has
becomee widespread in the service industry (Shaw, 1990). From a customer's
viewpointt the product of the service provider is seen as for example insurance
policies,, current account statements, investment statements, theatre tickets, etc. To
bee precise, these are not products but merely communications about services to be
deliveredd or already delivered. Through these communications, service delivery
processs phases are made tangible and the service provider communicates its service
performancee to the customer. Thus a distinction is made between general marketing
communicationss and service specific communications (denoted by 'the product').
Generall marketing communication generally will be sent in the first phases of the
saless cycle (attention - informing), service specific information (the 'product') will
bee sent throughout the advise - transaction - fulfillment and after sales service
phases.. Because marketing communication and the 'product' both are the content of
communicationn and both coincide in a number of media (like e-commerce
applicationss for instance), I decided to use the term 'medium' rather than 'channel' in
thee framework. I follow Stone and Woodcock (1995) in considering distribution
channelss to be communication channels. The difference between general marketing
communicationn on the one hand and service delivery and messages about service
deliveryy (the 'product') on the other hand becomes vague in many ICT media
(Barnatt,, 1998). On the Internet for example, a customer can navigate from
marketingg communication (the 'banner'), to product related information and onwards
too the order form and ultimately to digital delivery of the product with a few mouse
clickss and within a matter of seconds.
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managementt of customer expectations
andd service process performance

Figuree 10.2: Projections within the multi-channel coordination framework

Thee coordination issues in multi-channeling are represented by abstract
projectionss of dimensions in the framework (see figure 10.2). The projection of
processs phases upon market segments is the coordination issue of the management
off customer expectations and service process performance communication. The
projectionn of process phases upon media is the coordination issue of process
replication.. The projection of media upon market segments is the coordination issue
off reach. In the next sections I discuss these coordination issues.

Coordinationn Issue: Management of Customer Expectations and
Processs Performance Communication
Thee projection of process phases upon market segments is the coordination issue of
thee management of customer expectations and service process performance
communication.. Throughout the process promises are made about subsequent phases
andd promises need to be held in subsequent phases (Grönroos, 1990). Through the
makingg of promises customer expectations on the service are influenced (Zeithaml,
Parasuramann & Berry, 1990) and through communication on performance delivered
inn the service delivery process, the service process is made tangible and the keeping
off promises is communicated to customers (the 'product'). Thus, the initial phases
offerr opportunities to influence the expectation pattern of the customer. In
subsequentt phases, the behavior of the service provider must meet up to these
expectations,, ideally resulting in a satisfactory customer experience. The promises
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madee to customers and the delivery on these promises enables service providers to
differentiatee between market segments.
Thee coordination issue is to make sure that throughout the different process
phasess messages about promises and service performance are kept consistent from
thee market segment's viewpoint. No matter which medium is used by a certain
markett segment, the messages about promises and service performance need to be
consistent.. To give a simple example on service performance communication,
messagess on withdrawals of your current account should be consistent, no matter
whetherr you access the service provider by telephone, ATM or electronic banking
application.. The same accounts for general marketing information (consistency of
messagess in brochures, on the Internet, etc.)
Thee pre-sales communication revolves mainly around branding. Strong brands
helpp the customer to visualize the service (Berry & Parasuraman, 1991). Branding
hass the following functions (Subriana & Carvajal, 1998).
•• An identification function: the brand contains important information
regardingg the characteristics of the service.
•• A reference function: the brand assists the consumer in self-identification
andd the brand contributes to the structuring and organizing of the market
supply. .
•• A guarantee function: the brand guarantees the quality that is expected.
•• A personalization function: the selection of a certain brand offers individuals
thee possibility to emphasize their desired social status.
•• A playful function: the brand corresponds to the enjoyment experienced
whenn it is purchased.
•• A practical function: the brand is a summary of information relating to
previouss purchase experiences.
Functionss in the area of identification, reference, guarantee and personalization
cann be delivered from the branding of the organization, the product or the medium.
•• Corporate branding ("ABN AMRO, The bank?'). Corporate branding tells us
somethingg about the reliability of the organization.
•• Product branding ("Your own Hi"). Product branding points out the image
andd functionality of the product. In service provision, corporate branding is
usuallyy more important than product branding (Berry & Parasuraman,
1991). .
•• Dialogue branding ("Just call Apeldoorn"). This reveals something about
thee approachability of the service and the type of communication that is to
bee expected. Part of the image is adopted from the distribution channel.
Combinationss might be chosen ("Just call your ABN AMRO account manager").
Inn the later phases of the sales process (from informing to the transaction) the
communicationn revolves mainly around service specification. Service specification
iss the first contact between the service provider and the customer in which customer
specificc requests are matched with the abilities of the service provider. The
specificationn process links service marketing to service delivery. The functions and
thee process of service specification have been discussed in part one of this thesis.
Thee interaction with the customer during service specification gives the service
providerr the opportunity to accumulate information on the customer and thus on the
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market.. Therefore, the specification process enables the 'market mediation' function
off service distribution.
Inn the fulfillment phase, the nature of the service determines the kind of
communicationn with the customer. In the case of intangible services, service
deliveryy process performance must be made tangible for the customer with
representationss (like overviews of pensions or investment funds). With tangible
servicess (like car repair or the beauty salon), service process performance is more
self-evident,, due to the tangible 'product', i.e. the tangible actions performed.
Nevertheless,, even these service providers like to tell you what they did (like in car
repair). .

Coordinationn Issue: Replication
Thee second coordination issue is the replication of service processes over multiple
media.. Ideally, a company would like to write one piece of software to support
servicee delivery and to replicate that software over different media/channels. To give
ann example, a service configurator (to configure services from components) or a
piecee of software to calculate quotes, should be ideally written once and then
replicatedd over call centers, branch offices, e-commerce applications, etc.
Thee coordination issue of replication is the question of determining which media
aree suitable for which task performance and to develop software which provides
servicee process logic that can be used in all these media. The suitability of media for
taskk performance is traditionally understood by the media richness theory and more
recentlyy an alternative theory has been proposed, the social information processing
theoryy to take factors from the social environment that determine media use into
accountt (Sun, 1999). Although there is a tradition on research on both the media
richnessrichness theory and the social information processing theory (see for example S
(1999)),, I'm not aware of any research on the application of these theories on service
distribution.. This is not surprising, given the fact that attention for multi-channeling
iss quite recent. We can nevertheless draw a few parallels. In research on media
richness,, connections are sought between the medium and its possibilities for task
performancee and communication. Information-rich media lend themselves well to
taskss in which people must comprehend difficult, complex subjects, or must reach a
consensuss of opinion regarding these. Information-poor media are suitable for
communicationn regarding routine activities. The more characteristics inherent in a
medium,, such as feedback options, language diversity and a people-oriented focus,
thee richer the medium. I draw some parallels in table 10.2, which provides an
overvieww of suppositions concerning media and their suitable applications.
Coordinationn Issue: Reach
Inn the projection of media upon market segments, the reach of the medium further
determiness the suitability of a medium. The coordination issue is one of matching
thee right medium on the right customer. This is not a simple question. Whether a
mediumm is the right one depends on customer preferences in the first place.
Customerr preferences in the attention and information phase of the sales process,
knownn as media preference, generally are well researched. But research on customer
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preferencess in the remaining phases of the sales cycle, generally known as channel
preferencess seem to be quite limited (Bellini, 2003).
Whenn customer preferences are known, the service company has to make a
trade-offf between investing in all the media that are preferred by the different market
segmentss (the 'open-up all windows' strategy) or limiting channel configurations.
Limitingg the channel configuration might result in losing market segments (because
thesee get out of reach), might result in enlarging the segmentation depth of the
markett to such a level that not all people in the segment get their preferred channels
butt at least get a medium which is acceptable to them. Furthermore, limiting channel
configurationn might result in investing in channel migration of certain market
segments. .
Channell preference and channel migration are hot topics in the service industry
forr two reasons. At first the 'open-up all windows' strategy shows to be quite
expensive,, so management wants to know which windows could be opened best.
Second,, with several new and relatively cheap and coproduction-intensive channels
availablee (like e-commerce applications), migration to these channels of certain
markett segments could be very profitable. It is obvious that knowledge on channel
migrationn depends on research on channel preference, i.e. factors that influence
channell preference, which seems to be quite rare (Bellini, 2003).

Characteristics Characteristics
TypeType of medium
'Face-to-face' ' Highestt richness. Synchronicity in time and place. The processing and
containmentt are limited by the capacity of human memory. The effects of
statuss and hierarchy are the highest, which could inhibit communication
(Vann Dijk, 1994; Wigand, 1997). Suitable for negotiation (Suh, 1999).
Telephonyy is not asrichas face-to-face. Since visual stimuli do not play a
'Ear-to-ear' '
role,, the emphasis is on the 'pure content' (Suh, 1999). Telephony is of
immeasurablee worth for organizations (Broek, 1998): high response
ratios,, immediate feedback,flexibility,combinatory with other media,
buildupp and maintenance of customer relations and low costs per contact.
Videoo is richer than audio and video conferencing can be a good
'Soundd and
substitutee for face-to-face communication (Suh, 1999). There seems to be
vision' '
aa future in store for videoconferencing, multimedia call centers and visual
telephony. .
Accordingg to Rice (1992), computer mediated communication like email
'Facee to
iss
not suitable for, amongst others, decision making, negotiating/closing
interface' '
deals,, conflict solving and the exchange of confidential information. Suh
(1999)) however, postulates that the medium isrichenough for
negotiation. .
One-wayy channel. Comprehensibility and reliability score low. The reach
'Print' '
iss large. The costs per contact are low.
One-wayy channel. Comprehensibility also scores low in the case of
'RTV' '
television.. The tangibility scores high.
Tablee 10.2: Characteristics andrichnessof media
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Thee framework gives direction to research on media/channel preferences of
customerss by paying attention to the fact that media/channel preferences should be
investigatedd for different process phases. This insight from the multi-channel
frameworkframework is quite new in the limited research on channel preferences (Be
2003).. The framework gives direction to research on the more dynamical issue of
channelchannel migration as well. The framework can be used to give an overview of wh
thee organization would prefer its customer's preferences to be (i.e. the company's
preferredd channel configuration). Based on discrepancies with actual preferences, a
migrationn strategy can be designed and its effects could be measured. Database
marketingg could be of some help by systematically recording and analyzing the
communicationn patterns with customers in different phases of the process and
matchingg this data with data from market research on what (potential) customers
claimm to prefer (van Ees, 1999).
Anotherr important coordination topic, which has to do with channel reach, is the
topicc of channel conflict (for an example see framework 10.1). With the framework
onee can bring channel conflict into view. Channel conflicts arise when multiple
channelss governed by different organizations are focused on the same segment
(Bucklin,, Thomas-Graham & Webster, 1997). It could for instance, become visible
thatt the information, advice and transaction phase for segment A is being performed
byy an independent intermediary as well as by the company's own call center.
Possiblee solutions for channel conflict could be understood through the multichannell coordination framework. Bucklin, Thomas-Graham and Webster (1997)
mentionn the following solutions.
•• Focusing channels anew on non-conflicting market segments (changes in the
medium-markett projection).
•• Placing the same service provision under different brands in conflicting
channelss (in terms of the framework: changing the process-market
projectionn through changes in communication in the pre-sales phase).
•• The introduction of (minor) changes to the product (change of the processmarkett projection through changes in the product or process performance) so
thatt different channels perform differently.
•• The division of specific phases of the sales process across different channels
(compositee channeling through changes in the process-medium projection),
soo that conflicts are circumvented. A well known example are insurance
companiess who attract and inform their customers by Internet but leave the
advicee and transaction phase to the independent intermediary.
ChannelChannel conflict (news release, Aug./Sept. 1999)
Thee NbvA gave Delta Lloyd warning of an imminent reaction by the intermediary in
responsee to collaboration between the insurance company and (one example) Albert Heijn
(AH,, Dutch grocery chain). Principal Secretary Boudewijn van Uden states "We have
nothingg against multi-channeling, as long as dual conditioning is not a factor. The
intermediaryy channel could well pay the price for growth via AH. Delta Lloyd must be
carefull not to put the cart before the horse".
Frameworkk 10.1: An example of channel conflict
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Thee framework also facilitates design and control of channel configurations in
whichh the same target group is reached in different process phases by different
channelss (composite channeling). In this case different channels map on different
processs phases, which border on one another. These borders indicate the need to
activelyy cross-reference from one channel to the other to reduce the risk of
customerss leaving the sales cycle and to transfer information on previous contacts.

Multi-channell architectures: front, mid and back office
Duringg the period of study of this thesis, interesting developments occurred in the
areaa of information architectures for multi-channel coordination, which I studied
indirectly.. Several service providers developed front, mid and back office
architecturess (Berg et al. 1997; De Vries, 1997) or sometimes called Customer
Relationshipp Management-infrastructures (Galbraith & Rogers, 1999; Van Ees,
1999)) or multi-channel architectures. At first I describe the idea behind these
architectures.. Then I will derive the general functionalities of the mid office from
architecturee reports. I relate these functionalities to the coordination issues in multichanneling.. I finish this section with positioning the mid office in the network
ecosystemm and an exploration of idea's on network positioning strategies based on
insightss from part one of this thesis.
Inn front, mid and back office architectures, front offices are supposed to perform
customerr processing (relational contacts throughout the sales cycle), back offices are
supposedd to perform depersonalized mass processing and contract administration
andd mid offices are the facilitating and coordinating link between front and back
officess (Berg et al., 1997). The concepts front, mid and back office in ICT
architecturess refers to a conceptual arrangement of information systems functionality
thatt support operations (Berg et al., 1997). It doesn't refer to actual organizational
arrangementss in specific organizations nor on technical implementations of ICT. The
technicall implementation of mid offices is left beyond the scope of this research. It
generallyy is based on middleware, N-tier architectures, object oriented software
design,, application programmable interfaces and wrapping of (back office) systems.
Thee concept of mid offices is very much based on the idea of information systems
componentss providing services to each other. Front, mid and back office
architecturess should be seen as clusters of business logic providing information
servicess to each other.
Frontt and back office systems are supposed to support front and back office
operationss and the above mentioned description matches with the general ideas on
frontfront and back office presented in chapter three. Front offices are designed with the
primee objective to serve customers and there is a three-way interaction between
customers,, employees and technology or a two-way interaction between customers
andd technology (in the case of self service, like e-commerce) (Chase & Tansik,
1983).. Tasks are done in the back office because of scale economies and interaction
iss two-way between employees and technology (Chase & Tansik, 1983). In the back
officee employees deal with customer surrogates embodied in information technology
andd extracted from customers in the front office.
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Overr the last decades information systems developed and grew within
organizationall boundaries and product lines (Berg et al., 1997; van Ees, 1999). In
manyy cases back office departments were product oriented. Therefore many service
providerss nowadays have product oriented systems in their back office
administratingg one product or sometimes a product family (a core product with
severall adjustments). Combined with multi-channel distribution and thus many front
officess this leads to a proliferation of front office applications and links between
frontt and back office systems (Berg et al., 1997). In fact, every front office system
thatt needs data about products needs a link with all back office systems registrating
thesee products (see figure 10.3).
Thee mid office is a new phenomenon, which facilitates and coordinates between
frontt offices and which links front and back office systems and thereby front and
backk office operations. The idea of mid office matches with the ideas presented in
chapterr three that buffers between front and back offices are needed that consist of
queuingg cases for processing, escalation procedures and information systems to
ensuree rapid availability of data (Stone & Woodcock, 1995) and the idea that ICT is
thee glue that holds together the front and back office (Li, 1997). Both front office
systemss as back office systems will have just one link with the mid offices, which
solvess the problem of proliferation of linkages.
Thee concept of mid office is based on the principle of decoupling (Berg et al.,
1997).. The idea of mid office started from the idea to combine or package products
andd to leave room for mass customization in the front office without having to alter
backk office registration systems. Product combinations or packages offered in the
frontt office are translated by the mid office into back office registration tasks (Berg
ett al., 1997).
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Figuree 10.3: Proliferation of linkages between front and back office systems
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Thee basic principle is to decouple channel independent and product independent
functionalityy (mid office) from channel dependent (front office) and product
dependentt (back office) functionality. Front offices, be it a call center, an internet
sitee or an intermediary, will have the mid office as the one and only point of contact.
Thee mid office provides the front office with product specifications, process
specification,, advise and sales applications and a customer view. The mid office
managess knowledge on products, the market, customers and distribution channels.
Thee time-to-market of new products and the time-to-implement of new distribution
channelss is supposed to increase due to the decoupling phenomenon of the mid
officee (Berg et al., 1997). Because of adaptive channeling, the introduction and
disappearancee of distribution channels has its own dynamics, therefore distribution
channels/frontt offices are decoupled from underlying channel generic relationship,
market,, product and channel functionalities.
Inn the late nineties Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tools entered the
markett (see appendix A for an overview of functionalities) and CRM functionalities
weree positioned into the front, mid and back office arrangement. Van Ees (1999)
describess the CRM infrastructure of a financial service company in the Netherlands
(FBTO)) and positions administration functions in the back office (the product
administrationn systems) and communication with customers in the front office
(throughh channel systems like call center applications, internet applications, etc.).
Thiss front office is supported by a relation management system, marketing database,
marketingg analysis tools, campaign management and contact management. With the
analysiss tools customer profiles, sales scores, channel preference models and
selectionn criteria for campaigns are build to facilitate customer targeting. Wielink
andd Kreuse (1999) address the following functionalities to the mid office:
distributionn and synchronization of data, translation of services to back office
registrationn tasks, integrated customer view, customer contact data, content
managementt (registration of representations of services), process/supply chain
definitionn and control and service level agreement management.
Midd Office Functionalities
Tablee 10.3 at the end of this chapter provides a scheme in which general mid office
functionalitiess are derived from secondary research material, i.e. architecture reports
off six different companies in the Netherlands. Most mid offices provide the
followingg functionalities.
Single integral customer view *).
Product structure definition *).
Workflow management.
Contact management *).
Campaign management *).
Content management *).
Contract management *).
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Channell management *)
Marketingg analysis and scoring *).
Saless support *).
Managementt information.
Backk office integration and synchronization *).
Externall sourcing *).
Channell generic, business specific functionality.
*)) These functionalities are typical Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
functionalitiess and resemble the CRM functionalities mentioned in appendix A
(backk office integration and synchronization and external sourcing resemble process
integrationn in appendix A).
Alll mid offices provide information services to front office systems which
supportt the commercial phases of the sales cylce. Figure 10.4 shows the resulting
front,, mid and back office architecture picture.
Midd office functionalities are channel generic in the sense that these
functionalitiess are used throughout the sales cycle irrespective of the channel used.
Channell specific functionalities are grouped in the front office layer of the
architecture.. These are functionalities like call center scripts, voice response menus
orr SMS-technology.
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Figuree 10.4: The front, mid and back office architecture
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Thee mid office serves as a single point of definition. The structure of for instance
thee customer view, products, content or contracts is defined in the mid office. Data
outt of which products or a customer view is build could be physically located
outsidee the mid office (in for instance several back office systems or databases), but
thee mid office knows where to find this data. The product definition, for instance,
mightt define products on components, assembling and label level. Contract
managementt relates a certain product (based on a certain product definition) to a
customer.. This means that that product definitions within contracts differ over
customerss and that product definitions might expand over time (with new
components)) without affecting running contracts. Changes in contracts and events
basedd on contracts (like for instance premium collection or insurance prolongation)
leadd to triggers to back office administration systems to provide the required service
(likee a premium collection for instance). Events on contracts in which different
productss or product components are combined might lead to different triggers to
differentt back office systems to perform required services. This way basic concepts
off mass customization are supported.
Generall reasons for developing multi-channel architectures are the need for
multi-channell coordination, mass customization, shorter product life cycles,
7*24*3655 servicing, customer differentiation, marketing analysis and cross selling.
Front,, mid and back office architectures are developed to explicitly:
Re-use channel generic functionalities (once only definition and
developmentt of functionality that can be reused in several channels).
Have a single customer view.
To enable integral client reporting (reporting on different products).
To coordinate commercial processes over channels (by commercial
workfloww management).
To increase time to market of new services by flexible product configuration
(outt of existing and new components).
To increasing time-to-implement of new channels.
To differentiate between distribution and production (by decoupling front
andd back office through the mid office).
To enable external sourcing of services and to relabel these.
Midd Office and Multi-channel Coordination
Front,, mid and back office architectures support the four basic multi-channel
coordinationn issues.
Throughoutt the complete sales process customer expectations and process
performancee communication can be managed by keeping general company
communicationn and product communication (the content) consistent through
combiningg functionalities like campaign management, content management, product
structuree definition, contract management, contact management, customer view and
workfloww management. From the single customer view the market segment to signal
too (eventually through a campaign) is known and signals could be kept consistent by
usingg the same content, contracts and product definitions from the mid office.
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Workfloww management and contact management assist in managing the workflow
throughoutt the complete sales process to make sure that service promises are kept.
Inn several cases content management by the mid office explicitly was meant to
providee for integral multi-product (package) customer reporting, which is in essence
communicationn about the performance of multiple service processes.
Throughh the mid office, channel generic functionalities of the sales process are
replicatedd over different media/channels.
Thee mid office supports the reach coordination issue as well. Channel behavior
iss measurable in the mid office through analysis of contact data and can be matched
withh data on channel preferences from marketing research. Channel management
furtherr supports analysis of channel performance and costs. Channel conflict cannot
bee detected by the mid office because externally governed channels fall outside the
scopee of the mid office. Coordination requirements due to composite channeling is
completelyy supported by the mid office concept. The mid office is explicitly
designedd to coordinate commercial processes over channels by commercial
workfloww management and contact management. Every contact in every channel is
registeredd (including content and appointments). Through workflow management
thee next steps in the process are planned, expert employees are scheduled and
channelss are chosen based on customer and company media preferences.
Thee second function of service distribution, the market mediation function, is
supportedd by the mid office as well. It is obvious that through market analysis based
onn data from the customer view and contact management, information on the market
cann be build to support marketing decision making.
Thee Mid Office and the Network Ecosystem
Twoo explicit reasons for developing front, mid and back office architectures are of
speciall interest in relation to the network ecosystem of Klüber et al. (1999),
presentedd in chapter two. Front, mid and back office architectures are explicitly
developedd to differentiate between service distribution and production and to enable
externall sourcing (and relabeling) of services. In 1997, Berg et al. (Berg et al., 1997)
mentioned:: "probably back offices will offer services to mid offices of associated
companiess in the near future". Two years later Wielink and Kreuse (1999) suggested
aa front, mid and back office architecture to integrate chains and networks of
providerss of governmental services, like municipalities or ministries. It becomes
clearr that the mid office is a decoupling and coupling mechanism between service
distributionn and service production, regardless of whether distribution or production
iss done by the organization governing the mid office or other organizations like
sharedd service centers (Schmidt, 1997). Manuel (2001) describes for instance shared
servicee centers for multi-label back office mortgage administrations, back office
indemnityy insurance administrations and back office universal life insurance
administrations.. Both back office processes as well as front office processes (like in
thee case of facility call centers or intermediaries) might be done by external parties
andd might be coupled by mid offices. This is expressed in figure 10.5.
Givenn the channel generic and non-product specific functionalities of the mid
officee and its potential for market mediation, the coordination provider in the
networkk ecosystem might use the mid office mechanism to coordinate front and
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backk office processes provided by its own organization or external organizations. By
doingg so, it will perform the coordination broker, coordination knowledge provider
andd coordination standard setter role as well. As coordination broker it will provide
informationn about providers in the network, standards, contracts and relationships
(thiss information already is build in the mid office). As mid office coordination
providerr it has knowledge on setting up and maintaining coordination services in a
businesss network (the knowledge provider role). To be able to couple partners to the
midd office the coordination provider has to set standards. The mid office enables
businesss network metamanagement, the management that is responsible for
analyzingg requests for services, identifying services, switching and tracking of
servicee providers, maintaining the procedure for allocating services to requests and
adjustingg the criteria for satisfying allocation.
Businesss network metamanagement by setting standards, coordination provision,
coordinationn brokerage and coordination knowledge provision enabled by the mid
officee mechanism might be the sweet spot to strive for in future networks. The
coordinationn of distribution channels, market mediation opportunities, standard
settingg and production partner brokerage provide abilities to lock-in customers and
supplierss because service customization, augmentation and versioning is enabled
andd specific investments in the network have to be made (Shapiro and Varian,
1999).. Positive feedback due to network externalities might raise because many
customerss might get to a full range of (mass customized) services through a
completee network of channels, making it attractive for new customers to join the
networkk (Shapiro and Varian, 1999). As Shapiro and Varian (1999) stated: "the
greatt fortunes of the information age lie in the hands of companies that have
successfullyy established proprietary architectures that are used by a large installed
basee of locked-in customers"...and suppliers, I like to add.
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mngmt
mngmt

channel
mngmt

midd office

Channel-generic,, business specific functionality
Backk office integration and synchronisation /
externall sourcing

backk office

Figuree 10.5: Front, mid and back office architectures and shared service centers (SSC)
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Conclusionss and further research
Inn this chapter I introduced multi-channeling as a coordination problem in which the
differentt service delivery process phases (and its content in terms of general
companyy communication and the product) need to be made accessible to different
markett segments through different media/channels. I distinguished three
coordinationn issues: the management of customer expectations and service process
performancee communication, replication and reach. Through a tentative analysis of
reportss on six mid offices, I derived general mid office functionalities which are
channell generic and non product specific and I showed that the four coordination
issuess are supported by the mid office functionalities. Furthermore I argued that the
midd office mechanism might help to organize for network metamanagement, the
sweett spot in future service networks.
Basedd on these insights several question for further research rise. In the
descriptionn of the multi-channel framework several research questions already have
beenn raised.
••

Part of the coordination issue of replication is the question of the suitability
off channels/media for service distribution tasks, which might be studied with
thee help of the media richness theory or social information processing
theory. .
•• Part of the coordination issue of reach are questions on customer channel
preferencee and channel migration. To study channel migration strategies, we
havee to study channel preference at first. Bellini (2003) took some first steps
byy analyzing the literature and came to the conclusion that research on this
topicc is rare.
Anotherr question addresses the complexity of multi-channel coordination. This
complexityy will increase with:
•• an increase of distinguishable phases in the service delivery process (an
increasee in the service range or customization options);
•• an increase of the segmentation depth of the market (towards segments of
one); ;
•• an increase of channels;
•• an increase in personalization of communication content.
Thee question raises: at what point of customizing commercial offerings becomes
multi-channell coordination complexity too hard to manage? With customizing
commerciall offerings I mean delivering customized services through customized
servicee delivery processes with personalized communication throughout the
completee process, against a differentiated price, made accessible over customer
preferredd media to segments of one or even smaller that one (meaning that the same
customerr might behave differently during working hours and leisure time or as a
commuter,, for instance). This question could be rephrased into the question: when
becomess the marketing hype of one-to-one marketing a hard to crack NP-complete
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problem?? Matching millions of market segments, many process phases and hundreds
off communication content options to twenty or thirty different media appears to me
ass a NP-complete pigeon hole problem.
Relatedd to this question are questions on complexity and flexibility related to the
midd office concept. Does the mid office concept improve the management of multichannell coordination complexity and does it improve the flexibility of organizations
orr networks of organizations? De Goeij (2002) started research on these issues.
Thee last question for further research raises from the idea that business network
metamanagementt enabled by the mid office mechanism might be the sweet spot to
strivee for in future networks. This question is strategic of nature. The question is
whetherr a network positioning strategy in which the coordination of distribution
channels,, market mediation, standard setting and production partner brokerage are
criticall resources, increases abilities to lock-in customers and suppliers and to
leveragee positive feedback due to network externalities. This question goes beyond
thee classical research theme in the information systems field on quasi-integration
duee to proprietary systems.
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Chapterr Eleven
Knowledgee Management in Hybrid Supply
Channels:: a Case Study

ErikErik J. de Vries and Henriëtte Brijder

Inn this paper we present a theoretical framework for information technology
supportedd knowledge management in hybrid supply channels. The framework has
beenn applied to IBM in an exploratory case study. The study supports the
framework.. The framework characterizes the competitive environment of companies
andd describes the resulting need for hybrid channeling and effective partnering. For
hybridd channeling three types of knowledge are important: contextual, operational
andd functional knowledge. For partners situated upstream in the channel contextual
knowledgee is the hardest to acquire. One needs its partners situated downstream in
thee channel to provide this knowledge. These partners on the other hand need their
upstreamm partners to provide functional and operational knowledge. Information
technologyy is a powerful tool for knowledge management in supply chains by
providingg four functions: adviser, assistant, librarian and teacher.

Introduction n
Knowledgee is becoming increasingly important in channel management. The only
wayy to compete seems to add more knowledge to products and services to serve
customerss with added value and to create new business constantly (Huizenga and
Hartog,, 1998). Partnering relationships have become increasingly prevalent in the
valuee chain of most enterprises. The growing dynamic of markets makes it more
difficultt for organizations to meet customer needs and to create value on their own
(Saint-Onge,, 1998).
Saint-Ongee (1998) makes the following statements about knowledge in
channels. .
••

"In the knowledge economy, the quality of relationships between business
partnerss will determine the extent to which value is added for the customers
theyy both serve.
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••

Building the level of trust in such relationships is essential to redefining
relationshipss which otherwise tend to deteriorate and to gravitate to the
eitherr end of a dependence / independence spectrum.
•• The level of trust and partnering between manufacturer and distributor in
turnn provides the basis for engendering customer loyalty.
•• These partnerships work best when their focus is on creating value for the
customer. .
•• The convergence of perspectives required for effective partnering will best
bee achieved through an ongoing knowledge sharing and regular strategic
dialogues." "

Ongoingg knowledge sharing is critical to effective partnering in a channel.
Increasinglyy value is created at the customer interface where the needs and
aspirationss of customers are at the root of customizing solutions. If distributors are
unablee to partner effectively, it will be very difficult for them to instill a strong
sensee of trust and partnership with their customers. Customers will have a high level
off satisfaction if the distribution partner shows commitment and ownership for the
outcomee of the transaction although part of the transaction is produced by other
partnerss in the supply chain. One can assume that the relationship between
distributorss and customers will be negatively influenced by poor partnership
betweenn manufacturers and distributors (Saint-Onge, 1998).

Problemm Definition
Thee objective of this study is to examine how information technology (IT) enabled
knowledgee management contributes to channel management in todays competitive
environment.. The following research questions guided our work.
1.. Which environmental developments effect channel design?
2.. How important is effective partnering in channels?
3.. How does knowledge management contribute to effective partnering
betweenn channel members?
4.. How do organizations apply information technology to support knowledge
managementt in supply channels?
Wee expect IT enabled knowledge sharing between channel members to enhance
effectivee partnering, which is necessary for hybrid channeling. Hybrid channeling is
supposedd to be necessary for organizations to compete successfully in todays
dynamicc markets. We studied both the knowledge management and channel
managementt literature and constructed a theoretical framework which we used in an
exploratoryy case study to gain a first insight into the field of IT enabled knowledge
managementt in channel management. We discuss this theoretical framework
startingg with the environmental factors which influence channel design, followed by
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elementss that become prevalent in channel design and we end the discussion with
thee effect of IT-enabled knowledge management on effective partnering in hybrid
channels.. After presenting the framework we will discuss the research methodology,
thee analysis of the case and our interpretation of the findings of the study.

Theoreticall Framework
Wee developed a theoretical framework shown in figure 11.1. In this framework the
competitivee environment causes channel strategies to take a hybrid form. Hybrid
channell strategies make it necessary to manage and to share knowledge with
partnerss in the channel. IT supports knowledge sharing.
Environment t
Highh velocity
market t

Powerr at the end
off the chain

Concentrationn on
coree capabilities

VV
Hybridd channel design and
nartnprina a

Multiplee channels

Adaptivee channels

Compositee channels

AA

Knowledgee sharing between
partners: :
Contextuall knowledge
Functionall knowledge
Operationall knowledge
AA
ITT support:
Adviser r
Assistant t
Librarian n
Teacher r
Figuree 11.1: Theoretical framework
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Competitivee Environment

Threee major factors influence channel design: the high velocity of markets, power at
thee end of the chain and concentration on core capabilities.
HighHigh Velocity Market

Alll channels drift out of alignment with supplier and customer needs over time, but
nowadayss these changes are occurring so swiftly that there is no time to determine
whetherr an initial channel design is effective (Anderson et al., 1997). Eisenhardt
andd Zbaracki (1992) call this a 'high-velocity' environment. A high velocity market
iss caused by shortened life-cycles and unpredictable demand or fast changing
customerr wishes. These are results of products getting more innovative. Functional
productss satisfy basic needs. Products become innovative when a company
introducess innovations to give customers an additional reason to buy. Although
innovationss enable a company to achieve higher profit margins, the very newness of
thee innovative product makes demand unpredictable. The life cycle of innovative
productss is short, usually 3 to 12 months (Fisher, 1997).
Onee way to reduce the uncertainty resulting from innovative products is by
havingg different products share common components, moss customization. Mass
customizationn is also triggered by the new abilities to address customers in small
groupss through database technologies and by flexible manufacturing. Markets are
fragmentedfragmented into segments so diverse that products need to be mass customiz
essencee of mass customization is the ability to customize large volumes of products
outt of standard components and deliver them at mass production prices.
Organizationss that use this kind of customization minimize cost by not keeping
inventoriess of finished products. Instead they stock raw materials or component
partss and assemble them into finished products only in response to the actual needs
off individual customers (Boynton et al, 1993; Gilmore and Pine, 1997). Customer
expectationss are raised, which puts further strain on distribution channels.
PowerPower at the End of the Chain

Increasinglyy value is created at the customer interface where the needs and
aspirationss of customers are the basis for shaping solutions (Saint-Onge, 1998).
Customerss demand value adding and accessible distribution services which supply
productss and services in the most cost and time efficient way. Service companies
havee given the end-consumers more power by allowing them to dictate their
individuall and collective wishes through customer response systems. The secret of
successs for the service community is the ability to discover these end-customer
trendss and to supply for them (Quinn, 1992). Value creation at the customer
interfacee and mass customization shifts the power in the channel downwards.
Distributorss and customers gain more power and manufacturers are loosing power.
Manufacturerss become dependent on channel partners for their market information
andd the assembling of components into mass customized products.
Accordingg to Porters' Industry forces model (Porter, 1980) three forces underlie
buyers'' power.
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Enhanced bargaining power. Many observers believe that manufacturers
havee lost ground to distributors, but analysis reveals that both have lost
powerr to the consumer (Anderson et al., 1997; Hagel et al., 1997).
More knowledgeable buyers. Large resellers increased their knowledge of
thee producers' costs, their own operation costs and profits for each item, and
theirr customers' needs (Anderson et al., 1997).
Credible threats of backward integration. Distributors can further enhance
theirr power by threatening to take over some of the suppliers' activities,
therebyy strengthening their relationship with the end consumer (Anderson et
al,, 1997).
ConcentrationConcentration on Core Capabilities
Firmss are handing off non critical activities or functions to concentrate on
enhancingg their core capabilities (Stalk et al., 1992). Activities are performed where
theyy make the most sense. Any activity that is not pivotal to the strategy of the
organizationn can better be outsourced. Specialization on production or distribution
activitiess is common.

Channell Design
Changess in the environment affect channel design. In theframeworkwe recognize
thee need for hybrid channels in which multiple channels are adaptive and composed
off specialists. Partnering by combining strengths is essential in hybrid channel
designs. .
MultipleMultiple Channels
Multiplee channels are most prevalent in high velocity markets (Anderson et al.,
1997).. There is considerable movement between segments and across purchases.
Moreover,, with accelerating product life cycles and fragmentation of customer
segments,, multiple channel approaches are often the only way to provide market
coverage.. Because of mass customization, the linear channel configuration doesn't
applyy any more, channel diversity is triggered (Anderson et al., 1997). Multiple
channelss reflect the range of channel options available (see figure 11.2). In
managingg multiple channels, companies demarcate products by channels, thus
minimizingg direct comparison. Despite product differences, competing channels
sometimess offer similar problem-solving capabilities by patching or bundling
productss appropriately.
AdaptiveAdaptive Channels
Innovativee products require a fundamentally different supply chain (Fisher, 1997).
Thee uncertain market reaction to innovative products increases the risk of shortage
orr excess supplies. This demand uncertainty can be dealt with by creating adaptive
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supplyy chains. A supply chain performs two distinctive types of functions, a
physicall function and a market mediation function. The physical function includes
convertingg raw materials into parts, components and eventually finished goods and
transportingg them. For innovative products this means producing for mass
customization,, cutting lead-times and increasing the supply chain's flexibility. The
markett mediation function has the purpose of assuring that the variety of products
reachingg the marketplace matches customer demand. The market mediation function
becomess increasingly important when products become innovative and requires
closee partnership and sharing of knowledge of customers and products.
Inn a high velocity market with power at the end of the chain, firms must
experimentt with different ways of reaching the market (Anderson et al., 1997). All
kindss of new channels become available through innovations in marketing (for
example,, direct marketing, telemarketing, database marketing) and the application
off IT, like electronic commerce (Kierzkowski et al., 1996; Alba et al., 1997), virtual
communitiess (Hagel et al., 1997), multimedia call centers and cybermediairies
(Sarkarr et al., 1995). These innovations result in new ways to reach new and
existingg markets with different service levels and have the capability of changing
thee distribution of power in chains by alternating the market mediation function of
chainss (Kierzkowski et al., 1996). Reacting quickly on the feedback of the
experimentss to find out the effectivity of the channel configuration is essential
(Saint-Onge,, 1998).

Supplier r

Noo frills/Low cost
channels s

Pr ice-r
e
Sen sitive
n
s
Lust omers
t

Customerss who wear
differentt hats for different
purchasee occasions

Figuree 11.2: Multiple Channels (Anderson et al., 1997).
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CompositeComposite Channels
AA firm does better in uncertain environments by dealing through many specialists
becausee specialists tend to be focused and have valuable local knowledge of small
markett niches which facilitates responding to changing market demands (the market
mediationn function). The manufacturer cannot acquire as much market knowledge
ass many local entities can. This results in composite channels, in which both the
supplierr and its channel partners divide the execution of the channel functions (see
figuree 11.3). A team of channel partners, each specialized in a few tasks, satisfies
thee customers total needs. New arrangements focus on growing demands for broader
markett offerings, products and services that the channel member does not normally
provide,, by agreeing to pool resources and capabilities. All members in the hybrid
systemm must adequately perform their functional responsibilities for the final sale to
occur.. The objective is to improve the quality of service throughout the distribution
channell by capability sharing agreements and by substituting the superior
capabilitiess of one member for the inferior of another. Composite channels are
costlyy to manage and seem to work only in environments that can afford high
channell margins (Saint-Onge, 1998). The trend towards composite channels is
drivenn by the high velocity of the market, concentration on core capabilities and
shiftt of power to the end of the chain.
Inn composite channels the producer will no longer be the owner and manager of
materiall activa but becomes more the coordinator and center of intellectual activa.
Thee only source of sustainable competitiveness will come from skills, experience
andd knowledge of the market. These are all knowledge based service providing
activitiess which are harder to imitate or exceed (Quinn, 1992).

Supplier r

Demand d
Generation n
Own n
salesforce e

Physical l
Distribution n
Outside e
Distributor r

Afterr sales
Service e
Insidee or Outside
Service e

Customer r

Figuree 11.3: Composite channels (Anderson et al, 1997)
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HybridHybrid Channel Designs and Partnering by Combining Strengths
Thesee effects require hybrid channel designs, adaptive designs composed of
multiplee specialist partners, by which high market coverage can be reached and
differentt customer needs can be satisfied. "The resulting networks of value adding
partnershipss are like confederations of specialists. These networks are flexible,
specializedd and emphasize inter firm relationships, with a pooling of complementary
skillss and resources to achieve shared goals" (Saint-Onge, 1998). These are webs of
capabilitiess in an extended enterprise (Narus and Anderson, 1996). The mutual
benefitss are increasingly feasible because of advances in information technology
thatt have sharply reduced the costs of coordinating and administering transactions
betweenn partners (Gurbaxani et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1997; Jansen et al.,
1997). .
Inn hybrid channel designs trust and the quality of the relationship between
manufacturerss and distribution agents are important. If they are unable to partner
effectively,, it will be difficult for distributors to instill a strong sense of trust and
partnershipp with customers (Saint-Onge, 1998). Successful partnerships usually
havee three things in common: reliability, willingness to cooperate and openness
(Quinn,, 1992). Some firms have very close (almost seamless) relationships with
theirr distributor while other firms have numerous arrangements, thereby
diversifyingg their channels to match the diverse needs in their markets (Anderson et
al.,, 1997). The convergence of perspectives required for effective partnering will
bestt be achieved through an ongoing knowledge sharing (Saint-Onge, 1998).

Knowledgee Management
Changess in the competitive environment and channel design cause the need for
organizationss to adapt the design of organizational processes. Several organizational
conceptss can help organizations to cope with these challenges. We discuss the
conceptt of knowledge management. To be able to create a responsive distribution
channel,, partners in the channel need to share their knowledge to meet market
requirementss effectively. The only way to beat competition seems to add more
knowledgee to products and services to serve customers with added value and to
createe new business constantly (Saint-Onge, 1998). Before going further into the
frameworkk we define data, information, knowledge, learning and the scope of our
study. .
Data,Data, Information, Knowledge and Learning
Weggemann (1997) refers to data as the representation of numbers, quantities or
facts.. Information is created when a person gives meaning to given data. Knowledge
iss information that has been understood, interpreted and validated in the context of
application.. As such, knowledge presents a recognized platform for action.
Consideringg this definition, knowledge has to be purposeful and useful (Saint-Onge,
1998).. Two types of knowledge can be distinguished: explicit and tacit knowledge
(Nonaka,, 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Explicit knowledge can be written
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downn and communicated and be made impersonal. Tacit or implicit knowledge are
personall experiences, skills and attitudes (norms and values). It's difficult to share
thiss kind of knowledge with others because it's hard to formalize. Knowledge is a
personall ability, to be seen as a product of information, experiences and attitudes.
Learningg occurs when knowledge is created or enriched. Learning can be seen as a
processs in which knowledge is the input and the output (Weggeman, 1997).
Inn this study we confine ourselves to the information element of knowledge, to
explicitt knowledge expressed in symbols which can be stored and communicated by
IT.. We assume the information to be understood, interpreted and validated by the
rightright people within the channel. In our opinion the sharing of information, as being
aa crucial component of knowledge, is an integral part of knowledge management.
Whenn we look at the knowledge versus the information distinction as a continuum
(Davenportt et al., 1998), we're in the middle. We're taking a rather 'static'
perspectivee on knowledge management in contrast to more dynamic concepts like
learningg (Ciborra and Andreu, 1995), learning ladders (Ciborra and Andreu, 1995),
knowledgee creation (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) or organizational knowing cycles
(Choo,, 1998). We merely treat knowledge as an 'it' (Davenport et al., 1998) as
opposedd to a 'process'.
KnowledgeKnowledge Sharing between Partners
Accordingg to Huizenga and den Hartog (1998) it is important for an organization to
sharee and combine three types of organizational knowledge to meet market
requirementss effectively:
••

contextual knowledge about the market environment, supplier and customer
needs; ;
•• operational knowledge on experiences with organizational processes;
•• functional knowledge, knowledge within certain disciplines, specialists.

Thee more an organization is situated upstream in a channel (like manufacturers)
thee harder it will be to acquire contextual knowledge because its distance to the
markett and end customers is the largest. On the other hand, organizations
downstreamm in the channel (like distributors and retailers) will have detailed
contextuall knowledge available. However, these organizations will feel a higher
needd for the operational and functional knowledge of available processes and
products,, because of its distance to research and (product) development and
production.. So these organizations will need knowledge about the capabilities and
workk practices of organizations upstream in the chain. The art to create customer
addedd value at the end of the chain is to combine these three kinds of knowledge.
ITIT Supported Knowledge Management
Knowledgee management is often connected with the use of information
technologies,, like artificial intelligence, expert systems, neural networks, decision
supportt systems, groupware, internet, intranets, simulation tools, knowledge bases
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etc.. However, the application of technologies like this can never be the only element
off knowledge management, but it can be supportive tools (Post and Weggeman,
1998).. Other elements are a supportive management style, organizational structure
andd culture (Spek, 1998). Davenport et al. (1998) studied 31 knowledge
managementt projects and identified four broad types of objectives: create
knowledgee repositories, improve knowledge access, enhance the knowledge
environmentt and manage knowledge as an asset. The first two objectives of
Davenportt et al. refer to the application of IT, the last two mainly refer to the other
elementss of knowledge management.
ITT systems can contain only the explicit knowledge of an organization
(Weggeman,, 1997). For tacit knowledge, information systems can be used only as
'knowledgee maps of the organization' directing towards people who might posses
thee tacit knowledge. Davenport et al. (1998) use the metaphor of 'Yellow Pages'.
Developmentss in information and communication technology have made it possible
too store, edit and transport large quantities of explicit knowledge and make it
availablee worldwide.
Theree are four functions of information systems in knowledge management
(Weggeman,, 1997).
1.. Adviser. The system can deduct new knowledge by applying knowledge
'rules'' onto saved information. Examples are expert systems, knowledge
systemss and neural networks.
2.. Assistant. By giving on-line support, like decision support systems or
executivee information systems. These systems extract information from a
largee quantity of data and support decision making.
3.. Librarian. Giving entry to literature and other information directories.
Knowledgee discovery systems, data-mining, database systems, intranets and
extranetss are examples. These systems are meant to enter, keep and look up
largee quantities of data. This function resembles the first two goals (create
knowledgee repositories and improve knowledge access) of knowledge
managementt projects found by Davenport et al. (1998).
4.. Teacher. To offer training facilities by computer, like for instance by
simulationss or programmed instructions.

Method d
Wee applied the theoretical framework to IBM in a case study. Case research is
conductedd in studies which deal with 'how' and 'why' questions regarding
contemporaryy events, over which the researcher has little or no control and in which
thee borders between the phenomenon of interest and its context are not clear (Yin,
1994).. Moreover, case research is applied to study phenomena not supported by a
strongg theoretical base (Benbasat et al., 1987). These criteria apply to this study.
Thiss study can be characterized as an exploratory, single case study (Yin, 1994)
Thee case study is an accepted strategy for exploration (Benbasat et al., 1987; Lee,
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1989;; Yin, 1994). De Vries and Roest (1999) studied 56 case studies published in
19966 and 1997, of which almost two third can be typified as exploratory. We chose
forr an exploratory study because the relation between knowledge management and
channell management is not supported by a strong theoretical base. We conducted
thee study to evaluate the theoretical framework and to revise it if needed.
Wee chose IBM as the object of our study because of the company's outstanding
recordd in the application of modern technologies. Furthermore IBM is the only IT
providerr in the world which is bigger in turnover than its biggest buyer in the
channell (Quinn, 1992). IBM can be seen as a channel and information director
withinn its channels and has great potential to become knowledge director as well. In
manyy markets global competitors are providing the impetus for innovation (Narus
andd Anderson, 1996). IBM's global improvement program Customer Relationship
Managementt (CRM) is our unit of analysis. CRM can be seen as a knowledge
managementt project, so our unit of analysis resembles the one of Davenport et al.
(1998). .
Forr data collection, triangulation is applied (Yin, 1994). Five sources of
evidencee were used: internal IBM documents, interviews, information systems,
directt observation (internship) and participant observation (working on
implementingg part of Partnerlnfo). For data analysis we made use of the technique
patternn matching. In pattern matching an empirically based pattern is compared with
aa predicted one (Yin, 1994).

Analysis s
Byy going through the different elements of the theoretical framework we discuss
IBM'ss competitive environment, channel design, improvement program Customer
Relationshipp Management and communication tool Partnerlnfo.
IBMM Corporation
IBMM was founded in 1896 and has become world's largest Information Technology
provider,, doing business in over 140 countries. In the early 90's market shares
droppedd in the PC segments and systems software and growth figures started to
decline.. IBM fell from first to the eleventh position in customer satisfaction ratings.
Thee traditional mainframe market, on which IBM had always concentrated, started
too decline severely. The market started to change from a product oriented
marketplacee towards a solutions and services oriented marketplace. In 1993, Louis
Gerstnerr was appointed as IBM's CEO. Gerstner brought with him a customer
orientedd sensibility. Soon after he arrived, he had to take dramatic action to stabilize
thee company. Despite mounting pressure to split IBM in separate, independent
companiess (Baby Blue's) he decided to keep the company together. He recognized
thatt one of IBM's enduring strengths was its ability to provide integrated solutions
forr customers as a company. In 1995 IBM acquired Lotus Development Corp., and
inn 1996 Tivoli Systems Inc. Services became the fastest growing segment of the
company,, with a growth rate at more than 20 percent per year. From 1993 to 1996
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thee market value of IBM increased by more than $50 billion. In 1997 IBM had a
totall revenue of $78,508 million and a total of 269,465 employees worldwide
(www.. ibm.com/IBM/hi story).
Wee emphasized our study to IBM Netherlands (IBM NL). IBM NL belongs to a
regionn called EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa). IBM NL's activities cover a
widee variety of hardware products to a corresponding variety of services,
applicationss and system software. IBM NL changed considerably during the 90's,
thee number of employees decreased, the total revenues increased. The organization
iss currently consisting of five divisions: Marketing and Services, International
Logistics,, European Repair Center, International Operations and International
Maintenancee Parts Logistics.
Thee Customer Relationship Management Program
AA worldwide improvement plan was developed called Customer Relationship
Managementt (CRM). CRM is a process driven approach to organize business
towardss customer satisfaction. CRM is designed market-back. Seven customer
imperativess were the starting point of the approach: fulfilling commitments; ease of
doingg business; cost/price; understanding the customer; responsiveness;
communicationn and competence. Eleven processes have been identified to address
customerr needs effectively and efficiently. CRM processes are reshaping sales,
servicess and support for people working directly with customers, these can be both
IBMM employees and Business Partners. When CRM is implemented completely,
bothh Business Partners and IBM will have the same access to relevant CRM
processes. .
Thee official IBM definition for a Business Partner is any non-IBM organization
thatt provides end users with information handling solutions that use or rely on an
IBMM offering and has a written contract with IBM that defines the ongoing
relationship.. A worldwide classification of Business Partner types has been adopted,
calledd the New Channel Agreement. Furthermore a 'Business Partner Charter' has
beenn introduced to make the importance of partnerships clear to (future) Business
Partners.. Business Partner relations and contracts have been standardized for all
IBMM brands. This makes it easier for Business Partners to do business with IBM
worldwide. .
Too enable Business Partners to provide excellent service Partnerlnfo has been
developed.. It provides Business Partners with the information and knowledge they
needd to service their customers. More than a million documents and thousands of
applicationss could beneficially be used by Business Partners. Partnerinfo will
providee Business Partners with a single pathway to vital information, business
programss and shared projects with IBM and other Business Partners. It is estimated
thatt Partnerlnfo will reduce the number of front-end access systems to IBM
informationn from 37 to one. Partnerlnfo will provide the interface to more than 500
databases.. There are a few more benefits to be identified: information is always
updatedd and accurate; information is available and accessible everywhere and
PartnerinfoPartnerinfo is based on standard software.
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IBM'ss Competitive Environment
HighHigh Velocity Market
IBMM experiences fast changing demand patterns of customers and the shortening of
productt life cycles. There has been a shift from complex products towards more
commodityy goods and from low volume, high value, few customer markets towards
marketss with high volume, low value and many customers. At the same time the
industryy is introducing all kinds of innovations to give the customer reasons to buy
whichh go beyond basic needs. Hardware and software are innovative products. The
averagee product life cycle of PC's is for instance estimated to be 7 months. The
unpredictabilityy of demand for innovative products is illustrated by the introduction
off the IBM ThinkPad (Fisher, 1997). The ThinkPad had a novel cursor control in
thee middle of the keyboard. Customers' reactions were more enthusiastic than IBM
expected,, resulting in supply shortage. Mass customization is the trend in the middle
segmentt in IBM's industry. Custom made one-of-a-kind solutions are shaped for the
upperr end of the market.
PowerPower at the End of the Chain
IBMM observes several changes in market trends. We can recognize in these
markett trends customers need for cost and time efficiency, value adding at customer
interfacee and an increase in buyer's power. Customers have different perceptions of
addedd value at every transaction, which influences the price they are willing to pay
andd their satisfaction with products and services. The changing buying behavior
impliess that the customer wants to choose with every purchase how it wants to
receivee the product. Because the knowledge of products and services of the enduserss has expanded, the trust of buyers in low value adding channels has increased.
Inn the upper end of the market, customers want one-of-a-kind solutions. Mass
customizationn is the trend in the middle segment in this industry.
Still,, IBM is the only IT supplier which is larger in revenue as their biggest
buyerr in the channel. It therefore has much power in the channel, also because of
IBM'ss well-knownn brand. The demand in IT resources is still bigger than the supply.
However,, IBM is experiencing shrinkage of this channel power, especially for
commodityy products, like PCs of which customers become more knowledgeable.
Organizationss that are closer to the customer and advise the customer, have gained
powerr because of growing competion for space and mind share in channels,
resultingg in higher demands on manufacturers. Two-tier distribution is growing fast,
whichh makes it necessary for the manufacturer to build a marketing relationship
withh the remarketeer behind the distributor, which is the case for IBM.
ConcentrationConcentration on Core Capabilities
IBMM values its abilities as a company to provide integrated solutions to its
customerss as a core capability. We can recognize that this capability is core because
it'ss valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and has no strategically equivalent substitute
(Ciborraa and Andreu, 1995). IBM signaled successes of other IT suppliers with No
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frillss / Low cost channels. IBM doesn't have much experience with these kinds of
channelss because of its concentration in the past on full service products. Because
IBMM doesn't have the capability to serve also small customers with off-the-shelf
products,, it works together with Business Partners who have that capability.

IBM'ss Channel Design
MultipleMultiple Channels
Figuree 11.4 shows IBM's vision on how the IT industry brings her products to the
market.. Consultants or system integrators provide one-of-a-kind solutions to
corporatee accounts or small and medium enterprises. These are channels that add
mostt value to the manufacturer's product. On the other hand there are channel
memberss that provide mass customized or off-the-shelf solutions to small and
mediumm enterprises (SME), SOHO (Small Office / Home Office) and consumers,
thesee channels are less value adding. This vision on distribution leads to a multiple
channell strategy in which IBM's traditional channels are supplemented by indirect
wayss of distribution and make use of volume distributors (two-tier distribution).
Competitorss of IBM also recognize this need and are developing cost-effective
distributionn channels. Two-tier distribution (indirect distribution, for example by
wholesalers)) is part of the channel programs of SUN, HP and DEC. DELL, Oracle
andd Silicon Graphics have built direct marketing as an integral part into their
strategy.. HP uses a hybrid form of channel strategy: direct marketing in cooperation
withh external channels.

CORPORATE E SME E

SOHO O

CONSUMER R

tt A t
custom m
solutions s
consultancy y
II
Business s
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Figuree 11.4: Go-to-market model of IT-industry
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AdaptiveAdaptive Channels
IBMM has a long history in adapting its channel strategy to the market. During the
1980'ss IBM doubled its direct sales force and added 18 new channels to
communicatee with customers (Moriarty and Moran, 1990). Nowaday's continuous
experimentationn can be seen in the diverse ways IBM is reaching its market. Directmail,, electronic commerce, interactive marketing, each type relevant to the stage of
thee life cycle the product is in. With the Routes-to-Market method a hybrid channel
strategyy for every product can be designed. This route shows the internal and
externall (Business Partners) resources that are needed to communicate, provide and
servicee an offering through the entire product life-cycle. For every product the route
cann be different, and can be adjusted as environmental factors change.
Dependentt on the product or service and the customer, products will be
distributedd through a volume distributor, through a retail service or product-chain,
orr by a dealer, Value Added Reseller or system integrator. For its innovative
productss IBM designed several information systems to support the market mediation
functionn of its channels, like Skill Management, Search4Solutions and PartnerLeads
(seee paragraph about IBM's knowledge sharing).
CompositeComposite Channels
IBMM uses composite channels, it generates demand through its own sales force,
physicallyy distributes its products through outside distributors and serves installed
basess together with outside service specialists. Specialization can be found in the
wayy CRM processes work. Both IBM resources and Business Partners resources
participatee and contribute to these processes to satisfy customer needs. Examples of
CRMM processes are Solution Design and Delivery, Opportunity Management and
Offeringg Information. The way channel strategies for every product are determined
byy the Routes-to-Market method is also a good example of specialization because
thee different processes are assigned to internal and external resources. The route is,
amongg others, defined by the distribution capacity and trends; core competencies of
IBMM and Business Partners and the sales activity of chains.

PartneringPartnering and Combining Strengths
Partneringg and combining strengths is recognizable at IBM. IBM forecasts an
increasee in the percentages of business which should be conducted through Business
Partnerss by 2000. The Business Parmer Charter is clear evidence of the importance
off partnering.
"We"We understand that the complexity and dynamic nature of the marketplace
continuouslycontinuously present challenges to both of us. That's why we are directly addressing
thesethese challenges by enhancing cooperation between IBM and it's Business Partners.
WeWe have established organizations dedicated to supporting Business Partners
aroundaround the world. They are committed to building long-term relationships and
rapidlyrapidly addressing your needs and issues." (Business Partner Charter, 1997).
Thee major drive for IBM to partner in the channel seems to be to serve the
commodityy market, for which IBM doesn't have the resources and experience.
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Knowledgee Sharing Through Partnerlnfo
Partnerlnfoo contains different applications to support four important processes of
CRM. .
Skill management.
Offering information.
Solution design and delivery.
Opportunity management.
Thesee IT-resources enable Business Partners and IBM to share knowledge to satisfy
theirr customer needs and conduct business.
SkillsSkills Management
Businesss Partner Skills is an application that offers information about the skills that
aree available with certain Business Partners and with IBM employees, the 'Yellow
Pages'' of the channel. Furthermore it provides information for skill planning and
developmentt of Business Partners. This skill database is used with the Market
Managementt process of CRM to signal gaps between current skills and skills
neededd in market segments that will be important in the future.
Thiss application is a tool to find and to put to use knowledge and skills that are
availablee with Business Partners, thereby locating the functional and operational
knowledgee of IBM and her Business Partners and offering the ability to share this
knowledgee through the channel. The knowledge available to Business Partners is
combinedd with contextual knowledge IBM has acquired herself. By indicating the
gapp between needed and current skills IBM can start knowledge creation at
Businesss Partners when needed according to IBM's contextual knowledge.
OfferingOffering Information
Search4Solutionss provides an easy to use web based tool set on which Business
Partnerss can submit descriptions of the IT solutions they provide in the marketplace.
Thesee descriptions are accessible to customers, business partners and IBM. The
descriptionn contains not only the offered solution, but also information about the
partner,, including the market position and contact information.
Withh this application functional and operational knowledge can be located
directlyy by customers and Business Partners. When customers, which represent
contextuall knowledge, use this application to locate and get in touch with IBM or a
Businesss Partner, functional and operational knowledge is effectively combined
withh contextual knowledge. All channel members can also use this tool to combine
contextuall knowledge they experienced in their environment through customer
wishes,, with the functional and operational knowledge of other channel members,
whichh they can locate with Search4Solutions.

OpportunityOpportunity Management
Thee opportunity management process is designed to make sensible decisions about
opportunitiess that will be pursued to avoid pursuing opportunities that turn out to be
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unattractive.. PartnerLeads provides an electronic mechanism for IBM to pass leads
too Business Partners and track the status of the partner's handling of these leads. It is
alsoo a tool to manage the business partner performance by IBM. Leads are classified
andd assigned to the appropriate Business Parmer type. By using for example
Search4Solutionss a number of appropriate Business Partner profiles can be selected.
Byy sharing opportunities with Business Partners, IBM is passing on contextual
knowledgee to these Business Partners. Business Partners can combine this
knowledgee with functional and operational knowledge, which they have available.
Too make a successful combination between the contextual knowledge (the lead) and
thee functional and operational knowledge (the capabilities of Business Partner) IBM
makess use of the Search4Solution application.

SolutionSolution Design and Delivery
Thiss part of Partnerlnfo provides a suite of business applications that enable
Businesss Partners to procure goods and services electronically from IBM through
Partnerlnfo/Electronicc Commerce. These applications will make Business Partners
browsee electronic catalogues, select items to buy and automatically fill out an order
form.. In this way one point of ordering is created (one-stop-shop) for all product
units,, the Business Partner can combine order lines and determine it's delivery time.
Itemss will be automatically checked against the product catalogue to retrieve the
price.. Prices are custom shown for each Business Partner. The application
electronicallyy transmits the orders to the appropriate IBM Fulfillment System for
processing.. When the order is processed an acknowledgment is sent back with
committedd delivery times. This application makes it easier for the business partner
too communicate to their customers and choose the best solution in delivery times,
pricee and quality. Furthermore, the business partner can track orders throughout the
fulfillmentt cycle.
Withh this application the Business Partner can combine its contextual
knowledgee (its customer wishes) with IBM's functional and operational knowledge
(itss product and service possibilities).
FunctionsFunctions of Partnerlnfo in Knowledge Management
Wee identified four functions of information systems in knowledge management. In
alll the applications we can recognize the function of assistant, giving on-line
supportt by extracting the desired information from a large quantity of data.
Partnerlnfoo itself also provides a librarian function, it gives access to diverse
informationn directories. Within Partnerlnfo there is also a module that provides
trainingg facilities for the Business Partner, in this sense providing the function of
teacher.teacher. The adviser function is not directly prevalent in Partnerlnfo.

Discussion n
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Wee review the conclusion we derived from applying our theoretical model to IBM
NL.. Considering this discussion we will give recommendations for further study.
Thee model of knowledge management in channel management could be
recognizedd in IBM's case for a great deal although we found some deviations.
Thee factors that result from the competitive environment and which influence
channell design are all relevant to IBM, especially a high velocity market. We found
aa unique core competence with IBM; the ability to provide customers with an
integratedd solution, although the tendency to concentrate on core competencies
whichh we described in our model, had a different character. Instead of outsourcing
organizationall activities, which usually happens when organizations concentrate on
coree competencies, IBM has acquired new organizational competencies (Lotus,
Tivoli).. Only the element of power at the end of the chain cannot be fully
recognizedd in the case of IBM. IBM still has a great deal of channel and brand
power,, because of its size in turnover, its global coverage and the many in-house
specialties.. For one-of-a-kind products and high-service products this is very
important.. This power position is in lign with IBM's core capability. For
commodityy products, on the other hand, IBM has experienced growing power of
customers,, because of their experience with commodity IT products, like PCs. IBM
alsoo has experienced the growing power of organizations downstream the chain
becausee of the importance of their mind and space share, and their influence on the
customer. .
Inn IBM's channel design we recognize all the elements we described in the
framework.framework. Especially for commodity products IBM strongly feels the ne
partnerr within the channel to meet customer needs, but partnering is increasingly
becomingg important for service oriented products as we can recognize in targets set
forr business done through Business Partners.
Wee did find part of the patterns of knowledge sharing we expected in our
theoreticall framework, but the knowledge sharing is primarily initiated by IBM and
thee knowledge is mostly distributed from IBM to its partners. One could speak
aboutt one way knowledge sharing. Skill Management and Search4Solutions
howeverr provide in sharing business partner's functional and operational knowledge
withh IBM (and other Business Partners). Partnerlnfo does not seem to be designed
too share Business Partner's contextual knowledge with IBM. This could be
explainedd by IBM's outstanding market research facilities by which contextual
knowledgee is built continuously.

Conclusionss and Recommendations for further Study
Afterr having applied the framework on a first case we can draw some conclusions
onn the applicability of the framework. The framework looks promising and provides
aa good starting point for studying knowledge management in channel management
althoughh generalization based on one exploratory case study is of course impossible.
Wee recognized the environmental factors in our framework which create the
needd for hybrid channeling in the case of IBM. We defined effective partnering as
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inherentt to hybrid channel designs. Different partnerships can be formed when
differentt compositions of the channel are needed. A hybrid channel design with
inherentt partnering is well recognized at IBM where partnering is formalized in the
Businesss Partner Charter and the method Routes-to-Market is used to plan the
compositionn of the channel. Knowledge sharing from IBM to its Business Partners
iss regarded very important, but the sharing of knowledge from Business Partners to
IBMM is less well developed. IT is a powerful tool to improve knowledge access
throughh 'Yellow Pages' functionality and for the sharing of explicit knowledge. It
enabless organizations to work in networks and acquire knowledge at great distance.
Inn the case of IBM we saw that Partnerlnfo is a powerful tool to support Business
Partnerss to sell IBM products, through sharing of knowledge and 'Yellow Pages'
functionality.. Partnerlnfo has three functions in knowledge management: assistant,
librariann and some teacher functionality, of the fourth function in our framework we
didn'tt find evidence.
Overalll the theoretical framework could be recognized in the IBM case.
Differentt from the framework was the small amount of contextual knowledge that is
sharedd from Business Partners to IBM, Partnerlnfo doesn't support this kind of
knowledgee sharing. Our explanation is IBM's outstanding market research facilities
byy which contextual knowledge is built continuously so there is no need to share
thiss kind of knowledge from partners with IBM, but the framework might need
correctionn at this point. To conclude on this further study is recommended.
Anotherr interesting subject for further study is the importance of commodity
productss for channel design. In the case of IBM we signaled the framework
especiallyespecially complies to channels of commodity products. The power is shifting
towardss the end of the chain because of the knowledge ability of customers. There
mightt be a pattern in which power is shifting toward solution providers in the case
off customized products and to buyers in the case of commodity products.
Furtherr research is needed on how the environmental factors result in different
channell configurations and on completeness of these factors to be able to
generalize.. Furthermore insight is needed in the effect of hybrid channel
configurationss on environmental factors ('enactment' by channel strategy).
Wee chose to study knowledge management in channel management from the
perspectivee of the channel and information director. We made that choice because
ITT supported knowledge management is quite a new concept in business, let alone
inn channels. As knowledge management matures and becomes widespread, further
studyy can be done with different partners in the channel being the research object.
Withinn these studies the proces / learning aspects of knowledge management could
bee studied.
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Chapterr Twelve
Casee Research in Information Systems:
Statee of Affairs

ErikErik J. de Vries and Daniël Roest

Casee studies are an important research method in areas where innovations are
studiedd such as in the field of IS. This method enables us to study contemporary
phenomenaa in their natural context. Ten years ago, Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead
presentedd an instrument for the evaluation of case studies, and applied this to case
studiess in IS. They came to the conclusion that many researchers seem to ignore
importantt methodological issues. We questioned the current state of affairs and
investigatedd 55 case studies that were published in the last two years. We did the
samee evaluation as Benbasat, et al., although we took into consideration the
differencee between positivistic and interpretive studies in our review. We conclude
thatt although progress has been made, there is still a need for improvement.
Therefore,, we propose that case investigators make their chain of reasoning explicit,
soo that the audience is able to follow the relations between theory, units of analysis,
sitee selection, data sources, data analysis techniques, data and conclusions. We ask
forr more attention for the publication of case study designs to further
professionalizee the application of this research method in our field of research.
Inn 1987 Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead proposed several criteria for the
evaluationn of case research. They applied these criteria to a set of case studies and
stated:: "...we identified a number of problems....Some of these might be alleviated
byy asking the authors to provide more information about their research objectives
andd research plans. However, it appears to us that, in many instances, the
investigatorss had not considered some of the methodological issues".
Ass case studies are an important research method in IS, we asked ourselves the
question:: what is the state of affairs ten years later? We start this paper with an
evaluationn of the criteria used by Benbasat, et al. considering the literature on case
studiess published in the last decade. Following, we present our research method and
thee results of our study. We end our paper with a discussion of the results, some
conclusionss and some recommendations.
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Literature e
Benbasat,, et al. (1987) used the following criteria in their evaluation.
1.. The research themes. The investigator must confirm that the research theme
iss applicable to case research. This is especially the case when:
the phenomenon of interest cannot be studied outside its natural setting,
the study focuses on contemporary events,
the researcher has no control over subjects or events,
the phenomenon under analysis doesn't enjoy an established theoretical
base. .
2.. The research objectives. The investigator must explicitly show what role the
studyy plays in the knowledge building process (exploration or explanation).
3.. The unit of analysis and site selection. This serves to make the research
topicc explicit and sets the domain for which the conclusions are valid.
Furthermoree it indicates the degree to which the theory has undergone
falsification. .
4.. Data collection method. This relates particularly to the use of multiple data
sourcess to make triangulation possible.
Benbasat,, et al. (1987) surveyed four journals and the proceedings of the ICIS
conferencee over the period of January 1981 to December 1985. Their main
conclusionss were:
In general, the objectives of the studies were not clearly specified.
In general, the motives for selecting a single case study or a multiple case
studyy were not explained and the choice of sites was not tied to the design
approach.. The amount of cases varied from one to nine.
In many cases, the data collection method was ambiguous and details were
nott provided.
The researchers rarely used triangulation to increase the reliability of the
study. .
The amount of case studies listed in the journals varied from one per year to
25%% of all articles.
Sincee 1987 several papers has been devoted to case research methodology in
informationn systems and related areas of research. At least two issues has been
discussedd which place the work of Benbasat et al. in a different perspective: the
epistemologicall debate (positivism versus interpretivism) and the work published on
qualitativee data analysis techniques.
Benbasatt et al. don't make their epistemological orientation explicit in their
paper,, but their perspective on the knowlegde accrual process is positivistic. They
seee this process in a typical positivist way as having three phases: description,
hypothesiss generation and hypothesis testing. They state for instance: 'It is
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incumbentt upon the scientist to formalize this knowledge -of practitioners- and
proceedd to a testing stage". Positivist belief that the world conforms to laws of
causationn which could be objectively tested. Their research approach is hypotheticodeductivee and confirmatory (Fitzgerald & Howcroft, 1998; Lacity & Janson, 1994;
Orlikowskii & Baroudi, 1991). Interpretist belief that multiple realities exist as
subjectivee constructions of the mind. They see the world as socially constructed.
Theirr research approach is inductive and concerned with discovering and
interpretingg social patterns. Their main objective isn't to arrive at testable
hypothesiss nor to test hypothesis. (Fitzgerald & Howcroft, 1998; Gummesson, 1991;
Lacityy & Janson, 1994; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). As both perspectives are
incommensurablee (Fitzgerald & Howcroft, 1998; Lee, 1994) differentiation in
criteriaa applied to both perspectives should be taken care of (Gummesson, 1991).
Forr the data analysis phase Benbasat et al. see the establishment of a chain of
evidencee and triangulation between data sources (data triangulation) or among
differentt evaluators (investigator triangulation) as the main criteria. As methods of
qualitativee data analysis are not well formulated, few conventions and guidelines are
inn use, we still lack a bank of explicit methods to draw on (Miles & Huberman,
1994)) and many researchers seem to be unfamiliar with it (Lacity & Janson, 1994),
wee might learn more about qualitative data analysis by informing each other about
appliedd techniques. Miles and Huberman (1994) emphasize on text analysis, coding
andd data displaying: "you know what you display". Lacity and Janson (1994)
providee us with an overview of positivistic (content analysis, verbal protocol
analysis,, script analysis), linguistic (speech act analysis; discourse analysis) and
interpretivee (hermeneutics, intentional analysis) data analysis approaches.

Researchh Method
Thee objective of our study is to contribute to the understanding of how to apply case
studiess in IS research. We asked ourselves the question: do case studies published in
thee last two years, more adequately meet up to the criteria employed by Benbasat, et
al.? ?
Too be able to compare with ten years ago we use the same definitions and
criteriaa as Benbasat, et al. Our orientation is positivistic. We expect the majority of
casee studies to be part of the positivist tradition in IS research (Kaplan & Duchon,
1988;; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). We took into account the difference between
positivismm and interpretivism by attempting not to apply positivist criteria to
interpretivee studies. Furthermore we took into account the need for more
informationn about the application of qualitative data analysis techniques.
Ourr main criteria is explicity. We follow Shipman (1982) in that scientists can
bee distinguished from others on the following groud: their methods and research
proceduress are made public. We examined the non-interpretive papers on the
followingg issues.
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••

The applicability of case research to the research theme and the researcher's
motivemotive for conducting case research.
•• Whether exploration or explanation was the objective. Exploration is seen
ass the description and theory generation phase of the knowledge generation
processs whereas explanation is seen as the phase of hypotheses testing
(Benbasat,, et al., 1987; Yin, 1994). The case study is an accepted strategy
forr both objectives (Benbasat, et al., 1987; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin,
1994). .
•• The amount of cases, the unit of analysis, the site selection criteria and
replicationn logic. These issues contribute to the clarity of generalisation
(Yin,, 1994). In single exploratory cases the unit of analysis and site
selectionn criteria inform us about the appropriateness of the case in light of
thee research problem. .
•• The sources of data, triangulation and the establishment of a formal review
proces,, case study database and protocol. Triangulation increases construct
validityy (Yin, 1994). The reliability of case studies can be increased by
usingg review procedures, a case study database and a case study protocol
(Yin,, 1994).
Wee extended the criteria of Benbasat et al. with two other issues.
••

Whether the epistemological orientation of the study is made explicit.
Researcherss should present their paradigm to inform the reader about how
too review the paper (Gummesson, 1991).
•• Whether data analysis techniques are made explicit. We emphasize on
codingg and displaying (Miles & Huberman, 1994) and on the text analysis
techniquess provided by Lacity and Janson (1994).
Thee explicitation of these issues in the case study design, a case study protocol
andd the case study database enables the consumer of the research to follow the line
off reasoning from initial research questions to conclusions (the chain of evidence)
andd to draw his own conclusions (Gummesson, 1991; Yin, 1994). It adds to the
credibilityy of the research (Shipman, 1982).
Forr interpretive studies we only reviewed whether the unit of analysis, the site
selectionn criteria, sources of data, triangulation and data analysis techniques were
mentionedd explicitely. We believe that these criteria apply to interpretive studies
becausee it informs us about the research object on which local theories are build
(Gummesson,, 1991) and about how data is collected, analysed and interpreted to
arrivee at these local theories.
Wee reviewed 55 research papers published in the two most recent (1996 and
1997)) and complete publication issues of the following seven journals and one
conferencee proceedings.
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Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ) (1996: vol. 20, no. 1-4;
1997:: vol. 21, no. 1-4);
Information Systems Research (ISR) (1996: vol. 7, no. 1-4; 1997: vol. 8, no.
1-4); ;
Communications of the ACM (CACM) (1996: vol. 39, no. 1-12; 1997: vol.
40,, no. 1-12);
Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS) (1996: vol. 12, no. 3-4,
voll 13, no. 1-2; 1997: vol. 13, no. 3-4, vol. 14, no. 1-2);
Information & Management (I&M) (1996: vol. 30, no. 1-6, vol. 31, no. 1-4;
1997:: vol. 31, no. 5-6, vol. 32, no. 1-6, vol. 33, no. 1-2);
Journal of Strategic Information Systems (JSIS) (1996: vol 5, no. 1-4; 1997:
vol.. 6, no. 1-3);
The International Journal of Information Management (IJIM) (1996: vol. 16,
no.. 1-6; 1997: vol. 17, no. 1-6);
The Proceedings of the 17th and 18th Annual, International Conference on
Informationn Systems (ICIS) (1996: vol. 17; 1997: vol. 18).
Thee first four journals belong to the top five in a rating of 53 journals according
too their appropriateness as publication outlets. This rating is the outcome of a study
underr MIS faculty in the US and Canada by Hardgrave & Walstrom (1997). We
didn'tt include the fifth journal out of this top five (Management Science) in our
studyy because it isn't a "pure" MIS journal (Hardgrave & Walstrom, 1997). The
samee holds true for CACM as it is seen as a computer science journal (Hardgrave &
Walstrom,, 1997) but we included this one in our study because of its inclusion in
thee study of Benbasat, et al. They also included MISQ (first in rating), ICIS (first in
conferencee rating) and I&M (20th in the rating). Therefore, we included these in our
study.. We enhanced the list with the JSIS (25th in the rating) to have two journals
withh an average rating included and completed the list with one journal which was
nott part of the rating: IJIM.
Ourr intend was not to take a representative sample but rather to get a general
overvieww by reviewing papers from journals with different ratings. We followed a
replicationn logic, not a sampling logic (Yin, 1994). Papers were enclosed in our
revieww when the authors explicitely mentioned to have applied the case study
method.. We excluded action research studies and application descriptions from our
samplee like Benbasat et al. did. Although related, we view these as different
researchh methods (Benbasat et al., 1987; Gummesson, 1991).
Forr data analysis we used content analysis, a specific method of text analysis
(Lacityy and Janson, 1994) and we constructed several conceptually ordered displays
(Miless & Huberman, 1994), like table 12.1 and 12.2. We applied investigator
triangulationn (Yin, 1994). Both authors independently reviewed, analysed and coded
thee papers. In our description we refer to examples of nice practice to facilitate
otherr researchers in their case study design.
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Thee journals contained 623 articles (365, excluding CACM). We categorised 55
studiess as case studies. This amounts to 9% (15% excluding CACM) of all
publications.. The percentages in the journals are: JSIS: 31%; ICIS proceedings:
19%;MISQ:: 18%; JMIS: 16%; IJIM: 15%; ISR: 9%; I&M: 7%; CACM: 1%.
Epistemologicall orientation
Inn nine studies the researchers explicitely stated an interpretive orientation. Butler &
Fitzgeraldd (1997) are quite specific, their study is grounded within a constructivist
paradigmm and the dialectical hermeneutical approach. The review of the interpretive
studiess is summarised in table 12.1 at the end of this chapter. In all these studies the
casess and their contextual conditions were described quite detailed and the
researcherss motivated why they conducted a case studie.
Inn two studies a positivistic orientation is explicitely stated (Johnston & Yetton,
1996;; Sharma & Yetton, 1996). Guha et al. (1997) state that they analysed their data
inn a positivist tradition. Analysis of the structure and reasoning of all other papers
givess ground to the assumption that they all fall under the traditional positivistic
orientationn of IS research. The rest of the description of results is about the
remainingg 46 non-interpretive studies. These are outlined in table 12.2 at the end of
thiss chapter.
Researchh themes and objectives
Thee research themes of the studies lend themselves to case research. In 40% of all
paperss the authors motivate why they deem case research as being a suitable
methodologyy for their research (e.g. Sharma & Yetton, 1996).
Almostt three quarters of all studies are classified as exploratory. In most
explorativee studies the case is analysed by using a theoretical framework and
conclusionss are reached regarding the workability of the framework. Explorative
studiess are seldom used to generate testable hypotheses. The Bennett & Weill
(1997)) study is an exception. Almost 15% of the studies are hybrids of exploratory
andd explanatory (e.g. Kirsch, 1997). The remaining 15% of case studies are
explanatory.explanatory. Explicitly stated hypotheses are tested in three explanatory
(Agarwall & Tannuri, 1996; Clark & Stoddard, 1996; Lee & Kim, 1997) and 2
hybridss (Brown, 1997; Broadbent et al., 1996).
Inn fourteen studies the research questions are explicitly stated (Agarwal &
Tanniru,, 1996; Bennett & Weill, 1997; Brown, 1997; Clark et al., 1997; Clark &
Stoddard,, 1996; Ewusi-Mensah, 1997; Fuller-Love & Cooper, 1996; Guha et al.,
1997;; Kirsch, 1997; Kunnathur et al., 1996; Newman & Sabherwal, 1996; Oraa,
1996;; Sia & Neo, 1997; Smits, Van der Poel & Ribbers, 1997). Only one paper
placess the study within a research program (Henderson & Lentz, 1996).
Unitt of analysis and site selection criteria
Inn almost half of the studies the units of analysis are specified, for the other half the
unitt of analysis is determined by interpretation of the reviewers. In six papers an
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embeddedembedded design is explicitely mentioned (e.g. Guha, Grover, Kettinger & Teng,
1997). .
Thee site selection criteria were described in one thirt of the papers. Yin (1994)
proposess that a single case study can be especially suitable in the event of a
'critical','critical', 'unique' or 'revelatory1 case. We found two instances of this: Ang, Thong
&& Yap (1997) and Brown (1997).
Dataa collection and analysis
Mostt case researchers describe their data collection method, except in five studies.
Interviewss and documentation are the most popular sources of data. In twelve
studiess review procedures are mentioned explicitly (e.g. Teo, Tan & Wei, 1997).
Threee researchers mention explicitly to have uses a case study database (Ang,
Thongg & Yap, 1997; Kirsch, 1997; Sia & Neo, 1997). Four researchers mentioned
too have used a case study protocol (Ang, Thong & Yap, 1997; Brown, 1997; Guha
etal.,, 1997; Kirsch, 1997).
Inn one thirt of all studies a data analysis technique has been specified. The
overalll picture is pluriform. In four studies qualitative and quantitative techniques
aree combined (e.g. Teo, Tan & Wei, 1997). Sometimes a multimethod approach is
chosenn (e.g. Clark & Stoddard, 1996).
Inn eleven studies the researchers stated explicitly that they used triangulation. In
twoo exploratory studies the replication logic is mentioned explicitely (e.g. Bennett
&& Weill, 1997; Guha et al., 1997).

Discussion n
Ourr analysis enables us to make three comparisons:
•• Between the results of this study and those of Benbasat et al.
•• Between the proposed criteria for a clear chain of evidence (Yin, 1994;
Benbasatt et al., 1987) and the application of those criteria in practice.
•• Between interpretive studies and positivistic studies.
Inn comparison with the Benbasat, et al. study some progress has been made.
Authorss more often specify the position of the study in the process of knowledge
accrual.. From a positivistic standpoint the amount of case studies that actually had
thee objective of arriving at testable hypotheses or to test hypotheses is somewhat
disappointing.. The unit of analysis and the site selection criteria are more often
statedd than ten years ago. Most studies use multiple data sources during data
collection,, but still explicitely stating the usage of review procedures, a case study
databasee or case study protocol is rare. The same holds for triangulation and stating
thee replication logic.
Improvementss still have be made in the design of an explicit chain of evidence.
Unitss of analysis, site selection criteria, review procedures, case study databases and
protocols,, data analysis techniques, triangulation and the applied replication logic
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aree still too often not stated. On average, the chain of evidence was better
establishedd in the studies published in the top five journals of Hardgrave &
Walstrom'ss (1997) rating and in the ICIS proceedings.
AA comparison between positivist and interpretive studies indicate differences in
statingg the epistemological orientation and data analysis techniques. On making
explicitt the unit of analysis and site selection criteria we don't see a real difference.
Statingg explicitly the epistemological orientation is rarely the case in positivist
studiess but frequently the case in interpretive studies. It could be argued that there is
moree need for interpretists to stand their orientation because it differs from the
traditionall one. We don't agree. We expect more pluriformaty in case research in
thee near future. Interpretism is becoming more widespread. Some scholars are trying
too combine both orientations in their work (Lee, 1994) or argue for more pluralism
(Kaplann & Duchon, 1988). Others suggest that we need to advance beyond the stage
off dichotomy and call for an awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of both
perspectivess and accommodating them pluralistically in our overall research designs
(Fitzgeraldd & Howcroft, 1998; Gummesson, 1991). Last but not least, taking a
traditionall orientation still asks for arguments to do so.
Thee data analysis technique is more often discussed and at greater length in the
interpretivee studies. The lack of attention for stating these techniques within most of
thee positivist studies is remarkable because in quantitative studies this is often
discussedd at great lenght. The overall picture of the application of data analysis
techniquess is quite pluriform which indicates that we still lack conventions and a
bankk of explicit methods to draw on (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This asks for
providingg more information and discussion about applied techniques.

Conclusionss and Recommendations

Althoughh progress have been made, we must largely subscribe to the conclusions of
Benbasatt et al. Yet, it does not appear to be common practice in case research to
makee the entire line of reasoning explicit. Furthermore we need more insight in how
qualitativee data analysis techniques are applied in IS research and we expect case
researchh to become more pluriform in the near future.
Forr these reasons we recommend the publication of more case study designs,
especiallyy in 'research in progress' tracks on conferences. Although we know that
'the'the proof of the pudding is in the eating, we ask for more attention to be paid t
recipe'.recipe'. Good research results are the best stimuli for good research designs, b
publicationn of the research design could provide researchers with additional stimuli
too establish clear reasearch designs in advance of their field work or to think
throughh how to proceed from data to explanations in inductive studies. This could
eventuallyy lead to conventions on practice in case research which would be
beneficiall for our field of research and would assist researchers in their research
design.. We find this of great importance because many research themes in our field
off research give rise to the application of the case study method.
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Nederlandstaligee Samenvatting

Nederlandstaligee titel: Door informatie en communicatie technologie mogelijk
gemaaktee distributie van diensten: diensten positionerings strategie, front office
informatiee en multi-channeling.
Dee distributie van diensten is het centrale thema van dit proefschrift. Ik bestudeer dit
themaa vanuit het informatiemanagement perspectief. Daartoe combineer ik inzichten
uitt de disciplines informatiemanagement en dienstverleningsmanagement en marketing.. Indien nodig worden deze inzichten verbonden met inzichten uit de
organisatiekundee en strategieleer. Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen.

Deell 1: Informatie op het Moment van de Waarheid
Inn deel een van het proefschrift ga ik in op de strategische positionering van diensten
opp de markt en op de informatiebehoeften van de front office. Deel een bevat vier
uitgebreidee gevalstudies waarin de strategische positionering van diensten en de
frontfront office informatievoorziening van vier Nederlandse dienstverleners wordt
onderzocht.. De gevalstudies zijn uitgevoerd bij Unique Nederland, Gak Nederland,
Interpoliss en Sioo. Tezamen werpen de gevalstudies een speciaal licht op een
industrietakk die ik aanduid met de term 'employability' industrie. Een industrie
waarinn privaat/publieke stelsels van ondernemingen diensten verlenen aan
werkgeverss en werknemers om de mogelijkheden voor levenslang werken te
bevorderen.. In de cross case analyse en appendix B ga ik nader in op deze
industrietakk en de wijze waarop wijzigingen in met name sociale
verzekeringswetgevingg deze industrietak beïnvloeden.
Inn deel een presenteer ik de volgende theorie. De positionering van diensten op
dee markt is een kwestie van het positioneren van dienstverleningsprocessen omdat
dienstenn combinaties van activiteiten zijn die voor de klant worden verricht en
gebundeldd zijn in processen. Ik onderscheid drie algemene typen van diensten
positioneringss strategieën: de massa georiënteerde, de bereik georiënteerde en de
partnerr georiënteerde strategie. Binnen deze strategieën verschillen de aard van het
dienstverleningsproces,, het type dienst, de nadruk van de waardetoevoeging, de
beheersingg van de interactie met de klant, de management benadering, de marketing
benaderingg en de economische voordelen (zie figuur 13.1).
Eenn belangrijk onderdeel van dienstverleningsprocessen is de specificatie van
diensten.. In de specificatie van diensten worden de algemene beloften die de
dienstverlenerr maakt in zijn marketinguitingen omgezet in voor een specifieke klant,
specifiekee beloften betreffende de dienst die geleverd gaat worden. De specificatie
vann diensten kent zeven functies (zie figuur 13.2). De specificatie van diensten vindt
plaatss in de front office.
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DienstDienst positionering
MassaMassa georiënteerd
PartnerPartner georiënteerd
BereikBereik georiënteerd
strategiestrategie r>
OrganisatieOrganisatie ontwerp
karakteristiek: karakteristiek:
Aardd van het
Gestandaardiseerdd / Modulairr /
Gebaseerdd op
dienstverlenings s
Infrastructureel l
component t
professionelee kennis
proces s
gebaseerd d
enn verbonden met
klantt processen
Typee dienst
Service/product t
Puree dienst
Product t
(maatwerk) )
(gestandaardiseerd) ) (massaa maatwerk)
Nadrukk waarde
Process en bron
Proces,, interactie en Cliëntt en interactie
toevoeging g
cliënt t
Beheersingg van de Verkoop p
Onderhandeling g
Partnerr georiënteerd
interactiee met de
enn diagnosticerend
klant t
Productielijn n
Management t
Empowerment t
Empowerment t
benadering g
perspectief f
perspectief f
perspectief f
Marketing g
Relatiemarketing g
Transactiee marketing Relatiemarketing g
benadering g
Schaalvoordelen n
Economische e
Voordelenn van een Voordelenn van relaties
voordelen n
breedd bereik
Figuurr 13.1: Karakteristieken van drie generieke diensten positionerings strategieën
Omm in de front office het juiste te kunnen beloven betreffende de te leveren
dienstt is informatie nodig over de activiteiten die de dienstverlener in de toekomst
gaatt doen voor de klant. De front office heeft informatie nodig over uit welke
activiteitenn de dienst zal gaan bestaan (product informatie) en over wanneer die
activiteitenn kunnen worden verricht, dus over de beschikbare capaciteit van de
dienstverlenerr (proces informatie). Daarnaast heeft de front office relatie informatie
nodigg om de relatie met de klant te kennen en eventueel onderscheid te maken
tussenn klanten. De relatie,, product en proces informatie verschillen naar de mate van
maatwerkk dat door de dienstverlener wordt geleverd. De relatie tussen deze mate van
maatwerkk en de informatie voor de specificatie van diensten in de front office is
uitgedruktt in het front office informatiemodel (zie figuur 13.3). Voor een nadere
uiteenzettingg van dit model in het Nederlands verwijs ik naar de Vries (2001).

11
22
33
44
55
66
77

ZevenZeven Juncties van diensten specificatie
Klantenn specificeren hun behoeften en de dienstverlener informeert en adviseert.
Opbouwenn van relaties met de klant.
Compleett gespecificeerde diensten reduceren de risicobeleving van klanten en
verbeterenn de kwaliteitsbeleving.
Dienstenn specificatie initieert de levering van diensten en voorziet het
leveringsprocess van specificaties.
Dee specifieke verzameling van dienstverleners in een netwerk van dienstverleners dat
dee dienst gaat leveren wordt bepaald.
Interactiee met de klant vormt het startpunt voor innovatie van de dienstverlening.
Informatiee over klanten en de markt kan worden opgebouwd.

Figuurr 13.2: Zeven functies van diensten specificatie
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Figuurr 13.3: Front office informatie model

Binnenn massa georiënteerde strategieën wordt gebruik gemaakt van een front
officee informatievoorziening die valt te typeren als loket of one-stop shop. Binnen
bereikk georiënteerde strategieën wordt gebruik gemaakt van een front office
informatievoorzieningg die valt te typeren als binnen-buitendienst of regiekamer.
Binnenn partner georiënteerde strategieën wordt gebruik gemaakt van een front office
informatievoorzieningg die valt te typeren als regiekamer of symbiose.
Dee algemene problemen die mogen worden verwacht als in de front office niet
wordtt voldaan aan de informatiebehoeften zijn uitgedrukt in figuur 13.4.
Dezee theorie wordt in het proefschrift opgebouwd en ingebed vanuit inzichten
uitt
de literatuur op
het
gebied van informatiemanagement
en
dienstverleningsmanagementt in hoofdstuk twee en drie. In hoofdstuk een wordt het
onderzoekk gemotiveerd vanuit het PrimaVera onderzoeksprogramma van de
Universiteitt van Amsterdam naar informatiemanagement waarin het bestuderen van
dee relatie tussen bedrijfskarakteristieken (in dit geval de aard van het
dienstverleningsprocess en de diensten positionerings strategieën) en patronen van
informatiee (in dit geval het front office informatiemodel) centraal staan. Daarnaast
wordtt het onderzoek gemotiveerd vanuit het onderzoeksthema van de relatie tussen
kwaliteitt van diensten en het ontwerp van voortbrengingsprocessen van diensten
(waarr de front office informatievoorziening onderdeel van is) binnen het vakgebied
dienstverleningsmanagementt en -marketing.
Dee theorie is geconfronteerd met acht front offices in vier verschillende
dienstverlenendee organisaties: Unique Nederland, Gak Nederland, Interpolis en
Sioo.. Aan iedere casus is een hoofdstuk gewijd. De confrontatie tussen theorie en
praktijkk wordt uitgebreid besproken in de cross case analyse in hoofdstuk negen.
Ikk concludeer dat ik door het onderzoek de kennis over de relatie tussen diensten
positioneringss strategieën en het ontwerp van dienstverleningsprocessen heb kunnen
uitbreidenn op de volgende punten.
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Figuurr 13.4: De relatie tussen onvoldoende informatie en ineffectiviteit van de front office
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••

Expliciete benoeming van de verschillen tussen de drie generieke diensten
positioneringss strategieën (uitgedrukt in figuur 13.1).
De relatie tussen de generieke strategieën en de informatie die in de front
officee nodig is voor de specificatie van diensten (deze relatie wordt
uitgedruktt in figuur 13.5; de front office informatie staat in figuur 13.3).
Benoeming van algemene problemen die mogen worden verwacht als niet
wordtt voldaan aan de informatiebehoeften in dienstenspecificatie in de front
officee (uitgedrukt in figuur 13.4).
Het idee dat de aard van het dienstverleningsproces in partner georiënteerde
strategieënn vooral is gebaseerd op kennis van professionals en dat deze
processenn vaak zijn verweven met bedrijfsprocessen van de klant
(uitgedruktt in rij twee en kolom vier van figuur 13.1).
Het begrip dat de beheersing van de interactie met de klant in partner
georiënteerdee strategieën een patroon lijkt te hebben waarin de
dienstverlenerr zoekt naar de rol van partner en waarin diagnostische
vaardighedenn een belangrijke rol spelen en geen patroon kent van 'jobbing'
(uitgedruktt in rij vijf en kolom vier van figuur 13.1).
De herkenning van vier typen van klantcontact in plaats van twee, zoals
algemeenn worden aangenomen. Deze vier typen duid ik aan als
klantcontactenn voor promotionele, specificerende, operationele en
(gebruiks)) ondersteunende doeleinden.
De benoeming van zeven functies van de specificatie van diensten (zie
figuurr 13.2), die worden ondersteund door het front office informatiemodel.

DienstenDiensten positionering
MassaMassa georiënteerd
BereikBereik georiënteerd Partner Partner
georiënteerd georiëntee
strategiestrategie ^
OrganisatieOrganisatie ontwerp
karakteristiek: karakteristiek:
Frontt office
Lokett of one-stop Buiten-Symbiosee of
informatiebehoeften n
shop p
binnendienstt of
regiekamer r
regiekamer r

Figuurr 13.5: Relatie tussen diensten positionerings strategieën en front office
informatiebehoeften n
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Verklaring voor het feit dat twee verschillende diensten positionerings
strategieënn kunnen worden aangetroffen binnen dezelfde business unit
vanuitt inzichten op het gebied van diensten innovatie en herziening van
dezee inzichten om redenatie over E-commerce en E-business mogelijk te
makenn (zie hieronder).
•• Een eerste confrontatie van het 'netwerk ecosysteem' van Klüber en anderen
(ziee figuur 13.6) met de praktijk (van Interpolis) leidt tot het inzicht dat dit
modell niet beperkt hoeft te zijn tot domeinen van virtueel organiseren maar
vruchtbaarr gebruikt kan worden in het algemene domein van netwerk
organisatiee om een netwerk in kaart te brengen en de positionering van
partijenn daarin in beeld te brengen.
Interessantt is dat ik in sommige cases een patroon vind waarin in een business
unitt wordt bewogen tussen twee generieke strategieën (bijv. tussen bereik en partner
georiënteerdee strategie). Ik verklaar dit door gebruik te maken van inzichten op het
terreinn van diensten innovatie. Binnen een partner georiënteerde strategie kunnen
bijvoorbeeldd diensten worden ontwikkeld in samenspraak met de klant waardoor
voorr die klant maatwerk wordt verricht (dat overigens voor een deel uit bestaande en
voorr een deel uit nieuwe componenten van dienstverlening kan bestaan). Dit
maatwerkk kan via een expliciet proces achteraf worden omgezet in nieuwe standaard
componentenn van de dienstverlening en worden toegevoegd aan het bestaande scala
vann standaard componenten. Op deze wijze innoveert de dienstverlener haar
dienstverleningg en beïnvloeden bereik en partner georiënteerde strategie elkaar
positief.. Aangenomen mag worden dat als het volume van dienstverlening onder de
enee positionerings strategie ten koste gaat van dat onder de andere strategie,
organisatorischee splitsing (bijv. over verschillende business units) voor de hand ligt.
Bovenstaandee verklaring is gebaseerd op het werk van Gallouj en Weinstein en
ikk maak gebruik van hun diensten innovatie diagram en vier typen van innovatie
(incrementele,, recombinatieve, radicale en klantspecifieke innovatie). Op basis van
algemenee inzichten op het gebied van E-commerce en E-business en innovaties die
ikk heb waargenomen in de gevalstudies, beredeneer ik dat het diagram moet worden
gewijzigdd om redenatie over innovaties op het terrein van koppelvlakken tussen de
technologiee van de klant en de technologie van de dienstverlener te kunnen
faciliteren.. Dit leidt tot het diensten innovatie diagram van figuur 13.7.
Dee drie diensten positionerings strategieën, het diensten innovatie diagram en de
vierr typen van innovatie, het front office informatiemodel en het netwerk
ecosysteemm vormen tezamen een interessant analytisch stelsel waarmee diensten
positioneringg op de markt, bewegingen tussen twee generieke positionerings
strategieën,, innovatie van dienstverlening en de organisatie en inrichting van
dienstleveringsprocessenn kunnen worden begrepen. Het front office informatiemodel
draagtt bij aan inzicht betreffende de inrichting van dienstleveringsprocessen (in het
bijzonderr diensten specificatie) waarmee de diensten positionerings strategie wordt
geoperationaliseerd.. In diensten specificatie wordt de specifieke verzameling van
dienstverlenerss dat de dienst gaat leveren in een netwerk van dienstverleners
bepaald.. Analyse van dit netwerk en van de positie van de verschillende partijen
daarinn wordt gefaciliteerd door het netwerk ecosysteem.
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Figuurr 13.6: Het netwerk ecosysteem
Mett behulp van dit analytisch instrumentarium ontstaat inzicht in de relatie
tussenn diensten positionerings strategie en netwerk positionering enerzijds en de
inrichtingg van dienstleveringsprocessen en de front office informatievoorziening
daarin.. Hiermee heb ik een bijdrage willen leveren aan algemene inzichten
betreffendee de dynamische en complexe relatie tussen strategie en ontwerp van
organisaties,, informatiepatronen en de toepassing van ICT, een van de doelen van de
studiee in deel een en een belangrijk doel van het Prima Vera onderzoeksprogramma
inn informatiemanagement aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Het tweede en meer
specifiekee doel van de studie was om tot een referentiemodel te komen voor de
toepassingg van ICT in de front office. Het front office informatiemodel is een
dergelijkk model en impliceert dat met relatie, product en procesinformatie ter
ondersteuningg van een bepaalde mate van maatwerk ook lagere maten van maatwerk
kunnenn worden ondersteund. Met behulp van het referentiemodel kan dus tot
softwaree worden gekomen dat verschillende front office typen en voorkomens (zoals
calll centers, balies, etc.) kan ondersteunen. Daarmee draagt het model bij aan de
formuleringg van distributiestrategieën en het verkorten van de implementatietijd van
nieuwee front offices.
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Figuurr 13.7: Herzien diensten innovatie diagram
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Deell 2: Additioneel Werk
Deell twee bestaat uit drie hoofdstukken waarin ik additioneel werk presenteer.
Hoofdstukk tien en elf gaan in op additionele inzichten betreffende de distributie van
diensten.. Hoofdstuk twaalf bevat een studie naar het gebruik van de
onderzoeksmethodee gevalstudies in vijfenvijftig gevalstudies in het vakgebied
informatiesystemenn / informatiemanagement. Deze studie onderbouwt de gemaakte
keuzess in het onderzoek dat ik presenteer in deel een.
Betreffendee de distributie van diensten ga ik in hoofdstuk tien in op de
distributiee van diensten langs meerdere kanalen (multi-channeling) en de
ondersteuningg van multi-channeling met front, mid en back office architecturen. Ik
ziee multi-channeling als een coördinatievraagstuk waarin de dienstverlening
toegankelijkk wordt gemaakt langs meerdere (technologische) media/kanalen voor
verschillendee marktsegmenten. Verschillende boodschappen worden naar
verschillendee marktsegmenten gecommuniceerd via verschillende media/kanalen in
verschillendee
opeenvolgende
fasen van het
dienstverleningsproces/de
verkoopcyclus.. Deze boodschappen zullen aan het begin van de verkoopcyclus
promotioneell van aard zijn (betreffende algemene bedrijfs- of productinformatie) en
zullenn gedurende de verkoopcyclus steeds meer betrekking gaan hebben op
specifiekee producten (gedurende de specificatie, operatie en ondersteuningsfasen
vann de verkoopcyclus). Het coördinatievraagstuk van multi-channeling wordt
inzichtelijkk gemaakt aan de hand van een conceptueel raamwerk waarin
verschillendee coördinatieaspecten worden geadresseerd. Het raamwerk moet worden
gezienn als een eerste stap in onderzoek naar multi-channeling. Voor een beschrijving
vann dit raamwerk in het Nederlands verwijs ik naar de Vries & Stegen (2000). De
ondersteuningg van multi-channeling met front, mid en back office architecturen
wordtt onderbouwd met zes mini cases waaruit de functionaliteiten vanfront,mid en
backk office architecturen blijken en waaruit de bijdrage van deze architecturen aan
hett multi-channel coördinatievraagstuk blijkt.
Inn hoofdstuk elf presenteer ik een raamwerk waarlangs IBM's ICT
ondersteuningg voor kennismanagement in IBM's distributienetwerk wordt
geanalyseerd.. ICT blijkt daarin vooral de functie te hebben van 'assistent',
'bibliothecaris'' en 'leraar'. Hiermee werd met name functionele kennis (discipline
gebondenn kennis) en operationele kennis (ervaring met organisatieprocessen)
gedeeldd met IBM's partners in het distributienetwerk. Deling van contextuele kennis
(betreffendee de markt en concurrentie) bleek beperkt te zijn in deze gevalstudie.

Doelgroep p
Ikk heb gepoogd mijn proefschrift toegankelijk te maken voor vier doelgroepen:
praktijkmensen,, wetenschappers, opleiders en studenten.
Ikk beoog praktijkmensen te faciliteren in hun denken over diensten
positionering,, netwerk positionering, het ontwerpen van dienstleveringsprocessen,
frontfront office ontwerp, multi-channeling, front, mid en back office architectuur en
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kennismanagementt in distributienetwerken. Voor organisaties zijn dit actuele
onderwerpenn waarvan ik verwacht dat deze de komende jaren om blijvende aandacht
zullenn vragen van management, staf en beleidsmedewerkers, marketing experts en
ICTT experts. Daarnaast kunnen de gevalstudies in dit proefschrift nieuwe
interessantee gezichtspunten opleveren voor praktijkmensen in de financiële
dienstverlening,, het uitzendwezen, sociale verzekeringen, opleidingen, human
resourcee management, arbo dienstverlening, reïntegratie dienstverlening en de ICT
dienstverlening. .
Uiteraardd zijn wetenschappers een belangrijke doelgroep, met name zij die hun
interessegebiedd
hebben
in
vakgebieden
als
informatiemanagement,
(dienstverlenings)) marketing, organisatieontwerp, bedrijfskunde, informatiekunde of
hett gebruik van de onderzoeksmethode gevalstudie.
Opleiderss in met name het wetenschappelijk onderwijs en hoger
beroepsonderwijss vormen een doelgroep omdat ik denk dat dit proefschrift inzichten
bevatt die kunnen bijdragen aan curricula en vakken op het gebied van bedrijfskunde,
informatiekundee en marketing.
Voorr in de studie gevorderde studenten met een zekere achtergrond in
informatiekunde/informatiemanagement,,
bedrijfskunde,
(dienstverlenings)
marketingg en onderzoeksmethoden kan dit proefschrift studiemateriaal vormen voor
verdiepingg van hun inzichten op deze gebieden en op het gebied van business-tobusinesss dienstverlening.
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Thee central theme of my thesis is the
distributionn of services. The theme is
studiedd from an informational perspective,
inn which insights from the two disciplines
informationn management/ information
systemss and service marketing and
managementt are combined. In part
one,, the information requirements for
servicee specification in the front office
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